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the command of another expedition destined to explore the interior 
districts of Louisiana. lying to the southward of the Missouri. He 
was instructed to ascend the Great Osage River to its source; then to 
proceed towards the Arkansaw: here he was to detach a party, under 
the cOlllIlland of Lieutenant ,Yilkillson, to descend this river as far 
as the Mississippi; while hil1lselt~ with the rest of his men, ascended 
to its source. After visit:ng its head waters, he was directed to seek 
the source of the Red River, and to follow that stream to N atchi
toches. The former part of this plan he executed agreeably to his 
orders: but being bewildel ed in the S11m'-y regions at the head of the 
Arkansal\, he advanced too far to the westward, and struck the great 
Hi \'l'i del':'; orte, within the Spanish boundary_He was here arrested 
by a detachment of Spanish troops, and carried prisoner to the 
capilal of New :i\lcxico; whence, after a detention of a few months, 
he was conveyed by a circuitous route along the shores of the Gulph 
of 1Vlexico towards the boundary of the province, on the road to N at
chitoches. Lieutenant Pike departed from St. Louis on this expe
dition, July 15, 1806, and returncd July 1, 1807. 

The interesting narrati\'c of these two journies was published in 
England, in the year 1811, by the present Editor, who had been 
furnished with an authorized copy of the original manuscript. Mr. 
Pike's Travels were of considerable importance in a geographical 
view. The sources of the Mississippi were before known, and their 
geographical position accurately ascertained from preceding obser
vations; but its progress down to its junction with the Missouri, had 
never been examined, except at a few places which had been ca
sually visited by Indian traders. Mr. Pike ex plored the whole of this 
portion of its channel, and laid it down from actual survey; and by 
correcting his ad measurements by astronomical observations, was en
abled on his return to form a correct Map of its course, which has 
been given on a reduced scale with his printed Journal. By pursuin(/ 
the same laborious plan, of surveying his route, in his second Tou~ 
he has been able to furnish the first satisfactory account of the Great 
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Osage River, and of the upper portion of the Arkansaw, from about 
latitude 35° north, to its source, about latitude 4.~o; and also of the 
general course of the Hio dc1 Norte of New .Mexico. He yisi ted 
likewise a part of the river Kansas, and discovered the head waters 
of the Platte, another large stream which flows into the Missouri. 
The lower portion of the Arkansaw, from the point whence Mr. Pike 
ascended, was explored during this expedition by Lieutenant Wil
kinson, whose Journal is printed in Mr. Pike's 'York. 

The countries traversed by Mr. Pike, especially during his last Tour, 
were almost as little known to the world as the interior of Africa. 
French traders had, it is true, penetrated through a considerable por
tion of them; but as in almost every instance their objects were 
merely commercial, their knowledge was carefully kept to themselves, 
and perished with them. An exception ought indeed to be made in 
the case of Du Pratz, whose work on Louisiana displays considerable 
talent for observation, and whose statements, as to its geographical 
features, have in general been corroborated by subsequent surveys. 
After all, however, the courses of the great rivers were but very 
partially ascertained, and all the maps of this district were in con
sequence grossly erroneous. These defects h,1\'e been in a great de
gree rectified by Mr. Pike's Charts, which have supplied materials for 
an excellent Map of this portion of the American Continent.* 

Besides these great undertakings, other expeditions on a smaller 
scale were directed to the examination of particular districts. Among, 

* It is greatly to he lamented, that this entcrpri,;ing tmveller, whose humane atten
tions to the men under his command, during his several journies, were a· conspicuous a~ 
his fortitude and resolution, in surmounting the difficulties he had every-where to en
counter, should have fallen a sacrifice in the present unhappy contest between this coun
try and America. Being rewarded for his service a with the rank of General, he was 
appointed to a command in the anny destined to act against Canada, and lost his life bI 
an accidental explosion, which blew up a fort in whick he was stationed. 
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these may be mentioned, a Journey performed in the latter part of 
the year 1804, by Mr. Dunbar and Dr. Hunter, with a party under 
their direction, who ascended the 'Vashita River, an interesting 
stream flowing from the north-west, and emptying its waters into the 
Red River of Louisiana, a few miles above the confluence of the 
latter with the Mississippi. It was intended that the examination of 
the Red River itself should be entrusted to :1\11'. Pike, who, after com
pleting his survey of the upper part of the province, was to descend 
along its channel on his return. But, previously to this period, some ac
count of it had been drawn up by Dr. Sibley, of Natchitoches, who 
had himself explored it for a considerable distance, and obtained his 
information respecting the upper part of its course from a respectable 
native trader, who had passed his life in the neighbourhood. This 
account, together with Mr. Dunbar and Dr. Hunter's description of the 
Washita, 'were transmitted to the President of the United States, and by 
him communicated to Congress in the year 1806. They were afterwards 
published by the government with some other official Documents of a 
similar kind. 

But the most important expedition of discovery fitted out by the 
government of the e nited States was that entrusted to the command 
of Captains Lewis and Clarke *"; \vho were directed to explore the 

• The following Message on the Subject 0/ this E.vpedition mas delivered to Con
gress by the P1'esicient of the United States, in the Year 1806. 

TO THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

IN pursuance of a measure proposed to Congress by a message of January 18th, one 
thousand eight hundred and three, and sanctioned by their appropriation for carryinO" it 
into execlltion, Captain Meriwether Lewis, of the first regiment of infantry, was appoint
ed, with a party orlllen, to explore the river Missouri, from its mouth to its source, and 
crossing' tbe highlands by the shortest portage, to seek the best water communication 
thence to the Pacific Ocean; and Lieutenant Clarke was appointed second in com maud. 
They were to enter into conference with the Indian nations on their route, with a view to 
the est,ablishment of commerce with them. They entered the Missouri May 14th, one thou
!and eIght hundred and four, and on the 1st of November took up their winter quarter" near 
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nrer Missouri from its contiuence with the Mississippi to its source-
to proceed thence across the mountains, by the shortest route, to the 

the Mandan towns, 1609 miles above the mouth of the river, 1II latitude 47" 211 ,1 i" 

north, and longitude 990 2,1' 43" west from Greenwich. On the Sth of April, one 
thousand eight hundred and five, they proceeded up the river in pursnance of the o~jects 
prescribed to them. A letter of the preceding day, April 7th, from Captain Lewis, i, 
herewith communicated. During his stay among the Mandans, he had been able to lay 
down the Missouri, according to courseR and distances taken on his passage up it, cor
rected hy fioequent observations of longitude and latitude; and to add to the actual survey 
of this portion of the river, a general map of the country between the Mississippi and 
Pacific, from the thirty-fourth to the fifty-fourth degrees of latitude. These additions 
are from information collected from Indians with whom he had opportunities of communi
cating, during his journey and residence with them. Copies of this map are now presented 
to both houses of Congress. 'With these I communicate also a statistical view, procured 
and forwarded by him, of the Indian nations inhabiting the territory of J~ollisiana, and 
the countries a<ljacent to its northern and western borders; of their comnwrce, and of other 
interesting circumstances respecting then •. 

In order to render the statement as complete as may be, of the Indians inhabiting the 
country west of the Mississippi, I add Dr. Sibley'~ account of those resi(iing in and adja
cent to the territory of Orleans. 

I communicate also, from the same person, an account of the Red ri\'er, according to 
the best information he had been able to collect. 

o' 

Having been disappointed, after considerable preparation, in the purpose of sending
an exploring party up that river, in the summer of one thousand eight hundred and fOllr, 
it was thought best to employ the autumn of that year in procuring a knowledge of an in
teresting branch of the ri ver called the Washita. This was undertaken under the direc
tion of Mr. Dunbar, of Natchez, a citizen of distinguished science, who had aided, and 
continues to aid us, with his disinterested and valuable services in the prosecution of these 
enterprises. lIe ascpnded the riYer to the remarkable hot springs near it, in latitude 
34° 31' 11".16, longitude 92" 50 145'1 west from Greenwich, taking its courses and dis
tances, and correcting them by frequent celestial observations. Extracts from his obser
vations, and copies of his map of the river, fi-om its mouth to the hot springs, make part 
of the present cgmrnunications. The examination of the Red river itself is but now com
mencing. 

TH. JEFFERSON, 
Flibruar!J 19, 1806. 
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first navigable water on the western side, which they were to follow :t'i 

far as the shores of the Pacific Ocean. This party entered the .Mis-

Extract of a Letter from Captain Meriwether Lewis, to the President of the United 
States, dated 

DEAR SIR, Fort Mandan, April 17th, 1805. 

Herewith enclosed you will receive an invoice of certain articles which I have fOl'
warded to you from this place. Among other articles, you will observe, by reference to 
the invoice, 67 specimenR of earths, saits, and minerals, and 60 specimens of plants; 
these are accompanied by theil' respective labels, expressing the days on which obtained, 
places where found, and also their virtues and properties, when known. By means of 
these labels, referencp- may be made to the chart of the Missouri, forwarded to the 
Secretary of War, on which the encampment of each day has been carefully marked: thus 
the places at which these specimens have been obtained, may be easily pointed out, or 
again found, should any of them prove valuable to the community on further inveii
tigation. 

You will also receive herewith enclosed, a part of Captain Clarke's private journal; 
the other part you will find enclosed in a separate tin box. This journal will serve to 
give you the daily details of our pl'Ogress and transactions. 

I shall despatch a canoe with three, perhaps four, persons from the extreme navigable 
point of the Missouri, or the portage between this river and the Columbia river, as 
either may first happen. By the return of this canoe, I shall send you my journal, and 
some one or two of the best of those kept by my men. I have sent a journal kept by 
one of the sergeants, to Captain Stoddard, my agent at St. Louis, in order, as much as 
possible, to multiply the chances of saving something. 'Ve have encouraged our men to 
keep journals, and seven of them do, to whom, in this respect, we give every assistance 
in our power. 

I have transmitted to the Secretary at War, every information relative to the geography 
of the country which we possess, together with a view of the Indian nations, containing 
information relative to them, on those points with which I conceived it important that the 
government should be informed. 

By reference to the muster rolls forwarded to the war department, you will see the 
state of the party; in addition to which, we have two interpreters, one negro man, 
servant to Captain Clarke; one Indian woman, wife to one of the interpreters, and a 
Mandan man, whom we take with a view to restOre peace between the Snake Indians, 
and those in this neighbourhood, amounting, in total with ourselves, to thirty-three per-
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souri on the fourteenth of May 1804, and took up their winter quarters 
on the first of the ensuing November in the country of the Mandan 

----------

sons. By means of the interpreters and Indians, lye shall be enabled to converse with all 
the Indians that we shall probably meet with on the Missouri. 

I have forwarded to the Secretary at 'Var my public accounts, rendered up to the 
present day. They have been much longer delayed than I had any idea they would have 
been, when we dep~rtcd from the. Illinois: but this delay, under the circumstances in which 
I was compelled to act, has heen unavoidable. The provision perioque and her crew, 
could 1I0t hare been dismissed in time to have refumed to St. Louis last fall, without 
evidently, in my opinion, hazarding the fate of the enterprise in which I am engaged; and 
I therefore did not hesitate to prefer the censure that I may have incurred by the deten
tion of these papers, to that of risking, in any degree, the success of the expedition. To 
me, the detention of theRe papers has formed a serious source of disquiet and anxiety; 
and the recollection of your particubr charge to me on this subject, has made it still 
more poigllant. I am fully aware of the inconvenience which must have arisen to the 
war department, from the want of these vouchers, previous to the last session of congress, 
but how to avert it was out of my power to devise. 

From this place we shall send the barge and crew early to-morrow moming, with orders 
to proceed as expeditiously as possible to St. Louis; by her we send our despatches, which I 
trust will get safe to hand. Her crew consists often able bodied men, well armed, and pro
vided with a sufficient stock of pro\-ision to last them to St. Louis. I have but little doubt 
but they will be fired on by the Sioux; but they ha\-e pl{'dg'ed themselves to us that they 
will not yield while there is a man of them living. Our baggage is all embarked on board six 
small canoes, and two perioques; we shall set out at the same moment that we despatch the 
barge. One, or perhaps hoth of these perioques, wesballleaveat the Fallsofthe :\1 i~souri, from 
whence we illtend continuing our voyage in the canoes, allel a perioque of skins, the frame of 
which was prepared at Harper's ferry. This perioque is now in a situation which will ('nable 
us to prepare it in the course ofa few hours. As our vessels are now small, and the current of 
th~ river much more moderate, we calculate upon travelling at the rate of ~O 0\' 25 miles 
per day, as far as the Falls of the Missouri. Beyond this point, or the first range of rocky 
mountains, situated a.bout 100 miles further, any calculation with respect to our daily pro
gress, can be little more than bare conjecture. The circumstance of the Snake lndians 
possessing large quantities of horse~ is much in our favour, as by mean~ or horses the 
transportation of our baggage will be rendered easy and expeditious over land, from the 
Missouri to the Columbia river. Should this river not prove navigable where we first meet 
with it, our present intention is, to continue our march by land down the dver, until it be-
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Indians, having by computation proceeded 1609 miles. They re
sUllied their yoyagc on the se\'cnth of April1S05, and en the eighteenth 

comes so, or to the Pacific ocean. The map, which has heen forwarded to the Secretary of 
'Var, will give you the idea we entertain of the connexion ofthese rivers, which has been 
formed from the corresponding testimony of a number of Indians, who have visited that 
country, and who have been separately and carefully examined on that subject, and we 
therefore think it entitled to some degree of confidence. Since our arrival at this place, we 
have subsisted principally on meat, with which our guns have supplied us amply, and have 
thus been enabled to reserve the parched meal, portable soup, and a considerable propor
tion of pork and flour, which we had intended for the more difficult parts of our voyage. 
If Indian information can be credited, the vast quantity of game with which the country 
abounds through which we are to pass, leaves us but little to apprehend from the want of 
food. 

We do not calculate on completing our voyage within the present year, but expect tt) 
reach the Pacific ocean, and return as fal' as the head of the Missouri, or perhaps to this 
place, before winter. You may therefore expect me to meet you at Montachello in Sep
tember, 1806. On our return we shall probably pass down the Yellow Stone river, which, 
from Indian information, waters one of the fairest portions. of this continent. 

I can se~ no material 0\' probable obstruction to our progress, and entertain, therefore, 
the most sanguine hopes of complete success. As to myself, individually, I never enjoyed 
a more perfect state of good health than I have since we commenced our voyage. My 
inestimable friend and companion, captain Clarke, has also enjoyed good health generally. 
At this moment every individual of the party is in good health and excellent spirits, 
zealously attached to the enterprise, and anxious to proceed; not a whisper of discontent 
or murmur is to be heard among them; but all in unison act with the most perfect har
mony. With such men I have every thing to hope, and but little to fear. 

Be so good as to present my most affectionate regard to all my friends, and be assured 
of the sincere and unalterable attachment of 

Your most obedient servant, 

MERIWETHER LEWIS, 

TH, JEFFERSON, 

Captain of the 1st U. S. Regiment of Infantry_ 

President of the United States. 
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of August reached the extreme nayigable point of the Missouri, up. 
wards of SOOO miles from its mouth. TJiey here procured horses, and 
crossed the dividing chain of mountains for a distance of morC' than 
sixty miles, and having reached a navigable stream, descended in 
canoes to the mouth of the great Columbia River, ,yhich they reached 
on the fifteenth of November. They passed the winter among the 
Indians on the coast of the Pacific. On the 27th March, 1806, they 
set out on their return, and reached St. Louis on the 2Sd of Septem
ber following, after having travelled in all, by computation, nearly 
gOOO miles! 

The work ,yhich is here gi\'en to the public, contains the official 
J ourna! of this extraordinary and interesting Journey; the importance 
of which, to geographical science, will readily be estimated by those 
who are acquainted with the glaring imperfections of the best Maps 
hitherto published of the countries that arc heredescribed. Asevery reader 
will have the opportunity of judging for himself, it were superfluous to 
say any thing in this place as to the admirable address, the discretion, 
perseverance, and intrepidity, which were on all occasions evinced 

See a Pamphlet, intituled " lIfessage f1'Om tlte President of tlte United Stales, c01llmunicating 
. Discoveries made in exploring the lIlissouri, Red River, alld T-'Vashita, b,1J Captains 
Lewis and Clarke, Doctol' Sibley, and lIfr. Dunbar; with a Statistical Account of the 
Countries adjacent. Read in Congress, February 19, 1806." New York, printed, 1806. 

The principal part of Captain Lewis's Statistical View of the Indian Nations of 
Louisiana, tugether with Dr. Sibley's Account of the Indians on the Arkansaw, &c. and 
Mr. Dunbar and Dr. Hunter's Account of the \Vashita River, all referred to ill the abuve 
communication, were published in England, in an Octavo Volume, intituled "The Travels 
of Captains Lewis and Clarke, from St. Louis, by (i'a!! of the AJissouri and Columbia Rivers, 
to the Pacffic Ocean; pelfonned in the rears 18011, 1805, and 1806, by Order of the Go
vernment of the United States; containing Delineations of the j'lImlllcrs, Customs, Religioll, 
.src. of the Indians, compiled from various authentiC Sources, and original Documents, a11(1 
a Summary of the Statistical View of the Indian Nations, from the official Communication of 
lYleriwethtr Lewis." London, ISO!.!. 

c 
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by the commanding officers throughout the whole of their long, 
hazardous, and fatiguing route, during which they proved themselves 
eminently qualified for the important trust which had been com-

mitted to them in charge. 

The Tour which is here detailed, was terminated in the autumn of 
1806; but the J oumal, though repeatedly announced, ,,"as not published 
before this year*. Part of the delay ,,"as probably occasioned by the 
death of Captain Lewis, in consequence of which the whole labour of· 
preparing the manuscript for the press devolved on his intelligent asso
ciate, Captain Clarke. The present edition is printed nearly verbatim 
from the original; the sheets of which were forwarded to this country 
by the American Proprietors: the only liberty that has been taken 
with the language, has been merely the correction of a few inadvertent 
graminatical or typographical errors. The American Copy contained 
an A ppendix drawn up by Captain Lewis on the State of the Indian 
Nations; with hints for their future government, and for the regulation 
of the commercial intercourse between them and the United States; 
but as the subject is altogether of a local nature, and the observations 
possess little interest for the British reader, it has been omitted. 

THOMAS REES. 
Barnard's Inn, April SO, 1814. 

As far as relates to Lewis and Clarke's Travels, this work is not, however, what it pre
tends to be, for it contains no farthel' account of them than was given in the above mes
sage, and some private letters of Captain Clarke, addressed to his friends before and 
after his return. But, in other respects, it is of considerable value, the other documents 
inserted in it being curious, and contained in no other Engli~h publication. . 

* In the year 1808, an account of this expedition was published in an octavo volume 
by Patrick Gass, a serg"eant attached to the exploring party. The officers had encouraged 
the men to keep journals, in order to multiply the chances of communicatin .. information 
of their progress to the government, in case of accident. This work is fo~nded on one 
of the~e private journals. It exhibits a plain statement of the transactions of each 
~ay ~ with oc~asi.o?al remark.s on the country and the inhabitants, which are in general 
,ens~ble and JudICIOUS. Its mterest is not wholly superseded by the puhlication of the 
officIa~ Narrative, as it contains some particulars not noticed in that and serves at the 
~ame tIme to authenticate its details. ' 2 
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TRA VELS UP THE MISSOURI, 

~·c. ~·c. 

CHAP. I. 

THE PARTY SET OUT ON THE EXPEDITION AND PASS WOOD RIVER- DESCRIPTION Ot' 

THE TOWN OF ST. CHARLES-OSAGE WOMAN RIVER--GASCONADE AND OSAGE RIVERS 

DESCRIBED-CHARACTER OF THE OSAGE INDIANS-CURIOUS TRADITIONARY ACCOUNT 

OF THEIR' ORIGIN-THE PARTY PROCEED AND PASS THE MINE RIVER--THE TWO 

CHARATONS-THE KANZAS, NODAWA, NEWAIlAW, NEESHNABATONA, LITTLE NEMA

HAR, EACH OF WHICH ARE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED-THEY ENCAMP AT THE 

MOUTH OF THE RIVER PLATTE-A PARTICULAR DESCRIPTION OF THE SURROUNDING 

COUNTRY-THE VARIOUS CREEKS, BAYS, ISLANDS, PRAIRIES, &C. GIVEN IN THE 

COURSE OP THE ROUTE. 

ON the acquisition of Louisiana, in the year 1803, the attention of the 
government of the United States, was early directed towards exploring and 
improving the new territory. Accordingly, in the summer of the same year, an 
expedition was planned by the president for the purpose of discovering the 
course and sources of the :Missouri, and the most convenient water commu
nication thence to the Pacific Ocean. His private secretary, Captain 
Meriwether Lewis, and Captain William Clarke, both officers of the army of 
the United States, were associated in the command of this enterprize. After 
receiving the requisite instructions, Captain Lewis left the seat of g'overnment, 
and being joined by Captain Clarke at LOllisville, in Kentucky, proceeded to 
St. Louis, where they arrived in the month of December. Their original 
intention was to pass the winter at La Charrette, the highest settlement on the 
Missouri. But the Spanish commandant of the province, not hllving received 
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an official account of its transfer to the United States, was obliged, by the 
general policy of his government, to prevent strangers from passing through the 
Spanish territory. They therefore encamped at the mouth of Wood river, on 
the eastern side of the Mississippi, out of his jurisdiction, where they passed the 
winter in disciplining the men, and making the necessary preparations for 
setting out early in the Spring, before which the cession was officially an
nounced. The party consisted of nine young men from Kentucky, fourteen 
soldiers of the United States army who volunteered their services, two French 
watermen, an interpreter and hunter, and a black servant belonging to Captain 
Clarke-all these, except the last, were enlisted to serve as privates during the 
expedition, and three sergeants were appointed from amongst them by the cap
tains. III addition to these WEre engaged a corporal and six soldiers, and nine 
watermen to accompany the expedition as far as the Mandan nation, in order 
to assist in carrying the stores, or repelling an attack, which was most to be 
apprehended between Wood river and that tribe. The necessary stores were 
subdivided into seven bales, and one box, containing a small portion of each 
article in case of accident. They consisted of a great variety of clothing, 
working utensils, locks, flints, powder, ball, and articles of the greatest use. 
To these were added fourteen bales and one box of Indian presents, distributed 
in the same manner, and composed of richly laced coats and other articles of 
dress, medals, flags, knives, and tomahawks for the chiefs-ornaments of 
different kinds, particularly beads, looking-glasses, handkerchiefs, paints, and 
generally such articles as were deemed best calculated for the taste of the 
Indians. The party was to embark on board of three boats; the first was a 
keel boat fifty-five feet long, drawing three feet water, carrying one large square 
sail and twenty-two oars, a deck of ten feet in the how and stern formed a fore
castle and cabin, while the middle was covered by lockers, which might be 
raised so as to form a breast-work in case of attack. This was accompanied 
by two perioques or open boats, one of six and the other of seven oars. Two 
horses were at the same time to be led along the banks of the river for the 
purpose of bringing home game, or hunting in case of scarcity. 

Of the proceedings of this expedition, the following is a succinct and circum-
5tantial narrative. 

All the preparations being completed, we left our encampment on Monday, 
M~y 14th, 1804. This spot is at the mouth of Wood river, a small stream 
w~lCh empties itself into the Mississippi, opposite to the entrance of the 
MlSsOur~. It i.s situated in latitude 3S· M' 19Jf~o north, and longitude from 
Greenwlch, 89 57' 45". On both sides of the Mississippi the land for two or 
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three miles is rich and level, but gradually swells into a high pleasant country, 
with less timber on the western than on the eastern side, but all susceptible of 
cultivation. The point which separates the two rivers on the north, extends 
for fifteen or twenty miles, the greater part of which is an open level plain, in 
which the people of the neighbourhood cultivate what little grain they raise. 
Not being able to set sail before four o'clock P. M., we did not make more than 
four miles, and encamped on the first island opposite a small creek called 
Cold Watel·. 

May 15. The rain, which had continued yesterday and last night, ceased this 
morning. We then proceeded, and after passing two small islands about ten 
miles further, stopped for the night at Piper's landing, opposite another island. 
The water is here very rapid and the banks falling in. We found that our 
boat was too heavily laden in the stern, in consequcnce of which she ran on logs 
thl'ee times to day. It became necessary to throw the greatest weight on the 
bow of the boat, a precaution very necessary in ascending both the Missouri 
and Mississippi rivers, in the beds of which there lie great quantities of con
cealed timber. 

The next morning we set sail at fhe o'clock. At the distance of a few 
miles, we passed a remarkable larg'e coal hill on the north side, called by the 
French La Charbonniere, and arrived at the town of St. Chal'les. Here we 
remained a few days. 

St. Charles is a small town on the north bank of the Missouri, about twenty
one miles from its confluence with the Mississippi. It is situated in a narrow 
plain, sufficiently hig'h to protect it from the annual risings of the river in the 
month of June, and at the foot of a range of small hills, which have occasioned 
its being called Petite Cote, a name by which it is more known to the French 
than by that of St. Charles. One principal street, about a mile in length and 
running parallel with the river, divides the town, which is composed of nearly 
one hundred small wooden houses, besides a chapel. The inhabitants, about 
four hundred and fifty in number, are chiefly descendants from the French of 
Canada; and, in their manners, they unite all the careless gaiety, and the 
amiable hospitality of the best times of France: yet, like most of their country
men in America, they al'e but ill qualified for the rude life of a frontier: not 
that they are without talent, for they possess much natural genius and vivacity; 
nOl' that they are destitute of enterprize, for their hunting excUl'sions are long, 
laborious, and hazardous: but theil' exertions are all desultory; their industry is 
without system, and without perseverance. 'fhe surroUllding country, there
fore, though rich, is not, in general, well cultivated; the inhabitants chiefly 
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b ·· b h t' d trade '''I'th tile Indians, and confine their culture to su slshng y un mg an •• 
g-ardenin<r, in which they excel. 

Bein; joined by Captain Lewis, who had b~en detained by business at St. 
Louis, we again set sail on Monday, May 21st, In the afternoon, . but were pre
"ented by wind and rain fmm going more than about three miles, when we 
encamped on the upper point of an island, nearly opposite a creek which falls in 
on the south side. 

On the 22d we made about eighteeI} miles, passing several small farms on 
the bank of the river, a number of islands, and a large creek on the south side, 
called Bonhomme, or Goodman's river. A small number of emigrants from the 
United States have settled on the sides of this creek, which are very fertile. 
We also passed some high lands, and encamped, on the nOl,th side, near a small 
creek. Here we lllet with a camp of Kickapoo Indians who had left us at St, 
Charles, with a promise of procuring us some pmvisions by the time we overtook 
them. They now made us a present of four deer, and we gave them in return 
two quarts of whiskey. This tribe reside on the heads of the Kaskaskia and 
Illinois river, on the other side of the Mississippi, but occasionally hunt on the 
Missouri. 

May 23. Two miles from our camp of last night, we reached a river 
emptying itself on the north side, called Osage \Voman river. It is about thirty 
yards wide, and has now a settlement of thirty or forty families f!'Om the United 
States. About a mile and a half heyond this is a larg'e cave, on the south side 
at the foot of cliffs, nearly three hundred feet high, overhanging the water, which 
becomes very swift at this place. 'l'he cave is one hundred and twenty feet 
wide, forty feet deep, and twenty high; it is known by the name of the 'favern 
among the traders, who have written their names on the rock, and painted some 
images which command the homage of the Indians and French. About a mile 
further. we passed a small creek called Tavern cI'eek, and encamped on the 
south Side of the river, having gone nine miles. 

Early the next moming we ascended a very difficult rapid, called the 
De:il's. Race Ground, where ~he current sets for half a mile against some 
projectIng rocks on the south Side. 'Ve were less fortunate in attempting a 
~econd place of equal difficulty. Passing near the southern shore, the bank fell 
111 so fast as to oblige us to cross the river instantly. between the northern side 
:t.nd a sandbar, which is constantly moving and Lanking with the violence of the 
CUI'rent. The boat struck on it, and would have upset immediately if the m 
h d t' d . h ' en a no _ Jumpe IUto t e water and held her, till the sand washed from under 
her. "e encamped on the south side, having ascended ten miles; and the next 
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day, May 25, pas~ed on the south side the mouth of Wood river, on the north, 
two small creeks and several islands, and stopped for the Ilig'ht at the entrance 
of a creek on the north side, called by the Pl'ench La Charrette, ten mil~s from 
our last encampment, and a little abo\"e a small village of the same name. It 
COl,:.ists of seven small houses, and as many poor families who hnve fixed them
selves here for the convenience of trade, and form the last establishment of 
whites on the l\Iissouri. It rained last night, yet we found this morning- that 
the ri~er had fallen several inches. 

May 26. 'fhe wind being- favourahle we made eighteen miles to.day. 
'Ve pnssed in the Illorning several islands, the largest of which is Buffaloe 
island, separated from the southern side by a small channel which recei,"es the 
waters of Buffaloe creek. On the same side is Shepherd's creek, a little 
beyond which we encamped on the northern side. 'fhe next day we sailed 
along' a larg-e island called Otter island, on the northern side, extending nendy 
ten miles in length, narrow but high in its situation, and one of the most fertile 
in the whole river. Between it and the northern shore, three small creeks, one 
of which has the same name "ith the island, empty themselves. On the 
southem shore is a creek twenty yards wide, called Ash creek. In the course 
of the day we ll'et two canoes loaued with furs, which had been two months on 
their route from the Mahar nation, residing more than seven hundred miles up 
the river-one large raft from the Pawnees on the river Platte, and three others 
from the G rand Osage river. At the distance of fifteen miles we encamped on 
a willow island, at the e"trance of the river Gasconade. 'l'his river falls into 
the Missouri from the south, one hundred miles from the Mississippi. Its 
length is ahout one hundred and fifty miles in a course g·enerally north-east 
through a hilly country. On its banks are a number of saltpetre caves, and it is 
believed some mines of lead in the vicinity. Its width at the mouth is one 
hundred and fifty-seven yards, and its depth nineteen feet. 

Here we haIted for the purpose of hunting and drying our provisions, and 
making the necessary celestial observations. 'This "eing completed, we set sail 
on the 29th at four o'clock, and at four miles distance encamped on the south 
side, above a small creek, called Deer creek. The next day, 30th, we set out 
early, and at two miles distant reached a larg·e cave, 011 the north, called 
1\'Iontbrull's tavern, after a Prench trader of that name, just above a creek 
called after the same person. Beyond this is a large island, and at the distance of 
four miles, Rush creek coming in from the south, at eleven, Big-muddy river on 
th~ north, about fifty yards wide; three miles further, is Little-mUddy river on 
the same side, opposite to which we encamped at the mouth of Grindstone creek. 
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The rain which began Jast night continued throug~ ~he day, accompanied with 
high wind and some hail. The river has been rIsmg .fa!'t for tw~ days, and 
the country around appears full of water. Along the sIdes of the rIver to day 
we observe much timber, the cotton wood, the sycamore, hickory, white walnut, 
some grapevines, and rushes-the high west wind and rain compelled us to 
remain all the next day, May 31. In the afternoon a boat came down from the 
Grand Osage river, bringing a letter from a person sent to the ~sage nation ~n the 
Arkansaw river, which mentioned that the letter announcmg the ceSSIOn of 
Louisiana was committed to the flames-that the Indians would not believe that 
the Americans were owners of that country, and disregarded St. Louis and its 
supplies. The party was occupied in hunti~g, in the course of which they 
caught in the woods several very large rats. We set sail early the next morning, 
June 1st, and at six miles distant passed Bear creek, a stream of about twenty
five yards width: but the wind being a-head and the current rapid, we were 
unable to make more than thirteen miles to the mouth of the Osage river; where 
we encamped and remained the following day, for the purpose of making 
celestial observations. The Osage river empties itself into the Missouri, at one 
hundred and thirty-three miles distance from the mouth of the latter river. 
Its general course is west and west southwest through a rich and level country. 
At the junction the Missouri is about eight hundred and seventy-five yards wide, 
and the Osage three hundI'ed and ninety-seven. The low point of junction is in 
latitude 38° 31' 16", and at a short distance from it is a hig'h commanding 
position, whence we enjoyed a delightful prospect of the country. 

The Osage river gives or owes its name to a nation inhabiting its banks at a 
considerable distance from this place. Their present name however, seems to 
have originated from the French traders, for both among themselves and their 
neighbours they are called the Wasbashas. Theil' number is between twelve 
and thirteen hundred warriors, and consist of three tribes: the Great Osages of 
about five hundred warriors, living in a village on the south bank of the rivet.
the Little Osages, of nearly half that number, residing at the distance of six 
mile~ from them-and the Arkansaw band, a colony of Osages, of six hundred 
WarrIOrs, who left them some years ago, under the command of a chief call d 
the Bigfoot, and settled on the Vermillion river, a branch of the Arkansaw. ;n 
pel'son the Osages are among the largest and best formed Indians, and are said 
to possess ~ne military capa~ities ;. but residing as they do in villages, and having 
llla~e conslderable advance 10 agriculture, they seem less addicted to war than 
th.elr northern neighbours, to whom the use of rifles O'ives a O'reat sup . 't 
Amo th 1·· '. b 0 erIOn y. 

ng e pecu lanttes of thts people, there is nothing more remarkabl th . e an 
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the tradition relative to their origin. According to universal belief, the foundel' 
of the nation was a snail passing a quiet existence along the banks of the Osage, 
till a high flood swept him down to the Missouri, and left him exposed on the 
shore. The heat of the sun at length ripened him into a man, but with the 
change of his natUl'e, he had not forgotten his native seats on the Osage, towards 
which, he immediately bent his way. He was however soon overtaken by 
hunger and fatigue, when happily the Great Spirit appeared, and giving 
him a bow and arrow, showed him how to kill and cook deer, and cover himself 
with the skin. He then proceeded to his original residence, but as he approached 
the river, he was met by a beaver, who inquired haughtily who he was, and by 
what authority he came to disturb his possession. The Osage answered that 
the riVEr was his own, for he had once lived on its borders. As they stood 
disputing, the daughter of the beaver came, and having by hel' entreaties 
reconciled her father to this young stranger, it was proposed that the Osage 
should marry the young beaver, and share with hel' family the enjoyment of the 
river. The Osage readily consented, and from this happy union there soon 
came the village and the nation of the Wasbasha, or Osages, who have ever 
since preserved a pious reverence for their ancestors, abstaining from the chace 
of the beaver, because in killing that animal, they killed a brother of the Osage. 
Of late years, however, since the trade with the whites has rendered beaver 
skins more valuable, the sanctity of these maternal relatives has visibly dimi
nished, and the poor animals have nearly lost all the privileges of kindred. 

On the afternoon of June 3, we proceeded, and at three miles distance, 
reached a creek called Cupboard creek, from a rock of that appearance near its 
entrance, Two miles further we encamped at Moreau cl'eek, a stream of 
twenty yards width, on the southern side. The next morning, we passed at an 
early hour, Cedar island on the north, so called from the abundance of the tree 
of that name; near which is a small creek, named Nightingale creek, from a 
bird of that species, who sang for us during the nig·ht. Beyond Cedar island, 
are some others of a smaller extent, and at seven miles distance a creek fifteen 
or twenty yards wide, entering from the north, and known by the name of 
Cedar creek. At seven and a half miles further, we passed on the south side 
aRother creek, which we called Mast creek, from the circumstance of our mast 
being broken by running under a concealed tree; a little above is another creek 
on the left, one mile beyond which we encamped on the southern shore under 
high projecting cliffs. The French had reported that lead ore was to be found 
in this place, but on examining the hills, we could discern no appearance of that 
mineral. Along the river on the south, is a low land covered with rushes, and 
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I ' h ttl . d ar tIle mouths of the creeks, supplied with oak, ash, ~md ug ne es, an ne , , , 
I t 'b 0 tIle north the land IS rICh and well sItuated, We made wa nn tIm er. n , 

d h If ml'les this day 'fhe river is falling slowh', 'Ve continued seventeen an a a' . 
our !'Oute the next morning early: a small creek called Lead creek, on the south; 
anothel' on the north, known to the French hy the name of Little Good 
Woman's creek, and again Big Rock creek on the south were the only streams 
we passed this morning, At eleven o'clock we met a raft ma~e of two c~noes 
joined together, in which two French traders were descendmg, from eIghty 
leaO'ues up the river Kanzas, where they had wintel'ed, and caught great 
qu:ntities of baa vel', but had lost mueh of their game hy fires from the prait·ies. 
They told us that the Kanzas nation is now hunting huffaloe in the plains, having 
passed the last winter in this river. Two miles further, we reached on the south 
Little Manitou creek, which takes its name from a sh-ange figure resembling the 
bust of a man, with the borns of a stag, painted on a projecting rock, which 
may represent some spirit or deity, Near this is a sandbar extending several 
miles, which renders the navigation difficult, and a small creek called Sand creek 
on the south, where we stopped for dinner, and gathered wild cresses and 
tongne grass from the sandbar. The rapidity of the cUl'l'ents, added to our 
having' broken our mast, prevented OUl' going more than twelve and a half miles. 
The scouts and hunters whom we always kept out, report that they have seen fresh 
tracks of Indians. The next morning we left our camp, which was on the south 
side, opposite to a large island in the middle of the river, and at five miles 
reached a creek on the north side, of about twenty yards wide, called Split Rock 
creek, f!'Om a fissure in the point of a neighbouring rock, 'l'hree miles beyond 
this, 011 the south, is Saline river; it is about thirty yards wide, and has its name 
from the number of salt licks and springs, which render its water brackish; the 
river is very rapid, and the banks are falling in. Aftel' leaving Saline creek, we 
passed one large island and several smaller ones, having made fourteen miles. 
The water rose a foot during the last night. 

The next day, June 7, we passed at four and a half miles Big Manitou 
creek, near which is a limestone rock inlaid with flint of various coloUl's, and 
e~lbellished, or at least covered, with uncouth paintings of animals and inscrip
tIons, We landed to examine it, but found the place occupied by a nest of 
l'attlesnakes, of which we killed tll/'ee, We also examined some licks and 
springs of salt water, two or three miles up this creek, 'Ve then pl'Oceeded 
b! some small willow islands, and encamped at the mouth of Good Woman 
nver on the north. It is about thirty-five yards wide, and said to be navigable 
for boats several leagues. The hunters, who had hitherto given us only deer, 
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brought in this evening three bears, and had seen some indication of buffaloe. 
We had come fourteen miles. 

June 8, we saw several small willow islands, aud a creek on the south, neat· 
which are a number of deer licks; at nine miles distance we came to :\Iiue river. 
This river, which falls into the Missouri from the south, i!; said to be navigable 
for boats eighty or ninety miles, and is about seventy yards wide at its mouth. 
It forks about five or six leagues from the 1\IisSOUl'i, aud at the point of junction 
are some very rich salt springs; the west branch in particular, is so much im
pregnated, that, for twenty miles, the watet' is not palatable: seyeral branches 
of the Manitou and Good Woman are equally affected. The French report 
also, that lead ore has been found on different parts of the river. \Ve made 
several excursions neat' the river throug'h the low rich country on its banks, and 
after dinner went on to the island of Mills, where we encamped. \Ye met 
with a party of three hunters from the Sioux river; they had been out for twelve 
months, and collected about nine hundred dollars worth of pel tries and furs. 
\Ye ascended this river twelve miles. 

On the 9th, we set out early, and reached a clift' of rocks, called the Ano,,," 
Rock, near to which is a prairie called the Pl'Uiries of Arrows, and Arrow creek, 
a small stream about eight yat'ds wide, whose sonrce is in the adjoining prairies on 
the south. At this cliff the Missouriis confined within a bed of two hundt'ed yards; 
about four miles to the south east is a large lick and salt spring of great strength. 
About three miles further is Blackbird creek on the north side, opposite to which, 
is an island and a prairie enclosing a small lake. Five miles beyond this we 
encamped on the south side, after making, in the course of the day, thirteen 
miles. The land on the north is a high rich plain. On the south it is also even, 
of a good quality, and rising from fifty to one hundred feet. 

On the next morning, lOth, we passed Deer creek, and at the distance of 
five miles, the two rivers called by the French the two Charatons, a corruption 
of Thieraton, the first of which is tltirty, the second seventy yards wide, and 
enter the Missouri together. They are both ltavigable for boats: the country 
thl'Ough which they pass is broken, rich, and thickly covered with timber. The 
Ayauway nation, consisting of three hundred men, have a yilluge near its head
waters on the river Des Moines. Farthet' on we passed a hrg'e island called 
Clticot or Stump Island, and encamped on the south, after making ten miles. 
A head wind fot'ced us to remain there all the lIl'xt day, during which we dried 
the meat we had killed, and examined the surrounding counft'y, which consists 
of good land, well watered, :llld supplied with timber: the prairies also diffet' 
from those eastward of the Mississippi, illustrlueh as the latter al'e generally 
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withont any covering except grass, whilst the former abound with, ~azel: grapet. 

1 th ' f 't amOI}'" which is the Osa"'e plum of a supenor Slze and ant 0 et rm 5, l:> 0 

qu~ity, . 
On the rooming of the] 2th, we passed through difficult places in the rIver, 

and reached Plum cI'eek on the south "ide, At one o'clock, we met two rafts 
loaded, the one with furs, the other with the tallow of bufl"aloe; they were 
from the Sioux nation, and on theil' way to St. Louis; hut we were fortunate 
enough to engage one of the party, a Mr. Durion, who had lived with that nation 
more than twenty years, and was high in their confidence, to accompany us 
thither. 'Ve made nine miles. On the 13th, we passed at between four and 
five miles, a bend of the river, and two creeks on the north, called the Round 
Bend creeks. Between thes.e two creeks is the prairie, in which once stood the 
ancient village of the Missouris. Of this village there remains no vestige, nor 
ill there any thing to recall this great and numerous nation, except a feeble 
remnant of ahout thirty families. They were driven from their original seats 
by the invasions of the Sanks and othel' Indians f!'Om the Mississippi, who 
destroyed at tbis village two hundred of them in one contest; the rest sought refuge 
near the Little Osag'e, on the other side of the riTeI'. The encroachment of the 
same enemies forced, about thirty years since, hoth these nations from the banks 
of the Missouri. A few retired with the Osag-e, and the remainder found an 
asylum on the river Platte, among the Ottoes, who are themselves declining. 
Opposite the plain there was an island and a French fort, hut there is now no 
appearance of either, the successive inundations having probahly washed them 
away, as the willow island which is in the situation described by Uu Pratz" is 
~man and of recent formation. Five miles from_ this place is the mouth of 
Grand River, where we encamped. This river follows a course nearly south, 
or south e~o', and is between eighty and a hundred yards wide whel'e it enters 
the Missouri, near a delightful and rich plain. A racoon, a hear, and some 
deer were obtained to day. We proceeded at six o'clock the next morning. 
The current was so rapid and the banks on the north falling in so constantly, 
that we were obliged to approach the sandbars on the south. 'rhese were 
moving continnally, and formed the worst passage we had seen, and which we 
sur~ounted with mnch difficulty . We met a trading- raft from the Pawnee 
nat.lon o~ the riv~r Platte, and at~empted unsuccessfully to engage one of their 
P~lty to leturn With us. At the dlstanee of eight miles, we came to some hi h 
cliffs, called. the S?ake bluffs, from the number of that animal in the nei hbo~r
h~~d, and l~medtately above these bluffs, Snake creek, about eightee~ yards 
WI e, on WhlCh we encamped. One of OUl' hunters, a half Indian, brought us 
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an account of. his having to day passed a small lake, near which a number of 
deer wel'e feeding, and in the pond he heard. a ;make making a guttural noise 
like a turkey. He fired his gun, but the noise became louder, He adds, that 
he has heal'd the Indians mention this species of snake, and this story is confirmed 
by a Frenchman of our party. 

All the next day, the river being vel'y high, the sandbars were so rolling and 
numerous, and the cnrrent so strong, that we were unable to stem it even with 
oars added to our sails; this obliged us to go nearer the banks, which were fall
ing in, so that we could not make, though the Loat was occasionally towed, more 
than fourteen miles. We passed several islands and one creck on the south side, 
and encamped on the north opposite a beautiful plain, which extends as far back 
as the Osage river, and some miles up the Missouri. In front of our encamp
ment are the remains of an old villag'e of the Little Osage,fSitllated at some dis
tance frDm the river, and at the foot of a small bill. About three miles above 
them, in view of our camp is the situation of the old village of the Missouris after 
they fled from the Sanks. '1'he inroads of the same tribe compelled the Little 
Osage to retire from the l\Iisso11l'i a few }'ears ago, and establish themselves neal' 
the Great Osages. The rivel' "hich js here about one mile wide, had risen ill 
the morning, but fell towards evening. Early this morning, June 16th, we join
ed the camp of our hunters, who had provided two deer and two bears, and then 
passing an island and a pmirie on the north covered with a species of timothy. 
made OUl' way through bad sandbars and a swift current, to an encampment for 
the evening, on the north side, at ten miles distance. The timber which we ex
amined to day was not sufficiently strong for OUl'S; the ll1usquitoes and ticks arc 
exceedingly troublesome. On the lith, we set out early, and having come to a. 

convenient place at one mile distance, for procuring timber and making oal'S, we 
occupied ourselves in that way on this and the following day. The country 011 

the north of the river is rich and covered with timber; among which we pro
cured the ash for oars. At two miles it changes into extensive prairies, and at 
seven or eight miles distance becomes higher and waving. The prairie and 
high lands on the south commence more immediately on the river; the whole i1' 
well watere? and provided with game, such as deer, elk, and bear. The hUll

ters brought in a fat horse which was probably lost by some war party-this be
ing the crossing place for the Sanks, Ayauways, and Sioux, in theil' excU\'sion~ 
against the Osage. 

June ]9, the oars being finif1hed, we proceeded under a gentle breeze by two 
larg.e and some smaller islands. The sandbal's are numerous and so bad, thaj 

(' :; 
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1 £ rced to clear away the driftwood in order to pass: the at one p ace we were 10 . ' 
, . I tl' at we were under the necessIty of towmg the boat for water was so rapl( I 

half a mile round a point of rocks on the south side. We passed two creeks, 
one called Tiger creek on the north, twenty-five yards wide at the extremity of 
a large island called Panther Island: the other 1'abo creek o~ th~ south, fifteen 
yards wide. Along the shores al'e gooseberries ~lId raspberries m great abun
,dance. At the distance of seventeen and a half mIles we encamped on the south, 
near a lake about two miles from the river, and several in circumference; and 
much frequented by deer and :1l1 kinds of fowls. On the north the land is 
higher and better calculated for farms than that on the south, which ascends 
more gradually, Imt is still rich and pleasant. The musquitoes and othel' ani
mals are so troublesome that musquitoe biers or nets were distributed to the 
party. The next morning we passed a large island, opposite to which on the 
north is a large and beautiful prairie, called Sank prairie, the land being fine 
and well timbered on both sides the ri,-er. Pelicans were seen to day. We 
made six and three quarter miles, and encamped at the lower point of a small 
island, along the north side of which we proceeded the next. day, J nne 21st, but 
not without danget· in consequence of the sands and the rapidity of the water 
which rose three inches last night. Behind anothet· island come in from the 
south two creeks, called Eau Beau, or Clear 'Yater creeks: on the north is a 
very remarkable Lend, \1 here the high lands approach the river, and form an 
acute angle at the head of a largoe island produced by a narrow channel through 
the point of the bend. "" e passed several other islands, and encamped at seven 
and a half miles on tIle south. 

22d. The ri\'er rose dm'ing the nig-ht four inches. 1'he water is very 
rapid and crowded with concealed timber. We passed two large islands and 
an extensive prairie on the south, beginning with a rich low land, and 
rising to the distance of seventy or eighty feet of rolling' dear country. 
The thermometer at three o'clock P.1\1. was at 870 • After comino' tim and a 
half miles we encamped on the south, opposite a large creek °called Fire 
Prairie river. 

23d. The wind was agoainst us this morning, and became so violent that we 
made ~nly three a~d ~ half miles, and were obliged to lie to during the day at a 
small Island. ThIS IS separated fl'om the northern side by a narrow channel 
w~,ch cannot be passed by boats, being choked by trees and drifted wood. 
Directly opposite on the south, is a high commanding position, more than 
seventy feet above high water mark, and overlooking the liver, which is here of 
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but little width; this spot has many advantages for a fort, and hading house 
with the Indians.* The river fell eight inches last night. 

The next day, 24th, we passed at eight miles distance, Hay Cabill creek 
coming in from the south, about twenty yards wide, and !'o called from camps of 
straw built on it; to the north are SOUle rocks projectillg into the I'i"cr, and a 
little beyond them a creek on the same side, called Charaton Read.,,: that is, 
Charaton like the Otter. 'Ye halted, after having made eleven and a halflllilcs, 
the country on both sides being fine and interspersed with prairic~, in which we 
now see nlllllerOllS herds of deer, pasturing in the plains or fceding on the yOUl!g' 

willows of the river. 
25th. A thick fog detained us till eight 0' clock, when we set sail, and at three 

miles reached a bank of stone coal on the north, which appeared to be very 
abundant: just bel()w it is a creek called after the bank La Charbonniere. 
Four miles further, and 011 the southern side, Gomes in a small creek, called La 
Benite. The prairies here approach the river and contain many fruit", such as 
plums, raspberries, wild apples, and nearer the river vast quantities of mulber
ries, Our encampment was thirteen miles distance on an island to the north. 
opposite some hills higher than usual, and almost one hundred and sixty or one 
hund,'ed and eighty feet. 2Gth. At one mile we passed at the end of a small 
island, Blue Water creek, which is about thirty yards wide at its entrance from 
the south, t Here the ~'Iissouri is confined within a narrow bed, and the current 
still more so by coullter currents or whirls on one side and a hig'h !Jank on the 
oth€l'. 'Ye passed a smull island and a sandbar, where our tow rope broke 
twice, aIHI we rowed round with gl'eat exertions. \Ve saw a number of paro
quets, and killed some (leer; aftel' nine and th"ee quarter miles we encamped at 
the upper point of the mouth of the river Kanzas: here we remained two days, 
during' whieh we made the necessary observations, recrnited the party, and re
paired the boat. 'fhe rive,' Kanzas takes its rise in the plains I)('hh'l'll the A"k
ansa,,, and Platte "in:'rs, and pursues a course generally east till its jllnction witl) 
the Missouri, which is in latitude 38° 31' 13"; here it is three hundred and furty 
and a quarter yards wide, though it is wider a short distance above the mout}J. 
The Missouri itself is about five hundred yards in width; the point of union is 
low and subject to inundations for two hundred and fifty yards, it then rises a 

'" The United States built in September, 1808, a factory and fort at this spot, which is ... ery conv()
nient for trading with the Osages, Ayauways, and Kanzas. 

t A few miles lip the Blue Watl'r Creek are quarries of plaster of Paris, since worl,ed and brougbt 

00\11'1 to St. Louis. 
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. 1 I' h t ark and continues so as far back as the hills. On little aiJove llg' wa er m". . , . 

I I f tl K as the hills or highlands come wlthm one mile and a half 
1 Ie sout 1 0 le anz. 

f I · tl 110l'th of the Missouri they do not appl'Oach nearer than o t lC river; on Ie . ' 

several miles; but on all sides the country is fine. The compal'atIve speCific. 
"Tavities of the two rivers is, fOl,the Missouri seventy-eight, the Kanzas seventy
~wo dt'2,TeeS; the waters of the latter have a very disagreeable taste; the 
fonner ~has risen during yesterday and to day about two feet. On the bankt 
uf the Kanz\ls reside the Indians of the same name, consisting' of two village~, 
one at :lbO(i~ twenty, the other forty leagues t'l'Ol1l its mouth, and amounting to 
ahout ~11l'C(, blli:drcJ men. They once lived twenty-four leagues higher than 
the Kanza~, 011 the south bank of the Missouri, and were then more numerous 
but thev l!ave been reduced and banished by the Sauks and Ayauways, who 
being' J~etter supplied with anns have an advantage over the Kanzas, though 
the lalter are not less fierce 01' warlike than themselves. This nation is now 
hunting in the plains for the buffaloe, which our huntel's have seen for the 
tirst time. 

On the 29th, we set out late in the afternoon, and having passed a sandbar, 
Iwar which the boat was almost lost, and a large island on the north, we 
encamped at seven and a quarter miles on the same side in the low lands, where 
the l'Ushes are so thick that it is tl'Oublesome to walk through them. Early the 
next morning, 30th, we reached, at five miles (listance, the mouth of a river 
coming in f!'Om the north, and called by the French, Petite Riviere Platte, or 
Little Shallow river; it is about sixtv yards wide at its mouth. A few of the 
party who aseended informed us, th~t 'the lands on both sides are good, and 
that there are several falls well calculated for mills; the wind was from the 
south-west, and the weather oppressively warm, the thermometer standing at 
96° aboye 0 at three o'clock P. M. One Dlile beyond this is a small creek on 
the south, at five miles from which we encamped on the same side, opposite the 
lower point of an island called Diamond island. The land on the north between 
the Little Shallow rivel', and the Missouri is not g'ood, and subject to overflow
on the south it is higher and better timbered. 

July 1st. "~e proceeded along' the north side of Diamond i'lland, where a 
small creek called Biscuit creek empties its~lf. One and a half miles above the 
lslan(: is a lar~'e sandbar in the middle of t!:c' river, beyond which we stopped 
to refresh the men, who snffered very much from the heat. IIere we observed 
g;rl'at quantities of gTapes and i'aspberric.-;. Between one and two miles further 
are three islands and a creek on the south known by the French name of 
Rerum'e. The main ClllTent which is now on the south side of the largest of . 
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the three islands, ran three yeat's, a.ll we were told on the north, and there wa!!
then no appearance of the two smaller islands, At the distance of four and a 
half miles we reached the lower point of a cluster of small islands, two large 
and two small, called Isles des Parcs or li'iehl Islands, Paccaun trees were 
this day seen, and large qu:mtities of deel' and turkies on the banks. 'Ve had 
advanced twelve miles, 

July 2d. We left olll' encampment, opposite to which is a hig-h and beau
tiful prairie on the southern side, and passed up the south of the islands, which 
are high meadows, and a creek on the 11ot,th called Parc creek, Here for half 
an honr the river became covered with drift wood, "hich rendeff~d the naviga
tion dangerous, and was probably caused by the giving way of some sandbar, 
which had detained the WOO(l. After making five miles we passed a stream on 
the south called Tllrky creek, near a sandbar, where we could scarcely stem the 
current with twenty oars, and all the poles we had. On the north at about two 
miles further is a large island called by the Indians, Wau-car-da-war-card-da, 
or the Bear Medicine island. Hel'e we landed and replaced onr mast, which 
had been broken three days ag-o, by running against a tree, overhanging the 
river. Thence we pmceeded, and aftel' night stopped on the north side, above 
the island, having- come eleven and a half miles. Opposite our camp is a valley, 
in which was situated an old yillage of the Kanzas, between two high points of 
land, and on the bank of the rivel', About a mile in the rear of the village was 
a small fort, built by the French on an elevation. There are now no traces of 
the village, but the situation of the fort may be recognized by some remains of 
chimnies, and the general outline of the fortification, as well as by the fine 
spring which supplied it with water. The party, who were stationed here, were 
probably cut off by the Indians, as there are no accounts of them, 

July 3d, A gentle breeze from the south cal'l'ied us eleven and a quarter 
miles this day; past two islands, one a small willow island, the other larg-e. and 
called by the French, Isle des Vaches, ai' Cow island. At the head of this 
islalld, on the northern shore, is a large pOlld containing beaver, and fovds of 
different kinds. After passing a bad sandbar, we stopped on the south side at 
an old trading house, which is now deserted, and half a mile beyond it. 
encamped on the south. The lana is fine along the rivers, and some distance 
back. We observed the black walnut and oak, among the timber; and th,c' 
honey-suckle and the buck's-eye, with the nuts on them. 

'The morning of the 4th July was announced by the discharge of our gun, 
At one mile we reached the mouth of a bayeau or creek, coming- f!'Om a large 
lake on the north side, which appearK as if it had once been the bed of th£: 
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I'i "t'1' , to wllich it runs parallel for several miles. The water of it is ~lear, ~nd 
supplied by a small creek and several spl'in~s, and the nu~ber of goslms whICh 

't ' duced IlS to call it the Goslm lake. It IS about three quarters we saw on 1 , JJ1 • 

of a mile wide, and seven or eight miles long. One of our men was bItten by 
a snake, but a poultice of bark and gunpowder was sufficient to cure the wound. 
At ten and a quartrr miles we reached a creek un the south about twelve yards 
wide, and coming from an extensive prairie, which approached the borders of 
the riwr. To this creek, which had no name, \\C g'ave that of Fourth of July 
creek; above it is a high mound, where three Indian paths centre, and from 
which i, a very extensive prospect. After fifteen miles sail we came to on the 
north a little above a creek on the southern side, ahout thilty yards wiae, which 

we called Independence cl'eek, in honout' of the day, which we could celebrate 
only by an (;\ clling gUll, and an additional gill of whisky to the men. 

'fhe lIext day, 5th, we crossed O\'el' to the south and came along the bank 
of an extensive and beautiful prairie, interspersed with copses of timber, and 
watered, by Independence creek. 011 this bank formerly stood the second 
village of the Kanzas; from the remains it must have been once a large town. 

'Ye passed several bad sandbars, and a slllall creek to the south, which we 
called Yellow Ochre creek, from a bank of that mineral a little above it. The 
fiver continues to fall. On the shores am great quantities of sumlller and fall 
gl'apes, bel'l'ies and wild roses. Deer is not so abundant as usual, but there are 
llumel'OUS tracks of elk around us. 'Ve encamped at ten miles distance on the 
south side unuer a high bank, opposite to which was a low land covered with 
tall rushes, anu SOlUe timber. 

July n. 'Ve set sail, and at one mile passed a sandbar, three miles further 
an ~s~and, a prairie to the north, at the distance of four miles called Reevey's 
prame, after a man who was killed there; at which place the river is confined 
~o a Yet'y narrow channel, and by a sandbar from the south. Four miles beyond 
IS anothel' sandbar terminated by a small willow island, and fOl'minO' a very 

~onsid~rable ',lend in the ri vel' towards the north. The sand of the ba; is light, 
llIt~rnll~ed With small pebbles and some pit coal. The river falls slowly, and, 
owmg Clther to the nHlddiness of its water, 01' the extreme heat of the weather 
th,e men perspire pl·ofusely. \V t' encamped on tile south, haviuO' made twelv; 
111lles. 'I'he bil'~ called whip-poor-will sat on the hoat for some t~ne. ' 

In the lll~J'llIng, July 7th, the rapidity of the water obliged ns to draw the 
boat alol1 rr WIth l'O[leS \ t ,', ,1 I ' 

,'" ,... SI\. a.ll t ll'ee 'l'l:Jl't('l' llllles, we came to a sandb . 
at a pomt Oppo~lte fi, ,: ,I . " at, 

a III I" 1 l'r<lll'le on the Borth calletl ~. ::.\:1' hi" 
The pl"lil'ies of tl ' , 'I' I ,,,, " '.l, ~ IC ae s. 

, liS nelg I )UUI' lOod have the ~ppearance of distinct farms, 
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divided by narrow ships of woodland, which follow the borders of the smalll'ulls 
leading to the rive/t. Above this, about a mile, is a cliff of yellow clay on the 
north. At four o'clock we passed a narrow part of the channel, where the 
water is confined within a bed of two hundred yards wide, the current running 
directly against the southern bank, with no sand on the north to confine it or 
break its force. We made fonrteen miles, and halted on the north, after which 
we had a violent gust ahout seven o'clock. One of the hunters saw in a pond 
to the north, which we passed yesterday, a nmnber of young swans. We saw a 
large rat, and killed a wolf. Anothel' of OUt· men had a stroke of the sun; 
he was bled, and took a preparation of nitre which relieved him considerably. 

July 8. We set out early, and soon passed a small creek on the north, 
which we called Ordway's creek, from Oul" sergeant of that name who had been 
sent on shore with the horses, and went up it. On the same side are three 
small islands, one of which is the Little Nodawa, and a large island called the 
Great Nowada extending more than five miles, and containing seven or eight 
thousand acres of high good land, rarely ovedlowed, and one of the largest 
islands of the Missouri. It is separated f!'Om the 110l'them shore by a small 
channel of from forty-five to eighty yards wide, I1p which we passed, and found 
near the westem extremity of the island, the mouth of the river N odawa. This 
river pursues neady a southern COUl'se, is navigable for boats to some distance, 
and about seventy yards wide above the mouth, though not so wide immediately 
there, as the mud from the Missouri contracts its channel. At twelve and a 
quarter miles, we encamped on the north side, near the head of Nodawa island, 
and opposite a smaller one in the middle of the river. Five of the men were 
this day sick with violent headachs. The river continues to fall. 

July 9th. We passed the island opposite to which we last night encamped, 
and saw near the head of it a creek falling ill from a pond on the north, to 
which we gave the name of Pike pond, from the numbel's of that animal which 
some of our party saw from the shore. The wind changed at eight from N. E. 
to S. W. and brought rain. At six miles we passed the mouth of Monser's 
creek on the south, and two miles above a few cabins, where one of our party 
had encamped with some Frenchmen about two years ago. Further on we 
passed an island on the north, opposite sonle cliff." 011 the south side, near which 
Loup or Wolf river falls into the Missouri. This river is abont sixty yards 
wide, it heads near the same sources as the Kanzas, and is navigable for boats, 
at some distance up. At fourteen miles we encamped on the south side. 

Tuesday 10th. \Ve proceeded on by a prairie on the upper side of Wolf 
river, . and at foul' miles passed ~ creek fifteen yards wide on the south, ('alled 

D 
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II' k ar.ter a ~paniard of that name, who killed himself there. At six apt's cree), '" £l_ 

'I d' J an I' -land called by the French lie de Salomon, or 00-HI) es we me on s , , 

I ,. I d 0pposl'te to which on the south is a beautiful plain covel'ed wIth OIlIon ~ u; an , ' , 
. t .. d wI'th wild I'ye ano a kind of wild potatoe, After makmg teu g.-as';, In enmxe " , 

1~lill:'s we stopped for the night on the northel'll sIde, opposite a cl1ff of yellow 
day, The rivel' has neither risen nor fallen to day. On the nort~ the low land 
is very extensive, and covered with vines; on the south, the hllls approach 
nearer the river, and back of them commence the plains. There are a g'reat 

many go~lins along the banks, 
'Vednesday 11th, After three miles sailing we came to a willow island on 

the north side, be!JinJ which enters a creek called by the Indians Tarkio. Above 
this creek on the north the low lands are subject to overflow, and further back 
the undergrowth of vines particularly, is so abundant that they can scarcely be 
passed. Three miles from the Tarkio we encamped on a large sand island on 
the north, immediately opposite the river Nemahaw. 

Thursday 12th. We remained here to day fOl' the purpose of refreshing the 
party, and making lunar observations. The Nemahawempties itself into the 
l\lisSOUl'i from the south, and is eighty yards wide at the confluence, which is in 
lat. 39° ;j.j' 56": Captain Clarke ascended it in the perioque about two miles to 
the mouth of a small creek on the lower side. On going ashore he found in the 
level plain several artificial mounds or graves, and on the adjoining hills others 
of a larger size. This appearance indicates sufficiently the former population of 
this country, the mounds being cel'tainly intended as tombs; the Indians of the 
Missouri still pl'esel'ving the custom of interring' the dead on high gl·ollnd. From 
the top of the highest mound a delig'htful prospect presented itself--the level 
and extensive meadows watered by the Nemahaw, and enlivened by the few 
trees and shrubs skirting' the borders of the river and its tributary streams-the 
lowland of the Missouri covered with undulating grass, nearly five feet high, 
gradually rising into a second plain, where rich weeds and flowers are inter
spersed with copses of the Osage plum; f\Uther back are seen small groves of 
trees; an abundance of grapes; the wild cherry of the Missouri, resembling our 
own, but larger, and growing on a small bush; and the chokecherry, which we 
observed for the first Ttime. Some of the grapes gathered to-day are nearly ripe. 
On ~he south of the ,Nem~haw, and .abo~t a quarter of a mile from its month, is 
a, cliff of freestone" m whlCh are varIOus mscriptions and marks made by the In-
dHlIlS. The sand Island where we are encamped is covered with the t . , ,wo speCIes 
of willow, bl'Oad and narrow leaf. 

July 13th. We proceeded at sunrise with a fair wind from the south, and at 
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two miles, passed the mouth of a small river on the north, called Big- Tarkio. 
A channel from the bed of the Missouri once ran into this rivel', and formed an 
island called St. Joseph's, but the channel is now filled up, and the island is 
added to the northern shore. Flll'thel' on to the south, is situated an extensive 
plain, covered with a grass resembling timothy in its general appearance, ex
cept the seed which is like flaxseed, and also a number of grape-vines, At 
twelve miles, we passed an island on the north, above which is a large sandbat' 
covered with willows: and at twenty and a half miles, stopped on a larg'e ,:and
bar, in the middle of the I'iver opposite a high handsome prairie, which extends 
to the hills four 01' five miles distant, though neat' the bank the land is low, and 
subject to be overflowed, 'rhis day was exceeding'ly fine and pleasant, a storm 
of wind and rain from north-northeast, last night, having cooled the air. 

July J "1. 'Ye had some hard showel's of rain before seven 0' clock, when we 
set out, '" e had just reached the end of the sand island, and seen the opposite 
banks falling in, and so lined with timber that we could not approach it without 
danger, when a sudden squall, from the northeast, struck the boat on the star
h..oard quarter, and would have certainly dashed hel' to pieces on the saud island. 
if the party had not leaped into the river, and with the aid of the anchor and 
cable kept her off: the waves dashing- ovel' her for the space of fo"ty minutes; 
after which the river became almost instantaneollsly calm and smooth, The 
two perioques were ahead, in a situation nearly similar, uut fortunately no da
mage was done to the boats 01' the loading. The wind having shifted to the 
southeast, we came at the distance of two miles, to an island on the north, 
where we dined, One mile above, on the same side of the river, is a small fac
tory~ where a merchant of St Louis traded with the Ottoes and Pawnees two 
years ago. Neal' this is an extensiyc lowland, pad of which is overflowed oc
casionally, the rest is rich and well timbered. The wind ag'ain chang-ed to 
northwest by north. At seven and a half miles, we reached the lowel' point of 
a large island, on the north side, A small distance above this point, is a river, 
called by the Maha Indians, Nishnahbatona. 'rhis is a considerable creek, 
nearly as large as the Mine river, and runs parallel to the Missouri the greater 
part of its course, being fifty yards wide at the mouth. In the prairies or 
glades, we saw wild-timothy, lambsquartel'. cucklebel'ries, and on the edges 
of the river, summer-grapes, plums, and gooseberries, We also saw to-day, 
for the first time, some elk, at which some of the party shot, but at too g-reat a 
distance. We encamped on the north side of the island, a little above Nishnah~ 
batona, having made nine miles. 'llhe river fell a little. 

July 16. A thick fog' prevented OUl' leaving the. encampment before seven. 
D 2 
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At about four miles, we reached the extremity of the larg~ island, and crossing 
to the south, at the distance of seven miles, arrived at the LIttle Nemaha, a s~an 
. f th th £orty yat'ds wide a little above its mouth, but contractmg, nver rom e sou ,II , 

as do almost all the waters emptying into· the Missouri, at its confluence. At 
nine and three quarters miles, we encamped on a woody point, on the south. 
Alon o' the southern bank, is a rich lowland covered with peavine, and rich 
weed~, and watered by small streams rising in the adjoining prairies. They too, 
are rich, and though with abundance of gTass, have no tim Let· except what 
grows near the water: interspersed through both are gTapevines, plums of two 
kinds, two species of wild cherries, hazlenuts and gooseberries. On the south 
tbere is one unbroken plain; on the north the river is skirted with some timber, 
behind which the plain extends four or five miles to the hills, which seem to 

have littlc wood. 
J uJ y 16. 'Ye continued our route between a large island opposite to our 

last night's encampment, and an extensive prairie on the south. About six 
miles, we came to another large island, called Fairsun island, on the same side; 
above which is a spot, where about twenty acres of the hill have fallen into the 
river. Near this, is a cliff of sandstone for two miles, which is much frequented 
by birds. At this place the river is about one mile wide, Lut not deep; as the 
timber, or sawyers, may be seen, scattered across the whole of its bottom. At 
twenty miles distance, we saw on the south, an island called by the French, 
l'Ile Chauve, or Bald island, opposite to a laJ"g'e prairie, which we called Bald. 
pated prairie from a ridge of naked hills wllich bound it, running parallel with 
the river as far as we could see, and from three to six miles distant. To the 
south the hills touch the river. We encamped a quarter of a mile beyond 
this, in a point of woods on the north side. The river continues to fall. 

Tuesday, July 17. 'Ve remained here this day, in orde," to make obse,·. 
tions and conect the chronometer, which ran down on Sunday. The latitude 
we found to be 40° 27' 5"-!-. The observation of the time proved om' chrono
meter too slow, by 6' 51"T.. The highlands bear from our camp, north 25° 
west, up the river. Captain Lewis rode'up the country, and saw the Nishnah. 
hatona, about ten or twelve miles from its mouth, at a place not more than three 
hundred yat"ds from the M~ssouri, ~nd a little above oar camp. It then passes 
near the foot of the BaldhIlls, and IS at least six feet below the level of the Mis
souri. On its banks are the oak, walnut, and mulberry. The common curl'ent 
of the Missouri, taken with the log, is 50 fathoms in 4011., at some places, and 
even 20". 

'Vednesday, July 18. The morning was fair, and a gentle wind from south
.1 
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east by south, carried us along between the prairie on the north, and Bald island 
to the south: opposite the middle of which, the NishnahLatona approaches the 
nearest to the Missouri. The current here ran fifty fathoms in 41" At thirteen 
and a half miles, we reached an island on the north, near to which the banks 
overflow; while on the south, the hills project ovel' the river and form hig-It 
cliffs, At one point a pal't of the cliff, nearly three quarters of a mile in length, 
and about two hundred feet in height, has fallen into the river. It is composed 
chiefly of sandstone intermixed with an iron ore of bad quality; neal' the bottom 
is a soft slatestone with peLbles. We passed several bad sandbars in the course 
of the day, and made eighteen miles, and encamped on the south, opposite to 
the lower point of the Oven islands, The country around is generally diviued 
into prairies, with little timber, except on low points, islands, and near creeks, 
and that consisting of cottonwood, mulberry, elm, and sycamore. The rivel' 
falls fait. An Indian dog came to the bank; he appeared to have been lost· 
and was nearly starved: we gave him some food, but he would not follow ns. 

Thursday, July 19. The Oven islands are small, and two in number; one 
near the south shore, the other in the middle of the river. Opposite to them is 
the prairie, called rrerriell's Oven, from a trader of that name. At four and a 
half miles, we reached some high cliffs of a yellow earth, on the south, near 
which are 1\vo beautiful runs of water, rising in the adjacent prairies, and one of 
them with a deerlick, about two hundred yards from its mouth. In this 
neighbourhood we observed some ii-on ore in the bank. At two and a half miles 
above the runs, a large portion of the hill, for nearly tlnee quarters of a mile, has 
fallen into the river. We encamped on the westem extremity of an i~land, in 
the middle of the river, having made ten- and three quatter miles. 'l'he ri,-er 
falls a little. 'fhe sand Lars which we passed to-day, are more numerous, and 
the rolling fjands more frequent and dangerous than any we have seen; these 
obstaclei'> increasing as we approach the river Platte, 'fhe Missouri here is 
wider also than below, where the timber on the banks resists the clll'rent; while 
oore the prairies which approach, aloe more easily washed aIH] undermined. 
The hunters have brought for the last few days, no quadl'Hped, but deer: great 
quantities of young geese are seen to-day; one of them broug-ht calamus, 
which he had g'athered opposite our encampment, and a Iarg'l' quantity of 
sweetflag. 

Friday, July 20. There was a heavy dew last night, and this moming was 
foggy and cool. \Ve passed at about" three miles distance, a small willow 
island to the north, a.nd a Cl"eek on the south, about twenty-five yards wide, 
~alled by the French, L'eau qui ·Pleure, or the Weeping Water, and emptying 
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have been troubled with biles, allll occaSIOnally WIth the dyselltel'Y' fhese 
biles were large tUIlIOurs which broke Ollt lIlulel' the anllS, Oil the legs, and, 
O'enerally, ill the parts most exposed to action, which sometimes becam~ too 
~aillful to permit the men to work. After re~naini~1g' some days, they (hsap
reared without any assistance, except a ponltIce ot the bark, of the ,elm, or of 
Indian meal. 'fhis disorder, which we ascribe to the llluddllleS'i of the rIver 
water, has not affected the general health of the party, which is quite as good, 
if not better, than that of the same number of men in any other situation. 

Saturday, July 21. \Ve had a breeze from the south-east, by the aid of 
which we passed, at about ten miles, a willow island on the south, near high 
lands covered with timber, at the bank, and formed of limestone with cemented 
snells: on the opposite side is a bad sandbar, and th(O' b:d near it is cut though 
at high watel', by small channels fonning a number of islands. The wind 
lulled at seven o'clock, and we reached, in the rain, the mouth of the great 
r!Yel' Platte, at the distance of fourteen miles. The highlands which had 
accompanied us on the south, fo\' the last eight or ten miles, stopped at about 
three quarters of a mile from the entrance of the Platte. Captains Lewis and 
Clarke ascended the river in a perioque, fOl' about one mile, and found the 
current very rapid; rolling over saOlls, and divided into a number of channels; 
none of which are deeper than five or six feet. One of OUl' Frenchmen, \lho 
spent two winters on it, says that it spreads much more at some distance from 
the mouth; that its depth is generally not mOl'e than five or six feet; that there 
are m~ny small islands scattered throug'h it, and that from its rapidity and the 
qua~tJty of it~ s~nd, it cannot be navigated by boats or perioques, though the 
Indians pass It In small flat canoes made of hides. That the Saline or Salt 
river, which in some seasons is too brackish to be drank, falls into it from the 
sout~ about thirty miles up, and a little above it Elkhorn river from the north, 
run~mg nearly parallel With the Missouri. 'fhe river is, in fact, much more 
rapid than the Missouri, the bed of which it fills with mo\'ing sands, and drives 
the current on the northern shore, on which it is constantly encroaching. At its 
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junction the Platte is about six hundred yards wide, and the same number of 
miles from the Mississippi. With much difficulty we worked round the sand
Lars near the mouth, and came to above the point, having made fifteen miles. 
A number of wolves were seen and heard around us in the evening. 

July 22. 'l'he next moming we set sail, and having found at the distance 
of ten miles from the Platte, a high and shaded situation on the north, we 
encamped there, intending to make the requisite observations, and to send for 
the neighbouring tribes, for the purpose of making known the recent change 
in the government, and the wish of the United States to cultivate their 
friendship. 
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CHAP. n. 
U NCIL HELD WITH THE OTTO AND SOME ACCOU~T OF THE PAWl'iEE INDIANS-CO 

MISSOURI INDIANS-COt'NCIL HELD WITH ANOTHER PARTY OF THE OTTOES-DEATH 
OF SERGEANT FLOYD-THE PARTY ENCAMP NEAR THE MOUTH OF WHITESTONE 
RIVER-.THE CHARACTER OF THE MISSOURI, WITH THE RIVERS THAT ENTER IT-
THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY-THE VARIOUS ISLANDS, BAYS, CREEKS, &C. GIVEN IN 
THE COURSE OF THE EXPEDITION. 

OUR camp is by observation ill latitude 41· 3' 11". Immediately behind it is a 
plain about five miles wide, one half covered with wood, the other dry and ele
vated. The low gTonnds on the south near the jnnction of the two rivers, are 
rich, but subject to be overflowed. Farther up, the banks are higher, and oppo
site om camp the first hills approach the river, and are covered with timber, such 
as oak, walnut, and elm. The intermediate countl·y is watered by the Papillon, 
or Butterfly creek, of about eighteen yards wide, and three miles from the 
Platte; on the north are high open plains and pmiries, and at nine miles from 
the Platte, the l\1usquitoe creek, and two or three small willow islands. ,Ve 
stayed here several days, dUl'ing which we dried our provisions, made new oars, 
and prepared our despatches and maps of the country we had passed, for the 
president of the United States, to whom we intend to send them by a perioque 
from this place. The hunters have found game scarce in this neighbourhood; 
they have seen d~er, turkies, and grouse; we have also an abundance of ripe 
grapes; and one of our men caught a white catfish, the eyes of which were 
small, and its tail resembling that of a dolphin. 'rhe present season is that in 
which the Indians go out into the prairies to hunt the buffaloe; but as we 
discovered some hunters' tracks, and observed the plains on fire in the direction 
of their yillag'es, we hoped that they might have returned to gather the green 
Indian corn, and therefore despatched two men to the Ottoes or Pawnee villaO'es 

_ '" with a present of tobacco, and an invitation to the chiefs to visit us. They 
returned after two days absence. Their first course was through an open 
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prairie to the south, in which they crossed Butterfly creek. 'fhey then reached 
a small beautiul river, called Corne de Cerf, 01' Elkhorn river, about one hundred 
yards wide, with cleat' water and a gravelly channel. It empties a little below 
the Ottoe village into the lliatte, which they crossed, aud arrived at the town 
about fmty-fhe miles froIll our camp. 'fhey found no Indians there, though 
they saw some fresh tracks of a small party. The Ottoes were once a powerful 
nation. and li,'erl about twenty miles above the Platte, on the southern bank of 
the :Missouri. Being reduced, they migTated to the neighbourhood of the 
Pawnees, under whose pr'otection they now live. Theil' village is on the south 
side of the Platte, about thirty miles from its mouth; and their number is t~'o 
hundred men, including about thirty families of }Iissouri Indians, who are 
incorporated with them. .Five leagues above them, on the same side of the river, 
resides the nation of the Pawnees. This people were among the most numerous 
of the Missouri Indians, but have gradually been disper'sed and broken, and even 
since the year 1797, have undergone some sensible' changes. They now consist 
of foUl' bands; the first is the one just mentioned, of about five hundred men, 
to whom of late years have been added the second band, who are called repub
lican Pawnees, from their having lived on the republican branch of the river 
Kanzas, whence they emigrated to join the principal band of Pawnees: the 
republican Pawnees amount to nearly two hundred and fifty men. The third, 
are the Pawnees Loups, or 'Volf Pawnees, who reside on the Wolf fOl'k of the 
Platte, about ninety miles from the principal Pawnees, and number two hundred 
and eighty men. 'fhe fourth band originally resided on the Kallzas and Arkan
saw, but in their wars with the Osages, they were so often defeated, that they 
at last retired to their present position on the Red ri,'er', where they form a tribe 
of four hundl'ed men. All thtse tribes live in ,illages, and raise corn; but during 
the intervals of culture rove in the plains in quest of I.mfi'aloe. 

Beyond them on the river, and westward of the Black mountains, are the 
Kaninaviesch, consisting of about four hundred men. They are supposed to 
have emigrated originally from the Pawnees nation; but they have degenerated 
from the improvements of the parent tribe, and no longer live in villages, but 
rove through the plains. 

Still further to the westward, are several trihes, who wander and hunt on the 
sources of the river Platte, and thence to Rock Mountain. These tribes, of 
which little more is known than the names and the population, al'e first, the 
Staitan, or Kite Indians, a small tribe of one hundred men. They have acquir'ed 
the name of Kites, f!'Om their flying; that is, their being always on horseback; 
and the s~allness of their muubers is to be attt'ibnted to their extreme ferocity; 

F, 
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they al'e the mOf;t warlike of all the westel'll T ~d~ans ; the! ne\'er y,~eld in battle; 

tl thel'I' enelllies' and the retalIation of tIllS barballty has almost ley never spare I ~ • • 

extinguished the nation. Then come the 'Vetapahato, and Klawa trIbes, as-
sociated together, and amounting to two hundred men; the Castahana, of three 
hundred men, to which are to be added the Cataka of seventy-five men, and the 
Dotami. These wandering' tribes, are conjectured to be the remnants of the 
Gl'eat Padouca nation, who occupied the country between the npper parts of 
the river Platte, and the riYcr Kanzas. They were "i~ited by Bourgemont, in 
1721, und then lived on the Kanzus river. frhe seats, which he describes as 
their residence, are now occupied by the Kanzas nation; and of the Padoucas, 
there does not now exist cyen the name. 

July 27. Having completed the object of onr stay, we sEt sail, with a plea
sant breeze from the N. 'V. The two horses swam over to the southern shore, 
along which we went, passing by an island, at three and a half miles, formed 
by a pond, fed by springs: three miles fmther is a large sand island, in the 
middle of the river; the land on the south being high, and covered with timber; 
that on the north, a high prairie. At ten and a half miles from onr encamp
ment, we saw and examined a curiou~ collection of graves or mounds, on the 
sonth side of the river. Not far from a low piece of land and a pond, is a tract 
of abont two hundred acres in extent, which is covered with mounds of 
different heights, shapes, and sizes: some of sand, and some of both earth and 
sand; the largest being nearest the river. These mounds indicate the position 
of the ancient village of the Ottoes, before they retired to the protection of the 
Pawnees. After making fifteen miles, we encamped on the south, on the bank 
of a high handsome prairie, with lofty cottunwood in groves, near the river. 

July 28. At one mile, this morning" we reached a bluff, on the north, being 
the first highlands which approach the river on that side, since we left the Na
dawa. Above this, is an island and a creek, about fifteen yards wide, which, as 
it has no name, we called Indian Knob creek, from a number of round knobs 
bare of timber, on the highlands, to the north. A little below the bluff, on the 
north, is the spot where the Ayauway Indians formerly lived. They were a 
branch of the Ottoes, and emigrated from this place to the river Desmoines: 
At ten and three quarter miles, we encamped on the north, opposite an island, 
in t~~ middle.of the. rive.r. The land, generally, on the north, consists of high 
prame and hIlls, WIth timber; on the south, low and covered with cottonwood. 
Our hunter brought to us in the e~ening, a Missouri Indian, whom he had found; 
with two others, dressing an elk; they were perfectly friendly, gave him sorn-e 
of the meat, and one of them· agreed to accompany him to the boat. He is one 
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of the few L'emaining' Missomis, who live witb the Ottoes: he belong'~ to a small 
party, whose camp is four miles from the river; and he says, that the body of the 
nation is now hunting bnffaloe in the plains: he appeared quite sprightly, and 
his language resembled that of the Osage, particularly in his calling a chief, 
inca. 'Ve sent him back with one of om party next morning, 

Sunday, July 21), with an invitation to the Indians, to meet us above on the 
river, and. then proceeded. 'Ve soon came to a northern bend ill the river. 
which runs within twenty yaL'ds of Indian Knob creek, the water of which is 
fiye feet higher than that of the Missomi. In les!! than two miles, we passed 
Boyer's creek on the north, of twenty-five yards width. 'Ve stopped to dine 
under a shade, near the hig'hland on the south, and caught several large cat
fish, one of them nearly white, and all very fat. Above this highland, we ob
served the tmces of a great hurricane, which passed the rivet, obliquely froUl 
N. 'Y. to S. E. and tore up large trees, some of which perfectly sound, and four 
feet in diameter, were snapped off near the ground. We made ten miles to a 
wood on the north, whel'e we encamped. The :Missouri is much more crooked, 
since we passed the river Platte, though generally speaking, not so rapid; more 
of prairie, with less timber, and cottonwood in the low grounds, and oak, black 
walnut, hickory, and elm. 

July 30. 'Ve went early in the morning', three and a quarter miles, and en
camped on the south, in order to wait for the Ottoes. The land here consists of 
a plain, above the high water level, the soil of which is fertile, and covered with 
a grass froUl five to eight feet high, interspersed with copses of large plums, and 
a currant, like those of the United States. It also furnishes two species of ho
neysuckle; one growing to a kind of shwb, common about Harrodsburglt 
(Kentucky), the other is not so hig'h: the flowers grow in clusters, are short, 
and of a light pink colom; the leaves too, are distinct, and do not surround the 
stalk, as do those of the common honeysuckle of the United States. Back of 
this plain, is a woody ridge about seventy feet above it, at the end of which 
we formed our camp. This ridg'e separates the lower from a higher prairie, of 
a good quality, with gI'aSS, of ten or twelve inches in height, and extending 
back about a mile, to another elevation of eighty or ninety feet, beyond which 
is one continued plain. Near our camp, we enjoy from the bluffs a most beau
tiful view of the river, and the adjoining cOllntJ'y. At a distance, val'ying fl'0111 
four to ten miles, and of a heig'ht between seventy and three hundred feet, two 
parallel ranges of highland afford a passage to the 1\IisSOlll'i, which elll'iches the 
low grounds between them. In its winding course, It nourishes the willow 

E2 
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i~lallds, the ~(';cttrre(l cottonwood, elm, sy,'al1lo\'e, lynn, and ash, and the groyes 

are i~!l_ei""llel'sed \yith hicl-:or.i·, walnut, {'oti'Ct>lIl1t, and oak. . . 
July;31. The meri:Jian al,iiude of tilis day made the latitude of our camp 

,I, elf.,' l,"-". 'l'he hunters supplied us willi !levI'. tnrk!c.;, g'eese, and beaver; 

t' tl'leO I·h·t \'-'" c'luo·ht aliYl' 'lnd in a "cry "]IOl't time was perfectly tamed . • ,!leO ~ .. ~. v ... lO (.0 -, "-

Catfish :~!-e vel"; ahumlant in thc I'i\el', and we have also seen a buft'aloefish. 

Oue of our lil,."I: brought it! ! l'~hl',1a: au animal called, hy the Pawnees, chocar
toosh, and, by the French, blaireau, aI' bad~'II', The evening is cool, yet the 

mnsqniloes are ~till ycry tl'l)l~"lesome. 
"Ve waited \\ .tIl 1!.ueJ. anxiety the retul'l1 of our messenger to the Ottoes. 

The men whom we despatched i~ our last encampment, returned without having 
seen any appearance of its having been visited. Our horses too had strayed; 
but we were so fortunate as to recover them at the distance of twel\'e miles. 
Om' apprehensions were at length relievetl by the arrival of a party of about. 
fourteen Ottoe and Missoul'i Indians, who came at snnset, on the second of 
August, accompanied by a Frenchman, who resided among them, and interpret
ed for us. Captains Lewis and Clarke went out to meet them, and told them 
that we would hold a council in the morning. In the mean time we sent them 
some roasted meat, pork, flour, and meal; in return for which they made us a. 
present of watermelons. 'Ve learned that OUl' man Libel'te had set out from 
theil' camp a day befOl'e them: we were in hopes that he had fatigued his horse, 
or lost himself in the woods, and would soon return; but we never saw him 
agam. 

August 3. The next morning' the Indians, with their six chiefs, were all as
sembled under an awning', formed with the mainsail, in presence of all our party, 
paraded fOl' the occasion. A speech was then made, announcing to them the 
change in the government, onr promises of protection, and advice as to their 
future conduct. All the six chief'S replied to OUl' speech, each in his tum, ac
cording to rank: they expressed their joy at the change in the g'overnment ; 
their hopes t,hat we w?uld recommend them to their great father (the president), 
that they mIght obtam trade and necessaries; they wanted arms as well for 
hunting as for defence, and asked our mediation between them and the ~Iahas, 
with whom they are now at \\ar. "Ve promised to do so, and wished some of 
t~em to accompany us to that nation, which they declined, for fear of being 
killed by them. We then proceeded to distribllte our presents. The errand 
"hief of the nation not being of the party, we sent him a flag, a medal, andbsome 

ornaments for clothing.- To the six chiefs who were present, we gave a medal 
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of the secontI gratIe to one Ottoe chief, antI one ?lIi:-.sOUl'i chief; a medal of the 
third g'l'ade to two inferior chiefs of each nation: the clIstomal'Y 1II0de of recog4 

nizing a chief, being to place a medal rouud his neck, which is considered 
among his tribe as a proof of his cOII~idf'ration ahroad. Each of these medah 
was accompanied by a present of paint, garters, and cloth ornaments of dress; 
and to this we added a cannistel' of powder, a bottlc of whiskey, allli a few pre
sent.s to the whole, which appeared to make them perfectIy satisfied. 'l'he air
gun too was fil'ed, and astonished them g'l'cutly. The absent grand chief was an 
OUoe, named 'Veahrushhah, which, in .I<;nglish, deg'enerates into Little 'fhicf. 
The two principal chieftains pl'csellt \\'(:1''-', SholJg'oton~'o, or Big Horse; and 
'Vethea, or Hospitality; also Shosguscan, 01' 'Vhite Horse, an Ottoe: the first 
an Ottoe, the second a l\Jissouri. 'I'he incidents just related, induced us to give 
to this place the name of the Council-bluff; the situation of it is exceedingly 
favourable for a fort and trading factory, as the soil is well calculated for bricks, 
and there is an abundance of wood in the neighbourhood, and the air being' pme 
and healthy. It is also central to the chief resOI'is of the Indians: one day's 
journey to the Ottoes; one and a half to the great l)awnees; two days from the 
lVIahas; two and a qnarter from the Pawnees Loups yillag'e; convenient to the 
hunting grounds of the Sioux; and twenty-five days joul'lley to Santa Fe. 

The ceremonies of the council beillg' concluded, we set sail in the aftel'lloon, 
and encamped at the distance of five miles, on the south ~ide, where "e found 
the musquitoes very troublesome. 

August 4. A violent wind, accompanied by rain, purified and coolet\ the at
mosphere last night; we proceeded early, and reached a Ycry nun'ow part of 
the river, where the channel is confined within a space of two hundred prds, by 
a sand point on the n9rth, and a bend on the south; the l.mnks in tLe neigh
bourhood washing away, the h'ees falling' in, and the channel filled with uUI'ied 
logs. Above this is a tmding house, on the south, where one of OUl' party p~ss
cd two years, trading with the :Mahas. At nearly foul' mile" j, a cru:k 011 the 
south, emptying opposite a large island of sand; between tll;" creek aml ('lll' ~:l:)t 
Ilight's encampment, the rivel' has chang'ed its I.)(~\l, am] enc ~Dached on th~ 

southern shol·e. About two miles further, is anothE"1' cl'eek on the south, which" 
like the former, is the outlet of three ponds, communicating with eadl other, and 
forming a small lake, which is fed by streams from the highlands. At fiftem 
miles, we encamped on the south. 'fhe hills on both sides of the river are neur
ly twelve or fifteen miles from each other; those of the llOl·th containing some 
timber, while the hills of the south are without any covering, except some scat
tering wood in the ravines, and near where the creeks pass into the hills; rich 
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V1ain,; and r\<lll'i .. 'i occupying' the intermcdiate space, and partially c.overed, near 
the water, ;\,jth cottonwood. There has been a great deal of pumice stone on 

the shore to-day. 
August ;3. We set out early, and, by means of om oars, made twenty and a 

half miles, though the rive}' was crowded with sandbars. On both sides the 
prairies extend along the river; the banks being' covered with great quantities 
of grapes, of which three different species are now ripe; one larg'e and re
sembling the purple grape, 'Ve had some rain this morning, attended by high 
wind; but generally speaking-, have remarked that thunder storms are less fre
quent than in the Atlantic statcs, at tbis season. Snakes too are less frequent, 
though we killed one to-day of the shape alJd size of the rattlesnake, but of a 
lighter coloUl'. \Ye fixed our camp on the north side. Iu the evening, Captain 
Clarke, in pursuing some game, in ;n eastern direction, found hiUlself at the dis
tance of three hundred and seventy yards from the camp, at a point of the river 
whence we had come twelve miles. When the water is high, this peninsula is 
overflowed, and judging from the customary and notorious changes in the river, 
a few years will be sufficient to force the main current of the river across, and 
leave the great Lend dry. The whole lowland between the parallel range of 
hills seems formed of mud or ooze of the river, at some former period, mixed 
with sand and clay. 'file sand of the neighbouring banks accumulates with the 
aid of that broug-ht down the stream, and forms sandbars, projecting into the 
river; thc:se dri, e the channel to the opposite banks, the loose texture of which 
it undermines, and at length deserts its ancient hed for a new and shorter pas
:;;rtge; it is thus that the banks of the Missouri are constantly falling, and the 
riH'r clwug'ing' its bed. 

Allgnst G. In the mOl'lling, after a violent storm of wind and rain from N. 'V. 
we 113sscd a larg'e island to the north. In the channel separating it from the 
511Orc, a creek called fo;oldier's river enters; the island kept it from our view, 
but one of om men who had seen it, represents it as about forty yards wide at 
its Illonth, At five miles, we came to a bend of the river towards the north , 
a sandhar, running in from the ~onth, had turned its course so as to leave the old 
channel quite dry. \Ye ag-aill saw the same appearance at our encampment, 
twenty and a half miles distant on the nOl"th side. Here the channel of the 
,rivel' had ellcroached south, and the old Led was without wuter, except a few 
ponds, The sandbars are still very numerous. 

A~lgust ? \ Y e had another storm from the N. 'V. in the course of the last 
evenmg; In the morning we proceeded, having the wind from the north, and 
lOucamped on the northern shore, havinO" rowed seventeen mt'les Th ' . '" , . e nver 18 
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here encombere'd with sandbars, but no islands, except two small ones, Cane(! 
Detachment islands, and formed on the south side by a small stream, 

'Ye despatched four men back to the Ottoes \illag'e in (lue,t of Olll' man, 
Liberte, and to apprehend one of the soldiel'~, who left ns 011 tbl' 4th, undel' 
pretence of recovel'ing a kllife which he had droppctl a short distance behind, and 
who we fear has deserted, 'Ye also sent small presents to the OUoes and :\Iis
souris, and requested that they woulll join us at the l\'iaha village, where a peaCe 
might be concluded between them. 

August 8, At t\;'O miles distance, this moming we came to a part of the river, 
where thel'e was concealed timber difficult to pass. 'The wincI was froLl1 the 
N. 'Y. and we proceeded ill safety. At six miles, a rivel' empties on the northern 
side, called by the Sioux Indians, Eaneahwadepon, or Stone river; and by the 
Ft'ench, Petite Riv:cl'e des Sioux, or I-,ittle Sioux river. At its confluence it is 
eigllty yat'ds wide. Om' intel'preter, Mr. DuJ'ion, ,,110 has been to the somces 
of it, and knows the adjoining country, says that it l'isE-s within about nine miles 
of the river Desmoines; that within fifteen lea.gues of that rivet' it passes 
through a large lake nearly sixty miles in circumference, and divided into two 
parts by rocks which approach each other very closely: its width i~ various: it 
contains many islands, and is known by the name of the Lac d'Esprit: it is near 
tIle Dogplains, and .within four days march of the Mahas. rfhe country wa
tered by it, is open and undulating, and lllay he visited in boats up the l'iYer for 
some distance. The Desmoines, he aJds, i ... about eighty yards wide whet'e the 
Little Sioux river appl"Oaches it: it is shoaly, and one of the principal branches 
is ~alled Cat river. Two miles beyond this river is a long' island which we 
called Pelican island, from the numbers of that animal which were feeding 011 

it: one of these being killed, we poured into his bag five gallons of water. An 
elk, too, was shot, and we had again to remm'k that snakes are rare in this part 
of the Missouri. A meridian altitude near the Little Sioux ri rei' made the lati
tude 41° ,12' 31/1. 'Ve encamped on the north, J,a\'i'l,~ come sixteen miles. 

August D. A thick fog detained llS until past ~c\'en o'chck, aftel' v, bcll we 
proceeded with a gentle bt'eeze from the south-cast. After passillg' t';\o sand
hal'S we reached, at seven and a half miles, a point of high lalld on the left, near 
which the river has forced itself a channel across a peninsula, IC:\','ing' on the 
J'ight a circuit of twelve 01' eighteen miles, "hich is now recognised by the 
ponds and islands it contains. At seventeen and a half mile~, we reached a 
point on the north, whet'e we encamped. rrhe hills arc at a great disbnce from 
the river for the last several days; the land on both sides low, and covered 

with cottonwood and abundance of grape vines. Au elk was seen to-day, a 
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Ulore "tl'olliJlc.;,oLle than eVCl' fOl' the two last days. 
Aurrmt 10. At two and a half miles, we came to a place called Coupec a. 

JilC;il~S, ",hel'e the rivcl' has fonnd a new hed, and abridged a circuit of several 
llJilc~: at· twelve and a half miles, a cliff of yellow stone on the left. This is 
~i:c first high land n(~ar the ri,'el' abore the Conl1cil-blnft'. After pas:.ing' a num
hel' of sand-hal'S we reached a willow island at the distance of twellty-h\ 0 and a 
half mdcs, which we \\ere enabled to 00 with Ollt' oars and a wind from the 

~. 'V. aud encamped ou the north sidc, 
Augnst 11. Aftel' a violent wind from the X. 'V. attended with rain, we 

sailed alon'" the rio'ht of the island. At nead\' five miles, we halted on the 
;-, ~ ~ 

south side for the pUl'pOSC of examining a spot where one of the great chiefs of 
the lUahas, named Blackbird, who died about foul' years ago of the smallpox, 
was buried. A hill of yellow soft sand-stone rises f!'Om the rivet' in bluffs of 
various hcights, till it ends in a knoll about three hundred feet above the water j 
on the top of this a mOllud, of twelve feet diameter at the base, and six feet high, 
is raised orer the body of the deceased king'; a pole of about eight feet high is 
fixed in the centre; on which "'c placed a white flag, bordered with red, blue, 
and white. The Blac~~bird seems to have been a personage of great consider
ation, for ever since hi~ death he is supplied with provisions, from time to time, 
by the superstitious regard of the Mahas. ,,-e descended to the river and passed 
a small creek on the south, called, by the }Iahas, 'Vaucandipeeche, (Great Spi
rit is bad,) ~ear this creek and the adjoining hills the Mahas had a village, 
and lost four hundred of their nation by the dreadful malady which destroyed 
the Blackbird, The meridian altitude made the latitude 420 l' 3,~" north. We 
encalllpE'd, at seventeen miles distance, 011 the north side in a bend of the river. 
During' ollr da.) 's COUl'se it has been crooked; we observed a number of places 
in it where the old chaullel is filLd up, or gradually becoming covered with 
"'il1o\\' and cottonwood; great 11l1mbers of ltel'olls are observed to-day, and the 
musql1itoes allnoy us very much. 

Al1~w,t 1:2. A gentle breeze from the south, ca1'l'ied us along about ten miles, 
"hen we stopped to take a meridian altitude, and sent a man across to our place 
of observation yesterday: he stepped Iline hundred and se,;enty-four yards, and 
the distance we had come ,round, was eig'hteen miles and three quarters. The 
rivcr is wider alH] shallowet' than usual. Four miles beyond this bend a bluff 
begins, and continues several miles; on the south it rises from the water at dif
ferent heights, from twenty to one hundred and fifty feet, and higher as it re
cedes on'the river: it consists of yellow and brown clay, with soft sandstone ilU-
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bedded in it, and is covered with timber, among which may be observed some 
red cedar: the lands on the opposite side are low and subject to inundation, but 
contain willows, cottonwood, and many grapes. A prairie-wolf came near the 
bank and barked at us; we attempted unsuccessfully to take him. 'rhis part 
of the river abounds in beaver. We encamped on a sand island in a bend to 
the north, having made twenty miles and a quarter. 

August 13. Set out at daylight with a b.·eeze from the south-east, and passed 
several sandbars, Between ten and eleven miles, we came to a spot on the 
south, where a Mr. Mackay had a trading establishment in the years 1795 and 
1796, which he called Fort Charles. At fourteen miles, we reached a creek on 
the south, on which the Mahas reside, and at seventeen miles and a quarter, 
formed a camp on a sandbar, to the south side of the river, opposite the lower 
point of a large island. From this place Sergeant Ordway and four men were 
detached to the Maha village with a flag and a present, in order to induce them 
to come and hold a council with us. They returned at twelve o'clock the next 
day, August 14. After crossin~ a prairie covered with high grass, they reached 
the Maha creek, along which they proceeded to its th.·ee forks, which join near 
the village: they crossed the north branch and went along the south; the walk 
was very fatiguing, as they were forced to Jweak their way tht·ough grass, SUll

flowers, and thistles, all above ten feet high, and interspersed with wild pea. 
Five miles from our camp they reached the position of the ancient Maha vil
lage: it had once consisted of three hundred cabisH, but was burnt about foUl' 
years ago, soon after the smallpox had destroyed four hundred men, and a. pro
portion of women and children. On a hill, in the rear of the village, are the 
graves of the nation; to the south of which runs the fork of the Maha creek: 
this they crossed where it was about ten yards wide, and followed its course to 
the Missouri, passing along a ridge of hill for one and a half mile, and a long 
pond between that and the Missouri: they then recrossed the Maha creek, and 
arrived at the camp, having seen no tracks of Indians nor any sign of recent 
cultivation. 

In the morning 15th, some men were sent to examine the cause of a 'arge 
smoke from the north-east, and which seemed to indicate that seme Indians were 
near; but they found that a small party, who had lately passed that way, had 
left some trees burning, and that the wind from that quarter blew the smoke 
directly towards us: Our camp lies about three miles north-east from the old 
Maha village, and is in latitude 420 13' 41". The accounts we have had of the 
effects of the smallpox on that nation are most distressing; it is not known in 
what way it was first communicated to them, though probably by some war 
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party. They had been a military and powerful peop~e; but when these w~r
riors saw their strength wasting before a malady whIch they could not resIst, 

their phrensy was extreme; they burnt their village, and many ~f ~hem put to 
death their wives and children, to save them from so cmel an affhctIOn, and that 

all might go togethel' to some better country. 
On the 16th, we still waited fOl' the Indians: a party had gone out yesterday 

to the Maha creek, which was dammed up by the beaver between the camp and 
the village: a second went to-day. They made a kind of drag with small wil
lows and bark, and swept the creek: the first company brought three hundred 
and eighteen, the second upwards of eight hundred, consisting of pike, bass, fish 
resembling salmon, trout, redhorse, buffaloe, one rockfish, one flatback, perch, 
catfish, a small species of perch called, on the Ohio, silverfish, a shrimp of the 
same size, shape and flavour of those about New Orleans, and the lower part of 
the Mississippi. \'" e also found very fat muscles; and on the river -as well as 
the creek, are different kinds of ducks and plover. The wind, which in the 
morning had been from the north-west, shifted round in the evening to the south
east, and as usual we had a breeze, which cooled the ail' and relieved us from 
the musquitoes, who generally give us great trouble. 

Friday 17. The wind conti~ued from the south-east, and the morning was 
fair. \\' e observe about us a grass resembling wheat, except that the grain is 
like rye, also some similar to both rye and barley, and a kind of timothy, the 
seed of which branches f!'Om the main stock, and is more like a flax-seed than a 
timothy. III the evening, one of the party sent to the Ottoes, returned with the 
information that the rest were coming on with the deserter: they had also 
caught Liberte, but, by a trick, he made his escape: they were bringing three 
of the chiefs in order to engage our assi"tance in making peace with the Mahas. 
This nation having left their village, that desirable purpose cannot be effected; 
but in order to bring in any neighbouring tribes, we set the surrounding prairies 
on fire. 'fhis is the customary signal made by traders to apprize the Indians of 
their ani val : it is also used between different nations as an indication of any 
event which they have previously agreed to announce in that way; and as soon 
as it is seen collects the neighbouring tribes, unless they apprehend that it is 
made by their enemies. 

August 18. In the afternoon the party arrived with the Indians, consisting 
of the Little Thief and the Big Horse, whom we had seen on the third, together 
with six other chiefs, and a Fre.~ch iuterpretel·. We met them under a shade, 
~l1d after t~e~ had finished a repast with which we supplied them, we inquired 
mto the ongm of the war between them and the Mahas, which they related 
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with great frankness. It seems that t~o of the Missouris went to the Mahas to 
steal horses, but were detected and killed; the Ottoes and Missour~ thought 
themselves bound to avenge their companions, and the whole nations were at 
last obliged to share in the dispute; they are also in fear of a war from the 
Pawnees, whose village they entered this summer, while the in~abitants were 
hunting, and stole their corn. This ingenuous confession did not make us the 
less desirous of negociating a peace fOl' them; but no Indians have as yet been 
attracted by our fire. The evening was closed by a dance; and the next day, 

August 19, the chiefs and warriol's being assembled at ten o'clock, we ex
plained the speech we had ah'eady sent from the Council-bluffs, and renewed 
our advice. They all replied in turn, and the presents were then distributed: 
we exchang'ed the small medal we had formerly given to the Big Horse for one 
of the same size with that of Little rrhief: we also gave a small medal to a third 
chief, and a kind of certificate or letter of acknowledgment to five of the WUl'!'i
ors, expressive of om' favour and their good intentions: one of them dissatisfied, 
returned us the certificate; but the chief, fearful of our being offended, begged 
that it might be restored to him; this we declined, and rebuked them severely 
for having in view mere tl'3ffic instead of peace with their neighbours, This 
displeased them at first; but they at length all petitioned that it should be given 
to the warrior, who then came forward and made an apology to us; we then de
livered it to the chief to be given to the most worthy, and he bestowed it on the 
same wanior, whose name was Great Blue Eyes. After a more substantial 
present of small articles and tobacco, the council was ended with a dram to the 
Indians. In the evening we exhibited different objects of curiosity, and partie 
cularly the airgun, which gave them great surprise. Those people are almost 
naked, having no covering, except a sort of breechcloth round the middle, with 
a loose blanket or buffaloe robe painted, thrown over them. The names of these 
warriors, besides those already mentioned were Karkapaha, (or Cl'OW'S head) 
and Nenasawa (or Black Cat) Missouris; and Sananona (or Iron Eyes) Nes
waunja (or Big Ox) Stageaunja (or .Big Blue Eyes) and Wasashaco (or Brave 
Man) all Ottoes. These two tribes speak very nearly the same language: they 
all begged us to give them whiskey. 

'rhe next morning, August 20, the Indians mounted their horses and left us, 
having reeeived a cannister of whiskey at parting. We then set sail, and after 
passing two islands on the north, came to on that side under some bluffs; the 
first near the river since we left the Ayauwa village. Here we had the misfor
tune to lose one of our sergeants, Charles Floyd. He was yesterday seized 
with a bilious cholic, and all our care and attention were ineffectual to relieve 
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him: a little before his death, he said to Captain Clarke, " I a,m going kI 

leave you ;" his strength failed him as he ~dde~ " .. want yo~ to w~l~e me a let
ter'" but he died with a compm:ure whICh Justified the high opmlon we had 
for~ed of his firmness and good conduct. He was buried on the top of the 
bluff with the honours due to a brave soldier; and the place of his interment 
marked by a cedar post, on which his name and th~ day of his d~ath were.in
scribed. About a mile beyond this place, to whICh we gave hIS name, IS a 
small river about thirty yards wide, on the north, which we called Floyd's river, 
where we encamped. We had a breeze from the south-east, and made thirteen 
miles. 

August 21. The same breeze from the south. east carried us by a small willow 
creek on the north, about one mile and a half above Floyd's river. Here began 
a range of bluffs which continued till near the mouth of the gl'eat Sioux river, 
three milei beyond Floyd's. This river comes in from the north, and is about 
one hundred and ten yards wide. Mr. Durion, our Sioux interpreter, who is 
well acquainted with it, says that it is navigable upwards of two hundred miles 
to the Falls, and even beyond them; that its sources are near those of the St. 
Peter's. He also says, that below the Falls a creek falls in from the eastward, 
after passing through cliff. .. of red rock: of this the Indians make their pipes; 
and the necessity of procuring that article, has introduced a sort of law of na
tions, by which the banks of the creek are sacred, and even tribes at Wal' meet 
without hostility at these quarries, which possess a right of asylum. 'l'hus we 
find even among savages certain principles deemed sacred, by which the rigours 
of their merciless system of warfare are mitigated. A sense of common danger, 
where stronger ties are wanting, gives all the binding force of more solemn ob
ligations. The importance of preserving the known and settled rules of warfare 
among civilized nations, in all their integrity, becomes strikingly evident; since 
even savages, with their few precarious wants, cannot exist in a state of peace 
or war where this faith is once violated. The wind became southerly, and blew 
with such violence that we took a reef in our sail: it also blew the sand from 
the bars in such quantities, that we could not see the channel at any distance 
ah~ad. At four aud a quarter miles, we came to two willow islands, beyond 
whIch are several sandbars; and at twelve miles, a spot where the Mahas once 
had a village, now no longt'r existing. We again passed a number of sandbar~, 
and encamped on the south; having come twenty-four and three quarter miles. 
~he country through which we p3.lised has the same uniform appearance ever 
SInce w~ left th~ ~iver Platte: rich low-grounds near the rivu, succeeded by 
undulatmg prames, with timber near the waters. Some wolves were seen to-
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day on the sand beaches to the south; we also procured an excellent fruit, re
sembling a red currant, growing on a shrub like the privy, and about the height 
of a wild plum. 

August 22. About three miles distant, we joined the men who had been 
sent from the Maha village with our horses, and who brought us two deer. The 
bluffs or hills which reach the river at this place, on the south, contain alum, 
copperas, cobalt which had the appearance of soft isinglass, pyrites, and sand
stone, the two first very pure. Above this bluff comes in a small creek on the 
south, which we call Rologe creek. Seven miles above is another cliff, on the 
same side, of alum rock, of a dark brown colour, containing in its crevices 
great quanti~ies of cobalt, cemented shells, and red earth. From this the river 
bends to the eastward, and approaches the Sioux river within three or four 
miles. We sailed the greater part of the day, and made nineteen miles to our 
camp on the north side. The sandbars are as usual numerous: there are also 
considerable traces of elk; but none are yet seen. Captain Lewis in proving 
the quality of some of the substances in the brst cliff, was considerably injured 
by the fumes and taste of the cobalt, and took some strong' medicine to relieve 
him from its effects. The appearance of these mineral substances enables us to 
account for disorders of the stomach, with which the party had been affected 
since they left the river Sioux. We had been in the habit of dipping up the 
water of the river inadvertently and making use of it, till, on examination, the 
sickness was thought to proceed from a scum covering the surface of the water 
along the southern shore, and which, as we now discovered, proceeded from 
these bluffs. The men had been ordered, before we reached the bluffs, to agi
tate the water, so as to disperse the scum, and take the water, not at the sur
face, but at some depth. 'fhe consequence was, that these disorders ceased: 
the biles too which had affiicted the men, were not observed beyond the Sioux 
river. In order to supply the place of Serjeant Floyd, we pel'mitted the men to 
name three persons, and Patrick Gass having the greatest number of votes was 
made a sergeant. 

August 23. We set out early, and at four miles came to a small run between 
cliffs of yellow and blue earth: the wind, however, soon ehanged, and blew so 
hard from the west, that we proceeded very slowly; the fine sand from the bar 
being driven in such clouds, that we could scarcely see. Three and a quarter 
miles beyond this run, we came to a willow island, and a sand island opposite, 
and encamped on the south side, at ten and a quarter miles. On the north side 
is an extensive and delightful prairie, which we called Buffaloe prairie, from 
our having here killed the first buffaloe. Two elks swam the river to-day and 
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were fired at, but escaped: a deer was killed from the boat; one beaver was 
killed; and several prairie wolves were seen. 

August 24. It began to rain last night, and continued this morning: we 
proceeded, however, two and a quarter miles, to the commencement of a bluff' 
of blue clay, about one hundred and eighty, or one hundred and ninety feet on 
the south side: it seems to have been lately on fire; and even now the ground 
is so warm that we cannot keep our hands in it at any depth: there are strong 
appearances of coal, and also great quantities of cobalt, or a cl'ystalized sub
stance resembling it. There is a fruit now ripe which looks like a currant, ex
cept that it is double the size, and grows on a bush like a privy, the size of a 
damson, and of a delicious flavour; its Indian name means rabbit-berries. We 
then passed, at the distance of about seven miles, the mouth of a creek on the 
north side, called by an Indian name, meaning "Thitestone l·iver. The beau
tiful prairie of yesterday, has changed into one of greater height, and very 
smooth and extensive. We encamped on the south side, at ten and a quarter 
miles, and found ourselves much annoyed by the musquitoes. 
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CHAP. III. 

WHIMstCAL INSTANCE OF SUPERSTITION OF THE SIOUX INDIANS-COUNCIL HELD WITH 

THE SIOUX-CHARACTER OF THAT TRIBE, THEIR MANNERS, &C.- A RIDICULOUS 

INSTANCE OF THEIR HEROISM-ANCIENT FORTIFICATIONS-QUICURRE RIVER DE

SCRIBED-VAST HERDS OF BUFFALOE-ACCOUNT OFTHE PETIT CHIEN OR LITTLE DOG 

-NARROW ESCAPE OF GEORGE SHANNON-DESCRIPTION OF WHITERIVER-SURPRIS

ING FLEETNESS OF THE ANTELOPE-PASS THE RIVER OF THE SIOUX-DESCRIPTION 

OF THE GRAND DE TOUR, OR GREAT BEND-ENCAMP ON THE TETON RIVER. 

AUGUST 25. Captains Lewis and Clarke, with ten men, went to see an object 
deemed very extraordinary among all the neighbouring Indians. They dropped 
down to the mouth of 'Vhitestone rivel', about thirty yards wide, where they 
left the boat, and at the distance of two hundt'ed yards, ascended a rising ground 
from which a plain extended itself as far as the eye could discem. After walk
ing four miles, they crossed the c\'eek where it is twenty-three yards wide, and 
waters an extensive valley. The heat was so oppressive that we were obliged 
to selld back our dog to the creek, as he was unable to bear the fatigue; and it 
was not till after four hours march that we reached the object of OUl' vist. This 
was a larg-e mound in the midst of the plain about N. 20° W. from the mouth 
of Whitestone river, from which it is nine miles distant, The base of the 
mound is a regular parallelogram, the longest side being about three hundred 
yards, the shorter sixty 01' seventy: from the longest side it rises with a steep 
ascent from the nol'th and f;outh to the height of sixty-five or seventy feet, 
leaving on the top a level plain of twelve feet in breadth and ninety in length. 
The north and south extremities are connected by tWl) oval borders which serve 
as new bas(>s, and divide the whole side into three steel' but regular gradations 
from the plain. The only thing characteristic in this hill is its extreme symme
try, and this, together with its being totally detached froUl the other hills which are 
at the distance of eight or nine miles, would induce a belief that it was artificial; 
but,as the earth and the loose pebbles which compose it, are arranged exactly like the 
steep grounds on the borders of the creek, we concluded from this similarity of texture 
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that it might be natural. But the Indians have made it a g~eat arti~l~ of their su
perstition: it is called the mountain of Little People, 01' L1ttle Spmts, a~d they 
believe that it is the abode of little devils, in the human form, of about e1ghteen 
inches high, and with remarkably large heads; they are armed with ~harp arrows, 
with which they are very skilful, and are always on the watch to k111 those who 
should have the hardihood to approach their residence, The tradition is, that 
many have suffered from these little evil spirits, and among others, three Maha 
Indians fell a sacrifice to them a few years since. This has inspired all the 
neighbouring nations, Sioux, Mahas, and Ottoes, with such terror, that no con
sideration could tempt them to visit the hill. 

We saw none of these wicked little spirits, nor any place for them, except 
some small holes scattered over the top: we were happy enough to escape their 
vengeance, though we remained some time on the mound to enjoy the delightful 
prospect of the plain, which spreads itself out till the eye rests upon the N. W. 
hills at a great distance, and those of the N. E. still farther off, enlivened by 
large herds of buff aloe feeding at a distance. The soil of these plains is exceed
ingly fine; there is, however, no timber except on the Missouri: all the wood of 
the Whitestone river not being sufficient to cover thickly one hundred acres. 
The plain country which surrounds this mound has contributed not a little to its 
bad reputation: the wind driving from every direction over the level ground 
obliges the insects to seek shelter on its leeward side, or be driven against us by 
the wind. The small birds, whose food they are, resort of course in great num
bers in quest of subsistence; and the Indians always seem to discove1' an unusual 
assemblage of birds as produced by some supernatural cause: among them we 
observed the brown martin employed in looking for insects, and so gentle that 
they did not 8y until we got within a few feet of them. We have also distin
guished among the numerous birds of the plain, the blackbird, the wren or 
prairie bird, and a species of lark about the size of a partridge, with a short tail. 
The excessive heat and thirst forced us from the hill, about one o'clock, to the 
nearest water, which we found in the creek, at three miles distance, and remained 
an hour and a half. We then went down the creek, through a lowland about 
one mile in width, and crossed it three times, to the spot where we first reached 
it in the morning. Here we gathered some delicious plums, grapes and blue 
currants, and afterwards arrived at the mouth of the river about sanset. To this 
place the course from the mound is S. twenty miles, E. nine miles; we there 
r~~ed our perioque, and on reaching our encampment of last night set the 
prames on fire, to warn the Sio~ of our appl'oach. In the mean time, the 
boat under Sergeant Pryor bad proceeded in the afternoon one mile, to a bluff of 
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bloe clay on the south, and after passing a sandbar and two sand islands fixed 
their camp at the distance of six miles on the south. In the evening some rain 
fell. We had killed a duck and several birds: in the boat, they had caught some 
large catfish. 

Sunday, August 26. We rejoined the boat at 9 o'clock before she set oot, 
and then passing by an island, and under a cliff on the south, nearly two miles 
in extent and composed of white and blue earth, encamped at nine miles distance, 
on a sandbar towards the north. Opposite to this, on the south, is a small creek 
called Petit Arc or Little Bow, and a short distance abuve it, an old village of 
the same name. rfhis village, of which nothing remains but the mound of earth 
about four feet high surrounding it, was bllilt by a Maha chief named Little 
Bow, who being displeased with Blackbird, the late king, seceded with two 
hundred followers aud settled at this spot, which is now abandoned, as the two 
villages have reunited since the death of Blackbird. 'Ye have great quantities 
of grapes, and plums of tl1l'ee kinds; two of a yellow colour, and distinguished 
by one of the species being longer than the other; and a third round and rad: 
all have an excellent flavour, particularly those of the yellow kind. 

August 27. The morning star appeared much larger than usual. A gentle 
breeze from the south-east carried us by some large sandbars, on both sides and 
in the middle of the river, to a bluff, on the south side, seven and a half miles 
distant: this bluff is of white clay or chalk, under which is much stone, like 
lime, incrusted with a clear substance, supposed to be cobalt, and some dark ore. 
Abo\'e this bluff we set the prait'ie on fire, to' invite the Sioux. After twelve 
and a half miles, we had passed several other sandbars, and now reached the 
mouth of a river caUed by the Ft'ench Jacques (James river) or Yankton, from 
the tribe which inhabits its banks. It is about ninety yards wide at the con
fluence: the country which it waters is rich prairie, with little timber:. it becomes 
deeper and wider above its mouth, and may be navigated a great distance; as 
it~ sources rise near those of St. Peter's, of the Mississippi, and the red river of 
lake Winnipeg. As we came to the mouth of the river, an Indian swam to the 
boat; and, on our landing, we were met by two others, who informed us that a 
large body of Sioux were encamped near us: they accompanied three of our 
men, with an invitation to meet us at a spot above the river: the third Indian 
remained with us: he is a Maha boy, and says that his nation have gone to tb.e 
Pawnees to make peace with them. At fourteen miles~ we encamped on a 
!landbar to the north. The air was cool, the evening pleasant, the wind from the 
'South-east, and light. The river has fallen gradually, and is now low. 

Tuesday 28th. We passed, with a stiff breeze from the south, several sancl
G 
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bars. On the south is a prairie which rises gTaduaUy from the water to the 
heio'ht of a bluff, which is, at four miles distance, of a whitish colour, and about 

o t . I tv fieet hi' 0-1) Further on is another blut}', of a brownish colour, seven y or mg- I .J 0 • .., • 

on the north side; and at the distance of eight and a half llnles IS the begm~lllg 
'Of Calumet bluff, on the south side, under which we formed our camp, III a 
beautiful plain, to wait the an'ival of the Sioux. At the first bluff the young' 
Indian left us and joined their camp. Before reaching Calumet bluff, one of 
the perioqnes ran upon a log' in the rivel', and was rendered unfit. for service ~ so 
that all om loading was pllt into the second perioq,H'. 011 both SIdes of the rIver 
are fine prairies, with cottonwood; and Ilcar the bluff there is more timber in 
the points and valleys than we ha\"e been accu:·:tomed to see. 

'Yednesday,20th. 'Ye ltad a violent storm of "lid and rain last evening; 
and were eng-aged dming the day in repairing; the perioque, and other necessary 
occupations; when, at foLU" o'clock in the aftel'lloon, Sergeant Pryor and his 
party arrived on the opposite side, attended by five chiefs, and about seventy men 
and boys. 'Ye sent a hOftt fOl" them, and they joined us, as did also Mr. Durion, 
the 50n of our interpretel', "ho Lappened to be trading with the Sioux at this 
time. He returned with Sergeant Pryor to the Indians, with a present of 
tobacco, corn, and a few kettles; and told them that we would speak to their 
chiefs in the ll1orlliug·. Sergeant Pryor reported, that on reaching their village, 
which is at twehe miles distance from our camp, he was met by a party with a 
buffaloe robe, on which they desired to carry their visitors: an honour which they 
declined, informing the Indians that they were not the commanders of the boats: 
as a great mark of ref>pect, they were then presented with a fat dog, already 
cooked, of which they partook heartily, and found it well flavomed. The camps 
of the Sioux are of a conical form, covered with buffaloe robes, painted with 
\'arious figmes and colours, with an aperture in the top for the smoke to pass 
through. The lodges contain from ten to fifteen pel"SOnS, and the interior 
arrangement is compact and handsome, each lodge having a place for cookino" 
detached from it. I:> 

August 30th. ThUi'sday. The fog was so thick that we coulc1 not see the 
Indian camp on the opposite side, but it cleared off about eight 0' clock. We 
prepared a speech, and some presents, and then sent for the chief:., and warriors, 
whom we received, at twelve o'clock, under a large oak tree, near to which the 
flag of the United States was flying. Captain Lewis delivered a speech, with 
the. usu~l advice ~n~ counsel for their future conduct. We then acknowledged 
th~lr chiefs, by glVlng to the grand chief a flag, a medal, a certificate, with a 
strmg of wampum j to which we added a chief's coat; that is, a richly laced 



unifonn of the United States artillery corps, and a cocked hat, and red feather. 
One second chief and three inferior ones were made 01' recognised by medals, and 
a suitable present of tobacco, and articles of clothing. 'Ve then smoked the 
pipe of peace, and the chiefs retil'ed to a bowel', formed of bushes, by their young 
men, where they divided among each other the presents, and smoked and ate, 
and held a council on the answer which they were to make us to-morrow. The 
young people exercised their bows and anows in shooting at marks for beads, 
which we distributed to the best marksmen; and in the evening the whole party 
danced until' a late hour, and in the course of their amusement we threw among 
t11em some knives, tobacco, bells, tape, and binding, with which they were much 
pleased. Their musical instruments were tRe drum, and a sort of little bag made 
of buffaloe hide, dressed white, with small shot or pebbles in it, and a bunch of 
hair tied to it. This produces a sod of rattling music, with which the palty was 
annoyed by four musicians during' the council this morning, 

August 31. In the moming', after breakfast, the chieGs met, and sat down 
in a row, with pipes of peace, highly ornamented, and all pointed towards the 
seats intended for captains Lewis and Clarke, "-hen they a1'l'ived and were 
seated, the grand chief, whose Indian name, 'Veucha, is, in English Shak@ 
Hand, and, in French, is called Le Libel'ateur (the delivel'er) rose, and spoke 
at some length, approving what we had said, and promising to follow OUl' advice: 

"I see before me," said he, "my great father's two sons. You see me, and 
the rest of our chiefs and warriors. We are very pOOl'; we have neither powder 
nor ball, nor kni,'es; and our women and children at the village have no clothes. 
I wish that as my brothers have given me a flag' and a medal, they would give 
something to those POOl" people, or let them stop and trade with the first boat 
which comes up the river. I will bring chiefs of the Pawnees and Mahus tog'ether, 
and make peace between them; but it is better that I should do it than my great 
father',,; sons fOl" they will listen to me more readily. I will also take some chiefs 
to your country in the spring; but before that. time I cannot leave home. I 
went formerly to the English, and they gave me a medal and some clothes; when 
I went to the Spanish they gave me a medal, but nothing to keep it from my 
skin; but now you give me medal and clothes. But still we are poor; and I 
wish brothers, you would give us something for OUI' squaws:: 

When he sat down, Mahtoree, 01' White Cl'3ne, rose: 
"I have listened," said he, "to what our father's words wel'e yesterday; 

and I am, to-day, glad to see how you have dressed our old chief: I am a young 
man, and do not wish to talk much: my fathers have made me a chief: I had much 
sense before, but now I think I have more than ever. What the old chief bas 
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I 
.1 I OIl fi ... and do whatever he and you please; but I wish that YOlt 

dec areu WI con rll', 
would take pity on us, for we are very poor." ° 

Another chief, called Pawnawneahpahbe, then said: 
"I am a young man, and know but little: I cannot speak well; but I 

have listened to what you have told the old chief, and will do whatever you 

agree." 
The same sentiments wer~ then repeated by Aweawechache. 
'Ye were sUl'})I'iseu at finding that the first of these titles ~eans " Str~ck ~y 

the Pawnee," anu was occasioned by some blow which the chief had received 1ll 

battle fl'om one of the Pawnee tribe. The second is, in English, "Half Man," 
which seems a singular name for a warrior, till it was explained to have its origin, 
probably, in the modesty of the chief; who, on being told of his exploits, would 
say, "I am no wat'rior: I am only half a man," 'fhe other chiefs spoke very 
httle; but after they had finished, one of the warriors delivered a speech, in which 
he declared he would support them, They promised to make peace with the 
Ottoes and Missouris, the only nations with whom they are at war. AU these 
harangues concluded by describing the distress of the nation; they begged us to 
have pity on them; to send them b'aders; that they wanted powder and ball; 
and seemed anxious that we should snpply them with some of their great father's 
milk, the name by which they distinguish ardent spirits. )Ve then gave some 
tobacco to each of the chiefs, and a certificate to two of the warriors who attended 
the chief. We prevailed on Mr. Durion to remain here, and accompany as 
many of the Sioux chief.o; as he could collect, down to the seat of government. 
'Ve also gave his son a flag, some clothes, and provisions, with directions to bring 
about a peace between the sUlTounding tribes, and to convey some of their chiefs 
to see the president. In the evening they left us, and encamped on the opposite 
bank, accompanied by the two Durions. During the evening and night we had 
much rain, and observed that the river rises a little. The Indians, who have 
just left us, are the Yanktons, atribe of the great nation of Sioux. These Yanktons 
are about two hundred men in number; and inhabit the Jacques, Desmoines, and 
Sioux rivers. In person they are stout, well proportioned, and have a certain air 
of dignity and boldness. In their dress they differ nothing from the othel' bands 
of the nation whom we saw, and will describe afterwards: they are fond of 
decorations, and use paint, and porcupine quills, and feathers. Some of them 
wore a kind of necklace of white bear's claws, three inches long, and closely 
strung together rou~d their necks. They have only a few fowling-pieces, being 
generally armed WIth bows and arrows, in which, however, they do not appear 
as expert as the more .northern Indians. What struck us most was an institntioB , 
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peculiar to them, and to the Kite Indians, further to the westward, from wholll 
it is said to have been copied. It is an association of the most active and brave 
young' men, who are bound to each other by attachment, secured by avow, never 
to retl'eat before any danger, or give way to their enemies. In war they go 
forward without sheltering themselves behind trees, or aiding their natural valour 
by any artifice. This punctilious determination, not to be turned fl'om theil' 
course, became heroic, or ridiculous, a short time since, when the Yanktons 
were crossing' the Missouri on the ice. A hole lay immediately in their course, 
which might easily have been avoided, by going round. This the foremost of 
the band disdained to do; but went straight forward, and was lost. The others 
'Would have followed his example, but were forcibly pl'evented by the rest of the 
tribe. These young men sit, and encamp, and dance together, distinct from the rest 
of the nation: they are generally about thirty or thirty-five years old; and such 
is the deference paid to courage, that their seats in council are superior to those 
of the chiefs, and their persons more respected. But, as may be supposed, such 
indiscreet bravery will soon diminish the numbers of those who practise it; so 
that the band is now reduced to four warriors, who were among our visitors. 
These were the remains of twenty-two, who composed the society not Jong ago j 
but, in a battle with the Kite Indians, of the Black Mountains, eighteen of them 
wel'e killed, and these four were dragg'ed from the field by their companions. 

Whilst these Indians remained with us we made very minute inquiries relative 
to their situation and numbers, and tmde, and manners. 'l'his we did very satis
factorily, by means of two different interpreters; and from their accounts, joined 
to our interviews with other bands of the same nation, and much intelligence 
acquired since, we were enabled to understand, with some accuracy, the condition 
of the Sioux hitherto so little known. 

'1'he Sioux, or Dacol'ta Indians, originally settled on the l\1ississippi, and 
called by Can'er, Madowesians, are now subdivided into tribes, as follow: 

First, 'l'he Yanktons: this tribe inhabits the Sioux, Desmoines, and .Tacque~ 
rivers, and number about two hundred warriors. 

Second, The Tetons of the bumt woods. This trihe number:'! about three 
hundred men, who rove on both sides of the Missouri, the White, and Teton rivers. 

Third, 'rhe 'retons Okandandas, a tribe consisting' of about one hundred and 
fifty men, who inhabit both sides of the Missonri below the Chayenne river. 

Fourth, 'retons Minnakenozzo, a nation inhabiting hoth sides of the Missouri, 
above the Chayenne river, and containing about two hundred and fifty men. 

Fifth, Tetons Saone; these inhabit both sides of the Missouri below the War
reCOnne ,"iver, and consist of about three hundred men. 

1 
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Sixth, Yanktons of the Plains, or Big Devils; who rove on. the heads of the 

S· J d Red river' the most numerous of all the tnbes, and number 
.. lOUX, acques, an , 
about five hundred men. 

Seventh, \Vahpatone; a nation residing on the St. Peter's, just above the 

mouth of that river, and numbering two hundred men. 
Eighth, Mindawarcarton, or proper Dacol"ta or Sioux Indian~. These pos

sess the original seat of the Sioux, and are properly so denommated. Th~y 
rove on both sides of the Mississippi, about the Falls of St. Anthony, and consIst 

of tlll'ee hundred men. 
Ninth, The \Vahpatoota, or Leaf Beds. This nation inhabits both sides of 

the river St. Peter',:, below Yellow wood river, amounting to about one hundred 

and fifty men. 
Tenth, Sistasoone : 

head of the St. Peter's. 
taken hereafter. 

this nation numhers two hundred men, and reside at the 
Of these seveml tribes, more particular notice will be 

Saturday, September 1, 1804. 'Ye proceeded this morning under a light 
southern breeze, and passed the Calumet hluffs; these are composed of a yel
lowish red, and brownish clay as hard as chalk, which it much resembles, and 
are one hundred and seventy, or one hundred and eighty feet high. At this 
place the hills on each side COllle to the verge of the river, those on the south 
being higher than on the north. Opposite the bluffs is a large island covered 
with timber; above which the highlands form a cliff over the riYer on the north 
side, called White Bear clift'; an animal of that kind being' killed in one of the 
holes in it, which are numerous and apparently deep. At six miles we came to 
a large sand island covered with cottonwood; the wind was hig'h, and the 
weathet' rainy and cloudy durillg the day. We made fifteen miles to a place on 
the north side, at the lower point of a large island called Bonhomme, or Good
man's island. The country on both sides has the same character of prail'ies, 
with no timber; with occasional lowlands covered with cottonwood, elm and 
oak: our hunters had killed an elk and a beaver: the catfish too are in great 
abundance. 

September 2. It rained last night, and this morning we had a hiO'h wind 
from the N. \ Y. We went three miles to the lower part of an ancient fOl'tifica
tion on th~ south side, and passed the head of Bonhomme island, which is large 
an.d well timbered: after this the wind became so violent, attended by a cold 
r~m, that we were compelled to land at foUl' miles on the northern sidt:', under a 
.hlgh blll~ of yellow clay, about one hundred and ten feet in height. Om hun
ters suppbed us with four elks; and we had grapes and plums on the banks: we 
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also saw the beal'grass and rue, on the ~ide of the blufi's. At ({lis place there 
are highlands on Loth sides of the river which become more level at some dis
tance back, and contain but few sh'eams of water. On the southern bank, 
during this day, the gl'Ounds have not heen so elevated. Captain Clarke cross
ed the river to examine the remains of the fOl'tification we had just passed. 

This interesting object is on the south side of thc Missouri, opposite !L:~ up
per extremity of Bonhomme island, and in a low krel plain, the hills being 
three miles from the river. It begins by a wall composed of earth, rising im
mediately from the bank of the rivet' and runlling in a direct course S. i6", Vr. 
ninety-six yards; the base of this wall or mound is seventy-fhe feet, and its 
height about eight. It then diverges in a course S, 8·r 'V. and continues at the 
same heig-ht and depth to the distance of fifty-three yards, the ang-Ie being 
formed by a sloping descent; at the junction of these two is an appearance of a 
hOl'l1work of the same height with the first angle: the same wall then pmsues a 
course N. 69° 'V. fol' three hundred yards: near its western extremity is all 

opening or gateway at right angles to the wall, and projecting inwards; this 
gateway is defended by two nearly semicit'cular walls placed before it, lower 
than the large walls; and from the gateway there seems to have been a covered 
way communicating with the interval between these two walls: westward of 
the gate, the wall becomes much larger, being about one hundred and five feet 
at its base, and twelve feet high: at the end of this high ground the wall ex
tends for fifty-six yards on a course N. 32° 'V.; it then turns N. 23° W. for 
seventy-three yards: these two walls seems to have had a double or covered 
way; they are from teo to fifteen feet eight inches in height, at~d from seventy
five to one hundred and five feet in width at the base; the descent inwards 
being steep, whilst outwards it forms a sort of glacis. At the distance of 
seventy-three yurcls, the wall ends abl'Uptly at a large hollow place much lower 
than the geneml level of the plain, and from which is some indication of a 
covered way to the water. The space between them is occupied by several 
mounds sc::ttet'ed promiscuously through the gorge, in the centre of which is a 
ueep round hole. From the extremity of the last wall, in a course N. 32° W. is 
a distance of ninety-six yards over the low ground, where the wall recommences 
and crosses the plain in a course N. 81° W. for eighteen hundl'ed and thirty 
yards to the bank of the Missouri. In this course its height is about eight feet, 
till it enters, at the distance of five hundred and thirty-three yards, a deep cir
cular pond of seventy-three yards diameter; after which it is gradually lower, 
towards the river: it touches the river at a muddy bar, which bears every mark 
of being an encroachment of the water, for a considerable distance; and a little 
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above the junction, is a small circular redoubt. ~long_the bank o~ the ri~er, 
and at eleven humh-ed yards distance, in a strUlght lme from this wall, IS a 
second, about six feet high, and of considerable width: it rises abruptly f~'om 
the bank of the Missouri, at a point where the river bends, and goes straight 
forward, forming an acute angle with the last wall, till it enters the river again, 
not far fl'om the mounds jnst described, towards which it is obviously tending. 
At the bend the 1\lissoUl"i is five hundred yards wide; the ground on the oppo
site side highlands, or low hills on the bank; and where the river passes be
tween this fort and Bonhomme island, all the distance from the bend, it is con. 
stantly washing the banks into the stream, a large sandbank being already taken 
from the shore near the wall. Durillg the whole course of this wall, or glacis, 
it is covered with trees, among which are many large cotton trees, two or thl'ee 
feet in diameter. Immediately opposite the citadel, or the part most strongly 
fOl-tified, on Bonhomme island, is a small work in a circular form, with a wall 
surronnding it, about six feet in height. The young willows along the water, 
joined to the general appearance of the two shores, induce a belief that the hank 
of the island is encroaching, and the Missouri indemnifies ilself by washing 
away the base of the fortification. The citadel contains about twenty acres, 
but the parts between the long walls must embrace neal'ly five hundred acres. 

These are the first remains of the kind which we have had an opportunity of 
examining; but our French interpreters assure us, that there are great numbers 
of them on the Platte, the Kanzas, the Jacques, &c. aud some of our party say, 
that they obsel'Vf~d two of those fortresses on the upper side of the Petit Arc 
creek, not far from its mouth; that the wall was about six feet Iligh, and the 
sides of the angles one hundred yards in length. 

September 3. 'I'he morning was cold, and the wind from the north-west. 
\Ve passed at sunrise three large sandbars, and at the distance of ten miles 
reached a small creek, about twelve yards wide, coming in from the north 
above a white bluff: this creek has obtained the name of Plum creek, from th; 
numbel' of that fruit which are in the neighbourhood, and of a delio-htful qua
lity. Five miles further, we encamped on the south near the edge :f a plain. 
the ri:~r is wide, and covered with sandbars to-day: the banks are high and of 
a whItish colour; the timber scarce, but an abundance of grapes. Beaver 
ho~ses too have been observed in great numbers on the river, but none of the 
ammals themselves. 

September 4. We set out early, with a very cold wind from SSE d t 'I . , ., an 
a one ~l e and a half, reached a small creek, called Whitelime creek, on the 
tOuth SIde. Just above this is a cliff, covered with cedar trees, and at three 
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miles a creek, called Whitepaint creek, of about thirty yards wide: on the same 
side, and at foul' and a half miles distance from th~ Whitepaint creek, is the 
Rapid river, 01', as it is called by the French, Ia Riviere qui Comt; this river 
empties into the Missouri, in a course S. W. by W., and is one hundred and 
fifty-two yards wide, and four feet deep at the confluence. It rises in the Black 
mountains, and passes through a hilly country, with a poor soil. Captain Clarke 
ascended three miles to a beautiful plain, on the upper side, where the Pawnees 
once had a village: he found that the river widened above its' mouth, and was mnch 
divided by sands and islands, which, joined to the gTeat rapidity of the current, 
makes the navigation very difficult, even for small boats. Like the lliatte its 
waters were of a light colo~~i'; like that river too it throws out into the Missouri, 
great qnantities of sand, coarser even than that of the Platte, which form sand
bars and shoals near its lIlol'l~h. 

We encamped just ahove it, on the south, having made only eight miles, as 
the wind shifted to the south, and blew so hal·d that in the course of the day we 
broke our mast: we saw some deer, a number of geese, and ihot a turkey and 
a duck: the place in which we halted is a fine low-gTound, with much timber, 
touch as red cedar, boneylocllst, oak, arrowwood, elm and coffeenut. 

September 5, Wednesday. The wind was agoain high floom the south. At 
five miles, we came to a large island, called Pawnee ililand, in the middle of 
the river; and stopped to breakfast at a small creek on the north, which has the 
name of Goat creek, at eight and a half miles. Near the mouth of this creek 
the beaver had ~ade a dam across so as to form a large pond, in which they 
built their houses. Above this island the river Poncara falls into the Missouri 
from the south, and is thil·ty yards wide at the entrance. 'l'wo men whom we 
rlespatched to the village of the same name, returned with iufonuation that they 
had found it on the lower side of the cl"eek; but a~ this is the hunting 
season, the town was so completely deserted that they had killed a buf
faloe in the village itself. 'fhis tribe of Poncaras, who are said to have 
once numbered four hundred men, are now reduced to about fifty, and 
have associated for mutual pl'otection with the Mahas, who are about two hun
dred in number. These two nations are allied by a similarity of misfortune; 
they wel'e once both numerous, both resided in villages, and cultivated Indian 
eorn; theil' common enemies, the Sioux and small-pox, drove them from their 
towns, which they visit ouly occasionally for the purposes of trade; and they 
DOW wander over the plains on th.e sources of the 'Volf and Quicurre rivers. 
Between the Pawnee island and Goat creek on the north, is a cliff of blue earth, 
under which al'e sevel'ul minural springs, impregnated with salts: near this WI' 
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4I"bserved a number of goats, from which the creek derives its name. At three 
and a half miles from the creek, we came to a large island on the south, along 
which we passed to the head of it, and encamped about four o'clock. Here we 
replaced the mast we had lost, with a new one of cedar: some bucks and an elk 
were procured to-day, and a black tailed deer was seen neal' the Poncara'io 

village. 
Thursday, September 6. There was a storm this morning from the N. W., 

and though it moderated, the wind was still high, and the weather very cold; 
the number of sandbars too, added ~;) the rapidity of the current, obliged us to 
have recourse to the towline: with all our exertions we did not make more than 
eight and a half miles, and encamped on the north, after passing high cliffs of 
soft, blue, and red coloured stone, on the southern shore. We saw some goats, 
and great numbers of buffaloe, in addition to which the hunters furnished us 
with elk, deer, turkies, geese, and one beaver: a large catfish too was caught in 
the evening. The ground near the camp, was a low prairie, without timber, 
though just below is a grove of cottonwood. 

Friday, September 7. The morning was very cold and the wind south-east. 
At five and a half miles, we reached and encamped at the foot of a ronnd moun
tain, on the south, having passed two small islands. This mountain, which is 
about three hundred feet at the base, forms a cone at the top, resembling a 
dome at a distance, and seventy feet 01' more above the surrounding highlands. 
As we descended from this dome, we arrived at a spot, on the gradual descent 
of the hill, nearly four acres in extent, and covered with small holes: these are 
the residence of a little animal, called by the French, petit chien (little dog) 
who sit erect near the mouth, and make a whistling noise, but when alarmed 
take refuge in their holes. In order to bring' them out, we poured into one of 
the holes five barrels of water without filling it, but we dislodged and caught 
the owner. After digging down another of the holes for six feet, we found, on 
-running a pole into it, that we had not yet dug half way to the bottom: we dis
covered, however, two frogs in the hole, and near it we killed a dark rattle
snake, which had swallowed a small pl'airie dog: we were also informed, though 
we never witnessed the fact, that a sort of lizard, and a snake, live habitually 
with these animals. The petit chien are justly named, as they resemble a small 
dog in some particulars, though they have also some points of similarity to the 
squirrel. 'fhe head resembles the squirrel in every respect, except that the 
ear is s~or~er, the tail like that of the ground-squirrel, the toe-nails are long, 
the fur IS fme, and the long hair is gray. 

Saturday, September 8. The wind still continued from the south-east, but; 
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moderately. At seven miles we reached a house on the north side, called! tIt\'; 
Pawnee house, where a trader, named Trudeau, wintel'ed in the year tnlG.7 : 

behind this, hills, much highet' than usual, appear to the north, about eight mile, 
off. Before reaching' this house, we came by three small islands, on the north 
side, and a ~mall creek on the south; and after leaving it, reached a!lother, at 
the end of seventeen miles, on which we encampeJ, and called it Boat island: 
we here saw herds of buffaloe, and some elk, deer, turkies, beaver, a squirrel. 
aDd a prairie dog. The party on the north represent the country thl'Oug-h which 
they passed, as poor, rugged, and hilly, with the appearance of having been 
lately burnt by the Indians; the bl'Oken hills, indeed, approach the river on 
both sides, though each is bordered by a stl-ip of woodland near the water. 

Sunday, September 9. "Ve coasted along the island on which we had 
encamped, and then passed three sand and willow islands, and a number of 
smaller sandbars. The river is shallow, and joined by two small creeks from 
the north, and one from the south. In the plains, to the south, are great num
bers of buffaloe, in herds of nearly five hundred; all the copses of timber 
appeal' to contain elk or deer. We encamped on a s!;l,ndbar, on the southern 
shore, at the distance of fourteen alld a qual'ter miles. 

September 10, Monday. The next day we made twenty miles. The 
morning was cloudy and dark, but a light breeze from the south-east carried us 
past two small islands on tIle south, and one on the north; tm, at the distance of 
ten and a half miles, we reached an island, extending for two miles in the mid
dle of the river, covered with red cedar, f!'Olll which it derives its name of Cedar 
i!Oland. Just below this i~land, on a hill to the south, is the backbone of a fish, 
forty-five feet longo, tapering towards the tail, and in a perfect state of pett-ifac
tion, fragments of which were collected and sent to Washington. On both side!'! 
of the river are high dark-cololll'ed bluff." About a mile and a half from the 
island, on the southern shore, the party on that side discovered :l large and very 
strongly impregnated I'pring of water; and another, not so strong-Iy impregnated, 
half a mile up the hill. Three miles beyond Cedar island is a large island on 
the north, and a number of sandbars. After which is another, about a mile in 
length, lying in the middle of the river, and separated by a small channel, at 
its extremity, from another above it, on which we encamped. These two islands 
are called Mud islands. The river is shallow during this day's COUl"se, and is 
falling a little. The elk and buffaloe are in great abundance, but the deer have 
become scarce. 

September U, Tuesday. At six and a half miles we passed the upper ex
tremity of an islaod on t.he frouth; four miles beyond which is anotber on the 
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"Rme side of the l'IH:t'; and about a quarter of a mile distant we visited a large 
viIlacre of the barking-squirrel. It was situated on a g'entle declivity, and 
cove:ed a space of nine hundred and seventy yards long, and eight hund~ed 
yards wide; we killed foUl" of them. ,\Ve then resumed our course, and dnrlllg 
he and a half milts passed two islands on the north, and then encamped at the 
distance of sixteen miles, Oil the south side of the river, and just above a small 
run. The morning had been cloudy, but in the afternoon it began raining, 
with a high north-west wind, which continued during the greater part of the 
night. The country seen to-day congists of narrow strips of lowland, rising into 
uneven gTounds, which are succeeded, at the distance of three miles, by rich 
and level plains, Lut withont any timhel·. The river itself is wide, and crowded 
with salldbars. Elk, deer, squilTels, a pelican, and a very large porcupine, were 
our game tbis day; some foxes too were seen, but not caught. 

In the morning we observed a man riding on horseback down toward~ the 
boat, and we were much pleased to find that it was George Shannon, one of 
our party, fa I' whose safety we had been ypry uneasy. Our two horses having' 
strayed from us on the 20th of August, he was sent to search for them. After he 
had found them he attempted to rejoin us, but seeing some other tracks, which 
must have been those of Indians, aud which he mistook for our own, he con
cluded that we were a-head, and had been for sixteen days following the bank 
of the river above us. During- the first four days he exhallsted his bullets, and 
was then neady starved, being' obliged to subsd, for twelve days, on a few 
grapes, and a rabbit which he killed by making use of a hard piece of stick 
for a ball. One of his horses gave out, and was left behind; the other he kept 
as a last resource for fooo. Despairing of overtaking us, he was returning 
down the river, in hopes of meeting some other hoat; and was on the poiut of 
killing his hase, when he "as so fortunate as to join us. 

'Veonesday, ~l'ptell")er 12. 'l'he day was dark and cloudy; the wind from 
the north-west. At a short di~tance we reached an island in the middle of the 
river, which is covered with timber, a rare object now. ,,-e with great diffi
culty were enabled to struggle thl'Oug-h the sandbars, the water being very rapid 
and slJallow, so that we were se\eral hours in making a mile. Several times 
the boat wheeled on the bar, and the men were obliged to jump out and pre
vent her from upsctting; at others, after making a way up one channel, the 
ahoalne!>s of the water forced us back to seek the deep channel. We advanced 
only four miles in the whole daJ, aud encamped on the south. Along both 
sides of the river are high grounds; on the southern side particularly, they form 
dark bluffs, in which may be observed slate and coal intermixed. We saw also 
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several villages of bal'king-squirrels; great numbers of growse, aud thl'ec 
foxes. 

September 13, Thursday. We made twelve miles to-day through a numbel' 
of sandbars, which make it difficult to find the proper channel. 'fhe hills 011 

each side are high, and separated from the river by a narl'ow plain on its 
borders. On the north, these lowlands are covered in part with timber, and 
great quantities of grapes, which are now ripe: on the south we fOllnd plenty 
of plums, but they are not yet ripe; and near the dark bluffs, a run tainted with 
alum and copperas.,; the southern side being more strongly impregnated with 
minerals than the northern, Last night foUl' beaver were caught 'in the traps; 
a porcupine wag shot as it was upon a cottontree, feeding on its leaves and 
branches. We encamped on the north side, opposite to a small willow island. 
At night the musquitoes were very tl'Oublesome, though the weather was cold 
and rainy, and the wind from the north-west. 

Friday, September ]4, At two miles we I'eached a round island on the nOl'
thern side; at about five, a run on the south; two and a half miles further, .a 

small creek; and at nine miles encamped near the mouth of a creek, on the 
same side, The sandbars are very numerous, and rendel' the river wide and 
shallow, and obliged the crew to get into the water and drag the boat ovel' the 
bars several times. During the whole day we searched along the southern 
shore, and at some distance into the interior, to find an ancient volcano which 
we heard at 81. Charles was somewhere in this neighboUl'hood; but we could 
not discern the slightest appeal'ance of any thing volcanic. In the cOUl'se of 
their search the party shot a buck-goat and a hare. The hills, particulady on 
the south, continue high, but the timber is confined to the islands amI bQnks 
of the river. We had occasion here to observe the rapiu unuennining of these 
hills by the Missolll'i: the first attacks seem to be on the hills which overhang 
the river; as soon as the violence of the ClllTent destroys the grass at the foot of 
them, the whole texture appeal's loosened, and the ground dissolves and mixes 
with the water: the muddy mixture is then forced over the low-grounds, which 
it covers sometimes to the depth of three inches, and gradually destroys the 
herbage; after which it can offer no resistance to the water, and becomes at last 
covered with sand. 

Saturday, September 15. We passed, at an early hour, the creek neal' OUt' 
last night's encampment; and at two miles distance reached the mouth of 'Vhite 
river, coming in from the south. We llscended a short distance, and sent a 
sergeant and another man to examine it higher up. This river has a bed of 

about three hundred yards, though the water is confined to one hundred and 
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fifty: in the mouth ~re it sand island, and several sandbars. The ~urrent is 
.s.egular and :,wift, with sandbars projecting' from the points: It d~ffers very 
much from the Platte, and Quicurre, in throwing out, comparatively, little sand, 
but its general character is like that of the Missouri. This resemblance was 
confirmed by the sergeant, who ascended about twelve miles; at this distance it 
was about the same width as near the mouth, and the course, which was gene· 
rally west, had been int(:;'l'l1pted by islam}s and sandbars. The timber consu.ted 
chiefly of elm; they saw pine bUl'rs, and sticks of birch were seen floating 
down the river; they hau also met with goats, such as we have heretofore 
seen; great quantities of buffaloe, near to which were wolves, some deer, and 
villages of barking sqllil'l'els. At the confluence of White riv£l' with the Mis. 
souri is an excellent position for a town; the land rising by three gradu.al 
ascents, and the neighbourhood furnis\lillg more timber than is usual in this 
country. After passing high dark bluffs on both sides, we reached the lower 
point of an island toward~ the south, at the distance of six miles. The island 
bears an abundance of gJ'apes, and is covered with red cedar; it also contains a 
number of rabbits. At the end of this island, wllich is small, a narrow channel 
separates it from a large sand island, which we passed, and encamped, eight 
miles on the north, unde,' a high point of land opposite a large creek to the 
Fiouth, on which we observe an unusual quantity of timber. The wind was 
from the north.west this afternoon, and high. The weather cold, and its dreari. 
ness increased by the howlings of a numbel' of wolves a\'ound I1S. 

September 16, Sunday. Early this morning, having reached a convenient 
spot on the south side, and at one mile and a quarter distance, we encamped 
just above a small creek, which we called Corvus, having killed an animal of 
that genus near it. Finding that we could not proceed over the sandbars, as 
fast as we desired, while the boat was so heavily loaded, we concluded not to 
1!end back, as we orig'inally intended, oUI' third perioque, hut to detain the 
soldiers until spring, and in the mean time lighten the boat by loading- the 
perioque: this opemtion, added to that of drying all our \Yet articles, detained 
us during' the day. Our camp is in a beautiful plain, with timbe\' thinly scattered 
for three quarters of a mile, and consisting chiefly of elm, cottonwood, some ash 
of an indifferent quality, and a considerable quantity of a small species of white 
oak: this h'ee seldom rises higher than thirty feet, and branches "ery much; the 
bark is rough, thick and of a lig'ht colour; the leaves small, deeply indented, 
and of a pale ~reen; the cup which contains the acorn is fringed on the edges, 
~nd embraces It about one half: the acorn itself, which grows in great p"ofusioD, 
IS of an excell.rtt flavour, and has none of the roughness which most ot~r 
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acorns possess; they are now falling, and have probably attracted the number or 
deer which we saw on this place, as all the animals we have seen are fond of that 
food. The ground having been recently burnt by the Indians, is covered with 
young green grass, and in the neighbourhood are great quantities of fine plums, 
We killed a few deer for the sake of their skins, which we wanted to cover the 
perioques, the meat being too poor for food: the cold season coming on a flannel 
shirt was gi\-en to each man, and fresh powder to those who had exhausted their 
supply. 

Monday, September 16. 'Vhilst some of the party were engaged in the 
same way as yesterday, others were employed in examining the surrounding 
country. About a quarter of a mile behind our camp, and at all elevation of 
twenty feet above it, a plain extends nearly three miles parallel to the river, and 
about a mile back to the hills, towards which it gradually ascends. Here we 
saw a grove of plum-trees loaded with fruit, now ripe, and differing in nothing 
from those of the Atlantic states, except that the tree is smaller and more thickly 
set. The ground of the plain is occupied hy the bUl"rows of multitudes of barking 
squirrels, who entice hither the wolves of a small kind, hawks, and polecats, all 
of which animals we saw, and presumed that they fed on the squil'l'el. This 
plain is intersected nearly in its whole extent by deep I'avines and steep irregular 
rising grounds, from one to two hundred feet. On ascending the range of 
hills which border the plain, we saw a second high level plain stretching to the 
south, as far as the eye could reach. To the westward, a high range of hills 
about twenty miles distant runs nearly north and south, but not to any great 
extent, as their rise and termination is embraced by one view, and they seem 
covered with a verdure similar to that of the plains. The same view extended 
over the il'l'egular hills which border the northel'll side of the Missouri: all around 
the country had been recently burnt, and a young green g'rass, ahout fom' inches 
high, covered the ground, which was enlivened by herds of antelopes and 
buffaloe; the last of which were in such multitudes, that we cannot exaggerate 
in saying, that at a single glance, we saw three thousand of them before us. 

Of all the animals we had seen the antelope seems to possess the most won
~erful fleetness: shy and timorous they generally repose only on the ridges, which 
~ommand a view of all the approaches of an enemy: the acuteness of their sight 
distinguishes the most distant danger, the delicate sensibility of their smell defeats 
the precautions of concealment, and when alarmed their rapid career'~ems, 
mOl'e like the flight of birds than the movements of an earthly being. After 
many unstlccessfol attempts, captain Lewis at last, by winding around the 
ridges, approached a party of seven, which were on an eminence, towards which 
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the wind was unfortunately hlowing. The only male of the party frequently 
encil'c1ed the summit of the hill, as if to announce any danger to the females, 
who formed a group at the top. Although they did ,not see captain Lewis. the 
smell alarmed them, and they fled when he was at the distance of two hundred 
yards: he immediately ran to the spot where they had heen, a ravine concealed 
them f!'Om him, but the next moment they appe:\I'ed on a second ridge, at the 
di~tance of three miles. He doubted whether it could lJe the same, but their 
number and the extreme rapidity with which they continued their course, con
vinceJ him that they must have gone with a speed equal to that of the most 
distinguished racehorse. Among our aCfluisitions to-day was a mule-deer, a 
magpie, the common deer, mid buffaloe: capt,ain Lewis also saw a hare, and 
killed a rattlesnake near the burrows of the barking' squirrels. 

Tuesday, September 18. Having eH'ry thing in readiness we proceeded, with 
the boat much lightened, but the wind being from the ~. W. we made but little 
way. At one mile we reached an island in the middle of the river, nearly a mile 
in length, and covel'ell with red cedar'; at its est.·emity a small creek comes in 
from the north; we then met some sandbars, and the wind being ver'y high and 
a-head, we encamped on the south having made only seven miles. In addition 
to the comlllon deel', which were in great abundance, we saw goats, elk, buffaloe, 
the black tailed deer; the large wolves too are very numerous, and have long 
hail' with coarse fur, and are of a light colour. A small species of wolt: about 
the size of a gray fox, was also killed, and proved to be the animai which We had 
hitherto mistaken for a fox: there are also many porcupines, rabbits, and barking 
squil'l'els ill the neighbourhood. 

September 19. 'Ye this day enjoyed a cool clear morning, and a wiud from 
the south-east. 'Ye reached at three miles a bluff on the south, and four mile~ 
further", the lower point of Prospect island, about two aud a half miles in length; 
opposite to this are high bluffs, about eighty feet aboye the water, beyond which 
are beautiful plains, gradually rising as they recede from the river: these are 
watered by three streams which empty near each other: the first is about thirty
five yards wide, the ground on its sides high and rich, with some timber; the 
second about twelve yards wide, but wrth less timber; the third is nearly of 
the same size, and contains more water, but it scattel'S its wattrs over the large' 
timbered plain, and empties itself into the river at three places. The~e rivers 
are called by the French L('s trois rivieres des Sioux, the thrt:e ~!(>llX ri'il:l's' 
and as the Sioux g'enerally cross the ~IissoUl'i at this place, it is called the Siou~ 
~ass of the three rirers. These streams have the same right of asylum, though 
1D a less degree than Pipestone cl"eek already mentioned. 
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Two miles f!'Om the island we passed a creek fifteen yards wide; eight miles 

further, another twenty yards wide; three miles beyond which, is a third of 
eighteen yards width, all on the south side: the second, which passes through a 
high plain, we called Elm creek; to the third we gave the name of Night creek, 
having reached it late at night. About a mile beyond this is a small island on 
the north side of the river, and is called Lower island, as it is situated at the com
mencement of what is known by the name of the Grand Detour, or Great Bend 
of the Missouri. Opposite is a creek on the south, about ten yards wide, which 
waters a plain where there are great numbers of the prickly peal', which name. 
we gave to the creek. \,Ve encamped on the south, opposite the upper extremity 
of the island, having made aa excellent day's sail of twenty-six and a quarter 
miles. Our game this day consisted chiefly of deer, of these four were black 
tails, one a buck with two main prongs of homs on each side, and forked equally. 
Large herds of huffaloe, elk and goats, were also seen. 

Thursday, Septembel' 20. Finding we had reached the Big Bend, we des
patched two men with our only horse across the neck, to hunt there and wait our 
arrival at the first creek beyond it. We then set out with fait· weathet' and the 
wind from S. E. to make the circuit of the bend. Near the lower island the 
sandbars are numerous; and the river shallow. At nine and a half miles is a sand 
island, on the southel'l1 side. About ten miles beyond it is a small island on the 
south, opposite to a small creek on the north. This island, which is near the N. W. 
extt'emity of the bend, is called Solitary island, At about eleven miles further, 
we encamped on a sandbal', having made twenty-seven and a half miles. Captain 
Clarke, who early this mOl'l1ing had crossed the neck of the bend, joined us in 
the evening. At the nal'l'owest part, the gOl'g'e is composed of high and irregular 
hills of about one hundred and eighty, or one hundred and ninety feet in elevation; 
from this descends an unbroken plain over the whole bend, and the country is 
separated from it by this ridg"e, Great numbers of buffaloe, elk, and goats are 
wandering" over these plains, accompanied by g!'Ouse and larks, Captain Clarke 
saw a hare also, on the G ,'eat Bend. Of the goats killed to-day, one is a female 
diffet'ing from the male in being smaller ill size; its horns too are smaller and 
straighter, having one short prong, and no black about the neck; none of these 
goats haye any beard, bnt aloe delicately formed, ana very beautiful. 

Friday, Septembel' 21. Between one and two o'clock the sergeant on guard 
alarmed U~, by crying, that the sandbar on which we lay was sinking; we jumped 
up, arid found that both above and below our camp the sand was undel'mined 
and falltng in very fast: we had scarcely got into the boats and pushed off, when 
the bank under which they had been lying, fell in, and would cel'tainly have sunk 
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the two perioques if they had remained there. By the time we reached the 
opposite shMC the ground of our encampment sunk also. 'Ve formed a second 
camp for the rest of the nig'ht, and at daylig'ht proceeded on to the gorge ot· 
throat of the Great Bend, where we breakfasted. A man, whom we had des
patched to step off the distance across the bend, made it two thousand ~ards; 
the circuit i~ thirty miles. During the whole course, thc land of the bend IS low, 
with occasional bluffs; that on the opposite side, high prairie ground, and long 
ridges of dark bluffs. After breakfast, we passed through a high prairie on the 
north side, and a rich cedar lowland and cedar bluff on the south, till we rcacheu 
a willow island below the mouth of a small crecl~. This creek, cailed T:,ler's 
river, is about thirty-five yards wide, comes in on the south, and is at the distance 
of six miles from the neck of the Great Bend. Here we found a deer, and the 
skin of a white wolf, left us by our hunters a-bead: large qnantities of different 
kinds of plover and brants are in this neighhoUl'hood, and seen collecting and 
moving towards the south: the catfish are small, and not in such plenty as we 
bad found them below this place. 'Ve passed several sandbars, which make the 
river very shallow and about a mile in width, and encamped on the south, at the 
distance of f'leven and a half miles. On each side the shore is lined with hard 
rough g'ulleystones, rolled from tRe hills and small brooks. The most common 
timber is the cedar, thong'h, in the prairies, there are great quantities of the 
prickly peal'. At the distance of eleven and a half miles, we encamped 
on the north at the lower point of an ancient island, which has since been 
connected with the main land by the filling up of the northern channel, and 
is now covered .with cottonwood. \Ye here saw some tracks of Indians, but 
they appeared three 01' four weeks old. This day was warm. 

September 22. A thick fog detained us until seven o'clock; our com:se was 
through inclined prairies on each side of the river, crowded with bnffaloe. 'Ve 
halted at a point on the north side, near a high bluff on the south, and took a 
meridian altitude, which gave us the latitude of 41" 11' 3:32;". On rellewing our 
course, we reached first a small island on the sonth, at the distance of four and a 
half miles, immediately above which is another island opposite to a creek fifteen 
yards wide. This cree~, and the two islands, one of which is half a mile long', 
~nd the second three IUlles, are called the Three Sisters: a beautiful plain extend
mg on both sides of the river. This is followed by an island on the north, called 
Cedar island, about one mile and a half in length, and the same distance in breadth 
~nd der!ving its name from the quality of the timber. On the south side of thi~ 
Island, l~ a fort and a large trading house, built by a Mr. Loisel, who wintered 
here durlDg the last year, in order to trade with the ~iOBX, the remains of whose 
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crtmps are in great numbers about this place. rfhe establishment is sixty 01' 

"eventy feet square, built with red cedal' and picketted in with the same ma
terials. The hunters who had been sent a-head joined us here. I]'hey mention 
that the hills are washed in gullies, ill passing over which, some mineral sub
stances had rotted and destroyed their moccasins; they had killed two deer and 
a beaver. At sixteen miles distance we came to on the north side at the mouth 
of a small creek. 'fhe large stones which we saw yesterday on the shores are 
now some distance in the river, and render the navigation dangerous. The 
musquitoes are still nnmel'OUS in the low grounds. 

Sunday,Septemher :l:3. "Ve passeJ, with a light breeze f!"Om the south
east, a small island on the north, called Goat island; above which is a small 
creek, called 'by the party Smoke creek, as we obset'ved a gl'eat smoke .to the 
iionth-weston approaching it. At ten miles we came to the lower point of a 
lai'ge ishUld, having passed two small willow islands with sandbarsprojecti;ng 
from them. This island, which we call Elk island, is about two and a ha,lf 
miles long, and three quarters of a mile wide, situated near the soutb, and 
covered with cottonwood, the red cUl'l'ant, all-d grapes. The river is here almost 
stJoaight for a considerable distance, wide and shallow, with many sand-bars. A 
small creek on the north, about sixteen yards wide, we called Reuben's creek; 
as Reuben Fields, one of our men, was the first of the party who reached it. 
At a short distance above this we encamped for the night, having made twenty 
miles. The country, generally, consists of low, rich, timbered ground on the 
north, and high barren lands on the south: on both sides great numbers of 
bufi'aloe are feeding. In the evening three boys of the Sioux nation swam 
across the river, and informed ns that two parties of Sioux wel'e encamped 011 

the next river, one consisting of eig'hty, and the second of sixty lodges, at some 
distance above. After treating them kindly we sent them back, with a present 
of two Cal'l'ots of tobacco to their chiefs, whom we invited to a conference in the 
morning. 

Monday, September 24. The wind was from the east, and the day fair; 
we soon passed a handsome prairie on the north side, covered with ripe plums, 
and the mouth of a creek on the south, called Highwater cl'eek, a little above 
our encampment. At about five miles we reached an island two and a half 
miles in length, and situated near the south. Here we were joined by one of 
our hunters, who procured four elk, but whilst he was in pursuit of the game 
the Indians had stolen his horse. 'IV e left the island, and soon overtook five 
Indians on the shore: we anchored, and told them from the boat we were 
friends and wished to continue so, but were not afraid of any Indians; that 
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some of their young men had stolen the horse which their great father had sent 
for their great chief, and that we could not treat with them until he was re
stored. They said that they knew nothing of the horse, but if he had been 
taken he should be given up. We went on, and at eleven and a half miles, 
passed an island on the north, which we called Good-humoured island; it is 
about one and a half miles long. and abounds in elk. At thirteen and a half 
miles, we anchored one hundred yards off the mouth of a river on the south side, 
where we were joined by both the perioques and encamped; two-thirds of the 
party remained on board, and the rest went as a guard on shore with the cooks 
and one perioque; we have seen along the sides of the hills on the north a great 
deal of stone; besides the elk, we also observed a hare; the five Indians whom 
we had seen followed us, and slept with the guard on shore. Finding one of 
them was a chief we smoked with hiln, and made him a present of tobacco. 
This river is about seventy yards wide, and has a considerable current. As the 
tribe of the Sioux which inhabit it are called Teton, we gave it the name of 
.lfeton river. 
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CHAP. IV. 

COUNr-IL HELD WITH THE TETONs-THEIR MANNERS, DANCES, &C.-CHAYENNE RIVER'

COUNCIL HELD WITH THE RICARA INDIANS-THEIR MANNERS AND HABITS-STRANGE 

INSTANCE OF RICARA IDOLATRY-ANOTHER INSTANCE-CANNONBALL RIVER-AR

RIVAL AMONG THE MANDANS-CHARACTER OF THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY, AND OF· 

THE CREEKS, ISLANDS, &C. 

SEPTEMBER 25. THE morning was fine, and the wind continued from the 
south-east. We raised a flagstaff and an awning, under which we assembled at 
twelve o'clock, with all the party parading under arms. The chiefs and wal'~ 
riOl's from the camp two miles up the river, met us, about fifty or sixty in num
ber, and after smoking delivered them a speeeh; but as our Sioux interpreter, 
Mr. Durion, had been left with the Yanktons, we were obliged to make use of 
a :li'renchman who could not speak fluently, and therefore we curtailed ou~ 
harangue. After this we went through the ceremony of acknowledging the 
chiefs, by giving to the grand chief a medal, a flag of the United States, a laced 
uniform coat, a cocked hat and feather: to the two other chiefs a medal and 
some small presents; and to two warriors of consideration certificates. The 
name of the great chief is Untongasabaw, or Black Buffaloe; the second 
Tortohonga, or the Partisan.; the third Tartongawaka, or Buffaloe Medicine: 
the Dame of one of the warriors was Wawzinggo; that of the second Mato
coquepa, or Second Bear. We then. invited the chiefs on board, and showed 
them the boat, the airgun, and such curiosities as we thou/fht might amuse 
them: in this we succeeded too well; for after giving them a qual'ter of a glass 
of whiskey, which they seemed to like very much, and sucked the bottle, it was 
with much difficulty that we could get rid of them. They at last accompanied 
Captain Clarke on shore in. a perioque with five men; but it seems they had 
formed a design to stop us; for no sooner had the party landed than three of the 
Indians seized the cable of the perioque, and one of the soldiers of the chief put 
IUs arm round the mast; the second chief who affected intoxication, then said, 
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1 t -lId ot ."'~ on that t1ley llad not received presents enough from us: t la we S Ion n .., ", I • 

C t · CI 1 c told him that h·· would not be prevented from going on; that up am '.lrK ' 
"'C were not squaws, hut ",,,-ri,H";; that we wei'e sent by our great fathel', who 
could in a moment extennin:tte them: 11;,. chief replied, that he too hall 
warriors, and was proceeding to offer personal violence to Captain Clarke, who 
inlluelliatelv drew his sword, and made a sig'nal to the hoat to prepare fOJ' action, 
Tlw lndim;s who SlIlTOl1udeo him, (hew theil' a\'fOWS from tlIeil' quivel's and were 
bendino' theil' ],r.\\,s, when the swi\'el ill the boat ,vas instantly pointed towards 

" thPlll, and twelvc of om most determined men jumped into the pel'ioql1e and 
joined Captain Clarke, rrhis hlOvement made an impression on them, fO!' the 
gTand chief ordereo the young' men away from the perioque, and they withdrew 
;nd held a short council with the waLTiors. Being unwilling to irritate them, 
Captain CI~rke then went fOl'\vard and offered his hand to the first and second 
chief.~, who I'cfused to take it. He then turned from them and got into the 
pel'ioque, hut had not gone more than ten paces when both the chiefs and two 
of the waniol's waded in after him, and he brought them on board. We then 
proceeded on for a mile and anchored off a willow island, which from the cir
cumstances which had just occurred, we called Badhumoured island. 

"~ednesda y, September 26. Our conduct yesterday seemed to have inspired 
the Indians with fear of us, and as we were desirous of cultivating their ac
quaintance, we complied with their wish that we should give them an opportunity 
of treating us well, and also suffet' their squaws and children to see us and Ollt' 

boat, which would be perfectly new to them. Accordingly, after passing at 
one and a half mile a small willow island and several sandbars, we came to on 
the south side, where a crowd of men, women and children were waitino- to 
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receive us. Captain Lewis went on shore and remained several I lOurs, and 
observing that their disposition was friendly we resolved to remain durino- the 
, I " mg 1t to a danre, which they were' preparing for us. Captains Lewis and 

Clm'ke, \\'ho went on shOl'e one after the other, w~re met on landing by ten well 
dressed yonng' men, who took them up in a l"Obe highly decorated and carried 
them to a large council hoilse, whel'e they were placed on' a dressed buffaloe 
skin by the side of ,the ,grand chief. The hall or council-roon~ 'Was in the ~hape 
of three quarters of a c1rcle, covered at the top and sides with skins well dressed 
and sewed to,gether. Under this shelter sat about seventy men, fot'ming a circle 
r~und the chlef, before whom were placed a Spanish flag and the· one we had 
g1v~n them yesterday. This left a vacant circle of about six feet diameter' 
~vh1ch the pifle of peace was raise~ on two forked sti~ks, about six or ei~: 
lllches from the ground, and under it the do'Wn· of the swan was scattered:· ~ 
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lal'ge fire, in which they were cooking' provisions, stood near, and in the centre 
about foUl' hundred pounds of excellent buffaloe meat as a present for \lS. As 
soon as we were seated, ~II old lllan got up, and after approving what we had 
done, beggeu us to take pity on theil' unfortunate situation. To this we replied 
with assurances of protection. After he had ceased, the great chief rose and 
delivered an harang'ue to the same effect: then with great solemnity he took 
some of the lllost delicate parts of the dog, which was cooked fOl' the festival, 
and held it to the flag by way of sacrifice: this done, he held up the pipe of 
peace, and first pointed it towards the heavens, then to the foUl· quarters of the 
globe, and then to the earth, made a short speech. lighted the pipe, and presented 
it to us. "Ve smoked, and he ag'ain harangued his people, after which the 
repast was serverl up to us. It consisted of the dog which they had just been 
cooking, this being a great dish among the Sioux, and used on all festivals; to 
this were added, pemitigon, a dish made of buffaloe meat, dried or jerked, and 
then pounded and mixed raw with grease and a kind of gTound rotatoe, dressed 
like the preparation of Indian corn called hominy, to which it is little inferior. 
Of all these luxuries which were placed before us in platters with horn spoons, 
we took the pemitigon and the potatoe, which we found g'ood, but we could as 
yet partake but sparingly of the dog. We ate and smoki)d for an hollt', when 
it became dark: every thing was then clem'ed away foJ' the dance, a larg'e fire 
,b€illg made in the centre of the house, giving at once Jig'ht and warmth to the 
ball-room. The orchestm was composed of about ten men, who played on a 
1'0rt of tambourin, formed of skin stretched across a hoop; and made a jingling 
noise with a long stick to which the hoof." of deer and g'oats were :nmg; the 
third instrument was a slllall skin bag' with pebhles in it: these, "ith five or six 
young men for the vocal part, made up the band. 'l~he womell then came 
forward highly decorated; some with poles in theil' hands, on which were hung 
the scalps of their enemies; others with g'uns, spears 01' different trophies, taken 
in war by their husbands, brothers, or connexions, Having arr;mg'ed tbt-Illselyes 
in two columns, one on each side of the fire, as soon as the musie iJt'g-an they 
danced towards each other till they met in the centre, when the rattles were 
shaken, and they all sllouted and returned back to theil' places. TIley have n,O 
step; but shuffle along the ground; nor rloes the music appear to be any thing 
more than a confusion of noises,distinguished only by hard 01' gentle blows upon 
the buff aloe skin: the song is perfectly extemporaneous. In the p~~uses of the 
dance, any man of the company comes fOl'wal'(l and recites, in a sort of low guttural 
tone, some little story or incident, which is either martial or ludicrous; or, as 
w\i~the case this evening, vol~ptUOll;; and indecent; this is taken II p b y"the orche~tr~ 
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and the dancers, who repeat it in a higher strain and dance to it. Sometimef'i 
they alternate; the orchestra first performing, and when.it cea~es, the women 
raise their voices and make a music more agreeable, that IS, less mtolerable than 
that of the musicians. The dances of the men, which are always separate fl'om 
the women, al'e conducted very nearly in the same way, except that the men 
jump up and down instead of shuffiing; and in the war dances the recitations 
are all of a military cast. The harmony of the entet·tainment had nearly been 
distmbed by one of the musicians, who thinking he had not received a due share 
of the tobacco we had distributed dming the evening, put himself into a passion, 
bmke one of the drums, threw two of them into the fire, and left the band. 
They were taken out of the fire: a buffaloe robe held in one hand and beaten 
with the other, by several of the company, supplied the place of the lost drum 
or tambourin, and no notice was taken of the offensive conduct of the man. 
We staid till twelve o' clock at night, when we informed the chiefs that tlley 
must be fatigued with all these attempts to amuse us, and retired accompanied 
by fonr chiefs, two of whom spent the night with us on board. 

While on shore we saw twenty-five squaws, and about the same number of 
children, who had been taken prisonet'g two weeks ago, in a battle with their 
countrymen the Mahas. In this engagement the Sioux destroyed forty lodges. 
killed seventy-five men, of which we saw many of the scalps, and took these 
prisoners; their appearance is wretched and dejected; the women too seem 
low in stature, coarse and ugly; though their present condition may diminish 
theil' beauty. 'Ve gave them a variety of small articles, such as awls and 
needles, and interceded for them with the chiefs, to whom we recommended to 
follow the aflvice of theil' great father, to restore the prisoners and live in peace 
with the Mahas, which they promised to do. 

The tribe which we this day saw, are a part of the great Sioux nation, and are 
known by the name of the Teton Okandandas: they are about two hundred 
men in nmuher, and their chief residence is on both sides of the Missouri, be
twee.n the Chaye~me and Teton river:~. In their persons they are rather ugly 
and III made, theu' leg's and arms being l?o sll)all, their cheekbones high, and 
theil' eyes projecting. The females, with the same character of form, are more 
handsome; and both sexes appear cheerful and sprig'htly; but in our intercourse 
with them we discovered that they were cnnning and vicious. 

rrhe men shaH the hair off their heads, except a small tuft on the top, which 
they suffer to grow and wear in plait~ over the shoulders; to this they seem 
Illllch attached, as the loss of it is the usual sacrifice at the death of near relations. 
In full dre~he men ef consideration wear a hawk's feather, or calumet feather 
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worked with porcupine (luills, and fastened to the top of the head, from which it 
falls back. 'fhe face and body are generally painted with a mixture of grease 
and coal. Over the shoulders is a loose robe 01' mantle of buft"aloe skin dressed 
white, adorned with porcupine quills loosely fixed so as to make a jingling 
noilie when in motion, and painted with various uncouth fig'ures unintelligible to 
us, but to them emblematic of military exploits, or any other incident; the hair 
of the robe is worn next the skin in fail' weathel', but when it rains the hair is 
put outside, and the robe is either thrown over the arm, or wrapped round the 
body, all of which it may covel', Under this in the winter season they wear a 
kind of shirt resembling oms, and made either of skin or cloth, and covering the 
arms and body, Round the middle is fixed a ginllC' of cloth or procured dressed 
elk-skin, abont an inch in width and closely tied to the body, to this is attached 
a piece of cloth 01' blanket 01' skin about a foot wide, which passes between the 
legs and is tucked under the girdle both before and behind; fr0111 the hip to the 
ancle he is coyel'ed by leggings of dressed antelope skins, with :>eams at the 
sides two inches ill width, and ornamented by little tufts of hair, the produce of 
the scalps they have made in war, which al'e scattered down the leg. 'l'he win
ter moccasins are of dl'essed buffaloe-skin, the hair being wom inwards, and 
soaled with thick elk-skin parchment; those for sUlllmer al'e of deer or elk-skin, 
dressed without the hail', and with soals of elk-skin. On great occasions, or 
whenever they are in full dress, the young tnen drag aftel' them the entire skin 
of a polecat fixed to the heel of the moccasin. Another skin of the same animal 
is either tucked into the gil'dle or carrieo in the hand, and serves as a pouch for 
their tohacco, or what the French traders call the bois roule: this is the innel' 

1)ark of a species of red willow, which being' dl'ied in the sun or over the fire, is 
rubbed between the hands and broken into small pieces, and is used alone or 
mixed with tobacco, The pipe is generally of red eartll, the stem made of ash, 
about three or four feet long, and highly decorated with feathers, bair and 
porcupine quills, 

The hair of the women is suffered to grow long', and is parted from the fore
head across the head, at the back of which it is either collected into a kind of 
bao-, or hangs down over the shoulders. 'l'heir moccasins are like those of the 

,0 

men, as are also the legg'ings, which do not however reach beyond the knee, 
whel'e it is met by a long loose ~hift of skin which reaches nearly to the aneles : 
this is fastened over the shoulders by a string and has no sleeyes, but a few 
pieces of the skin hang a short distance down the al'm, ~ometimes a girdle 
fastens this skin '"round the waist, and ovel' all is thrown a robe like that wow 
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by the men. 'rhey seem fond of dress. Their l()(lges are very neatly con
structed, in the same form as those of the Yanktons; they consist of about one 
hundred cabins, made of white buffaloe hide dressed, with a larger one in the 
eentre for holdina- councils and dances. They a1'e built round with poles about 

'" fifteen 01' twenty feet high, covered with white skins; these lodges may be taken 
to pieces, packed up, and carried with the nation wherever they g'o, by dogs 
which bear great burdens. rfhe women are chiefly employed in dressing' 
bllffaloe skins: they seem perfectly well disposed, but are addicted to stealing 
any thing which they can take without being observed. 'fhis nation, althoug'h 
it makes so many ravages among its neighbours, is badly supplied with guns. 
'fhe water which they cany with them is contained chiefly ill the paunches of 
deer and other animals, and they make use of wooden bowls, Some had theil' 
heads shaved, which we found was a species of mourning for relations, Another 
usage, on these occasions, is to run arrows thl"Ough the flesh both above and be
low the elbow. 

While on shore to-day we witnessed a quarrel between two squaws, wIlich 
appeared to be growing every moment more boisterous, when a man came for
ward. at whose approach everyone seemed terrified and ran. He took the 
squaw!';, and without any ceremony whipped them sevel'ely; on inquiring into 
the nature of snch summary justice, we leamt that this man was an officcl' welI 
known to this and many other tribes. His duty is to keep the peace, and the 
whole interior police of the village is confided to two or three of these officers, 
who are named by the chief and remain in power some days, at least till the 
chief appoints a successor; they seem to be a sort of constable or sentinel, since 
they are a~ways o~ the watch to keep tr~nquillity during the day, and guarding' 
the camp 111 the mght. The short dllrahon of their office is compensated by its 
authority: his power is supreme, and in the suppression of any riot or dis~ 
turbance no resistance to him is suffered: his power is sacred, and if in the exe
cution of his duty he strikes even a chief of the second class, he cannot be 
punish,ed for this salutary insolence. III general they accompany the person of 
the chIef, and wh~n ordered to any duty, however dangerous, it is a point of 
honour rather to dIe than ~o refuse obedience. Thus, when they attempted to 
atop us y~sterda.y, the chle~ ordered one of these men to take possession of the 
boat; he Immediately put hIS arms round the mast, and, as we understood, no 
force exc~pt the command of the chief wwld have induced him to release his 
hold. , LIke the ~ther men their bodies are blackened, but their distinguishing 
lIlurk IS a collectIon of two or three raven skins fixed to the girdle behind the 
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hack in such a "'ay, that the tails stick out horizontally from the body. On his 
head too is a raven skiu split into two parts, and tied so as to let the beak pro
ject from the forehead. 

Thursday, September 27. 'Ve rose early, and the two chiefs tOQk off, as a 
matter of course and acconling to their cllstom, the blanket on which they had 
slept. To this we added a peck of corn as a present to each. Captain Lewi!'l 
and the chiefs went on shore to see a part of the nation that was expected, but 
did not come. He retnmed at two o'clock, with foUl" of the chiefs and a war
rior of distinction, called 'Vadrapa, (or on his g'u:l\'(]); they examined the boat 
and admired whatevel' was strang'e, during half an hOUl', when they left it with 
g'reat reluctance. Captain Clarke accompanied them to the lodge of the grand 
chief, who invited them to a dance, where, being joined by Captain Lewis, they 
remained till a late hom. The dance was very similar to that of yesterday. 
About twelve we left them, taking the second chief and one principal warrior 
on board: as we came near the boat the man who steered the perioque, by mis
take, bl'Oug'ht her broadside against the boat's cable, and broke it. We called 
up all hands to their oars; but our noise alarmed the two Indians: they called 
out to theil' companions, and immediately the whole camp crowded to the shore; 
but after half an hour they retumed, leaving about sixty men near us. The 
alarm given by the chief.., was said to be that the Mahas had attacked us, and 
that they were desirous of assisting us to repel them; but we suspected that they 
were afraid we meant to set sail, and intended to prevent us f,'om doing so; for 
in the night the Maha prisoners bad told one of out' men, who understood the 
lang'uage, that we werp. to be stopped. 'Ve therefore, without giving any indi
cation of our suspicion, prepared evel'y thing for an attack, as the loss of our 
anchor obliged us to come to near a falling bank, vel'y unfavourable fOl' defence. 
·We were not mistaken in these opinions; for when in the moming, 

Friday, September 2R, after dragging unsuccessfully for the anchor, we 
-wished to set sail, it was with great difficulty that we could make the chiefs 
leave the boat. At length we got rid of all except the great chief; when just 
as we were setting out, several of the chief's soldiers sat on the rope which held 
the boat on the shore. Irritated at this we got evel'y thing ready to fire on them 
jf they persisted, but the great chief said that these were his soldiers and only 
wanted some tobacco. We had aIt'eady refused a flag and some tobacco to the 
second chief,- who had demanded it with great importunity; bllt willing to leayc 
them without going' to extremities, we thl'ew him a carrot of tobacco, saying to 
him, " You have told us that you were a great man, and have influence; now 
MOW yonr influence, by taking the rope from those men, and we will then go 
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without any further trouble." This appeal to his pride had th~ desired effect; 
he went out of the boat, gave the soldiers the tobacco, and pullmg the rope out 
of their hands delivered it on board, and we then set sail under a breeze fl·om 
the S. E. After sailing" about two miles we observed the third chief beckoning 
to us: we took him on board, and he informed us that the rope had been held by 
the order of the second chief, who was a double-faced man. A little farther on 
we were joined by the son of the chief, who came on board to see his father. On 
his return we sent a speech to the nation, explaining what we had done, and ad
vising" them to peace; Lut if they persisted in their attempts to stop us, we were 
willing a,nd able to defend ourselves. After making six miles, during which we 
passed a willow island on the south and one sandbar, we encamped on unothel" in 
the middle of the ri,'er. 'fhe country on the south side was a low prairie, that 
on the nOl"th highland. 

September 29. '''' e set out early, but were again impeded by sandbars, which 
\llade the river shallow; the weather was however fair; the land on the north 
side low and covered with timbel·, contrasted with the bluffs to the south. At 
nine o'clock we saw the second chief and two women and three men on shore, 
who wished liS to take two women offered by the second chief to make friends, 
which was refused; he then requested us to take them to the other band of their 
natioll, who were on the river not fal· from us: this we declined; but in spite of 
our wishes they followed us along shore. 'fhe chief asked us to give them some 
tobacco; tllis we Jid, and gaye more as a present for that part of the nation which 
we did not see. At seven and a half miles we came to a small creek, on the 
southern side, where we saw great numbers of elk, and which we called Notimber 
creek from its bare appearance. Above the mouth of this stream, a Ricara 
band of Pawnees had a village five years ago: but there are no remains of it 
except the mound which encircled the town. Here the second chief went on 
shore. We then proceeded, and at the distance of eleven miles encamped on the 
lo~er part of a willow island, in the middle of the river, being obliged to sub
stitute large stones, in the place of the anchor which we lost. 

September 30. The wind was this morning vel'y high from the south-east,. 
sO,that we were obliged to proceed under a double-reefed mainsail, throug'h the 
raID. The country presented a la.·ge low prairie covered with timbe.· on the north 
side; on the south, we first had high barren hills, but aftel· some miles it became 
of the same character as that on the opposite side. We had not gone fal' when 
an ~ndian ran after us, and begged to be carried on board as far as the Ricaras, 
which we ref~ed: soon after. we discovered on the hills at a distance, a great. 
aumber of indians, who came towards the river and encamped a-head of ns.. 
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\Ve stopped at a sandbar, at about eleven miles, anu after Lreakfasting proceeded 
on a short distance to their camp, which consisted of about four hundred souls. 
\Ve anchored one hundred yards from the shore, and discovering that they were 
'retolls belonging to the band which we had just left, we told them that we took 
them by the hand, and would make each chief a present of tobacco; that we had 
been badly treated by some of their band, ancI that having waited for them two 
days below, we could not stop here, but referred them to )Ir, Durion for Oul' talk 
and an explanation of OUl' views: they then apologized for what had past, assured 
us that they were friendly, and very desirolls that we should land and eat with 
them: this we refused, but sent the perioque on shore with the tobacco, which 
was delivered to one of the soldiers of the chief, whom we had ou board. Several 
of them now ran along the shore after us, bnt the chief tlu'ew them a twist of 
tobacco, and told them to g'o back and open their ears to our councils; on which 
they immediately I'eturned to their lodg·es. "-e then proceeded past a continua
tion of the low prairie on the north, where we had large quantities of grapes, 
and on the south saw a small creek and an island. Six miles above this, two 
Indians came to the bank, looked at us about half an hOUl', and then went without 
speaking over the hills to the south-west. After some time, the wind rose still 
higher, and the boat struck a log, turned, and was very near taking in water. 
The chief became so much terrified at the dangel', that he hid himself in the 
boat, and as soon as we landed got his gun and told us that he wanted to retul'll, 
that we would now see no more Tetons, and that we might proceed unmolested: 
we repeated the advice we had already given, presented him with a blanket, a 
knife, some tobacco, and after smoking with him he set out. 'Ve thcn continued. 
to a sandbar on the north side, where we encamped, having' come twenty and a 
half miles. In the course of the day we saw a number of sandbars which impede 
the navigation. The only animal which we observed was the white gull, then 
in great abundance. 

October 1st, 1804. The weather was very cold and the wind high from the 
south-east during the night, and continued so this morning. At three miles dis-· 
tance, we had passed a large island in the middle of the rivel', opposite to the 
lewer end of which the Ricams once had a village on the south side of the river: 
there are, however, no remnants of it now, except a cil'cular wall three 01' four 
feet in height, which encompassed the town. 'rwo miles beyond this island is w 
river coming in from the south-west, about four hundred yards wide; the cummt. 
gentle, and discharging not much water, and very little sand: it takes its rise in 
the second range of the Cote Noil'e or Black mountains, and its general conr',e 
is nearly east; this river has been occasionally called Dog rIver, under a mistaken. 
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.. tl t·t· 1<" IIC\I nanile rt'a~ Chien but its true appellation is Chayeulle, ')PI!IIOII In I S Ie " . , 

:l:Hl it (lCTives this title from the Chayenne Indians: theil' history is the short ancl 
melancholv relation of the calamities of almost all the Inoians. They were a 
nnmel'Ous lwople and livt'd on the Chayennc, a branch of the R~d riv~r of Lake 
\Vinnipeg. The imusion of the Sioux drove them westward; III thell' progresii 
they halted on the southern side of the Missouri below the Warreconne, whel'e 
their ancient fortifi('ation~ still I'xist; but the same impulse again drove' them to 
the Ill'ads of the Chuvenne, where they now ro,'e, and occasionally visit the 
Ricaras. They are n~w reduced, but still number three hundred men. 

Although tIle rivet· did not seem to throw out much sand, yet near and abo\'e 
its mouth we find a gTt'at many sandbars difficult to pass. On both sides of the 
.M issonri, neal' the Chayenne, are rich thinly timbered lowlands, behind which 
are bam hills. As we proceeded, we found that the sandbars made the rivet· so 
shallow, and the wind was so hig'h, that we could scarcely find the channel, and at 
0111' place we were fOI'cro to drag the boat over a sandbar, the 1Vlissouri being very 
wide and falling' a little. At seven and a half miles we came to at a point, and 
remained three hours, during which time the wind abated: we then passed within 
four m'tles, two creeks on the south, one of which we called Centinel creek, and 
the other Lookout creek. This part of the river has but little timber; the hills 
are 1I0t ~o high, as "e havr hitherto seen, and the number of sandbars extends 
tlle river to more than half a mile in bl·eadth. 'Ve continued about four and 3. 

half miles flll'thel', to a sandbar in the middle of the rivm', where we spent the 
nig'ht, Oul' progress being sixteen miles. On the opposite shore, we saw a houl'e 
among the willows, and a boy, to whom we called, and brong-ht him on board. 
He proved to be a young' Frenchman in the employ of a 3h. Valle, a trader, 
who is now hel'e pursuing his commerce with the Sioux. 

Tuesday, October:2. There had been a yiolent wind from the S. E. during 
the night, which having model'ated, we set sail with 1\11'. Valle, who visited us 
this morning and accompanied us for two miles. He is one of three FI'ench 
h'aders who have halted here, expecting the Sioux who are coming down from 
t::e Ricaras, where they now are, for the purposes of tl'Uffic. Mr. VaHe tells us 
that he passed the last winter three hundred leagues up the Chayenne, under the 
Hlack mountains. That rivet· he represents as very rapid, liable to sudden swells, 
the bed and shores formed of coarse gl'Uvel, and difficult of ascent even for canoes. 
One hundred leagues from its mouth it divides into two branches, one coming from 
~~e south, the. otl~er at forty leagues from the junction enters the Black mountains. 
I he land wlllcli It waters from the Missouri to the Black mountains, resembles the 
'!o!lllt .. yon the Missouri, except that the former has evelliess timber, and of that tb. 

I 
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greater 1"."op0l1ion is cedar, The Chayennes reside chiefly on the heads of the 
river, and steal horses (l'Om the Spanish settlement, a plundering excursion which 
they petform in a month's time. The Black mountains, he observes, are vel'y high, 
covered with great quantities of pine, and in some parts the snow remains during 
the summer, 'fhere are also great quantities of goats, white bear, prail'ie cocks, 
and a species of animal which from his description must resemble a small elk. 
with large circular hor~s, 

At two and a half miles we had passed a willow island on the south, on the 
north side of the river were dark bluffs, and on the south low rich prairies. 
We took a meridian altitude on our arrival at the upper end of the isthmus of 
the bend, which we called the Lookout bend, and found the latitude to he 
.11

0 19' 36". This bend is nearly twenty miles round, and not more than two
miles !.I.cross. 

In the afternoon we heard a shot fil'ed, and not long after observed some 
Indians on a hill: one of them came to the shore and wished us to land, as there 
were twenty lodges of Yanktons or Boisbrule there; we declined doing so, tel
ling him that we had already seen his chiefs, and that they might learn froll)! 
Mr. Durion the nature of the talk we had delivered to them. At nine miles we 
came to the lower point of a long island on the north, the banks of the south side 
of the river being high, those of the north forming a low rich prairie. We 
coasted along this island, which we called Caution island, and after passing a 
small creek on the south, encamped on a sandbar in the middle of the river,. 
having made twelve miles. The wind changed to the north-west, and became 
very high and cold. The current of the rivel' is less rapid, and the water though 
of the same colour contaillf; less sediment than below the Chayenne, but its 
width continues the same. We were not able to hunt to-day; for as there are so, 
many Indians in the neighbourhood, we were in constant expectation of being' 
attacked, and were therefol'e forced to keep the party tog-ethel: and !.Je on our 
guard. 

Wednesday, October 3. The wind continued so high fl'om the north-west,. 
that we could not set out till after seven: we then pt'Oceeded till twelve o'clock" 
and landed on a bar towards the south, where we examined the pel'ioqn€s, and the 
forecastle of the boat, and found that the mice had cut scyerul bags of corn, and 
spoiled some of our clothes: about one o'clock an InJian came running to the 
shore with a tnrkey on his back: several others soon joined him, !.Jut we had no 
i-ntercourse with them. We then went on for three miles, but the ascent Soon 
became so obstructed by sandbars and shoal water, that after attempting in vain 
several channels,. we determined to rest for the night W1der some high bluffs on 
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. J b t h nnel 'Ye had made eig'ht mild 

t~le south, and send out to" exallllllC tie es ca. . 
alon'" hio·Jt blllff-; on each side, The birds we saw were the willte g"lllls and thl" 

bl'an~ \\ Lich were Brinn· to the southward in large flocks. 
'l'hmsday, Lith. 'Ol~ examillation we found that there was no outlet pl'actica

ble for us i~l this channel, mill that we must retread our steps. ,Ve therefore 
retumed threc miles, alld attempted another channel, in which \ye were more 
fortllnate, 'l'he Indians were in small numbers on the shore, and seemed williug 
lwd they becn more lIumerous to molest us, 'rhey called to desire that we would 
land, .\1:(1 one of tbem e::t\'e three yells and fired a ball a-head of the boat: \H' 

however took no notit~, of it, but landed on the south to bt'eakfast. One of 
these Indians swam across and beg'ged fOl' some powder; we gave him a piece of 
tobacco OId.,-. .\t eight and a half miles \ve had passed an island in the middle 
of the river, which we called Goodhope island. At one and a half mile we 
n'ached a creek 011 the south side about twelve yards wide, to which we gave 
the nalllC of Tcal creek. A little above this is an island on the north side of the 
current, about one and a half mile in length and tht'ee quarters of a mile in breadth. 
In the centrc of this island is an old "illage of the Ricaras, called Lahooeat; it 
was surrounded by a circular wall, containing seventeen lodges. The Ricaras 
are known to haH' liyed there in I i97, and the village seems to huye been de
serted about five years since; it does not contain much timber. 'Ve encamped 
on a sandbar making out frolll the upper end of this island; our jOllruey to-day 

being tweh-e miles. 
Friday, October 5, The weather was very cold: yesterday evening and this 

Bloming there was a white frost. 'Ye sailed along the hig'hlands on the north 
l'!ue, passing' a small creek on the south, between threc and fom miles. At 
seven o'clock we heard some yells and saw tlll'ee Indi:i.l1s of the rreton band, 
who asked us to cOllie on shore and beg'ged for some tobacco; to all which we 
gaH' the same answer as hitherto. At eight Illiles we reached a small creek on 
the 1Iorth. At fourteen we passed an islalld on the south, covered with wild rye, 
and at the head a large creek comes in from the south, which we named 'Vhite
brant cI't'l~k, from seeing se\'eral white brants among flocks of dark-colourea 
oues. At the distance of twenty miles we came to on a sandhar towards the 
north sidl' of the rivet', with a willow island opposite; the hills or blufis come to 
tbe banks of the river on both sides, but are not so high as they are below: the 
river itsdf howcrer continnes of the same width, and the sandbars are quite as 
nUlllerous. The soil of the banks is dark coloured, and many of the blufis haye 
the appea"auce of heing on fire, Our game this day was a deer, a prairie wolf, 
aull some goats out of a tlock that was swimming across the river. 
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Saturday, October 6. 'l'he morning' was still cold, the wind being' from the 

north. At eig'ht miles we came to a willow i~land on the north, opposite a point 
of timbel', where there are many large stones neal' the" middle of the river, 
which seem to have been washed from the hills and hig'h plains on both sides, or 
driven from a distance down the stream. At twelve miles we halted for dinner 
at a village which we suppose to have belonged to the Ricaras: it is situated in 
a low plain on the river, and consists of about eighty lodges, of an octagon 
form, neatly covered with earth, placed as close to each othel' as possible, and 
picketed round. The skin canoes, mats, buckets, and al'ticles of furniture found in 
the lodges, induce us to suppose that it had been left in the spring. We found 
three diffel'ent sorts of squashes growing' in the village; we also killed an elk near 
it,and saw two wolves. On leaving the village the river became shallow, and 
aftel' searching a long time for the main channel, which was concealed among 
sandbars, we at last dmgged the boat over one of them rather than g'o back 
three miles for the deepest channel. At fourteen and a half miles we stopped 
for the nig'ht on a sandbar, opposite a creek on the north, called Ottel' creek, 
twenty-two yards in width, and containing more water than is common for creeks 
of that size. 'l'he sides of the rivel' dnring the day are variegated with high 
bluffs and low timbered grounds on: lIte banks: the river is very much obstructed 
by sandbars. We saw geese, swans, brunts and ducks of different kinds on the 
sandbars, and onshore numbers of tlle prairie hell; the magpie too is very 
common; but the gulls and plover, which we saw in such numbers below, are 
1I0W quite rare. 

Sunday, Octobel' i. 'l'llCre 'us frost. ag'ain last evening, and this morning 
was cloudy and attended with rain. At two miles we came to the mouth of a 
rivel'; called by the Ricaras, Sawawkawua, 01' Pork river: the pal·ty who exa
mined it for about three miles up, say t.hat its current is gentle, and that it does 
1I0t seem to duow out much saul1. Its somces are the til'st t"ang"e of the Black 
mountains, and thoug'h it has now only water of twenty yards width, yet when 
ull it occupies ninety. Just below the mouth is another yillage or wintering 

camp of the Rical'as, composed of about sixty lodg'es, built in the same form as 
those passed yesterday, with willow aud straw mats, lmskets and buffaloe-skin 
canoes remaiuillg' entil'e in the camp. \Ve proceeded under a g'entle breeze 
from the south-west: at ten o'clock we saw two Indians on the north side, wh9 
told us they ,,,ere a part of the lodge of Tartongawaka, or Buffaloe Medicine, 
the Teton chief whom we had seen on the twenty-fifth, that they were on ;the 
way to the l~icaras, and begged us for something to eat, which we of COurse 
"'ave them. At seven and a half miles is u. willow island on the north, and b . . 
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another on the same side five miles beyond it, in the middle of the river between 
. hio'hlands on both sides. At eig'hteen and a half miles is an island called Grouse

isl:nd, on which are the walls of an old village: the island has no timber, but is 
covered with grass and wild rye, and owes its name to the number of grouse 
that frequent it. We then went on till our journey for the day was twenty-two 
miles: the country presented the same appearance as usual. In the low timbered 
ground near the mouth of the Sawawkawna, we saw the tracks of large white 
bear and on Gronse island killed a female blaireau, and a deer of the black-, 
tailed species, the largest we have ever seen. 

Monday, October~. We proceeded early with a cool north-west wind, and 
at two and a half miles above Grouse island, reached the mouth of a creek ou 
the south, then a small willow island, which divides the current equally; and at 
four and a half miles came to a river on the southern side where we halted. 
This river, which our meridian altitude fixes at 45° 39' 5" north latitude, is called 
by the Ricaras Wetawhoo; it rises in the Black mountains, and its bed which 
flows at the mouth over a low soft slate stone, is one hundred and twenty yards 
wide, but the water is now confined within twenty yards, and is not very rapid, 
discharging mud with a small proportion of sand: here as in every bend of the 
rivet, we again obsel've the red berries reselilbling currants, which we mentioned 
before. Two miles above the Wetawhoo, and on the same side, is a small rivel' 
ealled Maropa by the Indians; it is twenty yards in width, but so dammed up 
by mud that the stream creeps through a channel of not more than an inch in 
diameter, and discharges no sand. One mile further we reached an island close 
to the southern shore, from which it is separated by a deep channel of sixty 
yards. About half way a number of Ricara Indians came out to see us. We 
stopped and took a Frenchman on board, who accompanied llS past the island to 
our camp on the north side of the river, which is at the distance of twelve miles 
ftom that of yesterday, Captain Lewis then returned with four of the party to 
see the village; it is situated in the centre of the island, near the southern shore, 
unde~ the f~t of ,some hig~, bald, uneven hills, and contains about sixty lodges. 
The Island Itself IS three mIles long, and covered with fields in which the Indians 
false corn, beans, and potatoes. Several Frenchmen living among these Indians 
as interpret~rs, or traders, came back with Captain Lewis, and particularly a 
Mr. Gravehnes, a man who has acquired the language. On setting out we had 
• low prairie covered with timber on the north, and on the south highlands, bnt 
at the ~outh of the Wetawhoo the southern country changes, and a low timber
ed ~am extends along the south, while the north has a ridge of barren bills 
odol'lDg the re!rt ofthe day's con~ 
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TuesdaYt 9th. The wind was so cold and high last nig'ht and .lUI·jng all the 

day, that \"e conld not assemble the Indians in council; but some of the pady 
went to the village. We received the visits of the three pl'incipal ,chief., with 
many others, to whom we gave some tooac.co, and told them that we would 
speak to them to-morrow. '.rhe names of these chiefs were first, Kakawissassa 
or Lighting Crow; second chief Pocasse 01' Hay; thh'd chief Piaheto or Eagle's 
Feather. Notwithstanding the high waves, two 01' three squaws rowed to us in 
little canoes made of a single bufialoe skin, stretched over a frame of boughs in
terwoven like a basket, and with the most perfect composUl"e. The object 
which appeared to astonish the Indians most, was Captain Clarke's servant 
York, a remal'kable stout strong negro. They had never seen a being' of that 
colonr, and therefore flocked round him to examine the extraordinary monster. 
By way of amusement he told them that he had once been a wild animal, and 
caught and tamed by his master, and to convince them, showed them feats of 
strength which added to his looks made bim more terrible than we wished him 
to be. Opposite OUl" ~amp is a small creek on the south, which we distinguished 
by the name of the chief Kakawissassa. 

Wednesday, JOth. The weather was this day fine, and as we were desirous 
of assembling the whole nation at once, we despatched Mr. Gravelines, who 
with Mr. Tabeau anothet· French trader had breakfasted with us, to invite the 
chiefs of the two upper villages to a conference. They all assembled at one 
o'clock, and after the usual ceremonies we addressed them in the same way in 
which we had ah'eady spoken to the Ottoes and Sioux: we then made or ac
knowledged three chiefs, one fOI' each of the three villages; giving to each a 
flag, a medal, a red coat, a cocked hat and feather, also some goods, paint and 
tobacco, which they divided among themselves: after this the airg'un was ex
hibited, very much to their astonishment, nor were they less surprised at the 
(~olour and manner of YOl'k. On our side we were equally gratified Ilt discover
ing that these Ricaras made use of no spirituous liquors of any kind, the ex
ample of the traders who bring it to them so far from tempting having ill faot 
disgusted them. Supposing that it was as ag'reeable to them as to the other 
Indians, we had at first offered them whiskey; but they refused it with this 
sensible remark, that they were surprised that their father should present to them 
n liquor which would make them fools. On another occasion they observed to 
Mr. Tabeau, that no man could be their friend who tried to lead them into such 
follies. The c.oUDcil being over they retired to consult on their answer, and the 
Dext morning, 

Thursday, nth, at eleven o'clock we again ~et in cc)Uncil at our oamp. The 
L2 
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grand chief made a short speech of thanks for the advice we had given, and 
promised to follow it; adding' th3t the door was now ope~ and no one dare shut 
it, and that we might depart whenever we pleased, allurtmg to the treatment ~'.:e 
had received from the Sioux: they also broug'ht us some corn, beans, and dned 
squashes, and in return we gave them a steel mill "ith "hich. they wel:e 
much pleased. At one o'clock we left our camp with the gTand chIef and Ius 
Ilephew on bom'd, and at about two miles anchored below a creek on the south, 
sepamting the second and third villag'es of the Ricaras, which are about half a 
mile distant from each othet'. "T e visited both the villages, and sat conversing 
with the chiefs for some time, during which th('y presented us with a bread 
made of corn and beans, also corn and beans boiled, and a large rich bean 
which they take from the mice of the prairie, who disCOH'l' and collect it. rrhese 
two villages are placed n£'a1' each other in a high smooth prairie; a fine situa
tion, except that haying no wood the inhabitants are obliged to g'o fot· it across 
the river to a timbered lowland opposite to them. '" e told them that we would 
speak to them in the morning at their villages separately. 

Thursday, 12th. Accordingly after breakfast we went on shore to the house 
of the chief of the second yillage named Lassel, where we found his chief.'l and 
warriors. 1'hey made us a present of about sevcn bushel, of corn, a pair of leg
ings, a twist of their tobacco, and the seells of two different species of tobacco. 
The chief then delivel'ed a speech expressive of his gl'3titude for the presents 
and the good counsels which we had given him; his intention of visiting hi~ 
great father but for fear of the Sioux; and recpJested us to take one of the 
Ricara chiefs up to the Mandans and neg-otiate a peace Letween the two na
tions. To this we replied in a suitable \Yay, and then rcpaired to the third vil
lage. Here we were addressed by the chief in lIeady the sallie tel'm8 as before, 
and entertained with a pl'esent of ten bushels of corn, some beans, dried pnmp. 
kins, and squashes. After we had answered and explained the magnitude and 
power of the United States, the three chiefs came with us to tIle boat. 'Ve 
gave them some sugar, a little salt, and a sun·O"lass. Two of them then left 

• 0 

us, and the chief of the third. by name Ahketahnasha or Chief of the Town, ac-
companied us to the Manuans. At two o'clock we left the Indians, who 
crowded io the shore to take leave of us, and after making seven and a half 
miles landed on the north side, and had a clear, cool, pleasant evening. 

The three villages which we have just left, are the residence of a nation 
called the Ricaras. They were originally colon,ies of Pawnees, who established 
the~selves on the Missouri, below the Chayenne, where the traders stilll'emem_ 
bel' that twenty years ago they occupied a number of villages. From that 8i-
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·tuation a part of the Ricaras emigrated to the neighbourhood of the Mandans, 
with whom they were then in alliance. 'fhe rest of the nation continued near 
the Chayenne till the year 1797, in the course of which, distressed by their wars 
with the Sioux, they joined their countrymen neal' the Mandans, Soon after 
a new war arose between the Ricaras amI the l\Ial1dans, in consequence of 
which the former came lIown the river to their present position. In this migra
tion those who had first gone to the !\iambns kept togethel', and now live in the 
two lower villages, which lllay thence be considered as the Ricaras proper, 
The third village was composed of such remnants of the villag'es as had sur
vived the wars, and as these were nine in nnmber, a difference of pronunciation 
and some difierence of language lllay be observed between them and the Rica
ras proper, who do not understand all the words of these wanderers, The vil
lages are within the aistance of four miles of each other, the two lower ones 
consisting of between one hundred and fifty and two hundred men each, the 
third of three hundred. The Ricaras are tall and well-proportioned, the women 
handsome and lively, and as among other savages to them falls all the drudgery 
of the field and the labours of procuring subsistence, except that of hunting: 
both sexes are POOl', but kind and generous, and although they receive with 
thankfulness what is given to them, do not beg as the Sioux did, though this 
praise should be qualified by mentioning' that an axe was stolen last night from 
our cooks. The dress of the men is a simple pail' of moccasins, legg'ings, and a 
cloth round the middle, ovel' which a buffaloe robe is occasionally thrown~' with 
their hail', arms and ears decorated with different ornaments. The woman wear 
moccasins, leggings, a .long' shirt made of g'oats' skins, generally white and 
fl'iuged, which is tied round the waist; to these they add, like the men, a 
bufI"aloe !"Obe withont the hail', in summer. rfhese women are handsomer than 
the Sioux; both of them are however, disposed to be amorous, and Our men 
found no difficulty in procuring companions for thc night by means of the inter
preters. These interviews wm'e chiefly clandestine, and were of comse to be 
kept a secret from the husband or relations. rfhe point of honollr indeed, is 
completely reversed among the Ricaras; that the wife or the sister should sllh
mit to a stranger's embraces without the consent of her husband or brother, is a 
cause of great disgrace and offence, especially as for many pm'poses of civility 
or gratitude the husband and bl'Other will themselves present to a stmnger these 
females, and be gratified by attentions to them. The Sioux had ofil'red ns 
squaws, brit while we rcmained there having declined, they followed lB with 
offers of fem~le~ for two days. 'l'he Ricaras had been equally accommodating; 
lve had equalliwithstood their temptation; but such 'was theil' desire to obljrre' 
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I - I dine '-'ouug' squaws were sent on board this evening, and t lut 1\\0 'cry 1::1n W J' ., , ' 

t d 'tOIl "1"'-, 1 'Itl' es 'fhe black man "\ ork p:u'ilclpated largely III pt'l'sec\I e us,, l.. - 0, " _,' " ' 

1 f t' "-Ilstead of msplr:nO' any preJudice, IllS coloUl seemed to PlO-t le~e U\'Ollf'S; 01 '::> 

eure him adJitional advantages from the Indians, who desired to ~reserve among 
them ~Ollle memorial of this wonderful strang-et', A mong other mstances of at. 
-tention, a Ricara itlYited him into his house and presenting his wife to him, re
tired to the outsille of the door: while there one of York's comrades who 
was looking for him came to the dool', but the gallant husband would permit no 
interruption het'ufc a n:amnahle time had elapsed, 

'I'he Ricara louO'es arc in a circular or octagonal fonn, and goenerally about 
'" b ' thil,ty 01° forty feet in dial11eter: t hl'y are made by placing forked posts a out SIX 

feet hiu'h round the circumference of the circle; these are joined by poles from 
one fo;k to another, which are supported also by other forked poles slanting from 
-the ground: in the centre of the lodge are placed four higher forks, about 
fifteen feet in length, connected together by beams; from these to the lower 
,poles the -rafters of the roof are extended so as to leave a vacancy in the middle 
for the smoke: the frame of the building- is then covered with willow branches, 
-with which is interwoven grass, and over this mud or clay: the apel'tUl'e fot, the 
·door is about four feet wide, and before it is a solt of entry about ten feet from 
1,he lodge, They are very warm and compact, 

They cultivate maize or Indian com, beans, pumpkins, water-melons, 
.squashes, and a species of tobacco peculiar to themselves. 

Their commerce is chiefly with the traders who supply them with goods in 
retul'l1 for pel tries, which they procure not only hy their own hunting, but in 
exchange for corn from theit, less civilized neighbours, The object chiefly in 
demand seemed to be r-ed paint, but they would give any thing they had to 
_£pare for the most trifling article, One of the men to-day gave an Indian a 
hook made out of a pin, and he gave him in return a pair of moccasins. 

They express a disposition to keep at peace with all nations, but they are 
well armed with fusils, and being much under the influence of the Sioux, who 
exchanged the goods which they got from the British for Ricara corn their 
minds are sometimes poisoned and they cannot be always depended on. At the 
presen~ moment they al'e at war with the Mandans, We al'e informed by Mr. 
~rave~mes, who had passed through that country, that the Yankton or Jacques 
flver nses about fort! miles to the east or north-east of this place, the Chayenne 
,~ranch o~ the Red rIVer about twenty miles further, passing the Sioux, and the 
~t, Peter s about eighty. 

Saturday, 13th. In the morniDg our visitors left us, exc~pt the brother .Qf 



the chief who accompanies us and one of the squaws. 'Ve passed at an early 
hour a camp of Sioux on the north bank, who merely looked at us without sas
ing a word, and from the character of the tribe we did n;)t solicit a conversation. 
At ten and a half miles we reached the mouth of a creek on the north, which 
takes its rise from some ponds a short distance to the north-east: to this stream 
we gave the name of Stone-idol creek, for after passing a willow and sand island 
just above its mouth, we discovered that a few miles back from the Missouri 
there are two I'>tones resembling human figures, and a third like a dog; all which 
al'e obJects of great veneration among the Ricaras. Their history would adorn 
the metamorphoses of Ovid. A young man was deeply enamoured with a girl 
1Vhose parents refused their consent to the marriage. rrhe youth went out into the 
fields to mourn his misfortunes; a sympathy of feeling led the lady to the same 
spot, and the faithful dog would not cease to follow his master. After wandering 
t<lgether and having nothing but grapes to subsist on, they were at last converted 
into stone, which beginning at the feet gradually invaded the nobler parts,. 
leaving nothing unchanged but a bunch of grapes which the female holds in her 
hands to this day. Whenever the Ricaras pass these sacred stones, they stop to 
make some offering of dress to propitiate these deities. Such is the account given. 
);y the Ricara chief which we had no mode of examining, except that we found 
one part of the story very agreeably confil'med; for on the river near where the' 
event is said to have occul'I'ed, we fuund a greater abundance of fine grapes than 
we had yet seen. Above this is a small cl'eek four and a half miles from Stone
idol creek, which is fifteen yards wide, comes in from the sonth, and received, 
from us the name of Pocasse 01' Hay creek, in honour of the chief of the second 
village. Above the Ricara island, the Missouri becomes narrow and deeper,. 
the sanbars being generally confined to the points; the ourrent too is much more 
gentle; the timber on the lowlands is also in much greater quantities, thoug'h the 
high grounds are still naked. We proceeded on under a fine breeze from the 
south.east, and aftel' making eighteen miles encamped on the north, near. a· tim
bered low plain, after -which we had some rain and the evening. was cold. The 
Hunters killed one deer only. 

Sunday, 14th. We set out in the rain whicli continued during the day •. 
At five miles we came to a creek on the south, about fifteen yards wide, and. 
named by us Fiaheto# or Eagle's Feather, in honoUl' of the third chief of the' 
Ricaras. After dinner we stopped on a sandbar, and. executed the sentence of 
a· court martial, which inflicted corporal punishment on one of the·soldiers .. 
This operation affected the Indian chief very sensibly, for he cried aloud during 
the punishment:. we explained the offence and the reasons of it. He acknow-
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l~dg'ed that examples were necessary, and tllat 1,Ie himself ha~ given, them h,Y 
'.1 ' 'tl 1 tl·' t his nation never ,dlll)IJed even chIldren from their pnl1l~ ling WI I ( ea· 1, Hl 

hirth. After this we continued with the wino from the north-east, and at the 
distance of tweh·e miles, encamped in a cove of the southern bank. Imme
diately opposite our camp on the Horth side are the ruins of an ancient for~i~cati~n, 
tllC "T( ate I' part of "hich is washed into the river: nor could we dIstingUish 
more" than that the "'"lls were eight or ten feet high. The eYening is wet and 
disagreeable, and the river, which is somewhat ,vider than yesterday, cOI~tinu~s 
to have an unusual quantity of timbel·. The country was level 011 both sIdes III 

the morning, but aftel'\Y<ll'lls we passed some black bluffs on the south. 
Monday, 15th. "-e stopped at three miles on the north a little above a camp 

of Ricaras who arc hunting, wherc we were visited by abont thirty Indians: 
they came over in their skin canoes, bringing us llH'at, for which we returned 
them beads and fishhooks. About a mile higher we found another encampment 
of Ricaras on the south, consisting of rig'ht lodges: l}ere we again ate and 
exchanged a few presents. As we went ,,'e discernEd numbers of .other Indians 
on both siJes of the rin'r; and at about nine miles we came to a creek on the 
south, where we saw mallY high hills l'esemlJlillg a hOllse with a slanting roof; 
and a little below the creek an old yillage of the Sharha or Chaycnne Indians. 
The morning had been clonlly, but the evening became pleasant, the wind from 
the north-east, and at sunset we halted, after coming ten miles over several sand
bars and points, above a camp of ten Ricara lodges on the north side. 'Ve 
visited their camp, and smoked and ate with several of them; they all appeared 
kind and pleased" ith our attentions, and the fair sex received our men with 
more than hospitality. York was here again an ohject of astonishment; the 
children would follow him constantly, and if he chanced to tUI'll towards them, 
run with gl·e~t terror. The couutt·y of to-day is generally low and covered 
with timbcr on both sides, thuugh in the morning we passed some barren hill; , 
on the south. 

Tuesday, 16th. At this camp the squaw who accompanied the chief left us. 
tw~ others were very anxiolls to go on '" jth us. Just above our camp we passed, 
a clrcu~ar WOl"k or fort, where the Sharha or Chayennes formerly lived: and a 
~llOrt ~Istance beyond, a creek which we called Chayenne creek. At two miles 
IS a WIllow islan~ with a large sandbar on both sides above it, and a creek, both 
on the south, which we called Sohawcb, the Ricara name fOI· girl; and two miles 
above a ~econd creek, to which we gave the name of Chapawt, which means 
woman In the same lang'uage. Three miles further is an island situated in a 
bend to the north, about a mile add a half long, and covered with cottonwood. 
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. At the lower end of this island comes in a smull creek fl'om the north, called Kee
tooshsahawna or Place of Beaver. At the upper extremity of the island a river 
empties itself from the north: it is called 'Varreconne, 01' Elk Shed their Horn~; 
and is about thirty-five yards wide: the island itself is named Carp island 
by Evans, a fOl'mer traveller. As we proceeded there were great numbers of 
goats on the banks of the river, and we soon aftel' saw large Bocks of them in 
the water: they had been gradually driven into the river by the Indians who lIOW 

lined the shore so as to prevent their escape, and were firing on them, while some
times boys went into the rivel' and killed them with sticks: they seemed to be 
very successful, for we counted fifty-eight which they had killed, We ourselves 
killed some, and then passing the lodges to which these Indians belonged, 
encamped at the distance of half a mile on the south, having made fomteen and 
a half miles. We were soon visited by nnmbers of these Ricaras, who crossed 
the river hallooing and singing': two of them then returned for some goat's Beshand 
bufl"aloe meat dried and fresh, with which they made a feast that lasted till late 
~t night, and cansed much music and meniment. 

'Y ednesday, 17th, 'fhe weather was pleasant: we passed a low ground 
covered with small timber on the south, and barren hills on the north which came 
close to the river; the wind from the IlOl-th-west then became so strong that we 
could not more aftel' ten o'clock, until late in the aftemoon, when we were forced 
to use the towline, and we thel'efore made only six miles, 'Ve all went out 
hunting and examining' the country, The g'oats, of which we see larg'c Bocks 
coming to the north bank of the rivel', spend the summer, says lVIr. Gravelines, 
in the plains east of the Missouri, and at the present season are retuming to the 
Black mountains, where they suhsist on leaves and shrnbbery during' the wintei', 
and resume their migrations in the spring', '''' e also saw buffaloe, elk, and deel', 
and a number of snakes; a beavel' hOllse too was seen, and we caught a whip
poorwill of a small and uncommon kind: the leaves are fast falling'; the 1"i;"('1" 

wider than usual and full of sandbars: and on the sides of the hills are large 
stones, and some rock of a brownish colol1\" in the southern bend below us. Our 
latitude by obsr::rvation was 16° 23' 57/1, 

rl'hnrsday, 18, After three miles we reached the mouth of Le Boulet or 
Cannonuall river: this stream rises in the Black mountains, and falls into tlJt 

}fissou, i on the south; its channel is about one hundred and forty ~'ards wide 
• J , 

though the water is now confined within forty, and its name is derived from the 
numbers of perfectly round large stones on the shore and in the bluffs just above, 
We here met with two Frenchmen in the employ of MI". Gravelines, who had 
been robbed by the Mandans of theil' traps, furs, and other articles, and wel'e 
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descending the ri,er ill a pet'ioql1e, but they tl~rlled ~ack. with us in expectation 
of obtaining redress through our means. At eight mIles IS a creek on the north; 
about twenty-eight yards wide, rising' in the north-east, and called Chewah or 
Fish t'i\'er; one l1lile above thili is anothet· creek on the south: we encamped 
on a sandbar to the SQuth, at the distance of thirteen miles, all of which we had 
made with oars and poks. Gl'cat numbers of g'oats are crossing the river and 
directillO' theil' CO\ll'se to the westward; we also saw a herd of bufi'aloe and of ,., 
elk; a pelican too was killed, and six fallow deer, having found, as the Ricaras 
informed liS, that there are none of the black-tail species, as high up as this place. 
The country j,~ ill general level and fine, with broken short high grounds, lo,v. 
timbered mounds on the river, nnd arng'ged range of hills at a distance. 

Friday,19. 'Ye set sail with a fine morning, and a south-east wind, and at 
two and a half miles passed a creek on the north side: at eleven and a half 
miles we came to a lake 01' larg'e pond on the same side, in which were some 
swans. On both banks of the Missouri are low gl'ounds which have much more 
timber than lower down the river: the hills are at one or two miles distance 
from th~ banks, and the stt'eams which rise in them are brackish, and the mineml 
salts appeal' on the sides of the hills and edges of the runs. In walking along 
the shol'e we counted fifty-two herds of buffaloe, and three of elk, at a single 
view. Besides these we also observed elk, deer, pelicans, and wolves. After 
seventeen and a half miles we encamped on the north, opposite to the uppermost 
of a numbel' of round hills, forming a cone at the top; one being about ninety, 
anothel' sixty feet in height, aud some of less elevation. Our chief tells us that 
the cahunet bird li\'es in the holes formed by the filtration of the water from the 
top of these Lills through the sides. 'Near to one of these moles, on a point of 
a hill ninety feet above the plain, are the remains of an old village which is 
high, strong, and has heen fortified; this our chief tells us is the remains of one 
of the l\Iandan villages, and are the first ruins which we have seen of that nation 
in ascending the :;Uissoll\'i: opposite to OUl' camp is a deep bend to the south, at 
the extremity of which is a pond. 

Saturday, 20. "'e proceeded early with a south-east wind, which continued 
higH all .day, and ,came t~ a creek on tIle north at two miles distance, twenty 
) ards WIde. At elg'ht nllies we reached the lower point of an island in the 
middle of the river, though there is no current on the south. This island IS 
cov~red ~\'ith willows and extends about two miles, there being a small creek 
conllng 10 from the south at its lower extremity~ After making twelve miles 
\\'('.enc~mped on the south, at the upper part of a blufl' containing stoue-coalof 
an IIlfenor quality; immediately below this bluff and on the declivity of a hill, 
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are the remains of a village cO\'ering six or cig'ht acres, formerJy occupied IJY 
the Mandans, who, says our Rieara chief, once lived in a number of villages 011 

each side of the river, till the Sioux forced them forty miles hig'het'; whence, 
after a few years residence, they m(}ved to theit, present position, 'fhe country 
through which we passed has wider bottoms and more timber than those we have 
been accustomed to see, the hills rising at a. di~tance and by g'l'adunl ascents, 
We have seen great numbers c.f elk, deer, goats, and buffaloe, and the usual 
attendants o.f these last, the wolves, who follow thei.r movements and feed UpOIl: 

those who die by accident, 01' who are too poor to keep pace with the herd; we' 
also wounded a white bear, and saw some fresh tl'acks of those animals which 
are twice as large as the track of a man~ 

Sunday,21. Last night the weather was cold, the wiml high from the north
east, and the rain which fell froze on the ground, At daylight it began to snow, 
and continued till the aftemoon, when it remained cloudy and the g,'olmd wa,; 
covered with snow, 'Ve, however, set out early, and just above our C'lIl1P carne 
to a creek on the south, called Chisshetaw, about thirt.y yards wide and with a 
considerable quantity of water. Onr Rical'a chief tells us, that at some distance 
up this river is situated a large rock which is held in great venemtion, and visited 
by parties who go to consult it fiS to their own or their nations' destinies, all of 
which they discern in some sort of figures or paintings with which it is covered. 
About two miles off from the mouth of the river the party on shot"e saw another 
ef the objects of Rical'a snpet'stition: it is a large oak tree, standing' alone irl 
the open prairie, and as it alone has wi.thfotood the fire which has consumed every 
thing aronml, the Indians naturally ascl'ibe to it €xtt'aordinal'y powet's, One of 
their ceremonies is to make a hole in the skin of their necks through which a 
string is passed and the other end tied to the body of the tree; and after rcmain
ing in this way for some time they think they become bl'a\'er. At two miles 
from our encampment we came to the l'uins of a second "Mandan village, , .... hich 
wns in existeilce at the same time with that jnst mentio!l\'d, It is situ,.tul on 
the north at tlit' foot of a hiH in a beautiful and exte'i~!\ e plain, wllicu is now 
covered with het'(ls of bllffaloe: nearly opposite are remains of a tl1i .. .i villag'e 
on the SOltth of the Missouri; and there is another also ahout two miles further 
on the north, a little off the river. At the dista\lce of seven miles we enca.mFed 
on the south, and spent a cold night. \Ve procnred to-day a LHlH'aloe and an 
<ttter only" 'The river is wide and the sandbars numerous, and a low ioLnd near 
our encampment. 

Monday, 22. In the morning we passed an old Mandan village on the sonth, 
near our camp; at foul'miles another on the sallIe side. About seven o'clork 
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.'\\"~ rami' to at a camp of eleven Sioux of the Teton tribe, wh? are almost per": 
feetly I~aked, having only a piece of skin or cloth round otheonllddl~, though we 
are sufiering from the cold. From their appearance, wh~ch IS warlike, and ~rom 
theil' giving- two difiercnt accounts of themselves, we lJ~lJeve that othey am eIther 
going to 01' retllming from the Mandans, to which natIOns the SIOUX frequently 
make excursions to steal horses, As theil' conduct displeased us, we gave them 
lIothing. At six we reached au island ahout one mile in length, at the head of 
which is a Mandan village on the north in ruins, and two miles beyond a bad 
sandbar. At ei!!ht miles are remains of another Mandan village on the south; 
and at twelve miles we encamped on the south, The hunters brought in a buffalo~ 
Dull, and mentioned that of about three hundred which they had seen, there waS 
Hot a single female, The beaver is here in plenty, and the two Frenchmen who 
are returniug' with us catch several every night. 

'l'hese villages, "hich are nille in number, arc scattered along each side of the 
loiver within a space of twenty miles; almost aU that remains of them is the 
wall which surrounded them, the fallen heaps of earth which covered the houses 
and occasionally human skulls and the. teeth and bones of men, and different 
animals, which at'e scattered on the surface of the groulld. 

Tuesday 23. 'fhe weather was cloudy and we had some snow; we soon 
arrived at five lodges whel'e the two Frenchmen had been robbed, but the 
Indians had left it lately as we found the fires still burning, 'fhe country 
conltists as usual of timbered low g'l'Ounds, with grapes, rushes, and great 
quantities of a small red acid fruit, known among the Indians by a name signi- . 
fying rabbitben'ies, and called by the French graisse de buffie or buffaloe fat. 
The rivel' too, is obstructed by many sandbars. At twelve miles we passed 
:m old village on the north, which was the former residence of the Ahnahaways 
who now live between the Mandans and Minnetarees. After making thirteen 
miles we encamped on the south. 

,V ednesda y, 24. The day was again dark and it snowed a little in the 
l~loroniRg. At three miles we came to a point on the south, where the river by 
torcmg a channel across a fGlomer bend has formed a large island on the north. 
On this island we found one of the grand chiefs of the Mandans, who with five 
lodges was on a hunting excursion, He met his enemy the Ricara chief, with 
great oeremony and apparent cordiality, and smoked with him. After visitinO' 
~is lodges, the gt'and chief and his brother came on board our boat for a sho~ 
tIme;o we, then 0 proceeded and encamped on the north, at seven miles fl'om our 
I,ast mght s statIon and below the old village of the Mandans and Ricaras. Here 
tour l\J andans came down from a camp above, and our Ricara chief returned 
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with the1n to their camp, from which we augm' favourably of their pacific views 
towards each other. The land)s low and beautiful, and covered with oak and 
cottonwood, but has been too recently hunted to afford much game. 

25th. The rooming was cold and the wind g'cntle from the south-east: at 
tbree miles we passed a handsome high prairie on the south, and on an eminence 
about forty feet above the watet· and extending back for several miles in a 
beautiful plain, was situated an old village of the Mandan nation which has been 
deserted for many years. A short distance above it, on the contInuation of the 
same rising ground are two old villages of Ricaras, one on the top of the hill, 
the other in t.he level plain, which have been deserted only five years ago. 
Above these villages is an extensi\'e low ground for several miles, in which are 
situated, at three or four miles f.·om the Ricara villages, three old villages of 
Mandans near together. Here the ll1andans lived when the Ricaras came to 
them for protection, and from this they moved to theit· present situation above. 
In the low ground the squaws raised their corn, and the timber, of which there 
was little near the villages, was supplied from the opposite side of the river, 
where it was and still is abundant. 

As we proceeded several parties of Mandans both on foot and horseback 
came along the river to view us, and were very desirous that we should land and 
talk to them: this we could not do on account of t.he sandbreaks on the shore, 
but we sent out Ricara chief to them in a perioque. 'fhe wind too having 
shifted to the south-west and being very high it required all our precautions on 
board, for the river was full of sandbars which made it very difficult to find the 
channel. 'Ye got aground several times, and passed a very bad point of rocks, 
after which we encamped on a sandpoint to the north, above a handsome plain 
covered with timber, and opposite to a high hill on the south side at the dis
tance of eleven miles. Here we were joined by onr Ricara chief, who brought 
an Indian to the camp where he remained all night. 

26th. 'Ye set out early with a south-west wiml, and after putting the 
Ricara chief on shore to join the Mandans who were in great numbers along it, 
we proceeded to the camp of the grand chief. .. four miles distant. Het'e we met 
a Mr. M'Cracken one of the North-'Vest or Hudson Bay company, who arrived 
with another person about nine days ago to trade for horses and buffaloe robes. 
Two of the chiefs came on board with some of their household furniture, such as 
earthen pots and a little corn, and went on with us; the rest of the Indians fol
lowing on shore. At one mile beyond the camp we passed a small creek, and 
at three more a bluff of coal of an inferior quality c;m the south. After making 
.cleven miles we reached an old field where the Mandans had cultivated grain 
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last summer, and encamped. fOl- the night on the south side, about half a mile 
below the first village of the Mandans. In the mo.rning we had a willow low 
ground on the south and highland on the north, which occasionally varied in the 
course of the day. There is but little wood on this part of the rive!', which is 
here subdivided into many channels and obstrlJCted by sandbars. As soon as we 
arrived a cl'Owd of men, women, and children came down to see us. Captain 
Lewis returned with the principal chiefs to the village, while the others remain_ 
ed with us during the evening; the object which seemed to surprise them most .. 
was a corn-mill fixed to the boat which we had occasion to use, and delighted 
them by the ease with which it reduced the grain to powder. Among others 
who visited us was the son of the grand chief of the Mandans, who had his two 
little fingers cut oft' at the second joints. On inquiring into this accident, we 
found that it was customary to express grief for the death of relations by some 
corporeal suffering, and that the nsual mode was to lose two joints of the little 
fingers, or sometimes the other fingers. The wind. blew very cold in the 
evening from the south-west. Two of the party are affected with rheumatic 
complaints. 
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CHAP. V. 

COUNCIL HELD WITH THE MANDANS-A PRAIRIE ON FIRE, AND A SINGt'LAR INSTANCE 

OF PRESERVATION-PEACE ESTABLISHED BETWEEN THE MANDANS AND RICARAS

THE PARTY ENCAMP FOR THE WINTER--INDIAN MODE OF CATCHING GOATS

BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE OF NORTHERN LIGHTS-FRIENDLY CHARACTER OF THE 

INDIANS-SOME ACCOUNT OF THE MANDANS-THE AHNAHAWAYS AND THE MINNE

TAREES-THE PARTY ~q~UIRE THE CONFIDENCE OF THE MANDANS BY TAKING 

PART IN THEIR CONTROVERSY WITH THE SIOUX-RELIGION OF THE MANDANS, AND 

THEIR SINGULAR CONCEPTION OF THE TERM MEDICINE-THEIR TRADITION-THE 

SUFFERINGS OF THE PARTY FROM THE SEVERITY OF THE SEASON-INDIAN GAME 

OF BILLIARDS DESCRIBED--CHARACTER OF THE MISSOURI. OF THE SURROUNDING 

COUNTRY, AND OF THE RIVERS, CREEKS, ISLANDS, &C. 

SATURDAY, October 27. A'r an early hour we proceeded and anchored off 
the village. Captain Clarke went on shore, and after smoking a pipe with the 
t:hiefs, was desired to remain and eat with them. He declined on account of his 
being unwell; but his refusal gave great offence to the Indians, who considered 
it disrespectful not to eat when invited, till the cause was explained to their sa
tisfaction. 'Ye sent them some tobacco, and then pmceeded to the second vil
lage on the north, passing by a bank containing coal, and a second village, and 
encamped at four miles on the north, opposite to a village of Ahnahaways. 'Ye 
here met with a Frenchman, named Jesseaume, who lives among the Indians 
\vith his wife and children, and whom we take as an interpreter. The Indians 
haeI flocket! to the hank to see us as we passed, and they visited in great n~m
bers the camp, where some of them remained all nig·ht. We sent in the evening 
three young Indians with a present of tobacco for the chiefs of the three upper 
villages, inviting them to come down in the morning to a council with us. Ac
cordingly the next day, 

Sunday, October 28, we were joined by maliy of the Minnetarees mild 
Almahaways f!'Om above, but the wind was so violent from the south-west that 
the chief" -of the lower villages could not come 'up, and the council was deferred 
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till to-morrow. In the mean while we entertained our visitors by showing them 
what was new to them in the boat; all which, as well as oUI' black servant, they 
called Great Medicine, the meaning of \vhich we afterwards learnt. We also 
consulted the grand chief of the Mandans, Black Cat, and 1\11'. Jeslieallme, as 
to the names, characters, &c. of the chiefs with whom we are to hold the coun
cil. In the course of the day we received several presents from the wo~en, 
consisting of corn, boiled hominy, and garden stuffs: in OUl' ~urn we gratified 
the wife of the great chief with a gift of a glazed earthen Jar. Our hunter 
brought us two beaver. In the afternoon we sent the M.innetaree chiefs to 
smoke for us with the great chief of the Mandans, and told them we would 
flpeak in the morning. . 

Finding that we shall be obliged to pass the winter at this place, we went 
up the rivel' about one and a half miles to-day, with a view of finding a con
venient spot for a fort, but the timbel' was two scarce and small fOl' our pur
poses. 

Monday, October 29. 'fhe morning was fine and we pl'epared our presents 
and speech for the council. Aftel' bl'eakfast we were visited by an old chief of 
the Ahnanaways, who finding himself growing old and weak had trans felTed his 
power to his son, who is now at war against the Shoshollees. At ten 0' clock 
the chiefs were all assembled undel' an awning of OUI' sails, stretched so as to 
exclude the wind which had become high; that the impression might be the 
more forcible, the men were all paraded, and the council opened by a discharg'e 
from the swivel of the boat. 'Ve then delivered a speech, which like those we 
had already made intermingled advice with assurances _of friendship aud trade: 
while we were speaking the old Ahllahaway chief grew vel'Y restless, and ob
served that he could not wait long- as his camp was exposed to the hostilities of 
the Shoshonees; he was instantly rebuked with gl'eat dignity by one of the 
chiefs for this violation of decorum at such a moment, and remained quiet 
during the rest of the council. Towal'lls the end of OUl' speech we introduced 
the subject of our Ricara chief, with whom we recommended a firm peace: to 
this they seemed well disposed, and all smoked with him very amicably. \Ve 
all mentioned the g-ood~ which had been taken from the Frenchmen, and ex
pressed a wish that they should be restored. This being over, we p.roceeded to 
distribute the presents with great cerelmmy: one chief of each town was ac
knowledged by a gift of a flag, a medal with the likeness of the president of the 
United States, ~ uniform coat, hat and feather: to the second chiefs we gave a 
m~dal r~presentmg some domestic animals, and a loom for weaving: to the 
third chiefs medals with the impre5si~ns of a farmer sowing grain. A variety of 
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otller presents were distt'ibuted, but none seemed to give them more satisfaction 

than an iron corn mill which we gave to the l\landans, 
The chiefs who were made to-day are: Shahaka or Big White, a first chief, 

and Kagohami or Little Raven, a second chief of the lower village of the 1\'Ian
dans, called Matootonha: the other chief., of an inferior quality who were 
recommended were, 1. Ohheenaw, or Big }lan, a. Chayenne taken prisoner by 
the Mandans who adopted him, and he now enjoys great consideration among the 
tribe, 2, Shotahawrora, or coal, of the second Mandan village, which is called 
Rooptahee, We made Poscopsahe, or Black Cat, the first chief of the village, 
and the grand chief of the whole Mandan nation: his second chief is Kagono
mokshe, 01' Raven man chief; inferiOl' chiefs of this village were, Tawnuheo, 
and Bellahsara, of which we did not learn the translation. 

In the third village which is called Mahawha, and where the Arwacahwas 
reside, we made one first chief, Tetuckopiureha, 01" \Vhitc Buffaloe robe unfolded, 
and recognised two of an inferior order: Mil1nissUl"l'aree, or Neighing Horse, 
and Locongotjha, or Old Woman at a distance. 

Of the fourth village where the Minnetal'ees live, and which is called Meta
harta, we made a first chief, Ompseh~l'U, or Black :!Uoccasin: a second chief, 
Ohhaw, or IJittle Fox. Other distinguished chiefs of this village were, Mah
notah, or Big- Thief, a man whom we did not see as he was out fighting, and was 
killed soon after; and Mahsemssa, or 'l'ail of the Calumet Bird. In the fifth 
village we made a first chief Eapanopa, 01' Red Shield; a second chief Wanke
rassa, or Two Tailed Calumet Bird, both young chiefs; other persons of 
distinction are, Shahakohopinnee, or Little 'Volf's Medicine; Ahrattanamock
she, or Wolfman chief, who is now at war, and is the son of the old chief we have 
mentioned, whose name is Caltahcota, or Cherry on a Bush. 

The presents intended for the grand chief of the Millnetat'ees, who was 
not at the council, were sent to him oy the old chief Caltahcota; and we delivered 
to a young chief those intended for the chief of tile lower villag'e. The council 
was concluded by a shot from our swivel, and after firing the airgun fur their 
amusement, they retired to delibemte on the answer which they are to g'ive 
to-morrow. 

In the evening the prairie took fire, either by accident or design, and burned 
with great fury, the whole plain being enveloped in flames; so rapid WHS its pro
gress that a man and woman were burnt to death before they cOllld reach a place 
of safety; another man with his wife and child were much bumt, and several 
other persons narrowly escaped destruction. Among the rest a hoy of the half 
white breed escaped unhurt in the midst. of the flames; his safety was ascribed to 
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. d' . . 't ·"ho had preserved him on account of his being white. tbe great me !Cine SpJrl , .. 
But a much more natural cause was the presence of mi.nd of his mother, ~ho 

. h es of carr"yinO' off her son threw him on the ground, and coverlDg seemg no op 0 ' 

him with the fresh hide of a buffaloe, escaped herself from the Hames: as s~on 
as the nre had passed, she returned and found him untouched, the skm havmg 
prevented the flame from I'eaching the grass on which he lay. 

1'uesday 30. We were this morning visited by the two persons from the 
lowel' village, one the Big White the chief of the village, the other the Chayenne 
called the Big Man; they had been hunting, and did not return yesterday early 
enough to attend the council. At their request we repeated part of our speech of 
yesterday, and put the medal round the neck of the chief. Captain Clarke took 
a perioque and went up the rive~' in search of a good wintering place, and returned 
after going seven miles to the lower point of an island on the north side, about 
one mile in lenO'th' he found the banks on the north side high, with coal occasion-o , 

ally, and the country fine on all sides; but the want of wood and the scarcity of 
game up the river, induced us to decid~ on fixing ourselves lower down during 
the winter. In the evening our men danced among themselves to the great 
amusement of the Indians. 

Wednesday 31. A second chief arrived this morning with an invitation from 
the grand chief of the Mandans, to come to his village where he wished to present 
some corn to us and to speak with us. Captain Clarke walked down to his 
villag'e; he was first seated with g'l'eat' ceremony on a robe by the side of tile 
chief, who then threw over hi!' shoulders another robe handsomely ornamented. 
The pipe was then smoked with several of the old men who were seated around 
the chief; after some time he began his discoUl'se, by observing that he believed 
what we had told him, and that they should soon enjoy peace, which would gratify 
him as well as his people, because they could then hunt without fear of being 
attacked, and the women might work in the fields without looking every moment 
far the enemy, and at night put off their moccasins, a phrase by which is conveyed 
the idea of security when the women could undress at nig'ht without fear of 
attack. As to the Ricams, he continued, in order to show you that we wish peace 
with all men, that chief, pointing to his second chief, will go with some warriors 
back to the Ricaras with their chief now here and smoke with that nation. When 
we heard of your coming all the nations around returned from their hunting to 
/lee you, in hopes of receiving large presents; all are disappointed and some dis
contented; for his part he was not mucR so, though his village was. He added 
tbat he would go and see his great father the president. Two of the 'Steel traps 
stoleo from tbe Frenchmen were then laid before Captain Clarke, and the 'Women 
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brought about twelve bushels of corn. After the chief had finished, captain 
Clarke made an answer to the speech and then returned to the boat. where he 
found the chief of the third villag'e and Kagohami (the Little Raven) who smoked 
and talked about an hoUl". After they left the boat the grand chief of the Man
dans came dressed in the clothes we had given him, with his two children, and 
begged to see the men dance, in which they willingly gmtified him. 

'l'hursday, November 1st. Mr. M'Cracken, the tradel' whom we found here, 
set out to-day on bis return to the Bl·jtish fort aud factory on the Assiniboin 
river, about one hundred and fifty miles from this place. He took a letter from 
captai n Lewis to the N orth-west compau y, enclosi n g a copy of the passport granted 
by the British minister in the United States. At ten o' clock the chiefs of the 
lower village arrived; they requested that we would call at their village for 
some corn; that they were willing to make peace with the Ricaras; that they had 
never provoked the war between them, hut as the Ricaras had killed some of 
their chiefs, they had retaliated on them; that they had killed them like birds, 
till they were tired of killing them, so that they would send a chief and some 
warriors to smoke with them. In the evening we dropped down to the lower 
"illage where captain Lewis went on shore, and captain Clarke proceeded to a 
point of wood on the north side. 

Friday, November 2. He therefore went up to the village where eleven 
bushels of corn were presented to him. In the meantime captain Clarke went 
down with the boats three miles, and having found a good position where there 
was plenty of timber, encamped and began to fell trees to build our huts. Our 
Ricara chief set out with one Mandan chief and several Minnetaree and Mandan 
warriorf'l; the wind was from the south-east, and the weather being fine, a crowd 
of Indians came down to "isit us. 

Saturday 3. We now began the building of our cabins, and the Frenchmen 
who are to return to St. Louis, are building a perioque for the purpose. We 
lient six men in a perioque to hunt down the l·iver. We were also fortunate 
enough to engage in our service a Canadian Frenchman, who had been with the 
Chayenne Indians on the Black mountains, and last snmmel· descended thence 
by the Little Missouri. MI'. J essaume, our interpreter, also came down with hiB 
squaw and children to live at our camp. In the evening we received a visit from 
Kagohami or Little Raven, whose wife accompanied him, bringing about sixty 
weight of dried meat, a robe and a pot of meal. We gave him in return a piece 
of tobacco, to his wife an axe and a few small articles, and both of them spent 
the night at our camp. 'fwo beavers were caught in traps this morning. 

Sunday 4. We continued our hlbours: the timber which,we employ is large 
N2 
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d I d h'efly consists of cottonwood and elm with some ash of an inferior 
IHI leavy, [In C I ., • 

size. Great numbers of the Indians pass our camp on their huntmg excursIOns: 
the day was clear and pleasant, but l[lst night was very cold and there was a 

white frost. 
:;.\lonflav 5. The Indians are all out on their hunting parties: a camp of 

Jhndans c',lIlg'ht within two days one hundred g'oats a short distance below us; 
thei;' mode of hunting them is to form a larg'e stmng pen or fold, f!'Om which a 
fence made of bushes gradually widens on each side: the animals are surrounded 
by the hunters and gently driven towards this pen, in which they imperceptibly 
find themselves enclosed, and are then at the mercy of the hunters. The weather 
is clolldy and the wind moderate f!"Om the north west. Late at night we were 
awaked by the sergeant on gum·J to see the beautiful phenomenon called the 
northern light; along- the northern sky was a large space occupied by a light of 
a pale but brilliant white colour, which rising from the horizon extended itself 
to nearly twenty degrees above it. Aftel' glittering for some time its colours 
would be overcast, and almost obscured, hut again it wonld burst out with 
renewed beauty; the uniform colour was pale light, hut its shapes were various 
and fantastic; at times the sky was linen with light coloured streaks rising perpen
dicularly from the horizon, and gradually expanding into a body of Jig'ht, in 
which we could tJ'uce the floating columns sometimes advancing, sometimes 
\'etreating and shaping' into infinite forms, the space in which they moved. It 
all faded away befol'e the morning. At daylight, 

'l'uesday 6, the clouds to the north were darkening and the wind rose high 
from the north-west at eight o'clock, and continued cold during the day. ]}lr. 
Gravelines and four others who came with liS returned to the Ricaras in a small 
perioque; we t'.·;tn· him directions to accompany some of the Ricara chiefs to the 
seat of govPl'I1ment in the spring. 

'Vednesday 7. The day was temperate hut cloudy and foggy, and we were 
enabled to go on with OUt' work with much expedition. 

Thursday 8. - The mOl'l1ing again cloudy; our huts advance very well, and 
we are visited by numbers of Indians who come to let their horses graze near I1S: 

in the day the horses are let loose in quest of grass; in the night they are col
lected. and re~ei\'e an a~'m fnll of slliall ~Joughs of the cottonwood, which being 
very Jl1:CY, sort and unttle, form nutritIOUS and agreeable food; the frost this 
morning was very severe, the weather dming the day cloudy, and the wind from 
the nOl'th-,:est. \" e procured from an Indian a weasel perfectly white, except 
the extremtty of the .tail. whi~h was black; great numbers of wild g'eese al'e passing 
to the south, but theIr fhg'ht IS too high for us to procure any ofthem. 

,. - .'~ 
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November 10. We had again a raw day, a north-west wind, but rose earlyin 

hopes of finishing OUi' works before the extreme cold begins; A chief who is a 
half Pawnee came to us, and brought a present of half a buffaloe, in retut'n for 
which we gave him some small presents and a few articles to his wife and SOil: 
he then crossed the river in a lmffaloe skin canoe; his wife took the boat on her 
back and carried it to the village three miles oir. Large flocks of geese and 
brant, and also a few ducks are passing towards the south. 

Sunday 11. The weather is cold. We received the visit of two squaws, 
prisoners from the Rock mouutains, and purchased by Chaboueau. The Mall
dans at this time are out hunting the buffaloe. 

Monday 12. The last night had been cold and this morning we had a very 
hard frost: the wind changeable during' the day, and some ice appears on the 
edges of the rivers; swans too are passing to the south. 'fhe Big 'Vhite came 
down to us, ha\illg packed on the back of his squaw about one hundt'ed pounds 
of very fine meat: fot· which we g'uve him as well as the squaw some presents, 
particularly an axe to the woman with whith ~he was very much pleased. 

'l'lles.day 13. We this morning unloaded the boat and stowed away the con
tents in a storehouse wJ]ich we have built. At half-past ten ice began to 
float down the rive.' for the first time: in the cout'se of the mOl'lliugwe were 
visited by the Black Cat, Poscapsahe, who brought an Assilliboin chief: and 
seven warriors to see us. This man, whose name is Chechawk, is a chief of 
one out .of three bands of Assiniboins who wauder over the plains between the 
Missouri and Assiniboin during the Slimmer, and in the winter carry the spoils 
of their hunting to the traders on the Assiniboin river, and occasionally come to 
this place: the· whole three banOs consist of about eight hundred men. We 
gave him a twist of tobacco to smoke with his people, arid a goold cord for himself: 
the Sioux also asked for whiskey; which we refused to give them. It snowed all 
clay and the ail' was very cold. 

Wednesday] 4. The river ,rose last night half an inch, and is now filled 
with floating ice. This morning was cloudy with some snow: about seventy. 
lodges of Assiniboins and some Knistenaux are at the Mandan village, and this 
being the day of adoption and exchange of property between them all, it is ac
companied by a dance, which prevents our seeing more than two Indians to-day: 
these Knistenaux are a band ofChippeways whose language they speak; they 
live on the Assiniboin and Saskashawan rivers, and are about two hundred and 
forty men. We sent a man down on horseback to see, what had become of Ollr 

hunters, and as we apprehend a failure of provisions we have recourse to ollr 
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pork this evening. Two Frenchmen who had been below returned with twenty 

beaver, which they had caught in traps. .., 
Thursday 15. The morning again cloudy, and the Ice ~unnmg ~hlcker than 

yesterday, the wind variable. The man came b~ck wi~h mformatlOn that ~ur 
hunters were about thirty miles below, and we ImmedIately sen~ an o~der to 
them to make their way through t.he Boating ice, to assist them In whICh we 
sent some tin for the bow of the perioque and a towrope. The ceremony of 
yesterday seems to continue still, for we were not visited by a single Indian. 

The swan are still passing to the south. 
Friday 16. \Ve had a vel'y hard white frost this morning, the trees are all 

covered with ice, and the weather cloudy. The men this day moved into the 
huts, although they are not finished. In the evening some horses were sent 
down to the woods near us, in order to prevent their being stolen by the Assini
OOins, with whom some difficulty is now apprehended, An Indian came down 
with four buff aloe robes and some corn, which he offered for a pistol, bnt was 
refused. 

Saturday, November 17. Last night was very cold, and the ice in the river 
to.day is thicker than hitherto. Weare totally occupied with our huts, but re
ceived visits from several Indians. 

Sunday, November 18. To-day we had a cold windy morning; the Black 
Ca.t came to see us, and occupied us for a long time with questions on the usages 
of our country. He mentioned that a council had been held yesterday to de
liberate on the state of theil' affairs. It seems that not long ago, a party of 
Sioux fell in with some horses belonging to the Minnetarees, and carried them 
off; but in their Bight they were met by some Assiniboins, who killed the Sioux 
and kept the horses: a Frenchman too who had lived many years among the 
Mandans, was lately killed on his route to the British factory on the Assiniboin ; 
some smaller differences existed between the two nations, all of which being 
discu..,sed, the council decided that they would not resent the recent insults from 
the Assiniboins and Knistenaux, until they had seen whether we had deceived 
them or not in our promises of furnishing them with arms and ammunition.. 
They had been disappointed in their hopes of receiving them from Mr. Evans, 
and were afl'aid that we too, like him, might tell them what was not true. We 
advised tbem to contillue at peace, that supplies of every kind would no doubt 
arrive for them, hut that time was necessary to organize the trade. The fact 
is, that the Assiniboins treat the Mandans as the Sioux do the Ricaras ; hy their 
.icinity til) the British they get aU the supplies, which they withhold or give at 
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pleasure to the remoter Indians: the consequence is, that howevel' badly treat
ed, the Mandans and Ricaras are very slow to retaliate, lest they should Jose 
their trade altogether, 

Monday 19. The ice continues to float in the river, the wind high from the 
north-west, and the weather cold. Onr hunters arrived from their excursion 
below, and bring a very fine supply of thirty-two deer, eleven elk, and Bve 
huffaloe, all of which was hung in a :-.moke-liouse. 

Tuesday 20. We this day moved into our huts, which are now completed. 
This place, which we call Fort Mandan, is situated in a point of low ground, on 
the north side of the Missouri, covered with tall and heavy cottonwood, The 
works consist of two rows of huts or sheds, forming an angle where they joined 
each other; each row containing four rooms, of fourteen feet square, and seven 
feet high, with plank ceiling, and the roof sla.nting so as to form a loft above the 
rooms, the highest part of which is eig'hteen feet from the ground: the backs 
of the huts formed a wall of that height, and opposite the angle the place of the 
wall was supplied hy picketing: in the area were two rooms for stores and pro
VISIOns. The latitude by observation is 47° 21' 47", and the computed distance 
from the mouth of the Missouri, sixteen hundt'ed miles. 

In the course of the day several Indians came down to partake of our fresh 
meat; among the rest, three chiefs of the second Mandan village. rrhey in
form us that the Sioux on the MissoUl'i above the Chayenne river, thl'eaten to 
attack them this winter; that these Sioux are much irritated at the Ricaras for 
.baYing made peace through our means with the Mandans, and have lately ill 
treated three Ricaras who carried the pipe of peace to them, by beating them 
and taking away their horses. We gave them assurances that we would pro
tect them from all their enemies. 

November 21st. The weather walO this day fine: the river clear of ice and 
rising a little; we are now settled in our new winter habitation, and shall wait 
with much anxiety the first return of spring to continue our journey. 

The villages near which we are established are five in Dumber, and are the 
residence of three distinct nations: the Mandans, the Ahnahaways, and the 
Minnetarees. The history of the Mandans, as we J'eceived it from ow'inter
preters and from the chiefs themselves, and as ,it is attested by existing monu
ments, illustrates, more than that of any other nation, the unsteady movements 
and the tottering fortunes of the American nations. Within the recollection of 
living witnesses, the Mandans were settled forty years ago in nine villages, the 
ruins of w.hich we passed about eighty miles below, and situated seven on 
the west and two on the east side ot' the Missouri. The two fineing ,themselves 
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t · b': the sinall pox and the Sioux, united into one village, and was mg away elore - 0 

moved up the river opposite to the Ricaras. The sam~ causes .reduced the re-
o • t five VI'llao-es till at length they eml!!'rated In a body to the mallllllg seven 0 I::> , '": 0 0 

Ricara nation, where they fOt'med themselves into two Villages, and .lomed those 
of their countrymen who had gone before t.hem. In theil' new resid~nce ~hey 
were still insecure, and at length the three villages ascended the MIssouri to 
their present position. The two who had emigrated together still settled in the 
two villages on the nOI·th-west side of the )lisSOUl"i, while the single village took a 
position on the south-east side. In this situation they were found by those who 
visited them in 179f:i; since which the two villages have unitfld into one. They 
nre now in two villages, one on the south-east of the Missouri, the other on the 
opposite side, and at the distance of three miles across. The first, in an open 
plai~, contains about forty or fifty lodges, built in the same way as those of the 
Ricaras: the second, the same number, and both may raise about t.hree hundred 
and fifty men. 

On the same side of the river, and at the distance of four miles from the 
lower Mandan village, is another called Mahaha. It is situatetl on a hig'h plain 
at the mouth of Knife river, and is the residence of the Ahnabaways. This na
tion, whose name indicates that they were " people whose village is on a hill," 
formerly resided on the Missouri, about thirty miles below where they now live. 
The Assiniboins and Sioux forced them to a spot five miles higher, where the 
greatest part of them were put to death, and the rest emigrated to their present 
situation, in order to obtain an asylum neal' the Minnetarees. They are called 
by the French, Soulier N oir or Shoe Indians; by the Mandans, 'Vattasoons, 
and their whole fOl'ce is about fifty men, 

On the south side of the same Knife river, half a mile above the Mahaha , 
and in the same open plain with it, is a village of Minnetarees surnamed Meta-
~arta, w~o.are ~bout one hundred and fifty men in number. On the opposite 
SIde of Kmfe nver, and one and a half mile above this village, is a second of 
)linnetarees, who may be considered as the proper Minnetaree nation. It is 
situated in a beautiful low plain, and contains fonr hundred and fifty warriors, 
The accounts which we received of the Minnetarees were contradictOt,y. The 
Mandans say that this people came out of the water to the east, and settled near 
them in their former establishment in nine villages; that they were very nu
merous, and fixed themselves in one village on the southern side of the Missouri. 
A ~uarrel about a buffaloe divided the nation, of which two bands went into the 
plams, and were known by the name of Crow and Paunch Indians and the rest 
moved to their present establishment, The Minnetarees proper ~ssert, on th@ 
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rontrary, that they grew "'here they now live, and will never emigrate from the 
spot; the gl'eat spirit having declared that if they moved they would all die, 
They also say that the Minnetarees Metahalta, that is Minnetarecs of the \Vil
lows, whose lang-uage with very little variation is their 0\111, came many years 
ago from the plains and settled near them, and perhaps \.lle two traditions may 
be reconciled by the natural presumption that these Minnetarees wel'e the tribe 
known to the l\Ianclans below, and that they ascended the rivel' for the purpose 
of rejoining the Minnetarees proper. These Minnetarees are part of the great 
nation called Fall Indians, who occupy the intermediate country between the 
Missouri and the Saskaskawan, and who are known by the name of l\Iinnetarees of 
the Missomi, a.nd Minnetarees of Fort de Prairie; that is, residing near 01' rather 
frequenting the establishment in the prairie on the Saskaskawan. These Min
netarees indeed, told us that tIley had relations on the Saskaskawan, whom they 
had never known till they met them in war, and having engaged in the nig'ht 
were astonished at discovering that they were fighting with men who spoke 
their own language, 'rhe name of Grosventres, or Bigbellies is given to these 
Minnetarees, as well as to all the Fall Indians. The inhabitants of these fiv~ 
villages, all of which are within the distance of six miles, live in hannon), with 
each other. The Ahnahaways understand in part the language of the Minne
tarees: the dialect of the l\fandans differs widely from both; but their long 
residence together has insensibly blended their manners, and occasioned some 
approximation in language, particularly as to objects of daily occunence and 
obvious to the senses. 

November 22. The morning was fine, and the day warm. \Ve purchased 
from the Mandans a quantity of corn of a mixed colour, which they dng up in 
ears from holes made near the front of their lollges, in which it is bmied during 
the winter. This mOl'lling the sentinel informed us that an Inllian was about to 
kill his wife near the fort; we went down to the house of our interpreter where 
we found the parties, and after forbidding any violence, inquired into the cause 
of his intending to commit such an atrocity. It appeared that some days ago a 
quarrel had taken place between him and his wife, in consequence of which she 
had taken refuge in the house where the two squaws of our interpreter lived: 
by running away she forfeited her life, which might have been lawfully taken 
by the husband. About two days ago she had returned to the village, but the 
same evening came back to the fort much beaten and stabbed in three places 
and the husband now came for the put'pose of completing his revenge. He ob
-ierved that he had lent her to onc of ollr sergeants for a night, and that if he 

o 
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wanted her he would give her to him altogether: we gave hi~ a few presents 
and tried to persuade him to take his wife home; the gmnd chIef, too hap~ened 
to arrive at the same moment, and reproached him with his vIOlence, till at 
length they went off together, but by no means in a state of m~ch appar~nt love, 

November 23. Again we had a fair and wnrm day, \vlth t~le wm~ from 
the south.east: the riYer is now at a stand, having risen fOUl' Inches III the 

whole. 
November 2,~, The wind continued from the same quartet' and the weather 

was warm: we were occupied in finishing our huts and making a large rope of 

elk-skin to dt'aw our boat on the bank, 
Sunday, November 25. The weather is still fine, warm and pleasant, and 

the river falls one inch and a half, Captain Lewis went on an excursion to the 
villages accompanied by eight men, A Minnetaree chief, the first who has 
visited us, came down to the fort: Ilis name was 'Yaukerassa, but as both the 
interpreters had gone with Captain Lewis we were obliged to confine our civi
lities to some presents, with which he was much pleased: we now completed our 
huts, and fortunately too, fot, the next day. 

Monday, November 26, before daylight the wind shifted to the north-west, 
and blew vel'y hard, with cloudy weather and a keen cold ail', which confined 
us much and prevented us f!'Om working: the night continued very cold, and, 

Tuesday, 27, the weather cloudy, the wind continuing from the north-west 
and the river crowded with floating ice. Captain Lewis returned with two 
chiefs Mahnotah, an Ahnahaway, and Minnessurraree a i\iinnetaree, and a third 
warrior: they explained to us that the reason of their not having come to see 
IlS, was that the Mandans had told them that we meant to comhine with the 
Sioux and cut them off in the course of the winter: a suspicion increased by 
the strength of the fort, and the circumstance of Ollr interpt'eters having- both 
removed there with their families: these reports' we did not fail to disprove to 
their entire satisfaction, and amused them by every attention. particularly by 
the dancing of the men, which diverted them highly. All the Indians whom 
Captain Lewis had visited were very well disposed, and receiyed him with 
great kindness, except a principal chief of one of the upper "illages, named 
Mahpnhpapat'apassatoo or Horned \Veasel, who made use of the civilized in
decorum of refusing to be seen, and when Captain Lewis caned, he was told the 
chief was not at home. In the course of the day seven of the North-west com
pan!'s b'aders arrived ~rom the Assiniboin river, and one of their interpreters 
lIa.vmg undertaken to CIrculate among the Indians unfavourable reports, it be-
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came necessary to warn them of the consequences, if they did not desist from 
such proceedings, The river fell two inches to-day and the wcathel' became 
very cold. 

Wednesday, 28, About eight o'clock last evening it began to snow and 
continued till daybreak, after which it ceased till seven o'clock, but then rc
tiumed and continued during the day, the weather hein<i' cold and the river fuii 
of floating ice: about eight o'clock Poscopsahe came down to vi~it us, ,vitli 
some wal'l'iors ; we gave them presents and entertained them with all that might 
amuse their curiosity, and at parting' we told them that we had heard of the 
British trader, MI'. Laroche, haying attempted to distribute medals and flags 
among them; but that those emblems could not be received from any other than 
the American nation, without incurring' the displeasure of theil' great fathel', the 
president, rrhey left us much pleased "itlt theil' treatment. The river feU one 
inch to-day, 

Thursday, 29, The wind is again from the nol'th-west, the weathel' cold, 
and the snow which fell yesterday and last night is thirteen inches in depth. 
The river closed during the night at the village above, and fell two feet; but 
this afternoon it began to rise a little, Mr, Laroche, the principal of the seven 
traders, carne with one of his men to see us; we told him that we should not 
permit him to give medals and flag's to the Indians; he declared that he had no 
!luch intention, and we then suffered him to make use of one of our interpreters, 
on his stipulating not to touch any subject but that of his traffic with them, An 
nnfOl'tunate accident occurred to Sergeant Pryor, who in taking down the boat's 
mast dislocated his shoulder, nor was it till after four trials that we replaced it. 

Frida y, 30, A bout eight o'clock an Indian came to the opposite bank of the 
river, calling out that he had something important to communicate, and on 
sending" for him, he told us that five Mandans had been met about eight leagues 
to the south-west by a party of Sioux, who had killed one of them, wOllnded 
two, and taken nine horses; that four of the 'Vattasoons were missing, and that 
the Mandalls expected an attack, 'Ve thoug'ht this an excellent opportunity to 
discountenance. the injl1l'ious reports against us, and to fix the wavering confi
dence of the nation, Captain Clarke thcrefOl"e instantly crossed the river with 
twenty-tlll'(~e men strongly armed, and circling' the town, approached it from be
hind, His unexpected appeal"aUCe surprised and alarmed the chiefs, who came 
out to meet him, and conducted him to the village. He then told them that. 
having heard of the outrage just committed, he had come to assist his dutiful 
child'en; that if they would assemble their warriors and those of the nation, he 
w()uld lead them against the Sioux and avenge the hlood of their countrymen. 

Q2 
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After some minutes conversation, Oheenaw the Chayenne arose; "We n~w 
. " 0d h "tllat what ~oou have told us is true, since as S001l as our enemIes 
see,!>a1 e, J • h 
I t t tt ck us you come to l)rotect us and are ready to chastIse those w 0 

t Irca en 0 a a 0 

have spilt our blood, \\T e did indeed listen to your good talk, fOl' when you 
told lIS that the other nations were inclined to peace with us, we went out care
lessly in small parties, and some have heen killed by theo Sioux and Rical'oas, 
But I knew that the Ricaras were liars, and I told theil' clllef who accompamed 
you, that his whole nation were liars and bad men; that we had several times 
made a peace with them which they were the first to break; that whenever we 
l)leased we migoht shoot them like buffaloe, but that we had no wish to kill 
them' that we "ould not suffer them to kill us, nor steal our· horses; and that , 
althOlwh we aO'rce to make peace with them, because our two fathers desired 

'" '" it, yet we did not helieve that they would be faithful long, Snch, father, was 
my lang'llagoe to them in your presence, and you see that instead of listening to 
yoU\" good counsels they have spilt OUl' blood, A few days ago two Ricaras 
came here and told us that two of their villages were making moccasins, that 
the Sioux were stirring them up agoainst us, and that we ought to take care of 
our horses; yet these very Ricaras we sent home as soon as the news reached 
us to-day, lest our people should kill them in the first mOlUent of grief for their 
murdered relatives, Four of the Wattasoons whom we expected hack in six
teen days have been absent twenty-foul', and we fear have fallen, But, father, the 
snow is now deep, the weather cold, and our horses cannot tl'Uvel throuO'h the I:> 

plains: the murderers have gone oft': if you will conduct us in the spring, when 
the snow has disappeared, we will assemble all the sUlTounding' warriors and 

follow you," 
Captain Clarke replied that we wel'e always willing and able to defend 

them; that he was sorry that the snow prevented their marching to meet the 
~ioux, since he wished to show them that the warriors of their O'reat father 
would chastise the enemies of his obedient children who opened thei~ ears to hi~ 
advice; that jf some Ricaras had joined the Sioux, they should rememher that 
there were bad men in ~very nation, and that they should not be offended at 
the Rical'as ~in they saw wheother these ill-disposed men were countenanced by 
the whole tl'lbe; that the SIOUX possessed great influence ove1' the Rical'Us 
whom they supplied ~vith military stores, and sometimes led them astray, be~ 
c.ause,they were afraId to oppose them: but that this should be the less offen
slve

o 
s~nc~ the Mandans themselves were under the same apprehensions from the 

A~slmbol11s and Knistenaux, and that while they were thus dependant, both the 
Rlcaras and ~Iandans ought to keep on terms with their powerful neig-hbours, 

2 
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whom they may afterwards set at defiance, when we shall sppply them with 
arms, and take them under our protection. 

Aftel' two hours conversation Captain Clarke left the village. rrhe chief 
repeatedly thanked him fOl' the fatherly protection he had given them, obsel'ving 
that the whole village had been weeping all night and day for the brave young 
man who had been slain, but now they would wipe their eyes and weep no 
more as they saw that their father would pmtect them. He then crossed the 
river on the ice and returneu on the north side to the fort. The day as well as 
the evening was cold, and the rivel' rose to its former height. 

Saturuay, December l. 'l'he wind was from the north-west, and the whole 
party engageu in picketing the fort. About ten o'clock the half-bl'Other of the 
man who had been killed, came to inform us that six Sharhas or Chayenne 
Indians had arrived, bring'ing a pipe of peace, and that their natiun "as three 
dftys march behind them. Three Pawnees had accompanied the Sharhas, and 
the Mandalls being' afraid of the Sharhas on account of their being at peace 
with the Sioux, wished to put both them and the tlu'ee Pawnees to death; but 
the chiefs had forbidden it, as it would be contrary to our wishes. 'Ve gave 
him a present of tobacco, and although from his connexion with the sufferer, he 
was more embittered against the Pawnees than any other :Mandan, yet he 
seemed perfectly satisfied with our pacific COllncils and advice. The Mandans, 
we observe, call all the Ricaras by the name of Pawnees; the name of Ricaras 
being that by which the nation distinguishes itself. 

In the evening we were visited by a Mr. Henderson, who came from the 
Hudson Bay Company to trade with the l\Iinnetarees. He had been about 
eight days on his mute in a direction nearly south, and brought with him 
tobacco, beads, and other mel'chandize to trade for furs, and a few guns, which 
are to be exchanged for horses. 

Sunday, December 2. The latter part of the evening was warm, and a 
thaw continued till the morning, when the wind shifted to the north. At eleven 
0' clock the chiefs of the lower village brought down four of the Sharhas. We 
explained to them our intentions, and ad \'ised them to remain at peace with 
each other: we also gave them a flag, some tobacco, and a speech for their na
tion, These were accompanied by a letter to Messrs. Tabeau and Gravelines 
at the Ricara village, requesting them to preserve peace if p~ssible, and to de
clare the part which we should be forced to take if the Ricams and Sioux made 
war on those whom we had adopted. After distributing a few presents to the 
Sharhas and Mandans, and showing them our curiosities we dismissed them, 
apparently well pleased at their reception. 
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Mondav, December 3. The mornmg' was fine, but in the afternoon the 
weather b;came cold with the wind from the north-west. The father of the 
Mandan who was killed brought us a present of dried pumpkins and some 
pemitigoll, for which we gave him some small articles. Our offer of assistance 
to avello-e the death of his son seemed to have produced a grateful respect from 

t> 

him, as well as fl'om the brother of the deceased, which pleased us much. 
'ruesday, 4th. The wind continues from the north·west, the weather cloudy 

and raw, and the river I'ose one inch. Oscapsahe and two young' chiefs pass the 
day with llS. The whole religion of the Mandans consists in the belief of one 

gl'eat spirit presiding' over their destinies. This being must be ill the nature of 
a good g'enius, since it is associated with the healing art, and the gl'eat spirit is 
synonymous with great medicine, a name also applied to eyery thing which they 
do not nnderstand. Each individual selects for himself the particular object of 
his devotion, which is termed his medicine, and is either some invisible being 
or more commonly some animal, which thenceforward becomes his protector 01' 

his intercessor with the great spirit; to propitiate whom every attention is 
lavished, and every personal consideration is sacI·ificed. "I was lately owner of 
seventeen horses," said a Mandan to us one day, "but I have offered them all up 
to my medicine and am now poor." He had in reality taken all his wealth, his 
horses, into the plain, and turning them loose, committed them to the care of his 
medicine, and abaBdoned them for ever. The hor8(,:8, less religious, took care of 
themselves, and the pious votary travelled home on foot. Their belief in a 
futme state is connected with this tradition of their orig'in: the whole nation 
resided in one large village under ground, near a subterl'alleous lake; a grape
vine extended its roots down to their habitation and gave them a view of the 
light: some of the most adventurous climbed up the vine and WCl'e delio-hted 

to 

with the sight of the earth, which they found covered with buffaloe and rich with 
every kind of fruits: re~urning with the gl'apes they had gathered, their country
men were so pleased With the taste of them that the whole nation resolved to 
leave their dull residence for the chal'ms of the upper regioll: men, women, and 
children ascended by means of the vine; but when about half the nation had 
r~ached the ~urf~ce of the ~arth, a corpulent woman who was clambering up the 
Ville, broke It With her weIght, and closed upon hel'self and the rest of the nation 
the lig'ht of the sun, Those who were left on earth made a village below where 
we sa:w. the nine villages; and when the lVIandans die they expect to return to 
the ol'lgmal,seats of th~il' forefathers; the good reaching' the ancient village by 
means of the lake, whICh the bl1l'dens of the sins of the wicked will not enal)le 
'Iwm to Cl'O'>S. 
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Wednesday, 5. The morning was cold and disagreeable, the wind from 
the south-east, accompanied with snow: in the evening' there was snow again 
and the wind shifted to the north-east: we were visited by several Indians with 
a present of pumpkins, and by two of the traders of the North-west company. 

'fhursday,6. 'fhe wind was violent from the north north-west with some 
snow, the air keen and cold. At eight o'clock A. M. the thermometer stood at 
ten degrees above 0, and the river rose an inch and a half in the course of the day. 

Friday, December i. The wind still continued from the north-west and the 
.lay is vel'Y cold: 8hahaka, the chief of the lower village, came to apprize us that 
the buffaloe were near, and that his people were waiting for us to join them in 
the chase: captain Clarke with fifteen men went out and found the Indians 
engaged in killing the buffaloe, the hunters mounted on horseback and armed 
with bows and arrows encircle the hen], and gradually drive them into a plain or. 
an open place fit for the movement~ of horse; they then ride in among- them, 
and singling out a buffaloe, a female being prefcfl"ed, go as close as possible and 
wound her with arrows till they think they have given the mortal stroke; when 
they pursue another till the qui"er is exhausted: if, which rarely happens, the 
wounded buffaloe attacks the hunter, he evades his blow hy the agility of his 
horse, which is trained for the combat with great dexterity, \Vhen they have 
kiHed the requisite number they collect theil' game, and the squaws and attend
ants come np from the rear and skin and dress the animals, Captain Clarke 
killed ten buffaloe, of which only five were bl"Onght to the [Ott, the rest which 
could not be conveyed home being seized by the Indians, amollg whom the ens. 
tom is that whenever a buffaloe is found dead without an arrow, 01' any particular 
mark, he is the property ofthe finder; so that often a hunter secures scarcely any 
of the game he kills, if the arrow happens to fall off: whatever is left ont at night 
falls to the share of the wolves, who aloe the constant and numel'OIlS attendants 
of the buffaloe, The river closed opposite the fort last night, an ineh and a half 
in thickness. In the morning the thermometer stood at one degTec below O. 

'I'hree men were badly frost-bitten in consequence of their exposure. 
Saturday, 8. The thennometer stood at twelve degrees below 0, that is at 

forty-two degrees below the freezing point: the wind was from the north-west. 
Captain Lewis with fifteen men went out to hunt the buffaloe; goreat numbers 
of which dat'kened the prail'ies for a considerable distance: they did not return 
till after dark, having killed eight bufl'aloe and one deer. The hunt was, how~ 
,ver, very fatiguing, as they were obliged to make a circuit at the distance of 
more than seven miles: the cold too, was so excessive that the air was filled with 
icy particles resembling a fog, and the snow generally six or eight inches deep. 
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and sometimes eighteen, in consequence of which two of the party were hurt by 

falls, and several had their feet frostbitten. 
Sunday, 9. The wind was this day from the east, the thermometer at seven 

degrees above 0, and the sun shone clear: two chiefs visited us, one in a slerlge 
drawn by a dog and loaded with meat. 

Monday, 10. Captain Clarke who had gone out yesterday with eighteen 
men to bring in the meat we had killed the day before, and to continue the hunt, 
came in at twelve o'clock. After killing nine buffaloe aud preparing that 
already dead, he had spent a cold disagreeable night on the snow, with no cov~r
ing but a small blanket, sheltered by the hides of the buft'aloe they had killed. 
We observe large herds of bufi'aloe crossing the river on the ice, the men who 
wel'e frostbitten- are recovering, but the weather is still exceedingly cold, the 
wiud being f!'Om the north, and the thermometer at ten and eleven degrees Lelow 
0: the rise of the river is one inch and a half. 

Tuesday, 11. The weather became so intensely cold that we sent fOl' all the 
IlUuters who had remained out with captain Clarke's party, and they returned in 
the evening several of them frostbitten. The wind was from the north and the 
thermometer at sunrise stood at twenty-one below 0, the ice in the atmosphere 
being so thick as to render the weather hazy and give the appearance of two suns 
reflecting each other. The riYer continues at a stand. Pocapsahe made us a 
visit to-day. 

Wednesday, December 12. The wind is still from the north, the ther
mometer being' at mnrise thirty-eight degrees bdow 0. One of the Ahnahaways 
brought us down the half of an antelope killed near the fort; we had been in
formed that all these auimals return to the Black mountains, but there are great 
numbers of them about us at this season which we might easily kill, but are 
unwilling to venture out before our constitutions are hardened gradually to the 
climate. We measured the river on the ice, and find it five hundred yards wide 
immediately opposite the fort. 

Thursday, 13. Last night was clear and a wry heavy frost covered the old 
snow, the thermometer at sunrise being twenty degrees below 0, and followed 
by a fine day. The river falls. 

Fl'iday, 14. 'fhe morning was fine, and the weather ha\'ing moderated so far 
that the mercury stood at 0, captain Lewis went down with a party to hunt; 
they proceeded about eighteen miles, but the buffaloe having left the banks of the 
river they saw only two, which were so POOl' as not to be worth killing, and shot 
two deer. Notwithstanding the snow we were visited by a hrge number of 
the Manclans. 
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Saturday, 15. Captain Lewis finding' no game returned to the fort hunting 
~:m both sides of the river, but with no success. The wind being from the north. 
the mercury at sunrise tight below 0, and the snow of last night an inch and a 
half in depth. 'fhe Indian chiefs continue to visit us to~uay with presents of meat 

Sunday, 16. The morning is clear and cold, the mercury at sunrise 22· 
below O. A Mr. Halley with two other persons from the British establishment 
on the Assiniboin, arrived in six days with a letter from Mr. Char'les Chabollilles, 
one of the company, who with much politeness offered to reuder us any service 
iu his power. 

:iUonday, 17. The weather to-da.y was colder than any we had yet experi. 
enced, the thermometer at sunrise being 45° below 0, and abont eight o'clock it 
fell to 74° below freezing point. From Mr. Haney, who is a very sensible intelli
gent man, we obtained much geographical information with regard to the country 
between the Missouri and Mississippi, and the various tribes of Sioux who inhabit it. 

Tuesday, 18. The thermometer at sunrise was 32° below O. The Indian!! 
had invited us yesterday to join their chace to-day, but the seven own whom we 
sent returned in consequence of the cold, which was so severe last night that 
we were obliged to have the sentinel relieved every half hour. The north-west 
traders however left us on their return home. 

Wednesday, 19. The weather moderated, and the river rose a little, so that 
we were enabled to continue the picketing of the fort. Notwithstanding the 
extreme cold, we observe the Indians at the village engaged out in the open air 
at a game which resembled billiards more than any thing we had seen, and which 
we are inclined to suspect may have been acquired by ancient intercourse with the' 
French of Canada. From the first to the second chief's lodge, a distance of 
about fifty yards, was covered with timber, imoothed and joined so as to be as 
level as the floor of one of our houses, with a battery at the end to stop the rings: 
these rings were of clay-stone and flat like the chequers for drafts, and the sticks 
were about four feet long, with two short pieces at one end in the form of a mace, 
so fixed that the whole will slide along the board. Two men fix themselves at 
one end, each provided with a stick, and one of them with a. ring; they then run 
along the board, and about half way slide the sticks after the r·ing. 

Thursday, 20. The wind was from the N. 'V. the weather moderate, the 
thermometer 24° above 0 at sunrise. We availed ourselves of this change to 
picket the fort near the river. 

Friday,21. The daywa~ fine and warm, the windN. W. hy'V. The Indian 
who .had been prevented a few days ago from killing his wife, came with both 
hill wive» to the fort, and was very desiroll~ of reconciiing 0111' interpreter, a ,iea

p 
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lousy against whom, on account of his wife's taking refuge ,in hi,s house, had 
been the cause of his animosity. A woman brought hel' child with an abscess 
in the lower part of the back, and offered as much corn as she could carry for 
some medicine; we administered to it of COUl'se very cheerfully. 

SatUl'day, 22d. A number of squaws and men dressed like squaws brought 
corn to trade for small articles with the men. Among other things we procm'ed 
two horns of the animal called by the French the Rock mountain sheep, and 
known to the Mandans by the name of ahsahta.. 'fhe animal itself is about the 
size of a small elk or large deer: the horns winding like those of a ram, which 
they resemble also in texture, though larger and thicker, 

·Sunday,23d. The weather was fine and warm like that of yesterday: we were 
again visited by crowds of Indians of all descriptions, who came either to trade 
01' from mere curiosity, Among the rest Kogahami, the Little Raven, brought 
his wife and son loaded with corn, and she then entertained us with a favourite 
Mandan dish, a mixtUl'e of pumpkins, beans, corn, and chokecherries with the 
stones, all boiled together in a kettle, and forming a composition by flO means 
unpalatable. 

Monday, 24th, The day continued warm and 'pleasant, and the number of 
visitors became troublesome. As a present to three of the chiefs, we divided a 
fillet of sheepskin which we brought fOl' spunging, into three pieces, each of two 
inches in width; they were delighted at the gift, which they deemed of equal 
value with a fine horse, \Ve this day completed our fort, and the next morning 
being Christmas, 

Tuesday, 25th, we were awakened before day by a discharge of three platoons 
from the party. We had told the Indians not to visit us, as it was one of our 
great medicine days; so that the men remained at home and amused themselves 
in various ways, particularly with dancing, in which they take great pleasure. 
'rhe American flag was hoisted for the first time in the fort; the best provisions 
we had were brought out, and this, with a little brandy, enabled them to pass the 
day in great festivity. 

Wednesday, 26th. The weather is again temperate, but no Indians have 
come to see ~s, One?f the nort~-west traders who canle down to request the 
aid of our Mmnetaree mterpreter, mforms us that a party of Minnetarees who 
had gone in pursuit of the Assiniboins who had lately stole their horses had' t 

d A' h' ., JUS 
ret~rne, S IS t ell' custom, they come back in small detachments, the last of 
whl~~ b~ought home eight horses which they had captured or stolen from an 
AsslmbolD camp, on Mouse river, 

Thursday, 27th. A little fine snow fell this morning and the air- was coldilP 
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than yesterday, with a high north-west wind. We were fortunate enough to 
have among our men a good blacksmith, whom we set to work to make a variety 
of articles: his operations seemed to surprise the Indians who came to liee us, but 
nothing could equal their astonishment at the bellows, which they considered as 
a very g ... eat medicine. Having heretofore promised a more particular account 
of the Sioux, the following' may serve as a general outline of their history: 

Almost the whole of that vast tract of country comprised between the 
Mississippi, the Red river of Lake Winnepeg, the Saskaskawan, and the 
MisSOlll'i, is loosely occupied by a great nation whose primitive name is Darcota, 
but who are called Sioux by the French, Sues by the English. 'fheir original seats 
were on the Mississippi, but they have gradually spread themselves abroad and 
become subdivided into numerous tribes. Of these, what may be considered as 
the Darcotas, are the Mindawarcarton, 01' Minowakanton, known to the French 
by the name of the Gens du Lac, 01' People of the Lake. Their residencQ is on 
both sides of the Mississippi, near the falls of St. Anthony, and the probable num
ber of their warriors about three hundred. Above them, on the river St. Peter's, 
is the 'Vahpatone, a smaller band of nearly two hundred men; and still further 
up the same river below YeHow-wood river are the Wahpatootas, 01' Gens de 
FeuilIes, an inferior band of not more than one hundred men; while the sources 
of the St. Peter's are occupied by the Sisatoones, a band consisting of about two 
hundred warriors. 

These bands rm'ely if ever approach the Missouri, which is occupied by theil' 
kinsmen the Yanktons and the Tetons. rl~he Yauktons are of two tribes, those 
of the plains, or rather of the north, a wandering race of about five hundred men, 
who roam over the plain!> at the heads of the Jaques, the Sioux, and the Red 
river; and those of the south who possess the country between the Jaques and 
Sioux rivers, and the Desmoines, But the bands of Sioux most known on 
the Missouri al'e the Tetons. The first who are met on ascending the Missouri, 
is the tribe called by the French, the 'fetons of the Bois Brule, 01' BUl'l1twood, 
who reside on both sides of the Missouri, about White and Teton rivers, and 
number two hundred warriors. Above them on the Missouri are the 'l'cton 
Okandandas, a band of one hundred and fifty men, living below the Chayenne 
river, between which and the Wetarhoo river is a third band, called. Teton 
Minnakenozzo, of nearly two hundred and fifty men; and below the Warl'econne is 
the fourth and last tribe of Tetons of about three hundred men, and called Teton 
Saone. Northward of these, between the Assiniboin and the Missouri, are two 
bands of Assiniboins, one on Mouse river of about two hunch'ed mell, and called 
Assiniboin Menatopa; the other, residing on both sides of White river, called hr 

p2 
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the French Gens de Feuilles, and amounting to two hundred and fifty men. 
Beyond these a band of Assiniboins of four hundred and fifty men, and called 
the Big Devils, wander on the heads of Milk, Porcupine, and Martha's rivers; 
while still farther to the north are seen two bauds of the same nation, one of five 
hundred and the other of two hundred, roving on the Saskaskawan. Those 
Assiniboins are recognised by a similarity of language, and by tradition as 
descendants or seceders from the Sioux; though often at war are still acknow
ledged as relations. The Sioux themselves, though scattered, meet annually on.. 
the Jaques, those on the Missouri trading with those on the Miisiisippi. 
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CHAP. VI. 

TH'E PARTY INCREASE IN THE FAVOUR OF THE MANDANS-DESCRIPTION OF A BUFFALOE 

DANCE-MEDICINE DANCE-THE FORTITUDE WITH WHICH THE INDIANS BEAR THE: 

SEVERITY OF THE SEASON-·DISTRESS OF THE PARTY FOR WANT OF PROVISIONS--THE 

GREAT IMPORTANCE OF THE BLACKSMITH IN PROCURING SOMa-DEPREDATIONS OF THE 

SIOUX-THE HOMAGE PAID TO THE MEDICINE STONE--SUMMARY ACT OF JUSTICE 

AMONG THE MINNETAREES-THE PROCESS BY WHICH THE MANDANS AND RICARAS 

MAKE BEADS-CHARACTER OF THE MISSOURI. OF THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY. AND 

OF THE RIVERS. CREEKS. ISLANDS. &C. 

FRIDAY, 28th. THE wind continued high last night, the frost severe, and the 
snow drifting in great quantities through the plains. 

Saturday, 29th. There was a frost fell last night nearly one quarter of an 
inch in depth, which continued to fall till the sun had gained some height: the 
mercury at snnrise stood at 9° below 0: there were a number of Indians at the 
fort in the conrse of the day. 

Sunday, 30th. The weather was cold, and the thermometer 20° below O. 
We killed one deer, and yesterday one of the men shot a wolf. The Indians 
brought corn, beans, and squashes, which they very readily g'ave foJ' getting their 
axes and kettles mended. In their general conduct during these visits they are 
honest, but will occasionally pilfer any small alticle. 

Monday,31. Dming the night there was a high wind which covered the 
ice with hillocks of mixed sand and snow: the day Was however fine, and the 
Indians came in great- numbers for the purpose of having' their utensils repaired. 

Tuesday, January I, 1805. The new year was welcomed by two shot from 
the swivel, and a round of small arms. The weather was cloudy but moderate; 
the mercury which at sunrise was at IS·, in the course of the day rose to 34° above-
0: towards evening it began to rain, and at night we had snow, the temperature 
for which is about O. In the morning we permitted sixteen,. men with their 
music to go up to the first village, where they delighted the whole tr~be with. 

2. 
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their dances, particularly with the movements of one of th~ Frenchmen who' 
danced on his head. In return they pl'esented the dancers wIth sevel'al buffaloe 
robes and quantities of corn. We were desirous of shewing this attention. to 
the villao'e, because they had received an impression that we had been wantmg 
in regard for them, and because they had in consequence circulated invidious 
comparisons between us and the northern traders: all these however they de
clared to Captain Clarke, who visited them in the course of the morning, were 
made in jest. As Captain Clarke was about leaving' the village, two of their 
chiefs returned from a mission to the Grosventres or wandering Minnetarees. 
These people were encamped about ten miles above, and while there one of the 
Ahnahaways had stolen a Minnetaree girl: the whole nation immediately 
espoused the quarrel, and one hundred and fifty of their warriors were marching 
down to revenge the insult on the Ahnahaways. The chief of that nation took 
the girl from the ravisher, and giving her to the Mandans requested their inter
cession. The messengers went out to meet the warriors, and delivered the 
yonng damsel into the hands of her countrymen, smoked the pipe of peace with 
them, and were fortunate enough to avert their indignation and induce them to 
return. In the evening £ome of the men came to the fort and the rest slept in 
the village. Pocapsahe also visited us and brought some meat on his wife's 
back. 

Wednesday, January 2. It snowed last night, and during this day the same 
~cene of gaiety was renewed at the second village, and all the men returned in 
the evening. 

Thursday, 3. Last night it became very cold, and this morning we had 
some snow: 0111' hunters were sent out fOl' buffaloe, but the g'ame had been 
frightened from the river by the Indians, so that they obtained only one: they 
however killed a hare and a wolf. Among the Indians who visited us was a 
Minnetaree who came to seek his wife: she had been much abused and came 
here for protection, but returned with him, as we had no authority to separate 
those whom even the Mandan rites had united. -

]"riday,4. The moming was cloudy and warm, the mercury bf:ing 28c 

above 0: but towards evening the wind changed to north-west, and the weather 
became cold. We sent some hunters down the river, but they killed only one 
buffaloe and a wolf. We received the visit of Kagohami who is very friendly 
and to whom we gave a handkerchief and two files. ' 

Sat~rday, .5 .. We had hig-h and boisterous winds last nig'ht and this morning : 
the Indmns contmue to purchase repairs with grain of different kinds. In the 
first village there has been a buffaloe dance for the last three nights, which. ha~ 
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put them all into commotion, and the description which we received fl'om those 
of the party who visited the village and from other sources, is not a little ludi
crous. The buff aloe dance is an institution orig-inally intended for the benefit of 
the old men, and practised at their suggestion. When buffaloe becomes scarce 
they send a man to harangue the village, declaring that the game is far off and 
that a feast is necessary to bring it back, and if the village be disposed a day 
and place is named for the celebration of it. At the appointed hOUl' the old 
IDen arrive, and seat themselves crosslegged on skins round a fire in the middle 
of the lodge with a sort of doll or small image, dressed like a female, placed be
fore them. The young men bl'ing- with them a platter of provisions, a pipe of 
tobacco, and their wives, whose dl'ess on the occasion is only a robe or mantle 
loosely thrown round the body. On their arrival each youth selects the old man 
whom he means to distinguish by his, favour, and spreads before him the Pl'O
visions, after which he presents the pipe and smokes with him. Mox sene x vir 
simulacrum parvre puellre ostensit. Tunc eg-rediens cretu, jecit effigium solo et 
superincumbens, sen iii anlore veneris complexit. Hoc est signum. Denique 
uxor e turba recessit, et jactu corporis, fovet amplexus viri solo rccubante. Ma
ritns appropinquans senex vir dejecto vultu, et honorem et dignitatem ejus 
consel'vare amplexu uxoris ilium oravit. Forsitan imprimis ille refellit; dehinc, 
maritus multis precibus, multis lachrymis, et multis donis vehementer intercessit. 
Tunc senex amator percu!sus miserecordia, tot precibus, tot lachrymis, et tot 
donis, conjugali amplexu submisit. Multum ille jactatus est, sed debilis et 
eff'retns senectute, frnstra jactatus est. Maritus interdnm stans juxta gaudit 
mu!tum honore, et ejus dignitati sic conservata. Uuns nostrum so(hllium mul
tum ahlcrior et potentior juventute, hac nocte honorem qnatuor maritornm 
custodivit. 

Sunday, 6. A clear cold morning with high wind: we caught in a trap a 
large gray wolf, and last night obtained in the same way a fox who had for 
some time infested the neighbourhood of the fort. Only a few Indians visited 
us to-day. 

Monday, 7. The weather was again cleat' and cold with a high north-west 
wind, and the thermometet' at sunrise 22° below 0: the river fell an inch. 
Shahaka the Big White chief dined with us, and gave a connected sketch of 
the country as far as the mountains. 

Tuesday, 8. The wind was still from the north-west, the day cold, and we 
received few Indians at the fort. Besides the buffaloe dance we have just 
described, there is another called medicine dance, an entertainment given by 
any person desirous of doing honour to his medicine or genius. He announces~ 
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that on such a day he will sacrifice his horses, or other property? and i~~ites the 
~'oung' females of the village to ailsist i~ rende~iH~ homage t9 ~IS medICine; ~ll 
the inhabitants may join in the solemlllty, wInch IS performed In the open plam 
and by daylight, but the dance is reserved fOI' the virgins or at least the un
married females, who disdain the encumbrance ot· the ornament of dress. The 
feast is opened by devoting' the goods of the master of the feast to hism edicine, 
which is represented by a head of the animal itself, or by a medicine bag if the 
deity be ~n invisible being'. The young womell then begin the dance, in the 
intervals of which each will prostrate herself before the assembly to challenge 
Ql' reward the boldness of the youth, who are often tempted by feeling or the 
hopes of distinction to achieve the adventure. 

Wednesday, 9. 'fhe weather is cold, the thermometer at sunrise 21° below 
o. Kagobami breakfasted with us, and Gaptain Clarke wito three or four men 
accompanied him and a party ,of Indians to hunt, in which they were so fortil
nate as to kill a number of buffaloe: but they were incommoded by snow, by 
high and squally winds, and by extreme cold: several of the Indians came to 
the fort nearly frozen, others are missing, aud we are uneasy, fOI' one of our 
men, who was separated from the rest during the chase, has not returned: In the 
morning, 

Thursday, 10, however, he came hack just as we were sending out five men 
in search of him. The night had been excessively cold, and this morning at 
Sunrise the mercury stood at 40° below 0, or 72 below the freezing point. He 
had, however, made a fire and kept himself tolerably warm. A young Indi~n, 
about thirteen years of age, also came in soon after. His father who came last 
night to inquire after him very anxiously, had sent him in the I1.fternoon to the 
fort: he was overtaken by the night', and was obliged to sleep on the snow with 
no covering except a pair of antelope skin moccasins and leggings and a 
buffaloe rob~ :h,is feet being frozen we put them into cold water, and gave him 
evel'y attention 1ll OUl' power. About the same time an Indian who had also 
been missing returned to the fort, and although his dress was very thin, and he 
had slept on the snow without a fire, he had not suffered the slightest incon
venience. \" e have indeed observed that these Indians support the rigours of 
~he season,in a way which w~ had hitherto .thought impossible. A more pleas
mg reflectIOn occUl'red at seemg the warm It1terest which the situation of these 
two persOl~s had excited.in the village, the boy had been a prisoner and adopted 
from chat'lty, }Lt the dIstress of the fathel' pl'oved that he felt for him the ten
derest affection ,: the ma~ was a person of no distinction, yet the whole viIJage 
wa~ full of an'XICty for hIS safety, and when they came to us, borrowed a sleigh 
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to bring them home with ease, if they survived, or to carry their bodies if they 
had perished. 

Friday,l1. We despatched three hunters to join the same number whom 
we had sent below about seven miles to hunt elk. Like that of yesterday the 
weathet· to-day was cold and clear, the thermometer standing at 38° below O. 
Poscopsahe and Shotahawrora visited us, and passed the night at the fort. 

Saturday, 12. The weather continues very cold, the mercury at sunrise 
being 20° below O. Three of the hunters returned, having killed tlm~e elk. 

Sunday, 13. \Ve have a continuation of clear weather, and the coM has 
increased, the mercury having sunk to 34" below o. Neady one-half of the 
Mandan nation passed down the rivet· to hunt for several days; in these excur
sions men, women and children, with their dogs, all leave the village togethel', 
and after discovering a spot converiient for the game, fix their tents; all the 
family bear their part in the labour, and the g'ame is equally divided among the 
families of the b'ibe. When a single hunter returns from the chace with more 
than is necessary for his own immediate consumption, the neighbours are entitled 
by custom to a share of it: they do not however ask for it, but send a squaw, 
who, without saying any thing, sits down by the door of the lodge till the master 
understands the hint, and gives her gratuitously a part for her family. Chaboneau, 
who with one man had gone to some lodges of ;\lillnetarees near the Turtle 
mountain, returned with their faces much frostbitten. They had been about. 
ninety miles distant, and procured from the inhabitants some meat and grease, 
with which they loaded the' horses. He informs us that the agent of the Hudson 
Bay Company at that place, had been endeavouring to make unfavourable im
pressions with regard to us on the mind of the great chief, and that the N. W. 
Company intend building a fort there. 'fhe great chief had in consequence 
spoken slightly of the Americans, but said that jf we would give him our great 
flag he would come and see us. 

Monday, 14. The Mandans continue to pass down the river on their hunt
ing' party, and were joined by six of our men. One of those sent on Thursday 
returned, with information that one of his companions had his feet so badly 
frostbitten that he could not walk home. In their excursion they had killed a 
buffaloe, a wolf, two porcupines and a white hare. The weather was more 
moderate to-day, the mercury being at 160 below 0, and the wind from the 
S. E. we'had however some snow, after which it remained cloudy. 

Tuesday, 15. The morning is much warmer than yesterday, and the snow 
begins to melt, though the wind after being for some time from the S. E. suddenl, 
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B t I and three o'clock A. M. there was a total ,hifted to r;. W. etween we ve . 

1'.. L' th on from which we obtained a part of the observatIOn necessary 
t'C Il)se '" e mo , 
for ascertaining the longitude. . 

We were visited by four of the most distinguished men of the MlOnctarees, 
to whom we showed marked attentions, as we knew that they had been taught 
to entertain strong prejudices ag'ainst us; these we succeeded so well in re-

moving, that when in the morning, . . 
,Yeclnesday, 16, about thirty Mandans, among whom six were chIefs, came to 

see us, the Minnetat'ees reproached them with their falsehoods, declaring' that they 
were bad men and ought to hide themselves. They had told the Minnetarees 
that we would k ill them if they came to the fot,t, yet on the contrary they had 
llpent a nig-ht there and been treated with kindness by the whites, who had 
smoked with them and danced for their amnsement. Kagohami visited us and 
brought us a little corn, and soon aftenvards one of the first wat' chiefs of the 
Minnetarees came accompanied by his squaw, a handsome woman, whom he 
was desirous we should use during the night. He favoured llS with a more ac
ceptable present, a draft of the Missouri in his mannel', and informed us of his 
intention to go to war in the spring against the Snake Indians; we advised him 
to reflect seriously before he committed the peace of his nation to the hazal,ds of 
war; to look back on the numerous nations whom war has destroyed, that if he 
wished his nation to be happy he should cultivate peace and intercourse with all 
his neighbours, by which means th~y would procure more horses, increase in 
numbers, and that if he went to war he would displease his gt'eat father the 
president, and forfeit his protection. \Ve added that we had spoken thus to aU 
the tribes whom we had met, that they had all opened their ears, and that the 
president would compel those who did not voluntarily listen to his advice. Al
though a young man of only twenty-six years of age, this discourse seemed to 
:strike hi~, He obset'ved that if it would be displeasing to us he would not go 
to war, SInce he had horses enough, and that he would advise all the nation to 
remain at. home, until we had seen the Snake Indians, and discovered whether 
their intentions were pacific: The party who went down with the horses for 
the man who was frostbitten returned, and we are glad to find his complaint 
not serious. 

Thursday, 17. The day was very windy from the north; the morning 
cl~ar and cold, the thermometer at sunrise being at 0: we had several Indians 
With us. 

Friday, 18. The weather is fine and moderate. Messrs, Laroche and 
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M'Kenzie, two of the N. W. Company's traders, visited us with some of the 
Minnetarees. In the afternoon two of our huntet·s returned, having killed fom' 
wolves and a blaireau. 

Saturday, 19. Anothet· cloudy day. The two tradfY set out on their reo 
turn, and we sent two men with the horses thit·ty miles below to the hunting 
camp. 

Sunday, 20. The day fair and cold. A number of Indians visit us with 
com to exchange for articles, and to pay for repairs to their household utensils. 

Monday,21. The weather was fine and moderate. The hunters aU re
turned, baving killed during their absence three elk, four deer, two porcupines, 
a fox and a hare. 

Tuesday, 22. The cold having moderated and the day pleasant, we at
tempted to cut the boats out of the ice, but at the distance of eight inches came 
to water, under which the ice became three feet thick, so that we were obliged 
to desist. 

Wednesday, 23. The cold weather returned, the mercury having sunk 2· 

below 0, and the snow fell four inches deep. 
Thursday, 24. The day was colder than any we have had lately, the ther

mometer being at 12° below 0. 'fhe hunters whom we sent out returned un
sl1ccessful, and the rest were occupied in cutting wood to make chat'coal. 

Friday,25. 'fhe thermometer was at 25° below 0, the wind from N. W. 
and the day fair, so that the men were employed in preparing coal, and cutting 
the boats out of the ice, A band of Assiniboins headed by their chiet~ called 
by the French, Son of the Little Calf, have arrived at the villages. 

Saturday, 26. A fine warm day: a number of Indians dine with us: and 
one of out' DIeD is attacked with a violent pleurisy. 

Sunday, 27. Another warm and pleasant day: we again attempted to get 
the boat out of the ice. The man who has the pleurisy was blooded and sweat
ed, and we were forced to take off the toes of the young Indian who was frost
bitten some time since. Our intet'preter returned from the villages, bringing 
with him three of Mr. Laroche's horses which he had sent in order to keep them 
out of the way of the Assiniboins, who are' very much disposed to steal, and who 
have just returned to their camp. 

Monday, 28. The weather to-day is clear and cold: we are obliged to 
abandon the plan of cutting the boat through the ice, 'and therefore made another 
:lttempt the next day, 

Tuesday, 29, by heating a quantity of stones so as to warm the water in the 
boat, and thaw the surrounding ice: but in this too we were disappointed. as all 
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h b ' g put I·nto the fire cracked into pieces:- the weather warm and t e stones on em 
pleasant: the man with the pleurisy is recovering. 

Wednesday, 30. The morning was fail', bllt afterwards beca.~e .cloudy. 
Mr. Laroche the trader from the ~ orth-,Vest Company paid us a VJ~llt, In hopes 

of being able to accompany us on oUl' journey westward, but this proposal we 

thou<:rht it best to decline. 
Thursday,31. It snowed last light, and the morning is cold and disa~l'ee-

able, with a high wind from the north-west: we sent five hunters down the river. 

Another man is taken with the pleurisy. , 
Friday, February 1. A cold windy day: our hunters returned having 

killed only one deer. One of the Minnetaree war chiefs, a young man named 
Maubuksheahokeah or Seeing Snake, came to see us and procure a wal' hatch,et : 
he also requested that we woulrl suffer him to go to war against the Sioux and 
Ricaras who had killcd a. Mandan some time ago: this we refused for reasons 
which we explailled to him. He acknowledged that we were right, and pro
mised to open hiS ears to our counsels. 

Saturday, 2. 'fhe day is fine: another deer was killed. Mr. Laroche, who 
has been "cry anxious to g'o with us, left the fort to-day, and one of the squaws 
of the Minnetaree interpreter is taken ill. 

Sunday, 3. rfhe weather is again pleasant: disappointed in all our efforts 
to get the boats free, we occupied ourselves in making iron spikes so as to prize 
them lip by meaus of long poles. 

Monday, 4. The morning fair and cold, the mercury at sunrise being 18° 
helow 0, and the wind from the north-west. The stock of meat which we had 
procured in SovemLer and December being now nearly exhausted, it became 
necessary to renew our supply; Captain Clarke therefore took eighteen men, 
and ,with two sleighs and three horses descended the river for the purpose of 
huntmg, as the huffaloe has disappeared from our neighbourhood, and the 
Indians are themselves suffering fOt' want of meat. Two deer were killed to-day 
but they were very lean. 

rfuesday, 5. ~ pleasant fail' morning with the wind from north-west: a 
number of the IndIans come with corn for the blacksmith wh b' 

. , 0 elllg now pro-
VIded with coal has become one of our greatest resources t . . Th. or procl1l'mg gram. 
. ,ey seem partIcularly attached to a battle axe, of a very inconvenient figure' 

~::s made w~ol~y of iron, the blade extremely thin, and from seven to niIl~ 
t.b bes long; It IS sharp at the point and five or six inches on each side, whence 

the\~.o:"V~rge tow.ards the eye, which is circular and about an inch in diameter, 
e a e Itself bemg not mOl'e than an inch wide, the handle is straight, and 
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twelve or fifteen inches long; the whole weighing about a pound. By way of orna
ment, the blade is perforated with several circular holes. The length of the blade, 
compared with the shortness of the handle, renders it a weapon of very little strength, 
particularly as it is always used on horseback: there is still, however, another 
form which is even worse, the same sort of handle being fixed to a blade resembling 
an espontoon. 

Wednesday, February 6th. The morning was fair and pleasant, the wind 
N. W. A number of Indian chiefs visited us, and withdrew aft;:r we had smoked 
with them, contrary to their custom, for after being once introduced into our 
apartment, they are fond of lounging about during the remainder of the day. 
One of the men killed three antelopes. Our blacksmith has his time completely. 
occupied, so gl'eat is the demand for utensils of different kinds. The Indians 
are particularly fond of sheet iron, out of which they form points for arrows and 
instruments for scmping hides, and when the blacksmith cut up an old c:lmbouse 
of that metal, we ohtained for every piece of four inches squat'e, seven or eig'ht 
gallons of COl'll from the Indians, who were delighted at the exchange. 

'1'hursd:ly, 7. 'fhe moming was fair and mnch warmer than fOl' some days, 
the thermometer being' at 180 above 0, and the wind from the S. E. A number 
of Indians continue to visit us; but learning that the interpreter's squaws had 
been accustomed to unbar the gate during the night, we ordered a lock put on it, 
and that no Indian should remain in the fort all nig'ht, nOl' any person admitted 
during the hours when the gate is closed, that is from sunset so sunrise. 

Friday, 8. A fair pleasant morning, with S. E. winds. Pocopsahe came 
down to the fort with a bow, and apologized for his not having finished a shield 
which he had promised captain Lewis, and which the weather had prevented 
him from completing, This chief possesses more fil'mness, intellig'ence, and in
tegrity, than any Indian of this country, and he might be rendered highly 
serviceable in our attempts to civilize the nation. He mentioned that the 
Mandans are very much in want of meat, and that he himself had not tasted any 
for several days. To this distress they are often reduced by thtoir own improvi
dence, or by their unhappy situation, Their principal article of food is buffaloe 
meat, their corn, beans, and othet' grain being reserved for summer, or as a last 
resource against what they constantly dread, an attack from the Sioux, who 
drive oft'the game and confine them to their villages. The same fear too pl'e
vents their going out to hunt in small parties to relieve their occasional wants,so 
that the bufi'aloe is generally obtained in large quantities, and wasted by care
lessness. 
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Saturday, 9. The morning was fair and pleasant, the wind from the S. E. 
~\Ir. lVI'Kenzie from the N. W. Company establishment visited us. 

Sunday, 10. A slight snow fell in the course of the night, the morning was 
cloudy, and the north-west wind blew so high that although the thermometer 
was 18° above 0, the day was cooler than yesterday, when it was only 10° above 
the same point. MI'. M'KeDzie left us, and Chaboneau returned with information 
that our horses loaded with meat were below, hut could not cross the ice, not 

being shod. 
Monday, 11. We sent down a party with sleds, to relieve the horses from 

their loads; the weather fair and cold, with a N. W. wind. About five o'clock 
one of the wives of Chaboneau was delivered of a boy; this being her first child 

• she was suffering considerably, when Mr. J essaume told captain Lewis that he 
had frequently administered to persons in her situation, a small dose of the 
rattle of the rattle-snake, which had never failed to hasten the delivery. Having 
some of the rattle, captain Lewis gave it to Mr. Jes~aume, who cmmbled two 
of the rings of it between his fingers, and mixing it with a small quantity of 
water g'ave it to hel·. What effect it may really have had it might be difficult to 
determine, but captain Lewis was infol'med that she had not taken it more than 
ten minutes before the delivel'y took place. 

Tuesday, 12. The morning is fair though cold, the mercury being 14° below 
0, the wind from the S. E. About four o'clock the horses were brought in much 
fatigned; on giving them meal bran moistened with water they would not eat it, 
but preferred the bark of the. cottonwood, which as is already observed forms 
their principal food dming the winter. The horses of the Mandans are so 
often stolen by the Sioux, Ricaras, and Assiniboins, that the in\7al'iable rule now 
is to put the horses every night in the same lodge with the family. In the sum
mer the.y ramble in the plains in the vicinity of the camp, and feed on the grass, 
but durmg cold weather the squaws cut down the cottonwood trees as they are 
wanted, and the horses feed on the bouO'hs and bark of the tender branches 
which are also brought into the lodges at ;;ght and placed near them. The~ 
animals are very severely, treated ; for whole days they are pursuing the buffaloe, 
or burdened WIth the fnuts of the chace, during which they scarcely ever taste 
food, and ~t night r~turn, to a scanty allowance of wood: yet the spirit of this 
v~luab~e alll~al sustams hIm through all these difficulties, and he is rarely defi. 
Clent eIther III flesh or vigour. 

W:ednesday, 13. The morning was cloudy, the thennometer at 2° below 0 
the wmd f(,om th th C' , e sou -east. aptmn Clarke returned last evening with all his 
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hunting-party: during their excursion they had killed forty deer, three buffaloe, 
and sixteen elk; but most of the game was too lean for use, and the wolves, 
who regard whatevever lies out at night as their own, had approp,'iaterl a large 
part of it: when he left the fort on the 4th instant, he descended on the ice 
twenty-two miles to New Mandan island, near some of their old villages, and 
encamped, having killed nothing, and therefore without food for the nig·ht. 

Early on the 5th, the huntel's went out and killed two buffaloe and a deer, 
but the last only could be used, the others being too lean. After breakfast they 

# proceeded down to an Indian lodge and hunted dnring the day: the next morn· 
ing, 6th, they encamped forty-four miles from the fort, on a sand point, near the 
mouth of a creek on the south-west side, which they call hunting creek, and 
during this and the following day, hunted through all the adjoining' plains with 
much success, having killed a number of deer and elk. On the 8th, the best of 
the meat was sent with the horses to the fort, and such parts of the remainder as 
were fit for use, were brought to a point of the river three miles below, and after 
the bones wel'e taken out, secured in pens built of log's, so as to keep off the 
wolves, ravens, and magpies, who are very numerous and ~collstantly disappoint 
the hunter of his prey; they then went to the low grounds near the Chisshetaw 
river where they encamped, but saw nothing except some wolves on the hills, 
and a number of buffaloe too poor to be worth hunting. The next morning 9th, 
as there was no game, and it would have been inconvenient to send it back 
sixty miles to the fort, they returned up the river, and for three days hunted 
along the banks and plains, and reached the fort in the evening of the twelfth, 
much fatigued, having walked thirty miles that day on the ice, and through the 
snow, in many places knee deep, the moccasius too heing nearly wom out: the 
only game which they saw, besides what is mentioned, was some growse on 
the sandbars in the river. 

Thursday, 14. Last night the snow fell three inches deep; the day was, 
however, fine. Four men were despatched with sleds and thl'ee horses to bring' 
up the meat which had been collected by the hunters. They returned however, 
with intelligence that'about twenty-one miles below the fort a party of upwards 
of one hnndred men, whom they supposed to be Sioux, rushed on them, cut the 
traces of the sleds, and carried off two of the horses, the third being given up by 
intercession of an Indian who seemed to possess some authority over them; 
they also took away two of the men's knives, and a tomahawk, which last how
ever they returned. We sent up to the Mandans to inform them of it, and to 
know whether any of them would join a party which intended to pursue the 
robbers in the morning. About twelve o'clock two of their cbief~ came down and 
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laid that all their younD' men were ont hunting, and that there were few guns in 
the vilta!Te. Several "'Indians however, armed some with bows and arrows, 
some wi:h spears and battle-axes, and two with fusils, accompanied Captain 

Lewis, who set out, 
Friday, ]5, at sunrise with twenty-four men. The morning was fine and 

cool, the thermometer being' at 16° below 0. In the course of the day one of 
the Mandan chiefs returned from Captain Lewis's party, his eye-sight having 
become so bad that he could not proceed. At this season of the year the reflec
tion from the ice and snow is so intense as to occasion almost total blindness. 
This complaint is very common, and the general remedy is to sweat the part 
affected by holding- the face over a hot stone, and receiving tbe fumes from snow 
thl'own on it. A large red fox was killed to-day. 

Saturday, 16. The morning was warm, mercury at 32· above 0, the 
weather cloudy: several of the Indians who went with Captain Lewis returned, 
as did also one of our men, whose feet had been frostbitten. 

Sunday, 17. The weather continued as yesterday, though in the afternoon 
it became fair. Shotawhorora and his ..son came to see us, with about thirty 
pounds of dried buffaloe meat and some tallow. 

Monday, 18. The morning was cloudy with some snow, but in the latter 
part of the day it cleared up. Mr. M'Kenzie who had spent yesterday at the 
fort now left us. Our stock of meat is exhausted, so tbat we must confine our
selves to vegetable diet, at least till the return of the party: for this, however, 
we are at no loss, since both on this and the following day, 

Tuesday, 19, our blacksmith got large quantities of corn from the Indians, 
who came in great numbers to see us. The weather was fair and warm the , 
wind from the south. 

Wednesday, 20. The day was delightfully fine; the mercury being at sun
rise 2°, and in the course of the day 22° above 0, the wind southel'ly. Kagohami 
eame down to see us early: his village is afflicted by the death of one of their 
el?est men, who fl'Om his ac~ount to us must have seen one hundred and twenty. 
wmters. Just as he was dymg, he requested his grandchildren to dress him in 
his best robe when be was dead, and then carry bim to a hill and seat him on a 
'Ston.e, with h~s face do~n the river towards their old villages, that he might go 
straIght to hiS brothel" who had passed before him to the ancient village under 
gr?und. 'Ve have seen a number of Mandans who have lived to a great age; 
chlefl,Y however the men, whose robust exercises fortify the body, while the 
labonous occupations of the women shorten their existence. 

Thursday,21. We had a continuation of the same pleasant weather. 
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Oheenaw and Shahaka came down to see us, and mentioned that several .:.1' 
their countI-ymen had gone to consult their medicine stone as to the prospects of 
the following yeal·. The medicine stone is the great oracle of the Mandans, 
and whatever it announces is believed with implicit confidence. Every spring. 
and Oil some occasions during the summer, a deputation visits the sacred spot. 
where there is a thick porous stone twenty feet in circumference, with a smooth 
surface. Having reached the place the ceremony of smoking to it is pel'fol'med 
by the deputies, who alternately take a whiff themselves and then present the 
pipe to the stone; aftel' thilO they retire to an adjoining' wood f"r the night, 
during' which it may be safely presumed that all the embassy do not sleep; and 
in the morning they read the destinies of the nation in the white marks on the 
stone, which those who made them al'e at no loss to decypher. The Minnetarees 
have a stone of a similar kind, which has the same qualities and the same in
fluence over the nation. Captain Lewis returned from his excursion in pursuit 
of the Indians. On reaching the place where the Sioux had stolen our horses, 
they found only one sled, and several pair of moccasins which were recognised 
to be those of the Sioux. The party then followed the Illliian traeb till they 
reached two old lodg'es where they slept, and the next mOI'l:ill:';' pursued thf 

course of the river till they reached some Indian camps, where Captain Clarke 
passed the night some time ago, and which the Sioux had now set on fire, 
leaving a little corn neal' the place in order to induce a helief that they were 
Ricaras. From this point the Sioux tracks left the rivel' alli'!lptly :llld crossed 
into the plains; hut perceiving that there was 110 chance of oH'rtakiil,,\' them, 
Captain Lewis went (lown to the pen where Captain Clarke had left some meat, 
whieh he found untouched by the Indians, and then hunted in the low gl'Ounds 
on the riyt'I', till he retllmed with about three thousand pounds of meat, some 
dl'awn in a sled by fifteen of the men, and the rest on horseback; having' killed 
thirty-:-ix deer, fuurteen ellt, and one wolf. 

"Friday, '22, The morning was cloudy and a little snow fell, but in the 
afternoon the weather became fair. We were visited by a number of Indians, 
among whom was Shotawhorora, a chief of much consideration among' the 
~Ialldans, although by birth a Ricara. 

Saturday, '.!3, The day is warm and pleasant, Having worked industri
ously yestenlay and all this morning we were enabled to disengage one of the 
perioques and haul it on shore, and also nearly to cut out the second. The 
father of the boy whose foot had been so badly frozen, aud whom we had lIOW 

(~ured, came to-day and carried him home in a sleigh. 
R 
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S d "1 TIle weather is ao-ain fine. 'Ve succeeded in loosening the un ay,.4<". '" 
.1', d barge though we found a leak in the latter. The whole seconu perlOque an , 

of the lIext day, 
Monday, 25, we were occupied in drawing up the boats on the bank: the 

~Ulallc~t one we carried there with no difficulty, hut the barg'e was too heavy 
for 0111' elk-skin ropes which constantly bl"Oke. \Ve were visited by Orupsehara, 
or Black -:\Ioccasin, and several othel' chiefs, who broug'ht us presents of meat 
on the backs of their squaws, and one of the Minnetarees requested and ob
tained permission for himself and his two wi\'es to remain all nig'ht in the fort. 

The day was exceedingly pleasant, 
Tuesday, 26. The weather is again fine. By great labom' during the day 

we got all the boats on the bank by sunset, an operation which attracted a great 
number of Indians to the fort. 

\V ednesday, 27. 'l'he weather continues fine. All of us employed in pre
paring tools to build boats for oUl' voyage, as we find that small pet'ioques will 
he mnch more convenient than the barge in ascending the Missouri. 

'l'hUl'sday, 28. The day is clear and pleasant. Sixteen lllen were sent out 
to examine the country for trees suitable fm' boats, and were successful in finding 
them. Two of the N. \V. Company tradel's al'l'ived with letters; they had like
wise a root which is used for the cure of persons bitten by mad dog's, snakes, 
and other venomous animals: it is found on high gToullds and the sides of hills, 
and the mode of using it is to scari(\' the wound, and apply to it an inch or more 
of the chewed or pounded root, which is to be renewed twice a-day; the patient 
must not however chew or swallow any of the root, as an inward application 
might be rathel' injUl'ious than beneficial. 

l\h. Gravelines with two Frenchmen and two Indians arrived from the 
Ricara nation, with letters from MI'. Anthony 'l'abeau. This last gentleman 
-informs us that the Ricaras express their determination to follow our advice , 
and to remain at peace with the Mandans and Minnetarees, whom they are de-
5irous of visiting; they also \\ ish to know whethet' these nations would permit 
the Ricaras to settle near them, and form a league against their common enemies 
the Sioux, On mentioning this to the Mandans they agree to it, observinO' that 
they always desired to cultivate friendship with the Ricaras, and th:t the 
Ahnahaways and Minlletarees have the same friendly views. 

)'lr. Gravelines states that the band of Tetons whom we had seen was well 
disposed to us, owing to the influence of theil' chief the Black Bnffaloe' but 
that the threp upper bands of 'fetons, with the Sisatoons, and the Yankt:ns of 
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the north, mean !loon to attack the Indians in this quarter, with a resolution to 
put to death every white man they encounter. Moreover, that Mr. Cameron 
of St. Peter's has armed the Sioux against the Chippeways, who have lately put 
to death three of his men. The men who had stolen our horses we found to be 
all Sioux, who after committing the outrage went to the Ricara villages, where 
they said that they' had hesitated about killing' OUI' mell who were with the 
horses, but that in future they would put to death any of liS they could, as we 
were bad medicines and deserved to be killed. The Ricaras were displeased at. 
their conduct and refused to give them any thing' to eat, which is deemed the 
greatest act of hostility short of actual violence. 

Friday, March]. The day is fine, aud the whole party is engag'ed, some 
making ropes and perioques, others in buming' coal, and making battle-axes to 
sell for corn. 

Satmday, 2. MI'. Laroche one of the ;X. 'V. Company's traders has just. 
arrived with merchandize from the British establishments on the Assiniboin. 
The day is fine, and the river begins to break up in some places, the mercmy 
being between 28° and :36° below 0, and the wind from the N. K 'Vt~ were 
visited by several Indians. 

Sunday, 3. The weather pleasant, the wind from the E. with douds; ill 
the afternoon the clouds disappeared and the wind came from the ~,'V, Thf 
men arc all employed in preparing the boats; we are visited by Poscapsahe and 
several other Indians with corn. A flock of ducks passed up the riv(:r to-day. 

:l\lol1day,.1. A cloudy morNing with N. 'V. wind, the lattel' part of the day 
clem'. We had again some Indian visitors with a small presellt of meat. The 
Assiniboins, who a few days since visited the Mandans, returned, and attempted 
to take horses from the Minnetarees, who fired 011 them; a circumstance which 
may occasion SOllle disturbance between the two nations. 

'l'uesday, ;,), About foUl' o'clock in the morning' thet'e was a sJig'ht fall of 
snow, Lut the day became clear and pleasant with the mercury 40" above O. 

"Ve sent down an I ndian and a Frenchman to the Ricara villages with a letter 
to Mr. Tabeau. 

'Vednesday,6. 'fhe day was cloudy and smoky in comcquellce of the 
burnillg" of the plains by the Minnetarees; they have set all the neig'hbouriuO' 
country Ull fire in ordel' to obtain an early crop of gmss which may answer fo:' 
the consumption of their horses, and also as an inducement for the Luft'aloe and 
other g'ame to visit it. The horses stolen two days ago hy the Assiniboins have been 

returned to the Minnetarees. Ohhaw, second chief of the lower l\Iinnetaree vil-
R2 
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The river rose a little and o,'erran the ice, so as to reJIder lage came to see us. 

the crossing difficult. 
Thursday, 7. The day was somewhat cloudy, and colder than usual; the 

wind from the north-east. Shotawhorora visited us with a sick child, to whom 
some medicine was administered. There were also other Indians who brought 
corn and dried buffaloe meat in exchange for Llacksmith's work. 

Friday, 8. The day cold and fail' with a high easterly wind: we were 
visited by two Indians who gave us an account of the country and p€ople near 
the Rocky moulJtains where they had been. 

Satlll'~lay, 9. The morning cloudy and cool, the wind from the north. 
The grand chief of the Minlletarees, who is called by the French LeBorgne~ 
from his havino- hut one eve, camc down for the first time to the fOI·t. He was '" . 
received with milch attention, two g'llllS were fired in honour of his arrival, the 
curiosities were exhibited to him, and as he said that he had not received the 
presents which we had sent to him on his arrival, we again gave him a flag, a 
medal, shirt, armbraces and the usual presents on sllch occasions, with all which 
he was milch pleased. In the cOUl'se of the conversation, the chief obsel'ved 
that some foolish young men of his nation had told him there was a person 
among us who was quite black, and he wished to know if it could be true. 'Ye 
assUI'ed him that it was true, and sent for York: the BOI'g-ne was vel'Y much 
surprised at his appear:lllce, examined him closely, and spit on his fingcI' and 
rubbed the skin in order to wash off the paint; nor was it until the negro un
covered his head, and showf'd his short hair, that the Borgne could be persuaded 
that he was not a painted white man. 

Sunclay, 10. A cold windy day, Tetuckopinreha, chief of the Ahnahaways, 
and the Minnetaree chief Ompschal'a, passed the day with us, and the former 
I'e~ained during t~e night. \Ve had, occasion to see an instance of the summary 
,lustlce of the Indians: a young Mmnetaree had carried off the daughter of 
Cagonomokshe. the Raven Man, second chief of the upper villag-e of the Man
dans; the father went to the villag'e and found his daughter, wh~m he brouo'ht 
home, and took with him a horse belonging to the oftender: this reprisal sa~is
tied the vengeance of the father and of the nation, as the young man would not 
Jare to reclaim his horse, which from that time became the property of the in
jured party. 'fhe stealing of young women is one of the most commOn offences 
against the police of the village, and the punishment of it always measured by 
the power 01' the p~ssions of the ~indred of the female. A voluntary elopement 
" of course more rlgoroosly chastised. One of the wives of the Borgne deserted 
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him in favour of a man who h{ld been her lover before the marriage, and who 
after some time left her, and she was obligt!d to return to her father's house. 
As soon as he heard it the Borgne walked there and found hel' sitting near the 
fire: without noticing his wife, he began to smoke with the fathel'; when they 
were joined by the old men of the village, who knowing his temper had followed 
in hopes of appeasing him. He continued to smoke quietly with them, till 
rising to return, he took his wife by the hair, led her as far as the door, and 
with a single stroke of his tomahawk put her to death before her father' eyes: 
then turning fiercely upon the spectators, he said that if any of hel' relations 
wished to avenge her, they might al\\ays find him at his 10dQ;e; but the fate of 
the woman had not sufficient interest to excite the, vengeance of the family. 
The caprice or the generosity of the same chief gave a very (liffel'ent result to a 
similar incident which occurred some time aftel·wards. Another of his wives 
eloped with a young man, wl]O not being able to support her as she wished, they 
both returned to the village, and she presented herself before the husband, sup
plicating his pardon fOl' her conduct: the Borgne sent fol' the lover: at the 
moment when the youth expected that he would be put to death, the chief 
mildly asked them if they still preserved theil' affection fOI' each other; and on 
their declaring that want, and not a change of affectioll had induced them to 
retlll'n, he ga\'e up his wife to her lover, with the liberal present of three horses, 
and l'estored them both to his favour. 

Monday, 11. The weather was cloudy in the llIoming and a little snow 
fell, the wind then shifted from south-east to north-west and the day became fair. 
It snowed again in the evening; but the next day, 

rfuesday, 12, was fair with the wind from the north-west. 
,Wednesday, 13. 'Yehad a fine day, and a south-west wind. Mr. M'Kenzie 

came to see us, as did also many Indians who are so anxiou!' for lJattle-axes that 
OUl' smiths have not a moment's leisure, and procure liS an abundance of corn. 
The river rose a little to-day, and so continued. 

Thursday, 14. 'fhe wind being from the west, and the day fine, the whole 
party were employed in building' boats and in shelling COl'l1. 

Friday, ] .sth. 'fhe day is clear, pleasant, and warm. 'Ye take advantage 
0f the nile weather to hang all OUl' Indian presents, and other articles, Ollt to dry 
befure our departure. 

Satl.ll'day, 16. 'fhe weather is cloudy, the wind from the south-east. A 
Mr. Garrow, a Frenchman, who has resided a long time among the Ricaras and 
Mal1dans, explained to us the mode in which they make their large beads,. 
an art which they are said to have derived from some prisoners of the Snake 

2 
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Indian nation, and the knowledge of which is a secret, even now confined to a 
few amOllO" the Mandans and Ricaras: the process is as follows: glass of different 
colours, is'=' first pounded fine and washed, till each kind, which is kept. separa~e, 
ceases to stain the water thrown over it: some well-seasoned clay, mIxed wIth 
a sufficient quantity of sand, to prevent its becoming very hard when exposed to 
heat, and reduced by water to the consistency of dough, is then rolled on the palm 
of the hand, till it becomes of the thickness wanted for the hole in the bead: 
these sticks of clay are placed upright, each on a little pedestal or ball of the 
same material, about an ounce in weight, and distributed oyer a small earthen 
platter, which is laid on the fire fOI' a few ll1iRutes, when they are taken off to 
cool: with a little paddle or shovel, tluee or four inches long and sharpened at 
the end of the handle, the wet pounded golass is placed in the palm of the hand: the 
beads are made of an oblong' forlll wrapped in a cylindrical form round the stick 
of clay, which is laid crosswise over it, and gently !"OIled backwards and forwards 
till it becomes perfectly smooth. If it be desired to intl"Oduce any other colour, 
the surface of the bead is perforated with the pointed end of the paddle, and the 
cavity filled with pounded golass of that colour: the sticks with the string of beads 
are then replaced on their pedestals, and the platter deposited on burning coals 
or hot embers: over the platter an earthen pot, containing about three gallons, 
with a mouth large enough to covel' the platter, is l'eversed, being completely 
closed, except a small aperture at the top, through which are watched the beads: 
a quantity of old dried wood, fonned into a sort of dough or paste, is placed 
round the pot, so as almost to coyer it, and afterwards set on fire: the manu
facturer the,n looks through the small hole in the pot, till he sees the beads 
assume a deep red colour, to which succeeds a paler or whitish red, or they 
become pointed at the upper extremity; on which the fire is removed aud the 
pot suffered to cool gradually: at lengoth it is removed, the beads taken out, the 
clay in the hollow of them picked out with an awl or Ileedle, and it is then fit for 
use. The beads thus formed are in great demand amonO" the Indians and used • 0 , 

as pendants to their ears and hair, and are sometimes wom round the neck. 
Sunday, 17. A windy but cleal" and pleasant day, the river rising a little, and 

open in several places. Our l\Iinnetaree interpreter Chaboneau, whom we intended 
taking with liS to the Pacific, had some days ago been worked upon by the British 
traders, and appeared unwillingo to accompany us, except on certain terms' such 
as his not being' subject to our orders, and do duty, or to return whene~er he 
chose. As we saw clearly the source of his hesitation, and knew that it was 
i~tended as an obstacle to our views, we told him that the terms were inadmis
slble, and that we could dispe~se with h is services: he had accordingly left us with 
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some displeasure. Since then he had made an advance towards joining us, which 
we showed no anxiety to meet; uut this morning sent an apology for his improper 
conduct, and agreed to go with us and perform the same duties as the rest of the 
corps; we therefore took him again into OUl' service. 

Monday, I!. The weather was cold and cloudy, the wind from til" lIorth, 
We were engaged in packing up the goods into eig'ht divisions, so as to pre:,cl'\c 
a portion of each in case of accident. 'Ve hear that the Sioux have lately 
attacked a party of Assiniboins and Knistenaux, near the Assiniboin river, and 
killed fifty of them. 

Tuesday, ]9. Some SIIOW fell last night, and this morning was cold, windy, 
and cloudy. Shahaka and Kagohami came down to see us, as did another Indian 
with a sick child, to whom we gave some medicine. There appears to he an 
approaching wal', as two parties have already gone from the Minnetarees, and a 
third is preparing. 

Wednesday, 20. The morning' was cold and cloudy, the wind hig'h from the 
11orth, but the afternoon was pleasant. The canoes being finished, fOUl' of 
them were carried down to the river, at the distance of a mile and a half fro111 
where they were constructed. 

Thursday,21. The remaining perioques were hauled to the same place, and 
all the men except three, who were left to watch them, returned to the fort. 
On his way down, which was about six miles, captain Clarke passed along the 
points of the high hills, where he saw larg'e quantities of pumicestone on the 
foot, sides, and tops of the hills, which had every appearance of having- been at 
some period on fire. He collected specimens of the stone itself, the pumicestone, 
and the hard earth; and on bein g put into the furnace the hard earth melted and 
glazed, the pumicestone meltt/d, and the hard stone became a pnmicestone glazed. 
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CHAP. VII. 

INDIA~ METHOD OF ,\T1 ACKI"G THE BUFFALOE ON THE ICE-AN ENUMERATION OF 

THE PRESENTS SENT TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES-THE PARTY ARE 

VISITED BY A RICARA CHIEF-THEY LEAVE THEIR ENCA:\IPMENT, A!'iD PROCEED ON 

THEIR JOURNEY--DESCRIPTIO,," OF THE LITTLE MISSOURI- SOME ACCOUNT OF THE 

ASSINIBOINS--THEIR !llODE OF Ilt;RYING THE DEAD-WHITEEARTH RIVER DESCRIBED

GREAT QUANTITY OF SALT DISCOVERED ON ITS Il,",-:-iKS-YELLOWSTONE RIVER DES

CRIBED-A PARTICULAR ACCOUNT OF THE COUNTRY AT THE CONFLUENCE OF THE 

YELLOWSTONE AND MISSOURI-DESCRIPTION OF THE MISSOURI, THE SURROUNDINCO' 

COUNTRY, A~D OF THE RIVERS, CREEKS, ISLANDS, &C. 

FRIDAY,22. THIS was a clear pleasant day, with the wind from the S. S. W. 
We were visited by the second chief of the Minnetarees, to whom we gave a 
medal and some presents, accompanied hy a speech. Mr. M'Kenzie and Mr. 
Laroche also came to see us. They all took their leave next day. 

SatUl'day, 2;3. Soon after their departure, a lll'othel' of the Borgne with 
other Indians carne to the fort. The weather was fine, but in the evening we 
had the first rain that has fallen during' the winter. 

Sunday, 24. The morning cloudy, but the afternoon fair, the wind from the 
N. E. We are employed in preparing for our journey. This evening' swans 
and wild-geese flew towards the N. E. 

Monday, 2.). A fine day, the wind S. \V. The rivel' rose nine inches, and 
the ice began breakillg away in several places, so as to endanger OUi' canoes which 
we are hauling down tl) the fort. 

. T.uesday, :26. ,The ri, er rose only half an inch, and being 
With lee near the tort, did not becrin to rnll till towards eveninO' '" , ",' 
clear and pleasant. 

choaked up 
This day is 

Weunesday, D. The wind is still hig'h from the S. W.: the ice which is 
occasionally stopped for a few honrs, is then thrown over shallow sandbars 
when the r', \,~ h d 11 

I ~el runs. e. a a ou\' canoes brought down, and were obliged to 
caulk and pitch very attentively the cracks so common in cottonwood. 
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Thursday, 28, The day is fail'. Some obstacle above hal> prevented the ice 
from running. Our canoes al'e now neady ready, and we expect to set out as 
soon as the river is snfficiently clear to permit us to pass. 

Friday, 29. The weather cleat', and the wind fl'OID N. 'V, The obstruction 
above gave way this morning', and the ice came down in great quantities; the 
river having fallen eleven inches in the course of the last twenty-four hours. 
'Ve have had few Indians at the fort for the last three or four days, as they are 
now busy in catching- the floating bufiilloe, Every spring, as the river is breaking 
up, the surrounding plains are set on fire, and the buftaloe tempted to CI'OSS the 
river in search of the fresh grass which immediate! y succeeds to the burning: 
on their way they are often insulated on a large cake or mass of ice, which floats 
down the river, The Indians now select the most favourable points for attack, 
and as the buffaloe appl'Oaches dart with astonishing agility across the trembling 
ice, sometimes pressing lightly a cake of 1I0t more than two feet square: the 
animal is of course unsteady, and his footsteps insecure on this new element, so 
that he can make but little resistance, and the hunter, who has given him his 
death-wound, paddles his icy boat to the shore, and secures his prey. 

Saturday, 30,- The day was clear and pleasant, the wind ~, 'V, and the 
ice running in great quantities, All our Indian presents were again exposed to 
the air, and the barge made ready to descend the l\1isSOUl'i. 

Monday 31, Eady this morning' it rained, and the weather continued cloudy 
during the day; the ri\"er I'Ose nine inches, the ice not l'llnning so much as 
yesterday, Several flocks of geese amI ducks fly np the rirel'. 

-i\Ionday, April t, tf50:,). This morning there was a tillmder storm, aCCOlll
panied with large hail, to which succeeded rain fOl' about half an hour. ,,-e 
availed ourselves of this illterval to get all the boats in the water. At foUl' 0' clock. 
r. )1. it hegan to rain a second time, and continued till twelve at night. 'Vith 
the exception of a few clrops at two or three different times, this is the first rain 
we have had since the 15th of Octoher last, 

rruesday,2, 'fhe will(1 was hig'h last 'night, and this moming from ~. vV. 
and the weathet' continued cloudy, 'rhe l\landans killed yeste/'day twenty-one 
dk, about fifteen miles helow, but they were so poor as to be scarcely fit for usC', 

\Yednesday,3. The weather is pleasant, thoug'h there was a white frost 
and some ice on the edge of the water. \Ve were all engaged in packing up 
our haggag'e and merchandize. 

Thursday 4. the day is clear and pleasant, thongh the wind i:; high from 
N. 'V. 'Ve now packed in different boxes a variety of articles for the pres:dent, 
which we shall send in the uUl'ge. rfhey consisted of a stuffed male and female 

s 
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antelope, with their skeletonli, a weasel, three squirrels. f.-on, the Rocky moun
tains, the skeleton of the prairie wolf, those of the willte and gray hare, a. male 
and female blaireau, or burrowing dog of the prairie, with a skeleton of the 
female, two burrowing squirrels, a white weasel, and the skin of the 1011servia. 
the horns of the mounta.in ram, or hig-horn, a pair of large elk horns, the horns 
and tailofthe black-tailed deer, and a variety of skins, such as those of the red fox., 
white hare, martin, yellow bear obtained from the Siollx: allio, a Dumber of 
articles of Indian dress, among which was a bllffaloe roLe, representing a battle 
fouo-ht about eio-ht years sillce between the Sioux and Ricaras ag-uinst the 
00' 

l\landans and Minneta.·ees, in which the combatants are reprellented on horse-
back. It has of late years excited much discussion to ascertain the period when 
the art of painting was first discovered: how hopeless all researches of this kind 
are, is evident from the foregoing fact. It is indebted for its origin to one of 
the strongest passions of the human heart; a wish to preserve the features of a 
depatted friend, or the memory of some glorious exploit: this inherits equally 
the bosoms of all men, either civilized Ol· savage. Such sketches, rude and 
imperfect as they are, delineate the pl'edominant character of the savage nations. 
If they are peaceable and inoffensive, the drawings usually consist of local 
scenery, and their favourite diversions. If the band a.·e rude and ferocions, we 
observe tomahawks, scalpingkllives, bows, arrows, and all the engines of des
tt·uction. A Mandan bow and quivel· of arrows: also some Ricara tobacco
seed, and an ear of Mandan corn: to these were added a box of plants, another 
of insects, and three cases containing a burrowing squirrel, a prai.·ie hen, and 
four magpies all alive. 

Friday, 5th. Fair and pleasant, lmt the wind high from the north-west: we 
were visited hy a number of l\:Iandans, and arc occupied in loading· Ou!" boats, in 
order to proceed on OUl' journey. 

Saturduy, 6th. Another fi~e day with a g'entle breeze fl'0111 the south. The 
1\landans. continue to come to the fort; and in the course ofthe day informed us 
of the arnval of a party of Ricaras on the other side of the river. 'Ve sent our 
interpreter to inqui.·e into their reason for coming; and in the morning, 

. Sunday, 7th, he retumeu with a Ricara chief and three of his nation. rrhe 

chlef, whose ~lU~e is Kagohweto, or Bmve Raven, bl'Ought a letter from 1\lr. 
~abeau, me~hom~g the wi~h ~f the grand chiefs of the Ricaras to visit the pre
~ldent, and lequest~ng permIssIOn for himself and four men to join our boat when 
It descends; to whIch we consented, as it will then be manned with fifteen 
hands, and be al)le to defend ibelf agal·nst the S·.ou· x. Af I tel' presenting the-
etter, h~ told us that be was sent with ten warriors ... by his nation, to arrange 
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their !Settling near the 1landans and 3-linnetal'ees, whom they wished to join, 
that he considered aU the neighLoUl'ing'nations friendly, except the Sioux, whose 
persecution they could no longer withstand,ano whom they hoped to repel by 
uniting with the tribes in this quarter: he added, that the Ricaras intended to 
follow OUl' advice and live in peace with all nations, and requested that we would 
speak in their fav{)ur to the Assiniboin Indians. This we willingly promised to 
do, and assured them that their great father would protect them, and no longer 
suffer the Sioux to haTe good guns, 01' to injure bis dutiful children. "~e then 
gaye him a small medal, a certificate of his good conduct, a carrot of tobacco, 
and some wampulll, with which he departed for the Maudan yillag'e, well satisfied 
with his reception. Haviug' made aU our al'rallg'emeJlt~, we left the fort about 
five o'clock in the afternoon. 'l'he party now cOIl~istl'd of thirty-two persons. 
Besides {)nrselves were serjeant\> John Ordway, ;X athallid Pryor, and llatriek 
Gass: the privates were 'Villiam Bratton, John Colter, J uhn Collins, Peter 
Cruzatte, Robert l'-'razier, Reuben Fields, Joseph .Fields, Georg'e GiLson, Silas 
Goodrich, Hugh Hall, 'l'homas P. Howard, Baptiste Lapage, Francis LaLiche, 
Hugh M'Neal, John l>otts, John Shields, George Shannon, John B, Thompson, 
""ViUiam 'Vernet·, Alexander 'Villard, Richard \Vindsor, Joseph \Vhitehouse, 
Peter Wiser, and captain Clat'ke's black sel'vant, York. The two interpreters, 
were George Drewyel' and 'rollssaint Chaboneau. 'rhe wife of Chaboneau 
also accompanied us with hel' young child, and we lJOpe lllay be useful as an 
interpreter among the Snake Indians. She was herself one of that tribe, but 
having been taken in war by the l\Iinnetal'ees, by whom she was sold as a 
slave to Chaboneau, who broug'ht her up and afterwards married her. Oue of 
the Mandans likewise embarked with us, in order to go to the Snake Indians. 
and obtain a peace with them for his countt·ymen. All this party with the 
baggage was stowed in six small canoes and two large perioques. 'Ye left the fort 
with fair pleasant weather, though the north-west wind was high, and after making 
about four miles, encamped on the north side of the )lissouri, nearly opposite the 
first Mandan village. At the same time that we took our departure, our barge 
manned with seven soldiers, two Frenchmen, and ~h. Gravelines as pilot, sailt~d 
for the United States loaded with our presents and despatches. 

Monday, 8th, The day was cleal' and cool, the wind from the north-west. 
so that we tl'avelled slowly. After breakfasting' at the second Mandan village, 
we passed the Mahaha at the mouth of Kuife riyet·, a handsome stream, about 
eighty yarus wide. Beyond this we reached the island which captain Clarke 
had visited on the 30th October. This island has timber as well as the lowlands 
on the north, but its distance from the watel' had prelcuted Olll' encamping 
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there during' the winter. From the head of this island we made three and a 
half miles to a point of wood on the north, passing a hig'h bluff on the south, and 
having' come about fourteen miles. In the course of the. day one of o,m b?ats 
filled and was near sinking; we however saved her WIth the loss ot a httle 

biscuit and powder. 
'l'uesday, April 9. \Ve set off as soon as it was light, and proceeded five 

miles to breakfast, pasfiing a low ground on the south, covered with groves of 
cottonwood timlJer. At the distance of six miles, we reached on the north a 
hunting camp of Minlletarees, consisting of thirty lodg'es, and built in the usual 
form of earth and timber. Two miles and a quarter farther, comes in on the 
same side Miry creek, a small stream about ten yards wide, which, rising in 
some lakes near the Mouse river, passes through beautiful level fertile plains 
withont timLer, in a direc.tion nearly south-west; the Lanks near its entrance 
being steep and l'Ugg'ed on both sides of the Missonri. Three miles above this 
creek we came to a hunting party of Minnetal'ees, who had pl'(,pared a park 01' 

enclosure, and were waiting the return oCthe antelope: these animals, which in the 
autumn retire for food and shelter to the Black mountains during the winter, 
recross the riH'r at this season of the year, and spread themselves through the 
plains on the north of the Missouri. 'Ve halted and smoked a short time with 
them, and then proceeded on through handsome plains on f'ach side of the river, 
and encamped at the distance of twenty-three and a half miles on the north side: 
the day was clear aud pleasant, the wind high from the soutlt, hut afterwards 
changed to a western steady breeze. The bluffs "hch we passed to-day are 
llpwards of one hundred feet higb, composed of a mixture of yellow clay and 
sand, with many horizontal strata of carbonated wood resemhling pit-coal, from 
one to five feet in depth, and scattered through the bluff at different elevations, 
some as high as eighty feet above the water: the hills along the ri,·el' are broken, 
and pl'esent every appearance of having been burned at some fonner period. 
great quantities of pumicestonc and lava, or rather earth, which seems to hav~ 
been boiled and. then hardened by exposure, being seen in many parts of these 
l}ills where they are broken and washed. down into gullies by the rain and melting 
snow. A g'l'eat numbel' of brunts pass up the river: there are some of them. 
perfectly white, except the large feathet's of the first and second joint of the winO" 
which are black, though in eyery other characteristic they resemble comlllOn gl':; 
8I'ant.: ~'e al~o saw, but could Dot procure, an animal that burrows in the g ... ouoo, 
aI~d. sIml.lar ~n every ~espect to the burrowing squirrel, except that it is only one 
thml of Its sIze. TIllS may be the animal whose works we have often seen in 
the plains and prairiei'; they resemble the labours of the salamander in the sand 
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hills of South Carolina and Georgia, and like him, the animals rarely come above 
ground; they consist of a little hillock of ten or twelve pounds of loose ground 
which would seem to have been l'eversed from a pot, thoug'h no aperture is seen 
thl'Oug-h which it could have been thrown: on removing gently the earlh, yon 
discover that the soil has been broken in a circle of about an inch and a half 
diameter, where the ground is looser, though still no opening is perceptible. 
'Yhen we stopped for dinner the i'quaw went out, and after penetrating' with 
a sharp stick the holes of the mice, neal' ~ome d.'ift wood, brought to us a quan
tity of wild artichokes, which the mice collect and hoard in large numbers; the 
l'l~ot is white, of an ovate form, from one to three inches long-, and generally of 
the size of a man's finger, and two, foUl", and sometimes six roots are attached 
to a single stalk, Its flavour as well as the stalk which issues from it resemble 
those of the Jerusalem a1tichoke, except that the latter is much larg-er, A large 
beaver was caug'ht in a trap last night, and the musquitoes begin to trouble us. 

Wednesday, 10, We again set off early with clear pleasant weather, and 
halted about ten fOI' breakfast, above a sandbank which was falling in, and near 
a small willow island. On both sides of the Missouri, after ascending the hills 
neal' the water,. one fertile unbroken plain extends itself as far as the eye can 
reach, without a solitary tree or shrub, except in moist situations or in the 
steep declivities of hills where they are sheltered from the ravages of fire. At 
the distance of twelve miles we reached the lower point of a bluff on the south; 
which is in some parts on fil'e and throws out quantities of smoke which has a 
strong suJphureous smell, the coal and other appearances in the blufI~ being like 
those described yesterday: at one o'clock we overtook three Frellciullen who 
left the fort a few days before us, in order to make the fil'st attempt on. tlti,; 
river of hunting beaver, which they do by means of traps: theil' efforts promise 
to he successful, for they have already caught twelve which are finer than any 
we have ever seen: they mean to accompany us as far as the Yellowstone river, 
in order to obtain our protection against the Assiniboins who mig'ht attack them. 
In the evening we encamped on a willow point to the sQuth opposite to a bluff, 
above which a sma.ll creek falls in,. and just above a remarkable bend in the 
river to the south-west,. which we called the Little Basin. rfhe low gTounds 
which we passed to-day POSS€iiS more timber than is mmal, and are wider; the 
current is moderate, at least not greater than that of the Ohio in high tides; 
the banks too fall in but little: so that the navig'ation comparatively with that 
lower down the Missollri is safe and easy. 'Ve were enabled to make eighteen 
and a half miles: we saw the track of a large white bear; there were also a 
herd. of antelopes in the plains; fhe geese and swan are now feetling in con.,. 
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!liderable quantities on the young grass in the low prnil·ie.~; ~'e shot a prairie 
hen, and a hald eagle ot' which there wel"e many nests in the taU cottonwood 
trees; bllt could procure neither of two elk which were in the plain. Our old 
companions the 111l1sql1itoes have renewed theil' visit, and given us much un-

easiness, 
Thlll'sday, 11. 'Ye set ont at daylig'ht, alld aftci' passing bare and barren 

hills on the south, and a plain covered with timber on the north, breakfasted at 
rive miles distallrl': hcre we were regaled with a deer brought in by the hun
ters, which was YCl'y acceptable as we had been fOI' sev~ral days without fresh 
meat.; the cuuntry between this and furt Mandan being so frequcndy disturbed 
by huuter" that the g'ume has hecome scarce. \\. e then proceeded with a. gentle 
breeze frolll the south which carried the perioques on very well; the day was 
however so warm that several of the lUen worked with no clothes except round 
the waist, which is the less inconvenient as we are obliged to wade in some 
places, owillg" to the shallowness of the rive1'. At seven miles we I'eached a larg'e 
"andbar makillg out froUl the north. \Ve again stopped for dinner, after which 
we went un to a small plain on the north covered with cottonwood where we en
camped, having made nineteen miles. 'l'he country around is much the same as 
that we passed yesterday: on the sides of the hills, and even on the banks of 
the rivers, as well as on the sandbars, is a white substance which appears in 
considerable quantities on the surface of the earth, and tastes like a mixture of 
common salt with Glauber salts: many of the streams which come from the foot 
of the hills, are so strong'ly illlpl'egnated with this snbstance, that the water has 
an unpleasant taste and a purgative efiect. A beaver was caught last night by 
one of the Frenchmen; we killed two geese, and saw some cmnes, the largest 
bird of that kind common to the )Iissollri and Mississippi, and perfectly white 
except the lal'ge feathers on the two first joints of the wing, which are black, 
Under a bluff opposite to onr encampment we discovered some Indians with 
oorses, whom we supposed were :Minnetarees, but the width of the river pre
vented our speaking to them. 

FI'iJay, 12. We set oft· eady and passed a high range of hills on the south 
side, our perioques being oblig'ed to go over to the south, in ordel' to avoid a 
sandbank which was rapidly falling in. At six miles we came to at the lower 
side of the entrance of the Little Missouri, where we remained during the day 
for the purpose of making celestial observations. This river empties itself on 
the south side of the Missouri, one thousand six hundred and ninety-three miles 
from its confluence with the Mis~issippi. It rises to the west ~f the Black 
mOtmtains, across the northern extremity of wlaicb it finds a narrow r.apid Fa»-
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sage along high perpendicular, banks, then seeks the· i\lisssouri in a north
eastern direction, through a broken country with highlands bare of timber, and 
the low gl'Ounds particularly supplied with cottonwood, elm, small ash, box, 
alder, and an undergrowth of willow, redwood, sometimes called red or swamp
willow, the redberry and chokecherry. In its cOUl'se it passes neal' the north
west side of the rrurtle mountain, which is said to be only twelve or fifteen miles 
from its mouth in a straight line a little to the south of west, so that both the 
Little Missonri and Knife river have been laid down too fal' south-west. It 
enters the Missouri with a bold cmrent, and is one hundred and thirty-four 
yat'ds wide, but its greatest depth is two feet and a half, and this joined to its 
rapidity and its sandbars, makes the navigation difficult except for canoes, which 
may ascend it for a considerable distance. At the mouth, and as far as we 
could discern from the hills between the two rivers abont three miles from their 
jUn<!tion, the country is much broken, the soil consisting of a deep rich dark 
coloured loam, intermixed with a small proportion of fine sand, and covered 
generally with a shOit grass resembling blue gTass. In its colonr, the nature of 
its bed, and its general appearance, it resembles so much the Missouri as to in· 
dnce a belief that the countries they watel' are similar in point of soil. Frolu 
the Mandan vilJag'es to this place the country is llilly and irregular, with the' 
same appearance of Glauber salts and carbonated wood, the low gl'Ounds smooth, 
sandy, and partially covered with cottonwood and small ash; at some distance 
back there are extensive plains of a good soil but without timber 0[' water, 

We found gl'eat quantities of small onions which g1'OW single, the bulb of nn 
oval form, white, about the size of a bullet with a leaf resembling that of the 
shieve. On the side of a neighbouring hill, there is a species of dwarf cedaJ': 
it spreads its limbs along the surface of the earth, which it :llmost conceals by its 
closeness and thickness, and is sometimes covered by it, having always a number 
of roots on the under side, while on the upper are a quantity of shoots which 
witl, theil' leaves seldom rise higher than six or eig'ht inches; it is an evergreen, 
itf4 leaf more delicate than that of the common cedal', though the taste and SU1~:tl 
are the same. 

The comltry a.roulld hat! been so recently hunted that the game are ext1'.eme
ly shy, so that a white rabbit, tWo-bea'l'er, a d~r, and a bald eagle were all that 
we could procUl1e. 'rhe w<etlther bad been clear, wal'tn, and pleasant in the 
uaornUig, but about three we had, a sq«all of high win.d and rain widl some 
thu~, which lasted till after sunS1!!t when it ug<bin cl~al:ed off. 

$atA1rday, la. We ,set out at sunrise, and· at nine o',clock ha'Yiag the wind 

iDO'OUl! favoul',w.nton rapidly pait'a timhe41ed lowgj~O»'ld ~. the' .sotltb, and ~. 
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h I t th d '· f" ml"les ,,,111'ch \ye called Onion -creek, 1:reek on t c nort I a e Is"ance 0 nllle ". 
from the quantity of tiw,t plant which grows in the plains neal' it: this creek is 
about sixteen yards wide at a mile and a half above its mouth; it discharges 
more water than iSllsual for creeks of that size in this country, ·but the whole 
plain which it waters is totally destitute of timber" The Missouri itself widens 
,cry remarkably jnst above the junction with the Little Missouri: immediately 
at the entrance of the latter, it is not more than two hundred yards wide, and so 
shallow that it may be passed in canoes with setting poles, while a few miles 
above it is upwards of a mile in width: ten miles beyond Onion creek we came 
to another, discharging itself on the north in the centre of a deep bend: on 
ascending it for about a mile and a half, we found it to be the discharge of a 
pond 01' small lake, which seemed to have been once the bed of the 1\1 issouri : 
near this lake were the remains of forty-three temporary lodges which seem to 
belong' to the Assiniboins, who al'e now on the river of the same name. A great 
number of swan and geese were also in it, and from this cil'cumstance we named 
the creek Goose creek, and the lake by the same name: these geese we observe 
do not build their nests on the ground or in sandbars, but in the tops of lofty
cottonwood trees. 'Ve saw some elk and buffaloe to-day, but at too great a dis
tance to obtain any of them, though a number of the carcases of the latter 
animal are strewed along the shore, having fallen throng'h the ice, and been 
swept along' when the river bl'oke up. More bald eag'les are seen Oil this part 
·of the Missomi than we have previously met with; the small or cOlllmon hawk, 
common in most parts of the United States, al'e also found here: great quanti
ties of geese are feeding in the prairies, and one flock of white brant or O"eese 

'" with black wings, and some gray hrant with them pass up the rivel', and from 
their flig'ht they seem to proceed much farther to the north-west. 'Ye killed 
two antelopes which were very lean, and caught last Ilig'ht two beayer: the 
It'rench hunters who had procured seven, thinking tIle neighbourhood of the 
Little Missouri a convenient hunting ground for that animal, remained behind 
thnf': in the evening we encamped in a beautiful plain on the north thirty feet 
above the river, having made twenty-two and a half miles. 

'SUl~day, 1-1. 'Ye set off early with pleasant and fair weather: a dog joined 
us, which we suppose had stl'ayed from the Assiniboin camp on the lake. At 
two and a half miles we passed timbered low grounds and a small creek: in 
Hlf'Se low g-roul1cls are several uninhahited lodges built with the bouo-hs of the 
.elm, and the l'elll~ills of two. recent encampments, which· from the'" hoops of 
!lmall kegs found In them we Ju(lged could belong to AssinthoiHs only, as they 
are the only Missouri Indians who use spil'itllOUS liquors: of these they are so. 
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passi911ately fond that it forms their chief inducement to visit the British on the 
Assiniboin, to whom they baIter for kegs of rum their dried and pounded meat, 
their grease, and the skins of large and small wolves, and small foxes. The 
dangerous exchange is transported to their camps with their friends and rela
tions, and soon exhausted in brntal intoxication: so fal' from considering 
drunkenness as disgraceful, the women and children are permitted and invited 
to share in these excesses with theil' husband~ and fathers, who boast how often 
their skill and industl'y ~s hunters has supplied them with the means 0;' intoxica
tion: in this, as in their other habits and customs, llll'), resemble ths Sioux from 
whom they are descended: the trade with the Assilliboins and Knistenaux is 
encomaged by the Britisll, because it procures provision for their en!Jages on 
their return from Rainy lake to the Eng'lish "iver and the Athabasky country 
where they winter; these men being' obliged during that voyage to pass rapidly 
through a country but scantily snpplied with game. \Ve halted fOl' dinner near 
a large villag'e of burrowing squirrels, who we observe generally select a south
easterly exposure, though they are sometimes found in the plains. At ten and 
a quarter miles we came to the lower point of an island, which from the day of 
our arrival there we called Sunday island: here the river washes the bases of 
the hills on both sides and above the island, which with its sandbar extends a 
mile and a half: two small creeks fall in from the south; the uppermost of 
these, which is the largest, we called Chaboneau's creek, after our interpreter 
who once encamped on it several weeks with a party of Indians. Beyond this 
no white man had ever been except two Frenchmen, one of whom, Lapage, is 
with us, and who having lost their way straggled a few miles furthcl', though to 
what point we could not ascertain: about a mile and a half heyoui! this island 
we encamped on a point of woodland on the north, having made in all fourteen 
miles. 

The Assiniboins have so recently left the river that game is scarce and shy. 
One of the hunters shot at an otter last evening; a buffaloe too was killed, allf( 

an elk, both so poor as to be almost unfit for use; two white bear ,,'el'e also 
seen, and a muskrat swimming across the river. The river continnl:,~ wide and 
of about the same rapidity as the ordinary current of the Ohio. 'fhe low 
gTounds are wide, the moister parts containing timber, the upland extremely 
broken, without wood, and in some places seem as if they had slipped down in 
masses of several acres in surface. 'The mineral appearances of salts, coal, and 
sulphur, with the burnt hill and pumicestone continue, and a bituminous water 
about the colour of !ltrong' lye, with the tar.te of Glauber salts and a slight tinc
ture of alum. Many geese were feeding in the prairies, and a number of mag-

'1' 
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pies who build their nests much like those of the blackbir~- in trees, .and com
posed of small sticks, leaves and grass, open at top: the .eg·g IS of a bllUs~ brown 
colour, freckled with reddish brown spots. We also kIlled a large hootmg owl 
resemblino- that of the United States, except that it was more booted and clad 

" with feathers. On the hills are many aromatic herbs, resembling in taste, smell, 
and appearance, the sage, hysop, wormwood, southern wood, junipel' and dwarf 
cedar; a plant also about two or three feet high, similar to the camphor in smell 
and taste, and another plant of the same size, with a long, narrow, smooth, soft 
leaf, of an agreeable smell and flavoU\', which is a favourite food of the antelope, 
whose necks are often pelofumed by rubbing' against it. 

Monday, 15. We proceeded under a fine breeze from the south, and clear 
pleasant weathel·. At seven miles we reached the lowel' point of an island in a 
hend to the south, which is two miles in length. Captain Clarke, who went 
about nine miles northward fro 111 the river, reached the high grounds, which, 
like those we have seen, are level plaills without timber; here he observed a 
number of drains, which descending' from the hills pursue a north-east course, 
and probably empty into the Mouse river, a bt'anch of the Assiniboin, which 
from Indian accounts appt'oaches very near to the MissOUl·i at this place. Like 
all the rivulets of this neighbomhood these drains were so strongly impregnated 
with mineral salts that they are not fit to drink. He saw also the remains of 
several camps of Assiniboills: the low grounds on both sides of the river are 
extensive, rich, and level. In a little pond on the nOl,th, we heard for the first 
time this season the croaking of frogs, which exactly resembles that of the small 
fl'Ogs in the United States: there are also in these plains great quantities of 
geese, and many of the grouse, or prail'ie hen, as they are called by the N. W. 
Company Traders; the note of the male, as far as words can repl'esent it, is 
cook, cook, cook, coo, coo, coo, the first part of which both male and female 
lise when flying; the male too drums with his wings when lle flies in the same 
way, thoug'h not so loud as the pheasant; they appear to be mating. Some 
deel', elk, and goats were in the low gTounds, and bllfi'aloe on the sand beaches, 
hut they were uncommonly shy; we also saw a black bear, and two white ones. 
At tifteen miles we passed on the north side a small creek twenty pt"ds wide, 
which we called Goatpeu creek, from a park or enclosure for the purpose of 
catching that animal, which those who went up the creek found, and which we 
p,,~sume to have been left by the Assiniboins. Its water is impregnated with 
mm.eral s~lts, and the country through which it flows consists of wide and very 
ferttle p~allls, but without any trees. We encamped at the distance of twenty
three mtles, on a sandpoint to the south; we passed in the evening a rock in the 

.-. 
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middle of the river, the channel of which a little above our ca.mp, is confined 

within eighty yards. 
Tuesday, 16. The morning was clear, the wind light from the S. E. Th(' 

country presents the same appearance of low plains and meadows on the river, 
bounded a few miles back by bl'Oken hills, which end in hig>lj level fertile lands; 
the quantity of timber is however increasing, The appearances of minerals 
continue as usual, and to-day we found several stones which seemed to have 
been wood, first carbonated and then petrified hy the water of the Missouri, 
which has the same effect on many vegetable substances, There is indeed 
reason to believe that the strata of coal in the hills cause the fire and appear
ances which they exhibit of being burned. Whenever these mal'ks present 
themselves in the bluffs on the river, the coal is selrlom seen, and when found in 
the neighbourhood of the strata of burnt earth, the coal with the sand and sul
phureous matter usually accompanying it, is precisely at the same height and 
nearly of the same thickness with those strata, We passed thl'ee small cl'eeks 
or rather runs, which rise in the hills to the north. Numbers of geese, and a 
few ducks chiefly of the mallard and bluewinged teal, many buffaloe, elk and 
deer were also observed, and in the timbered low grounds this morning we 
were surprised to observe a great quantity of old hornets' nests: we encamped 
in a point of woods on the south, having come eighteen miles, though the cir
cuits which we were obliged to make round sandbars very much increased the 
real distance. 

Wednesday, April 17. We set off early, the weather being fine, and the 
wind so favourable as to enable llS to sail the greater part of the course, At ten 
and three quarter miles we passed a creek ten yards wide on the south; at 
eighteen miles a little run on the north, and at night encamped in a woody 
point on the south. We had travelled twenty-six miles through a country 
similar to that of yesterday, except that there were greater appearances of burnt 
hills, furnishing large quantities of lava and pumicestone, of the last of which 
we observe some pieces floating down the river, as we had previously done, as 
low as the Little Missouri. In all the copses of wood are the remains of the 
Assiniboin encampments; around us are great quantities of game, such as herds 
of buffaloe, elk, antelopes, some deer and wolves, the tracks of bears; a curIue 
was also seen, and we obtained three beaver, the flesh of which is mOJ'e relished 
by the men than any other food which we have. Just before we encamped we 
saw some tracks of Indians, who had passed twenty-four hours before, and left 
fonr rafts, and whom we supposed to be a band of Assiniboins on their return 
f,'om war against the Indians on the Rocky mountains. 

T2 
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Thursday, IS, \Ve had again a pleasant day, and proceeded on with a 
westerly wind, which however changed to N. 'V. and Llew so ,hard that we 
were obliged to stop at one o'clock and remain four hours, when It abated and 

we then continued our course. 
\Ve encamped about dark on a woody bank having made thirteen miles. 

The country presented the usual variety of highlands interspersed with rich 
plains. In one of these we obset'ved a species of pea bearing a yellow flower, 
which is now in blossom, the leaf and stalk resembling, the common pea. It 
seldom rises higher than six inches, and the root is perennial. On the rose 
bushes we also saw a quantity of the hail' of the buffaloe, which had become 
perfectly white hy exposUl'C, and resembled the wool of the sheep, except that it 
was much finet' and more soft and silky. A buffaloe which we killed yesterday 
had shed his long hair, and that which remained was about two inches 10Dg, 
thick, fine, and would have furnished five pounds of wool, of which we have no 
doubt an excellent cloth may be made. OUt' game to-day was a beaver, a deer, 
an elk, and some g'eese. The river has been crooked all day and bearing to
wards the south. 

On the hill~ we observed considerable quantities of dwarf juniper, which 
seldom grows higher than three feet. \Ve killed in the course of the day an 
elk, three geese, and a beaver. The beaver all this part of the Missouri are in 
gl'eater quantities, larger and fattel', and their fur is more abundant and of a 
darker colour than any we had hitherto seen: their favomite food seems to be 
the bark of the cottonwood aIH] willow, as we have seen no other species of tree 
that has Leen touched by them, and these they gnaw to the ground through a 
diameter of hH'llty inches. . 

The next day, Friday, 19th, the wind was so high frolll the north-west that 
we could not proceed, but being- less violent on 

Saturday, 20th, "e set off about seven 0' clock, and had nearly lost one of 
the canoes as we left the shore, by the falling- in of a larg-e part of the bank. 
The wind too became again so strong that we could scarcely make one mile 
an hour, and the sudden squalls so dang-erous to the small boats, that we stopped 
for the night among some willows on the north, not being able to advance lllO\'e 
than six and a half miles, In walking through the neig-hbouring- plains we 
found a fine fertile soil, covel'ed with cottonwood, some box, alder, ash, red elm, 
and an undergrowth of willow, rosebushes, honeysuckle, red willow, gooseberry, 
currant, and serviceberries, and along the foot of the hills g-reat (Inantities of 
hysop. Our hunters procured elk and deer, which are now lean and six beaver 
which are fatter and more palatable. Along the plain there 'were also some 
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Indian camps; near one of these was a scaffolcl about seven feet high, on w hi<:h 
were two sleds with their harness, and under it the body of a female, carefully 
wrapped in several dressed buffaloil skins; near it lay a bag made of buffaloc 
skin, containing a pair of moccasins, some red and blue paint, beavel"s nails, 
scrapers for dressing hides, some dried roots, several plaits of swe~t grass, and 
a small quantity of Mandan tobacco, These things as well as thc body itself 
had probably fallen down by accident. as the custom is to place them on the 
scaffold. At a little distance wa~ the body of a dog not yet decayed, who had 
met this reward for having; drag'ged thus far in the sled the cOl'pse of his mistress, 
to whom, according to the Indian usage, 11e had been sacrificed. 

Sunday, 21st. Last nig'ht there was a hani white frost, and this morning 
the weather cold, but clear and pleasant: ill the course of the day however it 
became cloudy and the wind rose. The countl·y is of the same description as 
within the few last days. We saw immense quantities of buffaloe, elk, deer, 
antelopes, geese, and some swan and ducks, out of which we procured three 
deer, foUl' buffaloe calves, which last are equal in flavour to the most delicious 
\'eal: also two beaver, and an otter, "\Ve passed one large and two slllall creeks 
on the south side, and reached at sixteen miles the mouth of 'Vhiteearth 
river, coming in from the north. rI'his river before it reaches the low grounds 
near the Missouri, is a fine bold stream sixty yards wide, and is deep and navi
g'uble, but it is so much choked up at the entrance by the lUnd of the MisSOUl'i, 
that its mouth is not more than ten yards wide. Its course, as fat· as we could 
discern from the neighbouring hills, is nearly due north, passing through a 
beautiful and fertile valley, thollg'h without a tree 0\' bush of any description. 
Half a mile beyond this river we encamped on the same side below 11 point of 
highland, which from its appearance we call Cut bluff. 

Monday, 22d. The day clear and cold: we passed a high hluff on the 
north and plains on the south, in which were large herds of buffaloe, till break
fast, when the wind became so strong a-head that we proceeded with difficulty 
even with the aid of the towline. Some of the party now walked across to the 
Whiteearth river, which here, at the distance of four miles from its month, 
approaches very near to the Missouri. It contains more water than is lIsual 
in streams of the same size at this season, with steep banks, about ten or twelve 
feet high, and the water is much clearer than that of the MisSOUl'i; the salts 
which have been mentioned as common on the Missouri, are here so abundant 
that in many places the ground appears perfectly white, and from this circum
stance- it may have derived its name; it waters an open country and is navigable 
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nlmost to Jb source, which is not far from the Saskaskawan, and judging from 
its size and course, it is probable that it extends as far north as the fiftieth degl'ee 
of latitude, After much delay in consequence of the high wind, we succeefled 
in makiuO' eleven miles, and encamped in a low ground on the south, covel'ed 
with cott~llWOOrl and rabbitbet'ries. The hills of the Missouri, near this place, 
exhibit large irregular broken masses of rocks and stones, some of which, 
althoug'h two hundt'ed feet abo'\'e the river, seem at some remote period to have 
been subject to its influence, being apparently worn smooth by the agitation of 
the water. These rock~ and stones consist of white and gray granite, a brittle 
black rock, flint, limestone, freestone, some small specimens of an excellent 
pebble, and occasionally broken st\'3ta of a black-coloured stone, like petrified 
wood, which make g'ood whetstones. 'rhe usual appearances of coal, or car
bonated wood, and pumicestone still continue, the coal being of a better quality, 
and when burnt, affords a hot and lasting fire, emitting very little smoke or 
flame. There are larg'e herds of deer, elk, buffaloe, and antelopes in view of us: 
the buff aloe are not so shy as the rest, for they suffer us to approach within one 
hundred yards before they run, and then stop and resume their pasture at a very 
short distance. The wolves to-day pursued a herd of them, and at length caught 
a calf that was unable to keep up with the rest; the mothers on these occasions 
defending their young as long as they can retreat as fast as the herd, but seldom 
returning any distance to seek for them. 

Tuesday, 23. A clear and pleasant morning, but at nine o'clock the wind 
became so high that the boats were in danger of upsetting: we therefore were 
forced to stop at a place of safety till about five in the afternoon, when the wind 
being lower we proceeded and encamped on the north at the distance of thirteen 
and a half miles: the party on shore brought us a buffaloe calf and three black
tailed deer: the sand on the river has the same appearances a~ usual, but 
the quantity of wood increases. 

'Yednesday, :!4. The wind blew so high during- the whole day that we 
were unable to move; such indeed was its violence, that although we were 
sheltered by hig-h timber, the waves wetted many articles in the boats: the hunters 
went o~t and returned with four deer, two elk, and some young wolves, of the 
small km~. The party are very much afRicted with sore eyes, which we presume 
are occaSIOned by the vast quantities of sand which are driven from the sandbars 
in s~ch clouds, as often to hide from us the view of the opposite bank. The 
parncles of t~lis sand are so fine and light that it tloats for miles in the air, like a 
column of tluck smoke, and is so penetrating that nothing can be kept free from 
It. and we are compelled to eat, dl'ink, and breathe it very copiously. To the same 
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cause we attribute the disorder of one of our watches, although her cases are 
double and tight; since without any defect in its works, that we can discover, 
it will not run for more than a few minutes without stopping. 

Thursday, 25. 'fhe wind moderated this morning, but was still high; we 
therefore set out early, the weather being so cold that the water froze on the oars 
as we rowed, and about ten o'clock the wind increased so mnch that we were 
obliged to stop. This detention from the wind, and the reports from oUl' hunter' 
of the crookedness of the river, induced us to believe that we were at no gTeat 
distance from the Yellow~tone river. In order therefore to prevent dela y :1~ 
much as possible, captain Lewis determined to go on by land in search of that 
river, and make the necessary obse"vations, so as to be enabled to proceed on 
immediately after the boats should join him: he therefore landed abont eleven 
o'clock on the south side, accompanied by four men; the boats were pl"e\-ented 
from going until five in the aftel'l1oon, when they went on a few miles further 
and encamped for the night, at the distance of fourteen and a half miles. 

Friday, 26. We continued ollr voyage in the morning, and by twelve o'clock 
encamped at eight miles distance, at the junction of the Missouri and YeHow
stone riveri; where we were soon joined by captain Lewis. 

On leaving us yestel'day he pursued his route along the foot of the hills, which 
he ascended at the distance of eight miles; from these the wide plains, watered 
by the Missouri and the Yellowstone, spread themselves before the eye, occasion
ally varied with the wood of the banks, enlivened by the irregular windin!!,'s of 
the two rivers, and animated by vast herds of buffaloe, dee.', elk, and antelope. 
The conflnence of the two rivers was concealed by the wood, but the YeHow
stone itself was only two miles distant to the south. He therefore descended 
the hills and encamped on the hank of the river, having killed as he crossed the 
plain four buffaloes; the deer alone are shy and retire to the \\oods, bnt the elk, 
antelope, and buffaloe, suffered him to approach them without alarm, and often 
followed him quietly for some distance. This morning he sent a man up the 
river to examine it, while he proceeded down to the junction: the ground 011 the 
lower side of the Yellowstone neal" its mouth, is flat, and for about a mile seems 
to be subject to inundation, while that at the point of junction, as well as on 
the opposite side of the Missouri, is at the usual height of ten or eighteen feet 
above the water, and therefore not overflown. There is more timber in the 
neighbourhood of this place, and on the Missouri, as far below as the 'Vhite
earth river, than on any other part of the Missouri on this side of the Chayenne: 
the timber consists principally of cottonwood, with some small elm, ash, and box 
alder. On the sandbars, and along the margin of the river, grows the small~ 
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leafed willow; in the low grounds adjoining are scattered rosebushes three 01' 

foUl' feet hiO'h the redben'y, serviceberry, and redwood. The higher plains are 
'" ' either immediately on the rivel', in which case they are generally timbered, and 

]l<!ve an undergrowth like that of the low gTounds, with the addition of the 
broad-leafed willow, gooseberry, chokecheny, purple cllrmnt, and honeysuckle: 
or they are between the low g'rounds and the hills, and fOl' the most part without 
wood 01' any thing e:\.ce~)t large quantities of wild hysop; this plant rises about 
two feet high, and like the willow of the sandbars is a favourite food of the 
huffaloe, dk, deer, grouse, porcupine, hare, and rabbit, This river which had 
been known to the French as the Roche jaune, 01' as we have called it the 
Yellowstone, l'i,es according to Indian information in the Rocky mountains; its 
SOlU'ces are ncar those of the Missouri and the Platte, and it may be navigated 
in canoes almost to its head. It runs first thl'Ough a mountainolls country, but 
in lllany parts fertile and well timbered; it then waters a rich delightful land, 
broken into vallies and meadows, and well supplied with wood and water till it 
reaches near the Missouri open meadows and low grounds, sufficiently timbered 
on its borders, In the upper counh'y its course is repI'esented as very rapid, 
but dUl'ing' the two last and largest portions, its current is much more gentle 
than that of the Missouri, which it resembles also in being turbid, though with 
less sediment, The man who was sent up the river, repol'ted in the evening that 
he had g'one about eig'ht miles, that during that distance the rivel' winds on both 
sides of a plain foul' 01' five miles wide, that the current was gentle and much 
obstructed by sandbars, and at five miles he had met with a large timbered 
island, three miles beyond which a creek falls in on the S. E, above a high 
bluff, in which are several strata of coal: The country as far as he could dis
cern, resembled that of the Missouri, and in the plain he met several of the 
bighorn animals, but they were too shy to be obtained. The bed of the 
Yellowstone, as we observed. it neat' the month, is composed of sand and mud, 
without a stone of any kind, Just above the confluence we measured the two 
rivers, and found the bed of the Missouri five hundred and twenty yards wide, 
the, watel' ?ccupying o~ly th~ee ~Hlndred and thirty, and the channel deep: 
~hlle the "\ ellowstone, mc1udmg' Its sandbar, occupied eight hundred and fifty
elg'ht yards, an~ t\Vo hundred snd ninety-seven yat'ds of water: the deepest part 
of ~he channel IS twelve feet, but the river is now falling and seems to be neady 
at Its summer height. 

. April 27. 'V ~ left the mouth of the, Yellowstone. From the point of junc
tion ~ wood OccupIes the space between the two rivers, which at the distance of 
a mile come within two hundred and fifty yards of each other. There a 
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beautiful low plain commences, and widening as the rivers recede, extends along 
each of them for sevel'al miles, rising, about half a mile from the Missouri, into a 
plain twelve feet higher than the bed of the river. The low plain i!> a few inches 
above high watel'lnal'k, and where it joins the highe.· plain there is a channel of sixty 
or seventy yards in width, through which a part of the Missouri when at its greateit 
height passes into the Yellowstone. At two and a half miles above the junc
tion, and between the high and low plnin, is a small lake, two hundred yards 
wide, extending for a mile pamllel with the Missouri along the edge of the 
upper plain. At the lower extremity of this lake, about fOUl' hundred yards 
from the Missouri, and twice that distance f.·om the Yellowstone, is a situation 
hig'hly eligible for a trading establishment; it is in the high plain, which ex
tends back three miles in width, and seven or eight miles in length, along the 
Yellowstone, whel'e it is bordered by an extensive body of woodland, and along 
the Missouri with le~s breadth, till three miles above it is circumscribed by the 
hills within a space four yards in width. A sufficient quantity of limestone fOl' 
building may easily be proem'ed neal' the junction of the rivers: it does not lie 
in ~egular strata, hut is in large irregular masses, of a light colour and ap
parentlyof an excellent quality. Game too is very abundant, and as yet quite 
gentle; above all, its elevation recommends it as preferable to the land at the 
confluence of the rivers, which their variable channels may rendet' very insecure. 
'fhe N. W. wind I'Ose so high at eleven o'clock, that we were obliged to stop 
till about foUl' in the aftel'lloon, when we pt'oceeded till dusk. On the south a 
beautiful plain separates the two ri\'ers, till at about six miles there is a timbered 
piece of low ground, and a little above it bluffs, where the country rises gra
dually from the river; the situations on the north more high and open. 'Ve 
~ncamped on that side, the wi!ld, the sand which it raised, and the rapidity of 
the current, having prevented our advancing more than eight miles: dming the 
latter pat·t of the day the l'iver became wider and crowded with sandbars: 
although the game is in such plenty we kill only what is necessary for our sub
sistence. For several days past we have seen gTeat numbers of bu1faloe lying 
dead along the shore, and some of them partly devoured by the wolves: they 
have either sunk thl'Ough the ice during the winter, 01' been drowned in at
tempting to cross, Ot· else, after cl'ossing to some high bluff, found themselves 
too much exhausted either to ascend or swim back again, and perished for 
want of food; in this situation we found several small parties of them. 'fhere 
are geese too in abundance, and more bald-eagles than we have hithe1'to ob
served; the nests of these last being always accompanied by those of two or 
three magpies, who are their inseparable attendants. 

\}" 
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CHAP. VIII. 

l1NUSUAL APPEARANCE OF SALT-THE FORMIDABLE CHARACTER OF THE WHITB BEAR 

--PORCUPINE RIVER DESCRIBED-BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE OF THE SURROUNDING 

COUNTRY-IMMENSE QUANTITIES OF GAME-MILK RIVER DESCRIBED-EXTRAORDI

NARY CHARACTER OF BIGDRY RIVER-AN INSTANCE OF UNCOMMON TENACITY OF 

LIFE IN A WHITE BEAR-NARROW ESCAPE OF ONE OF THE PARTY FROM TItAT 

ANIMAL-A STILL MORE REMARKABLE INSTANCE-MUSCLESHELL RIVER DESCRIBED. 

SUNDAY,28. THE day was clear and pleasant, and the wind having shifted 
to south-east, we could employ our sails, and went twenty-four miles to a low 
ground on the north opposite to steep bluffs: the conn try on both sides is much 
broken, the hills approaching nearer to the river, and forming bluffs, some of a 
white and others of a red colour, and exhibiting the usual appearances of mi
nerals, and some burnt hills, though without any pumicestone : the salts are in 
greater quantities thau usual, and the banks and sandbars are covel'ed with a 
white'incrustation like frost, The low grounds are level, fertile, and partially 
timbered, but are not so wide as for a few days past. The woods are now 
green, but the plains and meadows seem to have less verdure than tilose below: 
the only streams which we met to-day are two small runs on the north and one 
on the south, which rise in the neighbouring hills, and have very little water. 
At the distance of eighteen miles the Missouri makes a considerable bend to the 
.outh-east: the game is very abundant, the common, and mule 01' black-tailed: 
deer, elk, buffaloe, antelope, brown bear, beaver, and geese. The beavenhave 
committed great devastation among the trees, one of which, nearly thme feet in 
diameter, had been gnawed through by them. 

Monday, 29. We proceeded early with a moderate wind: Captain Lewis,. 
who was ou shore with one hunter, met about eight o.'clock two white bears. Of 
~e strength and fer9city of this animal, the Indiaus had given us dreadful ac-
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counts: they never attack him but in parties of six or eig'ht persons, and even 
then are often defeated with the loss of one or more of their number. Having no 
weapons but bows and arrows, and the bad guns with which the traders supply 
them, they are obliged to approach very near to the bear; and as no wound 
except through the head or heart is mortal, they frequently fall a sacrifice if 
they. miss theil' aim. He rather attacks than avoids a man, and such is the 
terror which he has inspired, that the Indians who go in quest of him paint 
themselves and pel'form all the superstitious rites customary when they make 
war on a neighbouring nation, Hitherto those we had seen did not appeat' 
desirous of eucountering us, but although to a skilful rifleman the danger is very 
much diminished, yet the white bear is still a terrible animal. On approaching 
these two, both Captain Lewis and the hunter fired and each wounded a bear: 
one of them made his escape; the other turned upon Captain Lewis and pur
sued him seventy or eighty yards, but being badly wounded he could not run so 
fast as to prevent him fl'om reloading his piece, which he again aimed at him, 
and a third shot from the hunter brought him to the ground: he was a male not 
quite full grown, and weighed about three hundl'ed pounds: the legs are some
what longet' than those of the Llack bear, and the talons and tusks much larger 
and longel'. '1'he testicles are also placed much farther forward, and suspended 
in separate pouches fl'om two to fOUl' inches asunder, while those of the black 
bear are situated back between the thighs, and in a single pouch like those of 
the dog: its colour is a yellowish brown, the eyes small, black, and piercing; 
the front of the fore legs near the feet is usually black, and the fur is finer, 
thicker, and deeper than that of the black bear: add to which, it is a more 
furious animal, and very remarkable for the wounds which it will bear without 
dying, 

We are surrounded with deer, elk, buffaloe, antelopes, and their ~ompanions 
the wolves, who have become more numerous and make great ravages _among 
them: the hills al'e here much more rough and hig'h, and almo!lt overhang the 
banks of the river. There are greater appearances of coal than we have 
hitherto seen, the stI'ata of it being in some places six feet thick, and there are 
strata of burnt earth, which are always on the same level with those of coal. 
In the evening after coming twenty-five miles we encamped at the entrance of a 
river which empties itself into a bend on the north side of the Miss(JI]ri: this 
stream, which we called Martha's river, is anout fifty yards wide, with water for 
fifteen yards, the banks are of earth, and steep, though not high, and the bed 
prll\cipally of mnd. Captain Clarke, who ascended it for three miles, found 
th~t it continued of the same width with a gentle current, and pursuing it~ 

u2 
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b t th 30• west throuO'h an extensive, fertile, and beautiful valley, course a ou nor ,~. .. but without a single tree. The water is clear, and has a bt'ownish yellow tmt. 
At this place the highlands, which yesterday and to-day had approached so ~ear 
d'8 rivel', became lower, and receding from the water left a valley seven or eIght 
miles wide. 

Tuesday, 30. The wind was high from the north during the last evening. 
and continned so this moming: we however advanced, and found the river more 
winding than usual, and with a number of sand islands and bars, on one of which 
last we encamped at the distance of twenty-four miles. The low grounds are 
fel.tile and extens~, but with very little timber, and that cottonwood, very bad 
of its kind, being too small for planks, broken and dead at the top, and 
unsound in the centre of the tl'Unk. ,Ve passed some ancient lodges of drift
wood which do not appear to have been lately inhabited. The game continues. 
abundant: we killed the larg'est male elk we have yet seen; on placing it in its 
natural erect position, we found that it measured five feet three inches from the 
l)oint of the hoof to the top of the shoulder. The antelopes are yet lean and the 
females are with young': this fleet and quick-sighted animal is generally the 
victim of its curiosity: when they first see the hunters they run with great velo
city; if he lies down on the ground and lifts up his arm, his hat, or his foot, the 
antelope returns on a light trot to look at the object, and sometimes goes and 
returns two or thl'ee times till it approaches within reach of the rifle: so too 
t1!ey sometimes leave their flock to go and look at the wolves who crouch down, 
and if the antelope be frightened at first, repeat the same manreuvre, and some
times relieve each other till they, decoy it from the party, when they seize it. 
But generally the wolves take them as they are crossing the rivers, for although 
swift of foot they are not good swimmers. 

Wednesday, May 1. The wind'was in our favour and we were enabled to 
use the sails till twelve o'clock, when the wind became so high and squally that 
we were forced to come to at the distance of ten miles on the south, in a low 
ground stocked with cottonwood, and remain there during the day j one of the 
canoes being separated from us, and not able to cross over in consequence of the 
high waves. The countt-y around is more pleasant than that through which we 
had passed for several days, the hills being lower, the low grounds wider, and 
better supplied with timber, which consists principally of cottonwood: the under
growth willow on the banks and sandbars, rosebushes, redwillow, and the broad
leafed willow in the low plains, while the high country, on both ~ides, is one 
extensive plain without wood, though the soil is a dark, rich, mellow loam. OW' 
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hunters killed a buffaloe, an elk, a goat, and two beaver, and also a lmd of the 
plover kind. 

Thursday,2d. The wind continued high during' the night, and at daylig'ht 
it began to snow, and did not stop till ten o'clock, when the ground was covered 
an inch deep, fOI'ming' a striking contrast with the veg'etation which is now con
siderauly advanced; some flowers having put forth, and the cottonwood leaves 
as large as a dollar. The wind lulled about five o'clock in the afternoon, and 
we then proceeded along wide fertile low grounds and high level plains, and 
encampe(l at the distance of four miles. Our game to-day was deer, elk, aud 
buffaloe: we also procured three heaver who are quite gentle, as they have not 
been hunted, but when the hunters are in pursuit they never leave their huts 
dm'ing the day: this animal we esteem a great delicacy, particularly the tail, 
which, when boiled, resembles in flavour the flesh tongues and sounds of the cod
fish, and is generally so large as to afford a plentiful meal for two men. One of 
the hunters ill passing near an old Indian camp found seveml yards of scarlet 
cloth, suspended on the bough of Ii tree, as a sacrifice to the deity by the Assini
boins: the custom of making these offerings being common among that people, 
as indeed among all the Indians on the Missouri. The ail' was sharp this evening'; 
the water froze on the oars as we rowed, and in the morning, 

Friday, 3d, the weather became quite cold, the ice a quarter of an inch thick 
in the kettle, and the snow still continued on the hills, though it has melted from 
the plains. 'rhe wind too continued high from the west, but not so violently as 
to prevent OUl' going on. At two miles from our encampment we passed H. 

curious collection of bushes, about thirty feet high and ten or twelve in diameter, 
tied in the form of a fascine and standing on end in the middle of the low ground: 
this too we supposed to have been left by the Indians as a religious sacrifice: 
at twelve o'clock, the usual hour, we halted for dinner. rfhe low grounds on 
the river are much wider than common, sometimes extending from five to nine 
miles to the highlands, which are much lower than heretofore, not being more 
than fifty or sixty feet above the lower plain: through all this valley traces of 
the ancient bed of the river are elery-where visible, and since the hills have 
become lower, the strata of coal, hurmt earth, and pumicestone, have ia a great 
measure ceased, there being in fact none to-day. At the distance of fourteen 
miles we reached the mouth of a river on the north, which, fl'om the unusual 
number of porcupines near it, we called Porcupine river. This is a bold and 
beautiful stream one hundred and twelve yards wide, though the water is only 
forty yards at)ts entrance: captain Clarke, who ascended it several miles, and 
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passed it above wllere it enters the highlands, found it continued nearly of the 
same width and about knee deep, and as far as he could distinguish for twenty 
miles from the hills, its course was from a little to the east of north. There was 
much timber on the low grounds: he found some limestone also on the surface 
of the earth in the course of his walk, and saw a range of low mountains at a 
distance to the west of north, whose directiou was nOI,th-west; the adjoining 
country being' every-where level, fertile, open, and exceedingly beautiful. The 
watel' of this river is tl'anSpal'ent, and is the only one that is so of all those tbat 
fall into the Missouri: before entering a large sandbar, through which it dis
chal'ges itself, its low grounds are formed of a stiff blue and black clay, and its 
banks, which are from eig'ht to ten feet high, and seldom if ever overflow, are 
composed of the same materials. From the quantity of wateL' which this river 
contains, its direction, and the nature of the country through which it passes, it 
is not improbable that its sources may he near the main body of the Saskaskawan, 
and as in high water it can be no doubt navigated to a considerable distance, it 
may be rendered the means of intercourse with the Athahasky country, from 
which the N orth-'" est Company derive so many of their valuable furs. 

A quarter of a mile beyond this river a creek falls in on the sonth, to which, 
on account of its distance from the mouth of the Missouri, we gave the name 
of Two-thousand-mile creek: it is a bold stream with a bed thil,ty yards wide. 
Three miles and a half above Porcupine river, we reached some high timber on 
"the north, and encamped just above an old channel of the rivel', which is now 
dry, 'Ve saw vast quantities of buffaloe, elk, deer, principally of the long-tailed 
kind, antelopes, beaver, g'eese, ducks, brant, and some swan. The porcupines 
too are numerous, and so careless and clumsy that we can approach very near. 
without disturbing them as they are feeding 011 the young willows: towards 
evening we also found, for the first time, the nest of a goose among some drift
wood, all that we have hitherto seen beinO' on the top of a broken tree on the b . 

forks, and im'ariahly from fifteen to twenty feet 01' more in height, 
Saturday, 4, We were detained till nine in order to repair the rudder of one 

of,the boats, and when we set out' the wind was a-head; and at six and a half 
ml~es we passeu a sn~all creek in a deep bend on the south, with asand island OppOSiM 
to It, a~d then pa~slllg along an extensive plain, which gradually r"ises from the 
north Side of the nvel', encamped at the distance of eighteen miles, in a point of 
woodland on the north: the river is this day wider than usual and crowded with 
sandb~rs on all sides: the country is level, fertile, and beautif:d, the low grollnds 
extensIve, and contain a much greater portion of timber than is common. Indeed 
all the forepart of the day the river was bordered with timbel' on both sides, a 
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circumstance very rare on the Missouri, and the til'st that has ocem'l'ed since we 
left the Mandans, 1.'here are as usual vast quantities of game, and extremely 
gentle; the male buffaloe particularly will scarcely give way to us, and as we 
approach will merely look at us for a moment, as something new, and then quietly 
resume theil' feeding', In the course of the day we passed some old Indian 
bunting camps, one of which consisted of two large lodges, fortified with a 
circular fence, twenty or thirty feet in diameter, and made of timbe .. laid horizon
talJy, the beams overlaying each other to the height of five feet, and covered 
with the trunks and limbs of trees that have drifted down the river: the lodges 
themselves are formed by three or more stl'Ong sticks, about the size of a man's 
leg or arm, and twelve feet long, which are attached at the top by a withe of 
small willows, and spreading out so as to form at the base, a circle of ten 
or fourteen feet in diameter: against these arc placed pieces of dl'iftwood and 
fallen timber; usualJy in three ranges one on the other, and the intersticcs are 
covered with leaves, bark, and straw, so as to form a conical figure about ten 
feet high, with a small aperture in one side for the door, It is, l!oWeYCl', at best 
a vel'y imperfect shelter against the inclemencies of the seasons, 

Sunday, 5, We had a fine moming, and the wind bcing' from the cast we 
used our sails, At the distance of five miles ,ye came to a small island, and 
twelve miles farther encampcd on the north, at the distance of seventeen miles. 
The country, like that of yesterday, is beautiful in the extI'eme. Among' the 
vast quantities of game around us, we distinguish a small species of goose, 
differing considerably from the common Canadian goose; its neck, head, and 
beak, being much thicker, larger, and &horter in proportion to its size, which i" 
neady a third smaller; the noise too resembling more that of the brant, or of a 
young goose that has not yet fully acquired its note; in other respects, in colour. 
habits, and the number of feathers in the tail, the two species correspond; this 
species also associates in flocks with the large geese, but we have not seen it pair 
cwff with them. The white brant is about the size of the common brown brant, 
or two-thirds of the common goose, than wQich it is also six inches shorter from 
the extremity of the wings, though the beak, head, and neck are larger and 
stronger: the body and wings are of a beautiful pure white, except the black 
feathers of the first and second joints of the wings; the beak and leg'!' are of a 
reddish or flesh-coloured white, the eye of a moderate size, the pupil of a deep 
sea-green, encircled with a r.ing of yellowish brown, the tail consists of sixteen. 
feathers equally long; the flesh is dark, and as well as its note differs but little 
from those of the common-orant, whom in form and habits it resembles, and, 
~ith whom it sometim:es unites in a common flock: the white brant also associate' 

1 
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by themselves in lal'ge B~cks, but as they do not seem to be mated or paired off, 
it is doubtful whether they reside hel'e during the summer for the purpose of 
rearillO" their young, 

The wolves are also very abundant, and are of two species, First, the small 
wolf or burrowing dog of the prairies, which are found in almost all the open 
plains, It is of an intermediate size between the fox and dog, very delicately 
formed, fleet and aet-ire, The ears are larg'e, erect, and pointed; the head long 
and pointed, like that of the fox; the tail long and bushy; the hail' and fur of a 
pale reddish brown colour, though much coarser than that of the fox; the eye of 
a deep sea-green colOlll', small and piercing; the talons rather longer than those 
of the , .. olt' of the Atlantic states, which animal as far as we can perceive is not 
to be fOllnd on this side of the river Platte. 'l'hese wplves usually associate in 
bands of ten or tweh'c, and are rarely if ever seen alone, not being' ;d.)lesingly 
to attack a deer or antelope. 'l'hey live and rear their young in burrows, which 
they fix neal' some pass 01' spot much fl'eqnented by game, and sally out in a 
body against any animal which they think they can overpower, hut on the 
slightest alarm retreat to theil' burrows, making a noise exactly like that of a 
small dog. 

The secoml species is lower, shot,ter in the legs, and thicker than the 
Atlantic wolf; theil' colour, which is not affected by the seasons, is of every 
Yariety of shade, from a gray 01' blackish brown to a cream coloured white. They 
do not burr9w, nor do they bark, but howl, and they frequent the woods and 
plains, and skulk along' the skirts of the buffaloe herds, in order to attack the 
weary 01' wounded. 

Captain Clarke and one of the huntel·s met this evening the largest brown 
bear we haye seen. As they fired he did not attempt to attack, but fled with a 
most tremendous roar, and snch was his extraordinal'y tenacity of life, that al
thol1~'h he had five balll; passed through his lungs, and five ~ther wounds, he 
swam more than half across the rivet· to a sandbar, and survived twenty minutes. 
He weig'hed hehH'ell five and six hundred pounds at least," and measured eight 
feet seven inclws and a half from the nose to the extremity of the hind feet, five 
feet ten inches and a half round the bl'east, three feet eleven inehes round the 
neck, one foot eleven inches round the middle of the fOI'e-leg, and his talons, 
five on each foot, were four inches and three-eighths in length, It differs from 
th~ common black beal' in having its talons much longer and more blunt; its 
tal! shorter; its hair of a reddish or hay brown, long'er, nneI', and more 
a~JUndant; his livel', lungs, and heart, much larger even in proportion to his 
SIze, the heart particularly being equal to that of a large ox; his maw ten times 
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larget'; his testicles pendent from the belly and in separate pouches foul' inches 
'apart: besides fish and flesh he feeds on roots, and every kind of wil.d fruit. 

The antelope al'e now lean and with young-, so that they may ret\dily Le 
caught at this season, as they cross the river from S. 'V. to N. E. 

Monday, 6. The morning being fail' and the wind favourable, we set sail. 
and proceeded on very well the greater part of the day. The country continues 
level, rich, and beautiful; the low grounds wide and comparatively with tIlt' 
other parts of the Missouri, well supplied with wood. The appearances of coal, 
pumicestone, and bumt earth have ceased, thoug'h the salts of tartar 01' vegetable 
salts continue on the banks and sandbars, and sometimes in the little ravines at 
the base of the low hills. We passed three streams on the south; the first at 
the distance of one mile and a half f!'Om our camp wa" about twenty-five yards 
wide, but although it contained some water in standing pools it discharges none; 
this we called Littledl'y creek: about eight miles beyond which is Bigdry creek, 
fifty yards wide, without any water; the third is SIX miles further, and has the 
bed of a large river two hundred yards wide, yet without a drop of water: like 
the other two this stream, which we called Bigdry river, continues its width un
diminished as far as we can discel'll. The banks are low, the channel formed of 
a fine brown sand, intermixed with a small proportion of little pebbles of various 
colours, and the country around flat and without trees. They had recently dis
charged their waters, and from theil' appearance and the nature of the country 
through which they pass, we concluded that they rose in the Black mountains, 
or in the level low plains which are probably between this place and the moun
tains; that the country being' nearly of the same kind and of the same latitude, 
the rains of spring melting the snows about the same time, conspire with them 
to throw at once vast quantities of water down these channels, which are then 
left dry during' the summer, autumn, and winter, when there is very little rain. 
We had to-day a slight sprinkling, but it lasted a very short time. The game is 
in such plenty that it has become a mere amusement to supply the party with 
prOVISIOns .. 'Ve made twenty-five miles to a dump of trees on the north where 
we passed the night. 

Tuesday~ 7. The morning was pleasant and we proceeded at an eady hour. 
There is much driftwood" floating, and what is contrary to our expectation, al
though the river is rising, the water is somewhat clearer than usual. At eleven 
o'clock the wind became so high that one of the boats was nearly sunk, and we 
w.ere· obliged to stop till one, when we proceeded on, and encamped on the 
south, above a large sandbar projecting from the north, having made fifteen 
mile!>. On the north ~jde of the river are the mOit beautiful plains we ha,'e :\'('t 
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seen; they rise gradually from the low grounds 011 the water to the height of .. 
fifty or sixty feet, and then extend in au unbroken level as far as the eye can 
reach: the hills 01. the ~ollth are 1ll01'e broken and higher, though at some dis
tance back the CC1\Il:ty becomes level and fertile. There are no more appear
ances of bumt earth, coal, or pumicestone, though that of salt still continues, 
and the vegetation seems to have advanced but little since the twenty-eighth of 
last month: the game is as abundaut as usual. The bald-eagles, of whom we see 
g'reat numbers, probably feed on the carcases of dead animals, for on the whole 
Missouri we have seen neither the blue-crested fishel', nor the fishing-hawks, to 
supply them with their favourite food, and the water of the river is so turbid 
that no bird which feeds exclusively on fish can procure a subsistence. 

'Vednesday, 8. A light breeze f!'OOl the east carried us sixteen miles, till 
we halted for dinner at the entrance of a river Oil the north. Captain Clarke, 
who had walked on the sonth, on ascending a high point opposite to its entrance, 
discovered a level and beautiful coulltry which it watered; that its course for 
twelve or fifteen miles was ~. \V., when it divided into two nearly equal 
branches, one pursuing' a direction nearly north, the other to the W. ofN. W.: 
its width at the entrance is one hundred and fifty yal'ds, and on going three 
miles np, Captain Lewis found it to be of the same breadth, and sometimes more? 
it is deep, gentle, and 113s a large quantity of water; its bed is principally of 
mud, the banks abrupt, about twelve feet in height, and formed of a clark, rich 
loam and blue clay; the low grounds near it are wide and felotile, and possess a 
considerable proportion of cottonwood and willow. It seems to be navigable 
fOl' boats and canoes, and this circumstance joined to its course, amI the quan
tity of water, which indicates that it passes through a large extent of country, 
we are led to presume that it ma.y approach the Saskashawan and afford a com
munication with that river. The water has a peculiar whiteness, such as might 
be produced by a tahlespoon full of milk in a dish of tea, and this circumstance 
induced us to call it Milk rivel·. In the evening we had made twenty-seven 
miles, and encamped on the south. The country on that side consists in general 
of high broken hills, with much gray, black and brown granite scattered over 
the surface of the ground. At a little distance from the river there is no timber 
on either side, the wood being' confined as below to the margin of the river; so 
that unless the contrary is particularly mentioned, it is always understood that 
the upland is perfectly naked, and that we consider the low grounds well tim
bered if even a fifth be cov~red with wood. The wild liquonce is found in 
great abundance on these hills, as is also the white apple. As usual we are 8ur
rOWlded by buffaloe, elk, common and black-tailed deer, beaver, antelopes and 
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wolves. We observed a pl;lce whete an Indian had recently taken the hair off 
an antelope's skin, and some of the party thought they distinguished imperfectly 
some smoke and Indian lodges up Milk river, mal·ks which we are by no means 
desirous of realizing', as the bdians are probably Assiniboins, and might be very 

troublesome. 
Thursday, 9. \Ve again had It favourable wind and sailed along very well. 

Between foUl' and five miles we passed a large island in a deep bend to the 
north, and a large sandbar at the upper point. At fifteen and a quarter miles 
we reached the bed of a most extraof(linal'Y river which presents itself on the 
south: though as wide as the MissoUl'i itself, that is about half a mile, it does 
not discharge a drop of water, and contains nothing but a few standing pools, 
On ascending it three miles we found an eminence from which we saw the 
direction of the channel, fil'st south for ten or twelve miles, then turning to the 
east of south-east as far as we could see: it passes through a wide valley with. 
out timbel', and the ~urrounding' country consists of waving low hills intel'spersed 
with some handsome level plains; the banks are abrupt and consist of a black 
or yellow clay, or of a rich sandy loam, but though they do not rise more than 
six 01' eight feet above the bed, they exhibit no appearance of being overflowed: 
the bed is entirely composed of a light bl'Own sand, the particles of which like 
those of the Missouri are extremely fine. Like the dry rivers we passed before, 
this seemed to have discharged its waters recently, but the watermark indicated 
that its greatest depth had not been more than two feet: this stl'eam, if it de
serve the name, we called Big'dry river. About amile below is a lat'g'e creek 
on the same side, which is also perf{)ctly ory: the mineral salts and quartz are 
in large quantities neal' this neighbourhood. The sand of the Missomi from its 
mouth to this place has been mixed with a snbstance which we had presumed to 
be a granulated talk, but which is most probably this quartz. 'l'he game is 
now in great quantities, particularly the elk and buffaloe, which last is so g'entle 
that the men are obliged to drive them out of the way with sticks and stones. 
'fhe ravages of the beaver are very apparent: in one place the timber was en
tirely prostrated for a space of three acres in front on the river, and one in 
depth, and great part of it removed, although the trees were in large quantities, 
and some of them as thick as the body of a man. At the distance of twenty
four miles we encamped, after making twenty-five and a half miles, at the en
trance of a small creek in a bend on the north, to which we gave the name of 
Werner's creek after one of our men. 

For several days past the river lIaS been as wide as it generally is neal' its 
mouth, but as it is much shallower, crowded with sandbars, and the COlOU1' of 
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the watel' has become much clearer, we do ttot yet despair of reaching the Rock 
mountains, for which we are very anxious. 

Friday, 10. We had not proceeded more than four and a quartel' miles 
when the violence of the wind forced us to halt for the day undel' some timbel' 
in a bend on the sooth side. 'The wind continued high, the clouds thick and 
black, and we had a slight sprinkling of rain several times in the course of the 
day. Shortly after our landing a dog came to us, and as this induced us to he
lieve that we are near the hunting grounds of the Assiniboins, who are a vicious 
ill-disposed people, it was necessary to be on our gual'd: we therefore inspected 
our arms which we found in good order, and sent several hunters to scour the 
country, but they returned in the evening having seen no tents, nor any recent 
tracks of Indians. Biles and imposthumes are very common among the patiy, 
and sore eyes continue in a greater or less degl'ee with all of us; for the im
posthumes we use emollient poultices, and apply to the eyes a solution of two 
grains of white vitriol and one of sugar of lead with one ounce of water. 

SatUl'day, II. The wind blew very hard in the night, but having abated 
this morning we went on very well, till in the afternoon the wind arose and re
tarded our progress; the current too was strong, the river very crooked, and 
the bunks us usual constantly precipitating themselves in large masses into the 
water. The highlands are broken and approach nearer the river than they do 
below. The soil however of both hills and low grounds appear as fertile as 
that further down the river: it consists of a black looking loam with a small 
portion of sand, which cover the hills and bluffs to the depth of twenty el' thirty 
feet, and when thrown in the water dissolves as readily as loaf-sugar, and 
effervesces like marie: there are also great appearances of quartz and mineral 
salts: the first is most commonly seen in the faces of the bluffs, the second is 
found on the lJilis as well as the low grounds, and in the g'ullies which come 
down from the, hills; it lies ,in a crust of t:v~ or three in~hes in depth, and may 
be swept up WIth a feather 111 lar~e quantIties. There IS no longel' any appear
ance of coal, burnt earth, or punucestone. 'Ve saw and visited some high hills 
on the north side about three miles from the river, whose tops were covered 
with the pitch-pine: this is the first pine we have seen on the Missouri, and it is 
like that of Virginia, except that the leaves are somewhat longer: among this 
pine is also a dwarf cedar, sometimes between three or four feet high, but o-ene
rally spreading itself like a vine along the surface of the earth, which it c~vers
very closely, putting out roots from the undel' side. The fruit and smell re
semble those of the common red cedar, but the leaf is finer and more delicate. 
The tops of the hills where these plants grow have a soil quite different from. 
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that just described; the hasis of it is usually yellow or white clay, and the g'eneral 
appearance light coloured, sandy, and barren, some :-cattering tufts of sedge 
being almost its only herbage. About five in the afternoon one of our men who 
had been affiicted with biles, and suffered to walk on shore, came running to the 
boats with loud cries and evel'y symptom of telTor and distress: for some time 
after we had taken him on board, he was so much out of breath as to be unable 
to describe the cause of his anxiety, but he at length told us that about a mile alld 
a half below he had shot a brown bear, which immediately turned and was in 
close pursuit of him; but the bear being badly wounded could not overtake him. 
Captain Lewis, with seven men, immediately went in search of him, and having' 
found his track, followed him by the blood for a mile, and found him concealed 
in some thick brushwood, and shot him with two balls through the skull. Though 
somewhat smaller than that killed a few days ago, he was a monstl'OUS animal 
and a most terrible enemy: our man had shot him through the centre of the lung's, 
yet he had pursued him furiously for half a mile, then returned more than twice
that distance, and with his talons had prepared himself a bed in the earth, two 
feet deep and five feet long, and was perfectly alive when they found him, which 
was at least two hoUl's after he received the wound. The wonderful power of life 
which these animals possess renders them dreadful: their vel'y track in the mud 
01' sand, which we have sometimes found eleven inches long and seven and a 
quartllr wide, exclusive of the talons, is alarming; and we had rather encounter 
two Indians than meet a single brown bear. There is no chance of killing them 
by a single shot, unless the ball goes throug'h the brains, and this is vel'y difficult 
on account of two large muscles which cover the side of the forehead, and the 
sharp projection of the centre of the frontal bone, which is also thick. Our en
campment was on the south, at the distance of sixteen miles from that of last 
night: the fleece and skin of the bear were a heavy burden for two men, and the 
oil amonnted to eight gallons 

Sunday, 12th. The weather being clear and calm, we set out early. 
Within a mile we came to a small creek, about twenty yards wide, emptying 
itself on the south. At eleven and three quarter miles we reached a point of 
woodland on the south, opposite to which is a creek of the same width as the 
last, but with little water, which we called Pine Cl'eek. At eiO'hteen and thl'ee 
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quarter miles we came to on the south, oppo!'.ite to the lower point of a willow 
island, situated in a deep bend of the river to the south-east: here we remained 
during the day, the wind having risen at twelve so high that we could not pro
ceed: it continued to blow 'Yiolently all night, with occasional sprinklings of 
rain from sunset till midnight. On both sides of the river the country is rough 
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and broken, the low grounds becoming narrowet'; the tops of the hills on the 
north exhibit some scattered pine and cedar, 011 the south the pine has not yet 
commenced, though there is some cedat' on the sides of the hills and in the little 
ravines. 'rhe chokechel'l'Y, the wild hysop, sage, fleshy-leafed thorn, and particu
larly the aromatic herb on which the antelope and hare feed, are to be found on the 
plains and hills, l'he soil of the hills has now altered its texture considerably; their 
bases, like that of the river plains. is as usual a rich, black loam, while from the 
111iddle to the summits they are composed of a light brown-coloured earth, poor 
and sterile, anfl intermixed with a coarse white sand, 

Monday, 13th. The wind was so strong' that we could not proceed tin about 
one o'clock, when we had to encounter a CUl'I'ent rather strongel' than usual. 
In the course of a mile and a half we passed two small creeks Oil the south, 
one of eig"hteen, the other of thirty yards width, but neither of them containing 
~Ily watel', and encamped on the south at a point of woodland, having made 
only seven miles. 'fhe country is much the same as yesterday, with little tim
bel' in the low grounds, and a small quantity of pine and cedar on the northern 
hills. 'l'he rivet' however continues to grow clearer, and this, as well as the 
increased rapidity, induces us to hope for some change of country, The game is 
:.IS usual so abundant, that we can get without difficulty all that is necessary, 

Tuesday, 14th, There was some fog on the river this mOl'lling, which is a 
vel'y rare occurl'ence. At the distance of a mile and a half we reached an island 
in a bend on the HOI'th, which continued for about half a mile, where at the head of it 
a large creek comes in on the north, to which we gave the name of Gibson's 
ct'eek, At seven and a half miles is a point of rocks Oil the south, above a creek 
011 the same side, which we called Stick lodge creek: five miles further is a large 
creek on the south which like the two others has no running water: and at sixteen 
and a half miles a timbered point on the north, whet'e we encamped for the night. 
The country is like that of yesterday, except that the low grounds are wider: 
there are also many high black bluffs along' the banks: the game too is ill great 
abundance. 'fowards evening the men in the hindmost canoes discovel'ed a 
large brown bear lying in the open grounds, about three hund,'ed paces fl'om the 
river: six of them, all good hunters, immediately went to attack him, and con
cealing themselves by a small eminence came unperceived within forty paces of 
him: fow' of the hunters now fired, and each lodged a ball in his body, two of 
them directly through the lungs: the furious animal sprang up and ran open
mouthed upon them; as he came neal', the two hunters who had reserved their 
fire gave him two wounds, one of which breaking his shoulder, retarded his motion 
for a moment; bnt before they coWd reload he was so near that they were 
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obliged to run to the river, and before they reached it he had almost overtaken 
them: two jumped into the canoe; the othet' four separated, and concealing 
themselves in the willows, fired as fast as each could reload: they stmck him 
several times, hut instead of weakening the monster each shot seemed only to 
direct him towards the hunter, till at last he pursued two of them so closely, that 
they threw aside their guns and pouches, and jumped down a perpendicular bank 
of twenty feet into the river; the bear sprang after them, and was within a 
few feet of the hindmost, when one of the hunters on shore shot him in the head 
and finally killed him: they d.'agged him to the shore, and found that eight balls 
had passed through him in different directions; the bear was old and the meat 
tough, so that they took the skin only, and rejoined us at the camp, where we 
had heen as milch terrified by an accident of a different kind, 'rhis was the 
narrow escape of one of our canoes containing all our papers, instrulDents, medi
cine, and almost every article indispensable fOl' the success of our entel'prise. 
The canoe being' under sail, a sudden squall of wind struck her obliquely, and 
turne(l hel' considerably, The man at the helm, who was unluckily the worst 
steersman of the party, became alarmed, and instead of putting her before the 
wind luffed her up into it. The wind was so hig-h that it forced the brace of the 
square-sail out of the hand of the man who was attending it, and instantly upset 
the canoe, which would have been turned bottom upwards, but for the resistance 
made by the awning, Such was the confusion on board, and the waves ran so 
high, that it was half a minute before she righted, and then nearly full of water, 
but by baling out she was kept from sinking until they rowed ashore: besides 
the loss of the lives of three men, who, not being able to swim, would probably 
have perished, we should have been deprived of nearly every thing necessary for 
our purposes, at a distance of between two and three thousand miles from any 
place where we could supply the deficiency. 

Wednesday, 15. As soon as a slight shower of rain had passed, we spread 
out the articles to dry; but the weather was so damp and cloudy that they derived 
little benefit from exposure, Our hunters procured us deer, buffaloe, and beaver. 

Thursday, 16, The morning was fair and we were enabled to dry and re
pack our stores: the loss we sustained is chiefly in the medicines, many articles 
of which are completely spoiled, and others considerably injured. At four 
o'clock we embarked, and after making seven lDiles encamped on the north 
near some wood: the country on both sides is broken, the low grounds nanower 
and with less timber, though there are some scattered pine and cedar on the steep 
declivities of the hills, which :J.'e now higher than usual. A white bear tore the' 
coat of one of the men which he had left on shore; two of the party wounded a 
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lal'ge panther who was feasting' on a deer. \Ve caug'bt some lean antelopes as 

they were swimming the river, and killed two buffaloe. 
Frida V 17. \Ye set out early and proceeded on very well; the bauks 

being fil'l~' and the shore bold we were enabled to Ilse th~ .towline, which, wh~n
ever the banks will permit it, is the safest and most expeditIOus mode of ascendmg 
the rivel', except under a sail with a steady breeze. At the distance of ten and 
a half miles we came to the mouth of a small creek Oil the south, below which 
the hills approach the river, and continue near it during the day: three miles 
further is a larg'e creek on the north, and ag:tin six and three qqartermilesbeyond 
it, another lal'g'e creek to the south, which contain a small quantity of running 
water of a brackish taste. The last we called Rattlesnake creek, from our 
seeing that animal near it. Although no timber can be observed on it from the 
Missouri, it throws out great quantities of driftwood, among which were some 
pieces of coal brought down by the stI'eam. We continued on one mile and a. 
quarter, and encamped on the iouth, aftel' making twenty and a half miles. 
'fhe country in general is rugged, the hills hig'h, with their summits and sides 
parhally covered with pine and cedar, and their bases on both sides washed by 
the river: like those already mentioned, the lower part of these hills is of a dark 
rich loam, while the upper region, for one hundred and fifty feet, consists of a 
whitish brown sand, so hard as in many places to resemble stone, though in 
fact very little stone 01' rock of any kind is to be seen on the hills. The bed of 
the Missouri is much narrower than usual, being not more than between two and 
three hundt'cd yards in width, with an uncommonly large proportion of gravel; 
but the sandbars, and low points covered with willows have entirely disappeared: 
the timber on the river consists of scat'cely any thing' more than a few scattered 
cottonwood trees. The saline incrustations along' the banks and the foot of the 
hills are more abundant than usual. The game is in goreat quantities, but the 
buffaloe are not so numerous as they were some days ago: tw,o rattlesnakes were 
seen to-day, and one of them killed: it resembles those of the middle Atlantic 
states, being about two feet six inches long, of a yellowish brown on the back 
and sides, variegated with a row of oval dark-brown spots lying transversely on 
the back fl'Olll the neck to the tail, and two other rows of circular spots of the 
same colour on the sides along the edge of the scuta: there are one hundl'ed and 
~eve~lty-six s~lIta 011 the belly, and seventeen on the tail. Captain Clarke saw 
In Ins .excurslOns a fortified Indian camp which appeared to have been recently 
occupied, and was, we presumed, made by a party of Minnetarees who went to 
war last March. 

Late at night we were roused by the sergeant of the guard in consequence 
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flf a fire which had communicated to a tree overhanging our camp. 'I'he wiud 
was so high, that we had not removed the camp more than a few minutes when 
a large part of the tree fell precisely on the spot it had occupied, and would ha\ e 
cl'Ushed us if we had not been alarmed in time. 

Saturday, 18. The wind continued high from the west, but by means of the 
towline we were able to make nineteen miles, the sandbari being now very few 
in number, the river narrow, and the cUJ'rent gentle; the willow has in a great 
measure disappeared, and even the cottonwood, almost the only timber remain
ing, is growing scarce. At twelve and three quarter miles we carne to a creek 
on the north, which was perfectly dry. We encamped on the south opposite the 
lower point of an island. 

Sunday, 19. The last night was disagreeably cold; and in the morning 
there was a very heavy fog, which obscured the river so much as to pl'event our 
seeing the way. This is the first fog of any degree of thickness which we have 
experienced: there was also last evening a fall of dew, the second which we have 
seen since entering this extensive open country. About eight o'clock the fog 
dispersed, and we pl'oceeded with the aid of the towline: the island near which 
we were encamped, was three quarters of a mile in length. The country resem
bles that of yesterday, high hills closely bordering the river. In the afternoon 
the river became crooked, and contained more sawyers, or Boating timber, than 
we have seen in the same space since leaving the Platte. Our game consisted 
of deer, beaver, and elk: we also killed a brown bear, who, although shot through 
the heart, ran at his usual pace nearly a quarter of a mile before he fell. At 
twenty-one miles is a willow island half a mile in length, on the north side, a 
quarter of a mile beyond which is a shoal of rapid water under a bluff; the water 
continued very strong for some distance beyond it: at half a mile we came to a 
sandbar on the north, from which, to our place of encampment, was another 
half mile, making in all twenty-two and a quarter miles. The saline substances 
which we have mentioned continue to appear; and the men are much afflicted 
with sore eyes and imposthumes. 

Monday, 20. As usual we set out early, and the banks being convenient for 
that purpose, we used the towline: the river is narrow and crooked, the water 
rapid, and the country much like that of yesterday: at the distance of two and 
a quarter miles we passed a large creek with but little water, to which we gave 
the name of BlowingBy creek, from the quantity of those insects found in its 
neighb~urhood. They al'e extremely troublesome, infesting our meat whilst cook
ing and at our meals. After making seven miles, we reached by eleven o'clock 
the mouth of a large river on the south, and encamped for the day at the upper 
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point of its junction with the Missouri. This stream, which we suppose to be 
that called by the Minnetarees the Muscleshell river, empties into the Missouri two 
thousand two hundred and seventy miles above the mouth of the latter river, and in 
latitude 4io 0' 2.1",6 north. It is one hlmdred and ten yards wide, and contain!> 
more water than streams of that size usually do in this country; its current is by 
no means rapid, and there is every appearance of its being susceptible of naviga
tion by canoes for a considerable distance: its bed is chiefly formefl of coarse 
sand and gravel, with an occasional mixture of black mud; the banks abrupt 
and nearly twelve feet high, so that they are secure from being overflowed: 
the wate,' is of a greenish yellow cast, and much more transparent than that 
of the Missouri, which itself, though clearer than below, still retains its whitish 
hue and a portion of its sediment. Opposite to the point of junction the current 
of the Missouri is gentle, and two hundred and twenty-two yanIs in width, the 
bed principally of mud (the little sand remaining being wholly confined to the 
points) and still too deep to use the settingpole. If this be, as we suppose, the 
Muscleshell, our Indian information is, that it rises in the first chain of the rocky 
mountains not fal' from the sources of the Yellowstone, whence in its course to 
this place it waters a high broken country, well timbered, particularly on its 
borders, and interspersed with handsome fertile plains and meadows. We have 
reason, however, to believe, from their giving a similar account of the timber 
where we now are, that the timber of which they speak i., similar to that which 
we have seen for a few days past, which consists of nothing more than a few 
straggling" small pine and dwarf cedar, on the summits of the tiills, nine-tenths 
of the gTound being totally destitute of wood, and covered with a short grass, 
!lromatic herbs, and an immense quantity of prickly pears: though the party who 
explored it for eight miles, represented low grounds on the river, as well as sup
plied with cottonwood of a tolerable size, and of an excellent soil. They also 
reported that the country is bl'Oken and irregular, like that near our camp; tbat 
about five miles up, a handsome river, about fifty yards wide, which we named 
after Chaboneau's wife, Sahcajahweah, or Birdwoman's river, discharges itself 
into the Muscleshell on the north or upper side, Another party found at the 
foo~ of .the s.ollthem hi~ls, about four Illiles from the Missouri, a fine bold spring, 
which m thiS country IS so rare, that since we left the Mandans we llave found 
only one of a similar kind, and that was under the bluffs on the south side of the 
)l1ssouri, at some distance f,"om it, and about five miles below the Yellowstone: 
with this exception, of all the small fountains which we have met a number are . , 
lm~regnated with the salts which are so abundant here, and with which the 
Missouri is itself most probably tainted, though to us, who have been so much 
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~ecustomed to it, the taste is not perceptible. Among the game to-day we 
observed two large owls with remarkably long feathers. resembling_ ears on the 
sides of the head, ~hich we presume are the hooting owls, though they are 
larger and their colours are brighter than those common in the United States. 

Tuesday, 21. The morning being very fine we were able to employ the rope, 
and made twenty miles to our ~amp on the north. The shol'es of the river are 
abrupt, bold, Qna composed of a black and yellow clay, the bars being formed of 
black mud, and a small proportion of tine sand; the current strong. In its 
course the Missouri makes a sudden and extensive bend towards the south, to 
receive the waters of the Muscleshell. The neck of land thus formed, though 
itself high, is low-er than the sunounding country, and makes a waving valley, 
extending for a great distance to the Northward, with a fertile soil which, though 
witttOltt wood, produces a ine tt1l'f of low gl'ass, some herbs, and vast ql1antitie. 
of prickly pear. The country on the south is high, bToken, and crowned with 
some pine and dwarf cedar; the leaf ()f this pine is longer than that of the coIn
mon pitch or red pine of Virginia, the 'Cone is 100'ger andnul'Ower, the imbrica
tions wider and thicker, and the whole frequently covered with resin. During 
the whole day the bends of the river are short and sudden; and the points CQ\'6re~ 
with some cottonwood, large or broad-leaved willow, and a small quantity of 
redwood; the undergrowth consisting of wild roses, and the bushes of the small 
honeysuckle. 

The mineral appearances on the river are as usual. We do not find the 
grouse or prairie hen so abundant as below, and think it probable that they retire 
from the river to the plains during this season. 

The wind had been moderate during the fore part of the day, but continued 
to rise towards evening, and about dark veered to north-west, and blew 
a storm all night. We had encamped on a bar on the north, opposite the lower 
pgint of an island, which f!'Om this circumstance we called Windy island; but 
we were so annoyed by clouds of dust and sand, that we could neither eat nor 
sleep, and were forced to remove our camp at eight 0' clock, to the foot of an 
adjoining hill, which shielded us in some degree fl'om the wind: we procured elk, 
deer, and buffaloe. 

Wednesday, 22. The wind blew so violently that it was deemed prudent to 
wait till it had abated, so that we did not leave the camp till ten o'clock, when 
we pl'oceeded pl'incipany by the towline. We passed Windy island which is 
abo~lt three qualters of a mile in length: and five and a half miles above it a 
large island in a bend to the north: thl'ee miles beyond this we came to the eu. 
trance of a creek twenty rrtds wide, though with little water, which we called 
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G,'OlBe cl'eek, f!'Om observing nea.r its mouth a quantity of the prairie hen with 
pointed tails, the first we have seen in such numbers for several days: the low 
grounds are somewhat wider than usual, and apparently fertile, though the short 
and scanty grass on the hills does not indicate much richness of soil. The 
country around is not so broken as that of yesterday, but is still waving, the 
southern hill~ possessing more pine than usual, and some appearing on the 
northern hills, which are accompanied by the usual salt and mineral appearances. 

The river continues about two hund.'ed and fifty yards wide, with fewer 
sandbars, and the current more gentle and regular, Game is no longer in such 
abundance, since leaving the Muscleshell, 'Ve have caught very few fish on this 
side of the Mandans, and these were the white catfish of two to five pounds. 
We killed a deer and a bear: we have not seen in this quarter the black bear, 
common in the United States and on the lowel' parts of the Missouri, nor have 
we discerned any of theil' tracks, which may easily be distinguished by the 
shortness of its talons from the brown, grizzly, or white bear, all of which seem 
to be of the same family, which ass'umes those colours at different seasons of the 
year, We halted earliel' than usual, and encamped on the north, in a point of 
'woods, at the distance of sixteen and a half miles. 
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CHAP. IX. 

THE PARTY CONTINUE THEIR ROUTE-DESCRIPTION OF JUDITH RIVER-INDIAN MODE 

OF TAKING THE BUFFALOE-SLAUGHTER RIV ER DESCRIBED-PHENOMENA OF NATURE

OF WALLS ON THE BANKS OF TAE MISSOURI-THE PARTY ENCAMP ON THE BANKS OF 

THE RIVER TO ASCERTAIN WHICH OF THE STREAMS CONSTITUTED THE MISSOURI

CAPTAIN LEWIS LEAVES THE PARTY TO EXPLORE THE NORTHERN FORK, AND CAPTAIN 

CLARKE EXPLORES THE SOUTHERN-THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY DESCRIBEIl IN THE: 

ROUTE OF CAPTAIN LEWIS-NARROW ESCAPE OF ONE OF HIS PARTY. 

THURSDAY 23. LAST night the frost was severe, and this morning the Ice 
appeared along the edges of the river, and the water froze on our oal'S. At the 
distance of a mile we passed the entrance of a creek on the north, which we 
named 'J'eapot creek; it is fifteen yards wide, and although it has mnning 
water at a small distance from its mouth, yet it discharges none into the Missouri, 
resembling we believe, most of the creeks in this hilly conntl'y, the waters of 
which are absorbed by the thirsty soil near the rivel'. They indeed afford but 
little water in any part, and even that is so strongly tainted with salts that it is 
unfit for use, though all the wild animals are very fond of it. On expel'iment 
it was found to be moderately pUl'gative, but painful to the intestines in its 
operation. 'fhis creek seems to come from a range of low hills, which run from 
east to west for seventy miles, and have their eastern extremity thirty miles to 
the north of Teapot creek. JIISt above its entrance is a large assemblage of the 
burrowing squirrels on the nmoth side of the river. At nine miles we reached 
the upper point of an island in a bend on the south, and opposite the centre of 
the island, a small dry creek on the nOI'1h. Half a mile further a small creek 
falls in on the same side; and six and a half miles beyond this another on the 
south. At four and a half miles we passed a small island in a deep bend to the 
north, and on the same side in a deep north-eastern bend of the: river another 
small island. None of these creeks however poSsessed any water, and at the 
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1"l\tral\~CS of the i~lanJs, tlw two fir!!t are covered with tall cottonwood tinibet, 
and the last with willows only. The river has become more rapid, the counb'Y 
much the same as yesterday, except that there are rather more rocks on the face 
of the. hills, and some small spruce pine appears among the pitch. The wild 
roses are very abundant and now ill bloom; they differ from those of the United 
States only in having the leaves and the bush itself of a somewhat smallel' size. 
We find the mllsquitoes troublesome, notwithstandillg the coolness of the 
morning'. The buffaloe is scarce to-day, but the elk, deer, and antelope, are very 
numerous. The geese begin to lose the feathers of the wings, and are unable 
to fly. 'Ve saw five bears, one of which we wounded, but in swimming from 
us across the river, he became entangled in some dl'iftwood and sank. We 
formed Ollr camp on the south opposite to a hill and a point of wood in a bend 
to the south, having made twenty-seven miles. 

Friday, 24. 'fhe watel' in the kettles froze one-eighth of an inch during 
the night; the ice appears along the margin of the river, and the cottonwood
trees which have lost nearly all theil' leaves by the frost, are putting forth othel' 
buds. 'Ve proceeded with the line principally till about nine o'clock, when a 
fine breeze sprung up from the S. E, and enabled us to sail very well, notwith
standing' the rapidity of the current. At one mile and a half is a large creek 
thil'1y yards wide, and containing some water which it empties oli the north side, 
over a gravelly bed, intermixed with some stone. A man who was sent up to 
explore the country returned in the evening, after having gone ten miles directly 
towards the ridge of mountains to the north, which is the source of this as wen 
as of Teapot cI·eek. The ail' of these highlands is so pure, that objects appear 
much nearer than they really are, so that although our man went ten miles 
without thinking himself by any means half way to the mountains, they do not 
from the river appear more than fifteen miles distant; this stream we called 
Northmountain creek. Two and a half miles higher is a creek on the south 
which is fifteen yards wide, but without any water, and to which we gave the 
name of Littledog creek, from a village of burrowing squil'l'els opposite to iti 
entrance, that being the name given by the FI'ench watcrmen to those animals. 
'fhl'ee miles f!'Om this a small creek enters on the north, five beyond which is an 
island a quarter of a mile in length, and two miles further a small river: tbis 
falls in on the south, is fOI·ty yards wide, and discharges a handsome stream of 
water; its bed rocky with gravel and sand, and the banks high: we called it 
Southmountain creek, as f.'om its dil'edion it seemed to fi!le in a ran!!'e of mOUB-
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laID!! about fifty or sixty miles to the S. W. of its entrance. The low grwnds 
are narrow aod wtthom timber; the coqnU'y high ad brok.eR; a laq;e p~riioD 
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or Mack rock, and brown sandy rock appears in the face of the hills, the tops of 
which are covered with scattered pine, spruce and dwarf cedar; the soil is ge
nerally poor, sandy near the tops of the hills, and nowhet'e producing much 
gt'ass, the low grounds being covered with little else than the hysop, or southern 
wood, and the pulpy-leafed thorn. Game is more scarce, particularly beaver. 
of which we have seen but few for several days, and the abundance or scarcity 
of which seems to depend 011 the greater or less quantity of timber. At twenty
fuur and a half miles we reached a point of woodland on the south, where we 
observed that the trees had no leaves, and encamped for the night. The hig~ 
country through which we have passed for some days, and where we now are, 
we suppose to be a continuation of what the }'l'ench traders called the Cote 
Noire or Black hills. The country thus denominated consists of high broken 
irregular hills and short chains of mountains, sometime!! olle hundred and twenty 
miles in width, sometimes narrower, but always much higher than the country 
on either side. They commence about the head of t~e Kanzas, where they 
diverge; the first ridge going westward, along the northem shore of the Arkan .. 
saw; the second approaches the Rock mountains obliquely in a course a little 
to the W. of N. W., and after passing the Platte above its forks, and intersect
ing the Yellowstone near the Bigbend, crosses the Missouri at this place, and 
probably swells the country as far as the Saskashawan, though as they are re.
presented much smaller here than to the south, they may not reach that river. 

Saturday, 25. Two canoes which were left behind yesterday to bring on 
the game, did not join us till eight o' clock this morning. when we set out with 
the towline, the use of which the banks permitted. The wind was, however, 
a.-head, the CUl'rent strong. particularly round the points again~t which it hap. 
pened to set, and the gullies from the hills having brought down quantities of 
stone, these projected iAto the river, forming bal'l'iers for fOl·ty or fifty feet round, 
",meh it was very difficult to pass. At the distance of two and three quarter 
miles we passed a small island in a deep bend on the SO 11th, and on the same 
side a creek twenty yards wide, but with no running water. About a mile 
further is an island between two and three miles in length, separated from the 
JWrthero shore by a narrow chaRnel, in which is a sand island at the distance of 
half a mile fl'om its lower extremity. To this large island we gave the name of 
T~pot island; two miles above which is an island a mile long, and situated on 
the south. At three and a half miltls is another sml\ll islan~ and one mile be
yond is a second three quarters of a mile in length, on the north side. In the 
middle of the river two miles above this is all island with no timber ~ and of the 
Saine utODt as this last:. '.rhe country on each side is high, broken, aud rocky; 
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the rock being either a soft hrown sandstone, covered with a thin stmtuln of 
limestone, or else a hard black rugged gl'anite, both usually in horizontal strata, 
and the sandrock overlaying the other. Salts and quartz as well as some coal 
and pumicestone still appear: the bars of the river are composed principally of 
gravel; the river low grounds are narrow, and afford scarcely any timber; nor 
is there much pine on the hills. The buffaloe have now become scarce: we 
saw a polecat this evening, which ,ms the first for several days: in the course 
of the day we also saw several het'ds of the big-horned animals among the steep 
clifts on the north, and killed several of them. At the distance of eighteen 
miles we encamped on the south, and the next morning, 

Sunday, 26th, proceeded on at an early hour by means of the towline, using 
Oul" oars merely in c1'ossing the river, to take advantage of the best banks. There 
are now scarcely any low gt'oumls on the river, the hills being high, and in 
many places pressing on both sides to the verge of the water. The black rock' 
has given place to a very soft sandstone, which seems to be washed away fast, 
by the river, and being thrown into the channel renders its navigation more diffi
cult than it was yesterday: above this sandstone, and towards the summits of 
the hills, a hard freestone of a yellowish brown colour shows itself in several 
strata of unequal thickness, frequently overlaid or incrusted bya thin stratum 
of limestone, which seems to be formed of concreted shells, At eight and a 
quarter miles we came to the mouth of a creek on the north, thirty yards wide, 
with some running water and a rocky bed: we called it Windsor creek, after 
one of the party, Four and three quartet' miles beyond this we came to another 
creek in a bend to the north, which is twenty yards wide, with a handsome little 
stream of water: there is however no timber on either side of the river, except 
a few pines on the hills. Here we saw for the first time since we left the Man
dans several soft shelled turtles, though this may be owing rather to the season 
of the year than to any scar~ity of the animal. It was here that after ascending 
the highest summits of the hills on the north side of the river, that Captain 
Lewis fi1'st caught a distant view of the Rock mountains, the ohject of all our 
hopes, and the reward of all our ambition. On both sides of the river, and at 
IW gt'eat distance from it, the mountains followed its course: above these, at the 
distance of fifty miles from us, an irregular range of mountains spread themselves 
from west to north-west from his position, To the north of these a few elevated 
points, the most remarkable of which bore north 65" west, appeared above the 
horizon, and as the sun shone on the snows of their snmmits he obtained a clear 
:md satisfactory view of those mountains which close on the lUiss.<;l\lri,the passage, 
w the Pacific. Four and a half wiles beyond this cre~k.~e ca~~. to tite upper 
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pujnt of a small sand island. At the distance of five miles hetween hig'h bluff.,;, 
We passed a very difficult rapid, reaching quite across the river, where the water 
i!i deep, the channel narrow, and gravel obstl'Ucting it on each side: we had 
great difficulty in ascending it, althoug'h we used both the !'Ope and the pole, 
and doubled the crews: this is the most considerable rapid on the Missollri, and 
in fact the only place where thel'e is a sudden descent. As we were labouring 
over them, a female elk with its fawn swam down through the waves, which ran 
very high, and obtained fOl' the place the name of the Elk Rapids. Just above 
them is a small low ground of cottonwood trees, where, at twenty-two and a 
quarter miles, we fixed our encampment, and were joined by Captain Lewis, 
-who had been on the hills dming the afternoon. 

The country has now become desert and barren: the appearances of coal, 
burnt earth, pumicestone, salts, and quartz, continue as yesterday: but there is 
no timber except the thinly scattered pine and spruce on the summits of the 
hills, or along the sides. The only animals we have observed are the elk, the 
bighorn, and the hare, common in this country. In the plain whel'e we lie are 
two Indian cabins made of sticks, and during the last few days we have passed 
£everal others in the points of timber on the river. 

Monday, 27. 'rhe wind was so high that we did not start till ten o'clock, 
and even then were obliged to use the line during the greater part of the day. 
The river has become vel'y rapid with a very perceptible descent: its general 
width is about two hundred yards: the shoals too are more freql!lent, and the 
rocky points at the mouth of the gullies more tl'Oublesol11e to pass: great quan
tities of this stone lie in the ri\'er and on its banks, and seem to have fallen down 
as the rain washed away the clay and sand in which they were imbedded. r.rhe 
water is bordered by high rug'ged bluffs, composed of irregulal' hut horizontal 
it rata of yellow and brown or black clay, brown and yellowish white sand, soft 
yellowish white sandstone: hard dark brown freestone; and also large round 
kidney formed irregular separate masses of a hard black ironstone, imbedded in 
the clay and sand; some coal 01' carbonated wood also makes its appeal'ance in 
the cliffs, as do also its usual attendants the pumicestone and burnt earth. The 
salts and quartz are less abundant, and g'enerally speaking the country is if pos
iible more rugged and barren than that we passed yesterday; the only growth 
of the hills being a few pine, spmce, and dwarf cedar, interspersed with an 
occasional contrast once in the course of some miles, of several acres of level 
El'Ound, which supply a scanty subsistence for a few little cottonwood trees. 

Soon after setting out we passed a small untimbered island 011 the south: at 
about seven miles we reached a considerable bend which the rivel' makes to
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wards the south-east, and in the evening, after making twelve and a half milesr 

encamped on the south near two dead cottonwood trees, the only timner for fuel 
which we could discover in the neighbourhood, 

'Tuesday, 28, The weather was, dark and cloudy; the air smoky, and there 
fell a few drops of min, At ten o'clock we had again a slight sprinkling of 
rain, attended with distant thunder, which is the first we have heard since 
leaving the Mamlans, 'Ve employed the line g'enerally, with the addition of 
the pole at the ripples and rocky points, which we find more numerous and 
troublesome than those we passed yesterday, The watet' is vel'y rapid round 
these points, and we are sometimes obliged to steel' the canoes through th~ 
points of sharp rocks rising a few inches above the surface of the water, and so 
near to each other that if out' ropes give way the force of the current drives the 
sides of the canoe against them, and must inevitably upset them or dash them to 
pieces. 'These cords are very slender, being' almost all made of elk-skin, and 
much worn and rotted by exposure to the weather: several times they gave 
way, but fortunately always in places where there was room for the' Canoe to' 
turn without striking the rock; yet with aU our precautions it was with infinite 
risk and labour that we passed these points, An Indian pole for building floated 
down the river, and was worn at one end as if dragged along the ground in 
travelling; several othet' articles were also brought down by the cnrrent, which 
indicate that the Indians are probably at no great distance above us, and judging 
from a football which resembles those used by the Minnetarees near the Man
dans, we conjectured that they must be a band of the Minnetal'ees of fort de 
Prairie. The appeamnce of the river and the surrounding country continued as 
LlSual, till towards evening, at about fifteen miles, we reached a large creek on 
the north thirty-five yards wide, discharging some water, and named after one 
of our men Thompson's creek, Here the country assnmed a totally different 
aspect; the hills retired on both sides from the rivet', which now spreads to more 
thau three times its fOl'met' size, and is filled with a number of small handsome 
Islands covered with cottonwood, The low grounds on the rivet' are aO"ain 
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\vide, fertile, and enriched with trees; those on the north are particularly wide, 
the hills being comparatively low and opening into three large vallies, which 
extend themselves for a considerable distance towards the north: these appear
ances of vegetation are delightful after the dreary hills amolJg which we have 
passed, and we have now to congratulate oUl'selves at having escaped from the 
last ridges. of the Black mountains. On leaving Thompson's creek we passed 
t:-"o small Islands, and at twenty-three miles distance encamped among flome 
tlmbel: on the north, opposite to a small creek~ which we named Bull creek. 
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The bighorn is in great quantities-, and must bring {Oloth their young at a very 
early season, as they are now half grown. One of the party flaw a large bear 
also, but being at a distance from the river, and having' no timber to conceal 
him, he would not venture to fire. 

Wednesday, 29. Last night we wel'e alarmed by a new sort of enemy, A 
buff aloe swam over from the opposite side and to the spot whe\'l~ lay one of our 
canoes, over which he clambered to the shore; then taking fright he ran full 
speed up the bank towards our fires, and passed within eighteen inches of the 
heads of some of the men, before the sentinel could make him change his course: 
»till more alarmed he ran down between four fires and within a few inches of 
the heads of a second row of the men, and would have broken into our lodge if 
the barking of the dog had not stopped him. He suddenly turned to the right 
and was out of sight in a moment, leaving us all in confusion, everyone seizing 
his rifle and inquiring the cause of the alarm. On leaming what had happened, 
We had to rejoice at suffering no more injury than the damage to some gun~ 
which were in the canoe which the buffaloe crossed, 

In the morning early we left out' camp, and pt'oceeded as usual by the cord. 
We passed an island and two sandbars; and at the distance of two and a half mi!e~ 
we came to a hand~ome river which discharges itself on the south, and which we 
ascended to the distance of a mile and a half: we called it Judith's river: it rise~ 
in the Rock mountains in about the same place with the Muscleshell and near the 
Yellowstone river. Its entrance is one hundl'ed yards wide from one bank to the 
other, the water occupying about seventy-five yards, and in greater quantity than 
that of the Muscleshell I'ivel', and though more rapid equally navigable, there being 
no stones or rocks in the bed, which is composed entirely of gravel and mud with 
Some sand: the water too is clearer than any which we have yet seen; and the low 
grounds, as far as we could discern, wider and more woody than those of the 
Missouri: along' its banks we observed some box-alder intermixed with the cotton~ 
wood and the willow; the undergl'owth consisting of rosebushes, honeysuckles, 
and a little ted willow, 'fhere was a great abundance of the argalea or bighorned 
animals in the high country through which it passes, and a great number of the 
beaver in its waters: just above the entrance of it We saw the fil'es' of one hun
dred and twenty-six lodges, which appeared to have been deserted about twelve 
or fift~en days, and oh the other side of the MissoUl'i a large encampment, ap
parently made by the same nation. On examining some moccasins which 'we 
found tbere, our Indian woman said that they did not belong to her own nation 
the Snake Indians, but she thought that they indicated a tribe on this side of 
the Rocky wetihtain, and to the north of the Missouri; indeed it. is probable 
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tbat these are the Minnetarees of fOlt de Pl'ail'ie. At the distance of ljix and a 
half miles the hills again approach the brink of the river, and the stones and 
rocks washed down from them form a very bad rapid, with rocks and ripples 
more nnmerOllS and difficult than those we passed on the 27th and 28th: here 
the same scene was renewed, and we had again to stmggle and laboUl' to pre
serve our small cmft from being lost. Near this spot are a few tt'ees of the ash, 
the first we have seen for a great distance, and from which we named the place 
A~h Rapids, On these hills there is but little timber, hut the salts, coal, and 
other mineral appea\'ances continue. On the north we passed a precipice about 
one hundred and twenty feet hig'h, onder which lay scattered the fragments of 
at lea~t one hundred cm'cases of buffaloes, although tllC water which had washed 
away the lower part of the hill must have canied off many of the dead. 'fhese 
buffaloes had. been chased down the precipice in a way very common on the 
Missouri, and by which vast herds are destroyed in a moment. The mooe of 
hunting' is to select one of the most active and Beet young men, who is disguised 
by a bllfl'aloe skin round his body; the skin of the head with the ears and hol'lls 
fastened 011 his own head in such a way as to deceive the buffaloe: thus dressed, 
he fixes himsdf at a convenient distance between a herd of bnftuloe and any of 
the rivel' precipices, which sometimes extend for several miles. His companions 
in the l1leantime get in the rear and side of the herd, and at a given signal show 
themselves, and advance towards the buffaloe: they instantly take the alarm, 
and. finding the hunters beside them, they run towards the disguised Indian or 
decoy, who leads them on at full speed towards the river, when suddenly se. 
curing himself in some crevice of the clift' which he had previollsly fixed on: the 
berd is left 011 the brink of the precipice: it is then in vain for the foremost to 
retreat or even to stop; they are pressed on by the hindmost rank, who seeing 
no dang'er but fl'om the hunters, goad on those before them till the whole are 
precipitated and the shore is strewed with their dead bodi(ts, Sometimes in 
this peri lOlls seduction the Indian is himself either trodden onder foot by the 
rapid movements of the buft'aloe, or missing his footing in the cliff is urged dowl'l 
the precipice by the falling herd. The Indians then select as much meat as 
they wish,. and the rest is abandoned to the wolves, and creates a most dreadful 
stench. The wolves who had been feasting on these cal'cases were very fat, 
and so gentle that one of them was killed with an esponton. Above this place 
we came to for dinnel' at the distance of seventeen miles, opposite to a bold 
running river of twenty yards wide, and falling in on the south. Fl'Om the ob
jects we had just passed we called this stream Slaoghter l'iver. Its low grounds 
are narrow, and contain scarcely any timber. Soon after landing it began to 
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blow and rain, and as there lVas no prospect of getting wood for fnel fal,ther on~ 
we fixed our camp on the north, three quarters of a mile above Slaughtel' rivel', 
After the labours of the day we gave to each man a dram, and such was the 
effect of long abstinence from spil'ituous liquors, that from the small quantity of 
half a gill of rum, several of the men were considerably affected by it, and all 
,very much exhilerated. Om' game to-day consisted of an elk and two beaver.-

Thursday, 30. The rain which commenced last evening continued with 
little intermission till eleven this mOl'l1ing, when the hig-h wind which accom
panied it having abated, we set out, More rain has now fallen than we have 
had since the 1st of September last, and many circumstances indicate our ap
proach to a climate difiering considerably from that of the country through. 
which we have been passing: the ail' of the open country is a~tonishingly dry 
and pure, Observing that the case of OUl' sextant, though perfectly seasoned, 
shl'ank and the joints opened, we tried several experiments, by which it appeared 
that a tablespoon full of water exposed in a saucer to the ail' would evaporate in 
thirty-six hours, when the mercury did not stand higher than- the temperate 
point at the greatest heat of the day. The river, notwithstanding' the rain, ii; 
much clearer than it was a few day& past; but we advance with great labour 
and diffi~ulty; the !'apid cmrent, the ripples and rocky points rendering the 
navigation more embarl'assing than even that of yesterday; in addition to which 
the hanks are now so slipPel'y aftel' the rain, that the men who draw the canoes 
can scarcely walk, and the earth and stone constantly falling down the high 
bluff." make it dang'erous to pass nnder them; still however we are obliged to 
make use of the cord, as the wind is strong n.-head" the current too rapid for 
oars, and too deep for the pole. In this way we passed.at the distance of five 
and a half miles a small rivulet in a bend on. the north, two miles fLUther an 
island on the same side, half a mile beyond which came to a grove of trees at 
the entrance of a run in a bend to the south, and encamped fOI' the night on the 
northel'll shore. The ejght miles which we made to-day cost us much trouble. 
The air was cold and rendered more disagreeable by the rain, which fell in 
several slight showers in the course of the day;,. our cords too broke several 
times, but fortunately without inj!ll'y to the boats. On ascending the hills neal' 
the rivel', olle of the Earty found that there was snow mixed with the-rain on 
the heights; a little back of these the country becomes perfectly level on both 
sides of the river. There is now no timber on the hills,. and only a few scatter
ing cottonwood, ash, box-alder, and willows, along the water. In -thre course of 
the day we passed several encampments of Indians, the most recent of which 
teemed to have been eracllated about five weeks since, and from the several ap' •. 
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_parent dates we supposed that they were m~de by' a band of about onehnndr~d 
lodges, who were travelling' slowly up the rlver. Although no part of the Mls
souri from the Minnetal"ees to this place, exhibits signs of permanent settlements. 
yet none seems exempt from the transient visits of hunting parties. We kno" 
that the Minnetarees of the Missouri extend their excursions on the south side of 
the river, as high as the Yellowstone; and the Assiniboins visit the northern side, 
most pl'obably as high as the Porcupine river. All the lodges between that 
place and the Rocky mountains, we supposed to belong to the Minnetare'es of 
fort de Prairie, who live on the south fork of the Saskashawan. 

Friday, 31. We proceeded in two perioqnes, leaving the canoes to bring' on 
the meat of two buffaloes killed last evening, Soon after We set oft it began to 
rain, and though it ceased at noon, the weather continued cloudy dm-ing the 
rest of the day, The obstructions of yesterday still remain and fatigue the men 
excessively: the bank!> are so Rlippery in some places, and the mud so adhesive, 
that they are unable to wear theil' moccasins: one-fourth of the time they are 
obliged to be up to their armpits in the cold water, and sometimes walk for 
~everal yards over the sharp fragments of rocks ,vhich have fallen from the hills! 
all this, added to the burden of drag'ging the heavy canoes, is very painful, yet 
the men bear it with gl'eat patience and good humonr. Once the rope Of one 
of the perioques, the only one we had made of hemp, broke ShOTt, ahd the perioque 
swung and just touched a point of rock which almost overset her. At nine miles 
we came to a high wall of black rock, rising from the water's edge on the south, 
above the cliffs of the river: this continued about a quarter of a mile, and was 
succeeded by a high open plain, till three miles further a second wall two hun
dred feet high rose on the same side. Three miles further a wall of the same 
kind, about two hundred feet high and twelve in thickness, appeared to the 
north. These hills and river-cliffs exhibit a most extraordinary and romantic 
appearance: they rise in most places nearly perpendicular from the water, to 
the height ofbehl'een two and three hundl'ed feet, and are formed of very white 
sandstone, so soft as to yield readily to the impression of water: in the upper 
part of which lie imbedded two or three thin horizontal strata of white freestone 
insensible to the rain, and on the top is a dark rich loam, which forms a gradnally 
ascending plain, from a mile to a mile and a half in extent, when the hills again 
rise abruptly to the height of about three hundred feet more. In trickling down 
the cliffs, t?e wa~er has. worn the soft sandstone into a thousand gr'otesqlle figures, 
among "hlCh, WIth a httle fancy, may be discerned elegant ranges of freestone 
buildi~lgs, wi~h columns variously sculptured, and supporting long and elegant 
gallerIes, while the parapet. are adorned with statuary: on a nearer approach 
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they represent every form of elegant ruins; column~, some with pedestals and: 
capitals entire, others mutilated and prostrate, llome rising pyramidally OVer 
each other till they terminate in a sharp point. These are varied by niches,. 
alcoves, and the customary appearances of desolated mag'nificence: the illusion 
is increased by the number of martins, who have built their globular nests in 
the niches, and hover over these columns; as in our countt·y they are accustomed 
to frequent large stone structures. As we advance there seems 110 end to the 
visionary enchantmen\ which surrounds us. In the midst of this fantastic scenery 
are vast ranges of walls, which seem the productions of art, so regular is the 
workmanship: they rise perpendicularly from the river, sometimes to the heig'ht 
of one hundred feet, varying in thickness fl'om one to twelve feet, being' equally 
as broad at the top as below. The stones of which they are fOl'med are black, 
thick, and durable, and composed of a large portion of earth, intermixed and 
cemented with a small quantity of sand, and a considerable proportion of talk 
or quartz. These stones are almost invariably regular parallelipeds of unequal 
sizes in the wall, but equally deep, and laid regularly in ranges over each other 
like bricks, each hreaking and covering the intel'stice of the two on which it 
rests; but though the perpendicular interstice be destroyed, the hOl'izontal one 
extends entirely through the whole work: the stones too are propOl'tioned to 
the thickness of the wall in which they are employed, being largest in the 
thickest walls. The thinner walls are composed of a single depth of the paral
leliped, while the thick€r ones consist of two or more depths: these walls pass 
the I'iver at seveml places, rising' from the water's edge much above the sand
stone bluffs, which. they seem to penetrate; thence they cross in a straight line 
on either side of the river, the plains over which they tower to the height of 
fl'om ten to seventy feet, until they lose themselves in the second rang'e of hills: 
sometimes,they 'run parallel in several ranges nearto each othel', sometimes intersect 
each other at right angles, and have the appearance of ancient houses or gardens. 

'l'he face of some of these. river hills, is composed of very excellent freestone 
of a, light yellowish brown colour, and among the cliffs we found a species of 
pine which, we had not yet seen, and differing from the Virginia pitchpine in' 
baving a shorter leat~ and a longer and more pointed cone. The coal appears 
only in small quantities, as do the hurnt earth and pumicestone: the mineral 
salts have abated. Among the animals are a great number of. the bighorn, a 
few huff aloe and elk, and some mule deer,but none of the common deer nOf. 
any antelopes. We saw, but could not procure, a beautiful fox, of a colour 
varied with orange, yellow, white, and black, rather smaller than the common 
fox in this country, and about tAe same size as the red fox of the U n~ted Statei, 
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The river to-day has heen from about one hundred and fifty to two hundred 

and fifty yards wide, with but little timber. At the distance of two miles and a 
.balf from the last stone wall, is a stream on the north side, twenty-eight yards in 
,width, and with some running water. We encamped just abo,'e its mouth,having 
,made eighteen miles. 

Saturday, June 1. The weather was cloudy with a few drops of rain. As 
'we proceeded by the aid of our cord, we found the river-cliffs and bluffs not so 
high as yesterday, and the country more leveJ. 'l'he timber too is in greater 
·.ahundance on ,the riyet·, though there is no wood On the hig'h ground; coal 
.however appears in the bluffs. The river is from two hundred to two hundred 
.aud fifty feet wide, the current more gentle, the water becoming still clearer and 
.fewet· rocky points and shoals than we met yesterday, though those which we 
.did encolluterwere equally difficult to pass. Game is by no means in such plenty 
as below; all that we obtained were one bighom, and a mule-deer, though we 
.saw in the plains a quantity of buffaloe, particularly near a small lake about 
~ight miles from the river to the :o;outh. Notwithstanding the wind was a-head 
all day, we dragged the canoes along the distance of twenty-three miles. At 
·fourteen and a quarter miles, we came to a small island opposite a bend, of the 
,river to the north: two and a half miles to the upper point of a small island on 
,the north; five miles to another island on the south side, and opposite to a bluff. 
.In the next two miles we passed an island on the south, a second beyond it on 
.the north, and reached near a high bluff on the north a third, on which we en
camped. In the plains near the river are the chokecherry, yellow and red 
currant bushes, as well as the wild rose and prickly pear, bo!h of which are now 
in bloom. From the tops of the river-hills, which are lower than usna], we 
enjoyed a delightful view of the rich fertile plains on both sides, in many places 
extending fl'0111 the river. clift's to a great distance back. In the plains we meet 
occasionally large banks of pure sand, which were driven apparently by the south
.west winds, and there deposited. 'l'he plains are more fertile some distance 
frOID the river thau near its banks, where the surface of the earth is very generally 
strewed with small pebbles, which appear to . be smoothed and worn by the 
agitation of the waters with which they were no doubt once covered. A mountaio 
or part of the North mountain, approaches the river within eight or ten miles, 
bearing north from our encampment of last evening; and this morning a range 
of high mountains, bearing S. W. from us, and apparently running to the west
.ward, are seen at a gre~t distance covered with snow. In the evening we had 
il little more rain. 
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Sunday, 2. The wind blew Violently la!>t night, and a slight shower of rain 

fell, but this morning was fail'. \Ve set out at an early hour, and although the 
wind .was ~head, by means of the cord, went on much better than for the last hvo 
days, as the banks were well calculated for towing, The current of the rive!' is 
strong but reg-ular, its timber increases in quantity, the low grounds become more 
level and extensive, and the bluffs on the l:iver are lowe I' than usual. In the 
course of the day we had a small, shower of rain, which lasted a few minutes 
'lnly. As the game is very abundant, we think it necessary to begin a collection 
of hides, for the purpose of making a leathern boat, which we intend constructing 
shortly. The hunters, wno were out the greatel' part of the day, brought in 
six elk, two buffaloe, two mule-deer, and a bear. This last animal had nearly 
cost us the lives of two of our hunters, who were tog'ether when he attacked 
them; one of them narrowly escaped being caught, and the other, aftel' running 
a conbiderable distance, concealed himself in some thick bushes, and while the 
hear was in quick pursuit of his hiding place, hi~ companion came up and for
tunately shot the animal through the head. 

At six and. a half miles we reached an island on the northern side; one mile 
and a quartet· thence is a timbered low ground on the south: and in the next 
two and three quarter miles we passed thl'ee small islands, alld came to a dal'k 
bluff on the south: within the following mile are two small islands on the same 
side. At three and a quarter miles we reached the lowel' part of a much large I' 
island near a northern point, and as we coasted along its side, within two miles 
passed a smaller island, and half a mile above, reached the head of another. 
All these islands are small, and most of them contain some timber. Three 
quartet's of a mile beyond tho. last, and at the distance of eighteen miles from 
our encampment, we came to for the night in a handsome low cottonwood 
plain on the south, where we remained for the pmpose of making some celestial 
observations during the night, and of examining in the morning a large river 
which comes in opposite to us, Accordingly at an early hour, 

~.J Monday, 3d, we crossed an4 fixed our camp in the point, formed by the 
junction of the river with the Missouri. It now became an intel'esting question 
which of these two streams is what the Minnetarees call Ahmateahza or the 
Missomi, which the{ described as approaching very near to the Columbia, On 
our right decision much of the fate of the expedition depends; since if after 
ascending to the Rocky mountains or beyond them, we should find that the river 
we were following did not come near the Columbia, and be obliged to retul'Il, 
we should 'not only lose the travelling season, two months of which had aIr'eady 
elapsed, but probably dishearten the men so much as to induce them either to 
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abandon tbe enterpl'jse, or yield us a cold obedience instead of the warm and 
zealous support which they had hitherto afforded us. 'Ve determined, there
fore, to examine well before we decided on our future course; and for· this 
purpose despatched two canoes with three men up each of the streams with 
orders to ascertain the width, depth, and rapidity of the current, so as to judge 
of their comparative bodies of water. At the same time parties were sent out 
by land to penetmte the country, and discover from the rising grounds, jf possible. 
the distant bearings of the two rivers; and all were dil'ected to return towal'di 
evening, While they were gone we ascended together the high grounds in the 
fork of these two rivers, whence we had a very extensive prospect of the sur
rounding country: on every side it was spread into one vast plain covered with 
vCl'illll'C, in which innumerable herds of buffaloe were roaming, a.ttended by their 
enemies the wolves: some flocks of elk also were seen, and the solitary antelopes 
were scattered with their young over the fa,c~ of the plain, To the south was 
a range of lofty mountains, which we supposed to.be a cantinuation of the South 
mountain, stretching themsel\"cs from south-east to nOI,th-west, and terminating
abruptly about south-west from us, These were partially covere.d with snow; 
but at a gTt'a t distance hehind them was a more lofty ridge completely covered with 
snow, which seemed to follow the same dil'ecti~n as the first. reaching' from west 
to the ilOl·th of north-west, where their snowy tops were blended with the horizon. 
The direction of the rivers could not however be long distinguished, as they 
were soon lost in· the extent of the plain, On our return we continued our 
examination; the width of the north brandl is two hundred yards, that of the 
south is three hundt'ed aHd seventy-two, 'fhe north, although narrower and 
with a gentler current, is deeper than the south: its waters too are of the same 
whitish brown colour, thickness, and tm·bidness.: they run in the same ·boiling 
and rolling manner· which has uniformly characterized the Missouri; and its 
bed 1S composed of some gravel, but principally mud.. The south fork is deeper, 
but its waters are perfectly transparent: its CUl'rent is rapid, but the surface 
smooth and unmmed; anJ· its bed t{)O is eomposed of round and flat smooth 
stones like those of rivers issuing from a monntainous country. The air and 
character of the north fork so much resemble those of the Missouri that almost all 
the party believe that to be the true course to be pursued. We however, although 
we have given no decided opinion, are i-nclined to think otherwil!e, because, 
althoug'h this bl'anell does give- the colour and character to the Missou~. yet 
these very circumstances induce an opinion that it. rises in, and runs throuo-h an 
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open. plain country; since if it came from the mountains it would be clearer, 
\mles~. which from the positiunof the countl'y is improbable, it passed through a 
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vast extent' of low ground after leaving them: we thought it probable that it 
did not even penetrate the Rocky mountains, but drew its SOUl'ces from the open 
countt·y towards the lower and middle p':'~'; of the Saskashawan, in a dil'cction 
north of this place. What embarrasses us most is, that the Indians who appeat'ed 
to be well acquainted with the geography of this country, have not mentioned 
this northern river; "for the river which scolds at all others," as it is termed, must 
be according to their account one of the rivers which we have passed; and if 
this north fork be the Missouri, why have they not desig'llated the south branch 
which they must also have passed, in order to reach the great falls which they 
mention on the Missouri. In the evening' our parties l'etlll'ned, after ascending 
the river in canoes for some distance, theu continuing' on foot, just leaving them
selves time to return by night. The north fork was less rapid, and therefore 
afforded the easiest navigation: the shallowest water of the north was five feet 
deep, that of the south six feet. At two and a half miles up the north fork is 
a small river coming in on the left 01' western side, sixty feet wide, with a bold 
Clll'rent three feet in depth. 'rhe party by land had gone up the south fork in a 
straight line, somewhat north of west fot, seven miles, where they discovered that 
this little river came witilill one hundred yaros of the south fork, and on return
ing down it, founo it a handsome stream, with as much timber as either of 
the larger rivers, consisting' of the narrow and wide-leafed cottollwood, some 
birch and box-alder, and undergt'Owth of willows, rosebushes, and currants: 
they also saw on this river a gTeat number of elk and some beavel', 

All these accounts were howevel' very far from deciding the important question 
of our future route, and we therefore determined each of us to ascend one of the 
rivel's dming a day and a half's march, 01' farther if necessary, fOI' OUl' satisfac
tion. Our hunters killed two buffaloe, six elk, and foUl' deer to-day. Along 
the plains near the junction, are to be found the prickly pear in g'reat quantities; 
the choke-c,herry is also very abundant in the river low grounds, as well as the 
ravines along the rivet· blu{f..,; the yellow and red Clll't'ants are not yet ripe; the 
gooseberry is beginning to ripen, and the wild rose which now covers all the low 
grounds neal' the rivers is in full bloom. The fatigues of the last few days have 
occasioned some falling off iu the appearance of the men, who not .having been 
able to wear moccasins, had their feet much bruised and mangled in passing; 
over the stones and rough ground. They are however perfectly cheerful, and 
lJave an undiminished ardour for the expedition. 

'1'uesday, June 4. At the same hour this morning captain Lewis and captain 
'Clarke set out to explore the two rivers; captain Lewis with six lllen~ crossed 
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the north fork near the camp, below a small island f,'om which he took a course 
N, 30° 'V. fo,' fonr and a half miles to a commanding eminence. Here we 
observed that the North mountain, changing its di,'ection parallel to the 
AE',;cnri, turned towards the north and terminated abruptly at the distance of 
about thirty miles, the point of termination bearing N, 48° E. 'fhe South 
mountain too diverges to the south, and terminates abruptly, its extremity bear
ing S, 8° W, distant about twenty miles: to the right of, and retreating f,'om this ex
tremity, is a separate mountain at the distanc eof thirty-fi ve miles, in a direction S. 
38° 'V, which from its "esem blance to the roof of a barn, we called the Bam moun
tain, The north fork, which is now on the left, makes a considerable bend to 
the north-west, and on its western border a range of hills about ten miles long. 
and bearing from this spot N. 60° W. runs parallel with it: north of this range 
of hills is an elevated point of the river bluff on its south side, bearing N. 72° W. 
about twelve miles from us; towards this he directed his course across a high, 
level, dry, open plain, which in fa~t embraces the whole count"y to the foot of 
the mountains, The soil is dark, rich, and fertile, yet the grass by no means so luxu
riant as might have been expected, for it is short and scarcely mOl'e than sufficient 
to cover the ground, There are vast quantities of prickly pears, and myriads 
of grasshoppers, which afford food f01' a species of curlew which is in great 
numbers in the plain. He then proceeded up the river to the point of observa
tion they had fixed on; from which he went two miles N. 15" W. to a bluff 
point on the north side of the river: thence his course was N. 30° 'V. for two 
miles to the entrance of a large creek on the south. The part of the river along 
which he passed is from forty to sixty yards wide, the current strong, the water 
deep and turbid, the banks falling in, the salts, coal, and mineral appearances are 
as usual, and in every respect, except as to size, this river resembles the Mis
liom'i, The low grounds are narrow but well supplied with wood; the bluffs are 
principally of dark brown yellow, and some white clay with freestone in some 
places, From this point the river bore N. 20° E. to a bluff on the south, at the 
distance of twelve miles: towards this he directed his course, ascending the 
hills, which are about two hundred feet high, and passing through plains for 
three miles, till he fonnd the dry ravines so steep and numerous that he resolved 
to return to the river and follow its banks, He reached it about four miles from 
the beginning of his conrse, and encamped on the north in a bend among some 
bushes which sheltered the party from the wind: the air was very cold, the 
north-west wind high, and the rain wetted them to the skin. Besides the game 
just mentioned, he observed buffaloe, elk, wolves, foxes, and got a blaireau and 
a weasel, and wounded a large brown bear, whom it was too late to pursue. 
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Along the river are immense quantities of roses which are now 111 full bloom~ 

and which make the low gt'ounds a perfect garden. 
Wednesday, 5. The rain fell during the greater part of the last night, 

and in the morning the weather was cloudy and cold, with a high north-west 
wind: at sunrise he proceeded up the river eight miles, to the bluff on the left 
side, towards which he had been directing his course yesterday. Here he found 
the bed of a creek twenty-five yards wide at the entrance, with some timber, 
but no water, notwithstanding the rain: it is, indeed, astonishing to observe the 
vast quantities of water absorbed by the soil of the plains, which being opened 
in large crevices, presents a fine rich loam. At the mouth of this st.·eam (which 
he called L:U'k cI'eek) the bluffs are very steep, and approach the river, so that 
he ascended them, and crossing the plains reached the river, which from the last 
point bore N. 50· W.: four miles from this place it extended north two mil~s. 
Here he discovered a lofty mountain standing alone at the distance of more thap. 
80 miles in the direction of N. 30· W. and which, from its conical figure, he called 
Tower mountain. He then pl'oceeded on these two hills, and afterwards in different 
courses six miles, when he again changed for a western course across a deep bend 
along the south side: in making this passage over the plains he found the~ like 
those of yesterday, level and beautiful, with great quantities of buffaloe, and some 
wolves, foxes, and antelopes, and intersected near the river by deep ravines. 
Here, at the distance of from one to nine miles from the river, he met the 
largest village of barking squirrels which we had yet seen; for he passed a 
skirt of their telTitory for seven miles. He also saw neal' the hills a Bock of 
the mountain cock, or a large species of heath hen, with a long pointed tail, 
which the Indians below had infol'med us were common among the Rock moun
tains. Having finished his course of ten miles west aCI'oss a bend, he conti
nued two miles N. 80° 'V. and from that point discovered some lofty mountains 
to the nortb-west of Tower mountain, and bearing N. 65° 'V. at eighty or one 
hundred miles diAltance: here he encamped on the north side in a handsome low 
ground, on which were seve1'al old stick lodges: there had been but little tim
ber on the river in the forepart of the day, but now there was a gTeater quantity 
thaD usual. The river itself is about eighty yards wide, from six to ten feet 
deep, and has a sil'ong steady cunent. The party had killed five elk, and a 
mule-deer; and by way of experiment roasted the burrowing squirrels, which 
they found to be wen~Bavoured and tender. 

Thursday, 6. Captain Lewis was now convinced that this rivet· pursued a. 
direction too far north for our route to the Pacific, and therefore resolv~d to re
turn ; but waited till noon to take a meridian altitude. The clouds, however, 
which had gathered during the latter part of the night continued and prevented 
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'the observation, Part of the men were sent forward to a commanding eminence. 
six miles S. 70° ';Y.; from which they saw at the distance of about fifteen miles 
S. 80° W. a point of the south bluff of the river, which thence bore north
wardly. In their absence two rafts had heen prepared, and when tlley returned 
about noon, the party embarked: but they soon found that the ,rafts ,were 'so 
small and slendet·, that the baggage was wetted, and therefore it was necessary to 
abandon them, aud go Ly land. 'They therefore crossed the plains, and at the
distance of twelve miles came to the river, through a cold storm from the 
north-east, accompanied by showers of rain. 'fhe abruptness of the cliffs com
pelled them, after going a few miles, to leave the river and IDeet the storm in 
the plains, Here they directed theit' conrse too fat' northward, in consequence 
of which they did not llleet the river till late at night, after having travelled 

, twenty-three mHes since noon, and halted at a little below the entrance of Lark 
. creek. 'fh~yhad the good fOl'lune to kill two buffaloe, which supplied them 
with supper: but spent a very uncomfortable night without any shelter from 
the rain, which continued till morning, 

Friday 7, when at an early hour they continued down the river. The route 
was extremely unpleasant, as the wind was high from the N. E, accompanied 
with rain, which made the gTollnd so slippet'y that they were unable to walk 
over the bluffs which they had passed on ascending the river, '}'he land is the 
most thirsty we have ever seen; notwithstanding' all the rain which has fallen, 
the earth is not wet fot, more than two inches deep, and t'esembles thawed 
ground; but ifit requires more watet' to saturate it than the common soils, on 
the other hand it yields moisture with equal difficulty, III passing along the 
side of one of these bluffs, at a narrow pass thirty yards in lellgth, captain Lewis 
slipped, and but for a fortunate recoyet'y, by means of his espontoon, would have 
been precipitated illto the river over a precipice of about ninety feet. He had 
just reached a spot where, by the assistance of his espontoon, he could stand 
with tolerable safety, when he heard a voice behind him cry Ollt " Good God I 
captain, what shall I do?" He turned instantly, 'and found it. was 'Vindsor, 
who had lost his foothold about the middle of the narrow pass, and had slipped 
down to the very verge of the precipice, where he lay on his belly. with his 
right ann and leg over the precipice, while with the other leg and arm he was 
with difficulty holding on to keep himself from being dashed to pieces below. 
His dreauful situation was instantly perceived by captain Lewis, who stifling 

. his alarm, calmly told him that he was in no danger; that he should take his 
knife out of his belt with the right hand, and dig a hole in the side of the bluff 

;to receive his right foot. 'Vith great presence of mind he did this, and then 
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raised himself on his knees; captain LewIs then told him to take off his mocca·· 
sins, and come forward on his hands and knees, holding the knife in one hand 
,and his rifle in the other. He immediately crawled in this ,,,ay till he came to~ 
a secure spot. The men who had not attempted this passage, were ordered to 
return and wade the river at the foot of the bluff, whet'S they found the watel' 
breast high. This adventure tuughtthem the danger of crossing the slippery 
heights of the river; but as the plains were intersected by deep ravines almost 
as difficult to pass, they continued down the river, sometimes in the mild of 
the low grounds, sometimes up to their arms in the water, and wIlen it became 
too deep to wade, they cut footholds with their knives in the sides oCthe banks, 
In this way they travelled through the rain, mud, and water, and having .made 
only eighteen miles during the whole day, encamped in an old Indian lodge of 
sticks, wHich afforded them a dry shelterl Here they cooked part of six deer 
they had killed in the course of their walk, and having eaten the only mOl'sel 
they had tasted during the whole day, slept comfortably on some willow boughs. 
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CHAP. X. 

rtln'URN OF CAPTAIN LEWIS-ACCOUNT OF CAPTAlN CLARKE'S RESEARCHES WITH HIS 

EXPLORING PARTY-PERILOUS SiTUATION OF ONE OF HIS PARtY-TANSY RIVER DE

SCRIBED-THE PARTY STILL BELIEVING THE SOUTHERN FORK THE MISSOURI, CAP

TAIN LEWIS RESOLVES TO ASCEND IT-MODE OF MA~ING A PLACE TO DEPOSIT PROVI

SIONS, CALLED CACHE-CAPTAIN LEWIS EXPLORES THE SOUTHERN FORK-FALLS OF 

THE 1I1lgS0URI DISCOVERED, WHICH ASCERTAINS THE QUESTION-ROMANTIC SCENERY 

OF THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY-NARROW ESCAPE OF CAPTAIN LEWIS-THE MAIN 

BODY UNDER CAPTAIN CLARKE APPROACH WITHIN FIVE MILES OF THE FALLS, AND 

PREPARE FOR MAKING A PORTAGE OVER THE RAPIDS. 

SA.TURDA.Y,8. IT continued to rain moderately all last night, and the morn
ing was cloudy till about ten o'clock, wilen it cleared off, and became a nne 
day. They breakfasted about sunrise, and then proceeded down the river in 
the same way as they had done yesterday, except that the travelling was some
what better, as they had not so often to wade, though they pa~sed some very 
dangerous bluffs. The only timber to be found is in the low grounds, which 
are occasionally on the river, and these are the haunts of innumerable birds, 
who, when the sun began to shine, sang very delightfully. Among these birds 
they distinguished the bmwn thrush, robin, turtledove, linnet, goldfinch, the 
large and small blackbird, the wren, and some others. As they came along, 
the whole of the party were of opinion that this river was the tme Missouri; 
Lut captain Lewis being fully persuaded that it was neither the main st.'eam, 
nor that which it would be advisable to ascend, gave it the name of Maria's 
river. After travelling all day, they reached the camp at nve o'clock in the 
afternoon, and found captain Clarke and the party Vei'y anxious for their safety, 
as they had staid two days longer than had been expected, and as captain 
Clarke had returned at the appointed time, it was feared that they had met 
with some accident. 

Captain Clarke on setting out with five men on the 4th, went seven mi161' 
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on a course S: 25" W. to a spring; thence he went ~. 20· W. for eight miles 
to the river where was an island, from which he proceeded in a course N. 46° 
W. and approached the river at the distance of three, five, and thirteen miles, 
at which place they encamped in an old Indian lodge made of sticks and bark. 
In crossing the plains they observed several herds of buffaloe, some muledeer, 
antelopes, and wolves. The river is rapid, and closely hemmed in by high bluffs, 
crowded with hal's of gravel, with little timber on the low grounds, a11(1 none 
on the highlands. Near the camp this evening, a white bear attacked one of 
the men, whose gun happening' to be wet, would not go off; he instantly made 
towards a tree, ,but was so closely pursued, that as he ascended the tl'ee he 
struck the bear with his foot. The beal' not being able to climb, waited tiJl he 
should be forced to come down; and as the rest of the party were separated 
from him by a perpendicular cliff of rocks, which they could not descend, it was 
not in their power to give him any assistance: fortunately, however, at last the 
bear became fl'ighted at theil' cries and firing, and released the man. In the after
noon it rained, and during the nigoht there fell both rain and snow, and in the 
morning, 

June 5, the hills to the S. E. wel'e covered with snow, and the rain conti
nued. 'l'hey proceeded on in a course X. 200 'V. near the river several miles, 
till at the llistance of eleven miles they rC'ltched a ridgoe, frolll the top of which, 
on the north :,;ide, they could plainly di~cern a mountain to the S. and W. at a 
great distance, covered with snow; a high ridge projecting from the moun
tains to the south-east approaches the river on the south-east side, forming some 
cliffs of dark hard stone. They also saw that" the river ran fOl' a gTeat distance 
west of sonth, with a rapid cnrrent, from which, as well as its continuing of the 
same width and depth, captain Clarke thonght it useless to advance any fm
ther, and therefore returned across the level plain in a direction north 30° east, 
and reached, at the distance of twenty miles, the little river which is already 
mentioned as falling into the north fork, and to which they gave the name of 
Tansy river, from the great quantity of that herb gl'Owing on its banks. Here 
they dined, and then proceeded on a few miles by a place where the Tansy 
breaks throngh a high rldge on its" 1l00th side and encamped. 

'l'he next day, 6th, the weather was cold, raw, and cloudy, with a 11igb 
onorth-east wind. They set out early down the Tansy, whose low grounds 
resemble precisely, except as to extent, those of the Missouri before it branches, 
containing a gTeat proportion of a species of cottonwood, with a leaf like that 
of tlle wild cherry. After halting at twel ve o'clock for dinner, they ascended the 
piain,and at five o'clock reached the camp through the rain, which bad fallen 
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without intel'mission since noon. During his absence the pady had been OCCIl:

pi~d in dres~ing' skins, and being ab~e to rest themselves, were uea1'ly freed from, 
their. lameness aFl,d swollen feet. All this, night, and the whole of the followin~ 
day, 7th, it rained, the wind being from the south-west off the mountains: yet 
the rivers are falling, and the thermometer 40' above O. The rain continued 
till the next day, 8th, at ten o'clock, when it cleared off, and the weather became 
fine, the wind high from the south-west. The rivers at the point have now 
fallen six inches since our arrival, and this morning' the water of the south fork,. 
became of a reddish brown colour, while the north branch continued of its usual; 
whitish appearance. The mountains to the south are covered with snow. 

Sunday,9th. 'Ve now consulted upon the course to be pursued. On com
paring our observations we were more than ever convinced of what we already', 
suspected, that Mr. Al'1'owsmith is incorrect, in laying down in the chain of 
Rocky mountains one remarkable. mountain called the Tooth, nearly as far south 
as 45', and said to be so marked from the discoveries of a Mr. Fidler. We are, 
now within one hundred miles of the Rocky mountains, and in the latitude of 
47' 24' 12" 8, and therefore it is highly improbable that the Missouri should 
make such a bend to the south before it reaches the Rocky mountains, as to. have 
suffered l\Ir. Fidler to come as low as 45" along the eastern bordel's without 
touching that river: yet the general course of Maria's river f!'Om this place for 
fifty-nine mile~. as far as captain Lewis ascended, was north 69' west, and the 
south branch, 01' what we consider the Missouri, which captain Clarke had 
examined as far as forty-five miles in a straight line, ra11 in a course south 29· 
west, and as far as it could be seen went considerably west of south, whence we 
conclude that the Missouri itself enters the Rocky mountaias to the north of 45°. 

In writing to the president fl'om our winter quarters, we had already taken the 
liberty of advancing the southern extremity of Ml·. Fidler's discoveries about a 
degree to the northward, and this from Indian information, as to the bearing, 
of the point at which the Missouri enters the monntain; but we think aU:lat' 
observation will place it one degree still further to the northward. This in:'-,'m
ation of Mr, Fidler however, incorrect as it is, affords an additional reason for 
not pursuing Maria's river; for if he came as low even as 47° and saw only, 
small streams coming down from the mountains, it is to be presumed that these 
rivulets do not penetrate the Rocky mountains, so far as to approach any navi. 
gable branch of the Columbia, and they are most probably the remote waters of 
lome northern branch of the Missouri. In short, being already in latitude, 
47° 21' we cannot reasonably hope, by going farther to the northward, to find 
between this {>lace and. the Saskashawan, any stream which can, as the Indians 
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assure Us the Missouri does, possess a navigable current for some distance in the 
Rocky mountains. The Indians had assured us also that the water of the Missouri 
Was nearly transparent at the falls; this is the case with the southel'l1 branch: 
that the falls lay a little to the south of sunset from them; this too is in favour 
of the southern fork, for it bears considerably south of this place, which is only 
a few minutes to the northward of fort Mandan; that the falls are below the 
Rocky mountains, and near the northern termination of one range of those 
mountains: now there is a ridge of mountains which appears behind the South 
mountains, and terminates to the south-west of us, at a sufficient distance from 
the unbroken chain of the Rocky monntains, to allow space for several falls, 
indeed we fear for too many of them. If, too, the In(lians had ever passed any 
stream as large as this southern fork on their wny up the Missouri, they 
would have mentioned it; s6 that their silence seems to prove that this branch 
mllst be the Missouri. The body of water also which it discharges must have 
been acquired fl'om a considerable distance in the mountains, for it could not 
have been collected in the parched plains between the Yellowstone and the 
Rocky mountains, since that country could not supply nourishment for the ell'y 
dlannels'which we passed on the south, and the travels of Mr. Fidler forbid us 
to believe that it could have been obtained fl'om the mountains towards the 
north-west. 

These observations, which satisfied om minds completely, we communicated 
to the party: hilt everyone of them were of a contrary opinion; and much of 
their belief de'pended on Cl'usatte, an experienced waterman on the Missouri, 
who g'uve it as his decided judgment, that the north fork was the genuine 
Missouri. The men therefore mentioned that although they would most cheer
tully'follow us wherevel' we shoilld direct, yet they were afraid that the south 
fork would soon terminate in the Rocky mountains, and leave us at a great 
distance from' the Colutnbia.' In order that nothing might be omitted which 
could prev\:lotour falling into an el'1'Or, it ,vas agTeed that one of us should ascend 
tbe southerirbranch by land, until we reached eithel' the falls or the mountains. 
In the meafltinie in "ol'del' to lighten oilt burdens as much as possible, we deter
mined to deposit here one of the pel'ioques and all the heavy baggage which we 
could pOSSibly spai'e, as ",'ell as Some provision, salt, pow-del', and tools: thili 
would at' once tighten the other boats, nnd give'thei.n the 'crew which had been 
employed on b'oal'd' the p~rioque. 

Monday, 10. Tile weather being fuil' andpleasarit, we dried all our biiggage 
arid 'merchandize, and 'made our deposit. These holes or' caches, as they are 
called by the Missouri traders, are very common, particularly among' those who 
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deal with the Sioux, as the skins and merchandize ~'ill keep perfectly sound {Ol" 

years, and are protected from robbery: our cache is built in this manner. In 
tJle high plain on the north side of the Missouri, and forty yards from a steep 
bluff, we chose a dry situation, amI then describing a small circle of about 
twenty inches diameter, removed tht; sod as gently and carefully as possible; the 
bole is then sunk perpendiclliady for a foot deep, 01' more if the ground be not' 
tirm. It is now worked gTadnally widel' as they descend, till at length it b8-
comes six 01' seven feet deep, shaped neady like a kettle or the lower part. of 
a larg'e still with the bottom somewhat sunk at the centre. As the earth is dug 
it is handed up in a vessel and carefully laid on a skin or cloth, in which it is 
carried away, and usually thrown into the river, 01' concealed so as to leave no 
trace of it. A floor of three or four inches in thickness is then made of dry 
sticks, on which is thrown hay or a hide perfectly dry. The goods being well 
aired and dried are laid on this floor, and prevented from touching the wall by 
other dried sticks, in proportion as the merchandize is stowed away: when the 
hole is nearly full, a skin is laid over the goods, and on this earth is thrown, and 
beaten down, until, with the addition of the sod til'st removed, the whole is on a. 
level with the ground, and there remains not the slightest appearance of an exca· 
vation. In addition to this, we made another of smaller dimensions, in which 
we placed all the baggage, some powdel', and OUl' blacksmith's tools, having 
previously repaired snch of the tools we C<1l'l'Y with us as require mending. 1£0 
g'ual'd against accident, we hid two parcels of lead and powder in the two. distinct. 
places. rfhe red perioque was drawn up Oil the middle of a small island at the 
entrance of Maria's river, and secured by being' fastened to the trees frQm the 
effect of any floQds. In the evening there ,,,as a high wind from the south-west,.. 
accompanied with thunder and rain. \Ve now made another observation of the 
meridian altitude of the sun, and fOllnd that the mean latitude of the entrance Qf 
Maria's river, as deduced from three Qbservations, is 47° 25' 17" 2 nQrth. We 
saw a small bird like the blue thrush 01' catbird, which we had not before met .. 
and also observed that the beemartin or kingbird, is commQn to this country,. . 
although there are no bees here, and ill fact we have not met with the honey-bee 
since leaving' the Osage river. 

rfuesday, 11. This moming captain Lewis with four men set out on their 
expedition up the SQuth hranch. They SOQn reached the point where the Tansy 
rivet' approaches the Missouri, and observi.ng a large herd of elk before them, 
descended and· killed several, which they hung up along the river, so. that the 
party in the boats might see them as they came along. They then halted for 
..unne.r: but captain Lewis, who had been. for some days afflicted with the 
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dysentery, was now attacked with violent pains attended by a high fever, and· 
was unable to goo on, He thel'efol"e encamped for the night under' some willow 
boughs: having bl"Ought no medicine he detel'millcd to try an experiment with 
the small twigs of the chokecherry, which being stripped of their leaves and cnt 
into pieces about two inches long' were boiled in pure water, till they protluced 
a strong black decoction of an astringent bittel' taste; a pint of this he took at 
SUD set, and repea.ted the dose an hour afterwards, By ten o'clock he "as per-· 
fectly relieved f~om pain, a gentle perspiration ensued, his fe\cr alJated, and in 
the morning he was quite recovered, One of the men caught several dozen fish. 
ef two species; the first is about nine inches long', of a white col om, round in 
shape; the mouth is beset both above and below with a rim of fine sharp teeth, 
the eye moderately la"ge, the pupil dark, and the iris narrow, and of a yellowish 
brown colour: in form and size it resembles the white chub of the Potomac,. 
though its head is proportionably smaller; they readily bite at Bleat 01' gTass
hoppers; hut the flesh though soft and of a fine white colom is not hig'hly 
flavoured, The second species is precisely of the form and about the size of the 
fish known by the name of the hickory shad 01' old wife, though it diflers from. 
it in having' the outer edge of both the npper alld lower jaw set ,,,illi a rim of 
teeth, and the tongue and palate also are defended by long sharp teeth bending. 
inwards, the eye is Vel'y large, the iris wide and of a silvery colom' ; they do not 
inhabit muddy water, and the flavom is mnch supet'ior to that of the formel" 
species, Of the fil'st kind we had seen a few hefore we rea::hed l\'1aria's river; 
but had. found none of the last before we caught them in the Missollri above its 
junction with that river, The white cat continues as high as Maria's river, but 
they are scarce in this part of the river, nor have we caught any of them since 
leaving the Mandans which weighed more than six pounds, 

Of other game they saw a great abundance even in their sholt march.of nine 
miles. 

Wednesday, 12. This morning captain Lewis left the bank of the river in· 
order to avoid the steep ravines which generally run from the ';:lOre to the 
distance of one'or two miles in the plain: having reached the open COI~l.d·y he 
went for twelve miles in a comse a little to the west of south-west, when the sun' 
becoming' warm by nine o'clock. he returned to the river in qlled of water and. 
to kill .something fOI' breakfast, there being no water in the plain, and the 
buffaloe·discovering them before they came within gunshot took to flight. t 1wy 
reached the banks in a. handsome open low ground with cottonwood, after 
three miles walk. Here they saw two large brown bears, and killed them both at 
the first fire, a circumstance which has never befol'e occurred since we have seen 
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that animal. Haying made a meal of a part and hung the l'emainder on a tree 
with a note for Captain Clarke, they again ascended the bluffs into the open 
plains. Here they saw gt'eat numbers of the bUl'rowing squit't'el, also some 
wolves, antelopes, muledeer, and vast herds of buffaloe. They soon crossed a 
ridg'e considerably highet' than the sUfl"Ounding plains, and fl'om its top had a 
beautiful view of the Rocky mountains, which are now completely covered with 
:mow: theil' general course is from south-east to the north of north-west, and 
they seeUl to consist of several ranges which successively rise above each other 
till the most distant mingles with the clouds. After travelling' twelve miles they 
again met the river, where there was a handsome plain of cottonwood; and 
although it was not sunset, and they had only come twenty-seven miles, yet 
captain Lewis felt weak fl'Om his late disorder, and therefore detet'mined to go 

.no further that night, In the course of the day they killed a quantity of game, 
and saw some signs of otter as well as beaver, and many tracks of the brown 
bear: they also caught great quantities of the white fish mentioned yestenlay. 
,\Vith the broad-leafed cottonwood, which has formed the pt'incipal timber of 
the Missouri, is here mixed another species differing' fl'om the first only in the 
llal'fOWness of its leaf and the greatel' thickness of its bark. The leaf is long, 
oval, acutely pointed, about two and a hulf or three inches long, and from three 
quarters of an inch to an inch in width; it is smooth and thick, sometimes 
slightly grooved or channelled with the margin a little serrate, the upper disk of 
a common, the lower of a whitish green, . This species seems to be preferred 
by the beaver to the broad-leaved, probably becanse the forme ... aftords a deeper 
and softer bark. 

Thursday, 13. They left their encampment at sunrise, and ascending the 
ri\'er hills wellt for six miles in a course generally south-west, over a COtmtry 

which though more waying' than that of yesterday, may still be considered 
level. At the extremity of this course they overlooked a most beautiful plain, 
where were infinitely more buffaloe than we had ever before seen at a single 
vicw, To the south-west arose from the plain two mountains of a sinO'ular o 
appearance, and more like ramparts of hig'h fortifications than works of nature. 
They are square figures with sides rising perpendicularly to the height Of two 
hundred and fifty fC'ct, formed of yellow clay, and the tops seemed to be level 
plains. Finding that the river here bore considerably to the south, and fearful 
of passing the falls betore reaching the Rocky mountains, theY"now changed 
their course to the south, and leaving those insulated hills to the right, proceeded 
across the plain. In this direction captain Lewis had gone abont two miles 
when his ears were saluted with the agreeable sound of a fall of water, aJiUl' as 
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he advanc.f:dt • a spray which seemed driven by the high south-west wind arose 
above the plain like a column of smoke and vanished in an instant. Towards 
this point he directed his steps, and the noise increasing as- he approached, soon 
became too tremendous to be mistaken for any thing but the gTeat falls of the 
:Missouri. Having travelled seven miles after first hearing the sound, he reached 
the falls about twelve o'clock, the hills as he approached were difficult of access 
and two hundred feet high: down these he hunied with impatience and seating 
himself on some rocks under the centre of the falls, enjoyed the sublime spectacle 
of this stupendous object, which since the creation had been lavishing its 
magnificence upon the desert, unknown to civilization. 

The river immediately at its cascade is three hundred yards wide, and is 
pressed in by a pel'pendicular cliff on the left, which rises to about oue hundred 
feet and extends up the stream for a mile; on the right the bluff is also perpen
dicular for three hundred yards above the falls. For ninety or a hundred yards 
from the left cliff, the water falls in one smooth even sheet, over a precipice of 
at least eig-hty feet. The remilining part of the river precipitates itself with a 
more rapid. current, but being received as it falls by the irregular and somewhat 
projecting rocks below, forms a splendid prospect of perfectly white foam two 
hundred yards in k-Jgth, and eighty in pel'pendicular elevation. TIlis spray 
is dissipated into a thousand shapes. sometimes flying up in columns of fifteen or 
twenty feet, which are then oppressed by larger masses of the white foam, on aU 
which the sun impresses the brig-htest colours of the rainbow. As it rises from 
the fall it beats with fury against a ledge of rocks which extend across the river 
at one hundred and fifty yards from the precipice. FJ'om -the perpendicular 
cliff. on the north, to the distance of one hundred and twenty yards, the rocks 
rise only a few feet above the water, ,and when the river is hig-h, the stream finds
a channel across them forty yards wide, and neal' the higher parts of the ledge 
which then rise about twenty feet, and terminate abruptly within eighty or ninety 
yards.of the southern side. Between them and the perpendicular clift' on the 
south, the-whole body of water runs with. great swiftness. A few small cedars·· 
grow near this ridge of rocks which serves as a barrier to defend a small plain 
of about three acres shaded with cottonwood, at the lower extremity of which 
is a grove of the :same tree, where are several Indian cabins of sticks; below the 
!Joint of them the river is divided by a large rock, several feet above the slll-face 
of the water, and extending down the stream {or twenty yards. At the distance 
of three hundred yards from the same ridge is a ~econd abutment of so\i<1 pm'pen
dicular rock- aLGut sixty feet .high, projecting at right angles from the small 
plaill on the north for one hundred and thirty-four yards into the river. After 
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j,~a\illg tllis, the Missouri again spreads itself to its usual width of three hun
ured yards, though with more than its ordinary rapidity. 

T'he hunters who had been sent out, now returned loaded with buffaJoe meat, 
and captain Lewis encamped fot, the night nnder 3_ tree near the falls. The 
men were again despatched to hunt for food against the arrival of the party, and 
captain Lewis walked down the river to disco vet' if possible some place where 
the canoes mig-lIt be safely drawn on shore, in order to be transported beyond 
the falls. He retumed however without disco\ ering any such spot, the river for 
three miles below beirw one continued succession of rapids and -cascades, over. 
hung with perpl'lldicul~r bluffs from one hundred and fifty to t'wo hundred feet 
hig'h; ill short, it seems to have WOI'll itself a channel thl'Ough the solid rock. 
In the afternoon they caug-ht in fhe falls some of both kinds of the white fisb, 
and half a dozen tl'out from sixteen to twenty-three inches long, precisely re
scmhlillg in fOl'm and the position of its fins, the mountain or speckled trout of 
the United States, except that the specks of the former are of a deep black, while 
those of the latter are of a red or g'old colom: they have long rshal'p teeth on 
the palate and tongue, and generally a small speck of red on each side behind 
the front ventral fins; the flesh is of a pale yellowish red, or when in g'ood order 
of a rose-coloured red. 

Friday, ]4. 'I'his morning one of the men was sent to captain Clarke with 
an account of the discovel'y of the falls, and after employing the rest in pre
serving the meat which had been killed yesterday, captain Lewis proceeded to 
e"amine the rapids above. From the falls he directed his COUl'se south.west up 
the rivet': after passing one continued rapid, and three small cascades, each 
three 01' four feet high. he reached, at the distance of five miles, a second fall. 
'fhe river is about foUl' hundred yards wide, and for the distance of three hun. 
dred throws itself over to the depth of nineteen feet, and so il'reg'ulal'ly that he 
gave it the name of the Crooked falls, From the southern ShOl"e it extends ob
liquely upwards about one hundred and fifty yards, and then forms an acute 
angle downwards neal'ly to the comlllencement of foUl' small islands close 1;0 the 
northern side, From the perpendicular pitch to these islands, a distance of more 
than one hundred yards, the water glides down a sloping rock with a velocity 
almost equal to that of its fall. Above this fall the river bends sudden-Iy to the 
northward: while viewing this place captain Lewis heard a loud rOal" above 
him, and crossing the point of a hill for a few hundred yards, he saw one of the 
most beautiful objects in nature: the whole Missouri iS8uddenly stopped by one 
!;helving rock, which, without a single niche, and with an edge as straiuht and 
reg'ular as if formed by art, stretches itself from one !>ide of the river to the other 



1"or at least a quarter of a mile. Ovet· this it precipitates itself in an ~ven un-in-
1etTupted sheet to the perpendicular depth of fifty feet, whence dashing against 
tlw ro.cky bottom it rushes rapidly down, leaving behind it a spray of the purest 
foam across the. river, The scene which it pt'esented ,vas indeed singularly 
beautiful, since without any of the wild irregular sublimity of the lower falls, -it 
combined all the regular elegances which the fancy of a painter would select to 
form a beautiful waterfall. The eye had scarcely been regaled with this charm
ing prospect, when at the distance of half a mile captain Lewis observed 
another of a similar kind: to this he immediately hastened, and found a cascade 
1Itretching across the whole river for a quarter of a mile with a descent of 
fourteen feet, though the perpendicular pitch was only six feet. This too in any 
other neighboUt'hood would have been an object of great magnificence, hut after 
what }le had just seen it became of secondary interest: his curiosity being how~ 
ever awakened, he determined to go on, even should night overtake him, to tho 
bead of the falls. He therefore pursued the south-west course of the river, which 
was one constant succession of rapids and small cascades, at everyone of which 
the bluffs grew lower, ot' the bed of the river became more on a level with tfte 
plains. At the distance of two and a half miles he arrived at another cataract 
of twenty-six feet. The river is bel'e six hundt'ed yards wide, but the desceni 
is not immediately perpendicular, though the river falls generally with a reglllar 
and smooth sheet; for about one-till I,d of the descent a rock protrudes to a. small 
distance, l'eceives the water in its pa51sage and gives it a curve, On the south 
iide is a beautiful plain a few feet above the level of the falls; on the north the 
country is more bt'oken, and there is a hill not far from the river. .Just below 
the falls is a little island in the middle of the river well covered with timber. 
Here on a cottonwood tree an eagle had fixed its nest, and seemed the undis
puted mistress of a spot, to contest whose domi!lion neither man nor beast would 
venture across the golfs that surround it, and which is further secured by the 
mist rising from the falls. This solitary bird could not escape the observatiun 
of the Indians, who made the eagle's nest a part of their description of the falls, 
which now proves to be correct in almost every particular, except that they did 
not do justice to theil' height, Just above this is a cascade of about five feet, 
beyond which, as far as could be discerned, the velocity of the water seemed to 
abate. Captain Lewis now ascended the hill which was behind him, and saw 
from its top a delightful plain extending from the river to the base of the Snow 
mountains to the south and south-west. Along this wide level country the 
Missouri pursued its winding course, filled with water to its even and grassy 
banksl while about four miles above it was joined by a large river flowing from 
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the north-west through a valley three miles in width, and distinguished by the 
timber which adorned its shores; the Missouri itself stretches to the south in one 
unruffled- stream of water as if unconscious of the roughness it must I'oon en
cOllPter, and bearing on its bosom vast flocks of g'eese, while numerous herds of 
buffaloe are feeding on the plains which surround it. 

Captain Lewis then descended the hills, and directed his course towards the 
river falling in from the west. He soon met a herd of at least a thousand 
buffaloe, and being desirous of providing for supper shot one of them; the 
animal immediately began to bleed, and captain Lewis, who had forgotten to 
reload his rifle, was intently watching to see him fall, when he beheld a large 
brown beal' who was stealing on him unperceived, and was already within 
twenty steps. In the first moment of surprise he lifted his rifle, but remember
ing instantly that it was not charged, and that he had not time to reload, he felt 
that there was no safety but in flight. It was in the open level plain, not a bush 
nor a tree within three hundred yards, the bank of the river sloping and not 
more than three feet high, so that there was no possible mode of concealment; 
captain Lewis therefore thought of retreating in a quick walk as fast as the 
bear advanced towards the nearest. tree; but as soon as he turned the bear ran 
open mouth and at full speed upon him. Captain Lewis ran about eighty yards; 
but finding that the animal gained on him fast, it flashed on his mind that by 
getting' into the water to such a depth that the bear would be obliged to attack 
him swimming, there was still some chance of his life; he therefol'e turned 
short; plunged into the river about waist deep, and facing about presented the 
point of his espontoon. The bear arrived at the water's edge within twenty 
feet of him, but as soon as he put himself in this posture of defence, he seemed 
f!'ighteued, and wheeling about, retreated with as mnch precipitation as he ha~ 
pursued. Very glad to be released from this danger, captain Lewis returned 
to the shore, and observed him run with great speed, sometimes looking back as 
if he expected to be pursued, till he reached the woods. He could not conceive 
the cause of the sudden alarm of the beal', but congratulating himself on hi! 
escape when he saw his own tmck torn to pieces by the furiolls animal; and 
learnt from the whole adventure never to suffer his- ritle to be a moment un· 
loaded. He now resumed his progress in the direction which the bear had 
taken towards the western river, and found it a· handsome stream about two 
hundred yards wide, apparently deep, with a gentle current; itg. waters clear, 
and its banks, which were formed principally of dark brown and blue clay, are 
about the same height as those of the Missouri; that is from three to five feet. 
What was singular was that the river does not seem toovertlow its hanks at 
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nny season, while it mig-ht be presumed from its vicinity to the mountains, that 
the to\'fents arising from the melting of the snows, would sometimes canse it to 
swell beyond its limits. The contrary fact would induce a belief that the Rocky 
mountains yield their snows very reluctantly and equably to the sun, and are 
not often drenched by very heavy I'ains. This river is no doubt that which the 
Indians call Medicine river, which they mentioned as emptying into the 
Missouri, just above the falls. After examining Medicine river, captain Lewis 
set out at half after six o'clock in the evening on his return towat'ds the camp. 
which he estimated at the distance of twelve miles, In going through the low 
grounds on Medicine river he met an animal which at a distance he thought 
was a wolf, but on coming within sixty paces, it proved to be some brownish 
Jellow animal standing near its burrow, which, when he came uig-h, crouched 
and seemed as if about to spring on him, Captain Lewis fit'ed and the beast 
disappeared in its bun'ow. From the track and the general appearance of the 
animal he supposed it to be of the tiger kind. He then went on, but as if the 
beasts of the forests had conspired against him, three buffaloe bulls which were 
feeding with a large herd at the distance of half a mile, left their companions 
and ran at full speed towards him. He tumed l'Ound, and unwilling to give up 
the field advanced towards them: when they came within a hundred yards, 
they I!!topped, looked at llim for some time, and then retreated as they came. 
He now pursued his route in the dark, reflecting on the strange adventures and 
sig-hts of the day which crowded on his mind so rapidly that he should have 
been inclined to believe it all enchantment if the thorns of the prickly pear 
piercing his feet did not dispel at every moment the illusion. He at last 
reached the party, who had Leen very anxious for his safety, and who had al
ready decided on the route which each should take in the morning to look for 
him. Being much fatigued he supped and slept well during the night. 

Saturday, ]5. The men were again sent out to bring in the game killed 
yesterday, and to procure more: they also ohtained a number of fine trout and 
several small catfish weighing about fonr pounds, and differing' from the white 
catfish lower down the Missouri. On awaking this morning- captain Lewis 
found a large rattlesnake coiled on the-tmnk of a tree under which he had been 
sleeping. He killed it, and found it like those we had seen befot'e, differing 
from those of the Atlantic states, not in its colours but in the fOl'm and arrange
ment of them; it had one hundred and seventy-six scuta on the abdomen,"llnd 
seventeen half-formed scuta on the tail. There was a heavy dew on the grass 
about the camp every morning, which no doubt proceeds from the mist of the 
falls, as it takes _place nowhere in the plains nol' on the river except here. 
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!fhc messenger sent to captain Clat'ke retul'11ed with information of hill having
arrived five miles below at a rapid~ which he did not think it prudent to ascend, 
and would wait till captain Lewis and his party rejoined him. 

On Tuesday 11th, the day when captain Lewis left us, we rcmained at the 
entrance of Maria's river, and completed the deposits of all the articles with 
which we could dispense. The morning had been fair, with a high wind from 
the south-west, which shifted in the eveniug to north-west, whcn the weather be

came cold and the wind high. The next morning, 
Wednesday, 12, we left our encampment with a fair day and a sout~west 

wind. The river was now so crowded with islands, that within the distance 
of ten miles and a half we passed eleven of different dimensions before reaching a 
high black bluft'in a bend on the left, where we saw a great number of swallows. 
\Vithin one mile and a half further we passed four small islands, two on each 
side, and at fifteen miles from our encampment reached a spring which the men 
called Grog' spring: it is on the northern shore, and at the point where rransy 
river approaches within one hundred yards of the Missouri. From this place 
we proceeded three miles to a low bluff on the north opposite to an island, and 
spent the nig'ht in an old Indian encampment. The bluffs under which we 

passed were composed of a blackish clay and coal for about eighty feet, above 
which for thirty or forty feet is a brownish yellow earth. The river is very 
rapid, and obstructed by bars of gravel and stone of different shapes and. 
sizes, so that three of OUl' canoes were in great danger in the course of th~ 
day. We had a few drops of rain about two o'clock in the afternoon. The 
only animals we killed were elk and deer; but we saw great numbers of rattle
snakes. 

Thursday, 13. The morning was fair and thel'e was some dew on the 
ground. After passing two islands, we reached at the distance of a mile and a. 
half a small rapid-stream fifty yards wide, emptying itself on the south, rising 
in a mountain to the south-east about twelve or fifteen miles distant, and at tb~ 
time covered with snow. As it is the channel for the melted snow uf that 

mountain, we called it Snow river: opposite to its entrance is another island: 
at one mile and three {}uarters i, a black bluff of slate on the south; nine mile~ 
beyopd which, after passing ten islands, we came to on the sonthern shore near 
an,old Indian fortified camp, opposite the lower point of an island, having made 
tairteen miles. The number of islands and shoals, the rapidity of the river, 
IIDd the quantity of large stones, rendered the navigation very disagreeable: 
along the banks we distinguish several low bluffi; or cliffs of slate. There weR 
p. IUlOl~8rs ef geese aD(l goslings ,; the ge~ :not being able to fly at t!lia 
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season. GooseT)erries are ripe and in gl'eat abundance; the yellow currant I., 
also COlUmon, hut not yet ripe. Our game consisted of bufraloe and goats. 

Friday, 14. Again the day is fine. 'Ve made two miles to a small islalld 
in the souther~ bend, after passing several bad rapids. The curt'ent beconl£'s 
indeed swifter as we ascend, and the canoes frequently receive water as we drag 
them with difficulty along. At the distance of six miles we reached captain 
Clarke's camp on the fourth, which is on the north side and opposite to a larg-t> 
gravelly bar. Here the man sent by captain Lewis joined us with the pleasing 
iutelligence that he had discovered the faUs, and was convinced that the course 
we were pursuing was that of the true Missouri. At a mile and a half we 
reached the uppel' point of an island, three quarters of a mile beyond which we 

encamped on the south, after making only ten and a quarter miles. Along the 
river was but little timber, but much hard slate in the bluffs. 

Saturday, 15. The morning being warm and fair we set out at the usual 
hour, but proceeded with great difficulty in consequence of the increased rapi
dity of the current. The channel is constantly obstructed by rocks and danger
-ous rapids. During the whole progl'ess the men are in the water hauling the 
canoes, and walking on sharp rocks and round stones which cut their feet or 
cause them to fall. The rattlesnakes too are so numerous that the men are 
constantly on their guard against being bitten by them; yet they bear the 
fatigues with the most undiminished cheerfulness. We heal' the roar of the 
falls very distinctly this morning. At three and three quarter miles we came to 
a rock in a bend to the south, resembling a tower. At six and three quarter 
miles we reached a large creek on the sonth, which aftel' one of OUl' men we 
called Shields's creek. It is rapid in its course, about thirty yards wide, and 011 

sending a person five miles up it proved to have a fall of fifteen feet, and some 
timber.on its low ground. Above this river the bluffs of the Missollri are of red 
earth mixed with strata of black stone; below it we passed some white clay in 
the banks which mixes with water in eyery re8pect like flour, At three and 
three quarter miles we reached a point en the north opposite an island and a 
bluff; and one mile and a quarter further, after passing some red bluffs, came 
to on the north side, having made twelve miles. Here we found a rapid so 
tlifficult that we did not think proper to attempt the passage tlli'! evening, and 
therefore ~ent to Captain Lewis to appril!le Rili\ of our arrival. We saw a num
Ber of geese, ducks, crows, and blackbirds to-day, the two former with their 
yQung. The river rose a little this evening, but the timber is still So sca~ee thQ4. 
lre could-aet procure eQollgn for our use during the night. 
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Sunday, June 16. Some rain fell last nig-ht, and this morning the weather 
wa~ cloudy and the w-iml high fl'om the south-west. 'Ye- passed the rapid by 
douLly manning the perioql1e and canoes, and halted at the distance of a mile 
and a quarter, to examine the rapids above, which we found to be a conti
lJued sllccession of cascades as far as the view extended, which was about two 
miles. About a mile above where we halted was a larg'e creek falling in on 
the south, opposite to ,,(hieh is a larg-e sulphur spring falling over the. rocks 
on the north: captain Le\yis arrived at two f.rom the falls, about n\'e mile~ 
above us, and after consulting' upon the subject of the portage, we crossed the 

_ river and formed a camp on the north, having com~ three quarters of a mile 
to-day. From our own observation we had deemed the south side to be the 
most fayourable for a portage, but two men sent out for the purpose of 
examining it, reported that the creek and the ravines intersected the plain 
$0 deeply that it was impossible to cross it. Captaiu Clarke therefore resolved 
to examine more minutely what was the best route: the four canoes were un
loaded at the camp, and then sent across the river, where hy means of strong 
cords they were hauled over the first rapid, whence they may be easily dmwn 
iuto the creek. Finding too, that the portage would be at all events too long 
to enable us to carry the boats on our shoulders, six men were set to work 
to make wheels for carriages to transport them. Since leaving Maria's river 
the wife of Chaboneau, OUl' interpreter, has been dang-erously ill, but she now 
found great relief from the mineral water of the sulphur spring. It is situated 
abuut two hundred yards from the Missouri, into which it empties over a preci
pice of rock, about twenty-five feet high. The water is perfectly transparent, 
strong-ly impregnated with sulphur, and we snspect iron also, ~s the' colour of 
the hills and hluffs in the neighbourhood indicates the presence of that metal. 
In short the water, to all appearance, is precisely similal' to that of Bowyer's 
snlphm' spring in Virginia. 

Monday, 17. Captain Clarke set out with five men to explore the country; 
the rest were employed in hunting, making wheels, and in drawing t}le five 
canoes, and all the baggage up the creek, which we now called Portage creek: 
from this creek there is a gradual ascent to the top of the high plain, while the 
bluffs of the creek lower down and of the Missouri, both above and below its 
entrance, were so steep as to have rendet'ed it almost impracticable to dl'ag them 
up from _the Missouri. \Ve found great difficulty and some danger in ,even 
ascending the creek thus far, in consequence of the rapids and rocks of the cban
.nel of the creek, which just above where we brought the canoes has a fall of 
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five feet, and high and steep blnff .. beyond it: we were very fortunate ill finding 
just below Portage creek, a cottonwood tree about twenty-two inch('s in diametel'. 
and large enough to make the carriage wheels: it was pel'haps the only one of 
the same size within twenty miles; and the cottonwood, \vhich we arc oblig'ed 
to employ in the other parts of the work, is extremely soft and brittle. The 
mast of the white pel'ioque, which we mean to leave behind, supplied us with two 
axletrees. There are vast quantities of buffaloe feeding in the plains or watel'~ 
rog in the rivel', which is also strewed with the floating carcases and limbs of 
these animals. They go in large herds to water about the falls, and as all the 
passages to the·river near that place are nal'ro\l' and steep, the foremost are 
pressed into the river by the impatience of those behind. In this way we have 
seen;teu or a dozen disappear over the falls·in a few minutes, They afford 
excellent food for the wolves, beal's, and birds of prey; and this circumstance 
may account for the reluctance of the bears. to yield their dominion over the 
neighboUl'hood. 

Tuesday, 18; The perioque was drawn up a little below our camp, and 
secured in, a thick copse of willow bushes, We now began to form a cache or' 
place of deposit, and to' dry our goods and other articles which required 
inspection. The waggons too are completed. Our hunters brought us ten 
deer, and we shot two out of a herd of buffaloe that came to watel' at the sulphur 
spring. There isa species of gooseberry growing abundantly among' the rocks 
on the sides of the cliffs: it is· now ripe, of a pale red colour, about the size of 
the common gooseberry, and like it is an ovate peri carp of soft pulp,enveloping 
a number of small whitish-coloured seeds, and consisting of a yellowish slimy 
mucilaginous substance, with a sweet taste; the smface of the berry is covered 
with a glutinous adhesive matter, and its fruit, though "ipe, retains its withered 
corolla. The shrub itself seldom rises more than two feet high, is much .branched, 
and has no thorns. The leaves resemble those of the common gooseberry, except 
in being smaller, and the berry is suppOI'ted by separate peduncles, or footstalks, 
halfan inch long. There are also immense quantities of· grasshoppers of a brown 
colour in,the plains, and they no doubt contribute. to the lowness of the grass, 
which is· not generally more than thl'ee inches high, though it is soft, narrow
leafed, and affords a fine pa!iture for the buffaloe. 

Wednesday, 19. The wind blew violently to-day, asit'did yesterday, and 
as it does frequently in this open coontry, where there is not a tree to break 
or oppose its force. Some men were sent for the meat killed yesterday, which 
fortunately had not been discovered by the wolves. Another party went to 
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Medicine river in quest of elk, which we llOpe may be induced to resort there. 
from there being more wood in that neighbourhood than on the Missouri. All 
the rest were occupied in packing the baggoage and mending their moccasins, in 
ordeto to prepare for the portage. 'Ve caugoht a number of the whitefish, but 
no catfish or trout. Our poor I~dian woman, who had recovered so far as t<» 

'Walk out, imprudently ate a quantity of the white apple, which with some dried 
fish, occasioned a return of her fever. 

The meridian altitude of the sun's lower limb, as observed with octant by 
back observation, ,vas .5:~~ }0', givingo as the latitude of our camp 47° 8' 59" 5"'. 

Thursday, 200 As we were desirous of getting meat enough to last us during 
the portage, so that the men might not be diverted from their labour to look for 
food, we sent out four hunters to-day: they killed eleven buffaloe. This was 
indeed a.n easy lahour, for there are vast herds coming constantly to the opposite 
bank of the river to water; they seem also to make much use of the mineral water of 
the sulphur spring, but whether from choice, Ol" because it is more convenient tbart 
the river, we calUlot determine, as they sometimes pass near the spring and go 
on to the river. Besides this spring, brackish water, or that of a dark colol,lr 
impregnated with mineral salts, such as we have frequently met on the Missouri, 
may be found in small quantities in some of the steep ravines on the north side 
of the I'iver, opposite to us and the falls. 

Captain Clarke returned this evening, having examined the whole course of 
the river, and fixed the route most practicable for the portage. The first day, 
17th, he was occupied in measuring the heights and distances along the bub of 
the river, and slept near a ravine at the foot of the crooked faUs, having very 
narrowly escaped falling into the river, where he would have perished inevitably, 
in descending the cliffs neal' the grand cataract. The next day, 18th. he cou
tinued the same occupation, and arrived in the afternoon at the junction of 
Medicine and Missouri rivers; up the lattel' he ascended and passed, at the 
distance of a mile an island and a little timber, in an eastwardly bend of the 
river. One mile beyond this he came to the lower point of alarge island; another 
small island in the middle of the river, and one near the left shore, at the distauce 
of three miles, opposite to the head of which he encamped, nearthe moutll of-a 
creek which appeared to rise in the South mountain. These three islands are 
opposite to each other, and we gave them the name of the Wbitebear islands, 
from observing some of those animals on them. He killed a beavey, an elk, and 
eight buffaloe. One of the men who was sent a short diStance from the camp, 
to bring home some meat, was attacked by a white bear, and closely pursued 
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within fol'ty paces of the camp, and narrowly escaped being caught. Captain 
Clarke immediately went with three men in quest of the bear, which he waS 
afraid might surprise another of the hunters, who was out collecting the game. 
The bear was however too quick, for before captain Clarke could reach the man, 
the bear had attacked him and compelled him to take refuge in the water. He 
now ran off as they approached, and it being late they deferred pursuing him 
till the next morning. 
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CHAP. XI. 

llESCRIPTION AND RO;\IANTlG APPEARANGE OF THE MISSOURI AT THE JUNCTION OF THE 

MEDICINE RIVER-THE DIFFICULTY OF TRAN,SPORTING THE BAGGAGE AT THE FALLS 

-THE PARTY EMPLOY ED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF A BOAT OF SKINS-THE EMBAR

RASSMENTS THEY HAD TO ENCOUNTER FOR WANT OF PROPER MATERIALS-DURING 

THE WORK THE PARTY MUCH TROUBLED BY WHITE BEARS-VIOLENT HAIL STORM, 

AND PROVIDENTIAL ESCAPE OF CAPTAIN CLARKE AND HIS PARTY-DESCRIPTION OF 

A RE!\IARKABLE FOUNTAIN--SINGULAR EXPLOSION HEARD FROM THE BLACK MOUN

TAI1,S-THE BOAT FOUND TO BE INSUFFICIENT, AND THE SERIOUS DISAPPOINTMENT 

OF THE PARTY-CAPTAIN CLARKE UNDERTAKES TO REPAIR THE DAMAGE BY 

BUILDING c ,\NOES, AND ACCOMPLISHES THE TASK. 

ON the 19th captain Clarke not being able to find the bear mentioned in the 
last chapter, spent the day in examining the country, both above and below the 
Whitebear islands, and concluded that the place of his encampment would 
he the best point for the extremity of the portage. The men were therefore 
occupied in drying the meat to be left here. Immense numbers of buff aloe are 
every-where found, and they saw a summet" duck which is now sitting. 

The next morning, 20th, he crossed the level plain, fixed stakes to mark the 
route of the portage, till he passed a large ravine, which would oblige us to make 
the portage farther from the river: after this, there being no other obstacle, he went 
to the river where he had first struck it, and took its courses and distances down 
to the camp. From the draught and survey of captain Clarke, we had now a 
clear and connected view of the falls, cascades, and rapids of the Missouri. 

This river is three hundred yards wide at the point where it receives the 
waters of Medicine river, which is one hundred and thirty-seven yards in width. 
The united current continues three hundred and twenty-eight poles to a small 
rapid on the north side, from which it gradually widens to one thousand four 
hundred yards, and at the distance of five hundred and forty-eight poles reaches 
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the head of the rapids, narrowing as it approaches them. Here the hills on the 
north, which had withdrawn from the bank, closely border the rivet', which, for 
the space of three hundred and twenty poles, makes its way over the rocks Wi'~l 
a descent of thirty feet: in this course the cm'rent is contracted to five hundred 
and eighty yards, and after throwing- itself over a small pitch of five feet, forms 
a beautiful cascade of twenty-six feet five inches; this does not however fall 
immediately perpendiclllat" being stopped uy a part of the rock which pl'Ojects 
at about one-third of the distance, Aftel' descending- this fall, and passing the 
cottonwood island on which the eagle has fixed its nest, the river goes 011 for five 
hundred and thirty-two poles over rapids and little falls, the estimated descent 
of which is thirteen feet six inches till it is joined by a large fountain boiligg up 
undel'lleath the rocks near the edge of the river, into which it falls with a cascade 
of eight feet. It is of the most perfect cleal'lless and rather of a bluish cast: and 
even after falling into the Missouri it presel'ves its colour fOl' half a mile. From 
this fountain the river descends with increased rapidity for the distance of two 
hundred and fourteen poles, during- which the estimated descent is five feet: 
from this for a distance of one hundred and thirty-five poles, the river descends 
faUl'teen feet seven, inches including a pet'pendicular fall of six feet seven inches. 
The river has now become pressed into a space of four hundred and seventy
three yards, and here forms a grand cataract by falling over a plain rock the 
whole distance across the river to the depth of forty-seven feet eight inches: 
after recovering itself the Missouri then proceeds with au estimated descent of 
three feet, till at the distance of one hundred and two poles it again is precipitated 
down the Cl'Ooked falls of nineteen feet perpendicular; below this at the mouth 
of a deep ravine is a fall of five feet, after which for the distance of nine 
hundred and seventy poles the descent is much more g'mduaJ, not being morl\ 
than ten feet, and then sllcceeds a handsome level plain for the space of one 
hundred and seventy-eight poles with a computed descent of three feet, making 
a uend towards the north. Thence it descends during four hundred and eighty 
poles, about eighteen feet and a half, when it makes a perpendicular fall of two 
feet, which is ninety poles beyond the great cataract, In approaching' which it 
descends thirteen feet within two hundred yards, and gathering- strength from it~ 
confined channel, which is only two hundt'ed and eighty yards wide, rushes over 
the fall to the depth of eighty-seven feet and three quarters of an inch. After 
raging among the rocks and losing itself in foam, it is compressed immediately 
into a bed of ninety-three yards in width: it continues for three hundt'ed and .. 
forty poles to the entrance of a run or deep ravine where there is a fall of three 
feet, which, joined to the decline of the river during that course, makes the 
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d~cent 14ix feet. A~ it goes on, the descent within the next twO' Iw.ndred alUlh 
forty. poles is only foul' feet: from this passing a run or deep ravine the d.escent 
I~.,.. fonr hundred poles is thirteen f.eet; within two hundred and fOFty poles • 
:second descent of eighteen feet; thence one hundred and sixty poles a descent of 
si~ feet; after which to the mouth of Portage creek, a distance of two hundred 
-and eighty poles, the Ot'scent is ten feet. From this survey and estimate it 
results that the river experiences a descent of tlll"ee hundred and fifty-two feet 
in th& course of two and three quarter miles, from the commencement of the 
rapids to the mouth of Portage creek, exclusive of almost impassable rapids. 
which extend for a mile below its entrance. 

The latitude of OUl' camp below the entrance of Portage creek, was found t~ 
be 47° 7' to" 3, as deduced from a mel"idian altitude of the sun's. lower limb 

taken with octant by back observation giving 53° 10'. 
Friday, June 21. Having made the necessary preparations for continuing 

onr route, a part of the baggage was carried across the creek into the high plain, 
three miles in advance and placed on one of the carriages with truck wheels: 
the rest of the party was employed in drying meat and dressing elk skins. We 
killed several muledeer and an elk, and observed as usual vast qnantitie~ of 
buffaloe who came to drink at the river, For the first time on the Missouri we 
have seen near the falls a species of fishing duck, the body of which is brown 
and white, the wings white, and the head and upper part of the neck of a brick 
red, with a narrow beak, which seems to be of the same kiRd common in the 
Susquehanna, Potomac and James' river. The little wood which tbis neighbour
hood affords consists of the broad and narrow-1eafed colltonwood, the box alder, 
the narrow and broad-leafed wiHow, the largoe or sweet wiHow, which was not 
common below Maria's river, but which here attains the same size and has the 
sa.me appearance as in the Atlantic states. The undergrowth consists of roses, 
gooseberries, currants, small honeysuckles, and the redwood, the inner part of 
which the el1!}ageJJ 01' water men are fond of smoking when mixed witb to
bacco. 

Saturday, 22. We now set out to pass the POI-tage and halted for cDlDIer at 
eight miles distanee near a little stream. The axletrees of our carriage, which 
had beeD. made of an old mast, and the cottonwood tongues, broke before we came 
there: but we renewed them with the tim.ber of the sweet willow, which lasted 
tiU. wi.t!Jin half a. mil£ of our intended camp, wben the tongues gave way and 
,... ..,e~ obliged to take a. .. much baggage ~ we couM carry en ow' backs down 
tothe ri.-ver., where we furm.edi an. eftICampmeni in a. small gl'Me eftimbeE oppo~ 
t~ die Wh.i.t.ebtu isJaads. Hen Uae baaks on both sides of the rive!: are baoQ.. 
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stlme, level, and elttensive; tbat near our camp is not more than two feet above. 
the surface of the water. The river is about eight hundred yards wide just 
above tmese islands, ten feet deep in most places, and with a very gentle cur
rent. The plains however on this part of the river are not so fertile as those 
from the mouth of the Muscleshell and thence dowlIwards; there is much more 
stolle on the sides of the hills and on the broken lands than is to be found lower 
down. 'Ve saw in the plains vast quantities of buffaloe, a number of small 
birdsp and the large brown cul'lew, which is now sitting, and lays its eggs, which 
are of a pale blue with black specks, on the ground without any nest. There is 
also a species of lark much resembling the bird called the oldfield lark, with a 
yellow breast and a black spot on the croup; thoug-h it differs from the latter in 
having its tail formed of feathers of an unequal length and pointed; the beak 
too is somewhat longer and more curved, and the note diflel's considerably. The 
prickly pear annoyed us very much to-day by sticking- through our moccasins. 
As soon as we had kindled our fires we examined the meat which captain 
Clarke had left here~ hut found that the greater part of it had been taken by the 
lltOlves-.. 

Snnday~ 23. Mter we had brought up the ca.noe and baggage captain. 
Clarke went down to the eaD?-p at Portage creek, where four of the men had 
been left with the Indian woman. Captain Lewis during the tnol'Oing prepared 
the camp, a.u.d in the afterMQn went down in a ca.noe to Medicine river to look 
after the three m~ who had been sent thither to hunt on the 19th, and from 
whom nothing hat}, as yet been heaJ1tl. He went lip the river about half a mile 
alid then. walked along on the right bank, hollooing as he went, till at the 
distance of five miles be found one of them who had fixed his camp on the 
oppOliite bank, where he had killed seven deer and dl'jed about six hund red 
pounds of buffaloe meat, but had killed no elk, the animal chiefly wanted. 
He knew nothing of biB companio.l)s except that on the day of their departure 
from camp' he had left them at the Falls and come on to Medicine river, not 
having -seen them since. .AB it was too late to return captain Lewis passed 
over on a raft wh.ich he made for the purpose and spent the night at Shan
non's camp, and the next mOllning, 

Monday, 24th, sent J. Fields up the river with orders to go four miles and 
return, whether he found the two absent hunters or not; then descending the 
south-west side of 1Uedicin.e mveE, he crosl'led the Missouri ill the canoe, and sent 
Shan ROn ba.ck to his camp 110 join Fields and bring the meat which they ha$1 
killed; this they did, and arrived in the evening at the camp on Whitebear 
islands. A pan '" the men from Portag-e creek also arril-ed with two canoe~ 
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and baggage. On going down yesterday captain Clarke cnt oft' several angles of 
the former route so as to shorten the Portage considerably, and marked it witb 
stakes: he arrived there in time to have two of the canoes carried up in the high 
plain about a mile in advance. Here they all repaired their moccasins, and put 
on double soles to protect them from the pl'ickly pear and from the sharp points 
of earth which have been formed by the trampling of the buff aloe during the 
late rains: this of itself is sufficient to render the Portage disagreeable to one 
who had no burthenj but as the men al'e loaded ar; heavily as their strength will 
permit, the crossing is really painful; some are limping with the soreness of 
their feet, others are scarcely able to staml for mOl'e than a few minutes from 
the heat and fatigue: they are all obliged to halt and rest fl'equently, and at 
almost every stopping place they fall and many of thc::m are asleep in an instant; 
yet no one complains and they go Oil with great cheerfulness. At their camp 
Drewyer and Fields joined them, and while captain Lewis was looking for them 
at Medicine river, they returned to report the absence of Shannon about whom 
they had been very uneasy. They had killed several buffaloe at the bend of the 
Missouri above the Falls: and dried about eight hundred pounds of meat and got 
one hundred pounds of tallow: they had also killed some deer, but had seen no 
elk. Aftel' getting the party in motion with the canoes captain Clarke returned 
to his camp at Portage creek. 

We were now occupied in fitting up a boat of skins, the frame of which had 
been prepared for the purpose at Harpel"s ferry. It was made of iron, thil·ty
six feet long, four feet and a half in the beam, and twenty-six inches wide ill 
the bottom, Two lllen had been sent this morning for timber to complete it,. 
but they could find scarcely ally even tolerably straight sticks four and a half 
feet long, and as the cottonwood is too soft and brittle we were obliged to use 
the willow and box-aIdel·. 

Tuesday, 25. The party retul'l1ed to the lower camp. Two men wel'e 
sent on the large island to look for tim bel'. J. Fields was sent up the Missolll'i 
to hunt elk; but he retul'I1ed about noon and informed us that a few miles above 
he saw two wllite beal' neal' the river, aud ill attempting to fire at them came 
suddenly on a third, who being only a few steps off immediately attacked him; 
that in l'llnning to escape from the monster he leaped down a steep bank of the 
river, where falling on a bar of stone he cut his hand and knee and bent his 
gun; but fortunately for him the bank concealed him from his antagonist or he 
would have been most probably lost. The other two returned with a small 
quantity of bark and timber, which was all they could find on the island; but 
thy had killed two elk: these were ,'aluable, as we were desirous of procuring 
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the skins of that animal in Ol'der to cover the boat, as they are more strong and 
durable than those of the buffaloe, and do not shrink so much in drying. The 
-party that went to the lower camp had one canoe and the baggage carried 
into the high plain to be ready in the morning', and then all who could make 
use of their feet had a dance on the gl'een to the music of a violin. 'Ye have 
been unsuccessful in our attempt to catch fish; nor does thel'e seem to be any 
in this part of the river. We observe a number of water tel'l'apins. There are 
great quantities of young blackbirds in these islands just beginning to fly. 
Among the vegetable productions we observe a species of wild rye which is now 
heading: it rises to the height of eighteen or twenty inches, the beard remark
ably fine and soft; the culen is jointed, and ill evel'y respect in height it resem
bles the wild rye. Great quantities of mint too, like the peppermint, are found 
here. 

The winds are sometimes violent in these plains. The men inform us that 
as they were bringing one of the canoes along on truck-wheels, they hoisted the 
_sail and the wind carried her along for some distance. 

Wednesday, 26. Two men were sent on the opposite side of the river for 
bark and timber, of which they procured some, but by no means enough for our 
purposes. The bark of the cottonwood is too soft, and our only dependence is 
on the sweet willow, which has a tough strong bark: the two hunters killed 
seven buffaloe. A party arrived from below with two canoes and baggage, and 
the wind being from the south-east, they had made considerable progress with 
the sails. On their arrival one of the men who had been considet'ably heated 
and fatigued, swallowed a very hearty draught of water, and was immediately 
taken ill; captain Lewis bled him with a penknife, having no other instrument 
~t hand, and succeeded in restoring him to health the next day. Captain 
Clarke formed a second cache or deposit near the camp, and placed the swivel 
under the rocks near the river. The antelopes are still scattered through the 
plains; the females with their young, which are generally two in number, and 

_ the males by themselves. 
- Thursday, 27. The party were employed in preparing timber for the boat, 
except two who were sent to hunt. About one in the afternoon a cloud arose 
from the south-west and brought with it violent thunder, lightning, and hail: 
soon after it passed the hunters came in from about four miles above us. They 
had killed nine elk, and th'o?e bear. As they were huoting on the river they 
saw a low ground covered with thick brushwood, where from the tracks along 
shore they thought a bear had probably taken refuge: they therefore landed, 
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\\ rthont making noise, and climbed a tree about twenty feet above the grouacl. 
Having fixed themselves securely, they raised a loud shout, and a bear iDBlaDtly 
rushed towards them. These animals never climb, and therefore when be came 
to the tree and stopped to look at them, Dl"ewyer shot him in the head; he 
pWl-ed to be the lal'gest we have yet seen, his noise appeared to be like that of 
a common ox, his fore feet measured nine inches across, and the hind feet were 
seven inches wide, and eleven and three quarters long, exclusive of the talons. 
One of these animals came within thirty yards of the camp last night, and 
carried off some buff aloe meat which we had placed on a pole. In the evening' 
after the storm die water on this side of the river became of a deep crimson 
colour, lJrObably caused by some str~am aoove washing down a kind of soft red 
stone, wbich we observe in the neighbouring bluffi;' and gullies. At the camp 

below, the men who left ns in the morning were busy in preparing their load 
for to-morrow, which were impeded hy the rain, bail, and hard wind from the 
north-west. 

Friday, 28. The party all occupied in making the boat j they obtained a 
sofficient quantity of willow bal'k to line her, and over these were placed the 
elk skins, and \l'hen they failed we were obliged to use the bufiilloe hide. The 
white bear have now become exceedingly troublesome; they constantly infest 
tlllr camp during the night, and though they have not attacked us, as our dog 
'Who pan'oles all night gives us notice of their approach, yet we are obliged to 
:sleep witb OUT arms by OUl' sides for fear of accident, and we cannot send one 
rnan alone to any distance, particularly if he has to pass through brushwood. 
We saw two of them to-day on the large island opp05ite to us, but as we are all 
so much occupied now, we mean to reserve ourselves for some leisW"e moment, 
and then make a party to drive them from the islands. The river has risen 
nine inches since our arri,,"al here. 

At Portage creek captain Clarke completed the cache, in which we de
posited whatever we could spare from om' baggage; some ammunition, pro,i
sions, books, the specimens of plants and minerals, and a dra.agbt of tbe river 
from its entrance to fort Mandan, After clOlling it he broke up the enca81p
ment, am' took on all the remaining bagg-age to the high pl~ about three 

miles. Portage creek has risen considerably in consequence of the rain, 8Jld the 
water had become of a deep crimson colour, and ill tailed; on overtaking the 
canoe he foond that there was more baggage than could be C8ft'ied c. the two 
carriages, and therefore left some of the hea.". artietes wJaich coni" net be iB
jrrred, and proceeded ~n to Willownm wtJere be encamped '- the uigbt. 
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Here they made a suppel' on two buft'aloe which they killed on the way; but 
-passed the night in the rain, with a high wind from the south-west. In the 
morning, 

Saturday, 29, finding it impossible to reach the end of the Portage with 
their present load, in consequence of the state of the road after the rain, he sent 
back nearly all his party to bring on the articles which had been left yesterday. 
Having lost some notes and remarks which he had made on first ascending the 
river, he determined to go up to the 'Vhitebear islands along its banks, in order 
to supply the deficiency. He there left one man to guard the baggage, and 
went on to the Falls accompanied by his servant York, Chaboneau and his wife 
with her young child. On his arrival there he observed a very dark cloud 
rising in the west which threatened rain, and looked around fOI' some shelter. 
but could find no place where they would be secme from being blown into the 
river if the wind should prove as violent as it sometimes does in the plains. At 
length about a quarter of a mile abo\'e the Falls he found a deep ravine where 
there were some shelving rocks, Hndel' which he took refuge. They were on 
the upper side of the ravine near the river, perfectly safe from the rain, and 
therefore laid down their guns, compass, and other articles which they carried 
with them. The shower was at first moderate, it then increased to a heavy 
rain, the effects of which they did not feel: soon after a torrent of rain and hail 
descended; the rain seemed to fall in a solid mass, and instantly collecting in 
the ravine came rolling down in a dreadful current, carrying' the mud and 
rocks, and every thing that opposed it. Captain Clarke fortunately saw it a 
moment before it reached them, and springing up with his gun and shotpouch 
in his left hand, with his right clambered up the steep bluff, pushing on the 
Indian woman with her child in her arms; hel' husband too had seized her 
hand, and was pulling her up the hill, but he was so terrified at the dan gel' that 
but for captain Clarke, himself and his wife and child would have been lost. 
So instantaneous was the rise of the water, that before captain Clarke hau 
reached his gun and begun to ascend the bank, the water was up to his waist, 
and he could scarce get up faster than it rose, till it reached the height of fifteen 
feet with a furious current, which, had they waited a moment longer, would have 
swept them into the river just above the great Falls, down which they must in
evitable have been precipitated. They reached the plain in safety, and found 
York who had separated trom them just before the storm to hunt some buffaloe, 
and was now returning to find his master. They had been obliged to escape so 
rapidly that captain Clarke lost his compass and umbrella, Chaboneau left his 
gun, shotpouch, and tomahawk, and the Indian woman had just time to grasp 
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her child, before the net in which it lay at her feet was cal'ri~d down the CUf

rent. He now relinquished his intention of going- ,': the river and returned to 
the camp at 'Villowrun. Here he found tId. the party sent this morning for 
the baggage, had all returned to camp in great confusion, leaving their loads in 
the plain. On account of the heat they generally go nearly naked, and with no 
covering' on theil' heads. 'rhe hail was so large and driven so j'uriously against 
them by the high wind, that it knocked several of them down: one of them 
particularly was thl'Own Oil the ground three times, and most of them bleeding 
freely and compia;:wd of beini; much bruised. 'Villowrun had risen six feet 
since the rain, and as the phins were so wet that they could not proceed, they 
passed the night at their camp. 

At the Whitebeal' camp also, we had not been insensible to the hail-storm, 
though less exposed. In the morning there had been a heavy shower of rain, 
after which it became fair'. After assigning to the men their respective em~ 
ployments, captain Lewis took olle of them and went to see the large fountain 
near the Falls. For about six miles he passed through a beautiful level plain, 
and then on reaching the break of the river hills, was overtaken by a gust of 
wind from the south~west attended by lightning, thunder, and rain: fearing a 
renewal of the scene on the 2ith, they took shelter in a little g'uUy where there 
were some broad siones with which they meant to protect themselves against 
the hail; but fortunately there was not mnch, and that of a small size; so that 
they felt no inconvenience except that of being exposed without sheltel' for an 
hour, and being' ul'enched by the rain: after it was over they proceeded to the 
fountain, which is perhaps the largest in America. It is situated in a pleasant 
Jevel plain, about twenty~five yards from the l'iver, into which it falls over some 
!!teep irreg'ulal' rocks with a sudden ascent of about six feet in one part of i18 
cout'~e. The water boils up from among the rocks and with such force near 
the centre, that the surface seems higher there than the earth on the sides of the 
l'ountain, which is a handsome turf of fine green grass. The water is extremely 
pure, cold and pleasant to the taste, not being impregnated with lime 01' any 
i(Jloeign substance. It is perfectly transparent and continues its bluish cast for 
half a mile uown the Missouri, notwithstanding' the rapidity of the river'. ,Aftel° 
eKamining it f'or some time captain Lewis returned to the camp. 

Suuday, 30. In the morning captain Clarke sent the men to bring up the 
baggag,e left in the plains yesterday. 011 their retW'D the axletrees and Clilf

Iliag.ell were repail'ed, and the baggage conveyed 0(1 the shoulders of the party 
a.cr0llS Willowrun which had fallen as low a&thl:~ feet. The cal'riag.es being 
&.bea till\.-en over, a load of baggage was carded to the six~mile sta~, deposited 
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there, and the carriages brought back. Such is the state of the plains that thi~ 
operation consumed the day. Two men wet'e sent to the Falls to look for thf' 
articles lost yesterday; but they found nothing but the compass covered with 
mud and sand at the mouth of the ravine; the place at which captain Clarke 
had been caught by the storm, was filled with large rocks. The men complain 
much of the bruises received yesterday from the hail. A more than usual num
ber of buffaloe appeal'ed about the camp to-day, and furnished plenty of meat: 
captain Clarke thought that at one view he must have seen at least ten thousand. 
In the course of the day there was a heavy gust of wind from the south-west, 
after which the evening was fail'. 

At the Whitebear camp we had a heavy dew this morning', which is quite a 
-remarkable occurrence. The party continues to be occupied with the boat, the 
crossbars for which are now finished, and there remain only the strips to com
plete the wood work: the skins necessary to cover it have already been pl'e
pared, and they amount to twenty-eig-ht elk skins and four buffaloe skins. Among 
our game were two beaver, which we have had occasion to observe always are 
found wherever there is timber. \Ve also killed a large bat or goatsucker, of 
which there are many in this neighhoUl'hood, resembling in every respect those 
of the same species in the United States. 'Ve have not seen the leather-winged 
bat for some time, nor are there any of the small goatsucker in this part of the 
Missouri. 'Ve have not seen eithet· that species of goatsucker or nighthflwk 
called the whippoorwill, which is commonly confounded in the United States 
with the large goatsucker which we observe here; this last prepares no nest, 
but lays its eggs in the open plains; they generally begin to sit on two eggs, 
and we believe raise only one brood in a season: at the present moment they 
are just hatching their young. 

Monday, July 1. After a severe day's work captain Clarke reached our 
camp in the evening,' accompanied by his party and all the baggage except that 
left at the six-mile stake, for which th~y were too much fatigued to return. 
The route from the lower camp on Portage creek to that near Whitebear 
island, having been now measured and examined by captain Clarke was a~ 

follows: 
From our camp opposite the last considerable rapid to the entrance of Por

tage creek south 9° east for three quarters of a mile: thence on a course south 
10° east for two miles, though for the canoes the best route is to the left of this 
course, and strikes Portage one mile and three quarters from its entrance, 
avoiding in this way a very steep hill which lies above Portage creek: from this 
lOuth 18° west for four miles, passing the head of a drain or ravine which falli 
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into the Missouri below the great Falls, and to the Willowrun which has alwaYB 
a plentiful supply of g'ood water and some timber: here the course !twns to 
south 45° west for fOUl' miles furthet'; then south 66° west three miles, crossing 
at the beginning' of the course the head of a drain which falls into the Missouri 
at the Crooked Falls, and reaching an elevated point of the plain from which 
south 42° west, On appt'oaehing the rivel' on this course there is a long and 
gentle descent from the high plain, aftu which the road turns a little to the 
right of the course up the river to OUt' camp, The whole Portage is seventeen 
and three quartet' miles, 

At the Whitebcat' camp we were occupied with the boat and digging a pit 
for the purpose of making' some tar, The day has been warm, and the mus
(luitoes tt'oublesome, We were fortunate enough to observe equal altitudes of 
the sun with sextant, which since om' arrival here we have been pt'evented from 
doing, by flying clouds and storms in the evening, 

'l'uesday, July 2, A shower of rain fell very early this mOl'l1ing. \Ve then 
despatched some men for the bagg'age left behind yesterday, and the rest were 
engaged in putting the boat together. This was accomplished in about three 
hoUl's, and then we began to sew on the leather over the crossbars of iron on the 
inner side of the boat which form the ends of the sections. By two o'clock the 
last of the baggage arrived, to the great delight of the party who were anxious 
to proceed. The mnsquitoes we find very tl'Oublesome. 

Having completed OUl' celeRtialobset'vations we went over to the lat'ge island 
to make an attack upon its inhabitants the bears, who have annoyed us very 
much of late, and who were prowling about our camp all last night. We 
found that the part of the island frequented by the beat' fOl'lllS an almost im
penetl'able thicket of the broad-leafed willow: into this we fOl'ced our way in 
parties of three; but could see only one bear, who instantly attacked Drewyer. 
Fortunately as he was rushing on the huntet' shot him throug'h the heart within 
twenty paces, and he fell, which enabled Drewyer to get out of his way: we 
tben followed him one hundred ya.rds and found that the wound had been mor
tal. Not being able to discover any more of these animals we returned to 
camp: here in turning over some of the bagg'age we caught a rat somewhat 
larg'er than the common European rat, and of a lighter colour; the body and 
outer parts of the legs and head of a light lead colour; the inner side of the 
legs as well as the belly, feet, and ears, are white; the ears are not covered with 
hair, and are much larger than those of the common rat; the toes also m'e 
longer, the eyes black and prominent, the whiskers very long and full; the tail 
.rather longer than the body, and covered with fine fur and hair of the same Size 
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with that on the back, which is very close, short, and ~ilky in its texture, This 
was the first we had met, although its nests are very frequent among the cliffs 
of rocks and hollow trees, where we also found large quantities of the shells aud 
seed of the prickly pear, on which we conclude they chiefly subsist. The mus
quitoes are uncommonly troublesome, The wind was again high from the 
south-west: these winds are in fact always the coldest and most violent wRich 
we experience, and the hypothesis which we have formed on that subject is, 
that the ail' coming in contact with the Snowy mouutains immediately hecomes 
chilled and condensed, and being thus rendered heavier than the air below it 
descends into the I'Urified ail' below or into the vacuum formed by the constant 
action or the sun on the open unsheltered plains. The clouds rise suddenly 
Ileal' these mountains and distribute theil' contents partially over the neighbour
ing' plains, The same cloud will discharge hail alone in one part, hail and rain 
in another, and rain only in a third, and all within the space of a few miles; 
while at the same time there is snow falling on the mountains to the south-east 
of ns, There is at present no snow on those mountains; that which covered 
them on our arrivaJ as well as that which has since fallen having disappeared. 
'fhe mountains to the north and north-west of us are still entirely covered with 
snow, and indeed there has been no perceptible diminution of it since we first 
saw them, which induces a belief either that the clouds prevailing at this season 
do not reach their summits or that they deposit theil' snow only, They g'listen 
with great beauty when the sun shines on them in a particular direction, and 
most probably from this glittering appearance have derived the name of the 
Shining mountains. 

Wednesday, 3. Nearly the whole party were employed in different laboUl's 
connected with the boat, which is now almost completed: but we have 110t as 
yet been able to obtain tar from our kiln, a cil'cumstullce that will occasion us 
not a little embarrassment. Having been told by the Indians that on leaving 
the Falls we should soon pass the buffaloe country, we have before us the pl'Ospect 
of fasting occasionally; but in order to provide a supply we sent out the hunters, 
who killed only a buffaloe and two antelopes, which added to six beaver and two 
otter have bf:en all our game for two 01' three days. At ten in the mOl'nillg we 
had a slight shower which scarcely wetted the grass. 

Thursday, July 4. The boa~ was now completed, except what was in fact 
the most difficult part, the making her seams secure. We had intended to 
despatch a canoe with part of our men to the United States early this spring; 
but not having yet. seen the Snake Indians, or known whether to calculate on 
their frjendship or enmitYf we have decided not to weaken our party, which ~s 
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.Iit'eady scarcely sufficient to repel any hostility. \Ve wel'e afl'aid too that such 
a measure might dishearten those who remain; and as we have never suggested 
it to them, they are all perfectly and enthusiastically attached to the enterprise, 
and willing to encounter any danger to enSUl'e its Sllccess. \Ve had a heavy 

dew this nioming. 
Since our arrival at the Falls we have repeatedly heard a str'ange noise coming 

from the mountains in a direction a little to the north of west. It is heard at 
different periods of the day and night, sometimes when the air is perfectly still 
and without a cloud, and consists of one stroke only, or of five or six discharges 
in qnick succession. It is loud and resembles precisely the sound of a six ponnd 
piece of ordnance at the distance of tht'ee miles. The Minnetarees frequently 
mentioned this noise like thunder, which they said the mountains made; but 
we had paid no attelltion to it. believing it to have been some superstition or 
perhaps a falsehood. The watennen also of the party say that the Pawnees and 
RicRras give the same account of a noise heard in the Black mountains to the 
westward of them. The solution of the mystery given by the philosophy of the 
watermen is, that it is occasioned by the bursting of the rich mines of silver 
confined within the hosom of the mountain. An elk and a beaver are all that 
were killed to-day: the buffaloe seemed to have withdrawn from Ollr neigll
bourhood, thoug'h several of the men who went to-day to visit the Falls, for the 
first time, mention that they are still abundant at that place. We contrived 
however to spread not a very sumptuous but a comfortable t:tble in honour of 
the day, and in the evening- gave the men a drink of spirits, which was the last 
of our stock. Some of them appeared sensible to the effects of even so small a 
quantity, and as is usual among' them on all festivals, the fiddle was produced 
and a dance begun. which lasted till nine o'clock, when it -Was interrupted by 
a heavy shower of rain. They continued however their merriment till a 
late hour. 

Friday, 5. The hoat was bronght up into a high situation and fires kindled 
under hel', in order to dry her more expeditiously. Despairing now of procuring 
any tar, we formed a composition of pounded charcoal with bees-wax and buff aloe 
tallow to supply its place; should this resource fail us it will be very unfortu· 
nate, as in every other respect the boat answers our purposes completely. 
Although ll?t quite dry she can be carried with ease by five toen; her form is 
as complete as could be wished; very strong, and will carry at least eigbt thou
sand pounds with her complement of hands. Besides our want of tar, we have 
been u~lucky in sewing the skins with a needle which had sharp edges instead 
of a pOIDt merely, although a large thong was used in order to fill the hole, yet 
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it shrinks in drying and leaves the hole open, so that we feat' the boat 
will leak. 

A large herd of buffaloe came near us and we procured three of them: 
besides which were killed two wolves and three antelopes, In the COUl'se of the 
day other herds of buff aloe came near our camp on their way down the river: 
these herds move with gl'eat method and regularity. Although ten 01' twelve 
herds are seen scattered fl'om each other over a space of many miles, yet if 
they are undisturbed by pursuit they will be uniformly travelling in the same 
direction. 

Saturday, G. Last night there were several showers of rain and hail, attcll(led 
with thundel' and lightning: and about day-break a heavy storm came on from 
the south-west with one continued roar of thunder, and rain and hail. The hail 
which was as larg'e as musket balls, covered the ground completely; and on 
collecting some of it it lasted during the day and served to cool the water. 
'rhe red and yellow currant is abundant and now ripe, although still a little 
acid. We have seen in this neighbourhood what we have not met before, a 
remarkably small fox which associates in bands and burrows in the prairie, like 
the small wolf, but have not yet been able to obtain any of them, as they are 
extremely vigilant, and betake themselves on the slightest alarm to their bur
rows, which are very deep, 

Sunday, 7. The weather is warm but cloudy, so that the moistllre retained 
by the bark after the rain leaves it slowly, thoug'h we have small fires con

_stantly under the boat. We have no tents, and therefore are obliged to use the 
sails to keep off the bad weather. OUl' buffaloe skins too, are scarcely sufficient 
to cover our baggage, but the men are now dressing others to replace their present 
leather clothing, }Vhich soon rots by being so cOllstantly exposed to water. In 
the evening the hunterlS returned with the skins of only three buffaloe, two ante
lope, four deer, and three wolf skins, amI reported that the bufialoe had gone 
furthel' down the river; two other huntel's who left liS this morning could find 
nothing except one elk: in addition to this we caught a beaver, 'l'he lllusqui
toes still distul'b us very much, and the blowing--flies swarm in vast numbers 
rOllnd the boat. At four in the aftel'l1oon we had a light shower of raiu attended 
with some thunder and lightning. 

Monday, 8. In order more fully to replace the notes of the rivet· which he 
had lost, and which he was prevented from supplying by the storm of the 
twenty-ninth nIt. captain Clarke set out after breakfast, taking with him nearly 
the whole party with a view of shooting buffaloe, if there should ue any near 
the Falls. After getting some distance in the plains the men were divided into. 
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squads, and he with two others struck the Missouri at the entrance of .Medicine 
river, and thence proceeded down to the great cataract. He found that the 
Immense herds of buffaloe have entirely disappeared, and he thought had gone 
below the Falls. Having made the necessary measurements, he returned th,'ough 
the plains and reached camp late in the evening; the whole party had killed 
only three buffaloe, three antelopes and a deer; they had also shot a small fox, 
and brought a living ground-squirrel somewhat larger than those Qf the United 
States. 

The day was warm and fair, but a slight rain fell in the afternoon. 'l'he 
boat having now become sufficiently dry, we gave it a coat of the composition, 
which after a proper interval was repeated, and the next morning, 

Tuesday D, she was launched into the water, and swam perfectly well: the 
8eats were then fixed and the oars fitted; out after we had loaded her, as well 
as the canoes, and were on the point of setting out, a violent wind caused the 
waves to wet the baggage, so that we were forced to unload them. The wind 
continued high till evening, when to our gl'eat disappointment we discovered 
that nearly all the composition had separated from the skins, and left the seams 
perfectly exposed; so that the boat now leaked very much. '1'0 repail' this 
misfortune without pitch is impossible, and as none of that article is to be pro
cured, we therefore, however reluctantly, are obliged to abandon her, after 
having had so much labour in the construction. We now saw that the section 
of the boat covered with buffaloe skins on which hair had been left, answered 
better than the elk skins and leaked but little; while that part which was 
covered with hair about one-eighth of an inch, retained the composition per
fectly, and remained sound and dry. From this we perceived that had we 
employed buffaloe instead of elk skins, and not singed them so closely as we 
have done, carefully avoiding to cut the leather in sewing, the boat would have 
been sufficient even with the present composition, or had we singed instead 
of shaving the elk skins we might have succeeded. But we discovered oUl' 
error too late: the buffaloe had deserted us, the travelling season was so fast 
advancing that we had no time to spare for experiments, and therefore finding 
that she could be no longer useful she was sunk in the water, so as to soften the 
skins and enable us the more easily to take hel' to pieces. It now became 
~ecessal'y to provide other means for transporting the baggage which we had 
Intended to stow in her. For this purpose we shall want two canoes, but for 
many miles from below the mouth of the Muscleshell river to this place, we have 
n~t seen a single tree fit to be used in that way. The hunters however who had 
hitherto been sent after timber, mention that there is a low ground on the 
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opposite side of the river, about eight miles above us by land, and more than 
twice that distance by water, in which we may probably find trees large enough 
for our purposes. Captain Clarke therefore determined to set out by land for 
that place with ten of the best workmen who would be occupied in building thp 
canoes till the rest of the party, after taking' the hoat to pieces and making thp 
necessary deposits, should transport the baggage and join them with the othel' 
SIX canoes. 

Wednesday, 10. He accordingly passed over to the opposite side of tilt: 
river with his party, and proceeded on eight miles by land, the distance by 
water being twenty-three and three qnarter miles. Here he fonnd two cotton
wood trees, but on cutting them down, one proved to be hollow, split at the top 
in falling, aud both were much damaged at the bottom, He searched the 
neighbourhood, but could find none which would suit better, and therefore was 
obliged to make use of those which he had felled, shortening them in order to 
avoid the cracks, and supplying the deficiency by making them as wide as 
possible. They were equally at a loss for wood of which they might make 
handles for their axes, the eyes of which not being round, they were obliged to 
split the timber in such a manner that thirteen of the handles bmke in the course 
of the day, though made of the best wood they could find for the purpose, 
which was the chokecherry. 

'l'he rest of the party took the frame of the boat to pieces, deposited it ina 
cache or hole, with a draught of the country from fort Mandan to this place, 
and also some other papers and small articles of less importance. After this 
we amused ourselves with fishing, and although we had thought on our arrival 
that there were none in this part of the river, we caught some of a species of 
white chub below the Falls, but few in number, and small in size. 

Sergeant Ordway with four canoes and eight men had set sail in the morning, 
with part of the baggage to the place where captain Clarke had fixed his camp. 
but the wind was so high that he only reached within three miles of that place. 
and encamped for the night. 

Thursda y, July 11. In the morning one of the canoes joined captain 
Clarke: the other three having on board more valuable articles, which would 
have been injured by the water, went on more cautiously, and did not reach the 
camp till the evening. Captain Clarke then had the canoes unloaded and sent 
back, but the hig-h wind prevented their floating down nearer than about 
eight miles above Wl. His pal'ty weJ'e busily engaged with the canoes, and their 
h.unters supplied them with three fat deer and a buffaloe, in addition to two 
deer and an antelope killed yestel·day. The ·few men who were w.itb captait) 
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LewIs \\ tre occupied in hunting, but with not much Sllccess, having killed only 
one buffaloe. They heard about sunset two discharges of the tremendous 
mountain artillery: they also saw several very large gTay eagles, much larger 
than those of the United States, and most probably a distinct species, though the 
bald eagle of this country is not quite so large as that of the United States. 
The men h~ve been much afflicted with painful whitlows, and one of them 
disabled from working by this complaint in his hand. 

}'riday, l~. In consequence of the wind the canoes did not reach the lower 
camp till late in the afternoon, before which time captain Lewis sent all the men 
he could spare up the river to assist in building the boats, and the day was too 
far advanced to reload and send them up before morning. The musquitoes are 
very tl'oublesome, and they have a companion not less so, a large black gnat 
which does not sting', but attacks the eyes in swarms. The party with captain 
Clarke are employed on the canoes: in the cOUl"se of the work sel'geant Pryor 
dislocated hi:-i shoulder yesterday, but it was replaced immediately, and though 
painful does not threaten much injury. The hunters brought in three deer 
and two otter. This last animal has been numerous since the water has 
become sufficiently clear for them to take fish. The blue-crested fisher, or as 
it is sometimes called, the king-fisher, is an inhabitant of this part of the 
river; it is a bird rare on the Missouri; indeed we had not seen more than 
three or four of them from its entrance to Maria's river, and even those did not 
seem to reside on the Missouri, but on some of the clearer streams which empty 
into it, as they were seen near the mouths of those streams. 

Saturday, 13. The morning being fair and calm, captain Lewis had all . 
the remaining' baggage embarked on board the six canoes, which sailed with 
two men in each for the upper camp. Then with a sick man and the Indian 
womall, he left the encampment, and crossing' over the river went on by land 
to join captain Clarke. From the head of the Whitebear islands he proceeded 
in a south-west direction, at the distance of three miles, till he struck the Missouri, 
which he then followed till he reached the place where all the party were 
occupied in boat-building. On his way he passed a very large Indian lodge, 
which was probably designed as a great council-house, bnt it differs in its con
struction from all that we have seen lower down the Missouri or elsewhere. 
The form of it was a circle two hundred and sixteen feet in circumference at 
the base, and composed of sixteen large cottonwood poles about fifty feet long, 
and at their thicker ends, which touched the ground, about the size of a man's 
body: they were distributed at equal distances, except that one was omitted to 
tbe eut, probably f~r the entrance. From the circumference of this circle the 
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poles converged towards the centre where they were united and secured by large 
withes of willow brush. There was no covering over this fabric, in the centre 
of which were the remains of a large fit-e, and round it the marks of about 
eighty leathern lodges. He also saw a number of turtledoves, and some pigeons, 
of which he shot one differing in no respect from the wild pigeon of the United 
States. The country exhibits its usual appearances, the timber confined to the 
ri.ver, the country on both sides as far as the eye can reach being entirely des
titute of trees or brush. In the low ground in which we are building the 
canoes, t}le timber is lat'ger and more abundant than we have seen it on the 
Missouri for several hundred miles. The soil too is good, for the grass and 
weeds reach about two feet high, being the tallest we have observed this season, 
though on the high plains and prairies the grass is at no sea:ion above three 
inches in height. Among these weeds are the sandrush, and nettle in small 
quantities; the plains are still infested by great numbers of the small birds 
already mentioned, among whom is the brown curlew. The current of the 
river is here extremely gentle; the buff aloe have not yet quite gone, for the 
hunters brought in three in very good order. It requires some diligence to supply 
us plentifully, for as we reserve our parched meal for the Rocky mountains, 
where we do not expect to find much game, our principal article of food is meat, 
and the consumption of the whole thirty-two persons belonging to the party. 
amounts to four deer, an elk and a deer, or one buffaloe every twenty-four 
hours. The musquitoes and gnats persecute us as violently as below, so that we 
can get no sleep unless defended by biers, with which we are all provided. 
We here found several plants hitherto unknown to us, and of which we pre
served specimens. 

Sergeant Ordway proceeded with the six canoes five miles up the river~ but the 
wind becoming so high as to wet the baggage he was obliged to unload and 
dry it. 'I'he wind abated at five o'clock in the evening, when he again pro
ceeded eight miles and encamped. The next morning, 

Sunday, July 14, he joined us about noon. On leaving the \Vhitebear camp 
he passed at a short distance a little creek or rlln coming in 011 the left. This 
had been already examined and called Flattery rtm; it contains back water, 
only, with very extensive low grounds, which rising into large plains reach the 
mountains on the east; then passed a willow island on the left within one mile 
and a half, and reached two miles further a cliff of rocks in a bend on the 
same side. In the course of another mile and a half he passed two islands covered 
with cottonwood, box-alder, sweet-willow, and the usual undet'gt'owth, like that 
of the Whitebear islands. At thirteen and three quarter miles he came to til<:: 
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mouth of a small creek on the left; within the following nine tniles he passed 
three timbered islands, and after making twenty-three and a quarter miles from 
the lower camp, arrived at the point of woodland on the north where the canoes 
were constructed. 

The day was fair and warm; the men worked very industriollsly, and were 
enabled by the evening to launch the boats, which now want only seats and oars 
to be complete. One of them is twenty-five, the other thirty-three feet in length 
~nd three feet wide. Captain Lewis walked out between three and four miles 
over the rocky bluffs to a high situation, two miles from the river, a little below 
Fort Mountain creek. The country which he saw was in most parts level, but 
~ccasionally became varied by gentle rises and descents, but with no timber 
except along the water. From this position, the point at which the Missouri 
enters the first chain of the Rocky mountains bore south 28° west aoout twenty
fiye miles, according to our estimate. 

The northern extremity of that chain north 7S· west at the distance of eighty 
miles. 

rI'o the same extremity of the second chain north 65° west one hundred and 
~fty miles. 
, To the most remote point of a third and continued chain of these mountains 
north 50° west about two hundred miles. 

The direction of the first chain was from south to 20° east to north 20° west; 
of the second, from south 45° east to north 45" west; but the eye could not 
reach their southel'll extremities, which most probably may be traced to Mexico. 
In a course south 7S west, and at the distance of eight miles is a mountain, 
which from its appearance we shall call Fort Mountain. It is situated in the 
.level plain, and forms nearly a squal'e, each side of which is a mile in extent. 
These sides, which are composed of a yellow clay with no mixture of rock or 
stone whatever, rise perpendicularly to the height of three hundred feet, where 
the top becomes a level plain covea'ed, as captain Lewis now observed, with a 
tolerably fertile mould two feet thick, on which was a coat of grass similar to 
that of the plain below: it has the appearance of being perfectly inaccessible, 
and although the mounds near the Falls somewhat resemble it, yet Done of them 
:(fe so large. 
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CHAP. XII. 

THE PARTY EMBARK ON BOARD THE CANOES-DESCRIPTION OF SMITH'S RIVER-CHARACTER 

OF THE COUNTRY, &C.-DEARBORNE'S RIVER DESCRIBED-CAPTAIN CLARKE PRECEDES 

THE PARTY FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISCOVERING THE INDIANS OF THE ROCKY MOUN

TAINS-MAGNIFICENT ROCKY APPEARANCES ON THE BORDERS OF THE RIVER, DENO

MINATED THE GATES OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS-CAPTAIN CLARKE ARRIVES AT 

THE THREE FORKS OF THE MISSOURI WITHOUT OVERTAKING THE INDIANS-THE 

PAR'l'Y ARRIVE AT THE THREE FORKS, OF WHICH A PARTICULAR AND INTERESTING 

DESCRIPTION IS GIVEN. 

MONDAY, July 15. WE rose early, emharked all our baggag'e on board the 
canoes, which, though eight in number, are still heavily loaded, and at ten 0' clock set 
out on our journey. At the distance of three miles we passed an island, just 
a.bove which is a small creek coming in from the left, which we called Fort 
Mountain creek, the channel of which is ten yal'ds wide, but now perfectly dry. 
At six miles we came to an island opposite to a bend, towards the north side; 
a.nd reached at seven and a half miles the lower point of a woodland at the 
entrance of a beautifull'iver, which, in honour of the secretary of the navy, we 
called Smith's river. 'I'his stream falls into a bend on the south side of the 
Missouri, and is eighty yal'ds wide. As far as we could discern its course it 
wound through a channing valley, towards the south-east, in which many herds 
of buff'aloe 'were feeding, till at the distance of twenty-five miles it entered the 
rocky mountains, and was lost from onr view. After dining near this place we 
proceeded on four and three quarter miles, to the head of an island; four and a 
qualier miles beyond which is a second island on the left; three and a quarter 
miles further in a bend of the river towards the nOlih, is a wood, where we en
camped for the night, after making nineteen and three quarter miles.· 

We find the prickly pear, one of the greatest beauties as well as the 
greatest inconveniences of the plains, now in full bloom. The sun-flower too, 
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a plant CODllllon on evel'y part of the Missouri, from its entrance to this place, is 
here very abundant and in bloom. Thelamb's-quarter, wild cucumber, sandrush, 
and narrow dock, are also common. Two elk, a deer, and an otter, were our 

game to-day. 
The river has now become so much more crooked than below, that we omit 

taking all its short meanders, but note only its general course, and lay down the 
small bends on our daily chart by the eye. The general width is from one hun
dred to one hundred and fifty yards. Along the banks are large beds of sand 
raiS"ed above the plains, as they always appear on the sides of the river opposite 
to the south-west exposure, seem obviously broug'ht there from the channel of the 
river, by the incessant winds fl'Om that quarter: we find also more timber than for 
a great distance below the faUs. 

Tuesday, 16. There was a heavy dew Jast night. 'Ve soon passed about 
forty little hooths, formed of willow bushes as a sheltel' against the sun. These 
seem to have been deserted about ten days, and we supposed by the Snake 
Indians, or Shoshonees, whom we hope soon to meet, as they appeared from the 
tracks to have a number of horses with them, At three and a quarter miles we 
passed a creek or run, in a bend on the left side, and four miles further another 
run or small rivulet on the right. After breakfasting on a buff aloe shot by 
flne ofthe hunters, captain Lewis determined to go a-head of the party to the 
point where the river enters the Rocky mountains, and make the necessary obser
vations before our arrival. He therefore set out with Drewyer, and two of the 
sick men, to whom he supposed the walk would be useful: he travelled on the 
north side of the river through a handsome level plain, which continued on the 
opposite side also, and at the distance of eight miles passed Ii small stream on 
which he observed a considerable quantity of the aspen tree. A little before 
twelve o'clock he halted on a bend to the north, in a low ground covered with 
timber, about four and a half miles below the mountains, and obtained a meridian 
altitude, by which we found the latitude was 46° 46' bO" 2111. His route then 
lay through a high waving plain to a rapid, where the Missouri first leaves the 
Rocky mountains, and here he encamped for theollight. 

In the meantime we had proceeded after breakfast one mile to a bend in the 
left, opposite to which was the frame to a large lodge situated in the prairie, 
eonstructed like that already mentioned above the Whitebear islands, but only 
sixty feet in diameteI'; round it, were the remains of about eighty leathern 
lodges, all which seemed to have been built during the last autumn; within the 
next fifteen and a quarter miles we passed ten islands, and on the last of which 
we e~camped near the right sbore, having made twenty-three miles. The next. 
~rn~ . 
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Wednesday, 17, we set out early, and at four miles distance joined captain 

Lewis at the foot of the rapids, and after breakfast began the passage of them: 
some of the articles most liable to be injured by the water were carried round. 
We taen double-manned the canoes, and with the aid of the towing-line got 
them up without accident. For several miles below the rapids the current of 
the Missouri becomes stronger as you approach, and the spurs of the mountain 
advance towards the river, which is deep and more than seventy yards wide: 
at the rapids the river is closely hemmed in on both sides by the hills, and foams 
for half a mile over the rocks which obstruct its channel. The low grounds 
are now not more than a few yards in width, but they furnish room for an Indian 
road which winds under the hills on the north side of the river. rrhe general 
range of these hills is from south-east to north-west, and the cliffs themselves 
-are about eight hundred feet above the water, fOl'med almost entirely of a hard 
black granite, on which are scattered a few dwarf pine and cedar trees. Im
mediately in the gap is a large rock foUl' hundred feet high, which on one side 
is washed by the MisSOUl'i, while on its other sides a handsome little plain 
.separates it from the neighbouring mountains. It may be ascended with some 
difficulty nearly to its summit, and affords a beautiful prospect of the plains 
helow, in which we could observe large herds of buffaloe. After ascending 
the rapids for half a mile we came to a small island at the head of them, which 
we called Pine island, fl'om a large pine at the lower end of it, which is the 
first we have seen near the river for a great distance. A mile beyond captain 
Lewis's camp we had a meridian altitude which gave us the latitude of 
46° 42' 14" 7"'. As the canoes wel'e still heavily loaded, all those not employed 
in working them walked on shot·e. The navigation is now very laborious. 
The river is deep but with little current, and from seventy to one hundred yards 
wide; the low grounds are vet'y narrow, with but little timber, and that chiefly 
the aspen tt-ee. The cliffs are steep and hang over the river so much, that 
often we could not cross them, but wet'e obliged to pass and repass from one 
side of the river to the other in order to make our way. In some places the 
banks are formed of rocks of dark black granite, rising perpendicularly to a 
great height, through which the river seems, in the progress of time, to have 
worn its channel. On these mountains we see more pine than usual, uut it is 
still in sman quantities. Along the bottoms, which have a covering of high 
grass, we observe the sunflower blooming in great abundance. The Indian. 
of the Missouri, and more especially those who do not cultivate maize, make 
great use of the seed of this plant for bread, or in thickening their soup. They 
first parch. and ~en .pound it between two stones until it ii reduced to a fine 
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meal. Sometimes they add a portion of water, and drink it thus diluted: at 
other times they add a sufficient proportion of marrow grease to reduce it to 
the consistency of common dough, and eat it in that manner. This last com
position we preferred to all the rest, and thought it at that time a vel'y palatable 
dish. There is however very little of the broad-leafed cottonwood on the side 
of the Falls, much the greater part of what we see being of the narrow-leafed 
specH~s. There are also great quantities of red, purple, yellow, and black 
currants. 'rhe currants are very pleasant to the taste, and much preferable to 
those of our common garden. The bush rises to the height of six or eight feet; 
the stem simple, branching, and erect. These shrubs associate in crops either 
in upper 01' timbered lands near the water courses. The leaf is petiolate, of a 
pale green, and in form resembles the red currant, so common in our gardens. 
'rhe perianth of the fruit is one-leaved, five-cleft, abbreviated, aud tubular. The 
corolla is monopetallous, funnel shaped, very long, and of a fine orange colour. 
There are five stamens and one pistillum of the first, the filaments are capillar, 
inserted in the corolla, equal and converging, the anther ovate and incumbent. 
The germ of the second species is round, smooth, inferior, and pedicelled: the 
style long and thicker than the stamens, simple, cylindrical, smooth, and erect. 
It remains with the corolla until the fruit is ripe, the stamen is simple and 
obtuse, and the fruit much the size and shape of our common garden currants, 
growing like them in clusters, supported by a compound footstalk. The peduncle. 
are longer in this species, and the berries a1'e more scattered. The fruit is not 
so acid as the common currant, and has a more agreeable flavour. 

'rhe other species differs in no respect from the yellow currant, excepting in 
the colour and flavour of the berries. 

The serviceberry differs in some points from that of the United States. The 
bushes are small, sometimes not more than two feet high, and rarely exceed 
eight inches. They al'e proportionably small in their stems, growing very 
thick, associated in clumps. The fruit is of the same form, but for the most part 
larger and of a very dark purple. They are now ripe and in great perfection. 
There are two species of gooseberry here, but neither of them yet ripe: nor are 
the chokecherry, though in great quantities. Besides there are also at that place 
the box-alder, red willow, and a species of sumach. In the evening we saw 
some mountan rams or big-horned animals, but no other game of any sort. 
Aftel' leaving Pine island we passed a small run on the left, which is formed by 
a large spring rising at the distance of half a mile under the mountain. One 
mile and a half above the island is another, and two miles further a third 
ii'land. the river making small bends constantly to the north. From thh; last 
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island to a point of rocks on the south side the low gl'Ounds become rather wider, 
and three quarters of a mile beyond these rocks, in a bend on the north, we 
encamped opposite to a very high cliff, having made during the day eleven find 
a half miles. 

Thursday, 18. 'l'his moming early before our departure we saw a large 
herd of the big-horned animals, who were bounding among the rocks in the 
opposite cliff with great agility. 'I'hese inaccessible spots secure them from all 
their enemies, and the only danger is in wandering among these precipices, 
where we should suppose it scarcely possible for any animal to stand; a ~ingle false 
step would precipitate them at least five hundred feet into the water. At one 
mile and a quarter we passed another single cliff on the left; at the same 
distance beyond which is the mouth of a large river emptying itself f!'Om 
the north. It is a handsome, bold, and clear stream, eighty yards wide, that is 
nearly as broad as the Missouri, with a rapid current over a bed of small smooth 
stones of various figures. 'I'he water is extremely tmnsparent, the low grounds 
are narrow, but possess as much wood as those of the :Missouri : and it has 
every appearance of being navigable, though to what distance we cannot 
ascertain, as the country which it wate~s, is broken and mountainous. In 
honour of the secretary at war we called it Dearbom's river. Being now ve1'Y 
anxious to meet with the Shoshonees 01' Snake Indians, for the purpose of 
obtaining the necessary information of our route, as well as to procure horses, 
it was thought best for one of us to go forward with a small party and endeavour 
to discover them, before the daily discharge of our guns, which is necessary for 
our subsistence, should give them notice of our approach: if by an accident 
they hear us, they will most probably retreat to the mountains, mistaking us for 
their enemies who usually attack them on this side. Accordingly captain 
Clarke set out with three men, and followed the course of the river on the north 
side; but the hills were so steep at first that he was not able to go much faster than 
ourselves. In the evening however he cut off many miles of the circuitous conrse 
of the river, by crossing a mountain over which he found a wide Indian road, 
which in many places seems to have been cut or dug down in the earth. He 
passed also two branches of a stream which he called Ordway's creek, where he 
saw a number of beaver-dams extending in dose succession towards the moun
tains as far as he could distinguish: on the cliffs were many of the big-horned 
animals. After crossing this mountain he encamped near a small stream of 
running water, having travelled twenty miles. 

On leaving Dearborn's river we passed at three and a half miles a small 
creek, and at six beyond it an island on the north side of the river, which makes 
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within that distance many small bends. At two and a half miles further is 
another island: three quarters of a mile beyond this is a small creek on the north 
side. A t a mile and a half above the creek is a much larger stl'eam thirty yard» 
wide, and discharging itself with a bold current on the north side: the banks are 
low, and the bed formed of stones altogether. To this stream we gave the 
name of Ordway'!; creek, after set'g'eant John Ordway. At two miles beyond 
this the valley widens: we passed several bends of the river, and encamped in 
the centre of one on the south, having made hventy-one miles. Here we found 
a small g'l'ove of the narrow-leafed cottonwood, there being no longer any of the 
broad-leafed kind since we entered the mountains. The water of these rivulets 
which come down from the mountains is very cold, pure, and well tasted. Along 
their banks as well as on the Missouri the aspen is very common, but of a small 
kind. The river is somewhat wider than w(; found it yesterday; the hills more 
distant from the river and not so hig'h ; there are some pines on the mountains, 
but they are principally confined to the upper regions of them: the low gt'ounds 
are still narrower and have little or no timher. The soil near the river is good, 
and produces a luxuriant growth of gTass and weeds: among these productions 
the sunflower holds a very distinguished place. For several days past we have 
observed a species of flax in the low gTounds, the leaf-stem and pericarp of 
which resemble those of the flax commonly cultivated in the United States: the 
stem rises to the height of two and a half or three feet, and springs to the numbel' 
of eight or ten from the same root, with a strong thick bark apparently well 
calculated for use: the root seems to be perennial, and it is probable that the 
cutting of the stems may not at all injure it, for although the seeds are not yet 
ripe, there are young suckers shooting up from the root, whence we may infer 
that the stems which are fully grown and the proper stage of vegetation to pro
duce the best flax, are not essential to the preservation or support of the root, a 
circumstance which would render it a most valuable plant. To day we have 
met with a second species of flax smaller than the first, as it seldom obtains a 
greater height than nine 01' twelve inches: the leaf and stem resemble those of 
the species just mentioned, except that the latter is rarely branched, and bear!! 
a single monopetalus bell-shaped blue flower, suspended with its limb down
wards. We saw several herds of the big-horn, but they were in the cliffs 
beyond our reach. We killed an elk this morning and found part of a deer 
which had been left for us by captain Clarke. He pursued his route, 

Friday, 19, early in the morning, and soon passed the remains of several 
Indian camps formed of willow brush, which seemed to have been deserted this 
spring. At the same time he observed that the pine trees had been stripped of 
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their bark about the same season, which our IndIan woman says her country-
men do in order to obtain the sap and the soft palts of the wood and bark for 
food. About eleven o'clock he met a herd of elk and killed two of them, but 
such was the want of wood in the neig-hbourhood that he was unahle to procure 
enough to make a fire, and he was therefore obliged to substitute the dung of 
the buffaloe, with which he cooked his breakfast. They then resumed their 
course along an old Indian road, In the afternoon they reached a handsome 
valley watered by a large creek, both of which extended a considerable distance 
into the mountain: this they crossed, and during the evening travelled over 
a mountainous country covered with sharp fragments of flint-rock: these bruised 
and cut their feet very much, lmt were scarcely less troublesome than the prickly 
pear of the open plains, which have now become so abundant that it is impossible 
to avoid them, and the thorns are so strong' that they pierce a double sole of 
dressed deer skin: the best resource against them is a sole of buffaloe hide in 
parchment. At night they reached the river much fatig'ued, having passed two 
mountains in the course of the day and having' travelled thirty miles. Captain 
Clarke's first employment on lighting- a fire was to extract from his feet the 
briars, which he found seventeen in number. 

In the meantime we proceeded on very well, though the water appears to 
increase in rapidity as we advance: the current has indeed been strong during 
the day and obstructed by some rapids. which are not howeyer much broken by 
rocks, and are perfectly safe: the river is deep, and its general width is from 
one hundred to one hundred and fifty yards wide. For more than thirteen miles 
we went along the numerous bends of the river and then reached two small 
islands; three and three quarter miles beyond which is a small creek in a bend 
to the left, above a small island on the right side of the river. We were regaled 
about ten o'clock P. M. with a thunder-storm of rain and hail which lasted for 
an honr, but during the day in this confined valley, through which we are 
passing, the heat is almost insupportable; yet whenever we obtain a g-limpse 
of the lofty tops of the mountains we are tantalized with a view of the snow. 
These mountains have their sides and summits partially varied with little copses 
of pine, cedar, and balsam fi1'. A mile and a half beyond this creek the rocks 
appmach the river on both sides, fOl'ruing a most sublime and extraordinary 
spectacle. For five and three quarter miles these rocks rise perpendicularly 
from the water's edge to the height of nearly twelve hundred feet. They are 
composed of a black gl'anite near its base, but from its lighter colour above and 
from the fragments we suppose the upper part to be flint of a yellowish brown 
and cream colour. Nothing can be imagined more tremendous than the frown-
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lIlg darkness of these rocks, which project over the river and menace us with 
delttruction. The river, of three hundred and fifty yards in width, seems to have 
forced its channel down this solid mass, but so reluctantly has it given way that 
during the whole distance the water is very deep even at the edges, and for the 
first three miles there is not a spot, except one of a few yards, in which a man 
could stand between the water and the towering perpendicular of the mountain: 
the convulsion of the passage must have been tel'rible, since at its outlet there are 
va~t columns of rock torn from the mountain, which are strewed on both sides of 
the river, the trophies as it were of the victory. Several fine springs burst out 
from the chasms of the rock, and contribute to increase the river, which has now 
a strong clllTent, bllt very fortunately we are able to overcome it with our oars, 
since it would be impossible to use either the cord or the pole. "Ve were obliged 
to g'o Oil some time aftel' dark, not being' ahle to find a spot lat'ge enough to 
encamp on, but at length about two miles above a ~lll:\ll island in the middle of 
the river we met with a spot on the left side, where we procured plenty of light
wood and pitchpine. 'fhis extraordinary range of rocks we called the Gates of 
the Rocky monntains. We had made twenty-two miles; and foUl' and a quar
ter miles from the entrance of the Gates. The mountaills are higher to-day than 
they were yesterday. 'Ye saw SOUle big-homs, a few antelopes and beaver, but 
since entering the mountains have found no bllft'aloe: the otter are however 
in great plenty: the musfluitoes have become less tl'Oublesome than they 
were. 

Satmday, 20. By employing the towrope whenever the banks permitted 
the use of it, the river being too Jeep for the pole, we were enableJ to overcome 
the current which is still strong'. At the distance of half a Dlile we came to a 
high rock in a bend to the left in the Gates. Here the perpendicular I'Ocks 
cease, the hills retire from the river, and the vallies suddenly widen to a greater 
extent than they hav«;! been since we entereJ the mountains. At this place 
was some scattered timber, consisting of the narrow-leafed cottonwood, the 
aspen, and pine. There are also vast quantities of gooseberries, service berries, 
alld several species of cUlTant, among which is one of a black colour, the flavour 
of which i~ preferable to tInt of the yellow, and would be deemed superiot' to that 
of any currallt in the United States. We here killed an elk, which was a 
pleasant addition to our stock of food. At a mile from the Gates a larO"e creek 

, l:> 

comes down, from the mountains and empties itself behind an island in the 
middle of a bend to the north. To this stream, which is fifteen yards wide, we 
gave the name of Potts's creek, after John Potts, one of our men. Up this 
,'alley about seven miles we discovered a great smoke, as, if the whole country 



had been set on tire; but were at ~ loss to decide whether it had been done 
accidentally by captain Clarke's party, or by the Indians as a signal on their 
observing us. We afterwards learnt that this last was the fact; for they had 
heard a gun fil'ed by one of captain Clarke's men, and believing that their 
enemies were approaching had fled into the mountains, first setting fire to the 
plains as a warning to their countrymen. We continued our cOUl'se along 
several islands, and having made in the COlll'se of the day fifteen miles, encamped 
just above an island, at a spring on a high bank 011 the left side of the river. In 
the latter part of the evening we had passed through a low range of monntains, 
and the conn try became more open, though still unbroken and withont timber, 
and the lowlands not very extensive: and just above 0\11' camp the river is again 
closed in by the mountains. We found on the banks an elk which captain 
Clarke had left us, with a note mentioning that he-should pass the mountains 
just above us and wait our arrival at some convenient place. 'Ve saw but 
could not procure some redheaded ducks and sandhill cranes along the sides 
of the river, and a woodpecker, about the size of the lark-woodpecket·, which 
seems to be a distinct species: it is as black as a erow with a long tail, and flies 
like a jaybird. The whole country is so infested by the prickly pear that we 
could scarcely find room to lie down at our camp. 

Captain Clarke on setting' out this morning had gone through the valley 
about six miles to the right of the river. He soon fell into an old Indian road 
which he pmsued till he reached the }IissOUl'i, at the distance of eighteen miles 
from his last encampment, just above the entrance of a large creek, which we 
afterwards called 'Yhiteearth creek, Here he found his party so mnch cut amI 
pierced with the sharp flillt and the prickly pear that he proceeded only a small 
distance fmther, and then halted to wait for us. Along' his track he had taken 
the precaution to strew signals, such as pieces of cloth, paper and linen, to prove 
to the Indians, if by accident they met his track, that we were white men. But he 
observed a smoke some distance a-head, and concluded that the whole country 
had now taken the alarm. 

Sunday,21. On leaving our camp we passed an island at half a mile, and 
reached at one mile a bad rapid at the place where the rivet' leaves the mountain: 
het'e the cliffs are high and covered with fragments of broken rocks, the cu .... ent 
is also strong, but although more rapid the river is wider and shallower, so that 
we are able to use the pole occasionally, though w,> principally depend on the 
towline. On leaving the rapid which is about half a mile in extent, the country 
opens on each side; the hills become lower; at one mile is a large island on the 

left side, and .four and a half beyond it a large and bold creek twenty-eight 
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yards wide, coming In frotn the north, where it waters a handsome v~lley: we 
called it PI'yor's creek after one of the sergeants, John Pryor. - At a mile ahove 
this creek on the left side of the Missouri we obtained a meridian altitude, which 
gave 46° 10' 32" D'" as the latitude of the place. For the following' four miles 
the country, like that through which we passed dm-ing the rest of the day, is 
rough and mountainous as we found it yesterday; but at the distance of twelve 
miles we came, towards evening, into a beautiful plain ten or twelve miles wide, 
and extending as far as the eye could reach. This plain, or rathel' valley, is 
bounded by two nearly parallel ranges of high mountains whose summits are 
partially covered with snow, below which the pine is scattered along the sides 
down to the plain in some places, though the greater part of their surface has no 
timber, and exhibits only a I>arren soil, with no covering except dry parched 
gl'aSS 01' black rugged rocks, On entering the valley the rivel' assumes a totally 
di1ferent aspect: it spreads to more than a mile in width, and though n~ore rapid 
than before, is shallow enough in almost every part for the use of the pole, 
while its bed is formed of smooth stones and some large rocks, as it has been 
indeed since we entered the mountains: it is also divided by a number of islands, 
some of which are large near the northern shore. The soil of the valley is a rich 
black loam, apparently very fertile, and covered with a fine green grass about 
eighteen inches or two feet in height; while that of the high grounds is perfectly 
dry and seems scorched by the sun, The timber, though still scarce, is in 
greater quantities in this valley than we have seen it since entering the moul'
tains, and seems to prefer the borders of the small creeks to the banks of the 
river itself. 'Ve advanced three and a half miles in this valley, and encamped 
on the left side, having made in all fifteen and a half miles. 

Our only large game to-day was one deer. We saw however two pheasants 
of a dark brown colour, much larger than the same species of bird in the United 
States, In the morning' too, we saw three swans, whicb, like the geese, have not 
yet recovered the feathers of the wing, and wel'e unable to fly: we killed two of 
them, and the third escaped by diving and passing down the current. These 
are the first we have seen on the river for a great distance, and as they had 
no young with them, we presume that they do not breed in this neighbourhood. 
Of the geese we daily see great numbers, with their young perfectly feathered, 
except on the wings, where both young and old are deficient; the first are very 
fine food, but the old ones are poor and unfit for use. Several of the large 
brown or sand-hill crane aloe feeding in the low grounds on the grass, which fonns 
their principal food. The young crane cannot fly at tltis season: they are as 
large as a tnrkey, of a bright reddish bay colour. Since the river hM become 
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shallow we have caught a number of trout to-day, and a fish, white on the belly 
and sides, but of a bluish cast on the back, and a long pointed mouth opening 
somewhat like that of the shad. 

This morning captain Clarke wishing to hunt, but fearful of alarming the 
Indians, went up the river for three miles, when finding neither any of them HOI' 

of their recent tracks returned, and then his little party separated to look for 
game. They killed two bucks and a doe, and a young curlew nearly feathered: 
in the evening they found the musquitoes as troublesome as we did; these 
animals attack us as soon as the laboUl's and fatigues of the day require some 
rest, and annoy us till several hours after dark, when the coldness of the air 
obliges them to disappear; but such is their persecution, that were it not for our 
biers we should obtain no repose. 

Monday, 22. We set Qut at an early hour. The river being divided into so 
many channels by both large and small islands, that it was impossible to lay it 
down accurately by following in a canoe any sing'le channel, captain Lewis walked 
on shore, took the general courses of the river, and from the rising grounds laid 
down the situation of the islands and channels, which he was enabled to do with 
perfect accuracy, the view not being obstructed hy much timber. At one 
mile and a quarter we passed an island somewhat larger than the rest, and 
four miles further reached the upper end of another, on which we breakfasted. 
This is a large island forming in the middle of a bend, to the north a level 
fertile plain, ten feet above the sUl'face of the water and never overflowed. Here 
we found great quantities of a small onion about the size of a musket ball, 
though some were larger; it is white, crisp, and as well flavoured as any of oUl' 
garden onions; the seed is ju~t ripening, and as the plant bears a large quantity 
to the square foot, and stands the rigours of the climate, it will no doubt be an 
acquisition to settlers. From this production we called it Onion island. During 
the next seven and three-quarter miles we passed several long cit'cular bends, 
and a number of large and small islands, which divide the river into lliany 
channels, and then reached the mouth of a creek on the north side. It is com
posed ofthree creeks which unite in a handsome valley, about four miles before 
they discharge themselves into the Missouri, where it is about fifteen feet wide 
and eight feet deep, with clear transparent water. Here we halted for dinner, 
but as the canoes took different channels in ascending, it was some time before 
they all joined. Here we were delighted to find that the Indian woman recog
nises the country; she tells us thaUo this creek her countrymen make excursions 
to procure a white paint on its banks, and we therefore called it White-earth 
creek. She says also that the three forks of the Missouri are at no great dis-
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tance, a piece of illtellig'cnce which has cheered the spirits of us all, as we hope 
soon to reach the henJ of that river. This is the-warmest day except one we 
have experienced this summer. In the shade the mercury stood at 80° above 
0, which is the second time it has reached that height during this sea~on. 'Ve 
encamped on an island, after making nineteen and three-quarter miles. 

In the course of the Jay we saw mauy geese, cranes, small birds common to the 
plains, and a few pheasants ~ we also observed a small plover 01' curlew of a 
brown colour, aLout the size of the yellow-legged plover or jack curlew, but of 
a different species. It first appeared Ileal' the mouth of Smith's rivet', Lut is so 
shy and vigilant that we were unable to shoot it. Both the broad and narrow
leafed willow continue, thongh the sweet willow has become very scarce. The 
rosebush, small honeysuckle, the pulpy-leafed thorn, southern wood, sage and box 
alder, narrow-leafed cottonwood, redwood, and a species of sumach, are all 
abundant. So too are the red and black gooseberries, serviceberries, chokecherry, 
and the black, red, yellow, and purple currant, which last seems to be a favourite 
food of the Lear. Before encamping we landed and took on board captain 
Clarke, with the meat he had collected during this day's hunt, which consisted 
of one deer and an elk: we had ourselves shot a deer and an antelope. The 
musquitoes and gnats were unusually fierce this evening. 

Tuesday, "2:3. Captain Clarke again proceeded with four men along' the 
right bank. During the whole day the river is divided by a number of islands, 
which spread it out sometimes to the distance of three miles; the current is very 
rapid and has many ripples; and the bed formed of gravel and smooth stones. 
The banks along' the low gTounds are of a rich loam, followed occasionally by 
low bluffs, of yellow and red clay, with a hard red slatestone intermixed. The 
low gTounds are wide, and have very little timber, but a thick underbrush of 
willow, and rose and currant bushes: these are succeeded by high plains extend
ing on each side to the hase of the mountains, which lie parallel to the river 
about eig'ht or twelve miles apart, and are high and rocky, with some small 
pine and cedar interspersed on them. At the distance of seven miles, a creek 
twenty, )'ards wide, after meandering through a beautiful low gl'Ound on the left 
for seveml miles parallel to the river, empties itself neal' a cluster of small islands: 
the stream we called 'Yhitehouse creek after Joseph \Vhitehouse, one of the party, 
and the islands, from theil' number, received the name of the" Ten islands." 
About ten o'clock \\e came up with Drewyer, who had gone out to hunt yesterday, 
and not being' able to find oUt' encampment had staid out all night: he now sup
plied us with five deer. Three and a quarter miles beyond W-hitehouse creek 
we came to the lower point of an island where the river is three hundred yards 
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~ide, and continued along it for one mile and a quarter, and then passed a second 
island just above it. We halted rather early for dinner, in order to dry some 
part of the baggage which had been wetted in the canoes: we then proceeded, 
and at five and a half miles had passed two small islands. Within the next three 
miles we came to a large island, which, fl'om its figure, we called Broad island. 
From that place we made three and a half miles, and encamped on an island to 
the left, opposite tQ a much larger one on the right. Om' journey to-day was 
twenty-two and a quarter miles, the greatel' part of which was made by means 
of our poles and cords, the use of which the banks much favoured. During the 
whole time we had the small flags hoisted in the canoes to apprise the Indians, 
if there were any in the neighbourhood, of our being white men and their friends; 
but we were Bot so fortunate as to discover any of them. Along the shores we 
Saw great quantities of the common thistle, and procured a further supply of 
wild onions, and a species of garlic gTowing on the highlands, which is now 
green and in bloom: it has a flat leaf, and is §tl'ong, tough, and disagreeable. 
There was also much of the wild flax, of which we now obtained some ripe 
seed, as well as some bullrush and cattail flag. A.mong' the animals we met with 
a black snake about two feet long, with the belly as dark as any other part of 
the body, which was perfectly black, and which had one hundred ano twenty
eight scuta on the belly, and sixty-three on the tail: we also saw antelopes, crane, 
geese, ducks, beaver, and otter; and took up four deer, which had been left on 
the water side by captain Clarke. He had pursued all day an Indian road on 
the right side of the river, and encamped late in the evening at the distance of 
twenty-five miles from our camp of last night. In the COUl'se of his walk he met 
besides deer, a numbel' of antelopes and l\ hel'd of elk, but all the tracks of Indians. 
though numerous, were of an old date. 

'Vednesday. 24. '\' e proceeded fO!' fonl' and a quartel' miles along several 
islands to a small run, just above which the low bluffs touch the rive!'. 'Vithin 
three and a half miles further we came to a small island on the north, and a. 
remarkable bluff, composed of earth of a crimson colour, intermixed with strata 
of slate, eithcl' black or of a red resembling brick. The fGUowing six and three 
quarter miles brought us to an assemblage of islands, having passed four Jt 

different distances; and within the next five miles we met .the same number of 
i~lands, and encamped on the north, after making nineteen and a lIalf miles. 
rrhe current of the river was strong and obstructed, as indeed it has been for some 
days, hy small rapids or ripples, which descend from one to three feet ill t.hecour~e of 
<lne hundred and fifty yards, but they are rarely incommoded by any fixed rocl.~. 
and therefore, though the water is rapid. the passage is not attended with dan !c:"{. 

llB 
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The valley through which the river passes is like tha.t of yesterday; the neare5lt 
hills generally concealing the most distant from us; but when we obtain a view 
of them they present themselves in amphitheatres, rising above each other liB 

tlwy recede from the river, till the most remote are covered with snow . We saw 
many otter and beaver to-day; the latter seems to contribute very much to the 
number of islands and the wid~ning of the river. They begin by damming up 
the small channels of about twenty yards between the islands; this obliges the 
river to seek another outlet, and as soon as this is effected the channel stopped 
by the beaver becomes filled with mud and sand. The indu'>trious. animal is 
then driven to another channel which soon shares the same fate, till the river 
spreads on aU sides, and cuts the pl'Ojecting points of the land into islands. We 
killed a deer and saw great numbers of antelopes, cranes, some geese, and a 
few l'edheaded ducks. The small birds of the plains, and the curlew, are 
still abundant: we saw, but could not come within gunshot of a large bear. 
There is much of the track of elk, but none of the animals themselv~s, and from 
the appearance of bones and old excrement, we suppose that buffaloe have some
times strayed into the valley, though we have as yet seen no recent sign of them. 
Along the water are a number of snakes, some of a brown uniform colour, others 
black, and a third speckled on the abdomen, and striped with black and a brownish 
yellow on the back and sides. The first, which are the lal'gest, are about four 
feet long; the second is of the kind mentioned yesterday, and the third resembles 
in size and appearance the garter-snake of the United States. On examining 
the teeth of all these sevel'al kinds we found them ..,free from poison: they are 
fond of the water, in which they take shelter on being pursued. The musquitoe~, 
gnats, and prickly pear, our three persecutors, still continue with us, and, joined 
with the labour of working the canoes, have fatigued us all excessively. Captain 
Clarke continued along the Indian road which led him up a creek. About ten 
o'clock he saw at the distance of six miles a horse feeding in the plains. He 
went towards him, but the animal was so wild that he could not get within several 
hundred pacl}s of him: he then turned obliquely to the river where he killed a 
deer and dined, having passed in this valley five handsome streams, only one of 
which had any timber; another had some willows, and was very much dammed 
up by the beaver. After dinner he continued his route along the river and en
camped at the distance of thirty miles. As he went along he saw many tracks 
of Indians, but none of recent date. The next morning, 

Thursday, 25, at the distance- of a few miles he arrived at the three forks of 
the Missouri. Here he found that the plains had been recently burnt on the 
north side, and saw the track of a horse which seemed to have passed about 

1 
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tour or five days since. After breakfast he examined the rivers, and finding 
that the north branch, although not lal'ger, contained more water than the 
middle branch, and bore more to the westward, he determined to ascend it. 
He therefore left a note informing captain Lewis of his intention, and then went 
up that stream on the north side for about twenty-five miles. Here Chaboneau 
was unable to proceed any further, and the party therefore encamped, all of 
them much fatig-ued, their feet hlistered and wounded by the prickly pear. 

In the meantime we left our camp, and proceeded on very well, though the 
water is still rapid and has some occasional ripples. The country is much like 
that of yesterday: there are however fewer islands, for we passed only two. 
Behind one of them is a large creek twenty-five yards wide, to which we gave 
the name of Gass's creek, from one of our sergeants, Patrick Gass: it is formed 
by the union of five streams, which descend from the mountains and join in the 
plain near the river. On this island we saw a large brown bear, but he re
treated to the shore and ran off before we could approach him. These animals 
seem more shy than they were below the mountains. The antelopes have again 
collected in small herds, composed of several females with their young, attended 
by one or two males, though some of the males are still solitary or wander in 
parties of two over the plains, which the antelope invariably prefers to the 
woodlands, and to which it always retreats if by accident it is found straggling 
in the hills, confiding no doubt in its wonderful fleetness. We also killed a few 
young geese, but as this game is small and very incompetent to the subsistence 
of the pat'ty, we have forbidden the men any longer to waste their ammunition 
011 them. About four and a half miles above Gass's creek, the valley in which 
we have been travelling ceases, the high craggy clift's again approach the river, 
\vhich now enters or rather leaves what appears to be a second great chain of 
the Rocky mountains. About a mile after entering- these hills or low mountains 
we passed a number of fine bold springs, which burst out near the edge of the 
river under the cliffs on the left, and fUl'nished a fine fl'eestone water: near 
these we met with two of the worst rapids we have seen since entering the 
mountains; a ridge of sharp pointed rocks stretching across the river, leaving 
but small and dan"gerous channels for the navigation. The cliffs are of a lighter 
colour than those we have already passed, and in the bed of the river is some 
limestone which is small and worn smooth, and seems to have been brought 
down by the CUl'rcnt. We went about a mile further and encampe4 under a 
hig-h bluff on the right opposite to a cliff of rocks, having made sixteen miles. 

All these cliffs appeared to have beell undermined by the water at som~ 
JI H 2 
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period, and fallen down from the hills on their sides) the strata of rock SQme
times IY'ino- with their edo-es upwards, others not detached from the hills are de-
00. 

pressed obliquely on the side next the river as if they had sunk to fill up the 
cavity formed by the washing of the river. 

In the open places among the rocky cliffs are two kinds of gooseberry, one
yellow and the otlwr red. The former species was observed for the first time 
near the Falls, the latter differs from it in] no respect except in colour and in 
being of a larg'er size: both have a sweet fla, our, aud are rather indifferent 
fruit. 

Friday, '2G. 'Ye again found the cu.rrent strong" and the ripples frequent: 
these we were ublig"ell to overcome by means of the coni and the pole, the oar 
being scarcely eVel" used except in crossing to take admntag"e of the shore. 
Within three alld three quarter miles we passed seven small islands and reached 
the mouth of a large creek which empties itself in the centre of a bend on the 
left side: it is a bold running stream fifteen yards wide, and received the'name 
of Howal"d creek after John P. Howard one of the party. One mile beyond it 
is a small run which falls in on the same side jllst above a rocky cliff. Here the 
mountains recede from the river, and the valley widens to the extent of several 
miles. The river now becomes crowded with islands of which we passed ten ill 
the next thirteen and three quarter miles, then at the distallce of eighteen mile~ 
we encamped on the left shore near a rock in the centre of a bend towards the 
left, and opposite to two more islands. This valley has wide low grounds 
covered with high grass, and in many with a fine turf of green sward. The 
ioil of the highlands is thin and meagre, without any covering except a low 
sedge and a dry kind of grass which is almost as· inconvenient as the prickly 
pear. 'fhe seeds of it a.re armed with a long twisted hard beard at their uppec 
extremity, while the lower part is a ~barp firm point, beset at it~ base with little 
stiff bristles, with the points in a direction contrary to the sublllate point to 
which they answer as a barb. We see also another species of prickly pear. It 
is of a globular form, composed of an assemblage of little conic leaves sprmgin~ 
from a common root to which their small points are attached as a common 
centre, and the base of the cone forms the apex of the leaf which is garnished 
with a circular range of sharp thorns like the cochineal plant, and quite as stiff 
and even more keen than those of the common fla.t-Ieafed species. Between the 
bills the river had been confined within one hundred and fifty 01' two hundred 
yards, but in the valley it widens to two hundred or two hundred and fifty yardsJ
and sometimes is spread by its numerous islands to the distance of thr.ee qnacters 
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of' a' nrile.. The banks are low, but the river never overflows them. On enter.;. 
ing tbe valley we again saw the snow-clad mountains before us, but the appear
ance of the hills as well as of the timbet· near us is much as heretofore. 

Finding' Chaboneau unable to proceed captain Clarke left him with ODe of 
the men, and accompanied by the other went up the river about twelve miles to 
the top of a mountain. Here he had an extensive view of the river valley up
wards and saw a large creek which flowed in on the right side. He however 
discovered no fresh sign of the Indians1 and therefore d€termined to examine the 
middle branch and join us by the time we reached the forks: he descended the 
mountain by an Indian path which wound through a deep valley, and at length 
reached a fine celd spring. The day had been vel'y warm, the path unsbaded 
by timber, and his thirst was excessive; he was therefore tempted to drink: 
but although he took the precaution of previously wetting' his head, feet, and 
hands, he soon found himself very unwell: he continued his !"oute, and after 
resting with Chaboneau at his camp; resumed his march across the north fork 
near a large island. The first part was knee deep, but on the othel' side of the 
island the water came to their waists and was so rapid that Chabonean was on 
the point of being swept away, and not being able to swim would have perished 
if captain Clarke had not rescued him. 'Vhile crossing' the island they killed 
two brown bear and saw great quantities of beaver. He then went on to a, 

small river which falls into the north fork some miles above its junction with the 
two others: here, finding himself gl'OW mo!!e unwell, he halted. for the night at 
the distance of four miles from his last encampment. 

Saturday, 27. We proceeded on but slow.ly, the eurrent being still so rapid i 

as to require the utmost exertions of us all to advance, and the men are loosing 
their strength fast in conseql1enceof their constant efiorts. At half a mile we 
passed an island, and a mile and a quarter further again entered a ridge of hills 
which now approach the river with c1ifts apparently sinking like those of 
yesterday. They are composed of a solid limestone of a light lead colour whell' 
exposed to the air, though when freshly broken it is of a deep blue, and of an 
e'XceUent fluality and very nne grain. On these·cli~ were numbers of the big
horn. A t two and a haH' miles we reached the centre of a bend towards the· 
south passing a smalHsland, and at one mile ~nd a quarter beyond this reached 
about nine in the morning the mouth of a river seventy yards~ide, which falls
in from the south-east. Here the country suddenly opens into extensive and 
beautiful meadows and plains, surrounded on every side with distant and lofty 

. mountains. i Captain Lewis went up this stream for about half a. mile, and from 
the heigJu. of "liOlestone cliff. could observe its course about seven milas, and: 
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th~ three forks .of the Missouri, .of which this river is .one; Its eKtreme point 
bore S. 65° E., and during the seven miles it passes through a green extenmve 
meadow of fine grass dividing itself intD several streams, the larg'est passing 
near the ridge .of hills .on which he stDDd. On the right side .of the Missouri 
a high, wide, and extensive plain succeeds t.o this IDW meadow which reaches 
the hills. In the meadDw a large spring rises abDut a quarter .of a mile from 
this sDuth-east fork, into which it discharges itself on the right side abDut four 
hundred paces frDm where he StDDd. Between the sDuth-east and middle fDrks 
a distant range .of snDw-tDpped mDuntain!! spread frDm east to south abDve the 
irregular brDken hills nearer tD this spot: the middle and sDuth-west fDrks unite 
at half a mile ahDve the entrance .of the south-east fDrk. The extreme pDint at 
which the former can be seen, bears S. 15° E., and at the distance .of fourteen 
miles, where it turns tD the right rDund the point .of a high plain and disappears 
frDm the view. Its IDw grDunds are several miles in width, fDrming a smDDth 
and beautiful green meadDw, and like the south-east fDrk it divides itself intD 
several streams. Between these tWD fDrks and near their junctiDn with that 
from the sDuth-west, is a positiDn admirably well calculated fDr a fort. It is a 
limestone rDck .of an oblong form, rising frDm the plain perpendicularly to the 
height of twenty-five feet on three .of its sides; the fourth towards the middle 
fDrk being a gradual ascent and cDvered with a fine green sward, as is also the 
top which is level and contains about two acres. An extensive plain lies be
tween the middle and south-west fDrks, the last .of which after watering a 
CDuntry like that of the .other two branches, disappears about twdve miles off, at 
a point bearing sDuth 30· west. It is alSD mDre divided and serpentine in its 
CDurse than the .other two, and possesses more timber in its meadows. This 
timber consists almost exclusively of the nUl'I'Dw-leafed cottDnwDod, with an in
termixture of bDx-alder and sweet-willDw, the underbrush being thick and like 
that of the MissDuri lower dDwn. A range of high mountains partially cDvered 
with snDW is seen at a considerable distance running frDm south tD west, and 
nearly all around us are broken ridges of country like that below, thrDugh 
which those united streams appear to have forced their passage: after observing 
the country captain Lewis descended to breakfast. We then left the mouth of 
the sDuth-east fDrk, which in hDnour .of the secretary of the trea,sw-y we call
ed Gallatin's river, and at the distance of half a mile rea.ched the ~onftuence of 
the south-west and middle branch .of the Missouris. Hel'e we found the letter 
from captain Clarke, and as we agreed with him that the direction of the south
west fork gave it a decided pl'eference .over the others, we ascended that branch 
.of the river for a mile, aDd encamped in a leve1.handsome pla~ OIl.the left: 
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huing advanced only seven miles. Here we resolved to wait the return of 
captain Clarke, and in the meantime make the necessary celestial observations, 
as this seems an essential point in the geog-raphy of the western world, and also 
to recruit the men and air the baggage. It was accordingly all unloaded and 
stowed away on shore. Neal" the three forks we saw many collections of the 
mud-nests of the small martin attached to the smooth faces of the limestone 
rock, where they were sheltered by projections of the rock above it: and in the 
meadows wer~ numbers of the duck or mallard with their young, who are now 
nearly grown. The hunters returned towards evening with six deer, three otter 
and a muskrat; and had seen great numbers of antelopes, and much sign of the 
beaver and elk. 

During aU last night captain Clal"ke had a high fever and chills accompanied 
with great pain. He however pursued his route eight miles to the middle 
branch, where not finding any fresh Indian track he came down it and joined 
us about three 0' clock, very much exhausted with fatigue and the violence of 
his fever; Believing himself bilious he took a dose of Rush's pills, which we 
have always found sovereign in such cases, and bathing the lower extremities in 
warm water~ 

• We are now very anxious to see the Snake Indians. After advancing for 
several hundred miles into this wild and mountainous country, we may soon 
expect that the game will abandon us. With no information of the route we 
may be unable to find a passage acl"OSS the mountains when we reach the head 
of the river, at least such a one as will lead us to the Columbia, and even were 
we so fortunate as to find a branch of that rivel', the timber which we have 
hitherto seen in these mountains does not promise us any fit to make canoes, so. 
that our chief dependence is on meeting some tribe fI·om whom we may procure 
horse8. Our consolation is, that this south-west branch can scarcely head with. 
any other river than the Columbia, and that if any nation of Indians can live in. 
the mountains we are able to endure as much as tbey, and have even bette!: 
meaDS of procuring subsistence. 
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CHAP. XIII. 

'IRK NAME OF THE MISSOURI CHANGED, AS THE RIVER NOW DIVIDES ITSELF INTO 

THREE FORKS, ONE OF WHICH IS CALLED AFTER JEFFERSON, THE OTHER MADISON, 

AND THE OTHER AFTER GALLATIN-THEIR GENERAL CHARACTER-THE PARTY 

ASCEN'D THE JEFFERSON BRANCH-DESCRIPTION OF THE RIVER PHILOSOPHY WHICII 

ENTERS INTO THE JEFFERSON-CAPTAIN LEWIS AND A SMALL PARTY GO IN AD· 

VANCE IN SEARCH OF THE SHOSHONEES-DESCRIPTION OF THE COUNTRY., &C. 

BORDERING ON THE RIVER-CAPTAIN LEWIS STILL PRECEDING THE MAIN PARTY 

IN QUEST OF THE SHOSHONEES-A SINGULAR ACCIDENT WHICH PREVENTED CAPTAIN 

CLARKE FROM FOLLOWING CAPTAIN LEWIS'S ADVICE, AND ASCENDING THE MIDDLE 

FORK OF THE RIVER-DESCRIPTION OF PHILANTHROPY RIVER, ANOTHER STREAM 

RUNNING INTO THE JEFFERSON-CAPTAIN LEWIS AND A SMALL PARTY HAVING 

BEEN UNSUCCESSFUL IN THEIR FIRST ATTEMPT, SET OFF A SECOND TIM.E IN ~llEST 

OF THE SHOSHO:-iEES. 

SUNDAY, July 28. CAPTAIN CLARKE continued very unwell during the 
night, but was somewhat relieved tbis morning. On examining the two streams 
it· became difficult to decide which was the larger or .the real Missouri; they 
are.each ninety yards wide, and so perfectly similar in character and appear
ance that they seem to have been formed in the same mould. 'Ve were there
fore induced to discontinue the name of Missour.i, and g'ave to the south-west· 
branch the name of J efl'erson in honour of the president of the United States,. 
and the projector of the enterprise: and called the middle branch Madison, 
after James Madison, secretary of state. These two, as well as Gallatin 
river, run with great velocity and throw out large bodies of water. Gallatin 
river is however the most rapid of the three, and though not quite as 
deep, yet na,'igable for a considerable distance. MadisOn river, thoug:. 
much less rapid than the Gallatin, is somewhat more rapid than the 
Jefferson; the be us of all of tht!ID are formed of smooth pebble anu gravel, 
and the waters are perfectly .transpal·ent. The timbe\" in the neighbour-
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hood would be sufficient for the ordinary uses of an establishment, which, how
evel', it would be advisable to build of brick, as the earth appears calculated 
for that purpose, and along the shores al'e some bars of fine pure sand, The 
gl'eatel' part of the men, having yesterday put their deer skins in water, were 
this day engaged in dressing them, for the pUl'pose of making clothing, The 
weather was very warm, the thermometer in the afternoon was at 90· above 0, 
and the musquitoes more than usualIy inconvenient: we were, however, l'elieved 
f!'Om them by a high wind from the south-west, which came on at four o'clock, 
bring'iug a storm of thunder and lightning, attended by refreshing showers, 
which continued till aftel' dark, In the evening the hunters retul'lled with eight 
deer and two elk; and the party who had been sent up the Gallatin, reported 
that after passing the point, where it escaped from captain Lewis's view yester
day, it turned more towal'ds the east, as far as they could discern the opening of 
the mountains, formed by the valley which iJOl'dered it. The low grounds 
were still wide but not.so extensive as near its mouth, and though the stream is 
rapid and much divided by islands, it is still sufficiently deep for navigation with 
canoes, rfhe low gTounds, although not more than eight or nine feet abO-ve the 
water, seem never to be overflowed, except a part on the west side of the middle 
fork, which is stony and seems occasionally inundated, are furnished with great 
quantities of small fruit, such as COl'rants and g'oosehel'l'ies: among the last of 
which is a black species, which we observe not only in the meadows but along 
the mountain rivulets. From the same root rise a number of stems to the 
height of five or six feet, some of them particularly branched and all reclining. 
The berry is attached oy a long peduncle to the stem, from which they hang of 
a smooth ovate form, as large as the common garden gooseberry, and as black 
as jet, though the pulp is of a bright crimson colour. It is extremely acid: the 
form of the leaf resembles that of the common gooseberry, though larg'er, The 
stem is covered with very sharp thorns or briars: the grass too is "ery luxuriant 
and would yield fine hay in parcels of several aCl'es. 'fhe sand rushes will 
grow in many places as high as fl man's breast, and as thick as stalks of wheat; 
it would supply the best food during the winter to cattle of any trauing or mili
tary post. 

Sacajawea, our Indian woman, informs us that we at'e encamped on th(: 
precise spot where hel' countrymen, the Snake Indians, had their huts fi,'e years 
ago, when the Minnetarees of Knife river first came in sight of them, and from 
which they hastily retreated three miles up the Jefferson, and concealed them
selves in the woods. fl'he J\Iiulletarees, however, pl1l'sued and attacked them. 
killed f(Jur men, as many women, and a number of boys; and made prisoner,.;: 

IT 
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of four other boys, and all the females, of whom Sacajawea was one: she does 
not, however, show 'any distress at these recollections, nor any joy at the pro
spect of being restOl'ed to her country; fOl' she seems to possess the folly or the 
philosophy of not suffering her feelings to extend beyond the anxiety of having 
plenty to eat ana a few trinkets to wear. 

Monday, 29. This morning' the hunters brought in some fat deer of the 
long-tailed red kind, which are quite as large as those of the United States, 
and are, indeed. the only kind we have found at this place: there are numbers 
of the sana-hill cranes feeding in the meadows; we caught a young one of the 
same colour as the red deel', which though it had nearly attained its full growth 
could not fly; it is very fiel'ce and strikes a severe blow with its beak. The 
kingfisher has become quite comlUon on this side of the Falls: but we have seen 
none of the summer duck since leaving that place. The mallard duck, which 
we saw for the fiTst time on the 20th instant, with their young, are now abun
dant, though they do not breed on the Missouri, below the mountains. The 
small birds already described are also abundant in the plains; here too, are great 
quantities of grass-hoppers or crickets; and among other animals, a large ant 
with a reddish brown body and legs, and a black head and.abdomen, who build 
little cones of gravel, ten or twelve inches high, without a mixture of sticks, 
and but little earth. In the river we see a great abundance of fish, but we 
cannot tempt them to bite by any thing on our hooks. The whole party have 
been engaged in dressing skins, and making them into moccasins and leggings. 
Captain Clarke's fever has almost Jeft him, but he still remains very languid and 
has a general soreness in his limbs. The latitude of our camp, as the mean of 
two obsel'vations o,f the meridian altitude of the sun's lower limb with octant by 
back observation, is N. 46° 24' 8" 6"'. 

Tuesday, 30. Captain Clarke was this morning much restored; and, there
fore, having made all the observations necessary to fix the longitude, we re
loaded our canoes, and beg'an to ascend Jefferson river. The l'iver now becomes 
very crooked, and forms bends on each side; the current too is rapid, and cut 
into a great number of channels, and sometimes shoals, the beds of whicb 
consist of coarse gravel. The islands are unusually numerous: on the right 
are high plains occasionally forming cliffs of rocks and hills; while the left was 
an extensive low ground and prairie intersected by a number of bayous or chan
nels falling into the river. Captain Lewis, who had walked through it with 
Chaboneau, his wife, and two invalids, joined us at dinner, a few miles above 
our camp. Here the Indian woman said was the place where she had been 
made prisoner. The men being too few to contend with the Minnetarees, 
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mounted their horses, and fled as soon as the attack began. The women and 
children dispersed, and Sacajawea as she was crossing at a shoal place, was 
overtaken in the middle of the river by her pursuers. As we proceeded, the 
low grounds were covered with cottonwood and a thick underbrush, and on both 
sides of the river, except where the high hills prevented it, the ground was 
divided by bayous, which are dammed up by the beaver, which are very 
numerous here. We made twelve and a quartet' miles, and encamped on the 
north side. Captain Lewis proceeded after dinner, through an extensive 
low ground of timber and meadow land intermixed; but the bayous were so 
obstructed by beaver dams, that in order to avoid them he eli/'ected his courS(:' 
towards the high plain on the right. This he gained with some difficulty, after 
wading up to his waist through the mud and water of a number of beaver 
dams. When he desired to rejoin the canoes he found the underbrush so thick, 
and the river so crooked, that this, joined to the difficulty of passing' the beaver 
dams, induced him to go on and endeavour to intercept the river at some point 
where it might be more collected into one channel and approach nearer to the 
high plain. He arrived at the bank about sunset, having gone only six miles 
in a direct course from the canoes: but he saw no b'aces of the men, nor did he 
receive any answer to his shouts nor the firing of his gun. It was now nearly 
dark; a duck lighted near him and he shot it. He then went to the head of 
a small island where he found some driftwood, which enabled him to cook his 
duck for supper, and he laid down to sleep on some. willow brush. The night 
was cool, but the driftwood gave him a good nre, and he suffered no incon
venience except from the musquitoes. 

Wednesday, 31. The next morning he waited till after seven o'clock, when 
he became uneasy lest we should have gone beyond his camp last evening and 
determined to follow us. .Just as he had set out with this intention, he saw one 
of the party in advance of the canoes; although our camp was only two miles 
below him, in a straight line, we could not reach him sooner, in consequence 
of the rapidity of the water and the circuitous course of the river. We halted 
for breakfast, after which captain Lewis continued his route. At the distance 
of one mile from our encampment we passed the principal entrance of a stream 
011 the left, which rises in the snowy mountains to the south-west, between 
.Jefferson and Madison rivers, and discharges itself by seven mouths, five below, 
and one three miles above this, which is the '.largest, and about thirty yards 
wide: we called it Philosophy river. The water. of it is abundant and perfectly 
clear, and the bed like that of the Jefferson consists of pebble andgrave1. 
'!'here is some titnber i!l the bottoms of the river, and vast numbers of otter and 
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lJeavet', which build on its smaller mouths and the bayous of its neighbourhood. 
'rhe Jefferson continues as yesterday, shoaly and ['apid, but as the islands though 
numerous are small, it is however more collected into one current than it was 
below, and is from ninety to one hundt'cd and twenty yards in width. The low 
ground has a fertile soil of rich black loam, and contains a considerable quantity 
of timber, with the buUl'Ush and cattail flag very alJundant in the moist parts, 
while the dt,ier situations are covered with fine grass, tansy, thistles, onions, and 
flax. The uplands are barren, aud without timbet·: the soil is a light yellow 
clay intermixed with small smooth pehble and gravel, and the only pl'Oduce is 
the prickly-pear, the sedge, and the bearded grass, which is as dry and inflam
mable as tindel'. As we proceeded the low grounds became narrower, and the 
timber more scarce, till at the distance of ten miles the high hills approach and 
overhang the river on both sides, forming cliffs of a hard black granite, like 
almost aU those bel-ow the limestone cliffs at the three forks of the Missouri: 
they continue so for a mile and three quarters, where we came to a point of 
rock on the right side, at which place the hills again retire, and the valley 
widens to the distance of a mile and a half. Within the next five miles we 
passed four islands, and reached the foot of a mountain in a bend of the river 
to the left: f!'Om this place we went a mile and a quartet' to the enb'ance of a 
small run discharging itself on the left, and encamped on an island jUiSt above 
it, after making seventeen and three quarter miles. We observe some pine on 
the hills on both sides of our encampment, which are very lofty. 'l'he only 
game which "e have seen are one bighorn, a few antelopes, deer, and one 
brown bear, which escaped from our pursuit. Nothing was, however, killed 
to-day, nor have we had any fresh meat except one beaver for the last two d~ys, 
so that we are now reduced to an unusual situation, for we have hitherto always 
had a great abundance of flesh. 

Thursday, August 1. 'Ve left om' encampment eat'ly, and at the distance 
of a mile, reached a point of r"ocks on the left side, whet'e the river passes through 
perpendieular clift's. Two and three quarter miles further we halted for break
fast under a cedar tree in a bend to the right: here as had been previously 
arranged, captain Lewis left us, with sergeant Gass, Chaboneau, and Drewyer, 
intending to go on in advance in search of the Shoshonees. He beg'an his 
route along the north side of the rivet' over a high range of mountains, as captain 

. Clarke who ascended them on the 26th had observed fl'om them a large valley 
spreading to the I10rth of west, and concluded that on leaving the mountain 
the river took that direction; but when he reached that valley, captain Lewis 
found it to be the passage of a large creek falling just above the mountain into 
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the Jefferson, which bears to the south-west. On discovering his error, he bent 
his course towards that river, which he reached about two in the afternoon, 
very much exhausted with heat and thirst. The mountains were very bare of 
tim bel', and the route lay along the steep and narrow hollows of the mountain, 
exposed to the mid-day sun, without air, 01' shade, or water. Just as he arrived 
there a flock of elk passed, and they killed two of them, on which they made 
their dinnel', and left the rest on the shore for the party in the canoes. After 
dinner they I'esumed their march, and encamped on the north side of the river, 
after making seventeen miles; in crossing the mountains captain Lewis saw a 
flock of the black or dark brown pheasant, of which he killed one. This bird 
is one third larger than the common pheasant of the Atlantic States; its fOl'ln is 
much ,the same, The male has not however the tufts of long black feathers on the 
sides of the neck so conspicuous in the Atlantic pheasant, and both Sexes are 
booted nearly to the toes. The colour is a uniform dark brown with a smallmix-. 
ture of yellow or yellowish brown specks on some of the feathers, particulal'ly those 
of the tail, though the extremities of these are perfectly black for about an inch. 
'rhe eye is nearly black, and the iris has a small dash of yellowish brown; 
the feathers of the tail are somewhat longer than those of WI' pheasant, but 
the same in number, eighteen, and nearly equal in size, except that those of the 
middle are somewhat the longest; their flesh is white and agreeably flavoured. 

He also saw among the scattered pine near the top of the mountain, 
a blue bird about the size of a robin, but in action and form something 
like a jay; it is constantly in motion, hopping' from spray to SPl'ay, and its 
note which is loud and frequent, is, as far as letters can represent it, char ah! 
char ah 1 char ah 1 

After breakfast we proceeded on: at the distance of two and a quarter miles the 
river enters a hig·h mountain, which forms rugged clifts of nearly perpendicular 
rocks. These are of a black granite at the lower part, and the upper consists 
of a light coloUl'ed freestone; they continue from the point of rocks close to the 
river for nine miles, which we passed before breakfast, during which the current 
is very strong, At nine and a quartel' miles we passed an island, and a rapid 
with a fall of six feet, and reached the entrance of a large creek on the left 
side. In passing this place the towline of one of the canoes bJ;oke. just at the 
shoot of the rapids; it swung' on the rocks and had nearly upset. To the creek 
as well as the rapid we gave the name of Frazier, after Robert Frazier, one of 
the party: here the country opens into a beautiful valley from six. to eight 
miles in width: the rivel' then becomes crooked and crowded with islands; its 
low grounds wide and fertile, but though covered with fine grass from nine inches 
to two feet high, possesses but a small proportion of tim be!', and that consists 
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almost entirely of a few narrow-leafed cottonwood distributed along the verge of 
the river. The soil of the plain is tolerably fertile, and consists of a black or 
dark yellow loam. It gradually ascends on each side to the bases of two ranges 
of hio-h mountains which lie parallel to the river; the tops of them are yet in part 
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covered with snow, and while in the valley we are neady suffocated WIth heat 
dUl'ing the day, and at night the air is so cold that two blankets are 1Iot more 
than sufficient covering. In passing through the hills we observed some large 
cedar trees, and some juniper also. From Frazier's creek we went three and 
three-quarter miles, and encamped on the left side, having come thirteen miles. 
Directly opposite our camp is a large creek which we call Field's creek, from 
Reuben Fields, one of our men. Soon after we halted two of the hunters went 
out and returned with five deer, which, with one bighorn, we killed in coming 
through the mountain, on which we dined; and the elk left by captain Lewis. 
We were again well supplied with fresh meat. In the course of the day we saw a. 
bl'Own bear, but were not able to shoot him. 

Friday, August 2. Captain Lewis, who slept in the valley a few miles above 
us, resumed his journey early, and after making five miles, and finding that the 
river still bore to the south, determined to cross it in hopes of shortening the 
route: for the first time therefore he waded across it, although there are probably 
many places above the Falls where it might be attempted with equal safety. The 
river was about ninety yards wide, the current rapid, and about waist deep: 
the bottom formed of smooth pebble with a small mixture of coarse gravel: He 
then continued along the left bank of the river till sunset and encamped, after 
travelling twenty-four miles. He met no fresh tracks of Indians. Throughout 
the valley are scattered the bones and excrement of the buffaloe of an old date, 
but there seems no hope of meeting the animals themselves in the mOlmtains: 
he saw an abundance of deer and antelope, and many tracks of elk and bear. 
Having killed two deer they feasted sumptuously, with a dessert of currants of 
different colours; two species of red, others yellow, deep purple, and black: to 
these were added black gooseberries and deep purple serviceberl'ies, somewhat 
larger than ours, from which it differs alsa in colour, size, and the superior excel
lence of its flavour. In the low grounds of the river were many beaver-dams 
formed of willow brush, mud, and g-ravel, so closely interwoven that they resist 
the water perfectly: some of them were five feet high and overflowed several 
acres of land. 

In the meantime we proceeded on slowly, the current being so strong as to 
require the utmost exertions of the men to make any advance, even with the aid 
of the cord and pole, the wind being from the north-west. The river is full of 
large and small islands, and the plain Cllt by great numbers of bayous or channels, 
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in which are multitudes of beaver. In the course of the day we passed some 
villages of barking squirrels: we saw several rattlesnakes in the plain; young 
ducks, both of the duckon-mallard and redheaded fishing-duck species; some 
geese; also the black woodpecker, and a large herd of elk. The channel, current, 

, banks, and general appearance of the river, are like that of yesterday. At 
fourteen and three-quarter miles we reached a rapid Cl'eek or bayou, about 
thirty yards wide, to which we gave the name of Birth creek. After making 
seventeen miles we halted in a smooth plain ill a bend towards the left. 

8atUl'day, 3. Captain Lewis continued his course along the river through the 
valley, which continued much as it was yesterday, except that it now widens to neady 
twelve miles: the plains too are more broken and have some scattered pine near 
the mountains, where they rise higher than hitherto. In the level parts of the 
plains, and tht:! river bottoms, there is no timber except small cotton-wood near 
the margin, and an undergrowth of narrow-leafed willow, small honeysuckle, 
rosebushes, currants, serviceberry, and gooseberry, and a little of a small species 
of birch; it is a finely indented oval, of a small size and a Jeep green colour; 
the stem is simple, ascending and branching, and seldom rises higher than tell 
or twelve feet. The mountains continue high on each side of the valley, but 
their only covering is a small species of pitch-pine with a short leaf, growing on 
the lower and middle regions, while for some distance below the snowy tops, 
there is neither timber nor herbage of any kind. About eleven o'clock Drewyer 
killed a doe on which they breakfasted, and after resting two hours continued 
till night, wheIVthey reached the river near a low ground more extensive than 
usual. From the appearance of the timber captain Lewis supposed that the 
river forked above him, and therefore encamped with an intention of examining 
it more particularly in the morning. He had now made twenty-three miles, 
the latter part of whic~ was for eight miles through a high plain, covered with 
prickly pears and bearded grass, which rendered the walking very inconvenient; 
but even this was bettel' than the river bottoms we crossed in the evening, which, 
though apparently level, were formed into deep holes, as if they had been rooted 
up by hogs, and the holes were so covered with thick grass, that they were in 
danger of falling at every step. Some parts of these low grounds, however, 
contain turf or peat of an excellent quality for many feet deep apparently, as 
well as the mineral salts, which we have already mentioned on the Missouri. 
They saw many deer, antelopes, ducks, geese, some beaver, and great traces 
of their w()J'k, and the small birds and curlews as usual. :The only fish 
wbich they observed in this part of the river is the trout, and a species of white 
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fish, with a remarkably long small mouth, which one of our men recognises as 
the fish called in the eastern states the bottlenose. 

On setting out with the canoes we found the river as usual milch crowded 
with islands, the current mOl"e rapid as well as shallower, so that in many places 
they were obliged to man the canoes double, and drag them over the stone and 
gravel of the channel. Soon after we set off captain Clarke, who was walking 
on shore, observed a fresh track, which he knew to be that of an Indian from 
the large toes being" tUl'Oed inwards, and following it found that it led to the point 
of a hill, from which onr camp of last night could be seen. This ('ircnmstance 
strengthened the belief that some Indian had strayed thither, and had run off 
alarmed at the sight of us. At two and a quarter miles, is a small creek 
in a bend towards the rig"ht, which rnns down fmm the mountains at a little 
distance; we called it Panther creek, from an animal of that kind killed by 
Reuben Fields at its mouth. It is precisely the same animal common to the 
western parts of the United States, and measured seven and a half feet from the 
nose to the extremity of the tail. Six and three-qnarter miles beyond this 
stream is another on the left, formed by the (hains which convey the melted snows 
from a mountain near it, under which the river passes, left.ving the 10'Y grounds 
on the right side, and making several bends in its course. On this stream are. 
many large beaver dams. One mile above it is a small run on the left, and after 
leaving which begins a very bad rapid, where the bed of the river is formed 
of solid rock: this we passed in the course of a mile, amI encamped on the lower 
point of an island. Our journey had been only thirteen miles, but the badness 
of the river made it very laborious, as the men were compelled to be in the 
water during the greater part of the day. We saw only deer, antelopes, and the 
common birds of the country. 

Saturday, 4. This morning captain Lewis proceeded early, and after going 
south-east by east for four miles, reached a bold running creek, twelve yards 
wide, with clear cold water, furnished apparently by four drains from the snowy 
mountains on the left: after passing" this creek he chang'ed his direction to south
east, and leaving the valley in which he had travelled for the two last days, 
entered another which bore east. At the distance of three miles on this course 
he passed a handsome little river, about thirty yards wide, which winds through 
the valley: the current is not rapid nor the water very clear, but it affords 
a considerable quantity of water, and appears as if it might be navigable for 
some miles. The banks are low, and the bed formed of stone and gravel. He 
BOW .changed his route to south-west, and passing a high plain which separates 
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the 'tallies, retorned to the more southern, or that which he had left: 10 passing 
this he found a river about forty-five yards wide, the water of which has :t 

whitish blue tinge, with a gentle current, and a gravelly bottom. This he waded 
and found it waist deep. He then continued down it, till, at the distance of 
three-quarters of a mile, he saw the entrance of the small river he had just passed; 
as he went on two miles lower down, he found the mouth of the creek he had 
seen in the moming. Proceeding further on three miles, he arrived at the 
junction of this river with another which rises from the south-west, runs througb 
the south valler about twelve miles before it forms its junction, where it is fifty 
yards wide: we now found that our camp of last night was about a mile and a 
half above the entrance of this large river, on the right side. This is It bold 
rapid, clear stream, but its bed is so much obstructed by gravelly bars, and 
subdivided by islands, that the navigation must be vel'y insecure, if not impracti
cable. The other, or middle stream, has about two-thirds its quantity of water, 
aud is more gentle, and may be safely navigated. As far as it could be observed, 
its course was about south-west, but the opening of the valley induced him tl) 
believe that farther above it turned more towards the west. Its water is more 

turbid and warmer than that of the other branch, whence it may be presumed. 
to have its sources at a greater distance in the mountains, and to pass through a 
more open country. Under this impression he left a note recommending to 
captain Clarke the middle fork, and then continued his courSe along the right 
side of the other, or more rapid branch. After travelling twenty-three miles 
he arrived near a place where the river leaves the valley and enters the moun
tains. Here he encamped for the night. The country he passed is like that of 
the rest of this valley, though there is more timber in this part on the rapid fork 
than there has he en on the river in the same extent since we entered it; for 
on some palts of the valley the Indians seem to have destroyed a great propOition 
of the little timber there was, by setting fh'e to the bottoms. He saw some 
antelopes, deer, cranes, geese, and ducks of the two species common to this 
country, though the summer duck has cea.c;ed to appear, nor does it ~eem to be 
an inhabitant of thi~ part of the river. 

We proceeded soon after sunrise: the first five miles we passed four bends 
on the left, and se'tel'al bayous on both sides. At eight o'clock we stopped to 
breakfast, and found the note uptain Lewis had written 011 the 2d imltant. 
During the next four miles we passed three small bends of the river to the 
right, two small islands, and two bayous on the same s~de. Here we reached a 
bluff' on the left; our nen course Wlls six. mnes to onr encampment. In thi. 
tourse we met six circular bends on the right, and 6icf&ral small bayous, and 

Kit 
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halted for the night in a low ground of cottonwood on the right. Our day's 
jomney, though only fifteen miles in length, was very fatiguing. The river is 
stilll'apid and the water though clear is very much obstructed by shpals or ripples 
at every two or three hundred yards: at all these places we are obliged to drag 
the canoes over the stones, as there is not a sufficient depth of watet· to 60at them, 
and in the other parts the current oblig'es us to have recourse to the cord. But 
as the brushwood on the banks will not permit us to walk on shore, we are under 
the necessity of wading through the river as we drag the boats. rrhis soon makes 
our feet tender, and sometimes occasions severe falls over the slippery stones; 
and tli' men by being constantly wet are becoming more feeble. In the course of 
the day the huntel'S killed two deer, some geese and ducks, and the party saw 
antelopes, cranes, beaver, and otter. 

Monday, 5. This morning Chaboneau complained of being unable to march 
far to-day, and captain Lewis therefore ordered him and sergeant Gass to pass 
the rapid river and proceed thl'Ough the level low ground, to a point of high 
timber on the middle fork, seven miles distant, and wait his return. He then 
'Fent along the north side of the rapid rivet· about four miles, where he waded 
it, and found it so rapid and shallow that it would be impossible to navigate it. 
He continued along the left side for a mile and a half, when the mountains came 
close on the river, and rise to a considerable height with a partial covering of 
snow, From this place the course of the river was to the east of north. After 
ascending with some difficulty a high point of the mountain, he had a pleasing 
view of the valley he had passed, and which continued for about twenty miles 
further on each side of the middle fork, which then seemed to enter the moun
tains, and was lost to the view. In that direction, however, the hills which 
terminate the valley, are much lower than those along either of the other forks, 
particularly the rapid one, where they continue rising in ranges above each other 
as far as the eye could reach. The general course too of the middle fork, as 
well as that of the gap which it forms on entering the mountains, is considerably 
to the south of west; circumstances which gave a decided preference to this 
branch as our future route. Captain Lewis now descended the mountain, and 
crossed over to the middle fork, about five miles distant, and found it still perfectly 
navigable. There is a very large and plain Indian road leading up it, but it 
has at present no tmcks, except those of horses which seem to have used it last 
spring. 1'he river here made a great bend to the south-east, and he therefore 
directed his course, as well as he could, to the spo~ where he had ordered 
Chaboneau and Gass to repair, and struck the river about three miles above their 
camp. It was now dark, and be, therefore, was obliged to make his way through 
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the thick brush of the pulpy-leafed thorn and the prickly pear, for two hours 
before he reached their camp. Here he was fortunate enough to find the 
remains of some meat, which was his only food during the march of twepty-five 
miles to-day. He had seen no game of any sort except a few antelopes who 
were very shy. The soil of the plains is a meagre clay, of a light yellow colour, 
intermixed with a large pt'oportion of gravel, and producing nothing' but twisted 
or bearded grass, sedge and prickly pears. '1'ho drier parts of the low grounds 
are also more indifttwent in point of soil than those farthet' down the river, and 
although they have but little grass, are covered with southem wood, pulpy.
leafed thorn, and prickly pears, while the moist parts are fertile, and supplied 
with fine grass and sandrushes. 

We passed within the first foUl' and a. quarter miles three small islands, and 
the same number of bad rapids. At the distance of three quarters of a mile is 
another rapid of difficult passag'e : three miles and three quarters beyond this are 
the forks of the river, in reaching which we had two islands and several bayous 
on different sides to pass. Here we had come nine miles and a quarter. The 
river was stmighter and more rapid than yesterday, the labour of the navigation 
proportionally increased, and we therefore proceeded very slowly, as the feet of 
several of the men were swollen, and all were languid with fatigue. We arrived 
at the forks about four o'clock, but unlnckily captain Lewis's note had been left 
on a green pole which the beaver had cut down and carried off with the note, 
an accident which deprived us of all information as to the character of the two 
branches of the river. Observing therefore that the north-west fork was most in 
our direction, and contained as much water as the other, we ascended it: we 
found it extremely rapid, and its waters were scattered in such a manner, that 
for a quarter of a mile we were forced to cut a passage through the willow brush 
that leaned over the little channels and united at the top. After going' up it for 
a mile we en.camped on an island which had heen overflowed, and was still so 
wet that we were compelled to make beds of brush to keep ourselves out of the 
mud. Our provision consisted of two deer which had been killed in the 

morning. 
'fuesday, 6. We proceeded up the north-west fork, which we found still 

very rapid, and divided by several islands, while the plains near it were inter
sected by bayous. After passing with much difficulty over stones and rapids, 
we reached a bluff on the right, at the distance of nine miles, our general course 
south 30° west, and haIted for breakfast. Here we were joined by Drewyel', 
who informed us of the state of the iwo l'ivers and of captain Lewis's note, and 
we immediately began to descend the river in order to take the other branch. 
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On going down one of the canoes upset, and two others filled with water, by 
which all the baggage was wetted, and several adicles irrecoverably lost. As one 
of them sw~ng round in a rapid cunent, 'Vhitehouse was thrown out of her, and' 
whilst down the canoe passed over him, and had the water been two inches 
shallower would have cnlshed him to pieces; but he escaped with a severe 
bruise of hi~ leg'. In order to repair these misfortunes we hastened to the forks. 
where ,\'e wet'e joined by captain Lewi~, and then passed over to the left side 
opposite to the entrance of the rapid fork, and encamped on a large gravelly 
bar, neat' ,,,hich there was plenty of wood. Here we opened and exposed to dry all 
the articles which had suffered from the water; none of them were completely 
spoiled except a small keg of powder; the rest of the powder, which was dis
trihuted )11 the different canoes was quite safe, although it had been under the 
water upwards of an honr. The air is indeed so pure and dry that any wood
work immediately shrinks unless it is kept filled with water; but we had place.d 
our powder in small canisters of lead, each containing powder enough for the 
canister when melted into bullets, and secured with cork and wax, which answered 
our purpose perfectly. 

Captain I"ewis had risen very early, and having nothing to eat, sent out 
Drewyer to the woodland on the left in search of a deel', and directed sergeant 
Gass to keep along the middle branch to meet us if we were ascending it. 
He then set off with Chaboneau towards the forks, but five miles above them, 
hearing us on the left] struck the river as we were descending, and came on board 
~t the forks. 

In the evening we killed three deer and four elk, which furnished us once 
more with a plentiful supply of meat. Shannon, the same man who was lost 
befort) for ni'teen days, was sent out this morning to hunt, up the north-west 
fork: when we decided on returning, Drewyer was directed to go in quest of 
him, but h€ returned with information that he had gone several miles up the 
ri.,er without being able to find Shannon. \Ve now had the trumpet sounded, 
lnd fired several guns, but he did not retul'll, and we fear he is again lost. 

Wednesday, 7, 'Ve remained here this morning for the purpose of making 
some celestial observations, and also in order to refresh the men, and complete 
the drying of the baggage. 'We obtained a meridian altitude wlJich gave the 
latitude of our camp as north 45" 2' 43/1 8/1'. We were now completely satisfied 
that the middle branch was t~ most navigable, and the tm€ continuation of the 
Jefferson, The north-west fork seems to be the drain of the meLtil1O' snows of 

'" the mountains, its course cannot be so long as the otheJ' branch, and although it 
contains now as great a quantity of water, yet the water has obviously over&wed 
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the old bed, and spread into channels which kal'e the low grounds «:overed with 
yOUllg grass, resembling that of the adjoining lands, which are not inundated; 
whence We readily infer that the supply is more precal'ious than that of the other 
branch, the ,vaters of which though more gentle are more constant. This north
west fork we called \Visdom river. 

As :.'Oon as the baggage was dried, it was reloaded on board the boats, 
but we now found it so much diminished, that we would be able to proceed with 
one canoe less. 'Ve therefore hauled up the superfluous one into a thicket 
of brush whe,'e we secured her against being swept away by the high tide. At 
one o'clock all set out, except captain Lewis, who remained till the evening' in 
order to complete the observation of equal altitudes: we passed several bends of 
the river both to the right and left, as well as a number of bayous on both sides, 
and made seven miles by water, though the distance by land is only three. We 
then encamped on a cl'eek which rises in a high mountain to the north-east, and 
after passing thl'Ough an open plain fOl' several miles, discharges itself on the 
left, where it is a. bold running stream twelve yards wide. We called it Turf 
creek, from the number of bogs and the quantity of tllrf on its waters. In the 
course of the afternoon there fen a shower of rain attended with thunder and 
lightning, which lasted about forty minutes, and the weather remained so 
doudyall night that we were unable to take any lunar observations. Uneasy 
about Shannon, we sent R. Fields in search of him this morning, but we have as 
yet no inteHig'ence of either of them. Our only game to-day was one deer. 

Thursday, 8. There was a heavy dew this morning. Having left one of 
the canoes, there are now more men to spare for the chace: and four were sent 
out at an early honr, after which we proceeded. We made five miles by water 
along two islands aud several bayous, but as the river formed seven different 
bends towards the left, the distance by land was only two miles south of our 
encampment. At the end of that course we reached the upper princ:ipal entrance 
of a stream which we called Philanthropy river. 1'his river empties itself into 
the Jefferson on the south-east side, by two channels a short distance from each 
Qther: from its size and its south-eastern course, we presume that it rises in the 
Rock.y mountains near the sources of the Madison. It is thirty yards wide at 
its entrance, has a very gentl€ current and is navigable for some distance. One 
mile above tBis river we passed an island, a second at the distance of six miles 
further, during which-the river makes a considerable bend to the east. Reuben 
Fields. retm'ned about noon with information that he had gone up "Visdom river 
till its entroce into t~ mountains, bot could find nothing of Shannon. We 
made senD miles beyond the last island, and after passing some small bayous,. 
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encamped under a few high trees on the left, at the .distance of fourteen miles 
above Philanthropy riyU" by water, though only six hy land. The river has in 
fact become so H';·Y crooked that although by means of the pole, which we now 
use constantly, we make a considerable distance, yet being obliged to follow its 
windings, at the end of the day, we find oUl'selves very little advanced on our 
general comse. It forms itself into small circular bends, which are so numerous 
that within the be;; f,)Urteen miles we passed thirty-five of them, all inclining 
towards the right: it is however much more gentle and deep than below 'Vis
dom river, and its general width is from thirty-five to forty-five yards. The 
general appearance of the surrounding country is that of a yalley five or six 
miles wide, enclosed between two high mountains. The bottom is rich, with 
some small timber on the islands and along the river, which consists rather of 
underbrush, and a few cottonwood, birch, and willow-trees. The high gTounds 
have some scattered pine, which just relieve the general nakedness of the hills 
and the plain, where there is nothing except grass. Along the bottoms we saw 
to-day a considerable quantity of the buffaloe clover, the sunflower, flax, green 
sward, thistle and several species of rye grass, some of which ris~ to the height 
of three or four feet. There is also a grass with a soft smooth leaf which rises 
about three feet high, and bears its seed very much like the timothy, but it does 
not grow luxuriantly nor would it apparently answer so well in our meadows as 
that plant. We preserved some of its seed, which are now ripe, in order to 
make the experiment. Our game consisted of deer and antelope, and we saw a 
number of geese and ducks just beginning to fly, and some cranes. Among the 
inferior animals we have an abundance of the large biting or hare fly, of which 
there are two species, one black, the other smaller and brown, except the head, 
which is green. The green or blowing flies u"ite with them in swarms 
to attack us, and seem to have relieved the eye-gnats who have now dis
appeared. The musquitoes too are in large quantities, but not so troublesome 
as they were below. Through the valley are scattered bogs, and some very good 
tnrf, the earth of which the mud is composed is of a white or bluish white 
colour, and seems to be argillaceous. On all the three rivers, but particularly on 
the Philanthropy, are immense quantities of beaver, otter and muskrat. At our 
camp there was an abundance of rosebushes and briars, but so little timber that 
we were obliged to use willow brush fOl' fuel. The night was again cloudy which 
prevented the lunar observations. 

On our right is the point of a high plain, which our Indian woman recognizes 
as the place called the Beaver's-head, from a supposed resemblance to that 
object. This she says is not far from the summer retreat of her countryme~ 
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which is on a river beyond the mountains, and running to the west. She 
is therefore certain that we shall meet them either on this ril'er, or on that 
immediately west of it::; source, which, judging from its present size, cannot be far 
distant. Persuaded of the absolute necessity of procuring horses to CI'OSS the 
mountains, it was determined that one of us should proceed in the morning to 
the head of the river, and penetrate the mountains till he found the Shoshonees 
or some other nation who could assist us in transporting our baggage, the 
greate,· part of which we shall be compelled to leave without the aid of 
horses. 

Friday, 9. The morning was fair and fine. We set off early, and proceeded 
on very well, though there were more rapids in the river than yesterday. At 
eig'ht o'clock we halted for breakfast, part of which consisted of two fine geese 
killed before we stopped. Here we were joined by Shannon for whose 
safety we had been so uneasy. The day on whicli. he left us on his way up 
Wisdom river, after hunting for some time and not seeing the party arrive, he 
returned to the place where he had left us. Not finding us there he supposed we 
had passed him, and he therefo,'e marched up the rivel' during all the next day, 
when he was cOllvinced that we had not gone on, as the river was no longer 
navigable. He now fonowed the course of the river down to the forks, and 
then took the branch which we are pursuing. During the three days of his 
absence, he had been much wearied with his march, but had lived plentifully, 
and brought the skins of three deer. As far as he had ascended Wisdom river 
it kept its course obliquely down towards the Jefferson, Immediately after 
breakfast, captain Lewis took Drewyer, Shields and M'Neal, and slinging their 
knapsacks they set out with a resolution to meet some nation of Indians before 
they returned, however long they might be separated from the party. He 
directed his course· across the low g'l"Olmd to the plain on the right, leaving 
the Beaver's-head about two miles to the left. After walking eight miles to the 
river, which they waded, they went on to a commanding point from which he 
saw the place at which it enters the mountain, but as the distance would not per
mit his reaching it this evening, he descended towards the river, and after 
travelling eight miles further, encamped for the evening some miles helow the 
mountain. They passed before reaching their camp a handsome little stream 
formed by some large springs which rise in the wide bottom on the left side 
of the rive,'. In their way they killed two antelopes, and took with them 
enough of the meat for their supper and breakfast the next morning. 

In the meantime we proceeded, and in the course of eleven miles from our 
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last encampment passed two small island~, sixteen short round bends In the 
river, and halted in a bend to\vards the right where we dined. The rivet· 
increases in rapidity as we advance, and is so crooked that the eleven miles, 
which have cost us so much labour, only bring us four miles in a direct line. 
The weather became overcast towards evening, and we experienced a slight 
shower attended with t.hunder and lightning. 1'he three hunters who were sent 
out killed only two antelopes; g'ame of every kind being scarce. 

Saturday, 10, Captain Lewis continued his ronte at an early hOllr through 
the wide bottom along' the left bank of the river', At about five miles he passed 
a large creek, and then fell into an Indian road leading towards the point where 
the river entered the mountain, rrhis he followed till he reached a high 
perpendicular cliff of rocks where the river makes its passage through the hilla; 
and which he called the Rattlesnake cliff, fl'om the number of that animal which 
he saw there: here he kindled a fire and waited the return of Drewyer, who 
had been sent out on the way to kill a deel': he came hack about noon with the 
lIkin of three deer and the flesh of one of the best of them. After a. hasty 
dinner they returned to the Indian road which they had left for a short distance 
to see the cliff, It led them sometimes OVel" the hills, sometimes in the narrow 
bottoms of the river, till at the distance of fifteen miles from the Rattlesnake 
cliff.~ they reached a handsome open and level valley, where the river divided 
into two nearly equal branches. The mountains over which they passed wert 
not very high, but are rugged and continue close to the river side. 'fhe river, 
which before it enters the mountain was rapid, rocky. very crooked, much divided 
by islands, and shallow, now becomes more direct in it.<; course as it is hemmed in 
by the hills, and has not so many bends nor islandll, but becomes more rapid and 
rocky, and continues as shallow. On examining the two branches of the river 
it was evident that neither of them was navigable further. The road forked with 
the river; and captain Lewis therefore sent a man up each of them for a short 
distance, in order that by comparing their respective information he might be 
able to take that which seemed to have been most used this spring, From their 
account he resolved to choose that which led along the south-west branch of 
the river which was rather the smallel' of the two: he accordingly wrote a note 
to captain Clarke infmming him of the route, and recommending his staying 
with the party at the forks till he should return: this he fixed on a dry willow 
pole at the forks of the river, and then proceeded up the south-west branch; but 
after going a mile and a half the road became scarcely distinguishable, and the 
tracks of the horses which he had followed along the JeffenoD were'Do longer 
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seen. Captain Lewis therefore returned to examine the etl1er road himself, and 
found that the horses had in fact passed along the western or right fork, which 
had the additional recommendation of being larger than the other. 

This road he concluded to take, and therefore sent back Drewyer to the 
forks with a second letter to captain Clarke apprising bim of the change, and 
then proceeded on. The valley of the west fork through which he now passed, 
bears a little to the north of west, and is confined within the space of about a 
mile in width, by rough mountains and steep cliffs of rock. At the distance of 
four and a half miles it opens into a beautiful and extensive plain about ten miles 
long and five or six in width: this is surrounded on all sides by higher rolling or 
waving country, intersected by several little rivulets from the mountains, each 
bordered by its wide meadows. The whole prospect is bounded by these 
mountains, which nearly surround it, so as to form a beautiful cove about sixteen 
or eighteen miles in diameter. On entedng this cove the river bends to the 
north-west, and bathes the foot of the hills to the right. At this place they 
halted for the night on the right side of the river, and having lighted a fire of 
dry willow brush, the only fuel which the country affords, supped on a deer. 
They had travelled to-day thirty miles by estimate: that is ten to the Rattle

.snake cliff, fifteen to the forks of Jefferson dver, and five to their encampment. 
In this cove some parts of the low gronnds are tolerably fertile, but much the 
greater proportion is covered with prickly pear, sedge, twisted grass, the pulpy
leafed thorn, southern-wood, and wild sage, and like the uplands have a very 
inferior soil. These last have little more than the prickly pear and the twisted 
01' bearded grass, nor are there in the whole cove more than three or four cotton
wood trees, and those are small. At the apparent extremity of the bottom above, 
and about ten miles to the westward, are two perpendicular cliffs rising to a 
considerable height on each side of the river, and at this distance seem like a 
gate. 

In the meantime we proceeded at sunrise, and found the river not so 
r~pid as yesterday, though more narrow and still very crooked, and so shallow 
that we were obliged to drag the canoes over many ripples in the course of the 
day. At six and a half miles we had passed eight bends on the north, and two 
small bayous on the left, and came to what the Indians call the Beaver's-head, a 
steep rocky cliff about one hundred and fifty feet high, near the right side of the 
river. Opposite to this at three hundred yards from the water is a low cliff 
ahout fifty feet in height, which forms the extremity of a spur of the mountain 
about four miles distant on the left. At foul' o'clock we were overtaken by a 
heavy shower of rain, attended with thunder, lightning and hail. The party 
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were defended from the hail by covering themselvell with willow bushes, Lut 
they got completely wet, and ill this situation, as soon as the rain ceased, con
tinued till we encamped. This we did at a low bluff on the left, after passing 
in the course of six and a half miles, four islands and eighteen bends on the right, 
and a low bluff and severa). bayous on the same side. 'Ye had now come 
thirteen miles, yet were only fOllr on our route towards the mountains. 'fhe 
game seems to be ~eclining, for our hunters procured only a sing'le deer, 
though we fouud anothel' for us that had been killed three days before by one of 
the hunters durins- an e~cursion, and left for us on the river. 



CHAP. XIV. 

CAPTAIN LEWIS l'ROCEEDS BEFORE THE MAIN BODY IN SEARCH OF THE SHOSHONEES 

-HIS ILL SUCCESS ON THE FIRST INTERVIEW·-THE PARTY WITH CAPTAIN LEWIS 

AT LENGTH DISCOVER THE SOURCE OF THE MISSOURI-CAPTAIN CLARKE WITH THE 

MAIN BODY STILL EMPLOYED IN ASCENDING THg- MISSOURI OR JEFFERSON RIVER 

-CAPTAIN LEWIS'S SECOND INTERVIEW WITH THE SHOSHONEES ATTENDED WITH 

SUCCESS-THE INTERESTING CEREMONIES OF HIS FIRST INTRODUCTION TO THB 

NATIVES, DETAILED AT LARGE-THUR HOSPITALITY-THEIR MODE OF HUNTING 

THE ANTELOPE-THE DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED .BY CAPTAIN CLARKE AND THE 

MAIN BODY IN ASCENDING THE RIVER-THE SUSPICIONS E.NTERTAINED OF CAPTAIN 

LEWIS BY THE SHOSHONEES, AND HIS MODE OF ALLAYING THEM-THE RAVENOUS 

APPETITES OF THE SAVAGES ILLUSTRATED BY A SINGULAR ADVENTURE-THE IN

DIANS STILL JEALOUS, AND THE GREAT PAINS TAKEN BY CAPTAIN LEWIS 1'0 PRE

SERVE THEIR CONFIDENCE-CAPTAIN CLARKE ARRIVES WITH THE MAIN BODY EX

HAUSTED BY THE DIFFICULTIES WHICH THEY UNDERWENT_ 

SUNDAY, August II. CAPTAIN LEWIS again proceeded on early, but had 
the mOl'tification to find that the track which he followed yesterday soon dis
appeared. He determined therefore to go on to the narrow gate 01' pass of the 
river which he had seen fmm the camp, in hopes of being ahle to recover tIl{' 
Indian path. For this purpose be waded across the rivel', which was now about 
twelve yards wide, and bal'red in several places by the dams of tbe beaVer, and 
then went straig'ht forward to the pass" sending one man along the river to hifi 
left, and another on the right, with orders to search for the .road, and if they 
found it to let him know by raising a hat on the muzzle of their g'uns. In this 
ordel' they went along for about five miles, when captain Lewis perceived with 
the greatest delight a man on horseback at the distance of hvo miles coming 
down 'the plain towards them. On examining him with the glass, captain Lewis 
saw that he was of a different nation from any Indians we had hitherto met: 
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he was armed with a bow and a quiver of arrows; mounted on an eleg'ant horse 
without a saddle, and a small string attached to the under jaw answered as a 
bridle. Convinced that he was a Shoshonee, and knowing how much of our 
success depended on the friendly offices of that nation, captain Lewis was full of 
anxiety to approach without alarming him, and endeavour to convince him that 
he was a white man. He therefore proceeded on towards the Indian at hi~ 
usual pace, when they were within a mile of each other the Indian suddenly 
stopt, captain Lewis immediately followed his example, took his blanket from 
his knapsack, and holding it with both hands at the two corners, threw it above 
his head and unfolded it afl he brought it to the ground as if in the act of spread
ing it. 'fhis signal which originates in the practice of spreading a robe or a 
s\i,i-a, as a seat for guests to whom they wish to show a distinguished kindness, is 
the nniversalloign of friendship among the Indians on the Missouri and the 
Rocky mountains. As usual, captain Lewis repeated this sign.al three times: 
still the Iudian kept his position, and looked with an air of suspicion on Drewyer 
and Shields who were now advancing on each side. Captain Lewis was afraid 
to make any signal for them to halt, lest he should increase the suspicions of the 
Indian, who began to be uneasy, and they were too distant to hear his voice. 
He, therefore, took from his pack some beads, a looking-glass and a few trinkets, 
which he had brought for the purpose, and leaving his gun advanced unarmed 
towards the Indian. He remained in the same position till captain Lewis came 
within two hundred yards of him, when he turned hi.s horse, and began to move 
off slowly; captain Lewis then called out to him, in as loud a voice as he could, 
repeating the word, tabba bone! which in the Shoshonee language means white' 
man; but looking over his shoulder the Indian kept his eyes on Drewyer and 
Shields, who were still advancing, without recollecting the impropriety of doing 
so at such a moment, till captain Lewis made a signal to them to halt: th~ 
Drewyer obeyed, but Shields did not observe it, and still went forward.: seeing 
Drewyet· halt the Indian turned his hot'se about ai if to wait for captain Lewis 
who now reached within one hundred and fifty paces, repeating the word tabba 
bone, and holding up the trinkets in his hand, at the same time stripping up the 
sleeve of his shirt to show the colour 'Of his skin. The Indian suffered him to 
advance within one hundred paces, then suddenly tm'ned his horse, and givi.ng 
him the whip, leaped across the creek, and disappeared in an instant among the 
willow bushes: with him vanished all the hopes which the sight of him had in
spired of a friendly introduction to his countrymen. Though sadly disappointed 
by the imprudence of his two men, captain Lewis determined to make the in
cident of some use, and therefore calling the men to him they all set off after the 
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track of the horse, which they hoped might lead them to the camp of the 
Indian who had fled, or ifhe had given the alarm to any small party, their tt'ack 
might conduct them to the body of the nation. They now fixed a small flag of 
the United States on a pole, which was carried by one of the men as a signal of 
their friendly intentions, should the Indians observe them as they were advancing. 
The route lay across an island formed by a nearly equal division of the creek in 
the bottom: after reaching the open grounds on the right side of the creek, the 
track tUrDed towards some high hills about three miles distant. Presuming that 
the Indian camp might be among these hills, and that by advancing hastily he 
might be seen and alarm them, captain Lewis sought an elevated situation neal' 
the creek, had a fire made of willow brush, and took breakfast. At the same 
time he prepared a small assortment of beads, trinkets, awls, some paint and a 
-looking-glass, and placed them on a pole neal' the fire, in OJ'der that if the 
Indians returned they might discover that the party were white men and friends. 
Whilst making these preparations a very heavy shower of rain and hail came 
on, and wet them to the skin: in about twenty minutes it was over, and captain 
Lewis then renewed his pursuit, but as the rain had made the grass which the 
horse had tl'Odden down rise again, his track could with difficulty be distin
guished. As they went along they passed several places where the Indians 
seemed to have been digging roots to-day" and saw the fresh track of eight or 
ten horses, but they had been wandering' about in so confused a manner that he 
could not discern any particular path, and at last, after pursuing it about four 
miles along the valley to the left under the foot of the hilts, he lost the track of 
the fugitive Indian. Near the head of the valley tlJey had passed a large bog 
covered with moss and tall grass, among which were several springs of pure 
cold water: they now turned a little to the left along the foot of the high hills, 
and reached a small creek where they encamped for the night, having mad,e 
about twenty miles, though not more than ten in a direct line from their camp 
of last evening. 

The morning being rainy and wet we did not set out with the canoes 
till after an early breakfast. During the fil'st three miles we passed three small 
islands, six bayous on different sides of the river, and the same number of bends 
towards the right. Here we reached the lower point of a large island which. 
we called Thl.ee-thousand-mile island, on account of its being at that distance 
fl'om the mouth of the Missouri. It is three miles and a half in length, and as 
we coasted a.long it we passed several sm.all bends of the. river towards the left, 
and two bayous on the same side. After le-aving the upper poi~t of Three
thousand-mile island, we followed the milin channel. on the left side,. which· led 
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l!I.S Lv dlrc~ small islands and sc\-eral small bayous, and fifteen bends towards 
the ,:ight. 'J'hen at the distance of seven miles and a half we encamped on the 
upper end of a large island neal' the right, The I'iver was shallow and rapid, 
so that we were oblig'ed to be in the water during a great part of the day, drag
o-i,w the canoes over the shoals and rilJllles, Its course too was so crooked, that 
::;, " 
notwithstanding we had mace fourteen miles by water, we were only five miles 
from OUl' encampment of last night. The countr·y consists of a low ground on 
the river about five miles wide, and succeeded on both sides by plains of the 
same extent which reach to the base of the mountains, These low grounds are 
very much intersected by bayous, and in those on the left side is a large propor
tion of bog covered with tall grass, which would yield a fine turf, 'fhere are 
very few trees, and tJl{)Se small narrow-leafed cottonwood: the principal growth 
being the narrow-leafed willow, and currant bushes, among which were some 
bUllches of pl'ivy near the river, \Ve saw a number of geese, ducks, beaver~ 
otter, deer, and antelopes, of all which one beaver was killed with a pole fl'om 
the boat, three otters with a tomahawk, and the hunters brought in tbree deer 

and an antelope. 
Monday, 12. This morning as soon as it was light captain Lewis sent 

Drewycr to reconnoitre if possible the route of the Indians: in about an hour 
and a half he returned, after following the tracks of the horse which we had lost 
yesterday to the mountains, where they ascended and were no longer visible. 
Captain Lewis now decided on making the cil'cuit along' the foot of the moun
tains which formed the co\'e, expecting by that means to find a road across 
them, and accol'llingly sent Drewyer on one side, and Shields on the other. In 
tbis way they crossed four small rivulets near each other, on which were some 
Lowers or .conical lodges of willow brush, which seemed to have been made 
recently. From the mannel' in- which the ground in the neig'hboul'hood wa!! 
torn up the Iudiam; appeared to have been gathering roots; Lut captain Lewis 
could not discover what particular plant they wel'e searching fOI', nor ~ould he 
find allY fresh track, till at the distance of four miles from his camp he met a 
large plain Iudian road which came illto the cove from the north-east, and 
,"~ound along the foot of the mountains to the soutb-west, appl'oaching ohliquely 
the main stream he had left yesterday. Down this road he JlOW went towards 
the south-west: at the distance of five miles it crossed a large run or creek, 
which is a prill('ipal hranch of the main stream into whicb it falls, just above the 
high clift~ or gates observed yesterday, and which they now saw below tbem; 
here they halted_and breakfasted on the Jast of the deer, keeping a small piece 
of pork in reserve against accident: they then continued through the low bottom , 



along the main stream near the foot of the mOlllltaills on their right. For Hie 

first five miles tLe valley continues towards the south-west from two to three 
miles in width; then the main stream, which had received two small branches 
from the left to the valley, turns abruptly to the west throllg:h a nanow bottom 
between the mOllntains. The road was still plain, and as it led them directly 
on towards the mountain, the stream gradually became smaller, till after <.roin ... 
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two miles it had so greatly diminished in width that olle of the men in a fit of 
enthusiasm. with one foot on each side of the river, thanked God that he had 
lived to bestride the :Missouri. As they went along their hopes of soon seeing 
the waters of the Columbia, aI'ose almost to painful anxiety, when after four 
miles from the :a"t abrupt turn of the river, they reached a small gap f01'llled 
by the hi;~h mountains which recede on each side, leaving room for the Indian 
road. From .he foot of one of the lowest of these mountains, which rises with 
a gentle ascent of auout half a mile, issues the remotest water of the Missouri. 
They had now reached the hidden sources of that river, which had never yet 
been seen by civilized man; and as they quenched their thirst at the chaste and 
icy fountain-as they sat down by the brink of that little rivulet, which yielded 
its distant and modest tribute to the parent ocean, they felt themselves rewarded 
for all their labours and all their difficulties. They left reluctantly this interest
ing spot, and pursuing the Indian road throngh the interval of the hills, arrived 
at the top of a ridg'e, from which they ~aw high mountains, partially eovered 
with snow, still to the west of them. 'fhe ridge on which they stood formed the 
dividing line hetween the waters of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. They fol
lowed a descent much steeper than that on the eastern side, and at the distanc(t 
of three quarters of a mile reached a handsome 1.>old cl'eek. of cold demo water 
running to the westward. They stop.ped to taste for the first time the waters of 
the Columbia; and after a few minutes followed the road across steep hills and 
low hollows, till they reached a spring on the side of a mouutain,: here they 
fonnd a sufficient quantity of dry willow brush for fuel, and therefove halted for 
the night; and having killed nothing in the course of the day supped on their 
last piece of pork, and trusted to fortune for some other food to mix with a little 
flour and parched meal, which was all that now remained Qf their provision!'!. 
Before reaching the fountain of the Missouri they saw several large hawks 
nearly black, and some of the heath cocks: these last have a long' pointed tail, 
aJ)d are of a anifol'm dark brown colour" much lar.ger than the common. dUlIg
hill fowl, and similar in habits and the mode of flying to the grouse or pr~lirie 

hen. Drewyeralso wOWlded at the distance of one hundred and thirty yurds 
an animal which we had not yet seen, but which after falling recovered it~elf 
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and escaped. It seemed to be of the fox. kind, rather larger than the smaIl 
wolf of the plains, and with a skin in which black, reddish brown, and y:elJo*, 
were CUi".OWily intermixed. On the creek of the Columbia they found a l'peci~ 
of currant \V'hich does not grow as high as that of the Missouri, though it is 
more bmnching. and its leat~ the under disk of which is covered with a hairy 
pube.,;cence, is twice as large. The fruit is of the ordinary size and shape of the 
currant, and supported in the usual manner, but is of a deep purple colour, acid, 
and of a very inferior flavour. 

'Ve proceeded on in the boats, but as the river was very shallow and rapid, 
the navigation is extremely difficult, and the men who are almost constantly in 
the water are getting feeble and sore, and so much worn down by fatigue that 
they are very anxious to commence travelling by land. We went along the 
main channel which is on the right side, and after passing nine bends in that 
direction, three islands and a number of bayous, reached at the distance of five 
and a half miles the upper point of a large island. At noon there was a storm 
of thumler which continued about half an hour; after which we proceeded., but 
as it was necessary to drag the ,canoes over the shoals and rapids, made but 
little progress.' On leaving the island we passed a number of short bends, 
several bayous, and one run of watet· on the right side, and having gone by 
four small and two lat'ge islands, encamped on a smooth plain to the left, near a 
few cottonwood trees: our j?urney by water was just twelve miles, and four 1ft 
a direct line. The hunters supplied us with three deer and a fawn. 

Tuesday, 13. Very eat'ly in the morning captain Lewis resumed the Indian 
road, which led him in a western direction, through an open broken country; 
on the left was a deep valley at the foot of a high range of mountains running 
from south-east to north-west, with their sides better clad with timber than the 
hills to which we had been for some time accllstl)med, and their tops covered 
in part with snow. At five miles distance, after iollowing the long descent of 
another valley, he reached a creek about ten yards wide, and on rising the 
hill beyond it had a view of a handsome little valley on the left, about a mile 
in width, through which they judged, from the appearance of the timber, that 
some stream of water most probably passed. On the creek they had just left 
were some bushes of the white maple, the sumach of the small species with the 
winged rib, and a species of honeysuckle, resembling in its general appearance 
and the shape of its leaf, the small honeysuckle of the Mi5sonri, except tl?ilt 
it is rather larger, and bears a globular berry, about the size of a garden pea, ef 
a white colour, and formed of a soft white mucilaginous substance, in which ate 
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several small brown seeds irregularly scattered without any cell, and enveloped 
in a smooth thin pellicle. 

They proceeded along a waving plain parallel to this valley for about four 
mile~, when they discovered two women, a man and some dogs on an eminence 
at the distance of a mile before them. rfile strang"ers first viewed them appa
rently with much attention for a few minutes, and then two of them sat down 
as if to await captain Lewis's arrival. He went on till he reached within abont 
half a mile~ then ordered his patty to stop, put down his knapsack and rifle, 
and unfurling the flag advanced alone towards the Indians. The females soon 
retreated behind the hill, but the man remained till captain Lewis came within 
a hundred yards of him, when he too went off, though captain Lewis called 
out tabba bone! loud enough t9 be heard distinctly. He hastened to the top 
of the hill, but they had all disappeared. rl'he dogs howevel· were less shy, 
and came close to him; he therefore thought of tying a handkerchief with some 
beads round their necks, and then let them loose to convince the fugitives of his 
friendly disposition, but they would not suffer him to take hold of them, and 
soon left him. He now made a signal to the men, who joined him, and then 
all followed the track of the Indians, which led along a continuation of the 
same road they had been already travelling. It was dusty and seemed to have 
been much used lately both by foot passengel·s and horsemen. rfhey had not 
gone along it more than a mile when on a sudden they saw three female Indians, 
from whom they had been concealed by the deep ravines which intersected the 
road, till they were now within thirty paces of each other; one of them, a young 
woman, immediately took to flight, the other two, an elderly woman and a 
little girl, seeing' we were too near for them to escape, sat on the ground, and 
holding down theil' heads seemed as if reconciled to the death which they sup
posed awaited them. The same habit of holding down the head and inviting 
the enemy to strike, when all chance of escape is gone, is preserved in Egypt 
to this day. Captain Lewis instant1y put down his rifle, and advancing towards 
them, took the woman by the hand, raised her up, and repeated the words tabba 
bone! at the same time stripping up his shirt sleeve to prove that he was a 
white man, for his hands and face had become by constant exposure quite as 
dark as theit· own. She appeared immediately relieved from hel· alarm, and 
Drewyer and Shields now coming up, captain Lewis gave them some beads, l\. 

few awls, pewter mirrors, and a little paint, and told Drewyer to request the 
woman to recall her companion who had escaped to some distance, and by 
alarming the Indians might cause them to attack him without any time for 
~xplanation. She did as she wai d~sired, and the young woman returned almost 
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tlut of breath: captain Lewis gave her an equal pOl,tion of trinkets, and painted 
the tawny cheeks of all three of them with vel'milion, a cel'eroony which amon; 
the Shoshonees is emblematic of peace. After they had become composed, be 
informed them by signs of his wish to g'o to their camp in order to see their 
chiefs and warriors; they readily obeyed, and conducted the party along the same 
road down the river. In this way they marched two miles, when they met a 
troop of nearly sixty warriors mounted on excellent horses riding at full speed 
towards them, As they advanced captain Lewis put down his gnn, and went 
with the flag about fifty paces in advance. The chief, who, with two men, was 
riding in front of the main body, spoke to the women, who now explained that 
the pal'ty was composed of white men, and showed exultingly the presents the,. 
had received, The three men immediately leaped from their horses, came up 
to captain Lewis and embraced him with gl'eat cordiality, putting their left arm 
over his right shoulder and c1asping his back, applying at the same time their 
left eheek to his, and frequently vociferating ah hi e! ah hi e! "I am much 
pleased, I am much rejoiced," The whole body of warriors now came forward, 
and our men received the caresses, and no small share of the grease and paint 
of their new friends. After this fraternal embrace, of which the motive wa.'C 
much more agreeable than the manner, captain Lewis lighted a pipe and offered 
it to the Indians, who had now seated themselves in a circle around the party . 
.But before they would receive this mark of friendship they pulled off their moc
casins, a custom, as we afterwards learnt, which indicates the sacred sincerity 
of their professions wben they smoke with a stranger, and which imprecates on 
themselves the misery of going barefoot for ever if they are faitoless to their 
words, a penalty by no means light to those who rove over the thorny plains of 
their country. It is not unworthy to remark, the analogy which sorne of the 
customs of those wild children of the wilderness bear to those recorded in holy 
writ. Moses is admonished to pull off his shoes for the place on which he stood 
was holy ground. Why this was enjoined as an act of peculiar reverence; 
whether it was from the circumstance that in the arid region in which the patri
arch then re~ided it was deemed a test of the sincerity of devotion to walk upon 
the burning sands barefooted, in some measure analogous to the pains inflicted 
by the prickly pear, does not appear. After sm&king a few pipes, some trifling 
presents were distributed amongst them, with which they seemed very milch 
pleased, particularly with the blue beads and the vermilion. Captain Lewis 
theA informed the chief that the olJject of his visit was friendly, and should be 
explained. as soon as he reached their camp; but that i& the meantime as the sun 
"Vas oppressive, and no water near, he wished to _go there as !!()on as possible. 
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'They ,now put on their moccasins, and their chief, whose name was Cameahwait. 
made a short speech to the warriors. Captain Lewis then ga,'e him the Bag', 
which he informed him was among white men the emblem of peace, and now 
that he had received it was to be in future the bond of union between them. 
The chief then moved on, our party followed him, and the rest of the warriors 
in a squadron, bl'Ought up the rear. After mat'ching' a mile they were halted 
by the chief, who made a second harangue, on which six or eight young mel\ 

rode forward to theil' camp, and no further regularity was obsel'ved iu the onlel' 
of march. At the distance of four miles from where they had first met, they 
reached tbe Indian camp, which was in a handsome level meadow OR the haW< 
of the river. Here they were introduced into an old leathern lodge. which the 
young men who had been sent from the party had fitted up for their reception. 
After being seated on green boughs and antelope skins, one of the warriors 
pulled up the grass in the centre of the lodge so as to form a vacant circle of 
two feet diameter, in which he kindled a fire. 'fhe chief then produced IDS 
pipe and tobacco, the warriors all pulled off their moccasins, and our party wa.~ 
requested to take off their own. This being done, the chief lig'hted his pipe at 

the fire within the magic cil'cle, and then retreating from it began a speech 
several minutes long, at the end of which he poiuted the stem towards the {!lur 

cardinal points of the heavens, beginning with the east and conclnding with th~ 
north, After this ceremony he presented the stem iii the same way to captain 
Lewis, who supposing it an invitation to smoke, put out his hand to receive the 
pipe, but the chief drew it back, and continued to repeat the same oft"er tbr~ 
times, after.IVhich he pointed the stem first to the heavens, then to the centre of 
the little circle, took three whiffs himself. and presented it again to captaiu 
Lewis. Finding that this last offer was in good earnest, he smokecila little, the 
pipe was then held to each of the white men., and after they had tak.en a few 
whiff." was given to the warriors. This pipe was made 'Of a deose tJ:anspaTent 
green stone, very highly polished, about two and an half inches long, ami of aD 
oval fig·u.re, the bowl being in the same situation with the stem. A small piece 
of bl1l'nt clay is placed in the bottom of the bowl to separate the tobacco from 
the end of the stem, and is of an irregularly round figw'e., not fitting the 
tube perfectly close, in order that the smoke may pass with facility. The 
tobacco is uf tb~ sallle kind witJb. that used by the Minnetareefi, l\landans, ~u;}d 

Ricaras 'Of the Missouri, The Shoshonees do not cultivate tbis plant, but 
obtain it from the Rocky mountain Indians, and some of the bands of their 
own nation who live further south. 'fhe ceremolllY of smoking beillg cQllduded, 
captain Lewis explained t. the chief the purpeses of his visit, and 1I.S by thi~ 
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time all the women and children of the camp had gathered ftround the lodge to 
indulrre in a view of the first white men they had ever sepn, he distributed 

, '" 
amonrr them the remainder of the small articles he had brought with him. It 

'" was now late in the afternoon, and our party had ta~lC'd no food since the night 
before. On apprising the chief of this circumstance, he said that he had nothing 
but berries to eat, and presented some cakes made of serviceberry and choke
cherries which had been dried in the slln. On these captain Lewis made a 
hearty meal, and then walked down towards the riYer: he ftJund it a rapid dear 
stream forty yards wide and three feet deep: the banks were low and abrupt, 
like those of :he upper part of the Missouri, and the ued formed of loose stones 
and gravel. Its course, as far as he could observe it, was a little to the north of 
west, and was bounded on each side by a range of high mountains, of which 
those on t~l'-.! east are the lowest and most distant from the river. 

The chief informed him that this st!'eam discharg'ed itself at the distance of 
half a day's march, into another of twice its size, coming from the south-west; 
bnt added, on further inquiry, that there was scarcely more timber below the 
junction of those rivers than in this neighbourhood, and that the river was rocky, 
mpiu, and so closely confined between high mountains, that it was impossillie to 
pass down it, either by land Ol' water to the gTeat lake, where as he had under
stood the white men lived. This information was far from being satisfactory; 
for there was no timber here that would answer the purpose of uuilding canoes, 
"indeed not more than just sufficient for fuel, and even that consisted of the 
narrow-leafed cottonwood, the red and the narrow-leafed willoW', the choke
cherry, servicebelTY, and a few currant bushes such as are common on the Mis
souri. The prospect of going on by land is more pleasant; for there are great 
numbers of hOI'ses feeding in every direction round the camp, which will enable 
us to transport our stores if necessary over the mountains. Captain Lewis 
returned from the river to his lodge, and on his wayan Indian in
yited him into his bower and gave him a small morsel of boiled antelope 
and a piece of fresh salmon roasted. This was the first salmon he had 
seen, and perfectly satisfied him that he was now on the waters of the Pa
cific. On reaching this lodge, he resumed his convel'sation with the chief, 
after which he was entertained with a dance by the Indians. It now proved, 
as our party had feared, that the men whom they had fil"st met this morning 
had retul'I1ed to the camp and spread the alarm that their enemies, the l\lmne
tarees of fort de Prairie, whom they call Pahkees, wel'e advancing on them. 
The warriors instantly armed themselves· and were coming down ill expectation 
of an attack, when they were agreeably surprised by meeting ourpal'ty. The 
greater part of them were armed \lith bows and arrows, and shields, but a few 
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had small fusils, such as are furnished by the North-west Company traders, and 
which they had obtained from the Indians on the Yellowstone, with whom they 
are now at peace. They had reason to dread the approach of the Pahkees, who 
had attacked them in the course of this spring' and totally defeated them. On 
this occasion twenty of their wUfl'iors were either killed or made prisoners, anll 
they lost their whole camp, except the leathern lodge which they had fitted up 
for us, and were now obliged to live in huts of a conical figure made with willow 
brush. The music and dancing, which was iu no respect different from those of 
the Missouri Indians, continued nearly all night; but captain Lewis retired to 
rest about twelve o'clock, when the fatigues of the day enabled him to sleep thoug'h 
he was awaked several times by the yells of the dancers. 

Whilst all these things were occurring to captain Lewis we were slowly and 
laboriously ascending the river. For the first two and a half miles we went 
along ,the island opposite to which we encamped last· evening, and soon reached 
a second. island, behind which comes in a small creek on the left side oCthe river. 
It rises in the mountains to the east, and forms a handsome valley for some miles 
from its mouth, where it is a bold running stream, about seven yards wide: 
we called it,M'Neal's creek, after Hugh M'Neal one of our, party. Just above 
this stream, and at the distance of four miles from our camp, is a point of lime
stone rock on ,the rig'ht. about seventy feet high, forming a cliff over the river. 
From the top of it the Beavel"s-head bore north 24° east, twelve miles distant, 
the course of Wisdom river, that is, the direction of its valley through the moun
tains, is north 25° west, while the gap, through which the Jefferson enters the 
mountains, is ten miles above us, on a course south 18° west. From this lime
stone rock we proceeded along several islands, on both sides, and after making
twelve miles, arrived at a clift' of high rocks on the right, opposite to which 
we encamped in a .. smooth level prairie, near a few cottonwood trees; but were 
obliged to use the .dry willow brush for fuel. The l'iVel' is still very crooked, the 
bends short and abrupt, and obstructed by i'O many shoals, over which the canOes 
were to ,be dragged, that the men were in the water lbree-fourths of the day. 
They saw numbers of otter, some beaver, antelopes, ducks, geese, and cmnes, 
but they killed nothing except a single deer. They however caught. some very 
fine trout, as they have done for several days past. The weather had been 
cloudy. and cool during the forepalt of the day, and at eight o'clock a shower of 

rain Jell. 
Wednesday, 14. In order to g'ive time fOl' the boats to reach the forks of 

Jefferson riv.er, captain Lewis determined to remain here and obtain aIL the 
informatio~ he could collect with reg:,t.rd to the country. Having nothing to eat 
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but a little flour and parched meal, with th,e berries of the Indians, he Sl'nt tmt 
Dl'ewyel' and Shields, who borrowed horses from the natives, to hunt for a fe~ 
hours. About the same time the young warriors set out for the same purposoe. 
There are but few elk or black-tailed deer in this neighbourhood, and as tm 
common red-deer secrete thenlselves in the bushes when alarmed, they are 800b 

safe from the arrows, which are but feeble weapons against any animals wbich 
the huntsmen cannot previously run down with their h@rses. The chief game 
of the 8hoshonees., therefore, is the antelope, which when plu'sued l'etl'Cats to tM 
open plains, where the horses have full room for the chase, But SlK'h is its 
extraordinary :fleetness and wind, that a single horse has no chanoe of ootrl:ll'lIftng 
it, or tiring it down; and the huntel's are therefore obliged to resort to stratag-em, 
About twenty Indians, mounted Oll fine horses, and armed witD -oows and 
arrows, left the camp ; in a short time they deSC1"ied a herd 0f antelopes; t+tey 
immediately separated into little squads of two 01.' thl'Ce, aDd fo~ a sClltterett 
circle round the herd for five or six miles, keepiilllg at a wary distance, so as flot 
to ala.nn them till they were perfectly enclosed, and usually sdedting ~ 
commanding eminence as a stand. Having gained their positions, a sma\! p1lrty 
rode towards the herd, and with wondel,ful dexterity the hal'ltsmau preserve! 
his seat, and the horse his footing, as he ran at full speed ovea' the hi1Is, and down 
the steep ravines, and alQng the borders of the precipices. They were SQon ont
stripped .by the antelopes, which, Qn gaining the other extremity of the circle, 
were driven back and pursued by the fresh hunters. They turned and flew, 
rather than ran, .in another directiQn; but there toO', taey fQund new enemies. 
In this way they were alternately pursued back,,'ards and forwards, tiiI at 
length, notwithstanding the skill of the hunters, they all escaped, and the party 
·after running for twO' hours returned without having caught any thing, and then
horses foaming with sweat. This chase, th~ greater pal't Qf which was seen 
from the camp, formed a beautiful scene; but to the hunters is exeeedmgly 
labQrious and SO' unproductive, even when they are able to worry the anlm'al 
dQwn and shoot him, that forty 01.' fifty hunters will sometimes be engaged fQr 
half a day withQut obtaining mQre than two or three antelopes. Soon after tbey 
returned, our twO' huntsmen came in with no better Success. Captanl Lewis 
thel'efQre made a little paste with the flower, and the addition of some berries 
formed a very palatable repast. Having DQW sec\lTed the good-will ofCameah
wait, captain Lewis informed him Qf his wish that he would. speak to the 
warriQrs and endeavour to engage them to accompany him to the forks Qf 
.Jefferson river, where by this time another chief, with a large pa1'ty of white 
men, was waiting his ~turn: that it 'Would be Decessary to take abcn:rt thirty 
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hOl'lles to traBSpOrt the m~rchandize; that they should be well rewarded for 
their trouble; and that when all the party should have reached the Shoshonee 
camp, they would remain some time among them, and trade for horses as well 
as. concert plans for furnishing them in future with regular supplies of merchan
dize. He readily consented to do so, and after collecting the tribe together he 
made a long harangue, and in auout an hour and a half returned, and told captain 
Lewis that he would be ready to accompany him in the morning. 

'As the early part of the day was cold, and the men stiff and sore from the 
fatigues of yesterday, we did not set out till seven o'clock, At the distance or 
a mile we passed a hold stream on the right, which comes from a snowy mountain 
to the north, and its entrance is four yards wide, and three feet in depth: 
we called it Track creek: at six miles further we reached another stream which 
heads in some springs at the foot of the mountains 6n the left. After passing a 
nnmber of bayons and small islands on each side, we encamped about half a mile 
by land below tbe Rattlesnake cliffs. The river was cold, shallow, and as it 
approached the mountains formed one continued rapid, over which we were 
obliged to drag the boats with great labour and difficulty. By using constant 
exertions we succeeded in making fourteen miles, but this distance did not carry 
us more than six and a half in a straight line: several of the men have received 
wounds and lamed themselves in hauling the boats over the stones. The hunters 
supplied them with five deer and an antelope. 

Thursday, 15. Captain Lewis rose early, and having eaten nothing yesterday 
except his scanty meal of flower and berries, felt the inconveniences of extl'eme 
hunger. On inquiry he found that his whole stock of provisions consisted of two. 
pounds of flour.. This he ordered to be divided into two equal parts, and one 
half of it boiled with the herries into a sort of pudding; and aftel' presenting a. 
large share to the chief, he and his th.'ee men breakfasted on the remainder, 
Cameahwait was delighted at this new dish, he took a little of the flour in his 
band, tasted and examined it very narrowly, ailking if it was made of roots; 
captain uwis explained the process of preparing it, and he said it was the best 
thing he had eaten fOil a long time. 

This being finished, captain Lewis D9w endeavoured to hasten the departure 
o£ "the IfJilius who still hesitated, and seemed reluctant to move, although 
the clJi~f addressed them twice for the purpose of urging them: on inquit'ing 
the Nason, Cameahwait told him that some foolish person had suggested that 
he Wl\~ in league with their enemies the Pahkees, and had come only to draw 
t1kJD into. a~ade, but that he bimself did not believe it: captain Lewis 
felt uneasy at this in$inuation: he knew the suspicious temper of the Indiansf 
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accustomed from their infancy to regard every stranger as an enemy, and saw 
, that if this suggestion were not instantly checked, it might hazard the totaHailure 
of the enterprise. Assuming therfore a serious air, he told the chief that he was 
'''orry to finu they placed so little confiuence in him, but that he pardoned their 
l'uspicion!>, becall~e they were ignorant of the chara'cter of white men, among' 
.whom it was disg-raceful to lie and entrap even an enemy by falsehood; that.if 
they continued to think thus meanly of us, they might be assured no white men 
:would eyel' come to Mlpply them with al'ms and merchandize; that there was 
at this moment a: party of white men waiting to trade with them at the forks 
of the ri,'er; and that if the greatel' part of the tribe entertained any suspicion, 
he hoped there were still among them some who were men, who would go and 
see with their own eyes the truth of what he said, and who, even if there was 
any danger, were not afraid to die. To doubt the courage of an Indian is to 
touch the tenderest· string, .of his mind, and. the surest way to rouse him to any 
dangerous achievement. Cameahwait instantly replied, that he was not afraid 
to die, and mounting his borse, for the third time harangued the warriors: he 
told them that he was resolved to go if he went alone, or if he wel'e liure of 
perishing; that he hoped there were among those whO' heard him some whO' 
,were not afraid to die, and who would prove it by mounting their horses and 
following him. 'l'hi!> harangue pl"Oduced an effect un six or eight only of the 
",aniol's, who now joined theil' chief. With these captain Lewis smoked a 
pipe, and then, fearfnl of some change in their capricious temper, set Qut immedi. 
ately. It was about twelve o'clock when his small party left the camp, attended 
by Cameahwait and the eight w3niors: their departure seemed to spread a 
gloom Qver the village; those who would not venture to go were sullen and 
melancholy, and the women were crying and imploring the Great Spirit too 
protect their warriors as if they were going to certain destruction: yet such is the 
wavering inconstancy of these savages, that captain Lewis's party had not gone 
far wilen they were joined by ten or twelve more wafl'iors, and befure reachinO" the 

o 
creek, which they had passed un the mQrning of the 13th, all the men O'f the 
nation, and a number of women had Qvertaken them, and. had changed frum 
the surly ill temper in which they were two hours ago, to the greatest cheerful. 
ness and gaiety. When they arrived at the spring, on the side of the mO'untain, 
where the party had encamped on the 12th, the chief insisted on haIting to' let 
the horses graze; to which captain Lewis assented and. smoked with them. 
They are excessively fond of the pipe, in which however they are not able 
to indulge much, as they do not cultivate tobacco themselves, and their 

1 
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rugged country affords them but few articles to exchange for it. Here they 
remained for about an hour, and on setting out, by engaging to pay four of the 
party: captain Le~is obtained permission for himself and each of his men to ride 
behind an Indian; but he soon found riding withont stirl'ups more tiresome than 
walking, and therefore dismounted, making the Indian carry his pack. . About 
sunset they reached the upper part of the level valley, in the cove through 
which he had passed, and which they now called Shoshonee cove. The gl:ass 
being burnt on the north side of the river they crossed over to the south, and 
encamped about four miles above the narrow pass between the hills, noticed as 
they traversed the cove before. The river was here about six yards wide, and 
frequently dammed up by the beaver. Drewyer had been sent forward to hunt, 
but he returned in the evening unsuccessful, and theil' only supper therefore was 
the remaining pound of flour stirred in a little water, and then divided between 
the four white men and two of the Indians. 

In order not to exhaust the stt'ength of the men, captain Clarke did not leave 
his camp till after breakfast. Although he was scarcely half a mile below the 
Rattlesnake cliffs, he was obliged to make a circuit of two miles by watet· before 
he reached them. The river now passed between low and rugged mountains 
and cliffs formed of a mixture oflimestone and a hard black rock, with no covering 
except a few scattered pines. At the distance of four miles is a bold little stream 
which throws itself from the mountains down a steep precipice of rocks on the 
left. II One mile further is a second point of rocks, and an island, about a mile 
beyond which is a creek on the right, ten yards wide and three feet three inches 
in depth, with a strong current: we called it 'Villm'd's creek aftel' one of our 
men, Alexander Willard. Three miles beyond this creek, after passing a high 
cliff on the right opposite to a steep hill, we reached a small meadow on the left 
bank of the rivet'. During its passage through these hills to 'Villard's creek the 
river had been less tortuous than usual, so that in the first six miles to Willard's 
creek we had advanced four llliles on our route. 'Ve continued on for two 
miles, till we reached in the evening a small bottom covered with clover and a 
few cotionwood trees: here we passed the night neal' the remains of some old 
Indian lodges of brush. The river is as it has been for some days, shallow and 
rapid; and our men, who al'e for hours together in the river, suffer not only from 
fatigue, but from the extI'eme coldness of the water, the temperature of which 
is as low as that of the freshest springs in our country. In walking along the 
side of the river, captain Clarke was very near being' bitten twice by rattlesnakes, 
and the Indian woman narl'Owly escaped the same misfortune. We caught a. 

number of fine trout j but the only game procured to-day was a buck. 
NN 
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which had a peculiarly bitter taste, proceeding probably from its favourite food, 
the willow. . 

Friday, 16. As neither our party nor the Indians had any thing to eat, 
captain Lewis sent two of his bun tel'S a-head this morning to procure some 
provision: at the same time he requested Cameahwait to pi'event bis young 
men from going out, lest by their noise they might alarm the game j but this 
measure immediately revived their suspicions. It now began to be believed that 
these men wel'e sent forward in OJ'der to apprize the enemy of their coming, and 
as captain Lewis was fearful of exciting any further uneasiness, he made DO 

objection on seeing a small party of Indians go on each side of the valley uDder 
pretence of hunting, but in reality to watch the movements of our two men: 
even this precaution however did not quiet the alarms of the Indians, a con
siderable part of whom returned home, leaving only twenty-eightmeD and three 
women. After the hunters had been gone about an hour, captain Lewis again 
mounted with one of the Indians behind llim, and the whole party set out; but 
just as they passed through the narl'OWS they saw one of the spies coming back 
at full speed across the plain: the chief stopped and seemed uBEasy. tbe whole 
baDd were moved with fresh suspicions, and captain Lewis himself was mu.ch 
disconcerted, lest by some wlfortnnute accident some of their enemies might have 
perhaps straggled that way, The young Indian had scarcely breath to say 
a few words as be came up, when the whole troop dashed forward as fast as 
their horses could carry them: and captain Lewis astonished at this movement 
was borne alon.g for Hearly a mile before he learnt with. great satisfactilim that. 
it was all caused by the spy's having- come to announce that one of the white 
men had killed a deer, Relieved from his anxiety he now found the jolting very 
uncomfortable; for the Inuian behind him being afraid of not getting his share 
of the feast had lashed the horse at evel'Y step since they set off; he therefore 
reined him in and ordered the Indian to stop beating him. The fellow had no 
idea of losing time in disputing the point, and jumping off the horse ran for a 
mile at full speed, Captain Lewis slackened his pace, and followed at a sufficient 
distance to observe them. When they reached the place where Drewyer had 
thrown out the intestines, they all dismounted in confusion aDd ran tumbling 
ov.er each otbel' like famished dogs: each tore away whatever part he could 
and instantly began to eat it: some had the liver, some the kidneys, in short nO 
pan on which we are accu.stomed to look with disgust escaped them: one of 
them who had seized about nine feet of the eutrail& was chewing it at one end, 
while with his hand he was diligently clearing his way.by di8cbargi~ the 
~ontents at the other, It was indeed impossible tQ see these w~tches raveuous1!y 

[) 
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feeding on the filth of animals, and the blood streaming from their mouths 
without deploring how nearly the condition of savages approaches that of thl 
brute creation: yet though suffering with hunget· they did not attempt, as the; 
might have done, to take by force the whole deer, but contented themselves witl 
what had been thrown away by the hunter. Captain Lewis now had the deel 
skinned, and after reserving a quarter of it g"ave the rest of the animal to th~ 
chief to be divided among the Indians, who immediately devoured nearly th~ 
whole of it without cooking. They now went forward towards the creel 
where there was some brushwoood to make a fire, and found Drewyer who hal 
killed a second deer: the same struggle for the entrails was renewed here, all( 
on giving nearly the whole deer to the Indians, they devoured it even to the sof: 
part of the hoo~s. A fire being made captain Lewis had his breakfast, during 
which Dt'ewyer bl"Ought in a third deer: this too, after resen-iug one quartcl 
was given to the Indians, who now seemed completely satisfied and in a good 
humour. At this place they remained about two hours to let the horses graze, 
and then continued their journey, and towards evening reached the lower parl 
of the cove, having on the way shot an antelope, the greater part of which was 
given to the Indians. As they were now approaching the place where the) 
had been told by captain Lewis they would see the white men, the chief insisted 
on halting': they therefore all dismounted, and Cameahwait with great ceremony 
and as if for ornament, put tippets or skins round the necks of our party, similar 
to those worn by themselves. As this was obviously intended to disguise the 
white men, captain Lewis in order to inspire them with more confidence put his 

. cocked hat and feather on the head of the chief, and as his own over-shirt was in 
the Indian form, and his skin browned fly the sun, he could not have been 
distinguished from an Indian: the men followed his example, and the change 
seemed to be very agreeable to the Indians. 

In order to guard however against any disappointment captain Lewis again 
explained the possibility of our not having reached the forks in consequence of 
the difficulty of the navigation, so that if they should not find us at that spot they 
might be assured of our not being far below. They again all mounted their 
horses and rode on rapidly, making one of the Indians cal'ry their flag, so that 
we might recognise them as they approached us; but to the mortification and 
disappointment of both parties on coming within two miles of the forks, no 
canoes were to be seen. Uneasy lest at this moment he should be abandoned, 
and all his hopes of obtaining aid from the Indians be destroyed, captain Lewis 
gave the chief his gun, telling him that if the enemies of his nation were in the 
bushes he might defend himself with it; that for his own part he was not afraid 

NN2 
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to die, and that the chief might shoot him as soon as they discovered themselve~ 
betrayed. The other three men at the same time gave their guns to the Indians, 
who now seemed more easy, but still wavered in their resolutions. As they went 
on towanls the point, captain Lewis perceiving how critical his situation had 
become, re~olved to attempt a stratagem which his present difficulty seemed com
pletely to justify. Recollecting t,he notes he had left at the point for us, he sent 
Drewyer for them with an Indian who witnessed his taking them from the pole. 
When they were brought, captain Lewis told Cameahwait that on leaving his 
brothel' chief at the place where the river issues from the mountains, it was 
agreed that the boats should 1I0t be brought highet· than the next forks we should 
meet; but that if the rapid water prevented the boats from coming on as fast as 
they expected, hi brother chief was to send a note to the first forks above him to 
let him know where the boats were; that this note had been left this morning at 
the forks, and mentioned that the canoes were just below the mountains, and 
coming slowly lip in cOll,~equellce of the current. Captain Lewis added, that he 
would stay at the forks for his brother chief, but would send a man down the 
river, and that if Can;leahwait doubted "hat he said, one of their young men 
would go with him whilst he and the other two remained at the forks. 'fhis 
story satisfied the chief and the greater part of the Indians, but a few did not 
conceal theit· sllspicions, observing that we told different stories, and complaining 
that the chief exposed them to danger by a mistaken confidence. Captain Lewis 
npw wrote by the lig'ht of some willow brllsh a note to ca"tain Clarke, which he 
ga,-e to Drewyer, with an order to lise all possible expedition in descending 
the river, and engaged an Indian to accompany him hJ a promise of a knife 
and some beads. At bedtime the chief and five others slept round the fire of 
captain Lewi~, and the rest hid themselves in different parts of the willow bl'llsh 
to u\oid the ent'my, who they feared would attack them ill the night. Captain 
Lewis endeavoured to aSSllme a cheerfulness he did not feel to prevent,the 
(lespondency of the savages: after conversing gayly with them he retired to his 
l11llsquito bier, by the side of which the chief now placed himself: he lay down, 
yet slept but little, being- in fact scarcely less uneasy than his Indian companions. 
He was apprehensi\'e that finding the ascent of the river impracticable, captain 

.Clarke mig'ht have !>topped below the Rattlesnake bluff, and the messenger 
would nut meet him. The consequence of disappointing the Indians at this 
moment would most probably be, that they would re~ire and secrete themselves 
in the m,ollntains, so as to prevent our having an opportunity of recov;ering' their 
con~dence ,: they would also spread a panic"'th~o~gh all the n~ighbour~Jlg 
IndIans?, and cut us off from the supply of horses so usefu~ ~nd alQ:!qst so 
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essential to our success; he was at the same time consoled by remembering that 
his hopes of assistance rested on bettel' foundat.ions than their generosity-theil' 
avarice, and their curiosity. He had promised liberal exchallges for theil' 
hOl'ses: but what was still more seductive, he had told them that one of their 
country-women who, had been taken with, the Minnetarees accompanied the 
party below; and one of the men had spread the report of our having with us 
a man perfectly black, whose hail' was short and curled. 'rhis last account had 
excited a great degree of curiosity, and they seemed mOl'e desirous of seeing this 
monster than of obtaining the most favourable barter for their horses. 

In the meantime we had set out after breakfast, and althong'h we proceeded 
with more ease than we did yesterday, the river was still so rapid and shallow 
as to oblige us to drag the large canoes during the greater part of the day, 
For the first seven miles the river formed a bend to the right s,o as to make our 
ad\"ance only three miles in a straight line; the stream is crooked, nan'ow, small, 
and shallow, with highlands occasionally on the banks, and strewed with 
islands, four of which are opposite to each other. Near this place we left the 
valley, to which we gave the name of Sel'viceberry valley, from the abundance 
of that fruit now ripe which is found in it. In the course of the four following 
miles we passed several more islands and bayous on each side of the river, and 
I'eached a high cliff on the right. Two and a half llJiles beyond this the cliffs 
approach on both sides and form a very considerable rapid near the entl'allCe of 
a bold mnning stream on the left. The water was now excessively cold, and 
th~ rapids had been frequent and troublesome. On ascending an eminence 
captain Clal'ke saw the forks of the rivel' and sent the hunters up. They must 
have left it only a short time before captain Lewis's arrival, but fortmiately had 
not seen the note which enabled hun to induce the Indians to stay with him. 
From the top of this eminence he could discover only three trees through the 
whole country, nor was there along the sides of the clift's they had passed in the 
course of the day, any timber except a few small pines: the lnw grounds were 
supplied with willow, currant bushes, and sel'vicebel'l'ies. After advancing half 
a mile further we came to the lower point of an island near the middle of the 
river, and about the cent.re of the valley: here we halted fOl' the nig-ht, only 
four miles by land, though ten by water, below the point wh~l'e captain, Lewis 
lay. Althollg'h we had made only fourteen miles, the lalJonrs of the me~ had 
fatigued and exhausted them very much: we therefore collected some small 

willow b~ush for a fire, and lay down to sleep. 
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CHAP. XV. 

~FFECTING INTERVIEW BETWEEN THE WIFE OF CHABONEAU AND THE CHIEF Oll THE 

SHOSHONEIlS-COUNCIL HELD WITH THAT NATION, AND FAVOURABLE RESULT-THE 

EXTREME NAVIGABLE POINT OF THE MISSOURI MENTIONED-GENERAL CHARACTER 

OF THE RIVER AND OF THE COUNTRY THROUGH WHICH IT PASSES-CAPTAIN CLARKE 

IN EXPLORING THE SOURCE OF THE COLUMBIA FALLS IN COMPANY WITH ANOTHER 

PARTY OF SHOSHONEES-THE GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION ACQUIRED FROM ONE 

OF THAT PARTY-THEIR MANNER OF CATCHING FISH-THE PARTY REACH LEWIS 

RIVER-THE DIFFICULTIES WHICH CAPTAIN CLARKE HAD TO ENCOUNTER 1:-1 HIS 

ROUTE-FRIENDSHIP AND HOSPITALITY OF THE SHOSHONEES-THE PARTY WITH 

CAPTAIN LEWIS EMPLOYED IN MAKING SADDLES, AND PREPARING FOR THE 

JOURNEY. 

SATURDAY, Angust 17. CAPTAIN LEWIS rose very early, and despatched 
Drewyer and the Indian down the rivet· in quest of the boats. Shields was sent 
out at the same time to hunt, while M'Neal prepared a breakfast out of the 
remainder of the meat. Drewyet· had been gone about two hoors, and the 
Indians were all anxiously waiting for some news, when an Indian who had 
straggled a short distance down the river, returned with a report that he had 
seen the white men, who were only a short distance below, and were coming on. 
The Indians were all transported with joy, and the chief in the warmth of bis 
satisfaction renewed his embrace to captain Lewis, who was quite a.~ much 
delighted as the Indians themselves; the report proved most agreeably true. 
On setting out at seven o'clock, captain Clarke with Chaboneau and his wife 
walked on shore, but they had not gone more than a mile before captain 
Clarke saw Sacajawea, who was with her husband one hundred yards ahead, 
began to dance, and show every mark of the most extravagant joy, turning 
round to him and pointing to several Indians, whom he now saw advancing on 
horseback, sucking her fingers at the same time to indicate that they were 3f 
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her native tribe. As they allvanced captain Clarke discovered among them 
Drewyel' dressed like an Indian, from whom he learnt the situation of the party. 
While the boats were performing the (:irclIit, he went towal'ds the forks with the 
Indians, who as they went along, sang aloud with the greatest appearance of 
delight. We soon drew near to the camp, and just ;),8 we approached it a woman 
made her way through the crowd towards Sacajawea, and recognising each 
other, they embraced with the most tender affection, The meeting of these two 
young' women had in it something- peculiarly wuching, not only in the ardent 
manner in which their feelings were expressed, hut from the real interest of their 
situation. They had been companions in childhood, in the war with the Minne
tarees they had both heen taken prisoners in the same battle, they had shared 
and softened the rigoUl's of their captivity, till one of them had escaped from 
the l\linnetarecs, with scarce a hope of ever seeing her friend relieved from 
the hands of her enemies. 'Vhile Sacajawea was renewing among the women 
the friendships of former days, captain Clarke went on, and was received by 
captain Lewis and the chief, who aftel' the first embraces and salutations were 
over, conducted him to a sort of circular tent or sha,(le of willows. Here he was 
seated on a white robe; and the chief immediately tied in his hair six small shells 
resembling pearls, an ornament hig'hly valued by these people, who procured 
them in the course of trade from the seacoast. The moccasins of the whole party 
were then taken off, and after much ceremony the smoking beg'an. After this 
the conference was to be opened, and g'lad of an opportunity of being able to 
converse more intellig'ibly, ~acajawea was sent for; she came into the tent, sat 
down, and wa" beginning to interpret, when in the person of Cameahwait she 
recognised her brother: she instantly jumped up, aud ran and embraced him, 
throwing over him her blanket and wl>eping profusely: the chief was himself 
move'! thOlJO'h not ill the same degTee. After some conversation between them 

, 0 ~ 

.;Iw reslInll'd her seat, and att(>lIIpted to interpret for liS, but her new situation 
seemed to overpower her, and she was fi'e(luently interrupted by her tears. 
After the council was finished, the nnfortunate woman leal'l1t that all hel' family 
were dead except two brothers, one of ",hom was absent, and a son of her eldest 
sister, a small boy who was immediately adopted by her. The canoes arriving 
soon after, we formed a camp in a meadow on the left side, a little below the 
forks; took out OUl' baggage, and by means of OUl' sails and willow poles formed 
a canopy fOl' our Indian visitol's, About lim .. o'dock the chief;; and waniors 
were collected, and after the customary ceremony of taking off the moccasins 
and smoking a pipe, we explained to them in a long harangue the pUl'poses of 
our visit, making themselves one conspicuous object of the good wishes of our 
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government, on whose strength as well as its friendly dispositIOn we expatiated. 
\Ve told them of their dependence on the will of our government, for all future 
supplies of whatever was necessaryeithet' for their comfort or defence; that as 
we were sent to discover the best t'oute by which merchandize could be conveyed 
to them, and no trade would be begun before our return, it was mutually advan
tageous that we should proceed with as little delay as possible; that we were 
under the necessity of requesting them to furnish us with horses to transport our 
baggage across the mountains, and a g"uide to show us the route, but that they 
should be amply remunerated for their horses, as well as for evel'y other service 
they should render llS, In the meantime OUl' first wish was, that they should im
mediately collect as many h@rses as were necessary to transport OUl' baggag'e to 
theit, village, where, at Ollr leisare, we would trade with them for as many horses 
as they could spare, 

. The speech made a favoUl'able impression: the chief in reply thanked us for 
our expressions of friendship towards himself and his nation, and declared their 
willingness to render us every service, He lamented that it would be so long 
befol'e they should he supplied with firearms, but that till then they could subsist 
as they had heretofore done, He concluded by saying that there were not 
horses here sufficient to transport our goods, but that he would return to the 
village to-morrow, and bring all his own horses, and encourage his people to 
come over with theirs. The confel'ence being ended to our satisfaction, we now 
inquired of Cameahwait what chiefs were among the party, and he pointed out 
two of them, 'Ve then distributed our presents: to Cameahwait we gave a 
medal of the small size, with the likeness of presioent Jeft'el'son, and on the 
I'everse a fig'me of hands clasped with a pipe and a tomahawk: to this was added 
an nniformcoat,a shirt,a pair of scarlet leggings, a carrot of tobacco, and 
some small articles, Each of the othet' chiefs received a small medal strllck 
cllll'ing- the presidency of g'eneml Washington, a shirt, handkerchief, leggings, a 
knife, and some tobacco. Medals of the same SOt,t were also presented to two 
young' waniol's, who though not chiefs were promising youths and very much 
respected in the tl'ibe, rl'hese honorary gifts wel'e followed by presents of paint, 
moccasins, awls, knives, beads and looking-glasses, We also gave them all a 
plentiful meal of Indian corn, of which the hull is taken oft' by being boiled in 
lye; and as this was the tirst they had ever tasted, they were very much pleased 
with it. They had indeed abundant sources of surprise in all they saw: the 
appearance of the men, their arDlS, their clothing, the canoes, the strange looks 
of the negl"O, and the sagacity of our dog, all.in turn shared,their admiration, 
which was raised to astonishment by a shot from the airgun : t~~,operation wal 
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instantly' considered as a 91'eat medicine, by which they as well as the other 
Indians mean something emanating directly from the Great Spit'it, or produced 
by his invisible and incomprehensible agency. The display of all these riches 
had been intermixed with inquiries into the geographical situation of their 
country; for we had learnt by experience, that to keep the s~lVages in good 
temper their attention should not be wearied with too much business; but that 
the serious affairs should be enlivened by a mixtUl'e of what is new and entertain
ing. Our hunters brought in very seasonably four deer and an ant.elope, the 
last of which we gave to the Indians, who in a very short time devoured it. 
After the council was ovet', we consulted as to our future operations. 'fhe game 
does not promise to last here for a number of days, and this circumstance 
combined with many others to induce our going on as soon as possible. Our 
Indian information as to the state of the Columbia is of a very alarming kind, 
and our first object is of course to ascertain the practicability of descending it, of 
which the Indians discourage our expectations. It was therefore agt'eed that 
captain Clarke should set off in the morning with eleven men, furnished, besides 
their arms, with tools for making canoes; that he sheuld take Chaboneau and 
his wife to the camp of the Shoshonees, where he was to leave them, in Ol'der to 
hasten the collection of horses; that he was then to lead his men down to the 
Columbia, and if he found it navigable, and the timber in sufficient quantity, 
begin to build canoes. As soon as he had decided as to the propriety of proceed
ing' down the Columbia or across the mountains, he was to send hack one of the 
men with information of it to captain Lewis, who by that time would have 
brought up the whole party, and the rest of the baggage as far as the Shoshonee 
village. 

Preparations were accordingly made this evening for such an arrangement. 
The sun is excessively hot in the day time, but the nights very cold, and ren
dered still more unpleasant from the want of any fuel except willow brush. 
The appearances too of game, for many days' subsistence, are not very favour
able. 

Sunday, 18. In order to relieve the men of captain Clarke's party from the 
heavy weight of their arms, provisions and tools, we exposed a few articles to 
barter for horses, and soon obtained three very good ones, in exchange for 
which we gave a uniform coat, a pair of leggings, a few handkerchiefs, three 
knives and some othel' small articles, the whole of which did not in the United 
States cost more than twenty dollars: a fourth was purchased by the men for 
an old checkered shirt, a pair of old leggings and a knife. The Indians seemed 
to be quite Q well pleased as ourselves at the bargains they had made. 'Ve 
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now founa that the two inferior chiefs were somewhat displel6ed at ,not lhumg 
received a present equal to that given to the great chief, who appeared in a dress 
so much finer thau their own, To allay theil' discontent, W*! bestowed on them 
two old coats, and promised them that if they wel'e active in assisting us acrolJi 
the mountains they should have an additional present, This treatment 'Com
pletely reconciled them, and the whole Indian pat·ty, except two men ;ah'~ two 
women, set out in perfect good humour to retnm hmne with .captoo'll ClarJre. 
After goin'" fifteen miles throuO'h a wide level vallev "\lith no woad. blJt willows o t> " 

and shrnbs, he encamped in the Shoshonee cove neal' a narrow 'paRS where the 
highlands approach within two hundred yards of each other, and 'the rivet' ~ 
only ten yards ,,·ide. 'fhe Indians went ou further, except the three chiefs and 
two young mell, who assisted in eating two deer brought in by the :hunters, 
After theil' departure every thing was prepared for the transportation of the 
baggage, which was now exposed to the ail' and dlied. Our .game was one 
deer and a beaver, and we saw an aJmlldance of trout in the river, for which -1I'e 

fixed a net in the evening. 
'Ve have now reached the extreme navigable point of the Missomi, which 

onr observatioo places in latitude 4:30 30' 48" north, It is difficult to comprise 
in any general description the characteristics of a )'iver so extensive, allil fed by 
so many streams which have their sources in a g'l'eat variety of soils ftBdclinultes, 
But the Missouri is still sufficiently powerful to give to all its waters something 
of a common charactel', which is of course decided by the natme-of -the cOlmtry 
through which it passes, The bed of the rivel' is chieAy composed of a bluc mud, 
f!'Om which the water itself derives a deep tinge, l<rom its junction here to the 
place neal' which it leaves the mountains, its course is cmbarrassed by rapids 
and rocks which the hills on each side have thrown into its 'channel. F!'Omthat 
place, its current, with the exception of the Falls, is nat difficult -of navigation, 
nor is there much vRI'iation in its appearance till the mouth of the 'Platt€. ~fhat 

powerful river throws out vast quantities of coarse sand whi{)h contributeto g~ 
a lIew face to the Missouri, which is now much more impeded by islands. The 
sand, as it is 'drifted down, adheres in time to some of the projecting .points from 
the shore, and forms a barrier t9 the mud, which at length fiUs to the same 
heig'ht 'With the sandbar itself: as soon as it has aequil'ed a conststency, tire 
willow grows there the fil'8t yea\', and by its roots assists the solidity C)f the 
whole: as the Dlud and sand accumulate the cottonwood tree next appears; till 
the gradual excretion of soils raises the surface'of the point 1lbove the tHghe4 
freldtets, Thus stopped in its course the water seeks a passage elsewhere, and 
a~ the soil on -each side is light and yielding, what W'Rsorily a pE!nihulu;ibeC'EMl8rt 
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gradually an i.~bnd, and the river indemnifies itself for tho usurpation by en .. 
croaching on the adjacen.t shore. In this way the Missouri l.ke tbe Mississippi 
is constantly cutting oft' the projections of the shol'e, and leaving its ancient 

channel, '"Which is then marked by the mud it has deposited :md a few stagnant 
ponds, 

The ge~ral appearance of the counh'y as it presentil itself on ascendin~' III J Y 
be thus described. From its mouth to the two Charietons, a ridge of h:g!Jial:d;; 
borders the river at a sman distance, leaving' between them fine rich meadows. 
From the month of the two Charletons the hills recede from the river, g·iving 
greater e~tent to the low grounds, but they ag'ain approach the river for a short 
distance near Grand river, and again at Snake creek. From that point they 
retire, nor do they come again to the neighbourhood of the rivel' till above the 
Sauk prairie, where they are comparatively low and small. Thence they 
diverge and reappear at the Charaton Searty, after which they are scarcely 
if at all discel'nible, till they advance to the Missouri neal'ly opposite to the 
Kanzas. 

The same ridge of hills extends on the south side, in almost one un
broken chain, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Kanzas, though decreasmg 
in height beyond the Osage. As they are nearer the /,i';'cr than the hills on the 
opposite si(Jes, the intermediate low grounds are of course narrowel', but the 
general character of the soil is common to both sides. 

In the meadows and along the shore, the tree most common is the eotton
wood, wllich with the willow fot'ms almost the exclusive growth of the Missouri, 
The hills Ol' rather high grounds, for they do not rise higher than from one 
hundred and fifty to two hundred feet, are composed of a good rich black soil, 
which is perfectly susceptible of cultivation, though it becomes richer on the 
hills beyond the Platte, and aI'e in genet'al thinly covered with timbel'. Beyond 
these hills the country extends into high open plains, which are on both sides 
sufficiently fertile, but the south has the advantage of bettel' stl'eams of watel', 
and may therefore be considered as preferable for settlements. '.rhe lands, 
however, become much better and the timbet· more abundant between the Osage 
and the Kal'lzas. From the Kanzas to the Nadawa the hills continue at nearly 
an equal distance, varying from four to eight miles from each other, except that 
n'om' the little Platte to nearly opposite the ancient Kanzas village, the hills al'e 
more remote, and the meadows of course widet' on the north side of the I·i"el'. 
"From the Nadawa the northern hilts disappear, except at. oecasional intervals, 

where they are seen at a distanee, tilt they retU1'I\ about twenty-seven miles 

aoove the Platte, near the ~ncient village of the Ayoways. On the south the 
002 
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hills continue close to the river from the ancient village of the Kanzas up- to 
Council bluff, fifty miles beyond the Platte; forming high prairie lands. On 
both sides the lands are good, and perhaps this distance from the Osage to the 
1>latte may be recommended as among the best districts on the Missouri for the 
purposes of settlers. 

From the Ayoway village the northern hills again retire from the river, to 
which they do not return till three hundred and twenty miles above, at Floyd's 
river. The hills on the south also leave the river at Council bluff.~, and reappear 
:1.t the Mahar village, two hundred miles up the Missouri. The country thus 
abandoned by the hills is more open and the timber in smaller quantities than 
below the Platte, so that although the plain is rich and covered with high gl'ass, 
the want of wood renders it less calculated for cultivation than below that river. 

The northern hills after remaining' near the Missouri for a few miles at 
Floyd's river, recede from it at the Sioux river, the course of which they follow; 
and though they again visit the Missouri at Whitestone river, where they are 
low, yet they do not return to it till beyond James river. The highlands on 
the south, after continuing neal' the river at the Mahar villages, again disappear, 
and do not approach it till the Cobalt bluffs, about forty-four miles from the 
villag'es, and then from those bluffs to the Yellowstone river, a distance of about 
one thousand miles, they follow the banks of the river with scarcely any devia
tion. 

From the James river, the lower grounds are confined within a narrow 
space by the hills on both sides, which now continue near each other up to the 
mountains. The space between them however varies from one to three miles as 
high as the Muscleshell river, from which the hills approach so high as to leave 
scarcely any low grounds on the river, and near the Falls reach the water's edge. 
Beyond the Falls the hills are scattered and low to the first range of mountains. 

The soil during the whole length of the Missouri below the Platte is gene
rally speaking very fine, and although the timber is scarce, there is still sutH
cient for the purposes of settlers. But beyond that river, although the soil is still 
rich, yet the almost total absence of timber, and particularly the want of go.od 
water, of which there is but a small quantity in the creeks, and even that 
brackish, oppose powerful obstacles to its settlement. The difficulty becomes 
still greater between the Muscleshell river and the Falls, where, besides the 
greater scarcity of timber, the country itself is less fertile. 

The elevation of these highlands varies as they pass through this extensive 
tract of country. From Wood river they are about one hundred and fifty feet 
above the water, and continue at that height till they rise near the Osage, from 
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'Which place to the ancient fortification they again diminish in size. Thence 
they continue higher till the Mandan village, after which they are rather lower 
till the neighbourhood of Muscleshell river, where they are met by the Northern 
hills, which have advanced at a more uniform height, varying from one hundred 
and fifty to two hundred or three hundred feet. From this place to the moun
tains the height of both is nearly the same, from three hundred to five hundred 
feet, and the low gl'Ounds so narrow that the traveller seems passing through a 
range of high country. FJ'om Maria's river to the Falls, the hills descend to the 
height of about two or three hundred feet. 

Monday, 19. This morning was cold, and the grass perfectly whitened by 
the frost, We were engaged in preparing packs and saddles to load the horses 
as soon as they should anive. A beaver was caught in a trap, but we were 
disappointed in t,ying to catch trout in om net; we therefore made a seine of 
willow brush, and by hauling it procured a number of fine trout, and a species 
of mullet which we had not seen befOl"e: it is about sixteen inches long, the 
scales small; the nose long, obtusely pointed. and exceeding the under jaw; the 
mouth l Pf'llS with folds at the sides; it has no teeth, and the tongue' and palate 
are smooth. 'fhe colour of its back and sides is a bluish brown, while the belly 
is white: it has the faggot bones, whence we concluded it to be of the mullet 
species. It is by no means so well flavoured a fish as the tl'Out, which are the 
same as those we 6rst saw at the Falls, larger than the speckled trout of the 
mountains in the Atlantic states, and equally well flavomed. In the evening 
the hunters J'eturned with two deer. 

Captain Clarke, in the meantime, proceeded through a wide level valley, in 
which the chief pointed out a spot where many of his tribe were killed in battle 
a year ago. The Indians accompanied him during the day, and as they had 
nothing to eat, he was obliged to feed them from his own stores, the hunters not 
being able to kill 'any thing. Just as he was entering the mountains, he met 
an Indian with two mules and a Spanish saddle, who was so polite as to offer 
one of them to him to ride over the hills. Being on foot, captain Clat'ke ac
cepted his offl:r and gave him a waistcoat as a reward for his civility. He en
camped for the night on a small stream, and the next morning, 

'fuesday, August 20, he set out at six o'clock. In passing through It con
tinuation of the hilly broken country, he met several parties of Indians. On 
coming near tile camp, which had been removed since we left them two miles 
higher np the river, Cameahwaitfrequested that the party shonld halt. This 
.as complied with: a nu~ber of Indians came out from the camp, and with 
great ceremony several pipes were smoked. This being over captain Clarke 



was cbndueted to ~ large leathern lodge prepared for his patty in the nridd~ of 
the encampment, the Indian!! havmg only shelters of willow bushes. A few 
dried berries, and one salmoll, the only food the whole yillage eould contribott!, 
were then presented to him; after which he proceeded to repeat in council, 
what bad been aIt'eady told them, the purposes of bi!J vtsit: urged them to take 
their hO\'S2S ovet' and as!'!ist in transporting (Jur baggage, and expressed a wis~ 
to obtain a ~'l;jdL to examine the river. This was explained and ellforced to 
the whole "mage by Cameahwait, and an old man was pointed out'who was 
said to know more of their geography to the north than any other person, and 
whom captain Clarke engaged to accompany him. After explaining his views 
he distributed a few :'1'eSell!S, the COllllCii was ended, and nearly half the village 
set out to hnllt the antelope, but returned without succpss. 

Captain Clarke in tIle meantime made particular inquiries as to the situation 
of the country, and the possibility of soon reaching a navigable water. The 
chief began by drawillg' on the ground a delineation of the rivet·s, from which 
it appeal'ed that his information was very limited. 'l'he nver on which the 
camp is he divided into two brnuches ju~t above ns, which, as he indicated by 
the opening of the mountains, were in view: he next made it discharge itself 
into a large river ten miles below, coming' from the south-west: the joint Ntream 
continued one day's march to the north-west, and then inclined to the westward 
for two day's march farther. At that place he placed several heaps of sand on 
each side, which, as he explained them, repre~entcd vast mountains of rock 
always covered with snow, in passing through which the river was so completely 
hemmed in by the high rocks, that there was no possillility of travelling along 
the shore; that the bed of the river was obstructed by sharp-pointed rocks, and 
such its rapidity, that as far as the eye could reach it presented a perfect column 
of foam. The mountains he said were equally inaccessible, as neither man 
nor horse could cross them; that such being' the state of the country neither he 
nor allY of his nation had ever attempted to go beyond the mountains. Cameah
wait said abo that he had been informed by the Chopunnish, or Pierced 
nOlre Indians, who reside on this river west of the mountains, that 
it ran a great way towards the setting sun, and at length lost ib;elf in a great 
lake of watel' which was ill-tasted, and where the white men lived. An Indian 
belonging to a band of 8hoshonees who lived to the south-west, and who happened 
to be at camp, was then bl'Oug'ht in, Rl,d inquil·ies made of him as to the situa
tion of the collntt·y in that direction: this he deScribed- in terms scarcely less. 
tel'l'ible than those in which Cameahwait had represenred the west. He saij 
that his relations lived at the distance of twenty day'tJ tnal'~b· Wolll this place) on 
a course a little to the west of south and not far from the whites, with whom 
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they traded for horses, mnles,cloth, metal, beads, and the sheUs het'e worn as 
'ornaments, and which are those of a 9plecies of pearl oyster. Inol'cler to reae'h 

his country :we should beohliged ctul'ingthe first seven days to climb over steep 
l'ockymonlltarins where tllere was no game, and ~e should find nothing' but 
roots for subsistence. Even for these how€Yer we should be oblig'ed to contend 

with II fierce warlike people, whom he called the Broken-moccasin, or moccasin 
with holes, who Jived ,like bears in holes, and fed on roots and the flesh of snch 
horses as they could steator 'plunder from thoRe who 'passed through the moun
tains. So 'roug~h indeed was the passage, that the feet of the horses would be 
waunded in Sllch a manner that many of them would be unable to proceed. 
The next part of the route was for ten days through a dry parched desert of 
sand, inhabited by no animal whidl would supply us with subsistence, and as 
the snn hatl now scorohed up the grass and dried up the small pools of water 
which aI'e sometimes scattered through ·this desert in the spring, hoth ourselves 
and our horses 'Would perish for want of food and watel'. Ahout the middle of 
this plam a larg'e river pa!lfles :fromsouth~east to north-west, which, though navi
gable, afforded neither timber nor ,salmon, Three 01' four day's march beyond 
this ,plain his relations lived, ina country tolerably fertile and partially covel'ed 
with timber, on another large riVe!' running in the same direction as the former; 
that this last discharges itself·into a third lal'ge river, on which resided many nu
merous nations, with ·Wh0Ul his 'own were at war, but whether this last emptied 
itself into the gTeat or stinking lake, as they called the ocean, he did not know; 
that £1'6111 ~bis country to the stinking lake was a gl'eat di&tance, and that the 
route to it, taken .by sllchofhis )'elations as had visited it, was up the river on 
which .they lived, and overtotlult on which the white peop1~ lived, and which 
they .knew discbarged itself into the ocean. This route he 'advised us to take, 
but added, ,that 'We· h3d bMter (lefel' the journey tit! spring, when he would 
himself cond1!l'Ct us. This 'MMUIit persuaded us that the streams of which 'he 
spoke were southern branches of the Columbia, heading with the Rio des 
Apostolos, and Rio ~lorado, and that the route which he n1({l1)lionoo was to 
the gulfofCaliforuia: (captain : Clarke therefore told him that this' 1'00.<\ was too 
much towards ·the so~th !fur our pnrpose, and then requested to know if tbe\!e 
was no Toute ou the left -of the .1~iver where we uowaTe, 'by which we might 
intettoept it below tlre 'mollntains; but he knew of none (}Xcept that tbrough 
the iban6Jl.pJains, which he said joined rthe mountains. on that side, :aHd through 
~hich it wasuimpossible to ;pQSs at· this season, even ,if we :were fOl'tUtlaiJe -enO'ogh 
w ~scape' 'the ~okefl-moecllSin Indians, 'Cap~in .cla'l'ke .. roo0111pensed ,tlie 
lruiLianby a pNseDt of .a:knife, with which he seemed/much gratified, and now 
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inquired of Cameahwait. by what route the Pierced-nose Indians, who he said 
lived west of the mountains, crossed over to the Missouri: this he said was towards 
the north, but that the road was a very bad one; that during the passage he had 
been told they suffered excessively from hunger, being obliged to subsist for 
many days on berries alone, there being no game in that part of the mountains, 
which were broken and rocky, and so thickly covered with timber that they 
could scarcely pass. Surrounded by difficulties as all the othel' routes are, this 
seems to be the most practicable of all the passages by land, since, if the Indians 
can pass the mountains with their women and children, no difficulties which they 
could encounter could be formidable to ns; and if the Indians below the 
mountains are so numerous as they are represented to be, they must have some 
means of subsistence equally within our power. They tell us indeed that the 
nations to the westward subsist principally on fish and roots, and that their only 
game were a few elk, deer, and antelope, there being no buffaloe west of the 
mountain. The first inquiry however was to ascertain the truth of their infor
mation relatiye to the difficulty of descending the river: for this purpose captain 
Clarke set out at three o'clock in the afternoon, accompanied by the guide and 
all his men, except one whom he left with orders to purchase a horse and join 
him as soon as possible. At the distance of four miles he crossed the river, 
and eight miles from the camp halted for the night at a small stream. The 
road which he followed was a beaten path through a wide rich meadow, in 
which were several old lodges. On the route he met a number of men, women, 
and children, as well as horses, and one of the men who appeared to possess 
some consideration turned back with him, and observing' a woman with three 
salmon, obtained them from her, and presented them to the party. Captain 
Clarke shot a mountain cock or cock of the plains, a dark brown bird larger 
than the dunghill fowl, with a long and pointed tail, and a fleshy protuberance 
about the base of the upper chop, something like that of the turkey, though 
without the snout. In the morning, 

Wednesday 21, he resumed his march early, at the distance of five miles 
reached an Indian lodge of brush, inhabited by seven families of Shoshonees. 
They behaved with great civility, gave the whole party as much boiled salmon 
as they conld eat, and added as a present several dried salmon and a considerable 
quantity of chokecherries. After smoking with them all he visited the fish weir, 
which was about two hundred yards distant; the river was here divided by three 
small islands, which occasioned the water to pass along four channels. Of these 
three were narrow, and stopped by means of trees which were stretched acroSll, 
and supported by willow stakes, sufficiently near each other to prevent the pas-

a 
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sage of the fish. About the centre of each was placed a basket formed of 
willows, eig'hteen or twenty feet in length, of a cylindrical form, and termi
nating in a conic shape at its lower extremity; this was situated with its mouth 
upwards, opposite to an aperture in the weir. The main channel of the water 
was then conducted to this weir, and as the fish entered it they were so entangled 
with each othet· that they could not move, and were taken out by untying the 
small end of the willow basket. The weir in the main channel wa~ formed in 
a manner somewhat different; there were in fact two distinct weirs formed of 
poles and willow sticks qnite across the river, approaching each otber obliquely 
with an aperture in each side near the angle. 'rhis is made by tying a number 
of poles togethet· at the top. in parcels of three, which were then set up in a 
triangular form at the base, two of the poles being in the range desired for the 
weir, and the third down the stream. To these poles two ranges of other poles 
are next lashed horizontally, with willow bark and withes, and willow sticks 
joined in with these crosswise, so as to fOl'm a kind of wicker-work from the 
bottom of the river to the height of three or four feet above the surface of the 
water. This is so thick as to prevent the fish from passing, and even in some 
patis with the help of a little gravel and some stone enables them to give any 
direction which they wish to the water. These two weirs being placed near 
to each other, one for the purpose of catching the fish as they ascend, the other 
as they go down the 1'iver, are provided with two baskets made in the form 
already described, and which are placed at the apertures of the weir. 

After examining these curious objects, he returned to the lodges, and soon passed 
the river to the left, where an Indian brought him a tomahawk, which he said 
he had found in the grass, near the lodge where captain Lewis had staid on his 
nr8t visit to the village. This was a tomahawk which had been missed at the 
time, and supposed to be stolen; it was however the only article which had 
been lost in our intercourse with the nation, and as even that was returned the 
inference is highly honourable to the integrity of the Shoshonees. On leaving 
the lodges captain Clarke crossed to the left side of the river, and despatched 
five men to the forks of it in search of the man left behind yesterday, who pro
cored a horse and passed by another t'oad as they learnt, to the forks. At the 
distance of fomteen miles they killed a very large salmon, two and a half feet 
long, in a creek six miles below the forks: and after travelling about twenty 
miles through the valley, following the course of the river, which runs nearly 
north-west, . halted in a small meadow on the right side, undet· a cliff of rocks. 
Here they were joined by the fiv:e men who had gone in quest of Crusatte. They 
had been to the forks of the river, where the natives resort in great numben for 
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the purpose of gigging fish, of which they made our men a present of five fresh 
salmon. In addition to this food, one deer was killed to-day. The western 
branch of this rivet· is much larger than the eastern, and after we passed the 
junction we found the rivet· about one hundred yards in width, rapid and shoaly, 
but containing only a small quantity of timber. As captain Lewis was the first 
white man who ,'isited its waters, captain Clarke gave it the name of Lewis's 
river. The low grounds through which he had passed to-day were rich and 
wide, but at his camp this evening the hills begin to assume a formidable aspect. 
The cliff under which he lay is of a reddish brown colour, the rocks which have 
fallen from it are a dark brown flintstone. Neat· the place are gullies of white 
sandstone, and quantities of a fine sand, of a snowy whiteness: the mountains 
on each side are high and rugged, with some pine trees scattered over 
them. 

Thursday, 22. He soon began to perceive that the Indian accounts had not 
exaggerated: at the distance of a mile he passed a small creek, and the points 
of four mountains, which were rocky, and so high that it seemed almost im
possible to cross them with horses. The road layover the sharp fragments of 
rocks which had fallen from the mOlwtains, and were strewed in heaps fot' miles 
together, yet the horses altogether unshod, travelled across them as fast as the 
men, and without detaining them a moment. They passed two bold-running 
streams, and reached the entrance of a small river, where a few Indian families 
resided. They had not been previously acquainted with the arrival of the whites, 
the g'uide was behind, and the wood so thick that we came upon them unob
served, till at a very short distance. As soon as they saw us, the women and 
children fled in great consternation: the men offered us every thing they had, 
the fish on the scaffolds, the dried berries and the collars of elk's tushes worn 
by the children. We took only a small quantity of the food, and gave them in 
return some small articles which conduced very much to pacify them. The 
guide now coming up, explained to them who we were, and the object of our visit, 
which seemed to relieve their fears, but still a number of the women and children 
did not recover from their fright, but cried during our stay, which lasted about. an 
hour. The guide, whom we found a very intelligent friendly old man,informed us, 
that up this river there was a road which led over the mountains to the Missouri. 
On resuming his route, captain Clarke went along the steep side of a mountain 
about three miles, and then reached the river near a small. island, at the lower 
part of which he encamped; he here attemped to gig some fish, but could only 
obtain· one small salmon. 'fhe river is here shoal and rapid, with many rocks 
scattered in variou.'I direotions through jts bed. On the side!! of the mou~tailli 
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are some scattered pines, and of those on the left the tops are covel'ed with them; 
there are howevet· but few in the low gt'ounds through which they passed, indeed 
they have seen only a single tree fit to make a canoe, and even that was small. 
The country has an abundant growth of berries, and we met several women and 
children gathering them, who bestowed them upon us with great liberality. 
Among the woods captain Clarke obsel'ved a species of woodpecker, the beak 
and tail of which were white, the wings black, and every other part of the 
body of a dark brown; its size was that of the robin, and it fed on the seeds 
of the pine. 

Friday, 23. Captain Clarke set off very early, but as his route lay along 
the steep side of a mountain, over il'l'egular and broken masses of rocks, which 
wounded the horseS' feet, he was obliged to proceed slowly, At the distance of 
four miles he reached the river, Lilt the rocks here became so steep, and pl'Ojected 
so far into the river, that thel'e was no mode of passing, except through the 
water. This he did for some distance, though the river was vel'y t'apid, and so 
deep that they wet'e forced to swim theil' horses. Alter following the edge of 
the water for about a mile under this steep cliff, he ,'eached a small meadow, 
below which the whole current of the rivet' heat against the right shore on which 
he was, and which was formed of a solid rock perfectly inaccessible to horses. 
Here too, the little track which he had been pursuing terminated. He there
fore resolved to leave the horses, and the gTeater part of the men, at this place , 
and examine the river still further, in oroe1' to determine if there were any 
possibility of descending it in canoes. Having killed nothing except a single 
goose to-day, and the whole of our provision being consumed last evening, it was 
by 110 means advisable to remain any length of time where they we~'e. He now 
directed the men to fish and hunt at this place till his return, and then with his 
guide ano three men he proceeded, clambering over immense rocks, and along' 
the sides of lofty precipices which bordet'ed the rivet', when at about twelve 
miles distance he reached a small meadow, the first he had seen on the river 
since he Itft his party. A little below this meadow, a larg'e creek twelve yards 
wide, and of some depth, discharges itself from the north. Here were some 
recent signs of an Indian encampment, and the tracks of a number of horses, 
who must have come along a plain Indian path, which he now saw following the 
~OUl'se of the creek, This stream his guide said led towm'ds a large river running 
to the north, and was fl'equ~nted by another nation for the purpose of catching 
fish. 'He remained here two hours, and having taken some small fish. made a 
dir:mer on them, with the addition of a few berries. ,. From the place where. he 
had Jeft the party , to the mouth of. this <:reek, the riv.er presents one continued 
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rapid, in which are five shoals, neither of which could be passed with loaded 
canoes; and the bag'gage must therefore be transported for a considerable distance 
over the steep mountains, where it would be impossible to employ horses for the 
relief of the men. Even the empty canoes must be let down the rapids by means 
of cords, and not even in that way without great risk both to the- canoes as well 
as to the men. At one of these shoals, indeed, the rocks rise so perpendicularly 
from the water as to leave no hope of a passage or even a portage without great 
labour in removing rocks, and in some instances cutting away the earth. To 
surmount these difficulties would exhaust the stl'ength of the party, and what is 
equally discoUl'aging would waste our time anel consume our provisions, of neither 
of which we have much to spare. The season is now far advanced, and the 
Indians tell us we shall shortly have snow: the salmon too have so far declined 
that the natives themselves are hastening from the country, and not an animal 
of any kind larger than a pheasant or a squirrel, and of even these a few only, 
will then be seen in this part of the mountains; after which we shall be obliged 
to rely on our own stock of provisions, which will not support us more than 
ten days. These circumstances combine to render a passage by water impracti
cable in our present situation. To descend the conrse of the river on horseback 
is the other alternative, and scarcely a more inviting one. The river is so deep 
that there are only a few places where it can be forded, and the rocks approach 
so near the water as to render it impossible to make a route along the water's 
edge. In crossing the mountains themselves we should have to encounter, 
besides their steepness, one barren surface of broken masses of rock, down which in 
certain seasons the torrents sweep vast quantities of stone into the river. These 
rocks are of a whitish brown, and towards the base of a gray colour, and so 
hard, that on striking them with steel, they yield a fire like flint. This sombre 
appearance is in some places scarcely relieved by a single tree, thoug'h near the 
river and on the creeks there. is more timber, among which are some tall pine: 
several of these might be made into canoes, and by lashmg two of them together, 
one of a tolerable size might be formed. 

After dinner he continued his route, and at the distance of half a mile passed 
another creek about five yards wide. Here his guide infol'med him that by 
ascending the creek for some distance he would have a better road, and cnt oft' 
a considerable bend of the river towards the south. He therefore pursued a 
well-beaten Indian track up this creek for about six miles when leavinO' the 
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creek to the right he passed over a ridge, and after walking a mile, again met the 
river, where it Bows through a meadow of about sixty acres in extent. This 
they passed, and then ascended a high and' steep point of amopntain,. froUl 
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which the guide now pointed out where the river broke through the mountains, 
abont twenty miles distant. Near the base of the mountains a small river falls 
in from the south: this view was terminated by one of the loftiest mountains 
captain Clarke had ever seen, which was perfectly covered with snow. '1'owards 
this formidable barrier the river went directly 011, and there it was, as the guide 
observed, that the difficulties and dangers of which he and Cameahwait had 
spoken, commenced. After reaching the mountain, he said, the river continues 
its course towards the north for many miles, between high perpendicular rocks, 
which were scattered through its bed: it then penetrated the mountain through 
a narrow gap, on each side of which arose perpendicularly, a rock as high as 
the top of the mountain before them; that the river then made a bend which 
concealed its future course from view, and as it was alike impossible to descend 
the river, or clamber over that vast mountain, eternally covered with snow, 
neither he nor auy of his nation had ever been lower than a place whence 
they could see the gap made by the river on entering the mountain. To that 
place he said he would conduct captain Clarke, if he desired it, by the next 
evening. But he was in need of no further evidence to convince him of the 
utter impracticability of the route before him. He had already witnessed the 
difficulties of part of the road, yet after all these dangers, his guide, whose 
intelligence and fidelity he could not doubt, now assured him that the difficulties 
were only commencing, and what he saw before him too clearly convinced him of 
the Indian's veracity. He therefore determined to abandon this route, and 
returned to the upper part of the last creek he had passed, and reaching it an 
hour after dark, encamped for the ni ght: on this creek he had seen in the morn
ing an Indian road coming in from the north. Disappointed in finding a route 
by water, captain Clarke now questioned his guide more particularly as to the 
direction of this road which he seemed to understand perfectly. He drew a 
map on the sand, and represented this road as well as that we passed yesterday 
on Berry creek, as both leading towardslwo forks of the same great river, where 
resided a nation called Tushepaws, who having no salmon on their river, came 
by these roads to the fish weirs on Lewis's river. He had himself been among 
these Tushepaws, and having once accompanied them on a fishing party to 
another river, he had there seen Indians who had come across the Rocky 
mOllntains. After a great deal of conversation, or' rather signs, and a second 
and more particular map from his guide, captain Clarke felt persuaded that his 
g'uide knew of a road from the Shoshonee village they had left, to the great river 

, toothenorth, without comi!lg so low down as this, on a route impr~\Cticablp 
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tor JI01'~l:" He was desirous of hastening his return, and therefore~ set out 

early, 
Saturday, :.'4, and aftel' descending the creek to the river, stopped to break

fast on benies, ill the meadow above the second creek. He then went on, but 
unfortunately fell from a mck and injured his leg very much; he however walked 
on as rapidly as he coulJ, and at foul' in the afternoon rejoined his men. Doring 
his absence they had killed one of the mountain cocks, a few pheasants. and 
some small fish, on which, with haws and serviceberries, they had subsisted. 
Captain Clarke immediately sent forward a man on horseback, with a note to 
captain Lewis, apprising him of the result of his inquiries, and late in the after
noon set out with the rest of the party, and encamped at the distance of two 
miles. The men were much disheartened at the bad prQspect of escaping from 
the mountains, and having nothing to eat but a few'berries, which have made 
several of them sick, they all passed a disagreeable night, which was rendered 
more uncomfortable by a heavy dew. 

Sunday, 25. The want of provisions urged captain Clal·ke to return as soon 
as possible; he therefore set out early, and halted an hoUl' in passing the Indian 
camp, near the fish weirs. These people treated them with great kindness, and 
though poor and dit'ty, they willingly give what little they possess; they gave 
the whole party boiled salmon and dried berries, which were not however 
in sufficient quantities to appease their hunger. They soon resumed their old 
road, but as the abstinence, or strange diet, had given one of the men a very 
severe illness, they were detained very much on his account, and it was not tiB 
late in the day they reached the cliff, under which they had encamped on the 
twenty-first. 'l'hey immediately began to fish and hunt, in order to procure a 
meal. 'Ve caught several small fish, and by means of our guide, obtained two 
salmon from a small party of women and children, who, with one man, were 
going below to gather berries. This supplied us with about half a meal, but 
after dark we were regaled with a beaver, which one of the hunters brought in. 
The othel'game seeD in the course of the day, were one deer, and a party of elk 
among the pines on the sides of the mountains. 

Monday, 26. The morning was fine, and three men were despatched ahead 
to hunt, while the rest were detained until Dine o'clock, in order to retake some 
horses which hac,l, strayed away dUl'ing the night. They then proceeded along the 
route by the forks of the river, till they reached the lower Indian camp, where 
they first were when we met them. The whole camp immediately flocked around 
bim ~1th .g~eat 3fP~ualW:e of cordiality, but aU the spare food of the viUage did 
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not amount to more than two salmon, which they gave to captain Clarke, who 
.distributed them among his men. ~ The huntel's had not been able to kill any 
thing, nOl' had captain Clarke, or the greater part of the men, any food during 
the twenty:"follr hours,till towards evening one of them shot a sa:lmon in the 
river, and a few small fish were caught, which furnished them with a scanty 
meal. 'l1he 'only animals they had seen were a few pigeon~, some very wild hares, 
a great numLer of the large black grasshopper, and a quantity of g-round lizards. 

,~ Tuesday, 27. The men, who were engaged last nightillmending their moc
casins, all except one,went out hunting, but no game was procured, One of 
the men however killed a· small salmon, and the Indians made a present of 
another, on which the wh{)le'party made a very slight breakfast. These Indians, 
to whom this life is familiar, seem contented, although they depend for subsistence 
on the scanty productions of the fishery, But our men,' who aTe used to hard
ships, but have been accustomed to have the nrst wants of natm'c regulal'ly 
supplied, feel very sensibly their wretched situation; their !itrength is wasting 
away; they begin to express theil' apprehensions of being without food, in a 
country perfectly destitute of any means of supporting life, except a few fish. 
In the course of the day an Indian brought into the camp five salmon, two of 
which captain Clarke bought, and made a supper for the party. 

Wednesday, 28. There was a frost again this moming. The Indians gave 
the party two salmon out of several which they caught in their traps, and having 
purchased two more, the party was enabled to subsist on them during' the day. 
A camp of about forty Indians from the west fork passed us to-day, on their 
route to the eastward. Our prospect of provisions is getting worse every day: 
the hunters who had ranged through the counh'y in every direction where game 
might be reasonably expected, have seen nothing. rrhe fishery is scarcely more 
productive, for an Indian who was out all day with his gig, killed only one 
salmon. Besides the four fish procured from the Indians, captain Clarke 
obtained some fish roe in exchange for three small fish-hooks, the use of which 
he taug'ht them, and which they very readily comprehended. AU the men who are 
not engaged in hunting, are occupied in making pack-saddles for the horses 
which captain Lewis informed us he had bought. 

Augusi 29. Two hunters were despatched early in the morning, but the} 
returned without killing any thing; and the only game we procured was a 
beaver, who was caught last night in a trap, which he carried off two mi.les 
before he was found. The fur of this animal is as good as any we have ever 
lIeen, nor does it in fact appear to be ever out of season on the upper branche~ 
of the Missouri. rrhis beaver, with several dozen of fine trout, gave us a 
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plentiful subsistence for the day. The party were occupied chiefly in making 
pack-saddles, in the manufacture of which we supply the place of nails and boards, 
by substituting for the first thongs of raw hide, which answer very well; and for 
boards we use the handles of our oars, and the plank of some boxes, the contents 
of which we empty into sacks of raw hides made for the purpose. The Indians 
who visit us behave with the greatest decorum, and the women are busily engaged 
in making and mending the moccasins of the party. As we had still some 
superfluous baggage which would be too heavy to carry across the mountains, 
it became necessary to make a cache or deposit. For this purpose we selected 
a spot on the bank of the river, three-quarters of a mile below the camp, and 
three men were set to dig it, with a sentinel in the neighbourhood, who was 
ordered if the natives were to straggle that way, to fire a signal for the work
men to desist and separate. Towards evening- the cache was completed, without 
being perceived by the Indians, and the packages prepared for deposit. 
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CHAP. XVI. 

-CONTEST BETWEEN DREWYER AND A SHOSHONEE-THF. FIDELITY AND HOt,OUR 01' 

THAT TRIBE-THE PARTY SET OCT ON THEIR JOURNEY-THE CONDUCT OF CAMEAH

WAIT REPROVED, A!;D HIMSELF RECONCILED-THE EASY PARTURITION OF THZ 

SHOSHONEE WOMEN-HISTORY OF THIS NATION-THEIR TERROR OF THE PAWKEES 

-THEIR GOVERNMENT AND FAMILY ECONOMY 1:11 THEIR TREATMENT OF THEIR 

WOMEN-THEIR COMPLAI:-ITS OF SPANISH TREACHERY-DESCRIPTION OF THEIR 

WEAPONS OF"WARFARE-THEIR CURIOUS MODE OF MAKING A SHIELD-THE CAPARISON 

OF THEIR HORSES-THE DRESS OF THE MEN AND OF THE WOMEN PARTICULARL' 

DESCR~BED--THEIR MODE OF ACQUIRING NEW NAMES. 

'VEDNESDAY, August 21. THE weather was very cold; the water which 
stood in the vessels exposed to the air being covered with ice a. quarter of an 
inch thick: the ink freezes in the pen, and the low grounds are perfectly whitened 
with frost: after this the day proved excessively warm. The pa'l'ty were engaged 
in their usual occupations, and completed twenty saddles with the necessary 
harness, who all prepared to set off as soon as the Indians should arrive. Our two 
hunters who were despatched early in the mOl'l1ing have not retul'l1ed, so that we 
were obliged to encroach on our pork and corn, which we consider as the last 
resource, when our casual supplies of game fail. After dark we carried our 
baggage to the cache, and deposited what we thought too· cumbrous to cal'ry 
with us: a small assortment of medicines, and all the specimens of plants, seeds, 
and minerals, collected since leaving the Falls of the Missouri. Late at night 
Drewyer, one of the hunters, returned with a fawn and a considerable quantity 
of Indian plunder, which he had taken by way of reprisal. \Vhile hunting this 
morning in the Shoshonee cove, he came suddenly upon an Indian camp, at 
which were an old man, a young one, three women, anJ ,l boy: they showed no 
surprise at the sight of him, and he therefore rode up to them, and after turning 
his horse loose to graze, sat down and began to converse with them by signs. 
They had just finished a repast Oil some roots, and in about t.wenty minutes one 
of the women spoke to the rest of the pal'ly, who immediately went out, collected 
theirhorses, and began to saddle them. Having rested himself, Drewyer thoug-ht 
that he would continue his huut, and rising, went to catch his horse, who was at 
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a short distance, fOl'getting at the moment to take up his rifle. He had scarcely 
gone more than fifty paces when the Indians mounted their horses, the young 
man snatched up the rifle, and leaving all their baggage, whipt their horses, and 
set off at full speed towards the passes of the mountains: Drewyer instantly 
jumped on his horse and pursued them, After running about ten miles the 
horses of the women nearly gave out, and the women finding Drewyer gain on 
them raised dreadful cries, which induced the young man to slacken his pace~ 
and being' mounted on a very fleet horse rode round them at a short distance. 
Drewyer now came up with tile women, and by signs persuaded them that he 
did not mean to hurt them: they then stopped, and as the young man came 
towards them Drewyer asked him for his rifle, but the only part of the answer 
which he undel'stood was Pahkee, the name by which they call theil' enemies, 
the Minnetarees of Fort de Prairie, While they were thus engaged in talking, 
Drewyer watched his opportunity, and seeing the Indian off his g'uard, gaJlopped 
up to him and seized his rifle: the Indian struggled for some time, bnt finding 
Drewyer getting too strong fOl' him, had the presence of mind to open the pan 
and let the priming fall out: he then let go his hold, and giving his horse the 
whip escaped at full speed, leaving the women to the mercy of the conqueror. 
Drewyer then returned to where he had first seen them, where he found that 
their baggage had been left behind, and brought it to camp with him. 

Thursday, 22. This moming early two men were sent to complete the 
covering of the cache, which could not be so perfectly done during the night as 
to elude the search of the Indians. On examining the spoils which Drewyel' 
had obtained, they were found to consist of several dressed and undressed 
skins; two bags woven with the bark of the silk-grass, each containing a bushel 
of dried serviceberries, and about the same quantity of roots: an instrument 
made of bone for manufacturing the flints into heads for anows; and a nnmber 
of flints themselves: these were much of the same colour and nearly as trans
parent as common black glass, and when cut detached itself into flakes, leaving 
a very sharp edge. 

The roots were of three kinds, and folded separate from each othel' in hides of 
buffaloe made into parchment. rfhe first is a fusiform root six in~hes long, and 
about the size of a man's finger at the largest end, with radicles larger than is 
usual in roots of the fusiform sort: the rind is white and thin, the body is also 
white, mealy, and easily reducible, by pounding, to a substance resembling 
flour, like which it thickens by boiling, and is of an agreeable flavour: it is eaten 
frequently in its raw state either green or dried. 'fhe second species was much 
mutilated, but appeared to be fibrous; it is of a cylindl'ical form about the size 
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Qf a small quill, hard and brittle. A part of the rind which had not been de
tached in the preparation was hard and black, but the rest of the root was per
fectly white: this the Indians informed us was always boiled before eating; and 
on making the experiment we fonnd that it became perfectly soft, but had a 
bitter taste, which was nauseous to OUl" taste, but which the Indians !'eemed to 
relish; for on giving the roots to them they were very heartily swallowed. 

The third species was a small nut about the size of a nutmeg, of an irregu
larly rounded form, something like the smallest of the Jerusalem artichokes, 
which, on boiling, we found them to resemble also in flavour, and is certainly 
the best 1"00t we have seen in u!'e among the Indians. On inquiring- of the 
Indians from what plant those roots were procured, they informed us that none 
of them grew near this place. 

The men were chiefly employed in dressing- the skins belonging to the party 
who accompanied captain Clarke. About eleven o'clock Chaboneau and his 
wife returned with Cameahwait, accompanied by about fifty men with their 
women and children. After they had encamped neal- us and turned loose theil' 
horses, lfe called a conncil of all the chiefs and warriors and addressed them in 
a speech: additional presents were then distributed, particularly to the two 
second chiefs, who had agreeably to their promises exerted themselves in our 
favour. The council was then adjourned, and all the Indians were treated with 
an abundant meal of boiled Indian com and beans. The poor wretches, who 
had no animal food and scarcely any thing but a few fish, had been almost 
starved, and received this new luxury with gl'eat thankfulness. Out of compli
ment to the chief we g-ave him a few dried squashes which we had brought 
from the Mandans, and he declared it was the best food he had ever tasted ex
cept sugar, a small lump of which he had received from his sister: he now de
clared how happy}hey should all be to live in a countt-y which produced so 
many good things, and we told him that it would not be long before the white 
men would put it in theil' power to live below the mountains, where they might 
themselves cultivate all these kinds of food instead of wandering in the moun
tains. He appeared to be much pleased with this information, and the whole 
party being now in excellent temper after their repast, we began our purchase 
of horses. We soon obtained five very good ones on very reasonable terms; 
that is, by giving for each merchandise which cost us originally about six 
dollars. We have again to admire the perfect decency and propriety of their 
conduct; for although so numerous, they do not attempt to crowd round our 
camp or take any thing which they see lying about, and whenever they borrow 
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knive~ or kettles or any other article from the men, they return them with great 
fidelity. 

Towards evening we formed a drag of bushes, and in about two hours caught 
five hundred and twenty-eig'ht very good fish most of them large trout. Among 
them we observed for the first time ten 01' twelve trout of a white or silvery 
colour, except on the back and head where they are of a bluish cast: in appear
!nce and shape they resemble exactly the speckled tl'Out, except that they are 
not quite so large, though the scales are much larger, and the flavour equally 
good. The greater part of the fish was distributed among the Indians. 

Fri(Iay, 23. Our visitors seem to depend wholly on us for food, and as the 
state of 0l1\' provisions obliges llS to be careful of OUI' remaining stock of corn 
and flOUl', this was an additional reason for urging Oul' departnre; but Cameah
wait requested liS to wait till the anival of another party of his nation who were 
expected to-day. Knowing that it would be in vain to oppose his wish, we 
consented, and two hunters were sent out with orders to go further up the south
east fork than they had hitherto heen. At the same time the chief was informed' 
of the low state of Oul' provisions, and advised to send out his young men to 
hunt. This he recommended them to do, and most of them set ont: we then 
sunk our canoes by means of stones to the bottom of the river, a situation which 
better than any other secured them against the effects of the high waters, and 
the frequent fires of the plains; the Indians having promised not to disturb them 
during our absence, a promise we believe the more readily, as they are almost 
too lazy to take the trouhle of raising them for fire-wood. We were desirous of 
purchasing some more horses, but they declined selling any until we reached 
their camp in the mountains. Soon after starting the Indian hunters discovered 
a mule buck, and twelve of their horsemen pursued it, for four miles. We saw 
the chase, whieh was very entertaining, and at length they rOlie it down and 
killed it. This mule buck was the largest deer of any kind we have seen, being 
nearly al'> large as a doe elk. Besides this they bl'ought in another deel' and 
three goats; but instead of a general distribution of the meat, and such as we 
have hitherto seen among all tribes of Indians, we observed that some families· 
had a large share, while others received none. On inquiring of Cameahwait 
the reason of this custom, he said that meat among them was SCal'ce, that each 
huntel' reserved what he killed for the use of himself and his own family, none 
of the rest having any claim on what he chose to keep. Our hunters returned 
soon after with two mule deer and three common deer, three of which we dis
tl'ibuted among the families who had rec~ived none of the game of iheir OWA 
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hunters. About three o'clock the expected party consisting of fifty men, 'Women 
and children arrived. We now learnt that most of the Indians were on their 
way down the valley towards the buffaloe country, and some anxiety to accom
pany them appeared to prevail among those who had promised to assist us in 
crossing the mountains. We ourselves were not without some apprehension 
that they mig'ht leave us, but as they continued to say that they would return 
with us, nothing was said upon the subject. We were, however, resolved to 
move early in the morning, and therefore despatched two men to hunt in the 
cove and leave the game on the route we should pass to-morrow. 

Saturday, 24. As the Indians who arrived yesterday had a number of spare 
horses, we thought it probable they might be willing to dispose of them, and 
desired the chief to speak to them for that purpose. They declined g'iving any 
positive answer, but requested to see the goods which we proposed to exchange. 
We then produced some battle-axes which we had made at fort Mandan, and a 
quantity of knives; with both of which they appeared very much pleased; and 
we were soon able to purchase three horses by giving for each an axe, a knife, a 
handkerchief and a little paint. To this we were obliged to add a second 
knife, a shirt, a handkerchief and a pair of leggings; and such is the estimation 
in which those animals are held, that even at this price, which was double that 
for a horse, the fellow who sold him took upon himself great merit in having 
given away a mnle to us. They now said that they had no more horses for 
sale, and as we had now nine of our own, two hired horses, and a mule, we 
beg'an loading them as heavily as was prudent, and placing the rest on the 
shoulders o~ the Indian women, left our camp at twelve 0' clock. We were all 
on foot, except Sacajawea, for whom her husband had purchased a horse with 
some articles which we gave him for that purpose; an Indian however had the 
politeness to offer captain Lewis one of his horses to ride, which he accepted in 
order better to direct the march of the party . We crossed the river below the 
forks, directed our course towards the cove by the route all'eady passed, and had 
just reached the lower part of the cove when an Indian rode up to ,captain 
Lewis to inform him that one of his men was very sick, and unable to come on. 
The party was immediately halted at a run which falls into the creek on the 
left, and captain Lewis rode back two miles, and found Wiser severely affiicted 
with the colic: by giving him some of the essence of peppermint and laudanum, 
he recovered sufficiently to ride the horse of captain Lewis, who then rejoined 
the party on foot. When he arrived he found that the Indians .who had been. 
impatiently expecting his return, at last unloaded their horses and turned them 
loose, and had now made their. camp for the night. It would have been fruit-
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less to remonst\'ate, and not prudent to excite any irritation, and therefOl'e, 
although the sun was still high, and we had made only six miles, we thought it 
best to remain with them: after we had encamped there fell a sligllt shower of 
rain, One of the men caught several fine trout; but Drewyer had been sent 
out to hUllt without having killen any thing, 'Ve thel'efore gave a little corn to 
those of the Indians who were actually engag'ed in carrying our baggage, and 
who had absolutely nothing to eat. We also advised Cameahwait, as we could 
not supply all his people with provisions, to recommend to all who wel'e not 
assisting us, to go on lJefore us to their camp. This he did: but in the morn
mg, 

Sunday, 25, a few only followed his advice, the rest accompanying us at 
some distance on each side. 'Ye set out at sunrise, and aftel' going seventeen 
miles halted for dinner within two miles of the narrow pass in the mountains. 
The Indians who were on the sides of oUl' party had started some antelopes, but 
were oblig'ed after a pUt'suit of seve!'al hoUt's to abandon the chase: oUt' hunters 
bad in the meantime brought in three deer, the g"l'eater part of which was dis
tributed among the Indians. 'Vhilst at dinner we learnt oy means of Sacajawea, 
that the young men who left us this morning, can'ied a request from the chief, 
that the village would break up its encampment and meet this party to-morrow, 
when they would all go down the Missouri into the bufl'aloe country, Alarmed 
at this new caprice of the Indians, which, if not counteracted, threatened to 
leave ourselves and our baggage on the mountains, 01' even if we reached the 
waters of the Columbia, prevent our obtaining horses to go on further, captain 
Lewis immediately called the three chiefs together. After smoking a pipe he 
asked them if they were men of their words, and if we can rely on their pro
mises. They readily answered in the affirmative. He then asked, if they had 
not agreed to assist us in canying OUl' baggage over the mountains. 'fo this 
they also answered yes; and why then, said he, have you requested your people 
to meet us to-morrow, where it will be impossible for us to trade for horses, as 
you promised we should, If, he continued, you had not promised to help us in 
transporting our goods over the mountains, we should not have attemped it, but 
have returned down the river, after which no white men would ever have come 
into your country. If you wish the whites to be your fl'iends, and to bring you 
arms and protect you from your enemies, you should never promise what you do 
not mean to perform: when I first met you, you doubted what I said. yet you 
afterwards St\W that I told you the truth. How therefore can you doubt what I 
now teU you; you see that I have divided amongst you the meat which my 
hunters kill, and I promise to give all who assist us a share of whatever we have 
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to eat. If therefo"e you intend to keep yo.ur pro.mise, send o.ne of the young men 
immediately to. order the people to remain at the village till we arrive. 

The two inferio.r chiefs then !'aid, that they had wished to. keep their words 
and to assist us; that they had not sent fo.r the peo.ple, but o.n the contrary had 
disappro.ved of the measure which was do.ne wholly by the first chief. Came
ahwait remained silent fo.r so.me time: at last he said that he knew he had do.ne 
wrong, but that seeing his peo.ple all in want of provisio.ns, he had wished to 
hasten their departure fo.r the country where their wants might be supplied. He 
ho.wevel· now declared, that having passed his word he wo.uld never violate it, 
and co.unter-o.rders were immediately sent to the village by a young man, to 
whom we gave a handke"chief in Ol'del' to. ensure despatch and fidelity. 

This difficulty heing no.w afljusted, o.ur march was resumed with an unusual 
degree of alacrity o.n the part o.f the Indians. 'Ve passed a spo.t, where six 
years ago. the Shosohnees suffered a very severe defeat from the Minnetarees; 
and late in the evening we reached the upper part o.f the co.ve where the creek 
enters the mo.untains. The part o.f the cove o.n the north-east side o.f the creek 
has lately been burnt, most pro.bably as a sig'nal on some occasion. Here we 
were jo.ined by o.ur hunters with a single deer, which captain Lewis g'ave, as a 
proof o.f his sincerity, to. the wo.men and children, and remained supperless 
himself, As we came alo.ng' we observed seveml larg'e hares, so.me ducks, and 
many of the cock of the plains: in the low grounds uf the cove were also. co.n
siderable quantities of wild onions. 

l\Ionday, 26. The morning was excessively co.ld, and the ice in o.ur vessels 
was nearly a quarter o.f an inch in thickness: we set o.ut at sunrise, and soon 
reached the fo.untain o.f the Misso.uri, where we haIted fo.r a few minutes, 
and then cro.ssing the dividing ridge reached the fine spring where captain Lewis 
had slept o.n the 12th in his first excursion to the Shosho.nee camp. The grass o.n 
the hill sides i!l perfectly dt·y and parched by the sun, but near the spring was a fine 
green grass: we therefore halted for dinner and turned our ho.rses to graze. To 
each of the Indians who. were engaged in canying o.ur baggage was distributed 
a pint of corn, which they parched, then po.unded, ann made a sort ~f soup. One 
of the women who had been leading two. o.f our packho.rses halted at a rivulet 
abo.ut a mile behind, and sent on the two. horses by a female friend: on inquir
ing of Cameahwait the cause of her detention, he answered with great 
appearance o.f unco.ncern, that she had just sto.pped to. lie in, but wo.ulcl so.on 
overtake us. In fact, we were asto.nished to. see her in ~ abo.ut an ho.ur's time 
come o.n with her new born infant and pass us on her way to the camp, apparently 
in perfect health. 
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This wonderfnl facility with which the Indian women bring forth their 
children, seems rather some benevolent gift of nature, in exempting them from 
pains which their savage state would render doubly grievous, than any result of 
haoit. If, as has been imagined, a pure dry ail' or a cold and elevated country 
are obstacles to easy delivery, every difficult incident to that operation might be 
expected in this part of the contiutmt: no!' can another reason, the habit of 
carrying heavy burthens during pregnancy, be at all applicable to the Shoshonee 
women, who l'arely carry any burdens, since their nation possesses an abundance 
of horses. '~Ye have indeed been several times informed -by those conversant 
with Indian manners, and who asserted their knowledge of the fact, that Indian 
women pregnant by white men experience more difficulty in child-birth than 
when the fathel' is an Indian. If this account be true, it may contribute to 
strengthen the belief, that the easy delivery of the Indian women is wholly con
stitutional. 

The tops of the high il'reg'ulal' mountains to the westward are still entirely 
covered with snow; and the coolness which the air acquires in passing them, is a 
very agreeable relief from the heat, which has dried up the herbage on' the sides 
of the hills. While we stopped, the women were busily employed in collecting 
the root of a plant with which they feed their children, who like their mothers 
are nearly half starved and in a wretched condition. It is a species of fennel 
wliich grows in the moist gTounds; the radix is of the knob kind, of a long 
ovate form, terminating in a single radicle, the whole being thl'ee or four inches 
long, and the thickest part about the size of a man's little finger: when fresh, it 
is white, firm, and crisp; and when dried and pounded makes a fine white meal. 
Its flavour ,is not unlike that of aniseed, though less pungent. From one to four 
of these knobbed roots are attached to a single stem which rises to the height of 
three or four feet, and is jointed, smooth, cylindric, and has several small 
peduncles, one at each joint above the sheathing leaf. Its ~olour is a deep green, 
as is also that of the leaf, which is sheathing, sessile, and polipartite, the divisions 
being long and narrow. The flowers, which are now in bloom, are small and 
numerous, with white and umbelliferous petals: there are no root leaves. As 
soon .as the seeds have matured, the roots of the present year as well as the stem 
decline, and are renewed in the succeeding spring from the little knot which 
unites the roots. The sunflower is also abundant here, and the seeds, wh~ch 
are now ripe, are' gatheced in considerable quantities, and after being pounded 
and rubbed between smooth stones, form a kind of meai, which is a favourite 
dish among the Indians. 

After dinner we continued our route and were soon met by a party of young 
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men on horseback,. who turned with us and went to the village. Ag soon as we 
were within sight of it, Cameahwait requested that we would discharge our 
guns; the men were therefore dt'awn up in a single rank, and gave a running 
fire of two rounds, to the great satisfaction of the J ndians. We then proceeded 
to the encampment where we arrived about six o'clock, and were conducted to 
the leathern lodge in the centre of thirty-two others made of brush, The 
baggage was arranged near this tent, which captain Lewis occupied, and sur
rounded by those of the men so as to secure it from pillage, 'fhis camp was in 
a beautiful smooth meadow near the river, and about three miles above their camp 
when we first visited the Indians, "Ve here found Colter, who had been sent 
by captain Clarke with a note apprising us that there were no hopes of a passage 
by water, and that the most practicable route seemed to be that mentioned by his 
guide, towards the north, Whatever t'oad we meant to take, it was now necessary 
to provide ourselves with horses; we therefore informed Cameahwait of om' 
intention of going to the great river beyond the mountains, and that we would 
wish to purchase twenty more hOl'ses: he said the Min.netarees had stolen a 
great numbet' of their horses tbis spring, but he still hoped they could spare us 
that number. In order not to lose the present favourable moment, and to keep 
the Indians as cheerful as possible, the violins were brought out and our men 
danced to the gl'eat diversion of the Indians. This mirth was the more welcome, 
because our situation was not precisely that which would most dispose us for 
gaiety, for we have only a little parched corn to eat, and our means of subsist
ence or of success, depend on the wavering temper of the natives, who may 
change their minds to-morrow. 

. 'fhe Shoshonees are a small tribe of the nation called Snake Indians, a 
vague denomination, which embraces at once the inhaLitants of the southern 
parts of the Rocky mountains aDd of the plains on each side. T.he Shoshonees 
with whom we now are, amount to about one hundl'ed w~rriors, and three times 
that number of women and children. Within their own recollection they 
formerly lived in the plains, but they have been driven into the mountains by 
the Pawkees. 01' the roving Indians of the Sascatchawain, and are now oblig'ed 
to visit occasionally, and by stealth, the countI"y of their ancestors. Their 
live!; are indeed migratory. From the middle of May to the beginning of Sep
tember, they reside on the waters of the Columbia, wlkre they consider 
themselves perfectly secure from the Pawkees, who have never yet found their 
way to that retreat. During this time they liubs~t cbiefly on salmon, and as 
tbat ish disappears on the _approuh of unhunD, they, are obliged to seek 
rubsiswAce elsewhere, They then .cross the ridge to the waters of th.e Mwouri,. 
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down which they proceed slowly and cautiously, till they are joined near the 
three forks by other bands, either of their own nation or of the Flatheads, with 
whom they associate against the common enemy. Being now stl'Ong in numbel's, 
they venture to hunt buffaloe in the plains eastward of the mountains, near which 
they spend the wintcr, till the return of the salmon invites them to the Columbia. 
But such is their terror of the Pawkees, that as long as they call obtain the 
scantiest subsistence, they do not leave the interiOl' of the mountains; and as soon 
as they collect a large stock of dried meat, they again retreat, and thus alter
nately obtaining their food at the hazard of their lives, and hiding themselves to 
consume it. In this loose and wandering existence they suffer the extremes of 
want: for two-thirds of the year they are forced to live in the mountains, 
passing whole weeks without meat, and with nothing to eat but a few fish and 
roots. Nor can any thing' be imagined more wretched than their condition at 
the present time, when the salmon is fast retiring, when roots are becoming' 
scarce, and they have not yet acquired strength to hazard an encounter with their 
enemies. So insensible are they however to these calamities, that the Shosho
nees are not only cheerful but even gay; and their charactel', which is more 
interesting than that of any Indians we have seen, has in it much of the dignity 
of misfortune. In their intercourse with strangers they are fl"ank and communi
cative, in their dealings perfectly fair, nor have we had during our stay with 
them, any reason to suspect that the display of all our new and valuable wealth, 
has tempted them into a single act of dishonesty. 'Yhile they have generally 
shared with us the little they possess, they have always abstained from begging 
any thing from us. With their liveliness of temper, they are fond of gaudy 
dresses, and of all sods of amusements, particularly of games of hazard; and like 
most Indians fond of boasting of their own warlike exploits, whether real or 
fictitious. In their conduct towards ourselves, they were kind and obliging, and 
though on one occasion they seemed willing to neglect us, yet we scarcely knew 
how to blame the treatment by which we suffered, when we recollected how few 
civilized chiefs would have hazarded the comforts or the subsistence of their 
people for the sake of a few straJlgers. This ,manliness of character may cause, 
or it may be formed by the nature of their government, which is perfectly free 
from any restraint. Each individual is his own master, and the only control 
to which his conduct is subjected, is the advice of a chief supported by his in
fluence over the opinions of the rest of the tt·ibe. The chief himself is in fact 
no more than the most confidential person among the warriors, a rank neither 
distinguished by any external honor, nor invested by any ceremony, but 
,radually acquired from' the good wishes of his companions and by superior 
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inerit. Such an officer has therefore strictly no power; he may recommend or 
advise 01' influence, but his commands have no effect on those who incline to 
disobey, and who may at any time withdraw fmm their voluntary allegiance, 
His shadowy authority, which cannot survive the confidence which supports it, 
often decays with the personal vigour of the chief, or is transferred to some more 
fortunate or favourite hero. 

In theil' domestic economy, the man is equally sovereign, The man is the 
sole proprietor' of his wives and daughters, and can barter them a way, or dispose 
of them in any manner he may think proper. 1'he children are seldom corrected; 
the boys, particularly, soon becoll,le their own masters; they are never whipped, for 
they say that it bl'eaks their spirit, and that aftel' being flogged they nevel' recover 
their independence of mind, even when they gr'ow to manhood. A plurality of 
wives is very common; but these are not generally sisters, as among the Minne
tarees and Mandans, but are purchased of different fathers. The infant daughters 
are often betrothed by their father to men who are grown, eithel' for themselves 
or for their son~, fOl' whom they are desirous of providing wives. The compen
sation to the father is usually made in horses or mules; and the girl remains 
with her parents till the age of puberty, which is thirteen 01' fourteen, when she 
is surrendered to her husband. At the ~ame time the father often makes a 
pl'esent to the husband equal to what he had formerly received as the price of his 
daughter, though this return is optional with her parent. Sacajawea had 
been contracted in this way before she was taken prisoner, and when we 
brought her back, her betrothed was still living. Although he was double the 
age of Sacajawea, and had two other wives, he claimed her, but on finding that 
she had a child by her new husband, Chaboneau, he relinquished his pretensions 
and said he did not want her. " 

The chastity of the women does not appear to be held in much estimation. 
The husband will for a trifling present lend his wife for a night to a stranger, 
and the loan may be protracted by increasing the value of the present. Yet 
strange as it may seem, notwithstanding this facility any connexion of this kind 
not authorized by the husband, i is considered highly offensive and quite as dis
graceful to his character as the same licentiousness in civilized societies, The 
Shoshonees are not so importunate in volunteering the services of their wives as 
we found the Sioux were; and indeed we observed among ,them' some women 
who appeared to be held in more re~pect than those of any nation we had seen. 
But the mass of the femaIel'l are condemned, as among all savage nations, to the 
lowest and most laborious drudgery. When the tribe is stationary, they collect 
the roots, and cook; they build the huts, dl'ess the skins and make clothing; 
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eollect the' wODd, and assist in taking care of the hOl'ses on the route; th~}' load 
the horses and have the charge of all the bag·gage. '1'1Ie only business of the 
mati is to fight; he therefore takes on himself the care of his horse, the com
panion of his warfare; but he will descend to no other labour thau to hunt and 
to fish. He would consider himself degraded by being compelled to walk any 
distance; and were he so poor as to possess only two horses, he would ride the 
best of them, and leave the other for his wives and children and their baggage; 
and if he has too many wives or too much baggage for the horse, the wives have 
no alternative but to follow him on foot; they are not however often reduced to 
those extremities, for thei., stock of horses is very ample. Notwithstanding their 
losses this spring they still have at least seven hundred, among which are about 
forty colts, and half that number of mules, There are no horses here which can 
be considered as wild; we have seen two only on this side of the MusclesheU 
river which were without owners, and even those although shy, showed every 
mark of having been once in the possession of man. The orig'inal stock wafi 
procured from the Spaniards, but they now raise their own. rrhe horses are 
generally very fine, of a good size, vigorous and patient of fatigue as well as 
hunger. Each waniol' has one 01' two tied to a stake neal' his hut both day and 
night, so as to be always prepared for action. rrhe mules are obtained in the 
course of trade from the Spaniards, with whose brands several of them are marked, 
or stolen from them by the frontier Indians. They are the finest animals of that 
kind we have ever seen, and at this distance from the Spanish colonies are very 
highly valued. The worst are considered.as worth the ptice of two hOnle", and 
a good mule cannot be obtained for less than three and sometimes fonr 
h9rses. 

We also saw a bridle bit, stirrups and several other articles which, like the 
mules, came from the Spanish colonies. The Shoshonees say that they can 
reach those settlements in ten days' march by the route of the Yellow-stone 
river; but we readily perceive that the Spaniards are by no means favourites. 
They complain that the Spaniards refuse to let them have firearms under pre
tence that these dangerous weapons will only induce them to kill each other. 
In the meantime, say the Shoshonees, we are left to the mercy of the Minne
tarees, who having arms, plunder them of their horses, and put them to death 
without mercy. "But this should not be," said Cameahwait fiercely, "if we 
had guns, instead of hiding ourselves in the mOWltains aad living like the bears 
on roots and berries, we would then go down and live in the buff aloe (lounUy 
in spite of our enemies, whom we never fear when we meet on equal terms." 

.As war is the chief occupation, bravery is the tirst virtue among the 
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Shoshonees. None clln hope to be distinguished without having given proof.-; of 
it, nor can there be any preferment, or influence among the nation, without, 
some warlike achievement. Those impOl·tant events which give reputation to a 
warrior, and which entitle him to a new name, are killing a white bear, stelliling 
individually the horses of the enemy, leading out a party who happen to be 
successful either in plundering horses or destroying the enemy, and lastly scalping 
a warrior. 1'hese acts seem of nearly equal dignity, but the last, that of taking' 
an enemy's scalp, is an honour quite independent of the act of vanquishing him. 
To kill YOUl' adversary is of no importance unless the scalp is brought ft'om the 
neld of battle, and were a warrior to slay any number of his enemies in action, 
and others were to obtain the scalps or fil'st touch the dead, they would have all 
the honours, since they have borne off the trophy. 

Although thus oppressed by the Minnetal'ees, the Sh~shonees are still a very 
military people. Their cold and rugged country inures them to fatigue; their 
long abstinence makes them support the dangers of mountain warfare, and worn 
down as we saw them, by want of sustenance, have a look of fierce and adven
turous courage. The Shoshonee warrior always fights on horseback; he 
possesses a few bad guns, which are reserved exclusively for war, but his com
mon arms are the bow and arrow, a shield, a lance, and a weapon called by the 
Chippeways, by whom it was formerly used, the poggamoggon. The bow is 
made of cedar or pine covered on the outer side with sinews and glue. It is 
about two and a half feet long, and does not differ in shape from those used by 
the Sioux, Mandans and Minnetarees. Sometimes, however, the bow is made 
of a single piece of the horn of an elk, covered on the back like those of wood 
with sinews and glue, and occasionally ornamented by a strand wrought of 
porcupine quills and sinews, which is wrapped round the horn near its two euds. 
The bows made of the horns of the bighorn, are still more prized, and are formed 
by cementing with glue flat pieces of the horn together, covering the back with 
sinewes and glue, and loading the whole with an unusual quantity of ornaments. 
The arrows resemble those of the other Indians, except in being more slender 
than any we have seen. They are contained, with the implements for striking 
fire, in a narrow qui vel' formed of different kinds of skin, though that of the 
otter seems to be prefet·red. It is just long enough to protect the arrows from 
the weather, and is worn on the back by meaus of a strap passing over the right 
shoulder and under the left arm. The shield is a circular piece of buffaloe hide 
about two feet four or five inches in diameter, ornamented with feathers, and a 
fringe round it of dressed leather, and adOl'~d or deformed with paintings of 
strange fignres. 'l'he buffaloe hide is perfectly proof against any arrow, but in 
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the minds of the Shoshonees, its power to protect them is chiefly derived froUl 
the virtues which are communicated to it by the old men and jugglers. To 
make a shield is indeed one of their most important ceremonies: it begins by a 
feast to which all the wan'iors, old men and jugglers are invited. After the 
repast a hole is dug in the ground about eighteen inches in depth and of the 
same diameter as the intended shield: into this hole red hot st()nes are thrown and 
water poured over them, till they emit a very strong hot steam. The buffaloe 
skin, which must be the entire hide of a male two years old, and never suffered 
to dry since it was taken from the animal, is now laid aCI'oss the hole, with the 
fleshy side to the gl'ound, and stretched in every direction by as many as can 
take hold of it. As the skin becomes heated, the hair separates and is taken off 
by the hand; till at last the skin is contracted into the compass designed for the 
shield. It is then taken off and placed on a hide prepared into parchment, and 
then pounded dl1l'ing the rest of the festival by the bare heels of those who are 
invited to it. This operation sometimes continues for several days, after which 
it is delivered to the proprietor, and declared by the old men and jugglers to be 
a security against arrows; and provided the feast has been satisfactory, against 
even the bullets of their enemies. Such is the delusion, that many of the Indians 
implicitly believe that this ceremony has given to the shield supernatural powers, 
and that they have no longer to fear any weapons of their enemies. 

The poggamoggon is an instrument, consisting of a handle twenty-two 
inches long, made of wood, covered with dressed leather about the size of a 
whip-handle: at one end is a thong of two inches in length, which is tied to a 
round stone weighing two pounds and held in a cover of leather: at the. other 
end is a loop of the same material, which is passed round the wrist so as to 
secure the hold of the instrument, with which they strike a very severe blow. 

Besides these, they have a kind of armour :iOmething like a coat of mail, 
which is formed by a great many folds of dressed antelope skins, united by 
means of a mixture of glue and sand. With this they cover their own bodies and 
those of their horses, and find it impervious to the arl'Ow. 

The caparison of their horses is a halter and a saddle: the first is either a 
rope of six or seven strands of buffaJoe hair platted or twisted together, about 
the size of a man's fingel' and of great strength: or merely a thong of raw hide, 
made pliant by pounding and rubbing; though the first kind is much preferred. 
The halter is very long, and is never taken from the neck of the horse when in 
constant use. One end of it is first tied round the neck in a knot and then 
brought down to the under jaw, round which it is formed into a simple noose, 
passing through the mouth: it is then drawn up on the right side and held by 
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the rider in his left hand, while the rest b'ails after him to some distance, 
At other times the knot is formed at a little distance from one of the ends, so 
as -to let that end sel've as a bl'idle, while the other trails on the ground. With 
these cords dangling along side of them, the horse is put to his full speed without 
fear of falling, and when he is tUl'ned to gTaze, the noose is merely taken from 
his mouth, The saddle is formed like the pack-saddles used by the French and 
Spaniards, of two flat thin boards which fit the sides of the horse, and are kept 
together by two cross pieces, one before and the other behind, which rise to a 
considerable height, ending sometimes in a flat point extending outwards, and 
always making the saddle deep and narrow. Under this a piece of buft'aloe skin, 
with the hair on, is placed so as to prevent the rubbing of the boards .. and when 
they mount they throw a piece of skin or robe over the saddle, which has no 
permanent cover. When stirrups al'e used, they consist of wood covered with 
leather; but stirrups and saddles are conveniences reserved for old men and 
women. The young warriors rarely use any thing except a small leather pad 
stuffed with hail', and secured by a girth made of a leathern thong. In this 
way they ride with great expertness, and they have a particular dexterity in 
catching the horse when he is running at larg·e. If he will not immediately 
submit when they wish to take him, they make a noose in the rope, and although 
the horse may be at a distance, or even running, rarely fail to fix it on his neck; 
and such is the docility of the animal, that however unruly he may seem, he 
surrenders as soon as he feels the rope on him. This cord is so useful in this 
way that it is nevel' dispensed with, even when they use the Spanish bridle, which 
they prefer, and always procure when they have it in their power. 'fhe horse 
becomes almost an object of attachment: a favomite is frequently painted and 
his ears cut into various shapes: the mane and tail, which are never drawn nor 
trimmed, are decol'ated with ft)athers of birds, and sometimes a warrior suspends 
at the breast of his horse the finest ornaments he possesses. 

Thus armed and mounted the Shoshonee is a formidable enemy, even with 
the feeble weapons which he is still obliged to use, When they attack at full 
speed they bend forward and cover their bodies with the shield, while with the 
right hand they shoot under the horse's neck. 

The only articles of metal which the Shoshonees possess are a few bad knives, 
some brass k~ttles, some bl'acelets or armbands of iron and brass, a few buttons 
worn as orna~ents in their hair, one or two spears about a foot in lengtb, and 
some heads for a\'l'OWS, made of il'on and brass. All these they had ob
tained in trading with the Crow or Rocky mountain Indians, who live on 
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the Yellowstone. The few bridle-bits and stirrups they procured from the 

Spanish colonies. 
The imtl 1.1' dellt which supplies the place of a knife among theD;l, is a piece 

of flint with no regular form, and the sharp part of it not more than one or two 
inches long; the edge of this is renewed, and the flint itself is formed into heads 
for arrows, by means of the point of a deer or elk horn, an instrument which 
they use with gTeat art and ingenuity. There are no axes or hatchets; all the 
wood being ellt with flint or elk-hom, the latter of which is always used as a 
wedg-e in splitting wood. 'l'heir utensils consist, besides the brass kettles, of 
pots in the for III of a jar, made either of earth, or of a stone found in the bills 
between Madison and Jefierson rivers, which, though soft and white in its 
natural state, becomes very hard and black after exposure to the tire. The 
horns of the buffaloe and the bighorn supply thenr with spoons. 

The fire is always kindled by means of a Llunt arrow, and a piece 
of well-seasoned wood of a soft spongy kind, such as the willow or cotton
wood. 

The Shoshonees are of a diminutive stature, with thick flat feet and ancles, 
crooked legs, and are, generally speaking, worse formed than any nation of 
Indians we have seen. Their complexion resemblek that of the Sioux, and ii 
darker than that of the Minnetarees, Mandans, or Shawnees. The hail' of both 
sexes is suffered to fall loosely over the face and down the shoulders: some men, 
however, divide it by means of thongs of dressed leather or otter skin into two 
equal queues, which hang over the ears and al'e drawn in front of the body; 
but at the present moment, when the nation is afflicted by the loss of so many 
relations killed in war, most of them have the hair cut quite short in the neck, 
and Cameahwait has the hair cut short all over his head, this heing the customary 
mourning for a deceased kindred. 

The dl'ess of the men consists of a robe, a tippet, a shirt, long leggings and 
moccasins. The robe is formed most commonly of the skins of antelope, big-
horn, or deel', thoug-h when it can be procured, the buffaloe hide is preferred. 
Sometimes too they are made of beaver, moonax, and small wolves, and fre
quently dUl'ing the summer, of elk skin. These are dressed with the hair on, 
and reach about as low as the middle of the leg. They are worn loosely over 
the shoulders, the sides being at pleasure either left open or drawn together by 
the hand, and in cold weather kept close by a girdle round the waist. This 
robe answers the pl1l'PQse of a cloak during the day, and at night is their only 
covering. 
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The tippet is the most elegant article of Indian dress we have ever seen. 

The neck or collar of it is a strip about four or five inches wide, cut from the 
back of the otter skin, the nose and eyes forming one extremity, and the tail 
another. This being dressed with the fur on, they attach to one edge of it, 
from one hlU1dred to two hundred and fifty little rolls of ermine skin, heginning 
at the ear, and proceeding towards the tail. 'fhese el'mine skins are the same 
kind of narl'Ow strips from the back of that animal, which are sewed round a 
small cord of twisted siU(grass thick enough to make the skin taper towards the 
tail which hangs from the end, and are genemlly about the size of a large quill. 
These are tied at the head into little bundles, of two, three or 1110re, acconling 
to the caprice of the wearer, and then suspended from the col:ar, and a broad 
fringe of ermine skin is fixed so as to covel' the parts where they unite, which 
might have a coarse appearance. Little tassels of fring'e of the same materials 
are also fastened to the extremities of the tail, so as to show its black colour to 
greater advantage. The centre of the collar is further ornamented with the 
shells of the pearl oyster. Thus adorned, the collar is WOl'l1 close round the 
neck, and the little rolls fail down over the shouldel's neady to the waist, so as to 
form a sort of short cloak, which has a ,'ery hands;ome appearance. 'I'hese 
tippets are very highly esteemed, and are given or disposed of on important 
occasions only. The ermine is the fur known to the north-west traders by the 
nail1e of the white weasel, but is the genuine el'll1ine; and by encouraging the 
Indians to take them, might no doubt be rendered a valuable branch of trade. 
These animals must be very abundant, for the tippets are in great numbers, and 
the construction of each requires at least one hundred skins. 

The shirt is a covering of dressed skin without the hair, and formed of the 
hide of the antelope, deer, bighorn, or elk, though the last is mo~e rarely used 
than any other for this pl1l'pose. It fits the body loosely, and reaches half way 
down the thigh. The apertUl'e at the top is wide enough to admit the head, 
and has no collar, but is either left square, or most frequently terminates in the 
tail of the animal, which is left entire, so as to fold outwards, though sometimes 
the edges are cut into a fringe, and ornamented with quills of the porcupine. 
The seams of the shirt are on the sides, and are richly fringed and adorned with 
porcupine quills, till within five 01' six inches of the sleeve, where it is left open, 
as is also the under side of the sleeve from the shoulder to the elbow, where it 
fits closely round the arm as low as the wrist, and has no fringe like the sides, 
and the under part of the sleeve above the elbow. It is kept up by wide shoulder 
straps, on which the manufacturer displays his taste by the variety of figures 
wrought with porcupine quills of different colours, and sometimes by beads when 
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they can be obtained. rrhe lower end of the shirt retains the natural shape of 
the fore legs and neck of the skin, with the addition of a slig'ht fringe; the 
hair too is left on the tail and near the hoofs, part of which last is retained and 

split into a fringe. 
The leg'gings are generally made of antelope skins, dressed without the hair, 

and with the legs, tail and neck hanging to them. Each legging is formed of 
a skin nearly entire, and reaches from the ancle to the upper part of the thigh, 
and the legs of the skin are tucked before and behind under a girdle round the 
waist. It fits closely to the leg, the tail being worn upwards, and the neck, 
highly ornamented with fringe and porcupine quills, drags on the ground behind 
the heels. As the legs of the animal are tied round the girdle, the wide part 
of the skin is drawn so high as to conceal the parts usually kept from view, in 
which respect their dress is much more decent than that of any nation of Indians 
on the Missouri. The seams of the leggings down the sides, are also fringed 
and ornamented, and occasionally decorated with tufts of hair taken from ene
mies whom they have slain. In making' all these dresses, their only thread 
is the sinew taken from the backs and loins of dem', elk, buffaloe, or any other 
animal. 

The moccasin is of the deel', elk, 01' buffaloe skin, dressed without the hllir, 
though in winter they use the bufi'aloe skin with the hairy side inward, as do 
most of the Indians who inhabit the buff aloe country. Like the Mandan moe .. 
casin, it is made with a single seam on the outer edge, and sewed up behind, a 
hole being left at the instep to admit the foot. It is variously ornamented with 
figures wrought with porcupine quills, and sometimes the young men most fond 
of dress, cover it with the skin of a polecat, and trail at their heels the tail of the 
animal. 

Tl.e dress of the women consists of tbe same articles as that of their hus
bands. The robe though smaller is worn in the same way: the moccasins are 
precisely similar. The shirt or chemise reaches half way down the leg. is in 
the same form, except that there is no shoulder-strap, the :;eam coming quite 
up to the lihoulder ; though for women who give suck both sides are open, almost 
down tp the waist. It is also ornamented in the same way with the addition of 
little patches of r.ed cloth, edged round with beads at the skirts. The chief 
QrQament is over the brtCast, where there are curious figur.es made \\1th the 
usual luxury of porcupine quills. Like the men they have a girdle roun~ 
thta waist, and when either seJ{ wishes to disengage the ann, it is draw)) ~ 
th~'pugh the :4!>le neal' tbe shQulder, and the lower part of the lJeeve throw~ 
bebwd tJle body. 
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Children alone wear beads round their necks; grown persons of both sexes 

prefer them suspended in litt1e bonches from the ear, and sometimes intermixed 
with triangular pieces of the shell of the pearl oyster. Sometimes the men tie 
them in the same way to the hair of the forepart of the head, and increase the 
beauty of it by adding the wings and tails of birds, and particularly the feathers 
of the great eagle 01' calumet bird, of which they are extremely fond. The 
collars are 'fdrmed either of sea shells procured from their relations to the south
west, or of the sweet-scenterl grass which grows in the neighbourhood, and 
which 'they twist or plait together, to the thickness of a man's finger, and then 
cover with porcupine quills of various colours, The first of these is worn in
discriminately by both sexes, the second principally confined to the men, while 
a string 'of elk's tusks is a collar almost peculiar to the women and children. 
Another collal' wOl'n by the men is a string of round bones like the joints of a 
£,,>h's back, but the collar most prefered, because most honoUl'able, is one of the 
claws of the brown bear. To kill one of these animals is as distinguished an 
achievement as to have put to death an enemy, and in fact with their weapons is 
a more dangerous trial of courage, These claws are suspended on a thong of 
dressed leather, and being ornamented with beads, are worn round the neck by 
the warriors with great pride. '1'he men also frequent1y wear the skin of a fox, 
or a strip of otter skin round the head in the form of a bandeau. 

In short, the dress of the Shoshonees is as convenient and decent as that of 
any Indians we have seen. 

They have many more children than might have heen expected, considering 
'their precarious means of support and their wandering life. '1'his inconvenieuce 
is howevel' balanced by the wondCl-ful facility with which their females undel'go 
the operations of child-birth. In the most advanced state of pregnancy they 
continue their usual occupations, which are scarcely interrupted longer than the 
mere time of bringing the child into the world. 

The old men are few in number, and do not appear to be treated with much 
tenderness or respect. 

The tobacco used by the Shoshonees is not cultivated among them, but ob
tained from the Indians of the Rocky mountains; and from some of the bands of 
their own nation who live south of them: it is the same plant which is in Use 
among the Minnetarees, Mandans, and Ricaras. 

'rheir chief intercourse with other nations seems to consist in their association 
with other Snake Indians, and with the Flatheads when they go eastward to hunt 
buffaloe, and in the occasional visits made by the Flatheads to the waters of 
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the Columbia for the purpose of fishing. Their intercourse with the Spaniards 
is much more rare, and it furnishes them with a few articles, such as mules, 
and some bridles, and other ornaments for horses, which, as well as some of their 
kitchen utensils, are als~ furnished by the bands of Snake Indians from the 
Yellowstone. The pearl ornameuts which they esteem so highly come from 
other bands, whom they represent as their friends and relations, living to the 
-south-west beyond the barren plains on the other side of the mountains: these 
relations they say inhabit a good country, aboundin~ with elk, deer, bear, and 
antelope, where horses and mules are much more abundant than they are here, 
or to use their own expression, as numerous as the grass of the plains. 

The names of the Indians varies in the course of their life: originally given 
lil childhood, fwm the mere necessity of distinguishing objects, orfl'Om some 
accidental resemblance to external objects, the young warrior is impatient to 
-change it by some achievement of his own. Any important event, the stealing 
of horses, the scalping an enemy, or killing a hrown 'war, entitles him at once 
to a new name which he then selects for himself, and it is confirmed by the nation. 
Sometimes the two names subsist together: thus, the chief Cameahwait, which 
means, "one who nevel· walks," has the war name of Tooettecone, or" black 
gun," which he acquired when he first signalized himself. As each new action 
gives a warrior a right to change his name, many of them have had several in 
the course of theit· lives. To give to a friend his own name is an act of high 
courtesy, and a pledge, like that of pulling off the moccasin, of sincerity and 
hospitality. The chief in this way gave his name to captaiu Clat·ke when he 
first arrived, and he was afterwards known among the Shoshonees by the name 
.of Cameahwait. 

The diseases incident to this state of life may be supposed to be few, and 
chiefly the result of accidents. We were pal-ticuhrly anxious to ascertain 
whether they had any knowledge of the venereal disorder. After inquiring by 
means of the interpreter and his wife, we leamt that they sometimes suffered 
from it, and that they most usually die with it; not· could we discovet· what was 
their remedy. It is possible that this disease may have reached them in their 
circuitous communications with the whites throug'h the intermediate Indians; 
but the situation of the Shoshonees is so insulated, that it is not probable tbat 
it could have reached them in that way, and the existence of such a disorder 
among the Rocky mountains f>eems rather a proof of its being aboriginal. 
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CHAP. XVII. 

THE PARTV, AFTER PROl:URING HORSES FROM THE SHOSHONEES, PROCEED ON THEIR 

JOURNEY THROUGH THE MOUNTAINS-THE DIFFICULTIES AND DANGERS OF THE ROUT E 

-A COUNCIL HELD WITH ANOTHER BAND OF TilE SHOSltoNEES, OF WHOM SOME 

ACCOUNT IS GIVEN-THEY ARE REDUCED TO THE NECESSITY OF KILLING THEIR 

HORSES FOR FOOD-CAPTAIN CLARKE WITH A SMALL PARTY PRECEDES THE MAIN 

BODY IN QUEST OF FOOD, AND IS HOSPITABLY RECEIVED BY THE PIERCED-NOSE 

INDIANS-ARRIVAL OF THE MAIN BODY AMONGST THIS TRIBE, WITH WHOM A COUNCIL 

IS HELD-THEY RESOLVE TO PERFORM THE REMAINDER OF THEIR JOURNEY IN 

CANOES-SICKNESS OF THE PARTY-THEY DESCEND THE KOOSKOOSKEE TO ITS JUNC

TION WITH LEWIS RIVER, AFTER PASSING SEVERAL DANGEROUS RAPIDS-SHORT 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MANNERS AND DRESS OF THE PIERCED-NOSE INDIANS. 

AUGUST 27. WE were now occupied in determining our route and procuring 
horses from the Indians. The old guide who had been sent on by captain 
Clarke, now confirmed, by means of our interpreter, what he had already 
asserted, of a road' up Berry creek which would lead to Indian establishments 
on another branch of the Columbia: his reports however were contradicted by 
all the Shoshonees. 'l'his representation we ascribed to a wish on theil' part to 
keep us with them during the winter, as well for the protection we might afford 
against their enemies, as for the purpose of consuming our merchandise amongst 
them; and as the old man promised to conduct us himself, that route seemed to 
be the most eligible. We were able to procure some horses, though not enough 
for all our purposes. This traffic, and our inquiries and councils with the Indians, 
consumed the remainder of the day. 

Aug-ust 28. The purchase of horses was resumed, and our stock raised to 
twenty-two. Having now crossed more than once the country which separates 
the head waters of the Missouri from those of the Columbia, we can designate 
the easiest and most expeditious route for a portage: it is as follows: 

:From the forks of the river north 60° west, five miles to the point of a hill 
on the right: then south 80° west, ten miles to a spot where the c\"eek is ten 
yards wide, and the highlands approach within two hundred yards; south-west 
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five miles to a narrow part of the bottom; then turning south 70· west, two miles 
to a creek on the right: thence south 80· west, three miles to a rocky point 
opposite to a thicket of pines on the left: from that place west, three miles to 
the gap where is the fountain of the Missouri: on leaving this fountain south 80· 
west, six m;les across the dividing ridge, to a run from the right passing several 
small streams north 800 west, foul' miles over hilly ground to the east fork of 
Lewis's river, which is here forty yards wide. 

Thursday, 29. Captain Clarke joined us this morning, and we continued 
our bargains for horses. The late misfortu~les of the Shoshonees make the price 
higher than common, so that one horse cost a pistol, one hundred bans, some 
powder, and a knife; another was changed for a musket, and in this way we 
obtained twenty-nine. The horses themselves are young and vigorous, out they 
are very poor, and most of them have sore backs in consequence of the roughness 
of the Shoshonee saddle. Weare therefore afraid of loading them too heavily, 
and are anxious to obtain one at least for each man, to carry the baggage, or the 
man himself, or in the last resoUl'ce to serve as food; but with all our exertions 
We could not provide all our men with horses. We have, however, been fo'rtu
nate in obtaining for the last three days a sufficient supply of flesh, our hunters 
having killed two or three deer eve.'y day. 

Friday, 30. The weather was fine, and having now made all our purchases, 
we loaded our hOI'ses, and prepared to start. The greater part of the band who 
had delayed thei .. journey on our account, were also ready to depart. We then 
took our leave of the Shoshonees, who set out on their visit to the Missouri, at 
the same time that we, accompanied by the old guide, his foul' sons, and another 
Indian, began the descent of the river, along the same road which captain Clark~ 
had previously pursued. After riding twelve miles we encamped on the south 
bank of the river, and as the hunters had brought in three deer early in the 
morning, we did not feel the want of provisions, 

Saturday,31. At sunrise we resumed our journey, and halted for three hour's 
on Salmon creek, to Jet the horses graze. We then proceeded to the stream 
called Berry creek, eighteen miJes from the camp of last night: as we passed 
along, the vallies and prairies were on fire in several places, in order to cOllect 
the bands of the Shoshonees and the Flatheads, for their journey to the Missouri. 
The weather was warm and sultry, but the only inconvenience which we appre
hend is a dearth of food, of which we had to-day an abundance, having procured 
a deer, a goose, one duck, and a prairie fowl. On reaching Tower creek we left 
~be former track of captain Clarke, and began to explore the new route, which 
lS our last hope of getting out,o£ the modntains. For fouf'miles the r6ad, which 
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is tolerably plain, led us along Berry creek to some old Indian lodges. where we 
encamped for the night; the next day, 

Sunday, September 1, 1805, we followed the sllme road which here left the 
creek, and tUl'Ded to the north-west across the hills. During all the day we were 
riding over these hills, from which are many drains and small streams mnning 
into the river to the left, and at the distance of eighteen miles came to a large 
creek called Fish creek, emptying into the Columbia, which is about six miles 
from us. It had rained in the com'se of the clay, and commenced raining again 
towards evening. \:y e therefore determined not to leave. the low grounds to 
night, and after going up Fish creek four miles, formed our encampment. The 
country over which we passed is well watered, but pOOl' and rug'ged or stony, 
except the bottoms of Fish creek, and even these are narrow. Two men were 
sent to purchase fish of the Indians at the mouth of the creek, and with the 
dried fish which they obtained, and a deer and a few salmon killed by the palty, 
we were still well supplied. Two bear also were wounded, but we could pro
cure neither of them. 

Monday, 2. 'I'his morning all the Indians left us, except the old guide, 
who now conducted us up Fish creek: at one mile and a half we passed a branch 
of the river, coming in through a low ground covered with pine on the left, 
and two and a half miles further is a second branch from the right: after con
tinuing our route along the hills covered with pine, and a low ground of the 
same growth, we arrived at the distance of three and a half miles, at the forks 
of the creek. The road which we were following now turned up the east 
side of these forks, and as our guide informed us, led to the M~oUl·i. \Ye were 
therefore left without any track; but as no time was to be lost we began to 
cut our road up the west branch of the creek. This we effected with much 
difficnlty; the thickets of h'ees and brush, through which we were obliged to 
cut our way, required great labour; the road itself was over the steep and rocky 
sides of the hills, where the horses could not move without danger of slipping 
down, while their feet were bruised by the rocks and stumps of trees. Accus
tomed as these animals were to this kind of life, they suffered severely, sevel'al 
of them fell to some distance down the sides of the bills, some tUl'lled over with 
the baggage, one was crippled, and t~o gave out, exhausted with fatigue. After 
cI'ossing .the creek several times we at last made five miles, with great fatigue 
and labour, and encamped on the left side of the creek, in a small stony low 
ground. It was not, however, till after dark that the whole party was collected, 
and then, as it rained, and we killed nothing, we passed an uncornfortable night. 
T.he party had been too busily occupied with the ho.rses to make any hunting 
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excursion, and though, as we came along Fish creek, we saw many beaver dams, 
we saw nonc of the animals themselves. In the morning, 

Tuesday, 3, the horses were very stiff aBd weary. We sent back two men 
for the load of the horse which had been crippled yesterday, and which we had 
been forced to leaye two miles behind. On their retum we set out at eight 
o'clock, and proceeded up the creek, making a passage throug'h the brush and 
timber along its borders. The couutt·y is genera1\y supplied with pine, and 
in the low grounds is a great abundance of fir trees and under bushes. The 
mountains are high and rugged, and those to the east of us covered with snow. 
'Vith all our precautions the horses were very much injured in passing over the 
ridges and steep points of the hills, and to add to the difficulty, at the distance 
of eleven miles, the high mountains closed the creek, so that we were obliged 
to leave the creek to the right, and cross the mountain abruptly. The ascent 
was here so steep, that several of the horses slipped and hurt themselves, but at 
last we succeeded in crossing the mountain, and encamped on a small branch 
of Fish creek. We had now made fourteen miles, in a direction nearly north 
from the river; but this distance, though short. was very fatiguing, and rendered 
still more disagreeable by the rain, which began at three o'clock. At dusk it 
commenced snowing, and continued till the ground was covered to the depth of 
two inches, when it changed into a sleet. We here met with a serious misfOl-tune, 
the last of our thermometers being broken by accident. After making a scanty 
supper on a little corn, and a few pheasants killed in the course of the day, we 
laid down to sleep, and next morning, 

Wednesday, ,1, found every thing frozen, and the ground covered with snow. 
We were ohliged to wait some time, in order to thaw the covers of the baggage, 
after which we began our journey at eight o'clock. We crossed a high moun
tain, which forms the dividing ridge between the waters of the creek we had 
been ascending, and those running to the north and west. \Ye had not gone 
more than six miles over the snow, when we reached the head of a stream fmm the 
right, which directed its course more to the westward. We descended the steep 
sides of the hills along its border, and at the distance of three miles found a 
small branch coming in from the eastward. We saw several of the argalia, 
but they were too shy to be killed, and we therefore made a dinner from a deer 
shot by one of the hunters. Then we pursued the course of the stream for three 
miles, till it emptied itself into a river from the east. In the wide valley at 
their junction, we discovered a large encampment of Indians: when we had 
reached them and alighted from our horses, we were received with great cordi
ality. A council was immediatedly assembled, white robes were thrown over 
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'OUr shoulder~, and the pipe of peace introduced. After thi~ ceremony, as it wa:i 
too late to go any further, we encamped, and continued smoking' and cOllnl'sing 
with the chiefs till a late hour. The next morning, 

Thnrsday, 5, we assembled the chiefs and warriors, and informed them who 
we were, and the pl1l'pose for which we visited their countr,/' All this was how
-evp-r conveyed to them throng'h so UlallY differcnt langnag'e:;, that it was not 
comprehended without difficulty. 'Y c therefore proceeded to the more intelli
g'ible language of presents, and madc four chief..", by giving a mcdal and a small 
fJuantity of tobacco to each. 'Ye received in turn f!'Om the priIlcipal chief, a 
pl'esent consisting of the skins of a braro, an ottel', and two antelopes, and were 

treated by the women to some dried roots and berries. '" e then began to 
traffic for horses, and succeeding in exchanged seYen, and purchasiIlg elevcn, for 
which we gave a few articles of ulerchandizc. 

This encampment consists of thirty-three tellts, In which were about four 
hundred souls, among Wh0111 eighty were men. They are called Ootlashoots, 
and represent themsehes as one band of a nation called Tllshepaws, a numerous 
people of foUl' hundred and lifty tents, residing' 011 the heads of the Missouri and 
Columbia rivers, and some of them lowe" dow-11 the latter riler. In person 
these Indians are stout, and their complexion Jig'hter thnn that COlllmon among 
Indians. The hair of the men is WOl'll in queues of ottel' skin, falling' in front 
over the shoulders. A shirt of dressed skin covers the body to the knee, and 
on this is worn occasionally a robe. To these were added leggings and moc
caSlllS. rrhe women suffel' their hair to fall in disorder over the face and shoulders, 
and theil' chief article of covering is a long shirt of skio, reaching clown to the 
ancles, and tied round the wai~t. In otber respects, as also in the few Ol'llalllents 
which they possess, their appearance is similar to that of the Shoshonees; there 
is, however, a difference between thp. languag'e of these people, ",hich is still 
farther increased by the very extraordinary pronunciation of the Outlnshoots. 
Their words have all a remarkably guttural sound, and there is nothing ",hich 
seems to represent the tone of their speaking more exactly than the clucking of 
a fowl, or the noise of a parrot. This peculiarity renders their yo ices scarcely 
audible, except at a short distance, and when many of them arc bIking', forms 
a stl'Uncre confusion of sonnds. The common conversa1ion we overheard, eon-

o 

sisted of low g'uttnral sonnds, occasjonally broken by a loud word or two, after 
which it would I'elapse and scarcely be distinguished. They seem ki1ld and 
friendly, and willing'ly shared with us berries and roots, "hich formed their only 
stock of provisions. Their only wealth is theil' horses, which are very fine, and 

so numerous that this party had with them at least five hundred. 
'r T 
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Friday, G. 'Ve continned this morning with the Ootlashoots, from. whom 
we purchased two more horses, and procured a vocabulary of their language. 
'fhe Ootlashoots set off about two o'clock to join the different bands who were 
collecting at the three forks of the Missouri. 'Ve ourselves proceeded at the 
same time, and taking a direction N. 30 \V. crossed within the distance of one 
mile and a half, a small river from the right, nnd a creek coming in from the 
11Orth. This river is the main stream, and when it reaches the end of the valley, 
where the mountains close in upon it, is joined by the river on which we en
camped last evening, as well as hy the creek just mentioned. To the river thus 
formed we gave the name of captain Clarke, he being the first white man who 
had ever visited its waters. At the end of five miles on this course we bad 
crossed the valley, and reached the top of a mountain covered with pine; this 
we descended along the steep sides and ravines for a mile and a half, when we 
came to a spot on the river, where the Ootlashoots had encamped a few days 
before. 'Ve then followed the conrse of the river, which is from twenty-five to 
thirty yards wide, shallow, stony, and the low grounds on its borders narrow. 
\Yithin the distance of three and a half miles, we crossed it several times, and 
aftel' passing a run on each side, encamped on its right bank, after making ten 
miles during the afternoon. The horses were tumed out to gTaze, but those we 
had lately boug'ht were secured and watched, lest they should escape, or be 
stolen by their fOl'UlCl' owners. Our stock of flour was now cxhausted, and we' 
bad hut little corn, and as our hunters had killed nothing except two pheasants, 
our ~L1pper consisted chiefly of berries. 

Satmdny, 7. The gl'eater part of the day the weather was dnrk and rainy: 
we continued thl'Oug-h the nalTOW low grounds along the river, till at the distance 
of six miles \ye came to a large creek from the left, after which the bottoms 
widen. Four miles lower is anothel' creek on the same side, and the valley now 
extends from one to three miles, the mOllntains on the left being llig-h and bald, 
with snow on the summits, while the country to the right is open and hilly, 
FOllr miles beyond this is a creek running' from the snow-topped monntains, and 
several runs on both sides of the river. Two miles from this last is another 
creek on the left. 'The afternoon was now far admnced, but not being able to 
find a fit place to encamp we continued six miles further till after dark, when 
we halted for the night. The rivel" here is still shallow and stony, but is in
creased to the width of fifty yards. The valley through which we passed is of a 
poor soil, and its fertility injured by the quantity of stone scattered over it. ,Ve 
md two horses which had strayed from the Indians and were now quite wild. 



1\0 fish was to be seen in the river, Lut we obtained a very ug-reeable supply of 
two deer, two cranes, and two pheasants. 

Sunday,8. ", e set ont early: the snow-top'd hills 011 the left appl'OaGh the 
river neal' om camp, but we soon reached a valley four or five miles wide, 
tht'ough which we followed the course of the ri\ Ct' in a direction due north. 
'Ye passed three creeks on the right, and several runs emptying themselves illt~ 
the opposite side of the river. At the distance of eleven miles the l'iw'r turned 
more towards the west: we pursued it for twdn~ miles, and encamped neal' a 
large creek coming in from the right, which, from its Leing' diviJed into fOllr 
different channels, we called Scattm'ing creek, TIle valley continues to be a 
poor stony land, with scarcely any timiJer, except some pine trees along the 
waters and partially scattered on the hills to the right, which, as well as those 
on the lefr, have snow on them. The plant which forces itself most on our 
attention is a species of prickly pear \"ery COUlmon 011 this part of the river: it 
grows in clusters, in an oval form abont the size of a pig'eon's eg'g, and its thoms 
are so strong' and bearded, that when it penetmtes om feet it briug's away the 
pear itself, ,Ve saw two mares and a colt, which, like the horses seen yesterday, 
seemed to have lost themselves and become wild. Out' game to-day consisted 
of two deer, an elk, and a prairie fowl. 

:Monday,9. 'Ve resumed our journey through the valley, and leaving the 
road on our right crossed the Scattering creek, and halted at the distance of 
twelve miles on a smalll'Ull f!"Om the east, whet'e we breakfasted on the remains 
of yesterday's hUllt: we here took a meridian altitude, which gave the latitwle 
of 46° 41' 38" 9 '11

: we then continued, and at the distance of four miles passed 
over to the left bank of the riveI', where we found a large road through the 
valley. At this place is a handsome stream of very cleat' watel', a hundt'ed yards 
wide with low banks, and a bed formed entirely of gravel: it has eyery appear
ance of being navigable, but as it contains no salmon, we presume there must 
be some fall below which obstructs their passag'e. Om' guide could not inforlll 
us where this river dischal'ged its watel's: he said that a~ fal' as he knew its 
course it ran along the mountain" to the not,th, and tJlut not far ii'om our present 
position it was joined by another stream nearly as large as itself, which rises in 
the mountains to the east near the Missouri, and flows through an extensive 
valley or open prairie. 'rhrough this prairie is the great Indian road to the 
'waters of the Missol1l'i; and so dil'ect is the route, that in four days' journey 
from this place we might reach the :Missouri abont thirty miles above what we 
called the Gates of the Rocky mOllntains, or the spot where the valley of that 
l'iver widens into an extensive plain on entering the chain of mountains. At ten 
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miles from (Jill" camp is a small creek falling- in from the eastward, five mile, 
below which \\e halted at a lar;'e stream which empties itself on the west side 
of the rivel', It is a fine bold creek of clear water about twenty yards wide, 
amI we called it T1,{{t'ellel"s-),(,s! creek; for as om' g'uide told llS that we should 
here leave the river, we determined to remain for the purpose of making celestial 
observations and collecting some food, as the country through which we are to 
pass has no g'ame fOl' a g'reat distance, 

The yalley of the river through which we have been p'l~,il1g is generally a 
prail'ie from fi,'e to six miles ill width, and with a cold gTaveJly white soil. The 
timber which it possesses is almost exclusively pine, chiefly of the long-leafed 
kind, with some spruce, and a species of fir resembling the Scotch fir: near the 
water CO\ll'ses arc also seen a few narrow-leafed cottonwood trees, and the only 
underbrush is the redwood, honeysuckle, and rosebushes. Our game was four 
deer, three geese, fOIll" ducks, and three prairie fowls: one of the hunters brought 
ill a red-headed woodpecker of the large kind common in the United States, but 
the first of the kind we have seen since leaving' the Illinois. 

Tuesday, 10. The morning being' fair all the hunters were sent out, and 
the rest of the party employed in repairing their clothes: two of them were sent 
to the junction of the river from the east, along which the Indians go to the 
Missouri: it is about seven miles below Tmveller's-rest creek; the country at 
the forks is sel'en 01" eig'ht miles wide, level and open, but with little timber: its 
COL1l'se is to the north, and we incline to believe that this is the river whieh the 
l\Iinnetarees had clescl'i bed to us as l'llnning from south to north along the west 
side of the Rocky mountains, not far from the SOUl'ces of Medicine ri\cr: there 
is moreover reason to snppose, that after going as far northward as the head
waters of thnt river it tUI'llS to the westward ami joins the 'l'acootchetessee. 
Towards evening' one of the hunters l'etUl'ned \\ ith three Iudialls, whom he had 
met in his excursion up Travellel"s-rest creek: as soon as they saw him they 
prepared to attack him with arrows, buf he quieted them by Ia~ ing down his 
gun and ad,'ancing towards them, and soon persuaded them to come to the 
camp. Our Shoshonee g'l1ide could not speak the lang'uage of these pe('; Ie, but 
by the universallangllage of signs and gesticulations, which is pcrfectt~ intel
ligible among the Indians, he found that these were three Tushepaw Flatheafls 
in pursuit of two men, supposed to be Shoshonees, who had stolen twentv-three 
of their horses: we g'ave them some boiled venison and a few presents: ;llch as 
a fishhook, a steel to strike fire, and a little powder; but they seemed better 
pleased with a piece ofriband which we tied in the hair of each of them. They 
were howeYe~ in such haste, lest their horses should be carried off, that two of 
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them set off after sunset in quest of the robbers: the thil'd however \vas persuaded 

to remain with us and conduct us to his relations: these he said were numerous, 

and resided on the Columbia in the plain below the mountains, From that 
place he added, the river was navigahle to the ocean; that some of his relations 
had been there last fall and seen an old white man who resided there by himself, 
and who gave them some handkerchiefs like those we have. The distance from 
this place is five sleeps 01' days' joul'l1ey, 'Yhen our hunters had all joined u'> 
we found our provisions consisted of foUl' deer, a beaver, and three grouse. 

The observation of to-day gave 46° ~j8' 28" as the latitude of 'fraveller's-rest. 

creek. 
'Vednesday,11. Two of our horses having strayed away we were de

tained all the morning before they were caug-ht. In the meantime our Tushepaw 
Indian became impatient of the delay, and set out to return home alone. As 
usual we had despatched four of our best hunters a-head, and as we hoped with 
their nid and oUt' present stock of provisions to su1)5;st on the route, we proceeded 

at three o'clock up the right side of the creek, and encamped under some old 
II:diun huts at the distance of seven miles. The road was plain and good: the 
valley is however narrower than that which ,ye left and bordered by hig-h and 
rugged hills to the right, while the mountains on the left wcrc corel'cd "ith 
snow. The day was fail' and warm, the wind from the north-west. 

Thursday, 12. Them was a white frost this morning-. "~e proceedcd at 

seven o'clock and soon passed a stream falling in on the rig-ht, neat· which \\a" 
an old Indian camp with a bath or sweating-house covered with earth. At 1\"t 

miles distance we ascended a high hill, and thence continued throllg-h a hilly and 
thickly timbered country for nine miles, when we came to the fo>;~,s of the 

creek, where the road branches up each fork. 'Ye followed the westcrn nJlli,', 

and finding that the cl'eek made a consideraLle bem1 at the di.,tullcc of tOUl' 
miles, crossed a hig-h mountain in order to ;noid the circuit. '1'he road had 
been very bat! during- the first part of the day, bllt the passage of tl~" 1l100mtain, 

which was eight miles across, was very painful to the horses, as we were ohliged 
to go over steep stony sicle6 of hills and alollg the hollows and ravines, rendered 
more disagret'able by the fallen timber, chiefly pine, slwnce pille amI fir. 'Y c 
at length reached the creek, having made twenty-th\'{·c miles of a route so diffi
cnlt that some of the party did not join us before ten o'clock. \Ve found the 

account of the scantilless of game but too true, as I\"e were llot able to prOClll't~ 
any thing during the "":](',].; of yt'strl'tlay, and to-day ,re killed oillya sing-Ie 

pheasallt. Along the road we OI.iSeJ'H:d ll\allY of the pipe trees peeled ofr, whidl 
is done by the Indians to procllre tk- inner Lark for food in the spring-. 
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Friday 13. Two of our horses stmyed away during the nig'ht, and one of 
" , 

them being captain Lewis's, he remained with four men to search for them 
while we proceeded up the creek: at the distance of two miles we carie to 
several springs issuing from large rocks of a coarse hard grit, and nearly boiling 
hot. These seem to he much frequented as there are several paths made by elk, 
deer and other animals, and near one of the springs a hole or Indian hath, and 
roads leading' in dift'ereut directions. These embarrassed our guide, who mis
taking" the road took us three miles ont of the pl'Oper course over an exceedingly 
bad route. "'e then fell into the right road, and proceeded on yery well, when 
having made five llIiles we stopped to refresh the horses. Captain Lewis here 
joined us, but not having been able to find his horse, two men were sent back to 
continue the search. "r e then proceeded along the same kind of country which 
we passed yesterday, and aftel' crossing a monntflin and leaying the sources of 
the Trnyelkr's-rest creek on the left, reached after five miles riding a small creek, 
which also came in frolll the left hand, passing through open glades, some of 
which were half a mile wide. The road which had been as usual rugged and 
stony, became firm, plain and level after qniUing the head of Traveller' s-rest. We 
followed the course of this new creek for two miles, and encamped at a spot 
where the mountains close 011 each side. Other mouutains covered with snoW 
are in view, to the south-east and south-west. ,,-e were somewhat more fortu
nate to-day, in killing a deer and se\reral pheasants, which were of the common 
species, except that the tail "as Llack. 

Saturday, 1,j. The day was very cloudy with rain and hail in the vallies, 
wllile 011 the top of the mountains some snow fell. 'Ye proceeded early, and 
continuing along the right side of Glade cl'eek crossed a high mountain, and 
at the distance of ~ix miles reached the place where it is joined by another 
branch of equal size from the right. .Ncar the forks the Tushepaws hav'e had 
an encampment which is but recently abandoned, for tile gTass is entirely 
destro\'ed by horses, and two fish weirs aCl'oss the creek are still l'emainillO" 110 

.J , 0' 

fish were however to be seen. 'Ye here passed over to the left side of the creek 
and beg'an the ascent of a very high and steep mountain nine miles across. On 
reaching the other side we found a large branch from the left, which seems to 
rise in the snowy mountains to the south and south-east. ". e continued along" 
the creek two miles further, when night comi~g on we encamped opposite a 
small island at the mouth of a branch on the right side of the river. The 
IDOlUltains which we crossed to-day were mnch more difficult than those of 
yesterday: the last was particulady fatiguing, being steep and stony, broken by 
falien timber, and thickly overgTown by pine, sprnce, fit·, hacmatack and 
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tamarac. Although we had made only seventeen miles we were all very weary. 
The whole stock of animal food was now exhausted, and we therefore killed a 
colt, on which we made a hearty supper. From this illcidl'llt we called the last 
creek we had passed from the south Colt-killed creek. The river itself is eighty 
yards wide, with a swift CUl'rellt, and a stony channel. Its Indian name is 
Kooskooskee. 

Sunday, 1.5. At an early hour we proceeded along the rig-ht side of the 
Kooskooskee over steep rocky points of land, till at the distance of four miles we 
reached an old Indian fishing place: the road here turned to the right of the 
water, and began to ascend a mountain: but the fil'e and wind had prostrated or 
dl'ied almost all the timber on the south side, and the ascents wel'~ so steep that 
we were forced to wind in every direction round the high knobs which constantly 
impeded our progress. Several of the horses lost their foot-hold and slipped: 
one of them which was loaded with a desk and small trnnk, rolled oYer and 
over fOl' forty Yal'ds, till his fall was stopped by a tree. rI'he desk was broken; 
but the poor animal escaped without much injUl'Y. After clambering in this way 
for four miles, we came to a high snowy part of the mountain where was a spri:J:;
of water, at which we halted two hours to refresh our horses. 

On leaving the spring the road continued as bad as it was below, and the 
timher more abundant. At foUl' miles we reached the top of the monntain, and 
foreseeing- no chance of meeting with water, we encamped on the northern side of 
the monntain, near an old bank of snow, three feet deep. Some of this we 
melted, and supped on the remains of the colt killed yesterday. Our only game 
to-day was two pheasants, and the horses on which we calcnlated as a last 
resource hegin to fail ns, for two of them were so poor, and worn out with 
fatigue, that we were oblig'ed to leave them hehind. All around us are hig'h 
rugged mountains, among which is a lofty range fl'om south-east to nOith-west, 
whose tops are without timLer, and in some places covered with snow. '1' he 
night was cloudy and very cold, and three hours before daybreak, 

Monday, 16, it bega!1 to snow, and con tinned all day, so that by evening" it 
was six or eight inches deep. This covered the track so completely, that we 
were obliged constantly to halt and examine, lest we should lose the route. 
In many places we had nothing to guide u-.; except the branches of the trees 
which, being low, have been rubbed by the burdens of the Indian horses. The 
road was, like that of yesterday, along' steep hill sides, obstructed with fallell 
timber, and a growth of eight different species of pine, so thickly strewed that 
the snow falls from them as we pass, and keeps us continually wet to the skin, 

1 
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.and so cold, that we are anxious lest our feet should be frozen, as we hav~ only 

thin moccasins to defend them. 
At noon we halted to let the horses feed on some long gl'ass on the south 

side of the mountains, and enneavolll'ed hy making' fires to keep ourselves warm. 
As soon as the horses were refreshed, captain Clarke went a-head with one man, 
and at the distance of "ix miles reached a stream from the right, and prepared 
fires by the time Of OUI' arrival at dusk. \Ye here encamped in a piece of low 
ground, thickly timbered, but scarcely large enough to permit us to lie level. 
'Ye had now made thirteen miles. 'Ye "ere all vcry wet, cold, and hungry: 
but althoug-h before setting; out this morning, we had seen four deer, yet we 
could not procure any of them, and were obliged to kill a second colt for OUI' 

suppel·. 
Thursday, 17. Our horses became so much scattered during the night, that 

"'e were detained till olle o'clock before they were all collected. \Ve then 
continued Olll' route oyer high ,'ough knobs, and several dmins and springs, and 
along a ridg'e of cOllntl'y separating the waters of two small rivers. The road 
was still difficult, and several of the horses fell and injured themselves very much, 
so that we were unable to advance more than ten miles to a small stream, on 
which we encamped. 

\Ye hall killed a few pheasants, but these being insufficient fOI' our sub
sistence, we killed another of the colts. This want of pl'Uvisiolls, and the extreme 
falig'ue to which we were suhjected, alHi the dreary prospects bdore us, began 
to dispirit the men. It was therefore agreed that captain Clarke should go on 
a-head with six hunters, and endeavour to kill somethin~' fur the support of the 
party. He therefore set out, 

\Yedncscby, lS, carly in the morning in hopes of fiudiug' a level country 
from which he might send Lack some ~·~lIne. His route lay ~. 8i)' ,y, along 
the sanle hig'h dividing ridg'e, and the road \\as still very bad; hnt he moved on 
rapidly, and at the distance of twenty miles was rejuiced on discovering far off 
an t·:o.(en~i\c plain towards the west and south-west, bounded Ly a hig'h monntain. 
He halttd an hour to let the horses eat a little gTass on the hill sides, and then 
wellt on twelve and a half miles till he reached a Lold creek runnilw to the , 0 

left, on which he encamped. 'fo this stream he gave the \"tTy appropriate name 
of 1I11n~';'y creek; for having' procured no game, they had nothing to cat. 

In the meantime we were detained till after t'ight o'clock by the loss of one 
of OUl' hOI'Ses which had strayed away and could not be found. \Ve then proct'eded, 
b.ut honing soon finished the remainder of the colt killed yesterday, felt the want of 
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provisions, which was more seusiblefl'om our. meeting',with no water, till towar.cb 
nightfall we found some in a ravine among' the hills .. By pushing' on our horses 
almost to their utmost strength, we made. eighteen miles. 

We then melted some snow, and supped on a little portable soup. a few 
canisters of which, with abo.ut twenty weight of bears' oil, are our ouly remaining
means of subsistence. Our guns are scarcely of any sen'ice, for there is no 
living creature in these mountains, except a f~w small pheasants, a small species 
of gray squinel, and a blue bird of the vulture kind ahout the size of a turtle 
dove or jay, and even these are difficult to shoot. 

Thursday, 19. Captain Clarke proceeded up the creek, along which the 
road was more steep and stony than, any he had yet passed. At six miles 
distance he reached a small plain, in which he fortunately found a horse, on 
which he bl·eakfasted,,,.and hung th~.rest on a tree for the party in the rear. 
Two miles beyond this he left the creek, and crossed three high mountains, 
rendered almost impassable from the steepness of the ascent and the quantity 01 

fallen timbel'. After clambering' over these ridges and mountains, and passing 
the heads of some branches of Hungry creek, he came to a large creek running 
westward. This he followed for four, miles, and then turned to the right down 
the mountain, till he came to a small creek to the left, Here he halted, having 
made twenty-two miles on his course, south eighty degrees west, though the 
winding route over the mountains almost doubled the distance. On descending 
the last mountain, the heat became much more sensible after the extreme cold 
he had experienced for several days past. ~~sides the breakfast in the morning, 
two pheasants were their only food during the day, 'and the only kinds of birds 
they saw were the blue jay, a small white-headed hawk, a larger hawk, crows, 
and ravens. 

'Ve followed soon after sunrise. At six miles the ridge terminated and we 
had before us the cheering prospect of the large plain to the south-west. On 
leaving the ridge we again ascended and went down several mountains, and six 
miles further came to Hungry creek where it was fifteen yards wide, and 
received the waters of a branch from the north. 'Ye went up it on a course 
nearly due west, and at three miles crossed a second branch flowing from the 

• I 

same quarter. The couutry is thickly covered with pine timber, of which \ve 
have enumerated eight distinct species. Three miles beyond this last branch of 
Hungry creek we eucamped, after a fatiguing route of eig'hteen miles. The 
road along the creek is a narrow rocky path near the borders of very high 
precipices, from which a fall seems almost inevitable destruction. One of our 
horses slipped and rolling over with his load down the hill side, whicli was nearly 
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perp'endicular and streWed with large irregular rocks, nearly a hundred yards, 
and did not stop till he feU into the creek: we all expected he wa!l killed, but 
to our astonishment, 011 taking oft' his load, he rose, and seemed but little injured, 
and in ~wcnty minutes proceeded with his load. Having no other provision 
we too: .. s('me portable soup, our only refreshment during the day. This absti
nence, joined with fatigue, has a visible eft'ect on our health. The men are 
growing weak and losing' their flesh very fast: several are afflicted with the 
dysentery, and eruptions of the skin are very common. 

Friday, 20. Captain Clarke weilt on through a country as rugged as usual, 
till 011 pa~~'ing a low mountain he came at the distance of four miles to the forks 
of a lal'ge creek. Down this he kept on a Course south 60° west for two mile!!, 
then turning to the right, continued over a dividing ridge, where were the 
he.lds of several little streams, and at twelve miles distance descended the last of 
the Rocky mountains and reached the level country. A beautiful open plain, 
partially supplied with pine, now presented itself. He continued for five miles 
when he discovered three Indian boys, who, on obsenring the party, ran oft' ana 
hid themselves in the grass. Captain Clarke immediately alighted, and giving 
bis horse and gun to one of the men, went after the boys. He soon relieved 
their app~ehensions, and sent them forward to the village, about a mile off, with 
presents of small pieces of riband. Soon after the boys had reached home, a 
inan came out to meet the party, with great c:lution, but he conducted them to 
a large tent in the village, and aU the inhabitants gathered round to "iew, with 
a mixture of fear and pleasure, these wonderful strangers. The conductor now 
informed captain Clarke, by signs, that the spacious tent was the residence of 
the- great chief, who had set out three days ago, with all the warriors, to attack 
some of their enemies towards the south-west; that he would not retul"ll before 
fifteen or eighteen days, and that in the meantime there were only a few men 
left to guard the women and children. They now set before them a small piec6 
of buft'aloe meat, some dried Mlmon, berries, and several kinds of roots. Among 
these last is one wbich is round and much like an onion in appearance, and 
sweet to the taste: it is called quamash, and is eaten either 11> its natuml state, 
or boile~, into a kind of soop, or made into a cake, which is then called pasheco. 
After the long abstinence this was a sllmptuous treat; we I'etmneu the kindness 
of the people by a few small presents, and then went on in company with one of 
the chiefs to a second village jn the same plain, at the distance of t \\'0 miles. 
Here the party was treated with great kindness and pal!sed the nig-ht. The 
hunters were sent out, but though they saw some tra~ks of deer were not'1lble t" 
procure any thing. 
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We wel'e detained till ten 0' clock before we could collect our scattered horses; 
we then proceeded for two miles, when to our great joy we found the horse 
which captain Clarke had killed, and it note apprising us of his intention of 
going to the plains towards the south-west, and collect provisions by the time we 
reached him. At one o'clock we halted on a small stream, and made a hearty 
meal of horse flesh. On examination it now appeared that Olle of the horses was 
missing, and the man in whose charg'c he had been Was directed to return and 
search for him. He came back in two hours without having been able to find 
the horse; but:is the load was too valuable to be lost, two of the best woodsmen 
were di"ected to continue the search while we p,·oceeded. Our general course 
was south 2.')° west, throug'h a thick forest of large pine, which has fallen in 
many places, and ve,'Y much obstmcts the ,·oad. After making about fifteen 
miles, we encamped on a ridge where we could find but little grass and no water. 
We succeeded, however, in procuring a little from a distance, and supped on the 
remainder of the horse. 

On descending the heights of the mountains, the soil becomes gmdually more 
fertile, and the land through which we passed this evening, is of an excellent 
quality. It has a. dark g-rey soil, though very broken, and with large 
masses of grey freestone, above the ground in .many places. Among the vege
table productions we distinguished the aIde,', honeysuckle, and huckleberry, com
mon in the United States, and a species of honeysuckle, known only westward 
of the Rocky mo";mtains, which rises to the height of about four feet, and bears 
a white berry. There is also a plant resembling the chokecherry, which grows 
in thick clumps eight 0" ten feet high, and bears a black berry, with a single stone, 
of a sweetish taste. The arbor vitm too, is very common, and grows to a great 
size, being from two to six feet in diameter. 

Saturday,21. The fl'ee use of food to which he had not been accustomed, 
made captain Clarke very !>ick both yesterday evening and during the whole of 
to-day. He therefore sent out all the hunters and remained himself at the vjllage, 
as well on account of his sickness as for the purpose of avoiding suspiciou, and 
collecting information from the Indians as to the route. 

The two villages consist of about thirty double tents, and the inhabitantil .call 
themselves Chopunnish, or Pierced-nose. The chief drew a chart of the river, 
~nd explained, that a greater chief than himself, who govemed this village and 
was ca·lIed the Twisted-hair, was now <fishing at the distance of half a day's 
.·ide down the rivet·: his chart made the l{.ooskooskee fork a little below his 
camp, a second fork helow, still further 011 a large bmnch flowed in on each side, 
below which the fiver passed the mountains: here was a great fall of Wi\ter, near 
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which lived white people, from whom were procured the white beads and brass 
ornaments worn by the women. 

A chief of another band made a visit this moming, and smoked with. 
captain Clat·ke. The hunters returned without having been able to kill any 
thing; captain Clarke purchased as much dried salmon, 1'00ts, and berries as he 
conld, with the few articles he chanced to have in his pockets, and having sent 
them by one of the men, and a hired Indian back to captain Lewis, he went on 
towards the camp of the Twisted-hair. It was four o'clock before he set out, 
and the night soon came on; but having met an Indian coming from the river, 
they engaged him by a present of a neckcloth, to guide them to the Twisted-hair's 
camp. For twelve miles they proceeded throug'h the plain before they reached 
the river hills, which are very high and steep. rfhe whole valley from these hills 
to the Rocky mountain is a beautiful level country, with a rich soil covered witl1 
grass: there is, however, but little timber, and the ground is badly watered; the 
plain is so much lower than the surrounding hills, or so much sheltered by them. 
that the weather is quite warm, while the cold of the mountains was extreme. From 
the top of the river hills they proceeded down for three miles, till they reached 
the water side, between eleven and twelve o'clock at night: here they found a 
small camp of five squaws and three children, the chief himself being encamped, 
with two others, on a small island in the river: the guide called to him and he 
soon came over. Captain Clarke gave him a medal, and they smoked together 
till one o'clock. 

We could not set out till eleven o'clock, because being obliged in the 
evening to loosen our horses, to enable them to find subsistence, it is always 
difficult to collect them in the morning. At that hour we continued along the 
ridge on which we had slept, and at a mile and a half reached a large creek 
running to our left, just above its junction with one of its branches, 'Ve pro
£eeded down the low grounds of this creek, which are level, wiue, anu heavily; 
timbered, but turned to the right at the distance of two and a half miles, and 
began to pass the broken and hilly country: but the thick timber had fallen in 
so many places that we could scarcely make oUt· way. After going five miles 
we passed the creek on which captain Clarke had encamped during the night 
of the 19th, and continued five miles further over the same kind of road, till we 
came to the forks of a larg'e creek. We crossed the northern branch of this 
stream, and proceeded down it on the west side for a mile: here we found a 
small plain where there was tolerable grass fOl' the horses, and therefore remained 
during the night1 having made fifteen miles on a course S. 30· W. 

The arbor vitle increases in size and quantity as we advance: some of the trees 
2 
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we passed to-day being capable of forming perioques, at least forty-five feet in 
length. We were so fortunate also as to kill a few pheasants and a prairie wolf, 
which, with the remainder of the horse, supplied us with one meal, the last of 
ollr provisions, our food for the morrow being wholly dependent on the chance of 
Ollr guns. 

Sunday, 22. Captain Chll'kc passed over to the island with the Twisted~ 
hair, who seemed to be cheerful and sincet'e in his conduct. ffhe river at this 
place is about one hundred and sixty yards wide, but interrupted by shoals, and 
the low gl'Ounds on its borders are narrow. 'l'he hunters brought in three deer; 
after which captain Clarke left his party, and accompanied by the Twisted-hair and 
his son, rode back to the village, where he arrived about sunset: they then walked 
up together to the second village, where we had just aniveo. We had intended 
to set out early, but one of the men having neg'lected to hobble his horse, he 
strayed away, and we were obliged to wait till nearly !welve o'clock. 'Ve then 
proceeded on a western course for two and a half miles, when we met the hunters 
sent by captain Clarke from the villag'e, seven and a half miles distant, with pro
VISions. This supply was most seasonable, as we had tasted nothing since last 
night, and the fish, and roots, and berries, in addition to a crow which we killed 
on the route, completely satisfied our hunger. After this reft'eshment we pro
ceeded in much better spirits, and at a few miles were overtaken by the two men 
who had been sent back after a horse on the 20th, They were perfectly 
exhausted with the fatigue of walking and the want of food; but as we had two 
spare hOl'ses they were mounted and bl'Ought on to the village. 

They had set out about thl'ee o'clock in the afternoon of the 20th, with one 
horse between them: after crossing the mountain they came to the place where 
we had eaten the horse. Here they encamped, and having' no food, made a fire 
and roasted the head of the horse, which even Ollr appetites had spared, and 
supped on the ears, skin, lips, &c, of the animal. The next morning, 21 st, they 
found the track of the horse, and pm'suing it recovered the saddle-bags, and at 
length, about eleven o'clock, the horse himself. Being now both mounted, they 
set out to return, and slept at a small stream: during the day they had nothing 
at all, except two pheasants, which were so tOl'n to pieces by the shot, that the 
head and legs were the only parts fit for food. In this situation they found the 
next morning, 22d, that during the night their horses had run away from them, 
ar been stolen by the Indians. rfhey searched for them until nine o'clock, when 
seeing that they could not recover them, and fearful of starving if they remained· 
where they were, they set out on foot to join us, carrying the saddle bags alter-
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nately: They walked as fast as they could during the day, till they r-ea~he9 us ift 
a deplomble state of weakness and inanition. 

As we approached the villag·e. most of the women, though apprised 6l our 
being expected, fled with their children into the neighbouring' woods. The men, 
however, received us without any apprehension, and gave us a plentiful supply 
of provisions. 'The plains were now crowded with Indians, who came to see tlte 
persons of the whites, and the strange things they hrought with them; but as our 
guide was perfectly a stranger to their language we could converse by signs only. 
Our inquiries were chiefly directed to the situation of the country, the courses of 
the rivers, and the Indian villages, of all which we received intormation from 
several of the Indians, and as their accounts varied but little f!'Om each other, 
we were induced to place confidence in them. Among others, the Twisted-hair 
drew a chart of the river on a white elk skin. According to this, the Koos
kooskee forks a few miles from this place; two days towards the south is another 
and larger fork, on which the Sboshonee, 01' Snake Indians fish; five days 
journey fmther is a large river f!'Om the north-west, into which Clarke's river 
empties itself: from. the mouth of thai river to the falls, is five day's journey 
further: on all the forks, as well as on the main river, great numbers of 
Indians reside, and at the falls are establishments of whites. This was the story 
of the Twisted-hail'. 

Monday, 23. 'l'hc chief.., and wat'riors ware all assembled this morning. 
ano. we explained to them where ,ve ('arne from, the objects of our visiting them, 
and onr pacilic intentions to,yards all th£' Indians. This being conveyed by 
signs, might 110t have been perfectly comprehended, but appeared to g'ive per
fect satisfaction. "~e now gave a medal to two of the chiefs, a. shirt in addition 
to the medal already recei,'ed by the Twisted-hair, and delivered a flag and a 
handkerchief for the gTand chief on his retul'll. To these were added a knife, 
,\ handkerchief, and a small 'piece of tobacco for f'ach chief. The inhabitants 
did lIut g'ive us any provisions gratuitonsly. \Ve therefore purchased a quantity 
·)f fish, berries (chiefly red haws) and roots; and in the afternoon went on to 
the second village. The twisted-hail' introduced llS into his own tent, which 
consisted however of Dothi ng more than pine bushes and bark, and gave 
us some dried salmon hoiled. \Ve continued our purchases, aud obtained as 
much provjsion as our horses ceuld carIW. in their present weak condition, as 
far as .the ri,·er. The men exchanged a few old caniltel's for dressed elk ski~ 
of which tfley made shirts: greatcrow.ds of the natives are rou,n.d llS all night, 
but we have llot yet missed auy thing .except a knife, aDd a few other artlclfS 
stolen yesterday from a shot pouch. At dark we had a hard wind from the 
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Sf)u~-west, Clccom:panied with rain, which lasted half an hour, but in the 
-morriillg, 

Tuesday, 24, fhe weather was fair. 'Ve sent back Colter in search of the 
'horses lost in the mountains, and having collected the rest set out at ten o'clock 
along the same route already passed by captain Clarke towards the rivf'..!". 
All round the village the women are busily employed in gathering and dressing 
the pasheco root, of which large quantities are heaped up in piles over the plain. 
We now felt severely the consequence of eating heartily after our late privations: 
captain Lewis, and two of the men, were taken very ill last evening, and to-day 
he could scarcely sit on his horse, while others were obliged to be put on 
horseback, and some from extreme weakness and pain, were forced to lie down 
along side of the road for some time. At sunset we reached the island where 
the huuters had been left on the 22d. They had been unsuccessful, having 
'killed only two deer since that time, and two of them are very sick. A little 
below this island is a larger one, on which we encamped, and administered 
:Rush's pills to the sick. 

Wednesday,21i. The weather was very hot, and oppressive to the party, 
-most of whom are now complaining of sickness. Our situation, indeed, rendered 
it necessary to husband our remaining strength, and it was determined to pro
ceeddown the river in canoes. Captain Clat'ke therefore set out with the 
Twisted-hair, and two YOUllg men, in quest of timber for canoes. As lw went 
down the river, he crossed at the distance of a mile, a creek from the right, which. 
from the rocks which obstmcted its passag~, he called Rockdam ri\er. The 
hills along the river are high and steep: the tow grounds arc narrow, and the 
navigation of the ·rivet' embarrassed by two rapids. At the distance of three 
miles further he reached two nearly equal forks of the river, one of which flowed 
in from the north. Here he rested for an hour, and cooked a few salmon which 
one of the Indians caught with a gig. Here too, he was joined by two canoes 
of Indians from below: they were IODg, steady, and loaded with the furniture 

,and provisions of two families. He now crossed the south fork, and retllrned to 
the camp on the south side, through a narrow pine bottom the greater part of 
-the way, in which was found much fine .timber for canoes. One of the Indian 
boots with two men, set out at the same time, and such was their dexterity in 
managing the pole, that they reached the camp within fifteen minutes after 

_ him, -althollgh they had to drag the canoe (;ver three rapids. He found captain 
Lewis, and several of the men still Tery siek;and.disbibuted to such as were in 

·n~d of it, salts and tartar emetic . 
. ,' rfbllrsday, :26. Havil'lg resolved to go down to -some spot calculated {,lr 
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building canoes, we set out eal'Iy this morning and proceeded five miles, and en
camped on low ground on the south, opposite the forks of the river. But so 
weak were the men that several were taken sick in coming down; the weather 
being oppressively hot. Two chief. .. and their families followed us, and encamped 
with a great number of horses neal' us: and soon after our arrival we were 
joined by two Indians, who came down the nOloth fork on a raft. We purchased 
some fresh salmon, and having distributed axes, and portioned off the labour of 

the party, began, 
Friday, 27, at an eady hour, the preparations for making five canoes. But 

few of the men, however, were able to work, and of these. several were soon 
taken ill, as the day proved very hot. The hunters too, returned without any 
game, and seriously indisposed, so that nearly the whole party was now ill. We 
procured some fresh salmon; and Colter, who now returned with one of the 
horses, brought half a deer, which was very nourishing to the invalids: several 
Indians from a camp below, came up to see us. 

Saturday, 28. The men continue ill, though some of those first attacked are 
recovering. Their general complaint is a heaviness at the stomach, and a lax, 
which is rendered more painful by the heat of the weather, and the diet of fish 
and roots, to which they are confined, as no game is to be procured. A number 
of Indians collect about us in the course of the day, to gaze at the strange appear
ance of every thing belonging to us. 

Sunday, 29. The morning was cool, the wind from the south-west; but in 
the afternoon the heat returned. The men continue ill; but all those who are 
able to work are occupied at the canoes. The spil'its of the party were much 
recruited by three deer broug'ht in by the hl1nters; and the next day, 

Monday, 30th, the sick began to recruit their strength, the morning being 
fair and pleasant. The Indians pass in great numbers up and down the river, 
and we observe large quantities of smaU duck going down this morning', 

Tuesday, October 1, 1805. The morning was cool, the wind easterly, but 
the latter part of the day was warm. We were visited by several Indians from 
the tribes below, and others from the main south fork. To two of the mOllt 
distinguished men we made presents of a ring and broach, and to five others 
a piece of riband, a little tobacco, and the fifth part of a neckcloth. We now 
dried our clothes and other articles, and selected some articles such as the Indians 
admire, in order to purchase some provisions, as we have nothing left except a 
little dried fish, which operates as a complete purgative. 

Wednesday, 2. The day is very warm. Two men were sent to the village 
with a,quantity of these articles, t9 purchase food. We are now reduced to roots, 
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which produce violent pains in the stomach. OUi' work continued as usnal, and, 
many of the party are convalescent. 'rhe hunters returned in the aftemoon 
with nothing but a small prairie-wolf, so that our provisions lJeiug exhausted, we 
killed one of the horses to eat, and provide SOllp fOI' the sick. 

Thursday 3. The fine cool morning and easterly wind had an agreeable 
effect upon the party, most of whom are now able to work. The Indians from 
below left us, and we were visited by others from different qual'tel·s. 

Friday 4. Again we had a cool east wind from the mountains. The men, 
were now much better, and captain Lewis himself so far recovered as to walk 
about a little. Three Indians arrived to-day from the Great river to the south, 
The two men also retUl'ned from the viilage with roots and fish, and as the 
flesh of the horse killed yesterday was exhausted, we were confined to that diet, 
although unwholesome as well as unpleasant. 'l'he aftel'l1ool1 was warm. 

Saturday, .'j. The wind easterly, and the water cool. The canoes being 
nearly finished it became necessary to dispose of OUl' horses. They were there
fore collected to the number of thirty-eig'ht, and being branded and marked 
were delivered to three Indians, the two brothers allli the son of a chief, who 
promises to accompany us down the river. rI'o each of these men we gave a 
knife and some small articles, and they a~ ... eed. to take g-ood care of the horses 
till OUl' retul'll. The hunters with all their dilig-ence are unable to kill any thing. 
thc hills being high and rugged, and the woods too cll'Y to hllnt decl', which is 
the only game in the country. 'Ve thcrefore cllntinue to (;at dried fish and 
roots, which are p\ll'cha~cd from the squaws, hy me2ns of small presellts, but 
chiefly white beads, of which they are extravag-antly fond. ~()IlJC of these 
roots seem to possess very active propeI'ties, fot' aftl'r supping on them this 
eYCuing. we were swdled to such a degTee as to ue scarcely able to breathe 
for several hours. Towards nig-ht we launched two canoes which proyed to be 
very g·ood. 

:-;unday, 6. This mOl'lling is again cool, and the wind easterly. 'l'he 
g'eneral course of the winds seems to resemble that which we obscrved on the 
east side of the mountain. \Vhile on the head waters of the Missouri, we had 
every mOl'l1ing a cool wind from the west. At this place a cool breeze springs 
lip during the latter part of the nig-ht, 01' neal' daybreak, and continues till !.even. 
or eight o'clock, when it subsides, ana the latter part of the day is warllI. 
Captain Lewis is not so well as he was, and captain Clarke was also taken ill. 
\Ve had all our saddles buried in a cache near the rivel'~ about half a mile be
low, and deposited at the same time a canister of powder, and a bag of balls. 
The time which could be spared from our labours on the canoes, was devoted 
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:0 some astronomic;:! observations. The latitude of our camp as deduced from 
~he mean of t·,i'O "h"l'n-ations is 4(r 3,1.' 56" ;~'" north. 

l\IonJay, -;. This morning all the canoes were put in the water and loaded' 
the oars 1hed, and every preparation made for setting out, but when we were 
111 I·eany, the two chief,<; who had promised to accompany us, were not to be 
found, and at the same time we missed a pipe tomahawk. 'Ve therefore proceeded 
without them. Below the Forks this river is called the Kooskooskee, and is a 
clear rapid ~tream, with a lllllllbel· of sho~ls and difficult places. For some 
miles the hills are steep, the low gTounds narrow, but then succeeds an open 
country with a few trees scattered along the river. At the distance of nine miles 
is a sllIall creek on the left. ,Yo passed in the course of the day ten rapids, in 
descending which, one of the canoes strnck a rock, and sprung a leak: we 
however continued for nineteen mIles, and encamped on the left side of the river, 
opposite to the month of a small run. Here the canoe was unloaded and re
paired, and two lead canisters of powder deposited; several camps of Indian~ 
were on the sides of the river, but we had little intercourse with any of them. 

Tuesday, 8. 'Ye set out at nine 0' clock. At eight and a half miles wa 
passed :111 island: foUl' and a half miles lower a second island, opposite 
a small creek on the left side of the river. Five miles lower is 
another island on the left: a mile and a half below which is a fourth. At 
a short distance from this is a large creek f\"Om the right, to which we gave 
the name of Colter's creek, frolll Colter one of the men. 'Ve had left this creek 
about a mile and a half, and were passing the last of fifteen rapids which we had 
been fortunate enollg'h to escape, when one of the canoes stmck, and a hole being 
Illade in her :-.ide, she immediately filled and sunk. The men, several of whom 
could not swim, clung- to the boat till olle of our canoes conld be unloaded, and 
with the assistance of an Indian boat, they were all brought to shore. All the 
goods we I·e so much wetted, that we were oblig-ed to halt for the night, and spread 
them out to dry. 'Vhile all this was exhibited, it was necessary to place two 
~entinels over the merchandise, fOI· we found that the Indians, though kind and 
disposed to gi\'e us evel·Y aid during OUl" distress, could not resist the temptation of 
pilfering some of the small articles. \Ve passed during our route of twenty 
miles to-day, se\'eral encampments of Indians on the islands, and near the rapids, 
which places are chosen as most convenient for taking salmon. At one of these' 
camps we found our two chiefs, who, after promising to descend the river with 
us, had ,left us; they, however, willingly came on board after we had gone through 
the ceremony of smoking. 

\V ednesday, 9. The morning was as usual, cool; but as the weather both 
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yesterday and to-dny was cloudy, Oul" merchandise dried but slowly. The boat, 
though much injured, was rcpaircd i-y ten o'clock so as to be pet{ectly fit for 
~ervice; but we were obliged to remain during the day till the :ll'ticles were 
sufficiently dry to lJe reloaded: the intenai we employed in PUI'c1lUsilig fish fOl' 
the voyage and conversing with the Indians, In the afternoon we were sur
prised at hearing that Oul" old Shoshonee guide and his son had left llS, and been 
seen running IIp the river several miles above, As be had nevel' given any notice 
of his intention, nor had even receive!1 his pay fOl' guiding tiS, we could not 
imag'ine the cause of his desertion, nor did he ever retum to explain his cOllduct. 
'Ye requested the chief to send a horseman after him to request that he woul<t 
return and receive what ",e owed him. From this however he dissuaded llS, and 
said very frankly. ih;l~ i:i" nation, the Chopunnish, would take from the old man 
any presents that he might have on passing their camp. 

'I'he Indians came about our camp at night, and were very gay and g-ooJ
humoured with the men, Among other exhibitions was that of a squaw who 
appeared to be crazy: she sang in a wild incoherent manner, and would offer 
to the spectators all the little articles she possessed, scarifying herself ill a horrid 
manner if anyone refused her present: she seemed to be an object of pity among 
the Indians, who suffered hel' to do as she pleased without interruption. 

Thursday, 10. A fine moming. 'Ve loaded the canoes and set off at seven 
o'clock. At the distance of two and a half miles we had passed three islands, 
the last of which is opposite to a small stl'eam on the right. \Vithill the follow
ing three and a half miles is another island and a creek on the left, with wide 
low grounds, containing willow and cottonwood trees, on which wen' three 
tents of Indians. Two miles lower is the head of a large island, and si~ 
and a half miles further we halted at an encampment of eight lodges on the 
left, in order to view a rapid before us: we had alt'eady passed eight, and some 
of them difficult; but this was worse than any of them, being a very hazardous 
ripple strewed with rocks: we here purchased roots and dined with the Indians. 
Among them was a man from the Falls, who says that he saw white pt:Ople at 
that place, and is very desirous of going down with llS; an offer which however 
we declined. Just above this camp we had passed a tent, near which was an 
Indian bathing himself in a small pond 01' hole of water, warmed by throwing 
in hot stones. Aftel' finishing our meal we descended the rapid with no injury, 
except to one of our boats which ran ag'ainst a I'ock, but in the course of an 
hour was bl'Ought off with only a small split in hel' side. This ripple, from its 
appearance and difficulty, we named the Rugged rapid. \Ye went on over five 
other rapids of a less dangerous kind, and at the distance of five miles reached 
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a lar<rc fork of the rirer from the south; and after coming twenty miles, halted 
o 

below the jUlIction 011 the rig'ht side of the river: OUl' arrival soon attracted the 
attclltion of the Indians, who flocked in all directions to see us. In the evening. 
the Ilidian from the Falls, whom we had seen at the Rugged rapid, joined us 
"itb his son in a slllall canoe, and insisted on accompanying us to the Falls. 
Beillt!; again reduced to fit-h and roots we made an experiment to vary our food 
hy purchasing' a few dl)g'~, and after having been accustomed to horse-flesh, felt 
no disrelish to lhi~ new dish. The Chopunnish han gTeat numbers of dogs 
\\ hith they cmploy for domestic purposes, but never tat; and our using the 
Hcsh of that animal soon brought liS into ridicule as dog-eaters. 

The country at the junction of the two rivers is an open plain on all sides, 
broken towards the left by a distant ridge of highland, thinly covered with tim
bel': this is the ollly body of tim her which the country possesses; for at the Forks 
there is not a tree to be seen, and during almost the whole descent of sixty miles 
down the Kooskooskee from its Forks there are very few. This southern branch 
.is in fact the main stream of Lewis's river on which we encamped when among 
the Shoshonees. The Indians inform us that it is navigablc fOl' sixty miles; 
that not far from its mouth it l'ecci,l's a branch from the sonth; and a second 
and Lr!.~;('l' branch, two days' march np, and nearly parallel to the first Chopun
llish yillages, we met near the Illonnt:lins. This branch is called Pawnashte, 
and is the resilIencc of a chief, who, according to their expression, has more 
horses than he can connt. '!'he ri\~el' has many rapids, near which are situated 
sc\'eral fisbin:,;' camps; there being- ten establishments of this kind before reaching 
the first southern branch; one on that stream, five between that and the Pawnashte; 
one 011 that river, and two above it; besides many other Indians who reside 
})i;';'\t up 011 the more distant ,,',tiers of this river, AU these India!ls belong to 
tlJC Chopnnnish nation, and live in tents of an oblong form, covered with flat 
roofs. 

At its mouth Lewis's river is about two hundred and fifty yards wide, and 
.its \\ater is of a gwenish LIne colour. The Kooskooskee, whose watel's are 
.clear as crystal, oue bundred and fifty yards in width, and after the union the 
linr enlarges to the space of three hundred yards: at the point of the union is 
all Iudian cabill, and ill Lewis's river a small island, 

The Chopunnish 01' Pierced-nose nation, who reside on tile Kooskooskee and 
Lewis's rivers, are in person stout, portly, well-looking men: the women are 
small, with good featmes, and generally handsome, though the complexion of 
both sexes is dal'ker than that of the rrushepaws. In dress they resemhle that 
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nation, Leing fond of displaying their O\'llaments. The buffaloe or elk-skin robe 
decorated with. beads, sea-shells, chiefly mother-of-pearl, attached to an otter
skin collar and hung' in the hair, which falls in front in two queues; feathers, 
paints of different kinds, pl·jllcipally white, green, and light Uue, all of which 
they find in their own conntry: these are the chief ornaments they lise. In the 
winter they wear a short shirt of dressed skins, long' painted leggings and moc
casins, and a plait of twisted grass rounel tIle neck. 

The dress of the women is more simple, cOllsisting of a long shirt of argalia 
01' ibex skin, reaching' down to the ankles without a g·irdle: to this are tied little 
pieces of brass and shells and other small articles; but tlJe head is not at all 
ornamented .• rrhe dress of the female is indeed more modest, and more studiously 
so than any we have obscrved, though the other sex is careless of the indelicacy 
of exposure. 

The Chopunnish have very few amusements, fOl' theil' life is painful and 
laborious; and all theil' exertions are necessary to eam eyen their precarions 
subsistence. During the summer anti autumn they are busily occupied in fishing 
fOl' salmon, and coilecting their winter store of roots. In the winter they hunt 
the deel' on snow shoes over the plains, and towards spring cro'iS the mountains 
to the Missouri fot, the purpose of tmfficking for bufl'aloe robes. The inconve
niences of that comfortless life are increased by frequent encounters with their 
enemies from the west, who dri,-e them over the mountains with the loss of their 
horses, and sometimes the lives of many of the nation. Thoug-h originally the 
same people, their dialect varies yery perceptibly from that of the Tnshepaws: 
their treatment of liS differed lUuch from the kind and disinterested senices of 
the Shoshonees: they are indeed selfish and avaricious; they part very reluctantly 
with every article of food 01' clotlling'; aud while they expect a reCO!lll'cl::-" for 
every service however small, do not concem themselves about reciprocatillg ,\01) 

presents ,ve may give them. 
'They al'e generally healthy-the only disorders which we ha\'e had occasion 

to remark being of a sCl'Oplllllous kind, and for these, as well as for the amuse
lllent of those who are in good health, hot and cold bathing is very commonly 

used. 
'rhe ~oil of these pl'airies is of a light yellow clay intermixed with small 

!imooth grass: it is barren, and produces little more than a beal'ded grass aoont 
three illches high, and a prickly penr, of which we now found three species: 
the first is of the hroad-Ieafed kind, common to the Missonri. 'rhe second ha~ 

the leaf of a globular fonn, and is also frequent on thtl upper part of the Mis-
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souri, par·ticlllarly after it enters the Rocky monntains. 'l'he third is peculiar 
to this conntry, and is much more inconvenient than the other two: it consists 
of small thick leaves of a circular form, which gl"Ow from the margin of each 
other as in the broad-leafed peat· of the Missouri: these leaves are armed with 
a greater number of thorns, which are stronger, and appear to be barbed; and 
as the leaf itself is very slightly attached to the stem, as soon as one thorn 
tonches the moccasin it adheres and brings with it the leaf, which is accompanied 
by a reinforcement of thorns. 



CHAP. XVIII. 

THE PARTY PROCEED IN (;ANOES-DESCRIPTION OF AN INDIAN SWEATING BATH AND 

BURIAL PLACE-MANY DANGEROUS RAPIDS PASSED-NARROW ESCAPE OF ONE OF 

THE CANOES-IN THE PASSAGE DOWN THEY ARE VISITED BY SEVERAL INDIANS, ALL 

OF WHOM MANIFEST PACIFIC DISPOSITIONS-DESCRIPTION OF THE SOKULK TRIBE

THEIR DRESS, AND MANNER OF BUILDING HOUSES-THEIR PACIFIC CHARACTER-

THEIR HABITS OF LIVING-THEIR MODE OF BOILING SALMON-VAST QUANTITIES OF 

SALMON AMONGST THE SOKULK-COUNCIL HELD WITH THIS TRIBE - THE TERROR 

AND CONSTERNATION EXCITED BY CAPTAIN CLARKE, CONCERNING WHICH AN INTE

RESTING CAUSE IS RELATED-SOME ACCOUNT OF THE PlSgUITPAWS-THEIR MODE OF 

BURYING THEIR DEAD. 

FRIDA Y, October 11, ] 805. THIS morning' the wind was from the east, and 
the weather dourly. 'Ve set out early, and at the distance of a mile and a half 
reached a point of rocks in a bend of the river towards the teft, neal' to which 
was an old Indian house, and a meadow on the opposite bank. Here the hills 
came down towards the water, and formed by the rocks, which have fallen from 
their sides, a rapid over which we drag~ed the canoes. We passed, a mile and 
a half fmther, two Indian lodges in a bend towards the right, and at six miles 
from our camp of last evening reached the month of a bl'Ook on the left. Just 
above this stream we stopped for breakfast at a lar'ge encampment of Indians on 
the same side: we soon began to trade with them for a stock of provisions, and 
were so fortunate as to purchase seven dogs and all the fish they would spare: 
while this traffic was going on we observed a vapour bath or sweating house in 
a different form from that used on the frontiers of the United States, or in the 
Rocky mountains. It was a hollow square of six or eight feet deep, formed in 
the river bank by damming up with mud the other three sides, and covering the 
whole completely, except an aperture about two feet wide at the top. The 
bathers descend by this hole, taking with them a number of heated stones, and 
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jug's of water ; and after ueing seflted I'ound the room, throw the water on the 
stones till the steam becomes of a temperature sufficiently high for their pUl'poses. 
The baths of the Indians in the Rocky mountains are of different sizes, the most 
common ul'ing' made of mnd and sticks like an oven, but the mode of raising the 
steam is exactly the same. Amon~' hoth these nations it is \'ery uncommon fOI' a 
mall to bathe ~;Ione, he is gellerally- accompanied by one, 01' sometimes several of 
his aCfplailltanccs; indeed it is so C"sl'litially a social amusement, that to decline 
g'oing' in to bathe when invited by a friend is one of the highest indignities which 
can be offered to him. 'rhe Indians on the frontiers generally Ilse a bath which 
will accommodate only one person, and is formed of a wickered work of willows 
aLont four feet high, arched at the top, and covered with skins. In this the pa
tient sits till by means of the heated stones and water he has perspired sufficiently. 
Almost Ilniversally these baths are in the neig'hbolll'huod of running water, into 
which the Indians plunge immediatdy on coming ont of the ,'apoUl' bath, and 
sometimes return again, and subject themselves to a second perspiration. This 
practice is, however, less fl'equent among' our neighboming nations than those 
to the westward. This bath is employed either for pleasure or for health, and 
is used indiscriminately for rheumatism, venereal, or in ~hort for all kinds of 
diseases. 

On leaving' this encampment we passed two more rapids, and some swift 
water, and at the distance of four and a half miles reached one which was much 
more difficult to pass. Thl'ee miles beyoml this rapid, are three huts of Indians 
Oil the right, where we stopped and outained in exchange for a few trifles some 
pashequa roots, five dogs, and a small quantity of dried fish. 'Ve made OUl' din
ner of part of each of these al'ticles, and then proceeded on without any ubstruc
tiol1, till after making twelve and a half miles, \YC came to a stony island on the 
right side of the river, opposite to \"hich is a !'apid, and a second at its lowel' point. 
About three and a half miles beyond the island is a small brook which empties 
itself into a bend on the right, where we encamped at two Illdian huts, which are 
now inhabited. Here ,,'e met two Indians belonging to a nation who reside at 
the mouth of this river. 'Ve had made thirty-one miles to-day, although the 
weather was warm, and we found the clll'J'ent obstl'llcted by nine different rapids, 
more or less difficult to pass. All these rapids are fishing places of gl'eat resort 
in the season, and as we passed we observed near them, slabs and pieces of split 
timber raised from the ground, and some entire houses which a1'e vacant at pre
sent, but will be occupied as soon as the Indians return from the plains on both 
sides of the river, where OUI' chief informs us they are now hunting the autelope. 
X eal' each of these houses is a small collection of graves, the burial places of those 
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who frequent these establishments. The dead are wl'3pped up in "obes of skins, 
and deposited in graves, which arc covel'ed over with earth and marked or 
secured by little pickets or pieces of wood, stuck promiscuously over and around 
it. The country on both sides, after mounting a steep ascent of about two hun
dred feet, becomes an open, level, and fertile plain, which is, however, as well as 
the borders of the river itself, pedcctly destitute of any kind of timber; and the 
chief growth which we observed, consisted of a few low blackbenies. We killed 
some geese and ducks. The wind in the aftel' part of the day changed to the 
south-west and became high, but in the morning, 

Saturday 12, it shifted to the east, and we had a fair cool morning. After 
purchasing all the pl'ovisions these Indians would spare, which amounted to only 
three dog-s and a few fish, we proceeded. We soon reached a small island, and 
in the course of three miles passed three other islands nearly opposite to each 
other, and a bad rapid on the left in the neig'hboUl'hood of them. Within the 
following seven miles we passed a small rapid, and au island on the left, another 
stony island and a rapid on the right, just below which a brook comes in on the 
same side, and came to a bend towards the right opposite to a small island. 
From this place we saw some Indians on the hills, but they were too far off for 
us to ha\ e any intercourse, and shewed no disposition to approach us. Aftel." 
going on two miles to a bend towards the left, we found the plains, which till 
now had formed rugged cliffs over the river, leaving small and nanow bottoms, 
become much lowel' on both sides, and the rivel' itself widens to the space of 
four hnndred yards, and continues fot· the same width, the country rising by a 
gentle ascent towal·ds the high plains. At two and a half miles is a small creek 
on the left opposite to an island. For the three following miles, the country is 
low and open on both sides, after which it gradually I·ises till we reached a bend 
of the river towal'ds the right, three and a half miles further, in the course of 
which we passed a rapid and an island. The wintl now changed to the south
west, and became violent. 'Ve passed an island at the distance of foul' miles, 
anothel' one mile beyond it, where the water was swift and shallow, and two 
miles further, a rapid at the uppel' poiut of a small stony island. 'Ve went 
along this island by the mouth of a bl'ook on the right, and encamped on the 
same side opposite to a small island close under the left shore. Our day's 
journey had been thirty miles, and we might have gone ~till further, but as the 
evening was coming 011 we halted at the head of a rapid, which the Indians 
represented as dangel'ous to pass, for the plll'pose of examining it before we set 
out in the morning. The country has much the same appearance as that we 
passed yesterday, consisting of open plains, which when they approach the 
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water are faced with a dark-coloured rugged stone. The river is as usual much 
obstructed by islands and rapids, some of which are difficult to pass. Neither 
the plains nor the bot'ders of the river possess any timber, except a few hack
berry hushes and willows, and as there is not much driftwood, fuel is very 

scarce. 
Sunday, 13. The morning was windy and dark, and the rain which began 

before daylight, continned till near twelve o'clock. Having viewed very 
accurately the whole of this rapid we set out, the Indians going on before us to 
pilot the canoes. We found it, as had been reported, a very dangerous rapid, 
auout two miles in length, aDd strewed with rocks in every direction, so as to 
reqnire great dexte!'ity to avoid running against them. 'Ve however passed 
through the channel, which is towards the left, and about the centre of the 
rapid, without meeting with any accident. Two miles below it we had another 
bad !'apid, a mile beyond which is a large creek in a bend to the left. This we 
called Kimooeuim creek. 

On leaving it the river soon became crowded with rough black rocks, till at 
the distance of a mile it forms a rapid which continues for four miles, and during 
the latter part of it for a mile and a half, ,he whole river is compressed into a 
narrow channel, not more than twenty-five yards wide. The water harpelled 
to be low as we passed, but during the high waters, the navigation must be 
very difficult. Immediately at the end of this rapid, i~ a large stream in a bend 
to the right, which we called Drewyer's river, after George Drewyer, one of the 
party. A little below the mouth of this river is a large fishing establishment, 
where there are the scaffolds and timbers of several houses piled up ag'ainst each 
other, and the meadow adjoining contains a number of holes, which seem to 
have been used as places of deposit for fish fOl' a great length of time. There 
were no entire houses standing, and we saw only two Indians who had visited 
the narrows, but we were overtaken by two others, who accompanied us on 
horseback down the river, informing us that they meant to proceed by land 
down to the great l·iver. Nine and a half miles below Drewyer's river, we 
passed another rapid, and three and a half miles farther reached some high cliffs 
in a bend to the left. Here, after passing the timbers of a house, which were 
preserved en forks, we encamped on the right side, near a collection of graves, 
such as we had seen above. The country was still an open plain without tim
ber, and our day's journlilY had no variety, except the fishing houses which are 
scattered Rear the situations convenient for fishing, but are now empty. Our 
two Indian companions spent the night with us. 

Monday, 14. The wind was high from the south-west during the evening. 
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and this morning it chang'ed to the west, and the weather became very cold 
until about twelve o'clock, when it shifted to the south-west, and continued in 
that quarter during the rest of the day. We set out early, and after passing 
some swift water, reached at two and a half miles a t'ock of a very singular 
appearance. It was situated on a point to the left, at some distance from the 
ascending country, very high and large, and resembling in its shape the hull of 
a ship. At five miles we passed a rapid; at eight another rapid, and a small 
island on the right, and at ten and a half a small island on the right. We 
halted a mile and a half below for the purpose of examining a much lat'ger and 
more dangerous rapid than those we had yet passed. It is three miles in length, 
and very difficult to navigate. W ~ had scarcely set out, when three of the 
canoes stuck fast in endeavouring to avoid the rocks in the channel; soon after 
in passing two small rocky islands, one of the canoes struck a rock, but was 
prevented from upsetting, and fortunately we all arrived safe at the lower end of 
the rapid. Here we dined, and then proceeded, and soon reached another rapid 
on both sides of the river, ·which was divided by an island. 

As we were descending it one of the boats was driven crosswise again!'t a 
rock in the middle of the cmrent. 'l'he cl'ew attempted to get her off, but the 
waves dashed over her, and she· soon filled; they got out on the rock and held 
h~r above water with great exertIOn, till another canoe was unloaded and sent 
to her reli~f, but they could not prevent a gTeat deal of her baggag'e from 
floating down the stream. As soon as she was lightened, she was hurried down 
the channel, leaving the crew on the rock. 'fhey were brought off by the rest 
of the party, and the canoe itself, and nearly all that had been washed over
board, wel'e recovered. 'fhe chief Joss was the bedding of two of the men, a 
tomahawk, and some small articles. nut all the rest were wetted, and though by 
drying we were able to save the powder, all the loose packages of which were 
in this boat, yet we lost all the roots and other provisions, which are spoilt by 
the watel'. In ordel' to diminish the loss as far as was in our power, we halted 
for the night on an island, and exposed every thing to dry. On landing' we 
found some split timber for houses which the Indiam had VCI"y securely covered 
with stone J and also a place where they had deposited their fish. W C have 
hitherto abstained scrupulously from taking any thing belonging to the Iudians ; 
but on this occasion we were compelled to depart from this rule; and as there 
was no other timber to be found in any direction for firewood, and no owner 
appeal'ed from whom it could be purchased, we used a part of these split planks. 
bearing in mind our obligation to repay the proprietor whenever we should 
discover- him. The only game which w~ observed were geese and ducks,' of 
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the latter we killed some, and a feW' of the blue-winged teal. Our journey was 
fifteen miles in length. 

Tuesday, 15. The morning' was fair, and being obliged to remain for the 
purpose of dt'ying the baggage, we sent out the hunters to the plains, but they 
returned at ten o'clock, without having seen even the tracks of any large game. 
but bJ"Oug'ht in three geese and two ducks. The plains are waving, and as we 
walked in them, we could plainly discover a range of mountains bearing south
east and north-west, becoming hig'her as they advanced towards the north, the 
nearest point bearing south about sixty miles from us. Our stores being suffi
ciently dry to be reloaded, and as we shall be obliged to stop fOJ' the purpose of 
making some celestial observations at the mouth of the river, which cannot be 
at a great distance, we concluded to embark and complete the drying at that 
place: we tht:refore set out at two o'clock. For the fh'st four miles we passed 
three islands, at the lower points of which were the same number of rapids. 
besides a fOUJ'th at a distance from them. During the next ten miles we passed 
eight islands and three more rapids, and reached a point of rocks on the left 
side. The islands were of various sizes, but were all composed of round stone 
and sand: the rapids were in many places difficult and dangerous to pass. 
About this place the country becomes lower than usual, the ground over the 
river not being higher than ninety or a hundred feet, and extending back into a 
waving plain. Soon after leaving this point of rocks, we entered a narrow 
channel formed by the projecting cliffs of the bank, which rise neady perpen
dicular from the water. The river is not however rapid, but gentle and smooth 
during its confinement, which lasts for three miles, "hen it falls, ur rather 
widens into a kind of basin nearly round, and without any pet'ceptible current. 
After passing through this basin, we were joined by the three Indians who had 
piloted us through the rapids since we left the forks, and who in company with 
our two chiefs had gone before 11S. They had now halted here to warn us 
of a dangerous rapid, which begins at the lower point of the basin. As the day 
was too far spent to descend it, we determined to examine hefore we attempted 
it, and therefore landed neal' an island at the head of the rapid, and studied 
particularly all its nllrrow and difficult parts. The spot where we landed was 
an old fishing establishment, of which there yet remained the timbers of a house 
carefully raised on scaffolds to protect them against the spring tide. Not being: 
able to procure any othel' fuel, and the night being cold, we were again obliged 
to use the property of the Indians, who still remain in the plains hunting the 
antelope. Our progress was only twenty miles in cODscqUeJl£e of the difficulty 
ef passing the rapids. Our game consisted of two teal. 
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Wednesday, 16. Having examined the rapids, which we found more diffi

cult than the report of the Indians had induced us to believe, we set out early, 
and putting our Indian guide in front, our smallest canoe next, and the mst in 
succession, ueg'an the descent: the passag'e proved to be no,,)" disagreeable; as 
there is a continuation of shoals extemling from bank to bank for the distance 
of three miles, during which the channel is narrow and crooked, and obstl'Ucted 
by large rocks in every direction, so as to require great dexterity to avoid being 
dashed on them. We got through the rapids with no injlll'y to any of the boats 
except the hindmost, which ran on a rock; but by the assistance of the other 
boats, and of the Indians who were very alert, she escaped, though the baggagoe 
she contained was wetted. Within three miles after leaving the rapid we passed 
three small i:>lands, on one of which were the parts of a honse put on scafiolds as 
usual, and soon after came to a rapid at the lower extremity of three small 
islands; and a second at the distance of a mile and a half below them; reaching 
six miles below the great rapid a point of rocks at a rapid opposite to the nppel' 
point of a small island on the left. Three miles further is another rapid; and 
two miles beyond this a very bad rapid, or rather a fall of the river: this, on 
examination, proved so difficult to pass, that we thong-ht it imprudent to attempt 
it, and thet'et'ore unloaded the canoes and made a portage of three quarters of a. 

mile. The rapid, which is of about the same extent, is milch broken oy rocks 
and shoals, and has a small island in it on the right side. After crossing by 
land we halted for dinnet', and whilst we were eating' were visited by five 
Indians, who came up the river on foot in great haste: we received them 
kindly, smoked with them, and gave them a piece of tobacco to smoke with 
their tribe: on receiving the present they ~('t out to retul'll, and continued 
running as fast as they could while they remained in sight. Theil' curiosity had 
been excited by the accounts of OUl' two chiefs, who had gone on in ordet' to . 
apprise the tribes of Out· approach and of our friendly dispositions towardli them. 
After dinner we reloaded the canoes and proceeded: we soon passed a rapid 
opposite to the upper point of a sandy island on the left, which has a smaller 
island near it. At three miles is a gravelly bar in the river: foul' miles beyond 
this the Kimooenim empties itself into the Columbia, and at its month has an 
island just below a small rapid. We halted above the point of junction on the 
Kimooenim to confe1' with the Indians, who had collected in great numbers to· 
receive us, On landing ,we were met by our two chiefs, to whose g'ood offices 
we were indebted, f01' this reception, and also the two Indians who had passed 
us a few days since on horseback; one of whom appeared to be a man of 
infiuence, and harangued the Indians on .our arrival.. After smoking with the 
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Indians, we formed a camp at the point where the two rivers unite, near"to 
which we found some driftwood, and were supplied by our two old chiefs with 
the stalks of willows and some small bushes for fuel. We had scarcely fixed 
the camp and got the fires prepared, when a chief came from the India.n camp 
about a quarter of a mile up the Columbia, at the head of nearly two hundred 
men: they formed a regular procession, keeping time to the noise, rather than the 
music of their dl'Ums, which they accompanied with their voices. As they 
advanced they formed a semicircle round us, and continued singing for some 
time: we then smoked with them all, and communicated, as well as we could 
by signs, our friendly intentions towards all nations, and our joy at finding our
selves surrounded by our children: we then proceeded to distribute presents to 
them, giving the principal chief a large medal, a shirt and handkerchief; to the 
second chief, a medal of a smaller size, and to a third chief who came down 
from some of the upper villages, a small medal and a handkerchief. This 
ceremony being concluded they left us; but in the course of the aftel'Doon 
several of them retul'lled and remained with us till a late hour. After they had 
dispersed we proceeded to purchase provisions, and were enabled to collect 
sc\"en dogs, to which some of the Indians added small presents of fish, and one 
of them gaYe us twenty pounds of fat dried horse-flesh. 

Thursday, October 17. The day being' fair we were occupied in making 
the necessary observations for determining our IOllgitude, and obtained a meri
dian altitude, from which it appeared that we were in latitude 460 lb' ]3" 9"'. 
lVe also measured the two rivers by angles, and found that at the junction the 
Columbia is nine hundred and sixty yards wide, and Lewis's river five hundred 
and seventy-five; but soon after they unite, the former widens to the space of 
from one to thre~ miles, including the islands. From the point of junction the 
country is a continued plain, nhich is low near the water, from which it rises 
gradually, and the only elevation to be seen is a l'ange of high country running 
from the north-east towards the south-west, where it joins a range of mountains 
from the south-west, and is on the opposite side about two miles from the 
Colombia. 'rhere is through this plain no tree and scarcely any shrub, except 
a few willow bushes; and even of smaller plants there is not much more than 
the prickly pear, which is in great abundance, and i!t even more thorny and 
troublesome than any we have yet seen. During' this time the principal chief 
came clown with seH!ral of his warriors and smoked with us: we were also 
visited by several men and women, who offered clogs and fish for sale, but as the 
6sh was out of season, and at present abundant in the rivel', we contented our
selves with purchasing all the dogs we could obtain. The nation amoog which 
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we now are, call themselves Sokulks; and with them are united a few -of ano
ther nation, who reside on a western IJrancb, emptying itself into the Columbia 
a few miles above the mouth of the latter river, and whose name is Chimnapum. 
The languages of these nations, of each of which we obtained a vocabulary. 
difler but little from each other, or from that of the Chopunnisb who inhabit the 
Kooskooskee and Lewis's river. In their dress and genet"al appearance also they 
resemble much those nations; the men wearing a robe of deer or antelope skin, 
under which a few of them have a short leathem shirt. The most striking differ
ence between them is among' the females, the Sokulk women being mOl'e inclinp.d 
to corpulency than any we have yet seen: their stature is low, their faces broad, 
and theil' heads flattened in such a manner that the forehead is in a straight line 
from the llose to the crown of the head: their eyes are of a dirty sable, their hair 
too is coarse and black, and braided as above without ornament of any kind: 
instead of wear ng. as do the Chopunnish, long' leathern shirts, highly decorated 
with beads and shell .• , the Sokulk females have no other covering but a truss or 
piece of leat. 0,' 6·d ' "und the hips and then drawn tight between the legs. The 
ornaments u~ually worn by both sexes are large blue 01' white beads, either pen
dant from their ears, 01' round the necks, wrists, and arms j they have likewis'e 
bracelets ot brass, copper, and hom, aud some trinkets of shells, fish bones, and 
curious feathers. '],he houses of the ~okulks are made of large mats of rushes, and 
are generally of a s,-!llare 01' oblong form, varying in length from fifteen to sixty 
feet, and supported in the inside by poles or forks about six feet high; the top is 
covered with mats, leaving' a space of twelve 01' fifteen inches the whole length 
of the house, for the purpose of admitting the light and suffering the smoke to 
pass through: the roof is nearly flat, which seems to indicate tbat rains are not 
common in this open country, and the house iii not divided into apartments, the 
fire being in the middle of the large room, and immediately under the hole in the 
roof: the rooms are ornamented with their nets, gigs, and other fishing tackle, 
as well as the bow for each inhabitant, and a larg.e quiver of arrows, which are 
headed with flint and stones. 

'fhe Sokulks seem to be of a mild and peaceable disposition; and live in a· 
state of comparative happiness. The men, like those·on th~ Kimooenim, are said, 
to content themselves with a single wife, with whom we observe the husband; 
!Cbar~ the labours of procuring subsistence much more than is usual among. 
savages. What may be ct)nsidered as an unequivocal proof of their goad dispo
sition, is the great respect which was shown to old age. Among other marks of' 
it, we observed' in one of the houses an old woman perfectly blind, and who we 
were informed..had lived more than a hundred winters. In this ·state of decrepi ... 



tilde, she occupied the best position in the house, seemed to be treated with goreat 
kindlless, and whatever sbe said was li~teued to with much attention. They are 
hy 110 means illtl'll~iye. and as their fisheries supply them wi~h a competent, if not 

. an ahundant subsistence, although they receive thankfully \vhatevet· we choose 
to g'i\'e, they do not importune us by begg-ing. The fish is, indeed, their chief 
food, except the roots, and the casual supplies of the antelope, which, to those 
who have only bows anrl arrows, must be very scanty. This diet may be the 
direct or remote cause of the chief disordet' which prevails among them, as well 
as among the l<'latheads, on the Kooskooskee and Lewis's river. With all these 
Indians a bad soreness of the eyes is a very common disorder, which is Buffet'ed 
to ripen by neglect, till many are depl'ived of one of their eyes, and some have 
totally lost the use of both. 'fhis dreadful calamity may reasonably, we think, be 
imputed to the constant reflection of the sun on the waters where they are con
tinually fishing in the spring., summer and fall, and during the rest of the year on 
the snQws of a country which affords no object to relieve the sight. Among the 
Soklllks too, and indeed among all the tribes whose chief subsistence is fish, wehave 
observed that bad teeth are very general: some have the teeth, particularly those 
of the upper jaw, worn down to the gums, and ma~y of both sexes, and even of 
middle age, hu\e lost them almost entirely. This decay of the teeth is a circulll
stance V61'Y unusual alllong tbe Illlliuns, eitbel' of the mouutains or the plains, and 
seems peculiar to the inhabitants of the Columhia. We cannot avoid regarding 
as oue principal cause of it, the manner in nhich tbey eat theil' food. The roots 
are swallowed as they are dug from the gl'ound, frequently neady covered with 
a gritty sand: so little idea ha,-e they that this is offensive, that all the roots they 
offcr us for sale are in the same cmldition. A second and a principal cause may 
be their g'l'eat use of the dried salmon, the bad effects of which are most pt'Ob~bJy 
increased by their moue of cooking it, which is simply to warm, ano thel.l 
swallow the rind, scales and flesh without any preparation. 'fhe Sokulks possess 
but few horses, the greater part of their lauours being performed iu. canoes. 
Tht,'ir amusements are similar to those of the l'iissomi Indians. 

In the com-se of the day captain Clarke, in a small canoe "'ith tWQ men, 
ascended the Columuia. At the distance oftive miles he passed an island intbe 
middle of the river, at the bead of which is a small and not a qangerOQs rapid. 
On the left bank of the river opposite to this river is a ~hing plac~, consisting of 
three mat houses. Here were great quantities of salmon drying QIl scaft'Qld.6; 
and indeed from the UlQ.,pth of the river upwa~'<is he saw imm.ense nuwb~ra of 
dead salmon strewed along the shore or floating on the surface ().{ ~ w~t~, 
which is so clear that the salmon may be seen swimming in ~ ~t tJw 
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depth of fifteen or twenty feet. The Indians who had collected {)n the banks ttl 
vietv' him, now joined him in eighteen canoes, and accompanied him up the river, 
A mile above the rapids he came to the lower point of an island where the course 
of the river, wbich had been from its mouth north 83° we.;t, now became due 
west. He proceeded in that direction, when observing three houses of mats at 
a short distance he landed to visit them. On entering' one of the houses he 
fonnd it crowded -with men, women, and children, who immediately provided 
a mat for him to sit on, and one of the party undertook to prepare something to 
eat. He began by bring-ing in a piece of pine wood that had drifted down the 
river, which he split into small pieces, with a wedge made of the elks' horn, by 
means of a mallet of stone curiously carved. 'I'he pieces were then laid on the 
fire, and several round stones placed upon them; one of the squaws now broug-hl 
IJ, bucket of water, in which was a large salmon about half dried, and as the 
stones became heated, they were put into the bucket till the salmon was suf
ficiently boiled for use. It was then taken out, put on a platter of rushes neatly 
made, and laid before captain Clarke, and another was boiled for each of his 
men. DUl'ing these preparations he smoked with those about him who would 
accept of tobacco, but very few were desirous of smoking, a custom which is not 
general among them, and chiefly used as a matter of form in great ceremonies. 
After eating the fish, which was of an excellent flavour, captain Clarke set out, 
and at the distance of four miles from the last island, came to the lower point of 
another neal' the left shore, whel'e he halted at two large mat houses. Here as at 
the three houses' below, the inhabitants were occupied in splitting and drying 
salmon. The multitudes of this fish al'e almost inconceivable. The water is so 
clear that they can readily be seen at the depth of fifteen or twenty feet, but at 
this season they float in such quantities down the stream, and are drifted ashore, 
that the Indians have only to collect, split and dl'Y them on the scafiolds. Where 
they procure the timber of which these scaft'oMs are composed he could not leam, 
but as there is nothing but willow bushes to be seen for a great distance from 
the place, it rendered very probable; what the Indians assured him by signs, that 
they often used dried fish as fuel for the common occasions of cooking. From 
this island they showed him the entrance of a western branch of the Columbia, 
called the Tapteal, which as far as could be seen bears neady west, and empties 
itself about eight miles above into the Columbia; the general course of which is 
north-west: towards the south-west a range of highland runs parallel to the 
river, at the distance of two miles on the left, while on the rig'ht side the country 
is low and covered with the prickly pear, and a weed or plant two or tlll'ee feet 
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high resembling wbins. To the eastward is a range of mountains about fifty or 
si~ty miles distant, which bear north and south; but neither in the low grounds, 
nor in the highlands is any timber to be seen. The evening coming on he de
termined not to proceed further than the island, and therefore returned to camp, 
accompanied by three canoes, which contained twenty Indians. In the course of 
his excursion he shot several grouse and ducks, and received some presents of 
fish, for which he gave in return small pieces of riband. He also killed a prairie 
cock, an animal of the pheasant kind, but about the size of a small turkey. It 
measUl'ed from the beak to the end of the toe two feet six inches and three qual'
ters, from the extremity of the wings three feet six inches, and the feathers of the 
tail were thirteen inches long. This bird we have seen nowhere except 011 this 
river. Its chief tood is the grasshopper, and the seed of the wild plant, which is 
peculiar to this river and the upper parts of the Missouri. 

The men availed themselves of this day's rest to mend their clothes, dress 
skins, and put their arms in complete order, an object always of primary 
concern, but particularly at a moment when we are surrounded by so many 
strang'ers. 

Friday, 18. 'Ye were visited this morning by several canoes of Indians, who 
joined those who were all'eady with us, and soon opened a numerous council. 
We informed them as we had done all the other Indian nations of our friendship 
for them, and of our desire to promote peace among all our red children in this 
country. This was conveyed by signs through the means of our two chiefs, and 
seemed to be perfectly understood. We then made a second chief, and gave to 
all the chiefs a string of wampum, in remembrance of what we had said. Whilst 
t.he conference was going on four men came in a canoe from a large encampment 
on an island about eig'ht miles below, but after staying a few milJutes returned 
without saying a word to us. We now procured from the principal chief and 
one of the Cuimnapum nation a sketch of the Columbia, and the t.ribes of his 
nation li"ing along its banks and those of the Tapteet. They drew it· with a 
piece of coal on a I"obe, and as we afterwards transferred it to paper,. it exhibited 
a valuable specimen of Indian delineation. 

Having completed the purposes of our stay, we now began to lay in our 
stores, and fish being out of season, purchased forty dogs, for which we gave 
small articles, such as bells, thimbles, knitting-needles, brass wire. and a few 
beads, an exchange with which they all seemed perfectly satisfied. These dogs, 
with six prairie cocks killed this morning, formed a plentiful supply for the 
present. We here left our guide and the two young men who had accompanied 
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him, two of the three not being willing' to go any further, and the. third could be 
of no use as he was not acquainted with the river below. \Ve therefore took no 
Indians but our two chiefs, and resumed our jOlll'ney in the pl'c:o;ence of many of 
the Sokulks, who came to witness our departmc. 'fhe morning was cool and 
fair, and the wind from the south-east. Soon after proceeding, 

We passed the island in the mouth of Lewis river; and at cight miles reached 
a larger island, which extends three miles in length. On going down by this 
island thel'e is another on the right, which commences aoont the middle of it, 
and continues 'for three and a half miles. While they continue parallel to each 
other, they occasion a rapid near the lower extremity of the first island, opposite 
to which on the second island are nine lodges built of mats, and intended for the 
accommodation of the fisbermen, of whom we saw great numbers, and vast 
quantities of dried fish on their scaffolds, 

On reaching the lower point of the island, we lauded to examine a bad rapid, 
and then undertook the passage which is very difficult, as the channel lies between 
two small islands, with two others still smaller near the left side of the river. 
Here are two Indian houses, the inhabitants of which were as usnal drying fish. 
We passed the rapid without injury, and fourteen and a half miles from the 
mouth of Lewis's river, came to an island neal' the right shol'e, on which were 
two other houses of Indians, pursuing the customal'Y occupation. One mile and 
a half beyond this place, is a mouth of a small brook under a high hill on the 
left. It seems to run dming its whole course through the high counh'y, which 
at this place begins, and l'i:o;ing to the height of two hundred feet forms cliffs of 
ntgged black rocks which project a considerable distance into the rivet'. At 
this place too we observed a mountain to the S. 'V. the form of which is conical, 
and its top covered with snow. 'Ve followed the rivel' as it entered these high
lands, and at the distance of two miles reached three islands, one on each side of 
the I'iver, and a third in the middle, on which were two houses, where the Inuians 
wel'e drying fish opposite a small rapid, Neal,these a fourth island oegins, dose 
to the right slJOre, where wel'e nine lodges of Indians, all employed about their 
fish. As we passed they called to us to land, but as nig'ht was coming on, and thel'(;l 
was no appearance of wood in the neighboUl'hood, we went on about a mile further, 
till observing a log that had drifted down the l'iver, we landed neal' it on the left 
side,and formed oUI' camp under a high hill, after having made twenty miles to-day. 
Directly opposite to ,liS al'e five houses of Indians, who were drying fish on the same 
island where we had passed the nine lodg'es, and on the othel'sideofthe river we saw 
a number of horses feeding. Soon aftel'landing, we were informed by our chief.., that 
the large camp of nine houses, belonged to the first chief of all the tribes in this 
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quarter, and that be had called to request us to land and pass the night with 
him as he had plenty of wood for us. 'fhis intelligence would have been very 
acceptable if it had been explained sooner, for we were obliged to use dried 
willows for fuel to cook with, not being able to burn the dl'ift-Io~; which had. 
tempted us to land. We now sent the two chiefs along' the left side of the l'iver 
to invite the great chief down to spend the nig'ht with us, He came at a late 
hour, accompanied by twenty men, bringing a basket of mashed berries. which 
he left as a present for us, and formed a camp at a short distance from us. The 
next morning, 

Saturday, 19, the great chief, with two of his inferior chiefs, and a third 
belong-ing' to a band on the river below, made I1S a visit at a very early hour. 
The first of these is called Yelleppit, a handsome well-proportioned m'an, about five 
feet eight inches high, and thirty-five years of age, with a bold and dignified 
countenance; the rest wet'e not distinguished in theil' appearance. \Ve smoked 
with them, and after making a speech gave a medal, a handkerchief and a string 
of wampum to Yelleppit, and a string of wampum only to the inferior chiefs. 
He requested us to remain till the middle of the day, in order that all his nation 
might come and see us, but we excused ourselves by telling him that on our 
return we would spend two or three days with him. 1'his conference detained 
us till nine o'clock, by which time great numbers of the Indians had come down 
to visit us. On leaving' them, we went on for eight miles, when we came to an 
island near the left shore, which continued six miles in length. At the lower 
extremity of it is a small island on which are five houses, at present vacant, 
though the scaffolds of fish are as usual abundant. A short distance below, are 
two more islands, one of them near the middle of the river. On this there were 
seven houses; but as soon as the Indians, who were dl'ying fish, saw us, they 
Bed to their houses, and not one of them appeared till we had passed, when they 
came out in greater numbers than is usual fOl' houses of that size, which induced 
us to think that the inhabitants of the five lodges had been alarmed at onr approach 
and taken refuge with them. We were very desirous of landing in order to 
relieve their apprehensions, but as there was a bad rapid along the island, all our 
care was necessary to prevent injury to the canoes. At the foot of this rapid is 
a rock, on the left shore, which is fourteen miles from our camp of last night, and 
resembles a hat in its shape. 

Four miles beyond this island we came to a rapid. from the appearance of which 
it was judged prudent to examine it. After landing for that purpose on the 
lef~ side, we began to enter the channel, which is close under the opposite shore. 
It IS a very dangerous rapid, strewed with high rocks and rocky islands, and iD 
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many places obstructed by shoals, over which the canoes were to be hauled, so 
that we were mOl'e than two homs in passing through the rapids, which extend 
for the same number of miles. The rapid has several small islands, and banks 
of muscIeshells are spread along the river in several places. In order to lighten 
the boats, captain Clarke, with the two chiefs, the interpreter, and his wife, had 
walked across the low grounds on the left, to the foot of the rapids. On the 
way, captain Clarke ascended a cliff, about two hundred feet above the waten 
from which he saw that the country on both sides of the rivel' immediately 
from its cliffs, was low, and spreads itself into a level plain, extending for 
a great distance on all sides. To the west at the distance of about one 
hundred and fifty miles, is a very high mountain covered with snow, and 
from its direction and appeat'ance, he supposed to be the Mount St. Helen's. 
laid down by Vancouver, as visible from the mouth of the Columbia: there is 
also lU10ther mountain of a conical form, whose top is covered with snow in a 
south-west direction. As captain Clarke arrived at the lowel' end of the rapid 
before any, except one of the small canoes, he sat down on a rock to wait for 
them, and seeing a crane fly across the river, shot it, and it fell near him. Several 
Indians had been before this passing on the opposite side towards the rapids, 
and some few who had been neady in front of him, being either alarmed at his 
appearance or the report of the gun, fled to their houses. Captain Clarke was 
afraid that these people had not yet heard that white men were coming, and there
fore, in order to allay their uneasiness before the whole party should arrive, 
he g'ot into the small canoe with three men, and rowed over towards the houses, 
and while crossing shot a duck which fell into the water. As he approachefl, 
DO person was to be seen, except three men in the plains, and they too fled as he 
€ame near the shore. He landed befot·e five houses close to each other, but no 
one appeared, and the doors, which were of mat, were closed. He went towards 
one of them with a pipe in hi'J hand, and pushing aside the mat entered the 
lodge, where he found thirty-two persons, chiefly men and women, with a few 
children, all in the greatest consternation; some hanging down their heads, 
others crying and wringing their hands. He went up to them aU and shook 
hands with them in the most friendly manner; but their apprehensions, which 
had for a moment subsided, revived ou his taking out a burning glass, as there 
was no roof to the house, and lighting his pipe: he then offered it to several of 
the men, and distributed among the women and children some small trinkets 
which he carried about with him, and gradually restored some tranquillity among 
them. He then left this house, and directing each of the men to go into a house, 
went himself to a second: here he found the inhabitants more terrified than those 
he had first seen; but he succeeded in pacifying them, and then visited the other 



houses, where the men had been equally successful. After leaving the hO\lse~, 
he went out to sit on a rock, and beckoned to some of the men to come au II 
smoke with him; but none of them ventured to join him till the canoes arrived 
with the two chiefs, who immediately explained our pacific intentions towards 
them. Soon aftm' the interpretel"s wife landed, and her presence dissipated all 
doubts of our heing well-disposed, since in this country no woman ever accom
panies a war party: they therefore all came out and seemed perfectly reconciled; 
nor could we indeed blame them for their terrors, which were perfectly natural. 
They told the two chief .. that they knew we were not men. fOl' tlwy had seen us 
fall from the clonds: in fact, unperceived by them, captain Clarke had shot the 
white crane, which they had seen fall ju-.t hefore he appeared to their eyes: 
the duck which he had killed also fell close by him, and as there were a few clouds 
flying over at the moment, they connected the fall of the birds and his sudden 
appearance, and believed that he had himself dropped from the clouds; the noise 
of the rifle, which they had never heard before, being considered merely as the 
sound to announce so extmordinary an event. This belief was strengthened, 
when on entering the room he brought down fire from the heavens by means 
of his burning glass. 'Ve soon convinced them satisfactorily that we were only 
mortals, and after one of our chiefs had explained oUi' history and ohjects, we all 
smoked tog'ether in great harmony. These people do not speak precisely the 
same lang'uage as the Indians above, but understand them in conversation. In 
a short time we were joined by many of the inhabitants from below, several of 
them on horseback, and all pleased to see us, and to exchange their fish and 
berries for a few trinkets. \Ve remained here to dine, and then proceeded. At 
half a mile the hilly country, on the right side of the river, ceased: at eleven miles 
we found ~ small rapid, and a mile furthel' came to a small island on the left, 
where there are some willows. Since we had left the five lodges, we passed 
twenty more, dispersed along the river, at dIfferent parts of the yalley on the 
right; but as they were now apprised of ont" coming they showed no signs of 
ahll"m. On leaving the island we passed three miles further along a country 
which is low on both sides of the river, and encamped under some willow trees 
on the left, ha,ving' made thirty-six miles to-day. Immediately opposite to us 
is an island close to the left shore, and another in the middle of the river, on 
which are twenty-four houses of Indians, all engaged in drying fish. We had 
scarcely landed before about a hundred of them came over in their boats to visit 
us, bringing with them a present of some wood, which was very acceptable: 
we received them in as kind a manner as we could-smoked with all of them, 
and gave the principal chief a string of wampum; but the highest satisfaction 
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they enjoyed was from the music of two of our violins, with which they seemed 
much delighted: they remained all night nt Olll' fires. 'fhis tribe is a branch of the 
nation called Pishquitpaws, and can raise about three hundred and fifty men, 
In dress they resemble the Indians neal' the forks of the COIUDlbia, except that 
theil' rohes are smallel' and do not reach lower than the waist; indeed, three 
fOl1l'ths of them have scarcely any robes at all. .'fhe dress of the females is 
equally scanty; for they w~Ul' only a small piece of It robe which coyers their 
shoulders and neck, and I'eaches down the back to the waist, where it is attached 
by a piece of leather tied tig'ht round the botly: their breasts, which arc tlJU~ 

exposed to view, are large, ill-shapeu, and are suffered to hang' down very low: 
their cheek-bones high, theil' heads flattened, and their persons in general adorn
ed with scarcely any ornaments. Both sexes are employed in curing fish, of 
which they have great quantities on their scaffolds, 

Sunday 20. The morning was cool, the wind from the south-west. Our 
appearance had excited the curiosity of the neig'hbourhood so much, that before 
we set out about two hundred Indians had collected to see u" antl as we were de
sirous of conciliating their friendship, we remained to smoke and confer with 
them tin breakfast. We then took our repast, which consisted wholly 
of dog-flesh, and proceeded. We passed three vacant houses near our 
camp, and at six miles reached the head of a rapid" on descending which 
we soon came to another, vel'y difficult and dangerous. It is formed by a 
chain of large black rocks, stretching from the right side of the rivcr, and with 
several small islands on the left, nearly choaking the channel of the river. To 
this place we gave the name of the Pelican rapid, from seeing' a Humber of peli,. 
cans and black cormorants about it. J list below it is a small island near the 
right shore, where are four houses of Indians, all busy ill drJillg' fish. At sixteen 
miles from our camp we reached a bend to the left opposite to a large island, and 
at one o'clock halted for dinner on the lower point of an island on the rig'ht sidq 
of the channel. Close to this was a larger island on the same side, and on the 
left bank of the river a small one, a little below. We landed near some Indian 
huts, and counted on this clustel' of three islumh:, seventeen of their houses filled 
with inhabitants, resembling' in every respect those higher lip the rivcr; like the 
inhabitants above, they W()l'e busy in preparing fish. 'Ve purchased of them some 
d.ried fish, which were not g'ood, and a few berries, on which we dined, and then 
walked to the head of the island for the purpose of examining a vault, which we 
had marked in coming along. This place, in which the dead are deposited, is a 
building about sixty feet long and twelve feet wide, and is formed by placing in 
the ground poles or forks six feet high, across which a long pole is extended the 
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whole length of the structure. Against this ridge-pole are placed bl'oad boards, 
and pieces of canoes, in a slanting direction, so as to form a shed. It stands east 
and west, and neither of the extremities is closed. On entering the western 
end we observed a number of bodies wrapped carefully in leather robes, and ar
ranged in rows on boards, which wel'e then covered with a mat. This was the 
pal't destined for those who had recently died: a little farthel' on, the bones half 
decayed were scattered about, and in the centre of the building was a large pile 
of them heaped promiscuously on each othel'. At the eastern extremity was a 
mat, on which twenty-one sculls wel'e placed in a circular form, the mode of in
terment being first to wrap the body in robes, and as it decays the bones are 
thrown into the heap, and the sculls placed together. From the ddferent boarc:b 
and pieces of canoes which form the vault, were suspended on the inside, fishing 
nets, baskets, wooden-bowls, robes, skins, trenchers, and trinkets of various kinds, 
obviously intended as offerings of affection to deceased relatives. On the outside 
of the vault were the skeletons of several horses, and great quantities of bones in 
the neighbol1l'hood, which induced us to believe that these animals were most 
probably sacrificed at the funeral rites of their masters. 

Having dined we proceeded past a small island, where Wel'e four huts of In
dians, and at the lowet' extremity a bad rapid. Half a mile beyond this, and at the 
distance of twenty-four from our camp, we came to the commencement of the 
highlands on the right, which are the first we have seen on that side since near the 
Muscleshell rapids, leaving a valley fOdy miles in extent. Eight miles lower we 
passed a large island in the middle of the river, below which are eleven small 
islands, five on the right, the same number on the left, and one in the middle of 
the stream. A brook falls in on the right side, and a small rivulet empties itself 
behind one of the islands. The country on the right consists of high and rugged 
hills; the left is a low plain with no timber on either side, except a few small 
willow-brushes along the banks; though a few miles after leaving these it\lands 
the country on the left rises to the same height with that opposite to it, and be
comes an undulating plain. Two miles after passing a small rapid, we reached 
a point of highland in a bend towat'ds the right, and encamped for the evening, 
after a journey of forty-two miles. The river has been about a quarter of a mile 
in width, with a current much more uniform than it had during the last 
two days. We killed two speckled gulls, and several ducks of a delicious 
flavour. 
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CHAP. XIX. 

THE PARTY IN TUEIR PASSAGE STILL VISITED BY THE INDIANS-LEPAGE'S RIVER DES· 

CRIBED-IMMENSE QUANTITIES OF SALMON CAUGHT BY THE INDIANS-DESCRIPTION 

OF THE RIVER TOWAHNAHIOOKS-INDIAN MODE OF STACKING FISH, AND PREPARING 

THEM FOR MARKET-DESCRIPTION OF THE GREAT FALLS-DESCRIPTION OF AN INDIAN 

CANOE-ALARM EXCITED ·BY AN ANTICIPATED ATTACK FROM THE ECHELOOTS-A 

VERY DANGEROUS RAPID PASSED IN SAFETY, CALLED BY THE INDIANS THE FALLS

ACCOUNT OF THE INDIAN HOUSES IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD-ANOTHER DREADFUL 

RAPID PASSED WITHOUT INJURY-SOME ACCOUNT OF THE CHILLUCKITTEQUAW INDIANS 

- CApTAIN CLARKE EXAMINES THE GREAT RAPIDS- DESCRIPTION OF AN INDIAN 

BURIAL PLACE-THE RAPIDS PASSED IN SAFETY. 

MONDAY, 21. THE morning- was cool, and the wind from the south-west. At 
five and a half miles we passed a small island, and one mile and a half further, 
another in the middle of the rive,·, which has some rapid water near its head, and 
opposite to its lower extremity are eight cabins of Indians on the right side. 
We landed near them to breakfast; but such is the scarcity of wood, that last 
evening we had not be~n able to collect any thing except dry willows, and of 
thest! not more than barely sufficient to cook our supper, and this morning we 
could not find enough even to prepare breakfast. The Indians received us with 
great kindness, and examined every thing they saw with much attention. In 
their appearance and employments, as well as in their language, they do not dif
fer from those higher up the river. The dress too is nearly the same; that of 
the men consisting of nothing but a short robe of deer or goat skin; while the 
women wear only a piece of dressed skin, falling from the neck so as to cover 
the front of the body as low as the waist; a bandage tied round the body and 
passing between the legs; and over this a short robe of deer and antelope skin is 
occasionally thrown. Here we saw two blankets of scadet, and one of blue 
cloth, and also a sailor's round jacket; but we obtained only a few pounded 
roots, and some fish, for which we of course paid them. Among other things we 
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observed some acorns, the fruit of the white oak. These they use as food either 
raw or roasted, and on inquiry informed us that they were procured from the In
dians who Jive near the great Falls. This place they designate by a name very 
commonly applied to it by the Indians, and highly expressive, the word Timm~ 
which they pronounce so as to make it perfectly represent the sound of a distant 
catamct. After breakfast we resumed our joul'Oey, and in the course of three 
miles passed a rapid where large rocks were strewed aCl'oss the river, and at the 
head of which on the right shore were two huts of Indians. We stopped hel'e 
fOl' the purpose of examining it, as we always do whenever any danger is to be 
apprehended, and send round by land all those who cannot swim. Five tniles 
further is another rapid, formed by large rocks projecting from each 'Side, above 
which were five huts of Indians on the right side, occupied like those we hail al
ready seen, in drying fish. One mile below this is the lower _point of an 
island close to the right side, opposite to which on that shore, are two Indian 
huts. 

On the left side of the river at this place, are immemlepiles of rocks, "Which. 
lieem to have slipped from the cliffs under which they lie; they continiletill 
spreading still farther into the river, at the distance of a mile from the island, 
they occasion a very dangerous rapid; a little below which on the right side are 
five huts, For many miles the river is now narrow and obstructed with very 
large rocks thrown into its channel; the hills continue high and covered, as 'is 
very rarely the case, with a few low pine trees on their tops. Between three 
and four miles below the last i'apid occurs a"second, which is also difficult, and 
three miles below it is a small river, which seems to rise in the open plains to the 
south-east, and falls in on the left. It is forty yards wide at its mouth; but dis
charges only a small quantity of water at present: we gave it the name of "Le
page's river, from Lepage, one of our company. Near this little river, and im
mediately below it, we had to encounter a new rapid. The river is crowded, in 
every direction, with large rocks and small rocky islahds :- the passage crooked 
and difficult, and for two miles we were obliged to wind with great care along"the 
narrow channels and between the huge rocks. At the endof this rapid are four buts 
of Indians on the same side. Here we landed and passed the night, aftermakiDg 
thirty-three miles. The inhabitants of these huts explained to us that they were 
the relations of those who live at the great Falls. They appear to be of the" same 
nation with those we have seen above,wh~m, indeed, theyr~embte in every thitlg 
except that their language, although the same, has sortle words difl'ereht. They 
have all pierced noses, and the men when in full dress Wear a long tapering piece 
of shell or bead put through the nose. These people did not, however, receive 
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liS with the cOl'diality to which we have been accustomed. They are poor; 
but we are able to purchase from them some wood to make a fire for supper, of 
which they have but little, and which they say they bring from the great Fall~; 
The hills in this neighbourhood are high and rugged, and a few scattered tree~, 
either small pine or sCl'Ubby white oak, are occasionally seen on them, li'rom 
the last rapids we also observed the conical mountain towards the south-west, 
which the Indians say is not far to the left of the great Falls. Fl'Om its vicinity 
to that place we called it the Timm 01' Falls mountain, The country through 
which we passed is furnished with several fine springs, which rise either high up 
the sides of the hills 01' else in the 1'iver meadows, and discharge themselves into 
the Columbia. We could not help remat'king that almost universally the fishing 
establishments of the Indians, both on the C()lumbia and the waters of Lewis's 
river, are Oil the right bank. On inquiry we were led to believe that the reason 
. may be found in their fear ofthe Snake Indians; between whom and themselves, 
considering the warlike temper of tpat people, and the peaceful habits of the river 
tribes, it is very natural that the latter should be anxious to interpose so good a 
barrier. These Indians are described as residing on a great river to the south. 
and always at war with the people in this neighbourhood. One of our chiefs 
pointed out to-day a spot on the left where, not many years ago, a great battle 
was fought, in which Jlumbers of both nations were killed. We were agreeably 
surprised this evening by a present of some very good beer, made out of the re
mains of the bread, composed of the Pashecoquamash, part of the stores we had 

. laid in at the head of the KO,oskooskee, and which by frequent exposure becomes 
sour and moulded. 

Tuesday, 22. The mornit:Jg was fair and calm. 'Ve left our camp at nine 
.o'clock, and after going on fOl' si~ miles came to the head of an island, and a 
v.ery bad rapid, where the rocks are scattered nearly across the river, Just 
above this and on the right side ~u'e six huts of Indians. At the distance of two 
miles below, are nve more huts; the inhabitants of which m:e all engaged in 
drying fish, and some of them in their canoes, ki~ling fish with gigs; opposite to 
this establishment'is a small island in a bend tO,wal'ds the right, on which there 
were such quantities of fish that we counted twenty .stacks of dried and pound
ed salmon. This small island is at the upper point of one much larger, ,the sides 
of which are high uneven rocks, jutting over the water llere there is a bad rapid, 
The island continues for four miles. and at the middle of it .is a large river, which 
appears to come f!'Om the south-east, and empties itself on the left. We landed 
just above its mouth in order to examine it, ~nd.soon found the route intercepted 
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by a deep, narrow channel, running into the Columbia above the large entrance, ~ 
as to form a dry and rich island about 400 yards wide and eight hundred long. Here, 
as along the grounds of the river, the natives had been digging large quantities 
of )'oots, as the soil was turned up in many places. We reached the river about 
a quarter of a mile above its mouth, at a place where a large body of water is 
compressed within a channel of about two hundred yards in width, where it 
foams OVel" rocks, many of which are ahove the surface of the water. These 
narrows al'e the end of a rapid which extends two miles back, whel'e the river is 
closely confined between two high hills, below "hich it is divided by numbers of 
large rocks and small islands, covered with a low growth of timber. This river, 
which is called by the Indians Towahnahiooks, is two hundred yards wide at its 
mouth, has a very rapid cun'ent, and contributes about one-fourth as mnch water 
as the Columbia possesses before the junction. Immediately at the entl'ance are 
three sand islands, and near it the head of anisland which runs parallel to the 
large rocky island. We now returned to our boats, and passing the mouth of 
the 'l'owahnahiooks went between the islands. At the distance of two miles we 
reached the lower end of this rocky island, where were eight huts of Indians. 
Here too, we saw some large logs of wood, which were most probably rafted 
down the Towahnahiooks; and a mile below, on the right bank, were sixteen 
lodges of Indians, with whom we stopped to smoke. Then at the distance 0f 
about a mile passed six more huts on the same side, nearly opposite the lower, 
extremity of the island, which has its upper end in the mouth of the Towahna
biooks. Two miles below we came to seventeen hltts on the right side of the 
river, situated at the commencement of the pitch which includes the great Falkl. 
H'ere we halted, and immediately on landing walked down, accompanied by an 
old Indian from the huts, in order to examine the Falls, and ascertain on which 
side we could,make a portage most easily. We soon discovered that the nearest 
route was on the right side, and therefore dropped down to the head of the rapid .. 
unloaded the canoes, and took all the baggage over by land to the foot of the 
rapid. The distance is twelve hundred yards. On setting out we crossed a 
solid rock, about one third of the whole distance; then reached a space of two 
hundred yards wide, which forms a hollow, where the loose sand from the low 
grounds has been dri ... en by the winds, and is steep and 108se; and therefore dis
agreeable to pass; the rest of the r{)ute is ovel' firm and solid ground. The 
labour of crossing would have been very inconvenient, if the Indians had not 
assisted ns in carrying some of the heavy atticles on their horses; but for this 
service they repaid themselves so adroitly, that 011 reaching· the foot of the rapids. 



• we formed a camp in a position which might secure us from the pilfering of tha 
natives, which we apprehend much more than we do theil' hostilities. Neal' our 
camp are five larg-e huts ot'Indians engaged in drying fish and preparing it for 
the market. The manner of doing this, is by first opening the fi~h and exposing 
it to the slln on their scaffolds. 'Vhen it is sufficienily dried it is pounded fine 
between two stones till itis pulverized,. and is then placed in a basket about two 
feet long and one in, diameter, neatly made of gmss and rushes, and lined with 
the skin of a salmon stretched and dried for the pm·pose. Here they are pressed 
down as hard as possible, and the top covered yvith skins of fish which are secll:'I::J 
by cords through the holes of the basket. The baskets are then placed in some 
dry situation,. the corded part upwards, seven being usually placed as close as 
they can be put tog-ether, and five on the top of them. The whole is then wrap~ 
ped up in mats, and made fast by cords, over which mats al'e again thrown. 
Twelve of these baskets, each of which contains from ninety to a ~lUndred 

pounds, form a stack, which is now let't exposed till it is sent to market; the 
fish thus preserved is kept sound and sweet for several years, and great 
quantities of it, they infol'm us, are sent to, the Indians who live below the Falls, 
whence it finds its way to the whites who visit the mouth of the Columbia. We 
observe both near the lodges and on the rocks in th~ river, great numbers of 
stacks of these pounded fish .. 

Besides fish, these people supplied us with filberts and berries, and we pur-, 
chased a dog fOl' supper; but it was with much difficulty that we were able to 
buy wood enollgh to (wok it. In the course of the day we were visited by many 
Indians" from whom we learnt that the principal chiefs of the bands, residing in 
this neighbourhood, are now hunting in the mountains towards the south-west. 
On that side of the river none of the Indians have any permanent habitations, and 
~n iU'quiry we were confirmed in our belief that it was for fear of attacks from 
the Snake Indians, with whom they. are at war. This nation they represent as 
very numerous, and r.esiding in a great number of villages on the Towahnahiooks, 
whel'e they live principally on s~lmon. 'fhat river they add is not obstructed· 
by rapids above its mouth, but there becomes large and reaches to a considerable 
distance :. the first village of the Snake Indians on that river being twelve days' 
journey on a course about south-east from this place. • 

'V ednesday ,. 23. Having ascertained from the Indians, and by actuat: 
examination, the best mode of bringillgdown the canoes, it was found necessary" 
ali the river was divided into sevel'al narrow channels, by rocks and islands, to 
follow the route adopted hy the Indians themselves. 'fhis operation captain' 
Clarke began this morning, and after crossing to the other side of the ,river", 



'hauled the canoes o'l"er a point of land, so as to avoid a perpendicular fall or 
twenty feet. At the distance of four hundred and fifty seven yal'ds we reached 
the water, and embarked at a place where a long rocky island compresses the 
channel of the river within the space of a hundred and fifty yards, so as to form 
nearly a semicircle. On leaving .this rocky island the channel is somewhat 
wider, but a second and much larger island of hard black rock, still divides it 
from the main stream, while on the left shore it is closely bordered by perpendicular 
rocks. Having descended in this way for a mile, we reached a "itch of the 
'i'iver, which being divided by two large rocks, descends with great rapidity down 
.a fall eight feet in height: as the boats could not be navigated down this steep 
descent, we were obliged to land and let them down as slowly as possible by 
strong' ropes of elk skin, which we had prepared for the purpose. They all 
passed in safety except one, whidl being loosed by the hreaking of the ropes, was 
driven down, but was recovered by the Indians below. With this rapid ends the 
first pitch of the great Falls, which is not great in point of height, and remarkable 
only for the singular manner in which the rocks have divided its channel. From 
the mal'ks every-where perceivable at the Falls, it is obvious that in high tloods, 
which must be in the spring, the water below the Falls rises nearly to a level with 
that above them. Of this rise, which is occasioned by some obstructions which 
we do not as yet know, the salmon must a.vail themselves to pass up the river 
in such multitudes, that that fish is almost the only one caught in great abundance 
above the Falls; but below that place, we observe the salmon trout, and the 
heads of a species of trout smaller than the salmon trout, which is in great 
quantities, and which they are now burying to be used as their winter food. A 
bole of any size being dug, the sides and bottom are lined with straw, C)ver 
which skins are laid: on these the fish, after being well dried, is laid: covered wi~ 
other skins, and the hole closed with a layer of earth twelve or fifteen ioncbes 
~eep. About three ,o'clock we reached the lower camp, but our jay at haviag 
accomplished this object was somewhat diminished, by the persecution of a DeW 

acquaintance. On reaching the upper point of the portage, we found that the 
Indians had been encamped there not long !>-ince, and had left behind them mul
titudes of fleas. These sagacious animals were so pleased to exchange the straw 
and fish skins, in which they had been living, for some better residence, that we 
were soon covered with them, and during the portage the men were obliged to 
strip to the skin, in order to brush them from their bodies. They were not, 
however, so easily dislodged from our clothes, and accompanied us in great 
numbers to our camp. 

We saw no game except a sea ott~r, which was lIhot in the ·narrow elHmoel 
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as We came down, btlt we could not get it. Having therefore scarcely any 
provisions, we pUl'chased eight small fat dogs, a food to which we are now com
pelled to have reaourse, for the Indians are very unwilling to sell us any of their 
good fish, whidh they.reserve for the market Lelow. FOI'tunately, however, the 
habit of using this animal has completely overcome the repug'nancewhich we felt 
at fj:rst, and the dog, if not a favourite dish, is always an acceptable one'. 
The mel~idian altitude of to-day gives 45° 42' 57" 3-10 nOl'1h,. as the latitude of 
our camp. 

On the beach near the Indian huts, we observed two canoes of a different 
shape and· size from any which we had hitherto seen: one of these we got in: 
exchange for our smallest canoe, giving a hatchet and a few trinkets to the owner, 
who-said he had purchased it from· a white man below the Falls, by giving him. 
a horse. These canoes are very beautifully made; they are wide in the middle 
and taper-ing towards each end, with curious figures carved 011 the bow. They 
are thin, but being- strengthe.ned by cross bars; about an inch in diameter, which 
are tied with strong pieces of bark through holes in the sides, are able to bear 
v-ery heavy burdens, and seem calculated to live in the roughest water. 

A great number of Indians both from above and below the Falls visited us 
to.day, and towards evening we were informed by one of the chiefs who had 
accompanied us, that he had. overheard that the Indians below intended to attack 
us' as we went down the river. Being at all times ready for any attempt of that 
sort, we were not under greater apprehensions than usual at this intelligence: 
we, therefore, on]y re.examined our arms and increased the ammunition to one 
:hundred rounds. Our chiefs, who had not the same motives of confidence, were 
by no means so much at their ease, and when at night they saw the Indians 
,leave us earlier than usual, their suspicions of an intended attack were confirmed; 
and they were very much,alarmed. The next morning, 

Thursday, 24, the Indians approached us with apparent caution, and behaved 
with more than usual reserve. Our. two chiefs, by whom these circumstances 
were notunobserved, now told us that they wished to return home; that they could 
'be no longer of any service '10 us, and:they could not understand the language of 
·tliepeople I below the IFalls ; that those people formed a different nation fl'om 
their own; that the two.people had been at war with each other, and as the 
Indians had expressed a resolution to attack us, they would certainly kill ;them~ 
We endeavomedto quiet their fears, and requested them to. stay two nights 
:longer,iu ·whiehtime we would see the ;Iodiaus below, and make a pe~ce 
; between· the -two nations. They replied. that they were anxious to return and 

I -!lee theil' .horses; we howevel'insisted, on their remaining with us, notonly in 
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llOpes of bringing about an accommodation between them 3.nd their enemies, but 
because they might be able to detect any hostile designs against ns, and also 
assist us in passing the next Falls, which are not far off, and-represented as 
vel'y difficult: they at length agreed to &tay with us two lIig-hts longer. About 
nine o'clock we proceeded, and on leaving our camp near the lower Fall, fouad 
the river about four llUndred yards wide, with a current more rapid than usual, 
though with no perceptible descent. At the distance of two and a half miles, 
the river widened into a Im'g'e bend or basin on the right, at the beginning of 
which are three huts of Indians. At the extre.mity of this basin stands a high 
black rock, which, rising perpendicularly from the right shore, seems to rUIl 
wholly across the river; so totally indeed does it appear to stop the passage, that 
we could not see where the water escaped, except" that the cunent appeared to 
be drawn with more than usual velocity to the left of the rock, where was a 
great roaring. We landed at the huts of the Indians, who went with us to the 
top of this rock, from which we sawall the difficulties of the channel. We 
were no longer at a loss to account for the rising of the river at the Falls, for 
this tremendous rock stretches acl'OSS the river, to meet the high hills of the left 
sbore, leaving a channel of only forty-five yards wide, thl'Ough which the whole 
body of the Columbia must press its way. The water thus forced into so narrow 
a channel, is thrown into whirls, and swells and boils in every part with the wildest 
agitation. But the alternative of carrying the hoats over this high rock was 
almost impossible in our present situation, and as t.he chief danger seemed to be not 
from any rocks in the chanuel. bllt from the great waves and whirlpools, we 
resolved to try the passag'e in our hoats, in hopes of being able by dexterous 
.steering -to escape. rfhis \\ e attempted, and with great care were able to get 
through, to the astonishment of aU the Indians of the huts we had just passed, 
who now collected to see us from the top of the rock. 'fhe channel continues 
thus confined within a space of about half a mile, when the rock ceased. We 
passed a single Indian hut at the foot of it, where the river again enlarges 
itself to the width of two hundred yards, and at the distance of a mjle and a 
half stopped to view a very bad rapid; this is formed by two rocky islands which 
divide the channel, the lower and larger of which is in the middle of the river. 
The appearance of this place was so unpromising, that we unloaded all the most 
valuable articles, snch as guns, ammunition, our papers, kc. and sent them by 
land, with all the men that could not swim, to the extremity of the rapids. We 
then descended with the canoes two at a time, and though the canpes took in 
some water, we all went through safely; after which we made two miles, an{} 
stopped in a deep bend .of the river towards the right, a.nd encamped a little 
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above a large village of twenty-one houses. Here We landed, and as it was late 
before all the canoes joined us, we were obliged to remain here this evening, 
the difficulties of the navigation having permitted us to make only six miles. 
This village is situated at the extt'emity of a deep bend towards the right, and 
immediately above a ledge of high rocks, twenty feet above the marks of the 
highest flood, bllt broken in seveml places, so as to form channels which are at 
present dIY, extending nearly aCI'oss the rivel'; this forms the second Fall, or the 
place most probably which the Indians indicate by the word '.rimm. "\Vhile the 
canoes were coming on, captain Clarke walked with two men down to examine 
these channels. On these rocks the Indians are accustomed to dry fish, and as 
the season for that purpose is now over, the poles which they use are tied up very 
securely in bundles, and placed on the scaffolds. The stock of fish dried and 
pounded was so abundant that he counted one hundred and seven of them, 
making more than ten thousand pounds of that provision. After examining the 
Narrows as well as the lateness of the hour would permit, he retul'Ued to the 
village through a rocky open country, infested with polecats. This village, the 
residence of a tribe called the Echeloots, consists of twenty-one honses, scattered 
promiscuously ovel' an elevated situation, near a mound about thirty feet above 
tIle common level, which has some remains of hous~s on it, and beal's e"ery ap
peal'UllCe of being artificial. 

The hOl1ses, which are the first wooden buildings we have seen since leaving 
the Illinois country, are nearly equal in size, and exhibit a very sing'ular appear
ance. A large hole, twenty feet wide and thirty in length, is dug to the depth 
of six feet. '.rhe sides are then lined with split pieces of timber, rising just ahove 
the snrface of the o-t'Ound, which are smoothed to the same width by Luming, '" , 
~r shaved with small iron axes. These timuers are secured in theil' erect posi-
tion by a pole, stt'etched along' the side of the building near the caYes, and 
supported on a strong' post fixed at each corner, '.rile timbers at the gable ends 
rise gradnally hig'her, the middle pieces being the broadest. At the top of these 
is a sort of semicircle, made to receive a ridge-pole, the whole length of the 
house, propped by an additional post ill the middle, and TO/'ming the top of the 
,roof. From this ridge-pole to the eaves of the house, are placed a number o( 
sJnall poles or rafters, secmed at each end by the fibres of the cedar. On thes~ 
poles, which are connected by small transverse bars of wood, is laid a covering of 
the white cedar, or arbor vitre, kept on by the strands of the cedar fibres: but a 
small distance along the whole length of the ridge-pole is left uncovered f~I' the 
purpose of. light, and permitting the smoke to pass through. ~, The roof thus 
fprmed has a descent ab?,ut equal to that common aJJ;longst us, and neal> the 
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eaves is perforated with a number of small holes, made most probably to dis. 
charge their arrows in case of an attack. The only entrance is by a small 
door at the gable end, cut out of the middle piece of timber, twenty-nine and a 
half inches high, and fourteen inches broad, and reaching only eighteen inchel 
above the earth. Before this hole is hung a mat, and on pushing it aside and 
crawling through, the descent is by a small wooden ladder, made in the form or 
those used amongst us. One half of the inside is used as a place of deposit for 
their dl·jed fish, of which there are large quantities stored away, and with a few 
haskets of berries form the only family provisions; the other half adjoining the 
door, remains for the accommodation of the family. On each side arc arranged 
near the walls, small beds of mats placed on little scaffolds or bedsteads, raised 
from eighteen inches to three feet from the ground, and·in the middle of the 
vacant spa.ce is the fire, or sometimes two or three fires, when, as is indeed 
usually the. case, the house contains. three families. 

The inhabitants received us with great kindness-invited us to thek houses, 
and in the evening-, after our camp had been formed, came in great numbers to 
see us: accompanying them was a principal chief, and several of the warl'iors 
of the nation below the Great N arrows. We made use of this opportunity to 
attempt a reconciliation between them and our two chiefs, and to put an end to 
the war which had disturbed the two nations. By represeating to the chiefs the 
evils which the war inflicted on them, and the wants and privations to which it 
subjects them, they soon became disposed to conciliate with each other, and we 
had some reason to be satisfied with the sincerity of the mutual professions that'l 
the war should no longer continue, and that in future they would live in peaee
with each other. On concluding this negotiation we proceeded to invest tbe' 
chief with the insignia of command, a medal and some small articles of cloth .. 
ing; after which the violin was produced, and onr men danced to the great' 
delight of the Indians, who remained with us till a late hour. 

F"iday, 25. We walked down with several of the Indians to view tl'Ie part· 
of the Nal'l'OWS which they represented as most dangerous: we found it very' 
difficult, but, as with our large canoes the portage was impracticable, we con
cluded on carrying our most valuable alticles by land, and then hazarding ·the' 
passage. We therefore returned to the village, and after sending some of the 
party with onr best stores to make a portage, and fixed others on the rock to 
assist with· rapes the canoes,that might meet with any difficulty, we began the' 
descent,· in the pr~seBce of great numbers of Indians who had collected to-wit
nes. this eIploit.. '.Fhe channel- for three miles is worn through a hard'rongbJ 

bklck'rock'frQ1n fifty toone' hundred yards wid'e, in which' the water swells' and' 
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boils in a tt'emendous manner, The three first canoeS escaped very well; tlle 
rourth, however, had nearly fined with water; the fifth passed through with only 
a small quantity of water over hel'. At half a mile we had got through the 
worst part, and having reloaded 0111' canoes went 011 very well for two and 3 

half miles, except that one of the boats was nearly lost by running against a 
rock. At the end of this channel of three miles, in which the Indians inform 
us they catch as many salmon as they wish, we reached a deep basin or bend Of 
the river towards the right, near the entrance of which are two rocks. We 
crossed the basin, which has a quiet and gentle current, and at the distance of 
a mile from its commencement, and a little below where the river resumes its 
channel,' reached a rock which divides it. At this place we met our old chiefs, 
who, when we began the portage, had walked down to a village below to smoke 
a pipe of friendship on the renewal of peace. Just after OUl' meeting we saw a 
chief of the village above, with a party who had been out hunting, and were 
then crossing the river with their horses on their way home. We landed to 
smoke with this chief, whom we found a bold looking man of a pleasing ap
pearance, auout fifty years of age, and dressed in a WaI' jacket, a cap, legogings 
and moccasins: we presented him with a medal and other small articles, and he 
gave ns some meat, of which he had been able to procure but little; for oTt his 
route he had met with ~ \Vat' party of Indians from the Towahnahiooks, with 
whom he had had a battle, We here smoked a parting pipe with OUl' two faithful 
friends, the chiefs who had accompanied us fl'orn the heads of the ri,"er, and 
who now had each bought a horse, intending to go home by land, 

On leaving this I'Ock the river is g"entle, but strewed with a great numbel' of rocks 
for a few miles, when it becomes a beautiful still stream about half a mile wide, At 
five miles from the hrge bend we came to the mouth of a creek twenty yards Wide 
heading in the range of mountains which !"lm S. S. 'V, and S. 'V, for a long 
distance, and discharging a considel'uble quantity of water: it is called by the 
Indians Quenett, 'Ve halted below it under a high point of rocks on the left; 
and as it was necessary to make some celestial observations, we formed a camp 
on the top of these rocks, This situation is perfectly well calculated for defence 
in case the Indians should inclille to attack \lS, for the rocks form a sort of 
natural fortification with the aid of the river and creek, and is convenient to hunt 
alonO" the foot of the mountains to tbe west and south-west, ,,,here there are 

'" several species of timber which form fine coverts for game, From this rock, 
the pinnacle of the round mOllntain covel'ed with snow, which we had seen a 
short distanq:l below the forks of the Columbia, and which we had caned the 
Falls or Timm monntain, is south 43° west, and abuut thirty-seven miles dis~ 
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tnnt. The (ace of the country on both sides of the river above and Below the 
Falls is steep, rugged, amI rocky, with a very small proportion of herbage, and 
no timber, except a few bushes: the hills, however, to the west, have some 
scattered pine, white oak and other kinds of trees. All the timber used by the 
people at the upper Falls is rafted down the Towahnahiooks; and those who 
live at the head of the Narrows we have just passed, bring their wood in the 
same way from this creek to the lower part of the X arrows, from which it is 
carried three milt:~ by land to their habitations. 

Both above and below, as weIl as in the Narrows, we saw a great number of 
sea-otter or seals, and this evening' one deer was killed, and great signs of that 
animal seen nem' the camp. In the creek we shot a goose, and saw mnch 
appem';Nlce of beaver, and one of the party also saw a fish, which he took to he 
a drum-fish. Among' the willows we found several snares, set by the natives for 
the purpose of catching wolves. 

Saturday, 26. The morning' was fine; we sent six men to hunt and to 
collect rosin to pitch the canoes, which, by being frequently hauled over r?cks, 
have become very leaky. The cm'goes were also brought out to dry, and on 
examillation it was found that many of the articles had become spoiled by being 
repeatedly wetted. \Ve were occupied with the observations necessary to determine 

,our longitude, and with conferences among the Indians, many of whom came on 
horseback to the opposite shore in the forepart of the day, and showed some 
anxiety to cross over to us: we did not however think it proper to send for them, 
but towards evening two chiefs with fifteen men came over in a small canoe. 
They proved to be the two principal chiefs of the tribes at and above the Falls, 
who had been absent on a hunting excursion as we passed theil" residence ~ each 
of them on their arrival made us a present of deer's flesh, and small white cakes 
made of roots. Being anxious to ingratiate ourselves in their favour so as to' 
ensme a friendly reception on our retul'll, we treated them with all the kindness 
we could show: we acknowledged the chiefs, gave a medal of the small size, a 
red silk handkerchief, an armband, a knife, and a piece of paint to each chief, 
and small presents to several of the party, and half a deer: these attentions were 
not lost on the Indians, who appeared very well pleased with them. At night 
a fire was made in the middle of oUt' camp, and as the Indians sat round it our 
men danced to the music of the violin, which so delighted them that several 
resolved to remain with us all night : the rest crossed' the river. An the tribes 
in this neighbourhood are at war with the Snake Indians, whom they all describe 
as living on the Towahnahiooks, and whose nearest town is said to be fOllr days' 
march from this place, and in a direction nearly south-west: therahlUllately 
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been a battle between these tribes, but we could not ascertain the Joss on either 
side, The water rose to-day eight inches, a rise which we could only ascribe 
to the circumstance of the wind's having been up the river for the last twenty
four hours, since the influence of the tide cannot be sensible here on acconnt of 
the falls below, The huntel's returned in the evening; they had seen the tracks 
of elk and bear in the mountains, and killed five deer, four very large grey 
squirrels, and a grouse: they infor'm us that the country off the rivet, is bl'oken, 
stony, and thinly timbered with pine and white oak, Besides these delicacies 
one of the men killed with a gig a salmon tl'out, which, being fried in some 
bear's oil, which had been given to us by the chief whom we had met this morn
ing below the Narrows, fumished a dish of a V'.:'I')' delightfnl flavoUt', A number 
of white cranes were also seen flying in different directions, but at such a height 
that we could not procUl'e any of them. 

The fleas, with whom we had contracted an intimacy at the Falls, are 1>0 

ul1williilg to leave us, that the men are obliged to throw of}' all their clothes, in 
order to relieve thenlselves from their persecution, 

~unda). :2 7, 'fhe wind was high from the westward during last night and 
this m01'1l ng. bllt the weather being fair we continued oUt' celestial obsel'vations, 
The t WU chief." who remained with us, were joined by seven Indians, who came 
in a canoe f'om below. To these men we were vet'y particular in our atten
tions; we smoked and ate with them; Lut some of them, who were tempted by 
the sight. of our goods exposed to· dry, wished to take liberties with them; to 
which we were under the necessity of putting an immediate check: this re
straint displeased them so much, that they returned down the river in a very ill 
humour, The two chiefs however remained with us till the evening, when they 
crossed the river to their party. Before they went we procUt'ed from them a 
vocabulary of the Echeloot, their native language, and on compal,jsoll wel'e sur
prised at its difference from that of the Eneeshur tong'ue, In fact, although 
the Echeloots, who live at the Great Nal'l'ows, are not more than six miles frolll 
the Eneeshurs or residents at and above the Great Falls, the two people arc se
parated by a broad distinction of language. The Eneeshurs are understood by 
all the tribes residing on the Columbia, above the Falls; but at that place they 
llleet with the unintelligible languag'e of the Echeloots, which then descends the 
river to a considerable distance, Yet the variation may possibly be rathel' a. 
deep shade of dialect than a radical diffel'ence, since among both lUany words 
are the same, and the identity cannot he accounted fOl' by supposing that their 
neighbourhood has interwoven them into their daily conversations, uecause the 
same w.ords are equally familiar among all the Flathead bands which we have 
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passed. To all these tribes tao the strange clucking ()r guttural noise which 
first struck us is cOlllmon. Th(lY also flatteJl the heads of the children in nearly 
the same manner, but we now begin to observe that the heads of the males, as 
well as of the other sex, are subjected to thi~ operation, whereas among the 
mountains custom has confined it almost to the females. The hunters brought 
home four deer, one gl'Ouse, and a squirrel. 

Monday, 28. The morning was again cool and windy. Having dried our 
goods, we wel'e about setting out, when three canoes came from above to visit 
liS, and at the same time two others from below arrived for the same purpose. 
Among these last was an Indian who wOl'e his hair in a queue, and had on a 
round hat, and a sailor's jacket, which he said he had ohtained from the people 
below the gTeat rapids, who bonght them from the whites. This interview de
tained us till nine o'clock, when we proceeded down the river, which is now 
bordered with cliffs of loose dark-coloured rocks about ninety feet high, with a 
thin covet'ing of pine and other small trees. At the distance of four miles we 
reached a small village of eight houses undet' some high rocks on the right, 
with a small creek on the opposite side of the river. We landed and found the 
houses similar to those we had seen at the Great Narrows: on entering one of 
them we saw a Bt'itish musket, a cutlass, and several brass tea-kettles, of which 
they seemed to be very fond. 'I'het'e were figures of men, birds, and different 
animals, which were cut and painted on the boards which form the sides of the 
room, and thoug'h the workmallship of these uncouth fig-ures was very rough, 
they were as highly esteemed by the Indians as the finest frescoes of mOl'e civi..
lized people. This tribe is called the Chilluckittequaw, and their language, 
although somewhat different from that of the Echeloots, has many of the same 
words, anq is sufficiently intelligible to the neighbouring' Indians. We pro
cured from tb~JIl a vocabulary, and then aftet· buying five small dog's, some dried 
benies, and ll. whit,e bread or cake made of I'oot#, we left them. The wind 
h6wever r(lse so high, that we were obliged, after going one mile, to land on the 
left side, opposite to a rocky island, and Vass the day there. We formed our 
camp in a nicbe above a point of high rocks, and as it was the only safe harbour 
we could find, submitted to the inconvenience of lying on the sand, exposed to 
the wind and rain during all the evening. The higlt wind, wbieh obliged us to 
consult the safety of our boats by not ventU\'ing further, did not at all prevent 
th~. Indians from navigating the river. We had not. been l(mg on shore, bef0reo 
a canoe, with a man, his wife, and two children, came fl10m below thvoogb the 
high waves with a few ropts to sell; and soon after we were visited t..y map,. 

Indians ft:om the "il,~ge abovlt, with whom we smoked ~ coo.vellHd. 'l'JM 
1 
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canoes used by these people are like those already described, built of white cedar 
or pine, very light, wide in the middle, and tapering towards the ends, the bow 
being raised and ornamented with carvings of the heads of animals. As the 
canoe is the vehicle of transportation, the Indians have acquired great dexterity 
ill the management of it, and guide it safely over the highest waves. They 
have among theil' utensils bowls and baskets very neatly made of small bark 
and grass, ill which they hoil their provisions, The only game seen to-day were 
two deer, of which only one was killed, the other was wounded but escaped, 

Tuesday, 29. The morning' was still cloudy, and the wind from the west, 
but as it had abated its violence, we set ont at daylight. At the distance of four 
miles we passed a creek on the right, one mile below which is a village of seven 
houses on the same side. 'fhis is the residence of the principal chief of the 
Chilluckittequaw nation, whom we now found to be the same between whom 
and OUl' two chiefs we had made a peace at the Echeloot villag'e. He received 
us very kindly, and set before us pounded fish, filberts, nuts, the berr,ies of the 
Sacacommis, and white bread made of roots. We gave in return a bracelet of ri
band to each of the women of the house, with which they were vel'y much pleased. 
The chief had several articles, such as scarlet and blue cloth, a sword, a jacket 
and hat, which l1IU~t have been procured from the wbites, and on one side of the 
room were two wide split boards placed together, so as to make space fOl' a rude 
figure of a man cut and painted 011 them. On pointing to this and asking them 
what it meant, he said something', of which' all we understood was" good," and 
then stepped to the image and brought out his bow and quiver, which, with some 
other warlike instruments, were kept behind it. The chief then dil'ected his 
wife to hand him his medicine-bag, from which he brought out fourteen fOl'e
firlgers, which he told us had once belonged to the same number of his enemies, 
whom' he had killed in fighting' with the nations to the south-east, to which place 
he pointed, alluding no doubt to the Snake Ihdians, the common enemy of t~e 
nations on thl:! Columbia. This bag is about two feet in length, containing' 
roots, pounded dil·t, &c. which the Indians only know how to appreciate. It is 
suspended in the middle of the lodge, and it is supposed to be a species of 
sacrilege to be touched by any but the owner. It is an object of religious fear, 
and it is {l'om its sanctity the safest plice to deposit theil' medals and their more 
va!ttable articles. The J ndi'ans hav'e likewise small bags which they preserve 
in their great medicine-bag, from whence they are taken and worn a~'ourid their 
W!ljstsand necks as amulets against any real or imaginary evils. 'rhis was the 
first time we had ever known the Indians to carry from the field any other trophy 
ex<!ept' the scalp. They' were shown. with great exultation, and after. an 
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h:tl ;,n,C';'lie wllieh we were left to presume was in praise of his exploits, the tingcl':!o 
were carefully replaced among the valuable contents of the red medicine-bag . 

. This \'iJlag'e being part of the same nation with the "jllroge w~ passed above, the 
lallg'nage 'of the two is the same, and their houses of similal' fOl1u and materials, 
and ca1cnlated to ~ontain about thirty souls. The inhabitants were unusually 
110spitahlc and good Illlmoured, so that we gave to the place the name of the 
Friendly "iIlage. 'Ye breakfasted here, and after purchasing twelve dogs, four 
sacks of fish, and a few dried berries, proceeded on our journey. The hills as 
"'e passed are hig'h with steep and rocky sides, and some pine and white oak, 
and an undergTowth of shmbs scattered over them. FoUl' miles below this 
village is a small river on the ri~'ht side; immediately below is a village of 
Chilluckitteqllaws, consisting of eleven houses. Here we landed and smoked a 
pipe with the inhabitants, who were very cheerful and friendly. They as well 
as the people of the last village inform us, that this river comes a considerable 
distance from the X. N. E. that it has a great number of falls, which pEevent the 
salmon from passing' up, ano that there are ten nations residing on it who subsist 
on berries, or such game as they can procure with theil' bows and arrows. At 
its mouth the river is sixty yards wide, and has a deep and very rapid chan
nel. Fl'Om the number of falls of which the Indians spoke, we gave it the 
name of Cataract river. 'Ve plll'chased foUl' dogs, and then proceeded. The 
country as we advance is more rocky and hroken, and the pine and low whiteoak 
on the hills increase in great quantity. Three miles be!ow Cataract river we 
passed three large rocks in the river; that in the middle is larger and longer 
than the rest, and from the circumstance of its having several square vaults on 
it, obtained the name of Sepulchre island. A short distance below are two huts 
of Indians on the rig'ht: the rivet· now widens, and in three miles we came to 
two more houses on the right; one mile beyond which is a rocky island in a 
bend of the river towards the left. Within the next six miles we passed fourteen 
huts of Indians, scattered on the right bank, and then rrached the entrance .of a . 
river on the left, which we called Labieshe's river, after Labieshe one of our 
party. Just above this river is a low ground more thickly timbered than 11sulll, 
and in front are four huts of Indians on the bank, which are the first we have 
!!ieen 011 that side of the Columbia. 'I'he exception may be occasioned by this 
spot's being more than usually protected fwm'the approach of thcil' enemies, by 
the creek, and the thick wood behind. . 

We again embarked, and at the distance of a mile passed the mouth of a 
rapid cl'eek on the right eig'hteen yards wide: in this creek the Indians whom 
we left take their fish, and from the number of canoes which were in it, we 
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called it Canoe creek. Opposite to tbis creek IS a large sandbar, which con
tinues for foul' miles along the left side of the river. Just below this a beautiful 
cascade falls in on the left ovel' a pl'ecipice of rock one hundred feet in height. 
One mile furthel' are four Indian huts in the low ground on the left: and two 
miles below this a point of land on the l'ight, where the mountains become high 
on both sides, and possess more timber and greater varieties of it than hitherto, 
aud those on the left are covered with snow. One mile from this point we 
halted for the night at three Indian huts on the right, having' made thirty-two 
miles. On our first arrival they seemed surprised, but not alarmed at our ap
pearance, and we soon became intimate by means of smoking, and our favourite 
entertainment for the Indians, the violin, They gave us fmit, some roots, and 
root-bread, and we pmchased from them three dogs. 'fhe houses of these peo
ple al'e similar to those of the T ndians above, and theil' language the same: 
their dress also, consisting of robes or skins of wolves, deer, elk, and wild-cat, 
is nearly after the same model: theil' hair is worn in plaits down each shoulder. 
and round their neck is put a strip of some skin with the tail of the animal hang
ing down over the breast: like the Indians above they are fond of otter skins, 
and giye a great price for them. We here saw the skin of a mountain sheep, 
which they say live among the rocks in the mountains: the skin was. covere d 
with white hair, the wool long, thick, and coarse, with long coarse hair on the 
top of the neck, and the back resembling somewhat the bristles of a goat. Im
mediately behind the village is a pond, ill which were great numbers of small 
swan. 

,V ednesday, 30. A moderate rain fell during' aU last night, but the morning 
was cool, and aftel' taking a scanty breakfast of deer, we proceeded. The river 
is now about three quarters of a mile wide, with a current so gentle, that it 
does not exceed one mile and a half an hour; but its course is obstructed by the 
projection of large rocks, which seemed to have fallen promiscuously from the 
mountains into the bed of the river. On the left side foul' different streams of 
water empty themselves in cascades from the hills: what is, however, most sin
gular is, that there are stumps of pine trees scattered to some distance in the 
river, which has the appearance of being dammed below, and forced to encroach 
on the shore: these obstructions continue till ~t the distance of twelve miles, 
when we came to the mouth of a river on the right, where we landed: we found 
it sixty yards wide, and its banks possess two kinds of timbet' which we had not 
11itherto seen: one is a very large species of ash; the other resembling in its 
bark the beach; but the tree itself, as also the leaves, are smaller. We called 
thi~ stream. Crusatte's river, after Crusatte, one of our men: opposite to its 
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mouth the Columbia widens to the distance of a mile, with a htrg'e sandbar, and· 
large stones and rocks scattered through the channel. We here saw several 
of the la rge buzzards, which are of the size of the largest eagle, with the under 
part of their wings white: we also shot a deer and three ducks; on part of 
which we dined, and then continued down the Columbia. Above Crusatte's 
river the low gronnds are about three quarters of a mile wide, rising gradually 
to the hills, and with a rich soil covel'ed with gmss, fern, and other small un
dergrowth; but below, the country rises with a steep ascent, and soon the 
mountains approach to the river with steep rugged sides, covered with a very 
thick gTowth of pine, cedal', cottonwood, and oak. The river is still strewed 
with large rocks. Two and a half miles below Crusatte's river is a large creek 
on the right, with a small island in the mouth. Just Lelow this creek we 
passed along the right side of three small islands on the right bank of the 
river, with a larger island on the opposite side, and landed on an island very 
near the right shore at the head of the great shoot, and opposite to two smaller 
islands at the fall or shoot itself. Just above the island on which we were 
encamped is a small village of eig-ht large houses in a Lend on the right, where 
the country, from having been very mountainous, becomes low for a short dis
tance. 'Ve had made fifteen miles to-day, during all which time we were kept 
constantly wet with the rain; but as we ·were able to get on this island some of 
the ash which we saw for the first time to-day, and which makes a tolerable 
fire, we were as comfortable as the moistness of the evening would permit. As 
soon as we landell, captain Lewis went with five men to the yillage, which is 
situated Ilear the rivel', with ponds in the low gTounds behind. The greater part 
of the inhabitants were absent collecting roots down the river: tile few, how
ever, who were at home, treated him very kindly, and gave him berries, nuts, 
and fish; and in the house were a gun and sevel'al articles which must have 
been })focured from the whites; but not being able to procure any information 
he returned to the island. Captain Clarke had in the meantime gone down to 
examine the shoot, and to discover the best route for a portage. He followed 
an Indian path, which, at the distance of a mile, led to a village on an elevated 
situation, the houses of which had been large, but built in a different form from 
any we had yet seen, but which had been lately abandoned, the greater part 
of the boards being put into a pond near the village: this was most probably 
for the purpose of drowning the fleas, which were in immense quantities near the 
houses. After going about three miles the night obliged him to return to camp: 
he resumed his search in the morning. 

Thursday, 31st, through the rain. At tbe extremity of the basin, in which 
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is situated the island where we are encamped, several rocks aud rocky islandiS 
a1'e interspersed through the bed of the river, The rocks on each side have 
fallen down from the mountains; that on the left being high, and on the right 
the hill itself, which is lower, slipping into the river; so tll:lt the current is het'e 
compressed within a space of one hundred and fifty yard:>. Within this 
nanow limit it l"l1l1S for the distance of foUl" hundred yar,!:-- with gTeat rapidity, 
swelling over the rocks, with a fall of about twenty feet: it then widens to two 
hundt'ed paces, amI the Cl1l'rcnt for a short distance becomes gentle; but at the 
distance of a mile and a half, and opposite to the old village mentioned yesterday, 
it is obsh'ucted by a very bad rapid, where the waves are unusually hig-h, the 
river being confined between large rocks, many of which are at the surface 
of the water. Carbin Clarke proceeded along the same path he had taken 
hefore, which led him through a thick wood and along' a hill side, tiJI two and 
a half miles below the shoots, he struck the rirel' at the place whence the Indians 
make their pOl'tage to the head of the shoot: he here sent Crusatte, the prin
cipal waterman, up the stream, to examine if it were practicable to hring the 
canoes down the water. In the meantime, lIe, with Joseph Pields, continued 
his route down the river, along which the rapids seem to stretch as far as he 
could see. At half a mile uelow the end of the portag-e, he came to a house, 
the only remnant of a town, which, from its appearance, must have been of 
great antiquity. 1'he house was uninhabited, and being old anrl decayed, he 
felt no disposition to encounter the fieas, which abound in every situation of that 
kind, and therefere did not enter. About half a mile below this house, in a very 
thick part oCthe woods, is an ancient burial place: it consists of eight vaults 
made of pine, or cedar boards, closely connected, about eight feet square and 
six in height; the top secured, covered with wide hoards sloping a little, so as 
to convey oft'the rain: the direction of all of them is east and west, the door 
being-on the eastel'll side, and partially stopped with wide boards, decorated 
with rude pictures of men and other animals. On entering we found in some 
of them four dead bodies, carefully wrapped in skins, tied with cords of grass 
and bark, lying-on a mat in a direction east and west: the other vaults contained 
only bones, which were in some of them piled to the height of four feet: on 
the tops of the vaults, and on poles attached to them, hung- brass kettles and 
frying-pans, with holes in their bottoms, baskets, bowls, sea-shells, skins, pieces 
of cloth, hair, bags of trinkets, and small bones, the offerings of friendship or 

. affection, which have been saved by a pious veneration from the ferocity of war, 
or the mOI'e dangerous temptations of individual gain. rrhe whole of the walls as 
~vell as the door were decorated with strange figures cut and painted on them; 
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and besides these were several wooden images of men, some of them so old and 
decayed as to have almost lost their shape, which were all placed against the 
sides of the vaults. These images, as well as those in the houses we have lately 
seen, do not appear to be at all the objects of adoration: in this place they were 
most probably intended as resemblances of those whose decease they ind.icate; 
and when we observe them in houses, they occupy the most conspicuous part; 
but are treated more like om aments than objects of worship. Neal' the vaults 
which are standing, are the remains of others on the gTOlmd, completely rotted 
and covered with moss; and as they are formed of the most duraule pille and cedar 
timber, there is every appearance, that for a vcry long series of years this retired 
spot has been the depository for the Indians neal' this place. Aftel' examining 
this place captaill Clarke went on, and found the river as before strewed with 
large rocks, against which the water ran with great rapidity. Just below the 
vaults the mOllntain, which is but low on the right side, leaves the river, and is 
succeeded by an open stony level, which extends down the river, while on the 
left the mountain is still hig'h and rugged. At two miles distance he came to a 
village of four houses, which were now vacant and the doors barred up; on 
looking in he saw the usual quantity of utensils still remaining, from which he 
concluded that the inhabitants wel'e at no great distance collecting roots or 
hunting, in order to lay in their supply of food for the winter: he left them and 
went on three miles to a difficult rocky rapid, which was the last in view. Here 
on the right, are the remains of a large and ancient village, which could be 
plainly tl'Uced by the holes for the houses, and the deposits for fish. After he 
had examined these rapids, and the neighbouring countr'y, he returned to camp 
by the same route: the only game he had obtained was a sandhill emile. 

In the meantime we had been occupied in preparations for making the portage, 
and in conference with the Indians, who came down from the village to visit 
us. Towards evening two canoes arrived from the villag'e at the mouth of 
Cataract river, loaded with fish and bears' grease, for the market below: as soon 
as they landed they unloaded the canoes, turned them upside down on the beach, 
and encamped under a shelving rock neal' OUI' camp. 'Ve had an opportunity 
of seeing to-day the hardihood of the Indians of the neighbouring' village: one 
of the men shot a goose, which fell into the river, and was floating rapidly towards 
the great shoot, when an Indian observing it plunged in after it; the whole 
mass of the waters of the Columbia, just preparing to descend its narrow channel, 
carried the animal down with great rapidity; the Indian followed it fearlessly, 
to within one hundred and fifty feet of the rocks, where he would inevitably 
have been dashed to pieces; but seizing his prey he turned round and swam 
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ashore with great composure. We very wi1lingly relinquished our right to 
the bird in favour of the Indian who had thus saved it at the imminent hazard 
of his life: he immediately set to work, and picked off about half the feathers, 
and then without opening it ran a stick through it, and cal'l'ied it off to roast. 

Friday, November J, ]805. '.rhe morning was cool and the wind hig-h from 
the north-east. The Indians who arrived last night, took their empty canoes 
on their shoulders and carried them below the great shoot, where they put 
them in the water and bmught them down the rapid, till at the distance of two 
and a half miles they stopped to take in their loading, which they had been 
afraid to trust in the last rapid, and had therefore carried by land from the 
head of the shoot. 

After their example we carried our small canoe, and all the baggage across 
the slippery rocks to the foot of the shoot. The four large canoes were next 
brought down, by slipping them along poles, placed from one rock to another, 
and in some places by using partially streams which escaped along side of the 
river. We were not, however, able to bring them across without three of them 
receiving injuries, which obliged us to stop at the end of the shoot to repair them. 
At this shoot we saw great numbers of sea-otters; but they are so shy that it is 
difficult to reach them with the musket: one of them that was wounded to-day 
sunk and was lost. Having by this portag'e avoided the rapid and shoot of four 
hundred yards in length, we t'e-embarked, passed at a mile and a half the bad 
rapid opposite to the old village on the right, and making ouI' way through the 
rocks, saw the house just below the end of the portage; the eight vaults near it; 
and at the distance of four miles from the head of the shoot, reached a high rock; 
which forms the upper part of an island near the left shore. Between this island 
and the right shore we proceeded, leaving at the distance of a mile and a half, 
the village of four houses on oUl' right, and a mile and a half lower came to the 
head of a rapid neal' the village on the rig-ht. Hem we halted for the night, 
having made only seven miles from the head of the shoot. DUl'iug the whole of 
the passage the river is very much obstmcted by rocks. The island,which is about 
three miles long, reaches to the rapid which its lower extremity contributes to 
form. The meridian altitude of to-day, gave us the latitude of 45° 44' 3" north. 
As w& passed the village of foul' houses, we found that the inhabitants had re
turned, and stopped to visit them. The houses are similar to those already de
scribed, but larger, from thirty-five to fifty feet longo, and thirty feet wide, being 
sunk in the ground about six feet, and raised the same height above. Their 
beds are raised about four feet and a half from the floor, and the ascent is by a. 
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new painted ladder, with which every family is provided, and nnder them are 
f>tored their dried fish, while the space between the palt of the bed on which they 
lie and the wall of the house is occupied by the nuts, roots, berries, and other 
provisions, which are spread on mats. The fireplace is about eight feet long, 
and six feet wide, sunk a foot below the floor, secmed by a frame, with mats 
'placed around for the family to sit on. In all of the hOl1ses are images of men of 
different shapes, and placed as omaments in the parts of the house where they 
are most seen. They gave IlS nl1ts, bert;ies, and some dried fish to eat, and we 
purchased, among other articles, a hat made after their own taste, such as they 
wear, without a brim. They ask high prices for all that they sell, observing that 
the whites below pay dearly for all which they carry thflre. We cannot learn 
·precisely the nature of the trade carried on by the Indians with the inhabitants 
below. But as their knowledge of the whites seems to be very imperfect, and 
the only articles which they carry to market, such as pounded fish, bear-grease and 
1'oots, cannot be an object of much foreign traffic, theil' intercourse appears to be 
an intermediate tl'3de with the natives near the mouth of the Columbia; from 
them these people obtain in exchange fOI· their fish, roots, and bear-grease, blue 
and white beads, copper tea-kettles, hrass arm-bands, some scarlet and blue 
robes, and a few articles of old European clothing. But their great object is to 
obtain beads, an article which holds the hl·st place in their ideas of relative 
value, and to procure which they will sacrifice their last article of clothing or the 
last mouthful of food. Independently of their fondness for them as an ornament, 
these beads are the medium of trade,. by which they obtain from the Indians still 
higher up the river, robes, skins, chappelel bread, bear-grease, &c. TLose 
Indians in turn, employ them to procure from the Indians in the Rocky mountains, 
bear-grease, pachico, roots, robes, &c. 

These Indians al'e rather below the common size, with high cheek-bones, 
their noses pierced, and in full dress ornamented with a tapering piece of white 
shell or wampum, ab(mt two inches long. Theil' eyes al·e exceedingly sore and 
weak, many of them have only a single eye, and some are perfectly blind; their 
teeth prematurely decayed, and in frequent instances, altogether worn away. 
Their general health, however, seems to be good, the only disorder we 
have remarked, being tumours in different parts of the body. The women 
are small and homely in thtil· appearance, their legs and thighs much swelled, 
and their knees remarkably large; deformities, which are no doubt owing 
to the manner in which they sit on their hams. They go nearly naked, 
having only a piece of leather tied round the breast, falling the~ce, nearly 
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as low as the waist; a small robe about tht'ee feet square, and a piece of 
leather, which ill supplies the place of a cover, tied between their legs. 
Their hair is suffered to hang loose in every direction; and in their persons, 
as 'well as in their cookery, they are filthy to a most disgusting de
gree, We here observe that the women universally have their heads flattened, 
and in many of the villages, we have lately seen the female children undergo the 
operation, 
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CHAP. XX. 

FIRST APP.IIARANCE OF TIDE WATER 11' THE COLUMBIA RIVER-DESCRIPTION OF THE 

QUICKSAND RIVER-SO~IE ACCOUNT OF THE SKILLOOT INDIANS-THE PARTY PASS 

THE RIVER COWELISKE-SOME ACCOUNT OF THE WASHKIACUM INDIANS-ARRIVAL ON 

THE BORDERS OF THE PACIFIC-DISAGREEABLE AND CRITICAL SITUATIO:"I 01' THE 

PARTY WHEN FIRST E:-;C.\~IPED-THEIR DISTRESS OCCASIONED BY THE INCESSANT 

TORRENTS OF RAIN-EXPOSED FOR THIRTY DAYS TO THIS DRENCHING DELUGE, 

DURING WHICH TDIE THKIR PROVISIONS ARE SPOILED, AND MOST OF THEIR FEW 

ARTICLES OF MERCHANDISE DESTROYED-DISTRESS OF THE PARTY-ADVENTURE OF' 

SHANNON AND HIS DANGER FROM THE WASHKIACUMS-DIFFICULTY OF FINDING A 

PLACE SUITABLE FOR A PERMANENT ENCAMPMENT-VISITED BY SEVERAL INDIANS 

OF DIFFERENT TRIBES, ON WHOM MEDALS ARE BESTOWED. 

SATURDAY, November 2. WE now examined the rapid below more particu
larly, and the danger appearing to be too great for the loaded canoes, all tliose 
who could not swim were sent with the baggage by land. The canoes then 
passed safely, and were reloaded; at the foot of the rapid we took a meridian 
altitude of 59° 45' 4:)." Just as we were setting out seven squaws arrived across 
the portage loaded with dried fish and bear-grease, neatly packed in bundles, and 
soon after four Indians came down the rapid in a lal'ge canoe. After breakfast
ing we left our camp at one o'clock, passed the upper point of an island which 
is separated from the right shore by a narrow chanuel, through which in high 
tides the water passes. But at present it contains no running water, and a 
creek which falls into it from the monntains on the "ight, is in the same d,'Y 
condition, though it has the marks of discharging immense tOl'rents at some 
seasons. The island thus made is three miles in length, and about one in width; 
its situation is high and open, the land rich, and at this time covered with grass 
and a great number of strawberry vines, from whieh we gave it the name of 
Strawberry Island. In several places we observed that the Indians had been 
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digging fOI' roots, and indeed the whole island bears every appearance of hav
ing- been at some period in a state of cultivation, On the left side of the river 
the low ground i .. nanow and open: the rapid whieh we have just passed is the 
last of all the descents of the Columbia. At this plrtcc the first tide-water 
commences, and the river in consequence widened immed:ntely helow the I·apid. 
A~ we descended, we reached at the distance of Olle mile from the rapid a creek 
rmder a bluff on the left; at three miles is the lower point of Stra~vlJcny Island, 
To this immediately sllcceed three small islands covered with wood; in the 
meadow to the right, and at some distance f!"Om the hills, stat.d" a hig'h perpen
dicular rock, about eigl!t hundred feet high, anel fonr hundred yards ronnd the 
base; this we called the Beacon rock. Just below is an Indian village of nine 
houses, situated between two small creeks. 

At this village the river widens to nearly :l mile in extent, the low grounds 
too become wiele!', and they as well as the mOllntains on each side are covered 
with pine, spruce-pine, cottonwood, a species of ash, and some alder. After 
being so long accustomed to the Jreary nakedness of the country above, the 
chaug'e is as g-rateful to the eye, as it is useful in supplying liS with fuel. Four 
miles from the village is a point of land on the right, where the hills become 
lower, but are still thickly timbered. The river is now about two miles wide, 
tbe Clll'rent smooth and gentle, and the effect of the tide has been sensible since 
leaving' the rapid. Six miles lower is a rock rising from the middle of the river 
to the height of one hundred feet, and about eighty yards at its h:1se. 'Ve con
tinued six miles further, and halted for the night undel' a high projPcting rock 
on the left side of the river opposite the point of a large meadow. The moun
tains, which, from the great shoot to this placp, are 11igh, rugged, and thickly 
covered with timber, chiefly of th(' pine SPf'C;CS, here leave the rive:' on each 

• side; the river becomes two and a half miles in width, and the low grounds ~r(' 

extensive and well supplied with wood. The Indians, whom we left at the 
portage, passed U!':, on their way down the river, and seven others who were 
descending in a canoe fOl' the purpose of trading below, encamped with us. 
'Ve had made from the foot of the great shoot twenty-nine miles to-day. The 
ebb-tide rose at Ollr camp about nine inches, the flood must rise much higher. 
We saw great numbers of water-fowl, snch as swan, geese, ducks of various 
kinds, gulls, plover, and the white and grey brant, of which last we killed 

eighteen. 
Sunday, 3. We wel'e dctaincel until ten o'clock by a fog' so thick that a man 

could not be discel'l1ed at the distance of fifty steps. As soon as it clea\'ed off 
we stet out in company with 0111' new J ndian acquaintances, who came from a, 
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village neal' the g-reat Falls. The low grounds along the river are covered s. 
tllickly with rushes, vines, and other small growth, that they are almost im~ 
pnssable. At the distance of three miles we reached the mouth of a river on 
the left, which seemed to lose its waters in a sandbar opposite; the stream itself 
being only a few inches in depth. But on attempting to wade across, we dis. 
covered that the bed was a vel'y bad quicksand, too deep to be passed on foot. 
We went up a mile aud a half to examine this river, and found it to be at tbi. 
<listance a very considerable stl'eam one hundred and twenty yar4s wide at its 
narrowest part, with several small islands. Its character resembles very much 
that of the river Platte. It drives its quicksand over the low grounds with great 
impetuosity. and such is the quantity of coarse sand which it discharges, that the 
accumulation has formed n large sandbar or island, three miles long, and a mile 
and a half wide, which divides the watel's of the Quicksand river into two channels. 
This sand island compresses the Columbia within a space of half a mile, and throws 
its whole current. against the I'ight shore. Opposite to this ri ver, which we call Quick
sand river, is a large creek to which we gave the name of Seal river. The first ap
peal's to pass throug-h the low country, at the foot of the high range of mountains 
towards the south-east, while the second, as well as all the large creeks on the 
right side of the Columbia, rises in the same ridge of mountains N. N. E. from 
this place. The mountain, which we have supposed to be the mount Hood of 
Vancouver, bears S. 85° E. about forty-seven miles from the mouth of the Quick
sand river. After dinner we proceeded, and at the distance of three miles reached 
the lower mouth of Quicksand river. On the opposite side a large creek falls in 
near the head of an island, which extends for three miles and a half down the 
rive!'; it is a mile and a half in width, rocky at the upper end, has some timber 
round its borders, but in the middle is open and has several ponds. Half a mile 
lower is another island in the middle of the river, to which from its appearance 
we gave the name of Diamond island. Here we met fifteen Indians ascending 
the river in two canoes, but the only information we could procure from them 
was, that they had seen three vessels, which we presume to be European, at the 
mouth of the Columbia. We went along its right side for thl'ee miles, and en
camped opposite to it, aftel· making to-day thirteen miles. A canoe soon after 
anived from the village at the foot of the last rapid, with an Indian and his 
family, consisting of a wife, three childl·en, and a woman who had been taken 
prisoner from the Snake Indians, living on a river from the south, which w~ 
afterwards found to be the Multnomah. Sacajawea was immediately intr9duced 
to her. in hopes that being a Snake Indian also, they might understand each 
other, but their language was not sufficiently intelligible to permit them to 
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converse together. The Indian had a gun with a brass barrel and cock, which 
he appeared to value very highly. 

Below Quicksand l'iver the country is low, rich, and thickly wooded on each 
side of the river: the islands have less timber, but are furnished with a number of 
ponds near which are vast quantities of fowls, such as swan, g'eese, brants, 

. cranes, storks, white gulls, cormorants and plover. The river is wide, and con
tains a great numbel' of sea otters. 

In the evening the hunters brought in game for a sumptuous supper, 
which we shared with the Indians, both parties of whom spent the night 
with us. 

Monday, 4. The weather was cloudy and cool, and the wind from the west. 
During the night, the tide rose eighteen inches near our camp. 'Ve set out about 
eight o'clock, and at the distance of three miles came to the lower end of 
Diamond island. It is six miles long, nearly three in width, and like the other 
islands, thinly· covered with timber, and has a number of ponds or small lakes 
scattered over its surface. Besides the animals already mentioned we shot a 
deer on it this morning. Near the end of Diamond island are two others, 
separated by a nanow channel filled at high tides only, which continue on the 
right for the distance of three miles, and like the adjacent low gTounds, are 
thickly covered with pine. Just below the last, we landed on the left bank of 
the river, at a village of twenty-five houses; all of these were thatched with 
straw, and built of bark, except olle which was about fifty feet long, built of 
boards ill the form of those higher up the river, from which it differed however, 
in being completely above ground, and covered with broad split boards; this 
village contains about two hundred men of the Skilloot nation, who seem well 
provided with canoes, of which there were at least fifty-two, and some of them 
very lal'ge, drawn up in front of the village. On landing' we found the Indian 
from above, who had left us this morning, and who now invited us into a lodge 
of which he appeared to own a part, Here he tI'eated us with a root, round in 
sllape, and about the size of a small Irish potatoe, which they call wappatoo, it 
is the common arrowhead 01' sagittifolia, so much cultivated by the Chinese, aBa 
when roasted in the embers till it becomes soft, has an agreeable taste, and is 
a very good substitute for bread. After purchasing some more of this root, we 
resumed Ollr journey, and at seven miles distance came to the head of a large 
island near the left. On the right shore is a fine open prairie for about a mile, 
hack of which the country rises, and is supplied with timber, such as white oak, 
pine of different kinds, wild crab, and several species of undergrowth, while along 
the borders of the river, there are only a few eottonwood and ash trees. In this 
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prairie were also signs of deer and elk. When we landed fOl' dinner, a nuwLer 
of Indians from the last village, came down for the purpose, as we supposed, of 
paying ns a friendly visit, as they had pllt on their favourite dresses. In addition 
to their usual covering they had scarlet ami blue blankets, sailOl's' jackets and 
trowsers, shirts and hats, They had all of them either war axes, spears and bow 
Ul'l'OWS, or muskets and pistols, with tin powder fh.sks, "T e smoked with thelll 
and endeavoure(l to show them every attcntioll, bnt we soon found them very 
assuming and disagreeable companions, 'Yhile we ",el'e eating they stole the 
pipe with which they were smoking, and the great coat of one of the men. 'Ve 
immediately seal'chell them all, aIHl discovered the coat stuffed under the root of 
a tree nem' where they were sittin!.;'; but the pipe we could not recover, finding 
us lletermined not to sutler any imposition, and discontented with them, they 
showed their displeasUI'e in the only way which they dared, by retuming in an ill 
llllmolll' to theil' vilbge, We then proceeded and soon met two canoes with 
twelve men of the same Skilloot nation, who were on their way from below, 
The larger of the canoes was ornamented with the figure of a bear in the bow, 
and a man in the stern, both nearly as large as life, both made of painted wood, 
and very neatly fixed to the boat. In the same canoe wm'e two Indians finely 
dressed, and with round hats. This circumstance induced us to give the name 
of Image-canoe to the large island, the lower end of which we now passed at 
the distance of lline miles from its head. \Ye had seen two smaller islalllls to 
the rig'ht, and three more near its lowel' extt-emity, The Indialls in the canoe 
here made sig'ns that there was a village behind those islands, and indeed we 
presumed there was a channel on that side of the rivel', fOt, one of the canoes 
passed in that direction between the small islands, but we were anxious to press 
forward, and therefore did not stop to examine more minutel~, The river was 
now about a mile and a half in width, with a g'entle current, the bottoms ex
tensive and low, but not subject to be overflowed, TllI'ee miles below the 
Image canoe island we came to fOlll' large hOUSES on the left side, at which place 
we had a full view of the mountain which we first saw 011 the Hlth of October, 
f!'Om the 1\:Iusc1eshell rapid, and which we now find to be the lIlount 8t. Helen 
of Vancouver. It bears north 2{/ east, about ninety miles distant; it rises in 
the form of a sug'ar-Ioaf to a very great heig'ht, and is covered with snow. A 
mile lower we passed a single house on the left, and another on the rig'ht. The 
Indians had now learnt so much of us, that their curiosity was "ithout any mix
ture of fear, and their visits became very frequent and troublesome. '\-e there
fore continued on till after night, in hopes of getting' I'id of them; but after 
passing a village on each side, which on account of the lateness of the hour we 
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saw indistinctly, we found there was no escaping from their importunities. We 
therefore landed at the distance of seven miles ;below Imag'e-canoe island, and 
encamped near a single honse on the right, having' made during the day twenty
uine miles, 

The Skilloots whom we passed to-day, speak a language somewhat different 
from that of the Echeloots 01' Chillllckittequaws neal' the Long Narrows, Their 
dress is similar, except that the Skilloots possess morc articles procured from 
the white traders; and there is a further difference between them; inasmuch as 
the Skilloots, hoth males and females, have the head flattened, Theil' principal 
food is fish, and wappatoo roots, and some elk and deer, in killing which with 
theil' arrows, they seem very expert, for dming the short time we remained at 
the villag'e three deer wel'e brought in, 'Ve also obsel'ved there a tame bl'airo. 

As soon as we landed we were visited by two canoes loaded .with Indians, 
from Wh01l1 we purchased a few roots, The grounds along the river continue 
low and rich, and among the shrubs which covel' them is a large quantity of 
vines resembling' the raspberry, On the rig-ht the low grounds al'e terminated 
at the distance of five miles by a range of high hills covered with tall timber, 
and running south-east and north-west, The game, as usual, vel'y abundant; 
and among- other birds we observe some white geese with a palt of their wings 
black, 

'l'uesday, ;j. Onr choice of a camp had been very unfortunate; for on a 
sand island opposite to us were immense numbers of geese, swan-ducks, and 
other "ild fowl, who, during the whole night, serenaded us with a confusion of 
noises which completely prevented our sleeping-, During the latter part of the 
night it rained, and we therefore willingly left our encampment at an early hour. 
We passed at three miles a small prairie, where the river is only three quarters 
of a mile in width, and soon after two hOllses on the left, half a mile distant 
f\'Om each other; f\'Om one of which three men came in a canoe merely to look 
at us, and having done !>o returned home. At eight miles we came to the lower 
point of an island, separated from the right side by' a narrow channel, on which, 
a short distance above the end of the island, is situated a large village: it is 
built more compactly than the generality of the Indian villages, and the front 
has fourteen houses, which al'e ranged for a quarter of a mile along the channel. 
As soon as we wel'e discovered, seven canoes came out to see us, and after some 
tmffic, during which they seemed well-disposed and orderly, accompanied us a 
short distance below. The river here again widens to the space of a mile and 
a half, As we descended we soon observed, behind a sharp point of rocks, a 
channel a quarter of a mile wide, which we suppose must be the one taken by the 



canoes'yesterilay on leaving Image-canoe island. A mile below the channel 
are some low cliffs of rocks, near which is a larg'e island on the I'ight side, and 
two small islands a little further on. Here we met two canoes ascending the 
river. At this place the shore on the right beconws bold anrl rocky, and the 
bank. is bordel'ed by a range of high hills covered with a thick growth of pine: 
on the other side is an exten~'ive lQW island, separated fl'om the left side by a 
llarrowchannel. Here we stopped to dine, and found the island ,ope.n, with an 
abundant growth of gr.ass, .and a number of ponds well supplied with fowls; and 
at the lowerextt'emity are the remains of an old village. 'Ve procnred a swan, 
iIleveral ducks, and a bJ'ant, and saw some deel' on the island. Besides this 
island, the lower extremity of which is seventeen miles from the channel just 
mentioned, we passed two or three smaller ones in the same distance. Here 
the hills on the right retire from the river, leaving a high plain, between which, 
,on the left bank, a range of high hills running south-east and covered with pine, 
fonus a bold and rocky shol'e. At the distance of six miles, however, these hills 
again return and close the river on both sides. We proceeded on, and at four 
miles reached a creek on the right, about twenty yards in width, immediately 
below which is an old village. Three miles further, and at the distance of 
thirty-two miles from our camp of last night, we halted under a point of high
land, with thick pine trees on the left bank of the river. Before landing we 
met two canoes, the largest of which had at the bow the image of a bear, and 
that of a man on the stern: there were twenty-six Indians on board, but they 
all proceeded upwards, and we were left, for the first time since we reached the 
waters of the Columbia, without any of the natives with us during the night. 
Besides the game aIt-eady mentioned, we killed a grouse much larger than the' 
common size, and oLserved along the shore a number of striped snakes. The' 
river is here deep, and about a mile and a half in width. Here too the ridge 
of low mountains running north-west and seuth-east, cross the river, and form 
the western boundary of the plain through which we have just passed. This 
great plain or valley tJegins above the south of Quicksand river, and is about 
sixty miles wide in a straight line, while on the • and left it extends to a 
great distance: it is a fel·tile and delightful country, shaded by thick groves of 
tall timber, watered by small ponds, and running on both sides of the river. 
The soil is ricb, and capable of any species of culture; but in the present coodi. 
tioB of the 'Indians, its chief production is the wappatoo root, which grows spon
taneotlsly and exclusively in this region. SI.lltered as it is on both sides, the 
~eUiperatl:lre is much milder than that of the surrounding COUBtry; for even at 
this season of the year we observe very llitle appearanc:e of &ost. During its 
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whole extent it i8 inhabited by numerous tribes of Indians, who either reside in 
it permanently, or visit its waters in quest of fish and wappatoo roots: we gave 
it the name of the Columbia valley. 

"'ednesday,6. The morning was cool, wet, and rainy. We proceeded at 
an early hour between the high hills on both sides of the river, till at the dis. 
tance of four miles we came to two tents of Indians in a small plain on the left,. 
where the hills on the right recede a few miles from the river, and a long nar· 
row island sh'etcbes along the right shore. Behind this island is the mouth of 
a large river a hundred and fifty yards wide, and called by the Indian~ Cowe· 
liske. 'Ye halted for dinner on the island, but the red wood and green briars 
are so interwoven with the pine, alder, ash, a species of beech, and other trees, 
that the woods form a thicket, which our hunters could not penetrate. Below 
the mouth ofthe Coweliske a very remarkable knob rises from the water's edge 
to the height of eighty feet, being two hundred paces round the base; and as it 
is in a low part of the island, and some distance fl'om the high grounds, the ap·· 
pearance of it is very singulal·. On setting out after dinner, we overtook two
canoes going down to trade: one of the Indians, who spoke a few words of 
English, mentioned, that the principal person who traded with them was a Mr. 
Haley, and he shewed a bow of iron and several other things which he said Mr. 
Haley had given him. Nine miles below that river is a creek on the same; 
and between them three smaller islands; one on the left shore, the other about 
the middle of the river; and a third neal' the lower end of the long narrow 
island, and opposite a high cliff of black rocks on the left, sixteen miles from 
our camp. Here we were overtaken by the Indians from the two tents we 
passed in the morning, from whom we now purchased wappatoo roots, salmon, 
trout, and two lJeaver skins, for which last we gave five small fishhooks. At these 
cliffs the mountains, which had continued high and rugged on the left, retired 
from the river, and as the hills on the other side had left the water at the 
Coweliske, a beautiful extensive plain now presented itself before us. For a few 
llliles we passed along side of an island a mile in width and thl'e~ miles long, 
below which is a smaller island, where the high. rugged hills, thickly cQvered, 
with tilnber, border the right bank of the river, and terminate the low grounds: 
these were supplied with common rushes,. grass, and nettles; in the moister 
par~ with bullrushes and flags, and along the water's edge some willows. Here 
also were two ancient villages, now abandoned by their inhabitants, of whom 
no vestige remains, except two small dogs almost stal'ved, and a prodigi'ous 
quantity of fleas. After crossing the plain and making five miles, we proceeded 
through the bills for eight miles. fllhe river is about a mile in width, and the 
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hills so steep that we could not fot, several miles find a place sufficiently level to 
suffer us to sleep in a level position: at length, by removing the large stones 
we cleared a place fit fOl' our purpose above the reach of the title, and after a 
journey of twenty-nine miles slept among the smaller stones under a mountain 
to the right, The weather was rainy during the whole day: we therefore made 
large fires to dl'y our bedding, and to kill the fieas, who have accumulated up

on us at every old village we have passed, 
Thursday, 7, The moming was rainy and the fog so thick that we could 

not see across the river, 'Ve observed, however, opposite to our camp, the 
upper point of an island, between which and the steep hills on the right we 
proceeded for five miles, Three miles lower is the beginning of an island 
separated from the right shore by a narrow channel; down this we proceeded 
under the direction of some Indians whom we had just met g'oing up the river, 
and who returned in order to show us theit, village, It consists of four houses 
only, situated on this channel behind several mal'shy islands formed by two small 
creeks, On our arrival they gave us some fish, and we afterwards purchased 
wappatoo roots, fish, three dogs, and two otter skins, fot, which we gave fish
hooks chiefly, that being an article of which they are very fond, 

These people seem to be of a different nation from those we have just passed: 
they are low in statme, ill shaped, and all have their heads flattened, They call 
themselves Wahkiacum, and theit, lang'uage differs from that of the tribes above, 
with whom they trade for wappatoo roots, The houses too are built in a differ
ent style, being raised entirely above ground, with the eaves about five feet 
high, and the door at the corner, Near the end opposite to this door is a single 
fireplace, round which are the beds, raised four feet from the floor of earth; 
over the fire are hung the fresh fish, and when dried they are stowed away witb 
the wappatoo roots under the beds, rI'he dress of the men is like that of the 
people above, but the women are clad in a peculiar manner, the robe not reaching 
lower than the hip, and the body being covered in cold weather hy a sort of 
corset of fur, curiously plaited, and reaching' from the arms to the hip; added 
to this is a sort of petticoat, or rathel' tissne of white cedar bark, bruised or 
broken into small stmnds, and woven into a girdle by several cords of the same 
materials, Being tied round the middle, these strands hang down as low as 
the knee'in front, and to mid leg behind, and are of sufficient thickness to answer 
the purp~se of concealment whilst the female stands in an erect position, but in 
any other attitude is but a very ineffectual defence, Sometimes the tissue is 
formed of strings of silk grass, twisted and knotted at the end. 

After remaining with them about an hour, we proceeded down the channel 
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with an Indian dressed in a sailor's jacket for our pilot, and on reaching the 
main channel were visited by some Indians who have a temporary residence on 
a marshy island in the middle of the river, where is a gt'eat abundance of water
fowl. Here the mountainous country again approaches the river on the left, 
and a higher mountain is distinguished towards the south-west. At a distance 
of twenty miles from our camp we halted at a village of Wahkiacums, consisting 
Qf seven ill-looking houses, built in the same form with those above, and situated 
at the foot of the high hills on the right, behind two small marshy islands. We 
merely stopped to purchase some food and two beaver skins, and then proceeded. 
Opposite to these islands the hills on the left retire, and the river widens into a 
kind of bay crowded with low islands, subject to be overflowed occasionally by 
the tide. We had not gone far from this village when the fog cleared off, and 
we enjoyed the delightful prospect of the ocean; that ocean, the object of all our 
labours, the reward of all our anxieties. This cheering view exhilat'ated the 
spirits of all the party, who were still more delighted on hearing the distant 
1'0ar of the breakers. We went on with great cheet'fulness under the high 
mountainous country which continued along the right bank; the shore was 
however so bold and rocky, that we could not, until after going fourteen miles 
from the last village, find any spot fit fOl' an encampment. At that distance, 
having made during the day thirty-four miles, we spread OUl' mats on the ground, 
and passed the night ill the rain. Here we wel'e joined by OUI' small canoe, 
which had been separated from us during the fog this mOl'l1ing. Two Indians 
from the last village also accompanied us to the camp. but, having detected 
them in stealing a knife, they were sent off. 

Friday, 8. It rained this moming; and having changed the clothing which 
had been wetted during yesterday's rain, we did not set out till nine o'clock. 
Immediately opposite our camp is a t'ock at the distance of a mile in the r; \ LT, 

about twenty feet in diameter and fifty in height, and towards the south-\vest 
some high mountains, one of which is covered with snow at the top. 'Ve PI'O
ceeded past several low islands in the bay or bend of the rivet'to the left, which 
is here five or six miles wide. 'Ye were here overtaken by three Indians in 
a canoe, who had a salmon to sell. On the right side we passed an old village, 
and then, at the disiance 'of three miles, entered an inlet or niche, about six l1lileli 
across, and making a deep bend of nearly five miles into the hills on the right 
shOl'e, where it receives the waters of several creeks. 'Ve coasted along this 
inlet, which, from its little depth, we called ShallQw bay, and at the bottom of 
it halted to dine near the remains of an old village, from which, however, we 
kept at a cautious distance, as it was occupied by gTeat numbers of fleas, .\.( 
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,his place we observed a number of fowl, among which we killed a goose and" 
two ducks, exactly resembling in appearance and flavour the canvassback duck 
of the Susquehanllah. After dinner the three Indians left us, and we then took 
advantage of the returning tide, to go on about three miles to a poinJ; on the
right, eight miles distant from our camp; but here the waves ran so high, aDd 

dashed about our canoes so much, that several of the men became sea-sick. It 
was therefore judged imprudent to go on in the present state of the weather, aDd 
we landed at the point. The situation was extremely uncomfortable; the high 
hills jutted in so closely t.hat there was not room for us to lie level, nor to secure 
our baggage free from the tide; and the water of the river is too salt to be used; 
but the waves incl"easing every Dloment so much, that we could not move from 
the spot with safety: we therefore fixed ourselves on the beach left by the ebb-tide, 
and having raised the baggage on poles, passed a disag'reeable night, the 
I"ain during t.he day having wetted us completely, as indeed we have been for 
some days past. 

Saturday, 9" FOI"tunately for us, t.he tide did not rise as high as our camp 
during the night; but being accompanied by high winds from the soutb, the 
canoes, which we could not place beyond its reach, were filled with water, and 
were saved with much difficulty: our position was very uncomfortable, but as 
it was impossible to move from it, we waited for a change of weather. It 
rained, however, during the whole day, and at two o'clock in the afternoon, the 
flood tide set in, accompanied by a high wind from the south, which, about 
four o'clock, shifted to the south-west, and blew almost a gale directly from the 
sea" The immense waves now broke over the place where we were encamped, and 
the large tt"ees, some of them five or six feet thick, which had lodged at the 
point, were drifted over our camp, and the utmost vigilance of every man could 
scarcely save our canoes from being crushed to pieces. We remained in the 
water and drenched with rain during the rest of the day; our only food being 
some dried fish, and some rain water which we caught. Yet, though wet 
and cold, and some of them sick from using the salt water, the men are cheer
ful, and full of anxiety to see more of the ocean" The rain continued all night, 
and, 

Sunday, 10th, the following morning, the wind having lulled, and tile 
waves not being so high, we loaded our canoes and proceeded. The mountains 
on the right are high, covel"ed with timber, chiefly pine, and descend in a bold and 
rocky shore to the water. W~ went through a. deep niche and several inlets on 
the right, while on the opposite side is a large bay, above which the hills are 
close on the river. At the distance of ten miles the wind rose from the north-
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west, and the waves became so high that we were forced to return for two miles 
to a place where we could with safety unload. Here we landed at the mouth of 

-a small run, and having placed our baggage on a pile of drifted logs waited 
until low water. The river then appeared more calm: we therefore started, 
but after going a mile found the waves too high for our canoes and were obliged 
to put to shore. \Ve unloaded the canoes, and having placed the baggage on 
a rock above the reach of the tide, encamped on some drift logs which formed 
the only place where we could lie, the hills rising steep over our heads to the 
height of five hundred feet. All our baggage as well as ourselves wa~ 

thoroughly wetted with the rain, which did not ceafe during the day; it continued 
violently during the night, in the course of which the tide reached the logs on 
which we lay, and set them afloat. 

Monday, 11. The wind was still high from the south-west, and drove 
the waves ag'ainst the shore with great fury: the rain too fell in torrents, and not 
only drenched us to the skin, but loosened the stones on the hill sides, which then 
came rolling down upon us. In this comfortless situation we remained all day, 
wet, cold, with nothing but dl'ied fish to satisfy our hunger; the canoes in one 
place at the mercy of the waves; the baggage in another, and all the men 
scattered on floating logs, or sheltering themselves in the crevices of the rocks 
and hill sides. A hunter was despatched in hopes of finding some fresh meat, 
but the hills were so steep, and covered with undergrowth and fallen timber. 
that he could not penetrate them, and he was forced to return. About twelve 
o'clock we were visited by five Indians in a canoe: they came from above 
this place on the opposite side of the river, and their language much resembles 
that of the Wahkiacum: they called themselves Catldamahs. In person they 
are small, ill made, and badly clothed: though one of them had on a sailor's 
round jacket and pantaloons, which, as he explained by signs, he had received 
from the whites below the point: we purchased from them thirteen red charI', 
a fish which we found very excellent. After some time they went on board 
the boat, and crossed the river, which is here five miles wide, through a very· 
heavy sea. 

Tuesday, 12"."" About three o'clock a tremendous gale of wind arose, accom
panied with lightning, thunder, and hail: at six it be~allle light for a short time, 
but a violent rain soon began and lasted during the day. During this storm 
one of our boats, secured by being sunk with great quantities of stone, g~t 
loose, but drifting against a rock, was recovered without having received much 
injury. Our situation became now much more dangerous, for the waves were 
driven with fury against the rocks and trees, which till now had afforded us: 
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refuge: we therefore took advantage of a low tide, and moveod about half a mile 
round a point to a small brook, which we had not observed till now, on account 
of the thick bushes and driftwood which concealed its mouth. Here we were 
mOloe safe; but still cold and wet, our clothes and bedding rotten as well as 
wet, our baggage at a distance, and the canoes, onr only means of escape from 
this place, at the mercy of the waves: we were, however, fortunate enough to 
enjoy good health, and even had the luxury of getting some fresh salmon' 
and three salmon trout in the brooko Three of the men 'attempted to go round a 
point in OUlo small Indian canoe, but the high waves rendered her 'quite unma
nageable; these boats requiring the seamanship of the natives themselves to make 
them live in so roug-h a sea. 

'Vednesday, 13. During the nig'ht we had short intervals of fair weather, but 
it began to rain in the morning. and continned through the day. In order to 
obtain a view of the counttoy below, captain Claloke followed up the course of 
the brook, and with much fatigue, and after walking three miles, ascended the 
first spur of the mountains. The whole lower country was covered with almost 
impenetrable thickets of small pine, with which is mixed' a species· of plant 
resembling ~lTOW wood, twelve or fifteen feet high, with a thorny stem, almost 
interwoven with each other, and scattered among the fern and faUen timber: 
there is also a red betTY, somewhat like the Solomon's seal, which is called by 
the natives, solme, and used as an article of diet. This thick growth rendered 
travelling almost impossible, and it was rendeloed more fatiguing by the steep
ness of the mountain, which was so great as to oblige him to draw himself up 
by means of the bushes. The timbel' on the hills is chiefly of a large tall species 
of pine, many of them eight or ten feet in diameter at the stump, and rising 
sometimes more than one hundred feet in height. The hail, which feU two 
nights since, is still to be seen on the mountains; there was DO game, and no 
traces of any, except some old signs of elk: the cloudy weather prevented his 
seeing to any distance, and he therefore returned to camp, and sent three men 
in the Indian canoe to' try jf they could double the point and find some safer 
harbour for our canoes. At every flood-tide the sea breaks in great swells 
against the rocks, and <h'ifts the trees among our' establishment, so as to 
render it very insecure. We were confined as usual to dried fish, whieh is our 
last resource, 

Thm'sday, 140 It rained without irrtermission during last night and to-day: 
the wind too is very high, and one of om canoes mtlchmjured by being dashed 
against rocks. Five Indians fl'Om below came to us in 'a callQe~ and three of 
them having landed, informed us they had seen the men sent down yesterday. 
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At this moment one of them arrived, and informed us that these Indians had 
stolen his gig and basket: we therefore ordel'ed the two women who remained 
in the canoe, to restore them; but this they refused, till we threatened to shoot, 
when they gave back the mticles, and we tllen ordered them to leave us, Tb€y 
we.re of the Wahkiacum nation. The man now informed us that they had gone 
round the point as fal' as the high sea would suffer them, in the canoe, and then 
landed, ~ln,i that in the night he had separated from his companions, who had gone 
further down: that at no great distance from where we are is a beautiful sand 
beach and a good harboUl'. Captain Lewis concluded to examine more minutely 
the lower part of the bay, and taking one of the large canoes was landed at the 
point, whence he proceeded by land with four men~ and the canoe returned 
nearly filled with water. 

Friday, 15. It continued raining' all night, but in the morning the weather 
became calm and fair: we therefore began to prepal'e lor setting out, Lut uefore 
we wel'e reacly a high wind sprang up from the south-east, and oLliged us to 
remain. The sun shone until one o'cIQck, and we were thus enauled 
to dl'y our bedding and examine our baggage. The rain, which has 
continued for the last ten days without an intel'val of more than two 
hoUl's, has completely wetted all OUl' mel'chandise, and spoiled some of our 
fish, destroyed the robes, and rotted neady one half of our few remain
ing articles of clothing, particularly the leather dresses, About three o'clock 
the wind fell, and we instantly loadeel the canoes, and left the miseraule 
spot to which we have been confined the last six days, On turning the point 
we came to the sand beacll, through which runs a small stream from the hills; 
at the mouth of which is an ancient village of thit,ty-six honses, which has at 
present no inhabitants except fleas. Here we met Shannon, who had ueen sent 
back to meet us by captain Lewis. The day Shannon left us in the canoe, he 
and Willard proceeded' on till they met a party of twenty Indians, who nevel' 
h~villg heard of us, did nQt know where they came from: they however behaved 
with so much civility, and seemed so anxious that the men should go 
with them towards the sea, that their ~uspicions were excited, and they de
clined going 011: the Indians, however, would not leave them, and the men. 
being confirmed in their suspicions. and fea dul if they went into the woods to 
sleep they would be cut to pieces in the night, thought it b~st to pass the night in 
the midst of the Indians; they therefore made a fil'c, and after talking wllh them 
to a late hour, laid down with theil' rifles uuder their heads. As they awoke this 
lDorning they found that the Indians had stolen and concealed theil' gUllS: having 
demancled them in vain, Shannon sei-zed a club, and was about assaulting one of 
the Inclians whom hesllspected as a thief, 'when another Indian began to load a 
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fowling piece '\vith an intention of shooting him. He therefore stoppe(l and 
explained by signs, that if they did not give up the guns, a larg'e party would 
come down the rivet' before the snn rose to such a heig-ht, and put everyone of 
them to death. Fortunately, captain Lewis and his party appeared at this time, 
and the terrified Indians immediately brought the guns, and five of them caPle 
on with Shannon. To these men we declared, that if ever any of their nation 
stole any thing from us he should be instantly shot. They reside to the north of 
this place, and speak a language different from that of the people higher up the 
river. It was now apparent tbat the sea was at all times too roug'h for us to 
proceed further down the bay by water: we therefore landed, and having choseQ 
the best spot we could select, made our camp of boards from the old village. 
We wet'e now situated comfortably, and being visited by four Wahkiacumi 
with wappatoo roots, were enabled to make an agl'eeable addition to OUl' food. , 

Saturday, 16. The morning was cleal' and beautiful. We therefore put out 
all our baggage to dry, and sent several of the party to hunt. Our camp is in 
full "iew of the ocean, on the bay laid down by Vancouver, which we distin
guish by the name of Haley's bay, from a trader who visits the Indians here, 
and is a great favourite among them. The meridian altitude of this day gave 
46° 19' 11 /I ~ as the latitude of our camp. The wind was strong from the south
west, and the waves very high, yet the Indians were passing up and down the bay 
in canoes, and several of them encamped near us. We smoked with them, but 
after our recent experience of their thievish disposition, treated them with 
caution. Though so much exposed to the bad weather, none of the party 
have suffered, except one, who has a violent cold, in consequence of sleeping for 
several nights in wet leather. The hunter's brought in two deer, a crane, some 
geese and ducks, and sevel'81 brant, three of which wel'e white, except a black 
part of the wing, and much larger than the grey brant, which is itself a size 
beyond the duck. . 

Sunday, 17. A fair cool morning and easterly wind. The tide rises at tbis 
place eight feet six inches in height, and rolls over the beach in great waves. 

About one o'clock captain Lewis returned, after having coasted down Haley's 
bay to Cape Disappointment, and some distance to the north along the sea 
coast. He was followed by several Chinnooks, among whom were the princi
pal chief and his family. 'rhey made us a present of a boiled root, very much 
like the common liquorice in taste and size, and called culwhamo: in return we 
gave double the value of their present, and now learnt th~ danger of accepting 
any thing from them, since no return, even if ten times the value of their gift, 
can satisfy them. We were chiefly occupied in hunting, and were able to pro
cure three deer, four brant, and two docks, and also saw some signs of elk. 
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Captain Clarke now prepared (or an excursion down the bay, and accordingly 
sta,rted, 

Monday, 18, at daylight, accompanied by eleven men. He proceeded along 
the beach one mile to a point of rocks about forty feet high, where the hills re
tire, leaving a wide beach, and a number of ponds covered with water-fowl, be
tween which and the mountain is a narrow bottom of alder and small balsam 
trees. Seven miles from the rocks is the entrance of a creek, or rather drain 
from the ponds and hills, where is a cabin of Chinnooks. The cabin contained 
some children, alld four women, one of whom was in a most miserable state, 
covered with ulcers, proceeding, as we imagine, from the venereal disease, with 
which several of the Chinnooks we have seen appear to be afflicted. 'Ve were 
taken across ill a canoe by two squaws, to each of whom we gave a fishhook, 
and then coasting along the bay, passed at two miles the low bluff of a small 
hill, below which are the ruins of some old huts, and close to it the remains of 
a whale. The country is low, open, and marshy; interspersed with some high 
pine and a thick undergrowth. Five miles from the creek, we came to a st!'ealB 
forty yards wide at low water, which we called Chinnook river. The hills up 
this river and towards the bay are not high, but very thickly covet'ed with large 
pine of several species: iu many places pine trees, three or four feet in thick
ness, are seen growing on the bodies of larg'e trees, which, though fallen and 
covered with moss, were in part sound. Here we dined on some brant and plo
ver, killed as we came along, and after crossing' in a boat lying in the sand 
near some old houses, proceeded along a bluff of yellow clay and soft stone to a. 

llttle bay or harbour, into which a drain from some ponds empties: at this har
I}our the land is low, but as we went on it rose to hills of eighty or nine~ feet 
above the water. At the distance of one mile is a second bay, and a mile beyond 
it a small rocky island in a deep bend, which seems to afford a very good har
bour, and where" the natives inform us European vessels anchor for the purpose
of b·ading. 'Ve went on round another bay, in which is a second small island 
of rocks, and crossed a small stream, which rises in a pond near the sea coast, 
and after running through a low isthmus empties into the bay. This narrow low 
ground, about two or three hundred yards wide, separates from the main hills a. 
kind of peninsula, the extremity of which is two miles f!"Om the anchoring place; 
and this spot, which was called Cape Disappointment, is an elevated. cIl'culal" 
knob, rising with a steep ascent one hundred and fifty or one hundred and sixty 
feet above the water, formed like the whole shore of the bay, as well as of the 
sea-coast, and cO\-ered with thick timber on the inner side, but open and grassy 
in the exposure next the sel\. From this cape a high point of land bears south 
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~OO west, about twenty-five miles distant. In the range between tbese two 
eminences, is the opposite point of the bay, a ,;ery low ground, which has beeR 
yariously called Cape Rond by La Perouse, and Point Adams by Vancouver. 
The water for a great distance off the mouth ofthc river, and within the mouth 
nearest to Point Allams, is a large sandbar, almost covered at high tide. We 
could not ascertain the dit'ection ofthe deepest channel, for the waves bl'eak with 
tremendolls fOl'ce the whole distance across the bay, but the Indians point nearer 
to the opposite side as the best passage. After remaining for some time on this 
elevation, we descended across the low isthmus, 'and reached the ocean at the 
foot of a high hill, about a mile in circumference, and projecting into the sea. 
'Ye crossed this hill, which is open, and has a growth of high coarse grass, 
and encamped on the north side of it, h;tVing made nineteen miles. B8sides the 
pounded fish and braDt, we had for supper a flounder, which we picked up on 
the beach. 

Tuesday, 19. In the night it began to rain, and continued till eleven o'clOCK. 
Two hunters were sent on to kill something for breakfast, and the rest of the 
'party, after drying' theil' blankets, soon followed. At three miles we overtook 
the hunters, and breakfasted on a small deel', which they had been fortunate 
enough to kill. This, like all those we have seen on this coast, are much darker 
than our common deer. Their bodies, too, are deeper, their legs shorter, and 
their eyes larger. The branches of the horns are similar, but the upper part of 
the tail is black, from the root to the end, and they do not leap, but jump like a 
sheep frightened. We then continued over rugged hills and steep hollows, near 
the sea, on a course about north 20° west, in a direct line from the cape, till at 
the distance of five miles, we reached a point of high land, below which a sandy 
beach extends, in a llirection north 10° west, to another high point about twenty 
miles distant. This eminence we distinguish~d by the name of Point Lewis. 
It is there that the highlands, which at the commencement of the sandy beach, 
recede towards Chinnook river, again approach the ocean. The intermediate 
country is low, with many small ponds, crowded with birds, and watered by 
the Chinnook, on the borders of which resides the nation of the same name. 
\Ye went fOUl' miles along the sandy beach to a small pine tree, on which cap
taill Clarke marked his name, with the year and day, and then returned to the 
foot of the hills, passing on the shore a sturgeon ten feet long, and several joints 
of the back bone of a wltale, both which seem to have been thrown ashore and 
foundered. ,After dining on the remains of the small deer, we crossed in 8 

south-eastern direction to the bay, where we arrived at the distance of two 
miles, then continued along the bay, crossed Chinnook river, and encamped on 
its upper side, in a sandy bottom. 
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Wednesday 20. It rained in the course of the night. A hunter, despatched 

early to kill some fooel, returned with eight uucks, on which we breakfasted, 
and then followed the course of the bay to the creek or outlet of the ponus, It 
was now high tide, the stream three hundred yards wide, and no person in the 
cabin to take us across. 'Ve therefore made a small raft, on which one of the 
men passed and hrought a canoe to carry us ovel'. As we went along the beach, 
we were overtaken by several Indians, who gave us dried sturgeon and wap
patoo roots, and soon met several parties of Chinnooks returning from the camp, 
When we arrived there we found many Chillnooks, and two of them being 
chiefs, we went thl'ough the ceremony of giving to each a medal, and to 
the most distinguished a flag. Theil' names were Concommolyand Chillahlawill, 
One of the Indians had a robe made of two sea-otter skins, the fur of which was 
the most beautiful we had ever seen; the owner resisted evel'y temptation to part 
with it, but at length could not resist the offer of a belt of blue beads which 
Chaboneau's wife wore round her waist, During oUt' absence the camp had 
been visited by many Indians, and the men who had been employed in hunting 
killed several deer, and a variety of wild fowls. 

Thursday 21. The morning was cloudy, and from noon till night it rained. 
The wind too was high from the south-east, and the sea so rough that the water 
reached our camp. Most of the Chinnooks retul'Ued home, but we were visited 
in the course of the day by people of different bands in the neighbourhood, 
among whom are the Chiltz, a nation residing on the sea-coast near Point 
Lewis, and the Clatsops, who live immediately opposite on the south side of 
the Colllmbia. A chief from the Grand Rapid also came to see us, and we 
gave him a medal. '1'0 each of our visitors we made a present of a small piece 
of riband, and purchased some cranberries and some articles of their manufac
ture, such as mats and household furniture, for all which we paid high prices. 
A.fter we had been relieved from these Indians, we were surprised at a visit of 
a different kind; an old woman who is the wife of a Chinnook chief came 
with six young women, her daughters and nieces, and having deliberately en
eamped neal' us, proceeded to cultivate an intimacy between our men and her 
fair wards. 

:3 F 
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CHAP. XXI. 

EXTRAVAGANT PASSION OF THE NATIVES FOR BLUE BEADS, WHICH CONSTITUTE AMONGST 

THEM THE CIRCULATING IIlEDlU!l1 OF THE COUNTRY-THE PARTY STILL IN SEARCH 

OF A SUITABLE PLACE FOR WINTER QUARTERS-STILI, SUFFERING FROM THE CON

STANT DELUGES OF RAIN-ARE VISITED BY THE INDIANS, WITH WHOM THEY TRAFFIC 

BUT LITTLE, ON ACC0UNT OF THE EXTRAVAGANT PRICES THEY ASK FOR EVERY 

ARTICLE-RETURN OF CAPTAIN LEWIS, WHO REPORTS THAT HE HAS FOUND A SUITABLE 

PLACE FOR WINTER QUARTERS-THE RAIN STILL CONTINUES-THEY PREPARE TO 

FORM AN ENCAMPMENT ON A POINT OF HIGHLAND ON THE BANKS OF THE RIVER 

NEUTEL-CAPTAIN CLAKE GOES WITH A PARTY TO FIND A PLACE SUITABLE FOR 

THE MANUFACTURE OF SALT-HE IS HOSPITABLY ENTERTAINED BY THE CLATSOPS-

THIS TRIBE ADDICTED TO THE VICE OF GAMBLING-SICKNESS OF SOME OF THE 

PARTY, OCCASIONED BY THE INCESSANT RAINS-THEY FORM, NOTWITHSTANDING, 

A PERMANENT ENCAMPMENT FOR THEIR WINTER QUARTERS. 

FRIDAY, 22. IT rained during the whole night, and about daylight a tre
mendous gale of wind rose fl'om the S. S. E. and continued during the whole 
day with gt'eat violence. The sea runs so high that the water comes into our 
camp, which the rain prevents ns from leaving. We purchased from the old 
squaw for armbands and rings, a few wappatoo roots, on which we subsisted. 
They are nearly equal in flavour to the Irish potatoe, and afford a very good 
su bstitute for bread. The bad weather has driven several Indians to our camp, 
hut they are still under the terrors of the threat which we made on first seeing 
them, and now behave with the greatest decency. 

Saturday, 23. The rain continued through the night, but the morning was 
calm and cloudy. The hunters were sent out and killed three deer, four brant. 
and three ducks. Towards evening seven-Clatsops came over in a canoe with 
two skins of the sea-otter. To this article they attach an extravagant value, 
and their demands for it were so high that we were fearful of reducing onr small 
stock of merchandise, on which we must depend for subsistence as we return, 
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to venture on pUl'chasing. To ascertain however their ideas a,,,, to the value of 
different objects, we offered fot' one of the skins a watch, a handkerchief, an 
American dollar, and a bunch of red beads; but neither the curious mechanism 
of the watch, nor even the red beads could tempt him: he refused the offer, but 
asked for tiacomoshack or chief beads, the most common sort of coarse blue
coloured beads, the article beyond all price in theit· estimation. Of these blue 
beads we have but few, and therefore reserve them for more necessitous circum
stances. 

Sunday, 24. The morning being fair, we dried our wet articles and sent out 
the hunters, hut they returned with only a single brant. In the evening a chief 
and several men of the Chinnooks came to see us; we smoked with them, and 
bought a sea-otter skin for some blue beads. Having now examined the coast, 
it becomes necessary to decide on the spot for our wintering quarters. The 
people of the country subsist chiefly on dried fish and roots, but of these there 
does not seem to be a sufficient quantity for our support, even were we able to 
purchase, and the extravagant prices, as well as our small store of merchandise, 
forbid us to depend on that resource. We must therefore rely fOi' subsistence on 
our arms, and be guided in the choice of our residence by the abundance of 
game which any particular spot may offer. The Indians say that the deer is 
most numerous at some distance above on the river, but that the country on the 
opposite side of the bay is bettet· supplied with elk, an animal much larget' and 
more easily killed than deer, with a skin better fitted for clothing, and the meat 
of which is more nutritive during the winter, when they are both poor. The 
climate too is obviously much milder het'e than above the first range of moun
tains, for the Indians are thinly clad, and say they have little snow; indeed since 
our arrival the wea.ther has been very warm, and sometimes disagreeably so : and 
dressed as we are altogether in leather, the cold would be very unpleasant if not. 
lllJurious. The neighbourhood of the sea is moreover recommended by the 
facility of supplying ourselves with salt, and the hope of meeting some of the 
trading vesseJs, which are expected in about three months, and from which we 
may procure a fresh supply of trinkets for our route homewards. These con
siderations induced us to determine on visiting the opposite side of the bay, and 
jf there was an appearance of much game to establish ourselves there during the 
winter. Next day, 

Monday, 25, however, the wind was too high to suffer us to cross the river, 
but as it ble~ generally from the east south-east, the coast on the north was in 
some degree sheltered by the highlands. We therefore set out, and keeping 
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neat' the shore, halted for dinner in the shallow bay, and after dark, reached a 
spot near a rock, at some distance in the river, and close to oU,r form~r camp of 
the 7th inst, On leaving' our camp, seven Clatsops accompamed us In a canoe, 
but after going a few miles crossed the bay through immense high waves, 
leavinO' us in admiration, at the dexterity with which they tht'ew aside each 

l:> " 
wave as it threatened to come over thetr canoe, The evenmg was cloudy, and 

in the morning, 
Tuesday, 26, it rained, \Ve set out with the wind from east north-east, and 

a short di~tance above the l'ock, near our camp, began to cross the river. We 
passed hetween some low, mal'shy islands, which we called the Seal islandsp 

and reached the south side of the Columbia at a bottom three miles below a 
point, to which we gave the name of point Samuel. After going along the 
shore for five miles, we entered a channel two hundred yards in width, which 
separates from the main land a large, but low island. On this channel, and at 
the foot of some highlands, is a village, where we landed. It consists of nine 
large wooden houses, inhabited by a tribe called Cathlamahs, who seem to differ 
neither in dress, language, nor manners, fl'om the Chinnooks and Wahkiacums: 
like whom they live chiefly on fish and wappatoo roots. We found, however, as 
we hoped, some elk meat: after dining on some fresh fish and roots, which we 
purchased from them at an immoderate price, we coasted along a deep bend 
of the river towards the south, and at night encamped under a high hill. All the 
way from the village the land is high, and has a thick growth of pine balsam, 
and other timber; but as it was still raining very hard, it was with difficulty we 
procured wood enough to make fires, Soon after we landed, three Indians from 
the Cathlawah village came down with wappatoo roots some of which we pur
chased with fish-hooks. At daylight the next morning, 

Wednesday, 27, eleven more came down with provisions, skins and mats for 
sale, but the prices were too high for our reduced finances, and we bought nothing. 
As we were preparing to set out we missed an axe~ which was found under the 
robe of one of the Indians, aud they were all prohibited in consequence from 
following us. We went on in the rain, which had continued through the night, 
and passing between a number of islands came to a small rivet', called by the 
Indians Kekemahke. We afterwards came to a very remarkable knob of land, 
projecting about a mile and a half towards Shallow bay, and about four miles 
round, while the neck of land which connects it to the main shore is not more 
tban fifty yards wide. 'Ve went round this projection, which we named point 
William; but the waves then became so high that we could not venture any: 
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farther, and we therefore landed on a beautiful shore of pebbles of various colonrs, 
and encamped near an old Indian hut on the isthmus. In drawing our canoes 
in shore, we had the misfortune to make a split two feet long in one of them. 
This isthmus opposed a formidable barrier to the sea, for we now found that 
the water below is salt, while that above is fresh and well tasted. It rained 
hard during the whole d~y ; it continued all nig'ht, and in the morning, 

Thursday 28. began more violently, attended with a high wind from the< 
south-west. It was now impossible to proceed on so rough a sea. We there
fore sent several men to hunt, and the rest of us remained during the day, in a 
situation the most cheerless and uncomfortable. On this little neck of land we 
are exposed with a miserable covering, which does not deserve the name of a 
shelter to the violence of the winds; all our bedding and stores, as well as our 
bodies, al'e completely wet, our clothes rotting with constant exposure, and no 
food, except the dl'ied fish brought from the Falls, to which we are again re
duced. The hunters all l'eturlJed hungry, and drenched with rain, having seen 
neither deel' nor elk, and the swan and brant too shy to be approached. At 
noon the wind shifted to the north-west, and blew with such tremendous fury, 
that many trees were blown down near us. This gale lasted with short intervals 
dUl'ing the whole night; but towards morning, 

Friday, 2mh, the wind lulled, though the rain continued, and the waves were 
still high. Captain Lewis took the Indian canoe, which is better calculated for 
rough weather, and with five men went down to a small bay below us, where we 
expect to find elk. Three other men set out at the same time to hunt in differ
ent directions, and the rest remained round the smoke of OUl' fires drying 
leather, in order to make some new clothes. The night brought only a continu
ation of rain and hail, with short intervals of fair weathel', till in the 
mornmg, 

Saturday, 30th, it cleared up about nine o'clock, and the sun shone for seve
ral hours. Othel' hunters were now sent out, and we passed the remaindel' of 
the day in drying om' merchandise so long exposed. Seveml of the men com
plain of disordel's in their bowels, which can be ascribed only to their diet of' 
pounded fish mixed with saltwater; and they are therefore directed to use for 
i.ts correction, the fresh water above the point, The hunters had seen tlu'ee elk, 
but could not obtain allY of them :' they, however, brought in three hawks and a 
few black duck'S, of a species common in the United States, living in large 
flocks, and feeding on gras's: they are distinguished bya sharp white beak, toes 
separated, and by having' no craw. Besides these wild fowls, there are in thiS' 
neighbourhood a large kind of buzzard with white wings, the grey and the bald 
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eao'le the larO'e red-tailed hawk, the blue magpye, and great numbers of ravens 
0' I:> 

and crows. ,\Ve observe, however, few small birds, the one which has most at-
tracted our attention being a small brown bird, which seems to fl'equent logs and 
the roots of trees, Of other animals there is a great abundance. We see great 
quantities of snakes, lizal'ds, worms, and spiders, as well as small bugs, flies, anti 
insects of difiel'ent kinds. The vegetable prodnctions are also numerous. The 
hills along the coast al'e high and steep, and the general covering is a growth of 
lofty pines of different species, some of which rise more than two hundl'ed feet, 
and are ten or twelve feet in diameter near the root. Beside these tt'ees we oh
serve on the point a species of ash, the alder, the laurel, one species of the wild 
crab, and several kinds of underbrush, among which the rosebushes are con

SpiCUOUS. 

Sunday, December 1, ]805. Again we had a cloudy day, and the wind so 
high f!'Om the east, that having ventured in a boat with a ,iew to hunt at some 
distance, we were obliged to retul'll. We resumed our occupation of dressing 
leather and mending our old clothes, in which we passed the day. The hunters 
came in with a report of their having seen two herds of elk, but they could kill 
nothing, and we thel'efol'e again fed upon dried fish. At sunset it began to rain 
violently, and continued all night, and 

Monday, 2d, the next day. This disagreeable food, pounded fish, has occa
sioned so much sickness among the men that it is now absolutely necessary to 
vary it. Three hunters therefol'e set out, and three more were sent up the Ke
kemahke cI'eek in search of fish or birds. Towards evening one of them returned: 
he had observed great appearances of elk, and even seen two herds of them; but 
it rained so hard that he could with difficulty get a shot; he had, however, at 
last killed one, at the distance of six miles from the camp, and a canoe was now 
sent to bring' it. The party from Kekemahke creek were less successful: they 
had seen no fish, and all the birds, in consetluence probably of being much hunted 
by the Indians, were too shy to be approached. 

Tuesday, 3. The wind was from the east, and the morning fair; but, as if 
a whole day of fine weather was not permitted, towards night it began to rain. 
Even this transient glimpse of sunshine revived the spirits of the party, who were 
still more pleased, when the elk killed yesterday was brought into camp. This 
was the first elk we had killed on the west side of the Rocky moudains, and 
condemned as we had been to the dried fish, forms a most nourishino' food. After 

to 

eating the marrow of the shank-bones, the squaw chopped them fine, and by 
boiling, extmcted a pint of grease, superior to the tallow itself of the animal. 
A canoe of eight Indians, who were carrying down wappatoo roots to trade with 
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the Clatsops, stopped at our camp: we boug-ht a few roots for small fish-hooks, 
and they then left us: but accustomed as we are to the sight, we could not but 
view with admiration the wonderful dexterity with which they guide their canoes 
over the most boisterous seas; for though the waves were so high, that before 
they had gone half a mile, the canoe was several times out of sight, they pro
ceeded with the greatest calmness and security. Two of the hunters who set 
out yesterday had lost their way, and did not return till this evening-: they had 
seen in their ramble gl'eat signs of elk, and had killed six elk, which they had 
butchered and left at a great distance. A party was sent in the morning, 

Wednesday, D~c. 4, to carry the elk to a bay, some distance below, to which 
place, if the weather permitted, we would all remove our camp this evening; 
but the rain which had continued during the night lasted all next day, and was 
accompanied by so high a wind from the south-east and south, that we dared 
not risk our canoes on the water. It was high water at eleven o'clock, when 
the spring tide rose two feet higher than the common flood-tides. We passed 
the day around our fires, and as we are so situated that the smoke will not im
mediately leave the camp, we are very much incommoded, and om' eyes injured 
by it. No news has yet been received from Captain Lewis, and we begin to 
have much uneasiness for his safety. 

Thursday, December 5. It rained during the whole night, and this 
morning the rain and high wind compelled us to remain at our camp. Besides 
the inconvenience of being thus stopped on our route, we now found that all our 
stores and bedding are again wet with rain. The high water was at twelve 
o'clock, and rose two inches beyond that of yesterday. In the afternoon we were' 
rejoiced at the return of captain Lewis, who came in a canoe with three of his 
men, the othel' two being left to guard six elk and five deer which they had 
killed: he had examined the coast, and found a river a short distance below, on 
which we might encamp during the winter, with a sufficiency of elk for our sub
sistence within reach. This information was very satisfactory, and we decided 
on going thither as soon as we could move from the point; but all night and 
the following day, 

Friday, 6, it rained, and the wind blew hard from the south-west, so that 
the sea was still too rough for us to proceed. The high tide of to-day rose 
thirteen inches higher than it did yesterday, and obliged us to move OUl' camp 
to a high situation. Here we remained waiting for better weather, till about 
dal'k the wind shifted to the north, and the sky was clear. We had now some 

. pr9spect of being able to leave our situation, and indeed although some raiR fell 
in the course of the night, the next morning, 
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Snturday, i, was fair; we therefore loaded our' canoes, and proceeded. But 
the tide was against us, and the waves very high, so that we were obliged to 
proceed ~lowJy and cautiously. \Ve at length turned a point, and found our
jif,lves ill a deep bay; he,'e we landed for breakfast, and were joined by the 
party sent out thl'ee day" ago to look for the six elk. ]n seeking for the elk 
they had missed their way for a clay and a half, and when they reached the 
place, found the elk so much spoiled, that they brought the skins only of four 
of them. After .breakfast we coasted round the bay, which is about four miles 
across, and receives, besides several small creeks, two rivers called by the Indians 
the one KillhowanakeJ, the other Netu!. \Ve called it Meriwether's bay, f!'Om 
the Christian name of captain Lewis, who was no doubt the first white man 
who surreyed it. As we went along the wind was high from the north-east, 
and in the middle .of the day it rained for two hours, and then cleared off. On 
reaching the south side of the bay, we ascended the Netul for thl'ee miles to the 
first point of highland on its western bank, and formed our camp in a thick 
grove of lofty pines, about two hundred yards from the water, and thirty feet 
above the level of the high tides. 

Sunday, 8. This seemed the most elig'ible spot for our winter establishment. 
In order therefore to find a place for making salt, and to examine the country 
further, captain Clarke set out with five men, and pursuing a course south, 60· 
west, over a dividing' ridge, through thick pine timber, much of which had 
fallen, passed the heads of two small brooks. In the neighbourhood of these the 
land was swampy and overflowed, and they waded knee-deep till they came to 
an open ridg'y prairie, covered with the plant known on our frontier by the name 
of sacacommis. Here is a creek about sixty yal'ds wide, and running towards 
point Adams; they passed it on a small raft. At this place they discovered a 
large herd of elk, and after pursuing them for three miles over bad swamps 
and small ponds, killed one of them. ffhe agility with which the elk 
crossed the swamps and bogs, seems almost incredible; as we followed their 
track, the ground for a whole acre would shake at our tread, and sometimes we 
sunk to our hips without finding any bottom. Over the surface of these bogs is 
a.species of moss, among which are great numbers of cranberries, and occa
sionally there rise from the swamp steep and small knobs of earth, thickly co
vered with pine and laurel. On one of these we halted at night, but it was 
scarcely large enough to suffer us to lie clear of the water, and had very little 
dry wood. We succeeded however in collecting enough to make a fire, and 
having stretched the elk skin to keep off the rain, which still continued, slept 
till morning, 

1 
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Monday, 9, when we rose perfectly wet with rain dm'ing the night. Three 

men were then sent in pursuit of the elk, while with the other three, captain 
Clarke proceeded westward towards the sea. He passed over th/'ee swamps, 
and then arrived at a creek, which was too deep to ford, and there was no wood 
to make a raft. He therefore proceeded down it for a short distance, till·he 
found that he was between the forks of a creek. One branch of which he had 
passed yesterday, turns round towards the south-west to meet allother of equal 
size from the south, and tog-ether they fo/'m a small river, flbollt seventy yards 
wide. He returned to the place where he had left the raft, and having crossed, 
proceeded down about a mile, when he met three Indians. They were loaded 
with fresh salmon, which they had taken with a g-ig, and were now returning 
to their village on the sea-coast, where they invited him to accompany them. 
He agreed, and they brought out a canoe hid along the banks of the creek. 
In this they passed over the branch which he had just cl'Ossed on a raft, and 
then carried the canoe a quarter of a mile to the other fork, which they crossecl 
and continued down to the mouth of the river. At this place it makes a great 
bend, where the river is seventy yards wide; just above, or to the south of 
which is the village. 'Ve crossed over, and found that it consisted of three 
houses, inhabited by twelve families of Clatsops. They were on the south ex
posnre of a h~lJ, and sunk about four feet deep into the ground; the walls, 
roof, and gable-ends being formed of split pine boards; the clescent through 
a small uoor down a ladder. There are two fires in the micldle of the room, 
and the beds disposed round the walls two or three feet from the floor, so as to 
leave room undel' them for their bags, baskets, and household articles, The 
floor itself is covered with mats. Captain Clarke was receivecl with much at
tention. As soon as he entered, clean mats were spI'ead, and fish, berries, and 
roots set before him on small Ileat platters of rushes, After he had eaten, the 
men of the other houses came alld smoked with him. They all appeared much 
neater in their persons and diet than Indians generally are, and frequently wash 
their hands and faces, a ceremony by no mealls frequent elsewhere. 'Vhile liE. 
was conversing with them, a flock of brant lighted on the wate/', and he, with a 
small rifle, shot olle of them at a great distance. 'They immediately jumped in. 
and brought it 011 shore, very much astonished at the shot, which contributed to 
make them increase their attention. Towards evening it began to rain and 
blow very violently from the south-west; and captain Clarke, therefore, de
termined to remain during the night. When they thought his appetite had 
returned. an old woman presented him in a bowl, made of light colow'ed horn, 
a kind of Sil'UP, pleasant to the taste, and made from a lIpecies of berry COlll-

3G 
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mon in this country, about tbe size of a cherry, and called by the Indians shel
weI: of these berries a bread is also prepared, which being boiled with roots 
forms a soup, which was served in neat wooden trenchers: this, with some coc
kles, was his repast. The men of the village now collected" and began to gam
ble. The most common game, was one in which one of the company was 
banker, and played against all the rest. He had a piece of bone, about the 
size of a large bean, and having agreed with any individual as to the Talue of 
the stake, would pass the bone from one hand to the othel', with great dexte
rity, singing" at the same time, to divert the attention of his adversary; and then 
holding it in his hands, his antagonist was challenged to guess ill which of them 
the bone was, and lost or won as he pointed to the right or wrong hand. To 
this game of hazard they abandoned themselves with great ardor; sometimes 
every thing Jhey })ossess is sacrificed to it, and this evening several of the In· 
dians lost all the beads which they had with them. This lasted for three hours, 
when captain Clarke appearing disposed to sleep, the man who had been most 
attentive, and whose name was Cuskalah, spread two new mats near the fire, 
and ordering his wife to retire to her own bed, the rest of the company dispersed 
at the same time. Captain Clarke then lay down, but the violence with which 
the fleas attacked him, did not leave his rest unbroken, and he rose, 

Tuesday, 10, early. The morning was cloudy, with some ram: he walked 
out on the sea.shore, and observed the Indians walking up and down the creek 
and examining the shore: he was at a loss to understand their object, till one 
of them came to him and explained that they were in search of fish which had 
been thrown on shore and left by the tide, adding in English, "sturgeon if! 
very good." There is, indeed, every reason to suppose, that these Clatsops de
pend for their subsistence during the winter, chiefly on the fish thus casually 
thrown on the coast. After amusing himself for some time on the beach, he 
returned towards the village, and shot on his way two brant. As he came near 
the village, one of the Indians asked him to shoot a duck about thirty steps 
distant: he did so, and having- accidentally shot off its head, the bird was 
bl'Ought to the village by the Indians, all of whom came round in astonishment: 
they examined the duck, the musket, and the very small bullet, which were a 
hundred to the pound, and then exclaimed, "Clouch musquet, wake, commatax 
musquet: a good musquet, do not understand this kind of musquet." 'l'hey 
now placed before him their best roots, tish, and sirup, after which he attempted 
to purchase a sea-otter skin with some red beads which he happened to have
about him; but they declined trading, as they valued none except blue ot 
white beads: he therefore bought nothipg but a little berry bread and 3, few 
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roots in in exchange for 6sh-hooks, and then set out to l'etl1rn by the same route 
on which he came. He was accompanied by Cuskalah and his brother as far 
as the third creek, and then proceeded to the camp through a heavy rain. 
'fhe whole party had been occupied during his absence in cutting down trees 
to make huts, and in hunting. 

Wednesday, 11. The rain continued last night and the whole of this day, 
lVe were, however, all employed in putting up our winter cabins, which we are 
anxious to finish, as several of the men are beginning to suffer from the exces
sive dampness: four of them have very violent colds, one has a dysentery, a 
third has tumours on his legs, and ~wo have been injured by dislocation and 
straining of their limbs. 

Thursday, 12. We continued to work in the rain at our houses. In the 
evening there arrived two canoes of Clatsops, among whom was a principal 
chief, called Comowool. 'Ve gave him a medal, and tl'eated his companions 
with great attention; after which we began to bargain for a small sea-otter 
skin, some wappatoo roots, and another species of root called shanataque. We 
readily perceived that they wet'e close dealers, stickled much for trifles, and 

. never closed the bargain until they thought they had the advantage. The wap-
patoo is dear, as they themselves are obliged to give a high price for it to the 
Indians above. Blue beads are the articles most in request, t.he white occupy 
the next place in their estimation; but they do not value much those of any 
other colour. We succeeded at last in purchasing their whole cargo for a few 
fish-hooks and a small sack of Indian tobacco, which we had received from the 
Shoshonees. The next morning, 

Friday, 13th, we treated them to a breakfast on elk meat, of which they 
seemed very fond, and having purchailed from them two skins of the lllcervia, 
and two \'obes made of the skin of an animal about the size of a cat, they left 
us. Two hunters retmned with the pleasing intelligence of their baving kiHed 
eighteen elk about six miles off. Our huts begin to rise, for though it rains all 
day we continue our labours, and are rejoiced to find that the beautiful balsam 
pine splits into excellent boards, more than two feet in width, In the evening 
three Indians came in a canoe with provisions and skins for sa.le, and spent the 
night with us. 

Saturday, 14. Again it rained an day, but by working constantly we finished 
the wans of our huts, and nearly completed a ~ouse for our provisions. The 
eon~tant rains have completely spoiled odr last supply of elk; bot notwith
~anding that 8Carcely a maD has been dry for a great nrunber of days, the sick 
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are recovering. Four men were despatched to guard the elk which were killed 
yesterday, till a larger party joined thelU. Accordingly, 

Sunday 15 captain Clarke, with sixteen men set out in three canoes, and , , ' 
baving rowed for three miles up the river, turned up a large creek from the 
right, and aftel' going three miles further, landed about the heig'ht of the tide 
water. The men were then despatched in small parties to bring in tne elk, 
each man retuming with a qual'ter of the animal. In bringing the third and 
last load, nearly half the men missed theil' way, and did not return till after 
night; five of them indeed wel'e not able to find their way at all. It had been 
cloudy all day, and in the night began to rain, and as we had no cover were ob
liged to sit up the greater part of the night, for as soon as we lay down the 
rain would come under us, and compel us to rise. It was indeed a most un
comfortable situation, but the five men who joined us in the morning, 

Monday, 16, had been mOl'e unlucky, for in addition to the rain which bad 
poured down upon them all night, they had no fire, and drenched and cold as 
they were when they reached us, exhibited a most distressing sight. They had 
left their loads where they slept, and some men were sent after them, while 
othel's were despatched after two mOl'e elk in another bend of the creek, who 
after taking these last on boal'd, proceeded to om camp. It rained and hailed 
during the day, a,nd a high wind from the south-east not only threw down trees 
as we passed along, but made the river so rough that we proceeded with great 
risk. We had now the meat-house covered, and all our game carefully hung 
up in small pieces. 

Tuesday, 17. It rained all night, and this morning there was a high wind, 
and hail as well as rain fell; and on the top of a mountain, about ten miles to 
the south-east of us, we observed some snow. The greater part of our stores is 
wet, and our leathern tent is so rotten that the slightest touch makes a rent in it, 
and it will now scarcely shelter a spot large enough for our beds. We were all 
busy in finishing the inside of the huts. The after part of the day was cool and 
fair. But this respite was of very short duration, for all night it continued rain
ing and snowing alternately, and in the moming', 

Wednesday, 18, we had snow and hail till twelve o'clock, after which it changed 
to rain. The air now became cool and disagl'eeable, the wind high and uo
settled, so that being thinly dressed in leathet·, we were able to do very little on 
the houses. 

Thursday, 19. The rain continued all night with short intervals, but the 
~orning was . f~r . and the wind from the south-west. Situated as we are, our 
-only occupation is to work as diligently as we can on our houses, and to watch 
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the changes of the weather, on which so much of our comfort depends. 'Ve 
availe(l ourselves of this glimpse of sun-shine, to send across Meriwether's bay 
for the boards of an old Indian house; but before the party returned with them, 
the weather clouded, and we had hail and rain during the rest of the day. Our 
our only visitor~ were two Indians, who spent a short time with us. 

Friday~ 20. A succession of rain and hail during the night. At ten o'clock 
it cleared ofr for a short time, but the rain soon recommenced; we now covered 
in four of onr huts; three Indians came in a canoe with mats, roots, and the 
berries of the sacacommis. These people proceed with a dexterity and finesse in 
their bargains, which, if they have not learned from their foreign visitors, 
may show how nearly allied is the cunning of savages to the little arts oftmffico 
They begin by asking double 01' treble the value of what they have to sell, and 
lower their demand in proportion to the greater or less degree of ardcnr or 
knowledge of the purchaser, who with all his management is not able to. pro
cure the article for less than its real value, which the Indians perfectly under
stand. Our chief medium of trade consists of blue and white beads, files with 
which they sharpen their tools, fish-hooks, and tobacco: but of all these articles 
blue beads and tobacco are the most esteemed. 

Satmday,21. As usual it rained all night and continued without intermission 
dUl'ing the day. One of our Indian visitors was detected in stealing a horn 
spoon, and turned out of the camp. We find that the plant called sacacommis 
forms an agreeable mixture with tobacco, and we therefore despatched two men 
to the open lands near the ocean. in order to collect some of it, while the rest 

continued their work. 
Sunday, 22. There was no interval in the rain last night and to-day; so that 

we. cannot go on rapidly with our buildings. Some of the men are indeed 
quite sick, othet·s have received bruises, and several complain of biles. \Ve 
discover too, that part of our elk meat is spoiling in consequence of the wal'mth 
of the weather, though we have kept up a constant smoke under it. 

Monday, 23. It continued raining the whole day, with no variation except 
occasional thunder and haiL Two canoes of Clatsops came to us with various 
articles for sale; we bought three mats and bags neatly made of flag's and 
rushes, and also the skin of a panther seven feet long, including the tail. For 
all these we gave six small fishhooks, a worn-out file, and some pounded fish 
.which had become so soft and mouldy by exposure, that we could not use it : 
it is, however,. highly prized by the Indians of this neighbourhood. Although a 
very portable and convenient food, the mode of curing seems known, or at least 
.practised only by the Indianli near the Great Falls, and COOling from such a 
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(listance, lias an additional value in the eyes of these people, wlto are anxious to 
possess some food less precarious than their Ol'dinary subsistence. Among these 
Clatsops was a second chief to whom we gave a medal, and sent some pounded 
fish to Cuscalah, who could 110t come to see us, on account of sickness. The 

next day, 
Tuesday, 24, however, he came in a canoe with his young brother aUf I two 

~quaws. Having treated captain Clat'ke so kindly at his villag'e we were pleased 
to see him, and he g'ave ns two mats ilnd a parcel of roots. These we accepted, 
as it would haye been ofl"ensiye to decline the offer, Lut aftel'wards two files were 
demanded in return for the presents, and not being able to spare those articles, 
we restored the mats and roots. Cuscalah was a little displeased: in the 
evening, however, he offered each of us one of the squaws, and even this being 
declined, Cuscalah as well as the whole party of Indians were highly offended: 
the females particularly seemed to be much incensed at our indifference about 
their favours. The whole stock of meat being now completely spoiled, our 
pounded fish became again our chief dependence. It had rained constantly all 
day, but we still continued working and at last moved into our huts. 

'Vedllesday,25. We were awaked at daylig'ht hy a discharge of firearms, 
which was followed by a song from the men, as a compilluent to us on the return 
of Christmas, which we have always been accustomed to observe a.~ a day of 
reJOlcmg. After breakfast we divided om' remaining stock of tobaceo, which 
amounted to twelve carrots, into two pal"ls; one of which we distributed among 
such of the party as made use of it, making a present of a handkerchief to the 
others. The remainder of the day was passed in g-ood spirits, though there was 
!lothing in our situation to excite much gaiety. 'lhe rain confined us to the 
house, and our only luxuries in honour of the season, were some poor elk, so 
much spoiled that we ate it through mere necessity, a few roots, and some spoiled 
pounded fish. The next day, 

Thursday, 26, brought a continuation of rain, accompanied with thonder, 
and a high wind from the south-east. We were therefore still obliged to remain 
in ollr huts, and endeavoured to dry our wet articles before the fire. 'I'be fleas 
which annoyed us near the portage of the Great Falls, have taken such posses
!lion of our clothes, that we are obliged to have a regular search every day 
through our blankets as a necessary preliminary to sleeping at mght. These 
animals indeed are so numerous, that they are almost a. calamity te the Indians 
flf this country. \Yhen they have once obtained the mastel"y of any house it it 
impossible to expel them, and the Indians have frequently different houses. to 
which they resort oceasionally when the fieas ha.ve rendered their pe1'JHllellt 
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residence intolerable; yet in spite of these precautions, every Indian is constantly 
attended by multitudes of them, and no one comes into our houses without 
leaving behind him swarms of these tormenting insects. 

Friday, 27. 'I'he rain did not cease last night, nor the greater part of the 
day. In the evening we were visited by Comowool, the chief, and foUl' men of 
the Clatsop' nation, who brought a very timely supply of roots and berries. 
Among' these was one called culhomo, resembling liquorice in size and taste, 
and which they roast like a potatoe; there .. was also the shauataque, a root of 
which they are very fond. It is of a black colour, sweet to the taste, and ill 
prepared for eating in a kiln, as the Indians up the Columbia dry the pasheco. 
These as well as the shell well berries, they value highly, but were perfectly 
satisfied with the retUl'n we made them, consisting of a small piece of sheepskin, 
to wear round the chief's head, a pair of earbobs for his son, a small piece of 
bl'ass, and a little l'iband. In addition to our old enemies the fie as, we observed 
two musquitoes, or insects so completely resembling them, that we can perceive 
no difference in their shape and appearance. 

Saturday, 28. Again it rained during the greater part of last night, and 
continued all day. Five men wel'e sent out to hunt, and five others despatched 
to the seaside, each with a large kettle, in order to begin the manufacture of. 
salt, The route to the seacoast is about seven miles in length, in a direction 
nearly west. Five miles of the distance is through thick wood val'ied with hills, 
ravines and swamps, though the land in general possesses a rich black mould. 
The remaining two miles is formed of open waving prairies of sand, with ridges 
running parallel to the river, and covered with green grass. 'I'he rest of the 
men were employed in making pickets and gates for our new fort. Although 
we had no sun, the weather was very warm. 

Sunday, 29. It rained the whol~ night, but ceased this morning, and but 
little rain fell in the course of the day; still the weather was cloudy and the. 
wind high from the :>outh-east. The Clatsop chief and his party left us, after 
begging for a great number of al1icles, which, as we could not spare them, we 
refused except a razor. We were employed all day in picketting the fort: ill 
the evening a young Wahkiacum chief, wit.h four men and two women, arrived 
with some dressed elk skin and wappatoo for sale. 'Ve purchased about a 
bushel and a half of those roots for some red beads, and small pieces of brass 
wire and old check. The chief too made us·a present of half a bushel more, for 
which we gave him a medal, and a piece of riband, to tie round his hat. These 
roots are extremely grateful, since our meat has become spoiled, and we were 
desirous of purchasing the remainder; but the chief would not dispose of any 
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more, as he was on IJis way to trade with the Clatsops. They remained with 
IlS hon-Her till the next day, 

Monday, 30, when they were joined by four more of their countrymen from 
the \Yahkiacnm village. These la~t began by offering us some 1'00ts; but as 
WI' had now learned that they always expect three or four times as much in re
turn as the real value of the articles, and are even dissatisfied with that, we 
declined snch dangerous presents. Towards evening" the hunters brought in 
foUl" elk, and after a long course of ahsti\lCilCe aBd miserable diet, we had a 
most sumptuolls supper of elk's tongues and marrow. Besides this agreeable 
repast, the state of the weather had been quite exhilarating. It had rained 
during- the nig-ht, but in the morning, thoug-h the high wind continued, we en
joyed the fairest and most pleasant weather since our arrival; the snn having 
shone at intervals, and there being only three showers in the course of the day. 
By sunset we had completed the fortification, and now announced to the In
dians that every day at that hour the gates would be closed, and they must 
leave the fOlot and not enter it till sun-rise. The Wahkiacums, who had re
mained with us, and who are very forward in their deportment, complied very 
reluctantly with this order; but being excluded from our houses, formed a camp 
near us. 

Tuesday, 31. As if it were impossible to have twenty-four hours of pleasant 
weather, the sky last evening clouded, and the rain began and continued through 
the day. In the morning there came down two canoes, one from the Wahkia-
cum village, the other contained th'-ee men and a squaw of the Skilloot nation. 
They hrought wappatoo, and shanataque roots, dried fish, mats made of flags 
and rushes, dressed elk skins, and tobacco; for which, particularly the skins, 
they asked a very extravagant price. We purchased some wappatoo, and a 
little tobacco, very much like that we had seen among the Shoshonees, put up 
in small neat bags made of rushes. 'l'hese We obtained in exchange for a few 
articles, among which fish-hooks are the most esteemed. One of the Skilloots 
brought a gun which wanted some repair, and having put it in order, we re
ceived from him a present of about a peck of wappatoo; we then gave him a 
piece of sheep skin and blue cloth, to cover the lock, and he very thankfully 
offered a further presellt of roots. There is, in fact, an obvious superiority in 
these Skilloots over the \Vahkiacums, who are intrusive, thievish, and hnper
tinent. Our new regulations, however, and the' appearance of the sentinel, 
have improved the behaviour of all our Indian visitors. They left the fort be
fore sun-set, eV€D without being ordered. 

Besides the fieas, we observe a Dumber of insects in motion to-day. Snakes 
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are yet to be seen; snails too, without covers, are common. On the riv,ers, and 
along the shores of Meriwether's Bay, are many kinds of large water fowls, 
but at this period they are excessively wild. The early part of the night was 
fair. 

Wednesday, January 1,.1806. We were awaked at an early hour by a 
dischal'ge of a volley of small arms,. to salute the new year. This is the only 
mode of doing honour to the day which our situation permits; for though we 
have reason to be gayel' than we were at Christmas, OUi' only dainties are the 
boiled elk and wappatoo,.enlivened by draughts of pure water. We were visited 
by a few Clatsops, who came by water, bringing roots and berries for sale. 
Among this nation we have observed a man about twenty-five years old, of a 
much lighter complexion than the Indians generally: his face was even freck
led,. and his hair long, and of a colour inclining to red, He was in habits and 
manners perfectly Indian; but though he did not speak a word of English, he 
seemed to understand more than the others of his party; and, as we could 
obtain no account of his origin, we concluded that one of his parents, at least, 
must have been completely white. 

These Indians staid with us during. the night,. and left the fort next morn
mg, 

Thursday, 2, having disposed of their cal'go for fishing-hooks and other 
trifling articles, The hunters brought in two elk, &nd we obtained from the 
traps another. This animal, as well as the beavel' and the rackoon, are in 
plenty near the sea-coast, and along the small creeks and rivers as high as 
the Gl'and Rapids, and in this country possess an extremely good fur. 

The birds which most strike our attention are the large as well as the small 
01' whistling swan, the sandhill crane, the large and small geese,. cormorants, 
brown and white brant, duckauinmallard, the canvass and several other species 
of ducks. There is also a small crow, the blue crested corvus, and the smaller 
corvus with a white breast, the little brown wren, a large brown sparrow, the 
bald eagle, and the beautiful buzzard of the Columbia. All these wild fowl 
continue with us, though they are not in such numbers as on our first arrival in 
this neighbourhood. 

Friday, s. At eleven 0' clock we were visited by our neighbour the Fia, or 
chit!f Comowool, who is also called Coone, and six Clatsops. Besides roots and 
berries, they brought for sale three dogs and some fresh blubber. Having been 
so long accustomed to live on the flesh of dogs, the greater part of us have 
acquired a fondness for it, and our original aversion for it is overcome, by re~ 
tlecting that while we subsisted on that food we were fatter, stronger, and. in. 
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general, enjoyed better health than at any period .sinc.e leaving the buffalo c~un
try eastward of the mountains. The blubber, winch 1S esteem.ed ?~ the IndIans 
an excellent food, has been obtained, they tell llS, from theIr neIghbours the 
Killamucks, a nation who live on the sea-coast to the south-east, and near one 
of whose villag'es a whale had recently been tht'own and foundered. Three of 
the hunters who had been despatched on the 28th, returned about dark; they 
had been fifteen miles up the river to the east of us, which falls into Meri
wether's Bay, and had hunted a considet'able distance to the east; but they 
had not been able to kill mot'e than a single deer, and a few fowls, scarcely 
sufficient for their subsistence; an incident which teaches us the necessity of 
keeping out several parties of hunters, in order to procure a supply ag'ainst any 

exigency. 
Saturday 4. Comowoolleft us this morning with his party, highly pleased 

with a present of an old pair of satin breeches. The hunters were all sent in 
different directions, and we are now becoming more anxious for their success 

since our store of wappatoo is all exhausted. 
Sunday, 5. Two of the five men who had been despatched to make salt re

turned. 'rhey had carefully examined the coast, but it was not till the fifth day 
after their departure that they discovered a convenient situation for their manu
facture. At length they formed an establishment about fifteen miles south-west 
of the fort, neal' some scattered houses of the Clatsop and Killamuck nation, 
where they erected a comfortable camp, and had killed a stock of provisions. 
The Indians had treated them very kindly, and made them a present of the 
blubber of the whale, some of which the men brought home. It was white and 
not unlike the fat of pork, though of a coarser and more spungy texture, and on 
being cooked was found to be tender and palatable, and in flavour resembling the 
beaver. The men also bt'ought with them a gallon of salt, which was white, 
fine, and very good, but not so strong as the rock-salt common to the western 
parts of the United States. It proves to be a most agreeable addition to our 
food, and as the salt maker!l can manufacture three or four quarters a day, we 
have a prospect of a vet'y plentiful supply. 'l'he appearance of the whale seemed 
to be a matter of importance to all the neighbouring Indians, and as we might 
be able to procure some of it for ourselves, or at least purchase blubber from the 
Indians, a.small parcel of merchandise was prepared, and a party of men held 
in readiness to set out in the morning. As soon as this resolution was known, 
Chaboneau and his wife requested that they might be permitted to accompany us. 
The poor woman stated very earnestly that she had travelled a gTeat way with 
us to see the great water, yet she had never been down to the coast, and noW 
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that this monstrous fish was also to be seen, it seemed hal'd that she should not 
be permitted to see neithel' the ocean nor the whale, So reasonable a request 
could not be denied; they were therefOl'e suffered to accompany captain 
Clark, who, 

Monday 6, after an early breakfast, set out with twelve lIIell in two canoes. 
He proceeded down the NetLlI into Meriwether bay, intending to g'O to the 
Clatsop tOWI1, and there prOCUl'e a guide through the creeks, which there was 
reason to believe communicated not only with the bay, but with a small rivet· 
running towards the sea, near where our saltmakers were encamped. Before 
however he could reach the Clatsop village, the high wind from the north-west 
compelled him to put into a small creek. He thet'efore resolved to attempt the 
passage without a guide, and proceeded up the creek three miles, to some high 
open land where he found a road, He therefore left the canoes, and followed 
the path ovet· three deep marshes to a pond about a mile long, and two hundred 
yards wide, He kept on the left of this pond, and at length came to the creek 
which he had crossed on a )'aft, when he had visited Cuscalab's village on the 
ninth of December. He proceeded down it, till he found a small canoe, fit to 
hold three persons, in wllich the whole party crossed the creek. Here they saw 
a herd of elk, and the men were divided in small parties, and hunted them till 
after dark, when they met again at the forks of the river. Three of the elk were 
wounded, but night prevented their taking more than one, which was broug'ht to 
the camp, and cooked with some sticks of pine which had drifted down the 
creeks. The weather was beautiful, the sky clear, the moon shone brightly, a 
circumstance the more agreeable, as this is the fil'st fair evening we h~ve 
enjoyed for two months. 
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CHAP. XXII . 

.A PARTY HEAD!!D BY CAPTAIN CLARKE, GO IN QUEST OF A WHALE DRIVEN ON THE 

SHORE OF THE PACIFIC TO OBTAIN SOME OF THE OIL-THEY PASS CLATSOP RIVER, 

WHICH IS DESCRIBED-THE PERILOUS NATURE OF THIS JAUNT, AND THE GRANDEUR 

OF THE SCENERY DESCRIBED-INDIAN MODE OF EXTRACTING WHALE OIL-THE 

LIFE OF ONE OF CAPTAIN CLARKE'S PARTY PRESERVED BY THE KINDNESS OF AN 

INDIAN WOMAN-A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE CHINNOOKS, OF THE CLATSOPS, KILLA

MUCKS, THE LUCKTONS. AND AN ENUMERATION OF SEVERAL OTHER TRIBES-THE 

MANNER OF SEPULCHRE AMONG THE CHINNOOKS. CLATSOPS, &C.-DESCRIPTION OF 

THEIR WEAPONS OF WAR AND HUNTING-THEIR MODE OF BUILDING HOUSES

TllEIR MANUFACTURES, AND COOKERY-THEIR MODE OF MAKING CANOES-THEIR 

GREAT DEXTERITY IN MANAGING THAT VEHICLE. 

TUESDA.Y,7. THERE was a frost this morning. We rOile early, and taking 
eight pounds of flesh, which were all the remains of the elk, proceeded up the 
south fork of the creek. At the distance of two miles we found a pine tree, 
which had been felled by one of our salt makers, and on which we crossed the 
deepest part of the creek, and waded through the rest. We then went over an 
open ridgy prairie, three-quarters of a mile, to the sea-beach; after following 
which for three miles, we came to the mouth of a beautiful river, with a bold, 
rapid current, eighty-five yards wide, and three feet deep, in its shallowest cros
sings. On its north-east side are the remains of an old village of Clatsops, inha
bited by only a single family, who appeared miserably poor and dirty. We 
gave a man two fish-hooks, to ferry the party over the river, which, from the 
tribe on its banks, we called Clatsop river. The creek, which we had passed 
on a tree, approaches this river within about an hundred yards, and by means of 
a portage, supplies a communication with the villages near Point Adams. After 
going on for two miles, we found the saltmakers encamped near four houses of 
Clatsops aDd Killamucks, who, though poor, dirty, and covered with fieas, 
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seemed kind and well disposed. We persuaded a young Indian, by a present 
of a file, and a promise of some other articles, to guide us to the spot where the 
whale lay. He led us for two and a half miles over the round slippery stones 
at the foot of a high hill projecting into the sea, and then suddenly stopping, and 
uttering the word peshack or bad, explained by signs that we could no longer 
follow the coast, but must cross the mountain. This promi3ed to be a most 
laborious undertaking, for the side is nearly perpendicular, and the top lost in 
clouds. He, however, followed an Indian path which wound along as much as 
possible, but still the ascent was so steep, that at one place we drew ourselves 
for about an hundred feet by means of bushes and roots. At length, after two 
hours labour, we reached the top of the mountain, where we looked down with 
astonishment on the prodigious height of ten or twelve hundred feet, which we had 
ascended. Immediately bel~w us, in the face of this precipice, is a stratum of 
white earth, used, as our guide informed us, as a paint by the neighbouring 
Indians. It obviously contains argile, and resembles the earth of which the 
French porcelaine is made, though whether it contains silex or magnesia, or in 
what proportions, we could not observe. 'Ve were here met by fourteen Indians, 
loaded with oil and blubber, the spoils of the whale, which they were carrying 
in very heavy burdens, over this rough mountain. On leaving' them, we pro
ceeded over a bad road till night, when we encamped on a small run : _we were 
aU much fatigued, but the weather was pleasant, and, for the first time since 
our arrival here, an entii~ day has passed without rain. In the morning, 

Wednesday 8, we set out early and proceeded to the top of the mountain, the 
highest point of which is an open spot facing the ocean. It is situated about 
thirty miles south-east of cape Disappointment, and project!l nearly two and a 
half miles into the sea. Here one of the most delightful views in nature presents 
itself. Immediately in front is the ocean, which breaks with fury on the coast .. 
from the rocks of cape Disappointment as far as the eye can discern to the north
west, and against the highlands and irregular piles of rock which diversify the 
shore to the south-east. To this boisterous scene, the Columbia, with its tributary 
waters, widening into bays as it approaches the ocean, and studded on both 
sides with the Chinnook and Clatsop villages, forms a charming contrast; while 
immediately beneath our feet, are stretched the rich prairies, enlivened by three 
beautiful streams, which conduct the eye to small lakes at the foot of the hills. 
We stopped to enjoy the romantic view from this place, which we distinguished 
by the name of Clarke's Point of View, and then followed our guide down the 
mountain. The descent was steep and dangerous: in many places the hill sides, 
which are iormed principally of yellow clay, have been washed by the late rains,. 
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and is now slipping into the sea, in large masses of fifty and an hundred acres~ 
In other parts, the path crosses the rugged perpendicular rocks which overhang 
the sea, into which a false step would have precipitated us. The mountains are 
covered with a vel'Y thick gl'Owth of timber, chiefly pine and fir; some of which 
near Clarke's Point of View, perfectly sound and solid, rise to the height of two 
hundred amI ten feet, and are fl'om eight to twelve in diameter. Intermixed is 
the white cedar, or arbor vit~, and a small quantity of black alder, two or three 
feet thick, and sixty or seventy in height. At length we reached a single house, 
the remains of an old Killamuck village, situated among some r.ocks, in a bay 
immediately on the coast, 'Ve lhen continued for two miles along the sand 
beach; and after crossing a creek, eighty yards in width, near which are fiv6 
cabins, reached the place where the waves had thl'own the whale on shore, The· 
animal had been placed between two Killamuck villages, and such had been 
their industry, that there now remained nothing more than the skeleton, which 
we found to be one hundred and five feet in length. Captain Clarke then re
turned to the village of five huts, on the creek, to which he gave the name of 
Ecola, or Whale creek. The natives were all busied in boiling the blubber, in 
a large square trough of wood, by means of heated stones, and preserving the 
oil, thus extracted, in bladders and the entrails of the whale. The l'efuse of the 
blubber, which still contained a portion of oil, are hung up in large flitches, and 
when wanted for use, are warmed on a wooden spit before the fire, and eaten . 
either alone, or dipped in oil, or with roots of the rush J.nd shanataque. These 
Killamucks, though they had gl'eat quantities, parted with it reluctantly, and at 
such high prices, that our whole stock of merchandise was exhausted in the 
purchase of about three hundred pounds of blubber, and a few gallons of oil. 
With these we set out to return; and having' crossed Ecola creek, encamped on 
its bank, where there was abundance of fine timber. 'Ve were soon joined by 
the men of the village, with whom we. smoked, and who gave us all the infol'
mation they possessed. relative to theil' country, These Killamucks are part of 
a much larger nation of the same name, and they now reside chiefly in four vil
lages, each at the entrance of a creek, all of which fall into a bay on the south
west coast; that at which we now are, being the most northern, and at the dis~ 
tance of about forty-five miles south-east of Point .Adams. The rest of the 
nation are scattered along the coast, and on the banks of a river, which, as we 
found it in their delineations, we called Killamuck"s river, emptying itself in the 
lame direction. During the salmon season they catch great quantities of that 
fish, in the small creeks, and when they fail, their chief resource was the stur
leon and other ush stranded along the coast. The elk were very numerous in 
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the mountains, but they could not procure many of them with their arrows; and 
theil' principal communication with strangers, was by means of the Killamuck 
rivel', up which they passed to the Shocatilcum (or Columbia) to tmde for wap
patoo roots. In their dress, appearance, and indeed every circumstance of life, 
they differ very little from the Chinnooks, Clatsops, and otbel' nations in the neigh
bourhood. The chief vuiation we have observed is in the manner of burying the 
dead; the bodies being secured in an oblong box of pL.!.:, which is placed in an 
open canoe, lying on the ground, with a paddle, and other small articles of the 
deceased by his side. 

Whilst smoking with the Indians, captain Clarke was surprised about ten 
o'clock by a loud shrill outcry from the opposite village; on hearing which, aU 
the Indians immediately started up to cross the creek, and the guide informed 
him that some one had been killed .. On examination, one of the men was dis
covered to be absent, and a guard despatched, who met him cro;sing the creek 
in great haste. An Indian belonging to another band, and who happened to be 
with the Killamucks that evening', had treated him with much kindness, and 
walked arm in arm with him to a tent where our man found a Chinnook squaw, 
who was an old acquaintance. From the conversation and manner of the 
stranger, this woman discovered that his object was to murder the white man, 
for the sake of the few articles on his person, and when he rose, and pressed our 
man to go to another tent where they would find something better to eat, she 
held M'Neal by the blanket; not knowing her object, he freed himself from her, 
and was going on with his pretended friend, when she ran out and gave the 
shriek which brought the men of the village over, and the stranger ran off 
before lVI'Neal knew what had occasioned the alarm. 

ThlU'sday, 9. The morning was fine, the wind from the north-east; and 
having divided our stock of the blubber, we began at sunrise to retread our 
steps, in order to reach fOl't Clatsop, at the distance of thirty-five miles. 'Ve 
met several parties of Indians on their way to trade fOi' blubber and oil with 
the Killamucks; (our route lay across the same mountains which we had already 
passed) we also overtook a party returning from the villag'e, and could not but 
regard with astonishment the heavy loads which the women carryover these 
fatiguing and dangerous paths. Afol one of the women was descending a steep 
part of the mountain, her load slipped from her back, and she stood holding it 
by a strap with one hand, and with the other supporting' herself by a bush: 
captain Clarke being near her, ulldertook to replace the load, and found it 
almost as much ail ftfi GOldd lift, and above one hun4red pounds in weight. 
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Loaded as they were, they kept pace with us, till we reached the saltmaker9' 
tents, where we passed the night, while they continued their route. 

Friday, 10. 'Ve proceeded across Clatsopriver, to the place where we had 
left our canoes; and as the tide was coming in, immediately embarked for th6 
fort, at which place we arrived about ten o'clock at night. During their ab
sence, the lllen had been occupied in hunting, and dressing skins, but in this they 
were 110t very successful, as the deer have become scarce, and are indeed, 
seen chiefly near the prail'ies and open grounds, along the coast. 'fhis morning, 
however, there came to the fort twelve Indians, in a large canoe. They are of 
the Cathlamah nation, our nearest neighbours above, on the south side of the 
river. The tia, or chief, whose name was Shahawacap, having been absent on a 
hunting' excUl'sion, as we passed his village, had never yet seen us, and we there
fore shewed him the honoUl's of our country, as well as our· reduced finances 
would permit. We invested him with a small medal, and received a present of 
Indian tobacco and a basket of wappatoo in return, for which we gave him a 
small piece of our tobacco, and thread for a fishing net. '1'hey had brought dried 
salmon, wappatoo, dog's, and mats made of rushes and flags: but we bought 
only some dogs and wappatoo. These Cathlamahs speak the same language 
as the Chinnooks and Clatsops, whom they also resemble in dress and man

ners. 
Saturday, 11. A party was sent out to bring in some elk killed yesterday, 

and several were despatched after our Indian canoe, which drifted away last 
night; but, though the whole neighboUl'hood was diligently seal'ched, we were 
unable to find it. This is a serious loss, as she is much superior to our own canoes, 
and so light that four men can carry her readily without fatigue, though she will 
carry from ten to twelve hundred pounds, besides a crew of four. In the 
evening the Cathlamahs left us, on their way to barter their wappatoo with the 
Clatsops, for some blubber and oil, which these last have procured from the 
KiUamucks, in exchange for beads and other articles. 

Sunday, 12. Our meat is now becoming scarce; we, thel'efol'e, determined 
to jerk it, and issue it in small quantities, instead of dividing it among the four 
messes, and leaving to each the care of its own provisions; a plan by which 
much is lost, in consequence of the improvidence of the men. Two hunters had 
been despatched in the m01'lling, and one of them, Drewyer, had before 
evening killed seven elk. We should scarcely be able to subsist, were it not for 
the exertions of this most excellent hunter. The game is scarce, and nothing 
is now to be seen, except elk, which to almost all the men, are ver.y difficult to 



be procured: hut Dt'ewyer, who is the offspring of a Canadian Frenchman, and 
an Indian woman, has passed his life in the woods, and unites, in a wonderful 
degree, the dextrous aim of the frontier huntsman, with the intuitive sagacity of 
the Indian, in pursuing the faintest tI'acks through the forest. All our men, 
however, have indeed, become so expert with the rifle, that we are never under 
apprehensions as to food, since, whenever there is game of any kind, we are 
almost certain of procuring it. 

Monday, 13. Captain Lewis took all the men who could be spared, and 
brought in the seven elk, which they had found untouched uy the wolves, of which 
there are a few in the neighbol1l'hood. The last of the candles which we brought 
with us being exhausted, we now began to make others of elk tallow. From all 
that we have seen and leamt of the Chinnooks, we have been induced to estimate 
the nation at about twenty-eight houses, and foul' hundred souls. They reside 
chiefly alnng the banks of a river, to which we gave tlle ~me name; and which, 
running parallel to the seacoast, waters a low country with many stagnant ponds, 
and then empties itself into Haley's bay. The wild fowl of these ponds, and the 
elk and deer of the neighbourhood, furnish them with occasional luxuries; but 
their chief subsistence is derived from the salmon and other fish, which are caught 
in the small streams, by means of nets and g;gs, or thrown on shore by the 
violence of the tide. To these al'e added some roots, such as the wild liquorice, 
which is the most common, the shanataque, and the wappatoo, brougllt down the 
river by the traders. 

The men are low in stature, rather llg'ly, and ill made; their legs being' 
small and crooked, their feet large, and their heads like those of the women, 
ilattened in a most disg'usting' manner. These deformities are in part concealed 
by robes made of sea-ottel', deer, elk, beaver, or fox skins. They also employ 
in their dress, robes of the skin of a cat peculiar to this country, and of another 
animal "of the same size, which is Jig-ht and durable, and sold at a hig-h price by 
the Indians. who bring it from above. In addition to these are WOI'D blankets, 
wrappers of red, blue, or spotted cloth, and some sailors' oJd clothes, which 
were very hig-hly prized. The greater part of the men have guns, powder, 

and ball, 
The women have, in g'eneral, handsome faces, but are low and disproportioned, 

with small feet and lat'ge legs and thighs, occasioned, probably, by strands of 
beads, or various strings, drawn so tight above the ankles as to prevent the 
circulation of the blood. 'fheir dress, like that of the "Vahkiacums, consists of 
a .short robe, and a tissue of cedar bark. rl'heir hail' hangs loosely down the 
shoulders and back; and their ears, neck, nnd wrists are ornamented with hlue 
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beads. J\notuer oecol'ation which is very hig'hly prized, consiRts of figor~ 
made by puncturing the arm~ or legs; and on the arm of one of tha squaws, 
we obsel'veo the name of J. Bowman, executed ill the same way. In language, 
habits, and in almost every other particular, they resemble the Clatsops, Catb
lamahs, and indeed all the people near the mouth of the Columbia. They, 
however, seem to be inferior to their neighbours in honesty as well as spirit. No 
ill treatment or indignity, on om part, seems to excite any feeling, except 
fear; nor, although bettel' provided than their neighbours with arms, have they 
enterprise enough to use them advantageously again,st the animals of the forest, 
nor offensi vel y against theil' neighbours; who owe their safety more to the 
the timidity than the forbeamce of the Chinnooks. We had heard instances 
of pilfering whilst we were amongst them, and theref{)Nl had a general order, 
excluding them from our encampment: so that whenever an Indian wished to 
visit us, he began by calling out" No Chinnook. " It may be probable that 
this first impression left a prejudice againt them, since when we were among 
the Clatsops, and other tl·ibes at the mouth of the Columbia, tlle Indians had 
less opportunity of stealing, if they were so disposed. 

Tuesday, 14, we were employed in jerking the meat of the elk, and search
ing for one of the canoes which had been carried off by the tide last night. 
Having found it, we now had three of them drawn up out of reach of the water, 
and the other secured by a stl'Ong cord, so as to be ready for any emergency, 

After many inquiries and much observation, we were at length enabled to 
obtain a connected view of the nations, who reside along the coast, on both sides 
of the Columbia. 

To-the south, om' personal observation has not extended beyond the KiIla
mucks; but we obtained from those who were acquainted with the seacoast, a 
list of the Indian tribes, in the order in which they succeed each other, to a 
considel'able distance. The first nation to the south are the Clatsops, who 
reside on the southern side of the bay, and along the seacoast, on both sides of 
Point Adams. They are represented as the remains of a much larger nation; 
but about four years ago, a disorder, to which till then they wel'e strangers, but 
which seems, from their description, to have been the small-pox, destroyed four 
chiefs, and several hundreds of the nation. These are deposited in canoes, a 
few miles below us on the bay, and the survivors do not number more than four
teen houses, and about two hundred souls. Next to them al{)ng the south-east 
coast, is a much largel' nation, the Killamucks, who numher fifty houses, and 
a thousand souls. Their fi.'st establishment al'e the four huts at the mouth of 
Ecola creek, thirty-five miles from Point Adams; and two miles below are a 
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few more huts; but the principal town is sitllated twenty miles lower, at the 
entrance of a creek, called Nielee, into the bay, which we designate by the name 
of Killamuck's bay. Into the same bay empties a second creek, five miles further, 
whet'e is a Killamuck village, called Kilherhurst; at two miles a third creek, 
and a town called Kilherner; and at the same distance a town called Chislmelt, 
at the mouth of Killamuck river. rfowerquotton and Clmclin, are the names 
of two other towns, situated on creeks which empty into the bottom of the bay, 
the last of which is seventy miles from Point Adams. 'fhe Killamuck river is 
about one hundred yards wide, and very rapid; but having no perpendicular 
fall, isihe .great avenue for trade. There are two smaH villages of Killamucks 
settled above its mouth, and the whole trading part of the tribe ascend it, till by 
a short portage, they carry their canoes over to the Columbian vaHey, and descend 
the Multnomah to Wappatoo island. Here they purchase roots, which they 
carry down the Chockalilum or Columbia; and, after tmtDcking with the 
tribes on its banks for the various articles which they require, either 
return up the Columbia, or cross over through the country of the Clatsops. This 
trade, howevel', is obviously little more than a loose and irregular barter, on a 
very small scale; fOI' the materials for commerce are so extremely scanty and 
precarious, that the stranding of a whale was an important commercial incident, 
which interested all the adjoining country. 1'be Killamucks have little peculiar. 
either in character or manners, and resemble, in almost every particnlal', the 
Clatsol's and Chinnooks. 

Adjoining the Killamucks, and in a direction S. S. E. are the Lucktons, a 
small tribe inhabitillg the seacoast. They speak the same language as the 
Killamucks, but do not belong to the same nation. The same obsel'vatioll ap
plies to tlIe Kahunkle nation, their immediate neighbours, who are supposed to 
consist of about fonr hundred souls. 

The Lickawis, a still more lIumet·ous nation, who have a lal'ge town of eight 
hundl'ed souls. 

'fhe Y oukone nation, who live in very large houses, and number seven hun· 

dred souls. 
The N ecketo nation, of the same number of pel·sons. 
The Ulseah nation, a small town of one hundred and fifty souls. 

• The Y ouitts, a tribe who live in a small town, containing not more than one 
hundred and fifty souls, 

The Shiastuckle nation, who have a large town of nine hundred souls. 
The Killawats nation, of five hundred souls collected into one large town. 
With this last nation ends the languag'e of the Killamucks: and the coast. 
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which then turns towards the south-west, is occupied by nations whose lan. 
guag-es vary from that of the Killamucks, and from each other. Of these, the 

first in order are, 
'fhe Cookoose, a larg-e nation of one thousand five hundred souls, inhabit. 

ing the shore of the Pacific and the neighbouring monnt,lins. We have seen 
several of this nation, who were taken prisoners by the Clatsops and Killa
mucks. 'fhc,ir complexion was much fairer than that of the Indians near the 
mouth of the Columbia, and their heads were not flattened. Next to these 
al'e, 

'fhe Shalalahs, of whom we know nothing, except their numbers, which are 
computed at twelve hundred souls. Then follow 

The Luckasos, of about the same number, and 
The Hannakalals, whom we estimate at six hundred souls. 
This is the extent of the Indian information, and judging, as we can do, 

with considerable accuracy, from the number of sleeps, or days' journey, the dis
tance which these tribes occupy along the coast, may be estimated at three hun
dred and sixty miles. 

On the north of the Columbia we have already seen the Chinnooks, of fOUF 
hundred souls, along the shores of Haley's bay, and the low grounds on Chin
nook rive,'. Their nearest neighbours. to the north-east are 

The Kil1axthokle, a small nation on the coast, of not more than eight 
houses, and a hundred souls. To these succeed 

The Chilts, who reside above Point Lewis, and who are estimated at seven 
hundred souls, and thirty-eight houses. Of this nation, we saw, transiently, a 
few among the Chinnooks-, from whom they did not appear to differ. Beyond 
the Chilts we have seen none of the north-west Indians, and all that we learnt, 
consisted of an enumeration of their names and numbers. The nations next to 
the Chilts, are 

The Clamoitomish, of twelve houses, and two hundred and sixty souls. 
The Potoashees, of ten houses, and two hundred souls. 
The Pailsk, of ten houses, and two hundred souls. 
The Quinults, of sixty houses, and· one thousand souls-. 
The ChiHates, of eight houses, and one hundred and fifty souls. 
'l'he Calasthorte, of ten houses, and tw.o hundred souls. 
The Quinnechant, consisting of two thousand souls. 
A particular detail of the· characte,·s,. manners, and habits of the tribe!!, must 

be left to some future adventurers, who may have more leisure and a beiter op-
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portunity than we had to accomplish this object. 'Those who first ,jsit the 
gronnd, can only be expected to furnish sketches rude and imperfect. 

\Yedllesday, 15. 'l'wo~ hunting parties intended setting out this morning, 
but they were pr.evented by incessant rain, which confined us all to the fort. 

The Chinnooks. Clatsops. and most of the adjoining' nations, dispose of the 
dead in canoes. For this purpose a scaffold is erected, hy fixing perpendicll
larly in the ground four long pieces of split timber. These are placed two by 
two, ju~t wide enon~h apart to admit the canoe, and sufficiently long to snpport 
its two extremities. The boards are connected by a bar of wood run through 
them at the height of six feet, on which is placed a small canoe, containing· 
the hody of the deceased. carefully wrapped in a robe of dressed skins, with a 
paddle, and some articles belong'ing to the deceased, by his side. Ovel' this· 
canoe is placed one of a larger size, reversed, with its gunwale resting 011 the 
crossbars, so as to cover the body completely. One or more large mats of 
rushes or flags are then rolled round the canoes, and the whole secured by cords 
usually made of the bark of the white cedar. On these crossbars are hung dif
ferent articles of clothing, or culinary utensils. The method practised by the 
Killamucks differs somewhat from this; the body being deposited in an oblong 
box, of plank, which, with the paddle, and other articles, is placed in a canoe, 
resting on the g'l'ound. \Vith the religious opinions of these people we are 
but little acquainted, since we understand their language too imper-fectly to 
converse on a subject so abstract; but it is obvious, from the different deposits 
which they place by their dead, that they believe in a futme state of existence,"* 

Thursday,. 16.. To-day we finished curing om' meat, and having now a. 
plentiful supply of elk, and salt, and our houses dl'Y and comfol'table, we wait 
patiently for the moment of. resuming our journey. 

The implements used in hunting, by the Clatsops, Chinnooks, and other 
neighbouring nations, are the gun, bow and arrow, deadfan, pits. snares, alHl 
spears 01' gigs. The guns are generally old American or British muskets repair
ed for this t'?ade; and although there are some good pieces among them, they 
are constantly out of order, as the Indians have not been sufficiently accustomed 
to arms to understand the management of them. 'flie powder is kept in small 
japanned tin flasks, in which the tradel's sell it;· and when the ball 01' shot fails, 
they make use of gravel or pieces of metal from their pots, without being sensible 

• This fact is much too equivocal to warrant an inference so important. These deposits might have 
been intended for nothing more than the testimonials of sUl'viving aft'ection. Amongst those sa
vages, where the language was better understood, it does not appear, that the Indians intended any

thing more by such sacrifices than to testify their reverence for the dead.-AMERICAN .EDITOR. 
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.of the injury done to their guns, These at'ms are reserved for hunting elk, ana 

the few deer and bears in this neighboUl'hood; hut as they have no rifles, they 
are not very successful hunters, 1'he most common weapon is the bow and 
:m'ow, with which every man is provided, even thoug-h he carries a gun, and 
which is used in every kind of hunting, The how is extremely neat, a.nd being
very thin and flat, possesses gTPat elasticity, It j" made of the heart of the white 
cedar, about two feet and a half in length, two inches wide at the centre, whence 
it tapers to the width of half an inch at the extl'elllities; and the back is covered 
with the sinews of elk, fastened on by mealls of a g'lue made from the sturgeon, 
The string is formed of the same sinews, The arrow generally consists of two 
parts; the first is about twenty inches long', and formed of light white pine, witb 
the feather at one end, and at the·other a circular hole, which receives the second 
part, formed of some harder wood, and about five inches long, and secured in its 
place by means of sinews, 'fhe barb is either stone, or else of iron or coppel', in 
which lattel' place, the angle is more obtuse than any we have seen. If, ali 
sometimes happens, the arrow is fOl'med of a single piece, the whole is of a more 
.dmable wood, but the form just described is preferred: because, as much of the 
game consists of wild fowl, on the ponds, it is desirable that they should he con
structed so as to float, if they fall into the water, These arrows are kept in a 
quiver of elk 01' young bear skin, opening not at the ends, as the common qui
vers, but at the sides; which, for those who hunt in canoes, is much more conve~ 
nient. These weapons are not, however, very powerful, for many rif the elk we 
kill have been wounded with them; and, although the barb with the smail end of 
the arrows remain, yet the flesh closes, and the animal suffers no permanent in
jury, The deadfalls and snares are used in taking the wolf, the racoon, and the 
fox, of which there are, however, but few in this country, The spear or gig em
ployed in pursuit of the sea-otter, (which they call spuck) the common otter, 
and beaver, consists of two points of barbs, and is like those already described, 
as common among the Indians on the upper part of the Columbia, The pits are 
chiefly for the elk, and are therefore usually large and deep cubes of twelve or 
fourteen feet in depth, and are made by the side of some fallen tree lying across 
the path fl'equented by the elk, 1'hey al'e covered with slender boughs and moss, 
and the elk either sinks into it as he approaches the tree, or, in leaping overthe 
tree, faUs into the piton the other side. 

Friday Ii, Comowool and seven other Clatsops spent the day with us, He 
made us a pl'esent of some roots and berries, and in return we gave him an awl 
and some thread, which he wanted for the purpose of making a net, We were 
not able to purchase miy more of their provisions, the prices being too high (or 
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our exhausted stock of merchandise. One of the Indians was dressed in tliree 
very elegant skins of the sea-otter: for these we were very desirous of trafficking :
but he refused evet·y exchange except that of Llue beads, of which he asked 
six fathom for each skin, and as we had only four fathom left, he would 110t accept 
(or the remaining two, either a knife, or any quantity of beads of another 
sort. 

In fishing, the Clatsops, Chinnooks and other nations near this place employ 
the common straight net, the scooping or dipping net with a long handle, the gig, 
and the hook and line. The first is of different lengths and depths, and used in 
taking salmon, carr, and trout, in the deep inlets among the marshy grounds, 
and the mouths of deep creeks. The scooping net is used for small fish in the 
spring and summer season; and in both kinds the net is formed of silk gTass, or 
the bark of white cedar. 'l'he gig is used at all seasons, and fO\' all kinds of ri,h 
they can procure with it; so too is the hook and line, of which the line is made of 
the same material as the net, and the hook generally bl'Ong'ht by the traders; 
though before the whites came, they made hooks out of two small pieces of bone, 
resembling the European hook, but with a much more acute aug'le, where the 
two pieces were joined. 

Satmday, 18. We wet·e all occupied in dressing skins, and preparing clothes 
for our joumey homewards. The houses in this neighbourhood are all large
wooden buildings, varying in length from twenty to sixty feet, and from fonrteen 
to twenty in width. They are constructed in the following manner. Two posts 
of split timbet" or more, agreeal)ly to the number of partitions, are SUlik in the 
ground, above which they rise to the height of fourteen or eighteen feet. 'rhey 
are hollowed at the top, so as to receive the ends of a round beam or pole,_ 
stretching from one to the other, and forming the upper point of the roof for the 
whole extent of the building. On each side of this range is placed another, 
which forms the eaves of the house, and is about five feet high; but as the build
ing' is often sunk to the depth of four Ot' five feet, the eaves come very neal' the 
surface of the earth. Smaller pieces of tim be." are now extended by pairs, in the 
form of raftet·s, from the lower to the nppet· beam, where they are attached at 
both ends with cords of cedar bark. On these rafters two or three ranges of 
small poles are placed horizontally, and secured in the same way with strings uf
cedar bm"k. The sides m"e now made with a range of white boards, sunk a 
small distance into the g-round, with the Uppel" ends projecting above the poles, 
at the eaves, to which they are secured by a beam passing outside, parallel with, 
the eave-poles, and tied by cords of cedar bark passing through holes made in the' 
boards at certain distances. The gable ends and partitions are formed in the 
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same way, heing- fastencd by beams on the outside, parallel' to the rafters. The 
roof is then covered with a douhle range of thin boards, except an aperture of 
two (II' three feet ill tIle centre, fot, the smoke to pass through. The entrance is 
hy a SlllaIl hole, cut out of the boards, and just large enough to admit the body, 
The ,'ery largest lJOuses only are divided by partitions, for though three Ot' four 
families re"idl' in the same mom, there is quite space enough fot, all of them. III 
thc'ccntl'e of each room is a space six or eight feet square, sunk to the depth of 
twelve inches Lelow the I'\'st of the flour, and enclosed by fo~r pieces of square 
1iml!l'I', II ere they make the fire, fOl' which purpose pine bark is generally pre
ferred. Around this nreplace, mats are spread, and sen'c as seats dming the 
day, and very frequently us beds at night; there is however a more permanent 
bed made, by fixing', in two or sometimes three sides of the room, posts reaching 
fi'om the roof down to the ground, and at the distance of four feet from the wall. 
From these posts to the wall itself, one or two ranges of boards are placed so as 
to form shelves, on which they eithet' sleep, or where they stowaway their 
various articles of merchandise, The uncured fish is hung in the smoke of theil' 
fires, as is also the flesh of the elk, when they are fortunate enough to procure 
any, which is but rarely. 

Sunday, 20. This morning we sent out two parties of hunters in different 
directions. Soon after we were visited by two Clatsop men and a woman, who 
brought several articles to trade: we purchased a small quantity of train oil for 
a pair of hrass armbands, and succeeded in obtaining a sea-otter skin, for which 
we gave 0111' only remaining four fa~homs of blue beads, the same qnantity of 
white ones, and a knife: we g'ave a fish.hook also .in exchange for one of their 
hats. These are made of cedar-bark and bear-g-rass, interwoven together in the 
form of an European hat, with a small brim of about two inches, and a high 
crown, widening upwards. They are lig-ht, ornamented with various colours 
and fignres, and being- nearly water-proof, are much more durable than either 
chip 01' straw hats. These hats form a small article of traffic with the whites, 
and the manufacture is one of the best exertions of Indian industry, They are, 
howevel', very dexterolls in making a variety of domestic utensils, among which 
are bowls, SIlOOIlS, skewers, spits, and baskets. The bowl or trough is of dif
fercnt shapes, sometimes round, semicircular, in the form of a canoe, or cubic,. 
and generally dug out of a single piece of wood, the larger vessels having holes 
in the sides by way of handle, and all executed with great neatness. In these 
vessels they boil their food, by throwing hot stones into the water, and extract 
oil from different animals in the same way. Spoons are not very abundant, nor 
is tLere any thing remarkable in their shape, except that they are large and the 
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bowl broad. Meat is roasted on one end of a sharp skewer, placed erect before 
the fil'e, with the other fixed in the ground. 'l'he spit for fish is split at the top 
into two parts, between which the fish is placed, cut open, with its sides ex
tended by means of small splinters. The usual plate is a small mat of rushes or 
flags, on which every thing is served. The instnunent with which they dig up 
roots, is a strong stick, about three feet and a half long, sharpened and a little 
curved at the lower end, while the upper is inserted into a handle, standing 
transversely, and made of part of an elk or buck's hoi'll. But the most cUl·ious 
workmanship is that of the basket. It is formed of cedar-bark and bear-gTass, 
so closely interwoven, that it is water-tight, without the aid of either gum or 
resin. 'fhe form is generally conic, or rathel' the segment of a cone, of which 
the smaller end is the bottom of the basket; and being made of all sizes, from 
that of the smallest cup to the capacity of five 01' six gallons, answers the donble 
purpose of a covering for the head or to contain' water. Some of them are 
highly ornamented with strands of bear-grass, woven into figUl'es of various 
colours, which requil'e great labour; yet they are made very expeditiously and 
sold for a trifle. It is for the construction of these baskets, that the bear-grass 
forms an article of considerable traffic. It grows only near the snowy region 
of the high monntains, and the blade, which is two feet long and abont three
eighths of an inch wide, is smooth, strong and pliant; the young blades parti
cularly, from their not being exposed to the sun and air, have an appearance of 
great neatness, and al'e generally preferred. Other bags and baskets, not water
proof, are made of cedar-bark, silk-grass, rushes, flags, and common coarse 
sedge, for the use of families, In the manufactures, as well as in the ordinary 
work of the house, the instrument 1110st in use is a knife, or rathel' a dagger. 
'l'he handle of it is small, and has a stl'Ong loop of t\Vine for the thumb, to pl'e-

, vent its being wI'ested from the hand, On each side is a blade, double-edged 
and pointed; the longer f!'Olll nine to ten inches, the shorter from four to five. 
'This knife is carried about habitually in the hand, sometimes exposed, but mostly 
when in company with strang'ers, put under the robe. 

Monday, 20, 'Ve were visited by three Clatsops, who came merely for the 
purpose of smoking and conversing with us, We have now only three days' 
provision, yet so accustomed have the men become to live sparingly, and fast 
occasionally, that sllch a circumstance excites DO concern, as we all calculate on 
our dextei'ity as hnntel's. 

The industry of the Indians is not confined to household utensils: 
the great proof of their skill is the construction of their canoes. In a coun
tIS, indeed, where so much of the intercourse between different tribes is 
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carried on by water, the ing'enuity of the people would natm'ally direct itself 
to the impl'Ovell1ent of canoes, which would gradually become, from a mere 
safe conveyance, an elegant ornament. We have accordingly seen, on the 
Columbia, canoes of many forms, beginning with the simple boats near the 
mountains, to those more highly decorated, because more useful nearel' the 
mouth of the Columbia. Below the grand cataract there are four forms of 
canoes: the first and smallest is about fifteen feet long, and calculated for one 
or two persons: it is, indeed, by no means remal'kable in its structure, and is 
chiefly employed by the Cathlamahs and Wahkiacums among the marshy 
islands. The second is from twenty to thirty-five feet long, about two and a 
half or three feet in the beam, and two feet in the hold. It is chiefly remarkable 
in having the bowsprit, which rises to some height above the bow, formed by 
tapering gradually from the sides into a sharp point. Canoes of this shape are 
common to all the nations below the grand rapids. 

But the canoes most nsed by the Columbia Indians, from the Chilluckitte
quaws inclusive, to the ocean, are about thirty or thirty-five feet long. The 
bow, which looks more like the stern of our boats, is higher than. the other eod, 
and is ornamented with a sort of comb, an inch in thickness, cut out of the same 
log which forms the canoe, and extending nine or eleven inches from the bow
sprit to the bottom of the boat. 'fhe stern is nearly rounded off, and graduaHy 
ascends to a point. This canoe is very light and convenient j for though it will 
contain ten or twelve persons, it may be carried with great ease by four. 

'l'he fourth and largest species of canoe we did not meet till we reached 
tide-water, near the gTand mpids below, in which place they are found among all 
the nations, especially the Killamucks, and others residing on the seacoast. 'l'hey 
are upwards of fifty feet long, and will carry from eight to ten thousand pounds 
weight, or from twenty to thil'ty persons. Like all the canoes we have men
tioned, they are cut out of a single trunk of a tree, which is generally white 
cedar, though the fir is sometimes used. The sides are secured by cross-bars, 
or round sticks, two or three inches in thickness, which are inserted through 
holes made just below the gunwale, and made fast with cords. The upper edge 
of the gunwale itself is about five-eighths of an inch thick, and four or five in 
breadth, and folds outwards, so as to form a kind of rim, which prevents the 
water from beating into the boat. The bow and stern are about the same 
height, and each provided with a comb, reaching to the bottom of the boat. At 
each end, also, are pedestals, formed of the same solid piece, on which are 
placed strange grotesque figures of men or animals, rising sometimes to the 
height of fiv~. feet, ~d CODlRQsed of small pie(!esof.wood, firmly united~ with 
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great ingenuity, by inlaying and mortising, without a spike of any kind. The 
paddle is usually from fOUl' feet and a half to five feet in length; the handle 
being thick fot· one-third of its length, when it widens, and is hollowed and 
thinned 011 each side of the centre, which forms a sort of rib. When they em
bark, one Indian sits in the stern, and steers with a paddle, the others kneel in 
pairs in the bottom of the canoe, and sitting on their heels, paddle over the gun
wale next to them. In this way they ride with perfect safety the highest waves, 
and venture without the least concern in seas, where other boats or seamen 
could not live an instant. They sit quielly' and paddle, with no other move
ment; except, when any large wave throws the boat on her side, and, to the 
eye of a spectator, she seems lost: the man to windward then steadies her by 
throwing his body towards the uppel' side, and sinking his paddle deep into the 
wave, appears to catch the water and fOl'ce it under the boat, which the same 
stroke pushes on with gt'eat velocity, In the management of these canoes the 
women are equally expert with the men; for in the smaller boats, which contain 
four oarsmen, the helm is generally g'iven to the female. As soon as they land, 
the canoe is generally hauled on shore, unless she be very heavily laden; but at 
night the load is universally discharged, and the canoe brought on shore. 

Our admiration of their skill in these curious constructions was increased by 
observing the very inadequate implements with which they are made. These 
Indians possess very few axes, and the only tool employed in their building, 
from felling of the tree to the delicate workmanship of the images, is a chisel 
made of an old file, about an inch and a half in width. Even of this, too, they 
have not yet learnt the management, for the chisel is sometimes fixed in a large 
block of wood, and being held in the right hand, the block is pushed with the 
left without the aid of a mallet. But under all these disadvantages, these canoes, 
which one would suppose to be the work of years, are made in a few weeks. A 
canoe, however, is very highly prized: in traffic, it is an article of the greatest 
value, except a wife, which is of equal consideration; so that a lover generally 
gives a canoe to the father in exchange for his daughter. 
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CHAP. XXIII. 

AN ACCOUNT OF THE CLATSOPS, KILLAMUCKS, CHINNOOKS AND CATHLAMAH5--THEII 

UNIFORM CUSTOM OF FLATTENING THE FOREHEAD-THE DRESS OF THESE SAVAGES, 

AND THEIR ORNAMENTS, DESCRIBED-THE LICENSED PROSTITUTION OF THE WOMEN, 

MARRIED AND UNMARRIED, OF WHICH A LUDICROUS INSTANCE IS GIVEN-THE CHA· 

RACTER OF THEIR DISEASES-THE COMMON OPINION, THAT THE TREATMENT OF WOMEN 

IS THE STANDARD BY WHICH THE VIRTUES OF AN INDIAN MAY BE KNOWN, COMBATTED, 

AND DISPROVED BY EXAMPLES-THE RESPECT ENTERTAINED BY THESE INDIANS FOIT 

OLD AGE, COMPARED WITH THE DIFFERENT CONDUCT OF THOSE NATIONS WHO SUBSIST 

BY THE CHASE-THEIR MODE OF GOVERNMENT-THEIR IGNORANCE OF ARDE~n 

SPIRITS, AND THEIR FONDN ESS FOR GAMBLING-THEIR DEXTERITY IN TRAFFIC-IN 

WHAT ARTICLES THEIR TRAFFIC CONSISTS-THEIR EXTRAORDINARY ATTACJlMENT TO 

BLUE BEADS, WHICH FORMS THEIR CIRCULATING MEDIUM. 

TUESDAy,21. Two of the hunters came back with three elk, which form a 

timely ad'dition to our stock of provisions. The Indian visitors left us at twelve 
o'clock. 

The Killamucks, Clatsops, Chinnooks, and Cathlamahs, the four neigh
benning nations with whom we have had most intercourse, preserve a general 
resemblance in person, dress, and manners. They are commonly of a diminn
tive stature, badly shaped, and their appearance by no means prepossessing. 
'rhey have bl'Oad thick flat feet, thick ankles, and crooked legs: the last of 
which deformities is to be ascribed, in pal·t, to the universal practice of squatting, 
or sitting on the calves of their legs and heels, and also to the tight bandages of 
beads and strings worn round the ankles, by the women, which prevent the 
circulation of the blood, and render the legs, of the females, particularly, ill 
shaped and swollen. The complexion is the usual copper coloured brown of the 
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North American tribes, though the complexion is rather lightel' than that Of 
the Indians of the Missolll'i, and the frontier of the U niled States: the mouth is 
wide and the lips thick; the nose of a moderate size, fleshy, wide at the extre
mities, with large nosti'ils, and generally low lJetween the eyes, though the,'e are 
rare instances of high aquiLlle noses; the eyes are generally black, though we 
occasionally see them of a dark yellowish brown, with a black pupil. But the 
most distinguishing part of their physiognomy, is the peculial' flatness and width 
~f their forehead, a peculiarity which they owe to one of those customs hy which 
nature is sacrificed to fantastic ideas of beauty. The custom, indeed, of flatten
ing the head by :lltificial pressure during infancy, prevail., among all the nations 
we have seen west of the Rocky mountains. 'fo the east of tt::'t balTier, the 
fashion is so perfectly unknown, that there the western Indians, with the excep
tion of the Alliatan 0" Snake nation, al'e designated by the common Hame of 
Flatheads. Thissing'ulal' usage, which nailll'e could sc:,rccly seem to sngge!lt 
to remote nations, might perhaps incline us to believe in the common and not 
vel'y ancient origin of all the western nations. Such an opinion might well 
accommodate itself with the fact, that while on the lower parts of the Columbia, 
both sexes are universally flatheads, the custom diminishes ill receding ea5t
ward, from the common centre of the infection, till among the remoter trilJes 
near the mountains, natme recovers her rights, and the wasted folly is confined 
to a few females. Such opiuions, however, are corrected or weakened by con
sidering that the flattrning of the head is not, in fact, peculiar to that part of 
the continent) since it was among the first objects which stmck the attention of 
Columbus. 

But wherever it may have begun, the practice is now nniversal among' these 
nations. Soon after the birth of her child, the mother, anxiolls to procure fOl' 
her infant the recommendation of a broad forehead, places it in the compressing 
machine, where it is kept for ten 01' twelve months; though the females remain 
longer than the boys. The operation is so gTadual, that it is not attended with 
pain; but the imp,'ession is deep and permanent. The heads of the chiIJI'cll, 
when they are released from the bandage, are not more than two inches thick 
about the npper edge of the forehead, and still thiullel' above: nOlO with all its 
efforts can nature evel' restore its shape; the heads of gTown persons being often 
in astmight line from the nose to the top of the forehead. 

The hair of both sexes is parted at the top of the head, and thence falls 
loosely hehind the ears, o\'e,' the back and shoulders. They use combs, of wJlIch 
they are vel'y foud, and, indeed, contrive without the aid of them, to keep their 
hair in very good order. The dress of the man consists of a small robe, reaching' 
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to the middle of the thigh, tied by a string across the breast, with its corner!! 
hanging loosely ovel' their arms, These robes are, in general, composed of the 
skins of a small animal, which we have supposed to be the brown mungo, They 
have, besides, those of the tiger, cat, deer, panther, bear, and elk, which last is 
principally used in war parties, Sometimes they have a blanket woven with 
the fing'ers, from the wool of their native sheep; occasionally a mat is thrown 
over them to keep off rain; but except this robe, they have no other article of 
clothing dming winter or summer, so that every part of the body, but the hack 
and shoulders, is exposed to view. They are very fond of the dress of the whites, 
whom they call pashisheooks or clothmen; and whenever they can procure any 
clothes, wear them in our manner: the only article, indeed, which we have not 
seen among them is the shoe. 

The robe of the women is like that wOl'n by the men, except that it does not 
reach below the waist. Those most esteemed are made of strips of sea-otter 
skin, which being twisted are interwoven with silk-grass, or the bark of the 
white cedar, in such a mallner that the fur appears equally on both sides, so as 
to form a soft and warm covering. The skins of the racoon or beavel' are also 
employed in the same way, though on other occasions these skins are simply 
dressed in the hair, and worn without fUlther preparation. The garment which 
covers the bod>, from the waist as low as the knee before and the thigh behind, 
is the tissue already described, and is made either of the bruised bark of white 
cedal', the twisted cords of silk-grass, or of flags and rushes. Neither leggings 
nor moccasins are ever used, the mildness of the climate not requiring them as a 
security from the weather, and their being so much in the water rendering them 
an incumbrance. The only covering for the head is a hat made of bear-grass, 
and the bark of cedar, interwoven in a conic form, with a knob of the same shape 
at the top. It has no brim, but is held on the head by a string passing under the 
chin, and tied to a small rim inside of the hat. The colours are generally black 
and white only, and these are made into squares, triangles, and sometimes rude 
figures of canoes and seamen harpooning whales. This is all the usual dress of 
females; but if the weather be unusually severe, they add a vest formed of skins 
like the robe, tied behind, without any shoulder-straps to keep it up. As this 
vest covers the body from the armpits to the waist, it conceals the breasts, but 
0~1 all other occasions they are suffered to remain loose and exposed, and present, 
in old women especially, a most disgusting appearance. 

Sometimes, though not often, they mark their skins hy puncturing and in
troducing some coloured matter: this ornament is chiefly confined to the women, 
who imprint on their legs and arms, cil'cular or parallel dots. On the arm of 
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one of the squaws we read the name of J. Bowman, apparently a t\'ader who 
visits the mouth of the Columbia. The favoUt"ite decoration however of both 
sexes, are the common coarse blue or white beads, which are folded very tightly 
round their wrists and ankles, to the width of three or four inches, and worn in 
large loose rolls round the neck, or in the shape of ear-rings, or hanging from 
the nose, which last mode is peculiar to the men, There is also a species of 
wampum very much in use, which seems to be worn in its natural form without 
any preparation. Its shape is a cone somewhat curved, about the size of a 
raven's quill at the base, and tapering' to a point, its whole length heing from 
one to two and a half inches, and white, smooth, hard, and thin. A small 
thread is passed through it, and the wampum is either suspended from the nose, 
or passed throug'h the cartilage horizontally, and forms a ring', from which other 
Ol'naments hang, 'fhis wampum is employed in the same way as the beads, 
but is the favourite decoration for the noses of the men, The men also use 
collars made of bears' claws, the women and children those of elks' tusks, and 
both sexes are adorned with bracelets of copper, iron, or bl'ass, in various 
forms, 

Yet all these decorations are unavailing to conceal the deformities of nature 
and the extravagance of fashion; nor have we seen any more disgusting object 
than a Chinnook or Clatsop bea~ty in fuH attire, Theil' broad flat foreheads, 
their falling bl'easts, theil' ill-shaped limbs. the awkwardness of their positions, 
and the filth which intrudes through theil' finery; all these rendel' a Chinnook 
or Clatsop beauty in full attire, one of the most disg'usting objects in natUt"e. 
Fortunately this circumstance conspired with the low diet and laborious exer
cise of our men, to protect them from the persevering gallantry of the fair sex, 
whose kindness always exceeded the ordinary comtesies of hospitality. Among 
these people, as indeed among all Indians, the prostitution of unmarried wo
men is so far fl'om being considel'ed criminal or improper, that the females 
themselves solicit the favours of the other sex, with the entire approbation of 
their friends and connexions. The person is in fact often the only pl'Operty of 
a. young female, and is therefore the medium of trade, the retul'll for presents, 
and the reward for services. In most cases, however, the female is so much at 
the disposal of her husband or parent, that she is farmed out for hire. The 
Chinnook woman, who brought her six female relations to oUt" camp, had re
gular prices, proportioned to the beauty of each female; and among all the 
tribes, a man will lend his wife or daughter for a fish-hook or a strand of beads. 
To decline an offer of this sort i; indeed to disparage the chat'ms of the lady, 
and therefore gives such offence, that although we had occasionally to treat the 
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Indians with rig-oUl', notlling' seemed to irritate both sexes more than our refusal 
to accept the favours of the females. On one occasion we were amused by a 
Clatsol', who having been cured of some disorder by om medical skill, brought 
his sister as a I'eward for our kindness, The young' lady ,,'as quite anxiolls to 
join in this expression of her brotlier's gmtitude, and mortified that we did not 
m'uil olll'selves of it, she could not be pl'evailed on to leave the fort, but remained 
with Chaboneau's wife, in the next room to Ollrs, fot' two or three days, declining 
all the solicitations of the men, till finding, at last, that we did not relent, S1l6 

went away, regretting that her bl'Other's obligations wel'e unpaid. 
'fhe little intercourse which the men have had with these women is, how

{'Yel', sufficient to apprise us of the preva·lence of the venereal disease, with 
which one 01' two of the party had been so much affiicted, as to render a sali
.vation necessary. The infection in these cases was communicated by the Chin
nook women, The othei's do not appear to be aillicted with it to any extent; 
indeed, notwithstanding this disordel' is cert:<nly known to the. Indians on the 
Columbia, yet the number of infected persons is very inconsiderable. The ex
istence of snch a disorder is very easily detected, particularly in the men, in 
their open style of dre!'-s; yet in the whole route down the Columbia, we have 
not seen more than two or three cases of gonorrhrea, and about double that 
number of lues venerea, There do not seem to be any simples which are 
used as specifics in this disordel', nor is a complete cure ever effected. When 
once a patient is seized, the disorder ends with his life only; though from the 
simplicity of their diet, and the use of certain vegetables, they support it for 
many years with but little inconvenience, and even enjoy tolerable health; yet 
their life is always abridg'ed by decrepitude or premature old age. The Indians, 
who are mostly successful in treating this disorder, are the Chippeways. Their 
specifics are the root of the lobelia, and that of a species of sumac, common to 
the United States, the neig'hbourhood of the Rocky mountains, and to the coun
tries westward, and which is readily distinguished by being the smallest of its 
kind, and by its wing'e<l rib, or common footstalk, supporting leaves oppositely 
pinnate. Decoctions of the roots are used very freely, without any limitation, 
and are said to soften the violence of the lues, and even to be sovereign ill the 
('me of the gonorrhrea, 

The Clatsops and other nations at the mouth of the Colombia, have visited 
us with great freedom, and we have endeavoured to cultivate their intimacy, as 
well for the pmpose of acquil'ing information, as to leave behind us impl'es
sions favourable to our country, Having a~ql1irE'd much or their language, 
we are enabled" with the assistance of gestures, to hold conversations with great ease. 
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\Ve find them inquisitive and loquacious, with untlel'standing's by uo lUeallS de
ficient in acuteness, and with vel'y retentive memories; and thoug'h fond of 
feasts, and generally cheerful, they are never gay. Every thing' they see ex
cites their attention and inquiries, but having been accustomed to see the 
whites, nothing appeared to give them more astonishment than the air-gun. 
'1'0 all our inquiries they answet' with great intelligence, and the conversation 
rarely slackens, since there is a constant discllssion of the events, and tratle, and 
politics, in the little but active circle of KillanlUcks, Clatsops, Cathlamahs, 
Wahkiacums, and Chinnooks. Among' themselves, the conversation generally 
turns on the subjects of tratle, or smoking', 01' eating, or conllcxion with fe
males, before whom this last is spoken of with a familia'rity which would be in 
the highest degree indecent, if custom had not rendered it inoffensive. 

The treatment of women is often cOllsidered as the standard by which the 
moml qualities of savages are to be estimated. Our own ouservation, how
ever, induced us to think that the importance of the female in sa ,'age life ha.~ DO 

necessat'y relation to the virtues of the men, but is regulated wholly by their 
capacity to be useful. The Indians, w hose treatment of the females is mildest, 
and who pay most deference to their opinions. at'e by no means the most 
distinguished for their virtues; nor is this deference attended by any increase of 
attachment, since they atOe equally willing with the most umtal husband, to 
prostitute their wives to strang·ers. On the other hand, the tribes among whom 
the women are very much debased, possess the loftie"t sellse of honour, the 
greatest liuerality, and all tite good qualitics of wbich theil' situation dcmands 
the exercise. \Yhere the women can aid in procuring subsistence for the 
triue, they are trcatetl with more equality, :md their importance is proportioned 
to the share which they take in that labolll'; while in countries where subsist
ence is chiefly procured by the exertions of the men, the women are considered 
and treated as burdens, Thus, among the Clatsops and Chinnooks, who live 
upon fish and roots, which the women are equally expert with the men in pro
curing. the fot'lner haye a rank and influence \'er)' rarely found among In
dians. The females are permitted to speak ti'eely before the men, to whom in
deeu they sometimes address themselves in a tone of authority. 011 many sub. 
jects their judgments and opinions are respected, and in matters of trade, their 
advice is generally asked and pursued. The labours of the family, too, are 
shat'ed almost equally. The men collect wood and make fires, assist in clean
sing the fish, make the houses, canoes, and wooden utensils; and whenever 
strangers are to he entertained, or a great feast prepared, the meats are cooked 
andsel'ved up by the men. The peculiar province of the female is to col. 
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leet roots, and to manufacture the various articles which are formed of rushes~ 
flags, cedar-bark, and bear-grass; but the management of the canoes, and 
many of the occupations, which elsewhere devolve wholly on the female, are 

here common to both sexes. 
The observation with regal'd to the importance of females applies with equal 

force to the tr'eatment of old men. Among tribes who subsist by hunting, the 
labours of the chase, and the wandering existence to which that occupatiou. 
condemns them, necessarily throws the burden of procuring provisions on the 
active young men. As soon, therefore, as a man is unable to pursue the chase, he 
beO'ins to withdraw something from the precarious supplies of the tribe. Still, .., . 
however, his counsels may compensate his want of activity; but in the next 
stage of infirmity, when he can no longer travel from camp to camp, as the 
tribe roams abont for subsistence, he is then found to be a heavy burdell. In 
this situation they are abandoned among the Sioux, Assiniboins, and the hunt
ing tr,bes on the Missouri. As they are setting out for some new excursion, 
where the old DIan is unable to follow, his children, or nearest relations, place 
before him a piece of meat and some water, and telling him that he has lived 
long enough, that it is now time for him to go home to his relations, who could 
take better care of him than his friends on earth, leave him, without remorse, 
to perish, when his little supply is exhausted. The same custom is said to pre
vail among the Minnetarees, Ahnahawas, and Ricaras, when they are attended 
by old men on their hunting excursions. Yet, in their villages, we saw no 
want of kindness to old. men. On the contrary, probably because in villages 
the means of more abundant subsistence renders such cruelty unnecessary, the 
old people appear to be treated with attention, and some of their feasts, par
ticularly the buffalo dances, were intended chiefly as a contribution for the old 
and infirm. 

'l'he dispositions of these people seem mild and inoffensive, and they have uni
formly behaved to us with great friendship. They are addicted to begging and pil
fering small articles, when it can be done without danger of detection, but do not 
rob wantonly, nor to any lar'g'e amount; and some of them having purloined some 
of our meat, which the hunters had heen obliged to leave in the woods, they volun
tarily brought some dogs a few days after, by way of compensation. Our force and 
great superiority in the use of fire-arms, enable us always to command, and such 
is the friendly deportment of these people, that the men have been accustomed 
to treat them with the greatest confidence. It is therefore with difficulty that 
we can impress on om' men a conviction of the necesstty of being always on 
our guard, since we are perfectly acquainted with·the treacherous chal'acter of 
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Indians in general. We are always prepared for an attack, and uniformly exclude 
all lal'ge parties of Indians from the fort. Theil' large houses usually contain· 
several families, consisting of the parents, their sons and daughters-in-law, and 
grand children, among whom the provisions are COUlmon, and whose harmony 
is scarcely ever interrupted by disputes, Although polygamy is permitted by 
their customs, very few have more than a sing'Ie wife, and she is brou,gllt imme
diately after the marriage into the husband's fauiily, where she resides until 
increasing numbers oblige them to seek another house, In this state the old 
man is not considered as the head of the family, since the active duties, :\~ well 
as the responsibility, fall on some of the younger members, As these families 
gradually expand into bands, or tribes, or nations, the paternal authority is 
represented by the chief of each association, This chieftain, howevel', is not 
heredital'y; his ability to render service to his neighbours, and the popularity 
which follows it, is at once the foundation and the measure of his authority, 
the exercise of which does not extend beyond a reprimand for sOllie improper 
action, 

The harmony of their privat~ life is indeed secured by their ignorance of 
spirituous liquors, the earliest and most dreadful present which civilization has 
given to the other natives of the continent. Although they have had so much 
intercourse with whites, they do not appeal' to possess any knowledge of those 
dangerous luxuries, at least they have nevel' inquit'ed after them, which they 
prohably would have done if once they had been introduced among,them. In
deed, we have not observed any liquor of an intoxicating quality Ilsed among 
these or any Indians west of tile Rocky Mountains, the universal beverage 
being pme water, They, however, sometimes almost intoxicate themselves by 
smoking tQbacco, of which they are exce,siH,ly fond, amI the pleasures of which 
they prolong as much as possible, uy rdaining vast qualltities at a time, till 
after circulating throug'h the lungs and stomach, it issues in volumes !'rolll the 
mouth antI nostrils. But the natnral vice of all these people is an attachment 
for games of hazard, which they pursue with a stl'ang'e and ruinous avidity, 
The games are of two kinds, In the first, one of the company assumes the 
office of bankel', aud plays against the rest. He takes a small stone, auollt the 
size of a bean, which he shifts from one hand to the other with great dexte
rity, repeating at the same time a song adapted to the game, and which serves 
to divert the attention of the company, till having agreed 011 the stake, he holds 
out his hands, and the antag"ouist wins or lases as he succeells or fails at guess. 
ing in which hand the stone is, After dle bankel' has last his money, or when
ever he is til'cd, the stone is transfel'red to anothel~, who in turn challenges the 
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l'eSt of the company. The other game is something' like the' play of ninepins:
two pins are placed on the floor, about the distance of a foot from each other" 
and a small hole mad~ behind them. The players then go about ten feet from 
the hole, into which they try to roll a SIUan piece resembling the men used at 
draught~; if they succeed in putting it into the hole, they win the stake; if the 
piece rolls between the pins, but does not go into the hole, nothing is won or 
lost; but the wager is wholly lost if the chequer rolls outside of the pins. En
tire days are wasted at these games, which are often continued thl'Ough the 
niO'ht round the blaze of their fires, till the last article of clothing, or even the b . 

last blue bead is won from the desperate adventurer. 
In traffic they are keen, acute, and intelligent, and they employ in all their 

bal'g'ains a dextel'ity and finesse, which if it be not learnt hom their foreign 
"isitors, may show how nearly the cunning of savages is allied to the little arts 
of more civilized trade. 'l'hey begin by asking double or treble the value of 
theil' merchandise, and lowel' the demand in proportion to the ardor or experience 
in tra(le of the purchasel'; and if lle expresses any anxiety, the smallest article, 
perhaps a handful of roots, will furnish a whole morning's negociation. Being 
naturally suspicious, they of course conceive that you are pursuing' the same 
system. They, therefore, invariably refuse the first offer, however high, fearful 
that they or we have mistaken the value of the merchandise, and therefore 
cautiously wait to draw us on to larger offers. In this way, after rejecting the 
most extmvagant prices, which we have offered merely for experiment, they 
have afterward;; importuned us fOJ' a tenth part of what they had before refused. 
In this respect, they differ from almost all Indians, who will generally exchange 
in a thoughtless moment the most valuable article they possess, for any bauble 
which happens to please their fancy. 

These habits of cnnning, or prudence, have been formed or increased by 
their being engaged in a larg'e part of the commerce of the Columbia; of that 
trade, however, the great emporium is the Falls,. where all the neighbouring. 
nations assemble. The inhabitants of the Columbian plains, aftel' ha"ing passed 
the winter near the mountains, come down as soon as the snow has left the 
valleys, and are occupied in collecting ~ud drying roots, till about the month 
of May. They then crowd to the ri,er, and fixing themselves on its north siae, 
to avoid the incursions of the Snake Indiaus, continue fishing, till about the 
first of September, when the salmon are no longer fit for use. 'rhey then bury 
theil' fish and return to the plains, where they remain gathering quamash, till 
the snow obliges them to desist. They come back to the Columbia, and taking 
their store of fish, retire to the foot of the mountains, and along the creeks, which 
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~lpply timber for houses, and pass the winter in hunting deer or elk, which with' 
the aid of their fish, enables them to subsist till, in the spring, they resume the 
circle of their employments. During their residence on the river, from l\fay 
to September, or rathel' before they begin the regular fishery, they go down to 
the Falls, carrying with them skins, mats, silk gmss, rushes and chappelell 
bread, They are here overtaken by the Chopunnish, and other tribes of the 
Rocky mountains, who descend the Kooskooskee and Lewis's river, for the 
pmpose of selling bear-grass, horses, quamash and a few skins wllich they 
have obtained by hunting, or in exchange for horses, with the 'l'ushepaws, 

At the Falls, they find the Chilluckittequaws, Eneeshurs, Echeloots, and 
Skilloots, which last sel'Ve as intermediate traders or carriel's between the inha
bitants above and below the Falls. These tribes prepare pounded fish for the 
market, and the nations below bring wappatoo roots, the fish of the sea-coast, 
berries, and a variety of h'inkets and small articles which thEY have procured 
from the whites. 

The trade then begins. The Chopunnish, and Indians of the Rocky moun
tains, exchange the articles which they have brought fOl' wappatoo, pounded. 
fish, and beads. The Indians of the plains being their own fishermen; take 
only wappatoo, horses, beads, and other articles, procured from Europeans. 
The Indians, however, from Lewis's river to the Falls, consume as food or fuel 
all the fish which they take; so that the whole stock for exportation is prepared 
by the nations between the Towahnahiooks and the Falls, and amounts, as 
nearly as we could estimate, to about thirty thousand weight, chiefly salmon, 
above the quantity which they use themselves, or barter with the more eastern 
Indians. 'fhis is now carried down the river by the Indians at the Falls, and is' 
consumed among the nations at the mouth of the Columbia, who in return give 
the fish of the seacoast, and the articles which they obtain from the whites. 
The neighbouring people catch large quantities of salmon and dl'Y them, but they 
do not understand 0.' practice the art of drying and pounding it in the manner 
used at the· Falls, and being very fond of it, are forced to purchase it at high 
prices, This article, indeed, and the 'Vappatoo, form the principalsubjects 
oftrade with the people of our immediate vicinity. The traffic is wholly carried 
on by water; there are even no roads or paths through the country, except across 
the ·portages which connect the creeks. 

Bilt the circumstance which forms the sonl of this trade, is the visit of the 
whites. They arrive· generally. about the month of April, and either remain 
until October, or return at that time; during' which time, having no estahlishment 
onshore, they anchor on the n,orth side of the bay, at the place already described,. . 
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which is a spacious and commodiolls harbour, perfectly secure from all, except 
the south and south-east winds; and as they leave it before winter, they do not 
Ruffer from these"winds, which, c1uring that ~eason, are the most usual and the 
most violent. This situation is recommended "y its nei~hbourhood to fresh water 
and wood, as well as to excellent timher foJ' repairs. Hel'e they are immediately 
visited by the tribe:;. -along the seacoast, by the Cathlamahs, and lastly by the 
Skilloots, that numerous and adive people, who skirLrbe river between the 
mat'shy islands and the gt'and rapids, as well as the Coweliskee, and who carry 
down the fish prppared by their immediate neighbours the Chilluckittequaws, 
Eneeshurs, and Echeeloots, re,iding from the grand rapids to the Falls, as well 
as all the articles which tlwy have procured in bartel' at the mal'ket in May. The 
accumulated trade of the Columbia now consists of dressed afild undressed skin~ 
of elk, sea otter, the common otter, beaver, common fox, spllCk, and tiger cat. 
The articles of less importance,are a small quantity of dried or pounded salmon, 
the biscuits made of rhe chappelell roots and some ()f the manufactures 
of the neighhourhood. In return they receive gnns (which are prin
cipally old British or American muskets) powder, ball and shot, copper and 
brass kettles, brass tea-kettles, and coffee-pots, blankets, from two to three points, 
coarse scarlet and blue cloth, plat{'s anJstl'ips of sheet copper and brass, large 
brass wire, knives, touacco, fish-hooks, blitlons, and a .considerable quantiiy of 
sailors' hats, trowl'ers, coats and shirts. But as we have had occasion to remark 
more than (mce, the objeds of f.oreign trade which are the most desired, are the 
.common cheap, blue or white beads, of about fifty or Reventy to the penny 
weig'ht, which are strung 011 strands a fathom in length, and sold by the yard 
f>r the length of both anTIs: of these the IJlue beads, \vhich are called tia com
mashuck, or chief beads, hold the fil'st rank in theil' ideas of relative value: the 
most inferio.' kind, are esteemed beyond the finest wampum, and are temptations 
which can always seduce them to pal't with their most valuable effects. Indeed, 
if the example of civilized life did not completely vindicate theil' choice, we 
might wonder at thei., infatuated attachment to a bauble in itself so worthless. 
Yet these beads are, perhaps, quite as reasonable objeds of research as the 
precious metals, siTice they are at once beautiful ornaments for the person, and 
the gTeat circulating medium of trade with all the nations on the Columbia. 

These strangers who visit the Columbia for the purpose of tl'alle or hunting, 
must Le either English or Americans. The Indians inform us that they speak 
the same language as we do, and indeed the tew words which the Indians have 
learnt fronl the sailors, such a~ musket, powder, shot, kuife, file, heave the lead" 
d~~ned rascal, alld other \Jhrases of that description, evidently sbow that tbe 
VIsItors speak the English languag'e. But as the greater part of them annually 
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arrive in April, and either remalIt till autumn, or revisit them at that time,. 
which we could not clearly under'stand, the trade cannot be direct from either 
England or the United States, since the ships could not return tlrither during the 
remainder of the year. 'V hen the Indians are asked where these traders go on 
leaving the Columbia, they always point to the south-west, whence we presume 
that they do not belong to any establishment at Nootka Sound. They do, 
however. mention a trader by the name of Moore, who sometimes touches 
at this place, and the last time he came, he had on board three cows; 
and when he left them, continueu along the north-west coast, which renders it 
probable, that there may be a settlement of whites in that direction. The names 
and description of all these persons who visit them in the spring and autumn are 
remembered with gr'eat accuracy, and we took down, exactly as they were 
pronounced, the following list: The favourite trader is 

Mr. Haley, who visits them in a vessel with three masts, and continues some 
time. The others are 

Youens, who comes also in a three masted vessel, and is a trader. 
Tallamon, in r. three masted vessd, but he is not a trader. 
Callalamet in a ship of the same size; he is a b'ader, and they say has a 

wooden leg. 
Swipton 
Moore 
Mackey 
Washington 
Mesship 
Davidson 
Jackson 
Bolch 

three masted vessel, 
four do. 
three do. 
three do. 

do. 

trader. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. three 

three 
three 
three 

do. does not trade, but hunts elk. 
do. trader. 
do. do. 

Skelley, also a trader, in a vessel with three masts, but he has been gone for 
50me years. Hf' had only one eye. 

It might be difficult to adjust the balance of the advantages or the dangers 
of this tr~de to the nations of the Columbia, against the sale of their furs, and the 
acquisition of a few bad guns and household utensils. 

The natiolls near the mouth of the Columbia enjoy great tranquillity; none 
of the tribes being engaged in war. Not long since, however, there was a war 
on the coast to the south-west, in which the Killamucks took several prisoners. 
These. as far as we could perceive, were treated vel'Y well, and though nomi
nally slaves, yet were adopted into the families of their masters, and the young 
ones placed on the same footing with the children of the purchaser. 
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The month of Februal'y and the greater part of March were passed in the 
~ame manner. Every day, parties as large as we could spare them f!'Om our other 
(Jccupations were scnt out to. hunt, and we were thus enabled to command some 
days' provision in advance. It consisted chiefly of deer and elk; the first is 
nry lean, and the flesh by no llleans as good as that of the elk, which, though 
POOl', is getting bettcl': it is indeed onr chief dependence. At this time of the 
)'ear it is in much Letter order in the prairies near the point, where they feed 011 

~ra~s and rllshes, con5-ider~lhle quantities of which are yet green, than in the 
woody country lip the ~ etl1l. There, they subsist on huckleberry bushes and 
fern, but chiefly on evergreen, called shall un, resembling the laurel, which 
abounds through all the timbered lands, particlllarly along' the broken sides of 
hills. Towards the latter end of the month, however. they left the pl'airies near Point 
Adams, and retired back to the hills; but fortunately, at the same time the 
l'iturgeon and anchovies beg-an to appear, and afforded us a delightful variety of 
food. In the meau time, the party on the seacoast supplied llS with salt: but 
though the kettles were kept boiling all day and night, the salt was made but 
slowly; nor was it till the middle of this month that we succeeded in procuring 
twenty gallons, of which twelve were put in kegs for our journey as far as the 

deposits on the l\Ii!>souri. 
The neighbouring tribes continued to visit llS, fOI' the purpose of trading, or 

merely to smoke with us. But on the :2 I st, a C hinnook chief, whom we had never 
seen, came O\'el' with twenty-five of his men. His name was Tahcum, a man of 
about fifty years of age, with a Im'ger figure alld a Letter carriage than most of 
his nation. 'Ve received him with the usual ceremonies, gave the party some
thing to eat, smoked most copiously with them all, and presented the chief with 
a small medal. Thev" ere all satisfied with theil' treatment· and thou~ we . , ~ 

were willing to show the chief every civility, could not dispense .with our rule of 
not suffering so Ulany strangers to sleep in the fot·t. They, therefore, left us at 
sunset. On the twenty-fourth, COUlowool, who is by far the most friendly 
and decent savage we have seen in this neighbourhood, came with a large party 
of Clatsops, bl'inging aUlong other articles, sturg'eon and a small fish, which 
has just Leg-un, within a day or two past, to make its appearance in the 
Columbia. 

From this time, as the elk became scarce and lean, we made use of these fish 
whenever we could catch them, 01' purchase them from the Indians. Bllt as we 
were too poor to indulge \'ery largely in these luxuries, the diet was by no 
means pleasant, and to the sick, especially, was unwholesome. On the 15th of 
March we were visited by Delashilwilt, the ChinDook chief, and his wife, accoD\-
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panied by the same six damsels, who in the autumn had encamped near us, 
on the other side of the bay, and whose favours had been so troublesome to 
several of the men. They formed a camp close to the fort, and began to renew 
theil' addresses vel'y assiduously, but we warned the men of the dangers of 
intercourse with this frail society, and they cautiously abstained from connexion 
with them. 

During the greater part of this month, five or six of the men were sick; 
indeed, we have not had so many complaining' since we left 'Vood river; the 
general complaint is a bad cold and fever, something' in the natUl'e of an influenza, 
which, joined with a few cases of venereal, and accidental injuries, complete 
our invalid corps, These disorders may chiefly be imputed to the natnrc of the 
c1imate. 



CHAP. XXIV. 

A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BEASTS, BIRDS AND PLANTS, &C. FOUND BY THl 

PA RTY I r; THIS EXPEDITION. 

THE vegetable productions of the country, which fum ish a lat'ge proportion of 
the food of the Indians, are the roots of a species of thistle, the fern, the rusb, 
the liquorice, and a small cylindric root, resembling in flavoUl' and consist~ncy 

the sweet potatoe. 
1st. The thistle, called by the natives shanatanque, is a plant which grows 

in a deep, rich, dry loam, with a considerable mixture of sand. The stem is 
simple, ascending, cylindric, and hispid, and rising' to the height of three or four 
feet. The cauline life, which, as well as the stem ofthe last season, is dead, is 
simple, crenate, and oblong; rather more obtuse at its apex than at its insertion, 
which is decUl'rent, and its position declining; whilst the margin is armed with 
prickles, and its disk is hairy. The flowet· too is dry and mutilated; but the 
pericarp seems much like that of the common thistle. The root-leaves, which 
still possess their verdure, and are about half grown, are of a pale green colour. 
The root, however, is the only part used. It is from nine to fifteen inches long, 
about the size of a man's thumb, perpendicular, fusiform, aBd with from two to 
four radicles. The rind is of a brown colour, and somewhat rough. When first 
taken from the earth, it is white, and neat'ly as Crisp as a carrot, and in this state 
is sometimes eaten without any preparation. But after it is prepared by the 
same process used for the pascheco quamash, which is the most usual and the 
best method, it becomes black, and much improved in flavour. Its taste is 
exactly th'at of sugar, and it is indeed the sweetest vegetable employed by the 
Indians. After being baked in the kiln, it is either eaten simply or with train 
oil: sometimes pounded fine and mixed with cold water, until it is reduced to 
the consistence of sagamity, or Indian mush, which last method is the most 
agreeable to OUt· palates. 
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2. rrhree species of fern grow in this neighbourhood, but the root of only 
one is eaten. It is very abundant in those parts of the open lands and prairies 
which have a deep, loose, rich, black loam, without any sand. There, it attains 
the height of four or five feet, and is a beautiful plant with a fine green colour 
in summer. The stem, which is smooth, cylindric, and slightly grooved on 
one side, rises erectly about half its height, when it divides into two branches, 
or rather long footstalks, which put forth in pairs from one side only, and neal' 
the edges of the groove, declining backwards from the grooved side. These 
footstalks are themselves grooved and cylindric, and as they gradually taper 
towards the extremities, put forth others of a smaller size, which are alternate, 
and have forty or fifty alternate, pinnate, horizontal, and sessile leaves: the 
leaves are multipartite for half the length of their footstalk, when they assume 
the tongue-like form altogether; being, moreover, revolute, with the upper disk 
smooth, and the lower resembling cotton: the top is annnal, and therefore dead 
at present, but it produces no flower or fruit: the root itself is perennial and 
grows horizontally: sometimes a little diverging, or obliquely descending, and 
frequently dividing itself as it proceeds, and shooting up a number of stems. It 
lies about four inches under the sm-face of the earth, in a cylindrical form, with 
few or no radicles, and varies from the size of a goose quill to that of a man's 
finger; rrhe bark is black, thin, brittle, and rather rough, and easily separates 
in flakes from the part which is eaten: the centre is divided into two palts by 
a strong, flat, and white ligament, like a piece of thin tape; on each side of 
which is a white substance, resembling, after the root is roasted, both in ap
pearance and flavoUl', the dough of wheat. It has, however, a pungency which 
is disagreeable, but the natives eat it voraciously, and it seems to be very nu
tritious. 

3. The rush is most commonly used by the Killamucks, and other Indians 
on the seacoast, along the sands of which it gl'ows in the greatest abundance. From 
each root a single stem rises erectly to the height of three or four feet, some
what thicker than I). large quill, hollow and jointed; about twenty or thirty 
long, lineal, stellate, or radiate and horizontal leaves surround the stem at each 
joint, about half an inch above which, its stem is sheathed like the sand rush. 
When green, it resembles that plant also in appearance, as well as in having a 
rough stem. It is not branching; nor does it bear, as far as we can discover, 
either flower or seed. At the bottom of this stem, which is annual, is a small, 
strong radicle, about an inch long, descending perpendicularly to the root, 
while just above the junction of the radicle with the stem, the latter is sur
rounded in the form of a wheel with six or nine small radicles, descending ob-

3 M 2 
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liquely: the root attached to thi~ radicle is a perennial solid bulb, about an inch 
longo, and of the thickness of a man's thumb, of an ovate form, depressed on 
one or two of its sides, and covered with a thin, smooth, black rind: the pulp 
is white, brittle, and easily masticated. It is commonly roasted, though some
times eaten raw; but in both states is rather an insipid root. 

4. The liquorice of this country does not diffet' from that common to the 
United States. It here delights in a deep, loose, sandy soil, and grows very 
large, and abundantly. It is prepared by roasting in the embers, and pounding 
it slightly with a small stick, in order to separate the strong ligament in the 
centre of the root, which is then thrown away, and the rest chewed and swal
lowed. In this way it has an ag-reeahle flavour, not unlike that of the sweet 
potatoe. The root of the cattail, or cooper's flag, is eaten by the Indians. 
There is also, a species of small, dry, tuberous root, two inche~ in length, and 
about the thickness of the finger. They are eaten raw, are crisp, milky, and 
uf an ag-reeable flavour. 

5. Beside the small cylindric root mentioned above, is another of the same 
form and appearance, which is usually boiled and eaten with train oil. Its 
taste, however, is disagreeably bitter. But the most valuable of all the Indian 
roots, is 

6. The wappatoo, or the bulb of the common sagittafolia, or common arrow
head. It does not grow in this neighbomhood, but is in gTeat abundance in 
the marshy grounds of that beautiful valley, which extends from near Quick
sand river for seventy miles westward, and is a principal article of trade between 
the inhabitants of that valley and those of the sea coast. 

The shrub rises to the height of four or five feet; the stem simple and much 
branched. The bark is of a reddish dark brown; the main stem somewhat 
rough, while that of the boug-h is smooth; the leaf is about one tenth of an inch 
long, obtuse at the apex, and acute and angulat· at the insertion of the pedicle. 
The leaf is three fourths of an inch in length, and three eighths in width, smooth, 
and of a paler green than evergreens generally are. The fruit is a small deep 
purple berry, and of a pleasant flavour; the natives eat the beny when ripe, but 
-;eldoll1 collect snch qnantities as to dry for winter use. 

The native fmits and berries in use among the Indians, are what they call 
the shallun; the solme; the cranberry; a berry like the black haw; the scarlet 
berry, of the plant called saca<:ommis; a purple berry, like the huckleberry. 

1. The shallun is an evergt'een plant, abounding' in this neighbourhood, and 
its leaves are the fuvomite food of the elk. It is a thick growth, cylindrically 
rising' to the height of three, and sometimes five feet, and varying from the size 
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of a goose quill, to that of a man's thumh. The stem is simple, branching'! 
reclining, and partially fluxuose, with a bark which, on the elder part, is of a 
reddish brown colour, while the young'cr branches are red where exposed to the 
sun, and green elsewhere. 'fhe leaf is three fourths of an inch in length, and two 
and a half in breadth; of an oval form; the upper disk of a glossy deep gTcen, the 
under of a pale gl'een; the fruit is a deep purple beny, ahout the size of a 
common black cherry, oval, and rather bluntly pointed; the perical'p is divided 
into five acute angular points, and envelops a soft pulp, containing a gTeat num~ 
bel' of small brown seeds. 

2. The solme is a small, pale, red berry, the Pl'Odllction of a plant, resembling 
in size and shape that which pl'Oduces the fruit, called in the Cnited States, 
Solomon's sealberry. 'fhe bel'l'y is attached to the ~tem in the same manner. 
It is of a globular form; containing a soft pulp, which envelops foUl' seeds about 
the size of the seed of the common small grape. It gTows amongst the wood
land moss, and is, to all appearance, an annual plant. 

3. The cmnberry is of the low and viny kind, and grows in the marshes or 
bogs of this neighbourhood: it is precisely the same as the cranbel'1'Y of the 
United States. 

4. The fruit, which, thong'h rathel'largel', resembles in shape the black haw, 
is a light brown berry, the fruit of a tree about the size, shape, and appearance in 
every respect, of that of the United States, called the wild crab-apple. The 
leaf is also precisely the same, as also the bark in texture and colour. The 
berries grow in clumps at the end of the small branches; each berry supported 
by a separate stem, and as many as from three to eighteen 01' twenty in a clump: 
the berry is ovate, with one of its extremities attached to a peduncle, where it is 
to a small degTee concave, the wood of which is excessively hard. The natives 
make their wedges of this wood, in splitting' theil' hoard~, their fil'ewoort, and in 
hollowing ont their canoes; the wedge when driven into solid dry pine, receives 
not the slightest injury. Our party made use of it likewise for wedg'es and axe
handles. The fruit is exceedingly acid, and resembles the flavour of the wild crab. 
The peri carp of the berl'y contains a soft pulpy substance, divided into foul' cells, 
each containing a sing'le seed; the outer coat of the perical'p, is a thin, smooth, 

though finn and tough pellicle. 
rfhe plant called sacacommis by the Canadian traders, derives it:-; llame from 

this circumstance, that the clerks of the trading companies are generally very 
fond of smoking its leaves, which they carry about with them in a slllall bag, It 
grows generally in an open piny woodland country, or on its bord,ers. 'Ve 
found this berry in the pl'ail'ies bordering on the Rocky mountains, or in the lUore 
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open woodlands. It is indiscriminately the gl'owth of a very rich or a very poor 
soil, and is found in the same abundance in both. The natives on the western 
side of the Rocky mountains are very fond of this berry, although to us it was a 
very tasteless and insipid fruit: the shrub is an evergreen, and retains its ver. 
dure in the same pedection the whole season round. However inclement the 
climate, the root puts forth a great number of stems which separate near the 
surface of the ground, each stem from the size of a small quill to that of a man's 
finger: these are much branched, the branches forming an acute angle with the 
stem, and all more properly procumbent than creeping: although it sometimes 
puts forth raclic1es from the stems and branches, which strike obliquely into the 
ground: these radicles are by no means general or equable in their distances from 
each other, nor do they appeal' calculated to furnish nutriment to the plant: the 
bark is formed of several layers of a smooth, thin, brittle and reddish substance 
easily separated f!'Om the stem: the leaves with respect to their position are 
scattered, yet closely arranged, and particularly near the extremities of the 
twigs: the leaf is about three fourths of an inch in length; oval, pointed and 
obtuse; of a deep green, slightly grooved; and the footstalk is of proportionable 
length: the berry is attached in an irregular manner to the small boughs am6ng 
the leaves, and always supported by separate, small and short peduncles: the inser
tion produces a slight concavity in the beny, while its opposite side is slightly con
vex. Theouter coat of the pericarp is a thin, fil'm, tough pellicle: the inner coat 
consists of a dry, mealy powder, of a yellowish white colour, enveloping from four to 
six large, light, brown seeds: the colour of the f!'Uit is afine scarlet: the natives eat 
these berries without any preparation: the fruit ripens in September, and re
mains on the bushes all wintet' unaffected by the frost: they are sometimes 
gathered and hung in the lodges in bags, where they are dried without further 
trouble, 

6. The deep purple berry, like the huckleberry, terminates blnnUy, and has 
a cap or cover at the encl: the berries are attached separately to the sides of the 
boughs by a short stem, hanging underneath, and they often grow very near each 
other, on the same bough: the berry sepat'ates very easily from the stem; the 
leaves adhere closely: the shrub rises to the height of six or eight feet, and 
sometimes grows on high lands, but more fl'equently on low marshy grounds: 
the shrub is an evergreen, and about ten inches in circumference, divides into 
many irregular branches, and seldom more than one stem springs from one root, 
although they associate very thickly: the bark is somewhat rough and of a 
reddish--brown colour: the wood is very hard: the leaves are alternate and 

[) 
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attached by a short footstalk to the horizontal sides of the boughs: the form is a 
long oval, rather more acute towards the apex than at the point of insertion: 
its margin slightly serrate, its sides collapsing, thick, firm, smooth, and glossy: 
the under surface is of a pale or whitish green, and the upper of a fine deep 
green.. This beautiful shrub retains its verdure throughout the year, and is more 
peculiarly beautiful in winter. The natives sometimes eat the berries without 
preparation: sometimes they dry them in the sun, and at others in their sweat
ing kilns: they very frequently pound them, and bake them in large loaves, 
weighing from ten to fifteen pounds: the bread keeps very well fO}' one season, 
and retains its juices better by tlus mode of preparation than any other: this 
bread when bl'oken is stirred in cold water, until it acquires the consistency of 
soup, and then eaten. 

The trees of a largel' growth are very abundant; the whole neighbourhood 
of the coast is supplied with gl'eat quantities of excellent timber. The predomi
nating growth is the fir, of which we have seen several species. There is one 
singular circumstance attending all the pine of this country, which is, that when 
consumed it yields not the slightest particle of ashes. The first species grows to 
an immense size, and is very commonly twenty-seven feet in circumference, six 
feet above the earth's surface: they rise to the height of two hundred and thirty 
feet, and one hundred and twenty of that height without a limb. We have 
often found them thirty-six feet in circumference. One of our party measured 
one, and found it to be forty-two feet in cil·cumference. at a point beyond the 
reach of an ordinary man. This trunk for the distance of two hundred feet was 
destitute of limbs: this tree was perfectly sound, and at a moderate calculation, 
its size may ~e estimated at thl'ee hundred feet. The timber is throughout, and 
rives better than "any other species; the bark scales off in flakes irregularly 
round, and of a reddish brown colour, particularly the younger growth: the 
trunk is simple, branching, and not very proliferous. The leaf is acerose, one 
tenth of an inch in width, and three fourths in length, firm, stiff, and accuminate. 
It is triangular, a little declining, thickly scattel'ed on all sides of the bough, and 
springs from small triangular pedestals of soft, spongy, elastic bark at the junction 
of the boughs. The bud scales continue to encircle their respective twigs for 
several years. ,Captain Lewis has counted as many as the g'l'owth of four years 
beyond the scales; it yields ,uut little rosin, and we have never been able to 
discover the cone, although 'we have killed several. 

The second is a much more common species, and constitutes at least one 
half ~f the timber in this neighbourhood. It seems to l'esemble a spruce, rising 
from one hundred and sixty to one hundred and eighty feet, and is from four to 
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six in diameter, stl'aig'ht, round, and regularly tapering. The bark is thin, of a 
dark colou~, much divided in small longitudinal interstices: the bark of the 
boughs and young trees is somewhat smooth, but not equal to the balsam fir: 
the wood is white, very soft, but difficult to rive: the tl"Unk is a simple, branch
ing, and diffuse stem, not sa prolifel'ous as the pines and firs usually are. It pnts 
forth buds from the sides of the small boughs, as "ell as from their extremities: 
the stem termimttes like the cedar, in a slender pointed top: the leaves are 
petiolate, the footstalks short, acel'ose, rather more than half a line in width, and 
very unequal in length; the greatest length seldom exceeds one inch, while 
other leaves intermixed on every bough, do not exceed a quarter of an inch. 
'fhe leaf has a small longitudinal channel on the upper disk, which is of a deep 
and glossy gl'een, while the undel' disk is of a whiti"h green only: it yields but 
little rosin, What is remarkable, the cone is not longer than the end of a 
man's thumb; it is soft, flexible, of all ovate form, and produced at the ends of the 
small twigs, 

The third species resembles in all points, the Canadian balsam fir. It grows 
f!'Om two and a half to foUl' feet in diameter, and rises to the height of eighty or 
an hundt'ed feet. The stem is simple, branching, and prolifel'ous: its leaves are 
sessile, acerous, one eig'hth of an inch in length, and one sixteenth in width, 
thickly scattered on the twigs, and adhere to the three under sides only; gibbous, 
a little declining, obtusely pointed, soft, and flexible, The upper disk is longi
tudinally marked with a slight channel, of a deep, glossy g-reen; the under of a 
pale green and not glossy. This tree affords in considerable quantities, a fine 
deep aromatic balsam, resembling- the balsam of Canada in taste and appearance. 
The small pistils filled, rise like a blister on the trunk and the branches. The 
bark that envelops these pistils, is soft and easily punctured: the general 
appearance of the bark is dark and smooth: but not so remarkable for that 
quality as the white pine of our country. The wood is white and soft. 

The fourth species in size resembles the second. The stem is simple, branch~ 
lng, ascending, and proliferolls; the bark is of a. reddish dark bl'Own, and thicker 
than that of the third species, divided by small longitudinal interstices, not so 
much magnified as in the second species. The relative position -of the leaves 
resemble those of the balsam fir, excepting that they are only two~thirds the 
width, and little more than half the length, and that the upper disk is not so green 
and glossy. The wood yields no balsam, and but little rosin. The wood is white 
and tough although rather porous. 

The fifth species in size resembles the second, and has a trunk simple, 
branching, and prolifet'ous. The bark is of a thin dark brown, divided longitu-
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dinally by interstices, and scaling off in thin rolling flakes. It yields but little 
balsam: two-thirds of the diameter of the trunk in the centre, presents a reddish 
white; the remainder is white, porous, and tOllg'h: the twigs are much long'er 
and mot'e slender than in either of the other species; the leaves are ace rose, one
twentieth of an inch in width, and Olle inch in length; sextile, inserted on all 
sides of the bough, straight, and o:.Iiquely pointing' towal'ds the extremi
ties. The upper disk has a small longitudinal channel, and is of a deep 
green, and not so glossy as the balsam fir. The under disk is of a pale 
green. 

We have seen a species of this fir on low marshy grounds, resembling in all 
points the foregoing, except that it branches more diffusively. 'rhis tree is 
generally thirty feet in height, and two in diameter. The diffusion of its branches 
may result from its open situation, as it seldom gTows in the neighbourhood of 
another tree. The cone is two and a half inches in length, and three and three 
quarters in its greatest circumference. It tapers regularly to a point, and is fot'm
ed of the imbricated scales, of a bluntly rounded form. A thin leaf is inserted in 
the pith of the cone,which overlays the centre of, and extends half an inch beyond 
the point of each scale. 

The sixth species does not differ from what is usually denominated the white 
pine in Virginia. The unusual length of the cone seems to constitute the only 
difference. It is sometimes sixteen 01' eighteen inches in length, and is about 
four in circumference. It grows on the north side of the Columbia, near the 
ocean. 

The seventh, and last species, grows in low grounds, and in places freftuently 
overflown by the tide, seldom rising higher than thirty-five feet, and not more 
than from two and a half to four in diameter: the stem is simple, bt'anching, and 
proliferous: the bark resembles that of the first species, but more rugged: the 
leaves are acerose, two-tenths of an inch in width, three-fourths in length, firm, 
stiff, and a little acuminated: they end in short pointed tendrils, gibbous, and 
thickly scattered on all sides ofthe oranch, though they adhere to the three under 
sides only: those inserted on the under side incline sidewise. with upward points, 
presenting the leaf in the shape of a sithe: the othet·s are pointing upwards, sex
tile and like those of the fir~t species, grow from the small triangular pedestals; 
of a bark, spungy, soft, and elastic. The under disk is of a deep glossy gl'een, 
the other of a pale whitish green: the boughs retain the leaves of a six years 
growth: the bud scales resemble those of the first species: the cone is of an ovate 
figure, three and a half inches in length, and three in circumference, thickest in 
the middle, and tapering' and terminating in two obtuse points: it is composed 
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of small, flexible scales, imbricated, and of a reddish brown colour. Each of 
these scales covers two small seeds, and is itself covered in the centre by a 
small, thin, inferior scale, acutely pointed: these scales proceed from the sides of 
the bough, as well as from its extremities. It was nowhere seen above the Wap
patoo. The stem of the black alder arrives to a great size. It is simple, 
branching, and diffuse: the bark is smooth, of a light colour, with white spread
ing spots, resembling those of the beech: the leaf, ti'uctification, &c. resemble 
precisely those of the common alder of OUl' country: the shrubs grow separately 
from different roots, ano not in clusters, like those of the United States. The 
black alder does not cast its leaf until the first of December. It is sometimes 
found growing to the height of sixty or seventy feet, and is from two to four ill 

diameter. 
3. There is a tree common to the Columbia l'iYer, below the entrance of Ca

taract river, when divested of its foliage, much resembling the ash. The trunk 
is simple, branching, and diffuse: the leaf is petiolate, plain, divided by four deep 
lines, and resembling those of the palm, and considerably lobate: the lobes ter
minate in from three to five angular points, and their margins are indented with 
irreg'ular and somewhat circular incisures: the petiolate is cylindrical ... smooth, 
and seven inches long; the leaf itself eight inches in length, and twelve in 
breadth: this tree is frequently three feet in diameter, and rises from forty to 
fifty feet: the fruit is a winged seed, somewhat resembling that of the 

maple. 
In the same part of the country there is also another growth, resembling the 

white maple, though much :o:maller, and is seldom to be seen of more than six or 
seven inches in diameter. These trees grow in clusters, from fifteen to twenty 
feet in height, fl'om the same bed of roots, spreading and leaning outwards: the 
twigs are long- and slender, the stem simple and hranching, the bark, in colour, 
resembling the white maple, the leaf is petiolate, plain, scattered, nearly circular, 
with acute, angular incismes round the margin, of an inch in length, and from 
six to eight in number: the acute angular points so formed, are crenate, 
three inches in len(!'th and four iQ width: the petiole is cvlindric smooth and ....... ., , , 
an inch and a quartel' in length, and the fruit is not known. 

The undergrowth consists of honeysuckles, alder, seven bark or nine bark, 
huckleberry, a shrub like the quill wood , a plant like the mountain-holly, a 
green briar, the fern. 

1. The honeysuckle common to the United States we found in this neigh
bourhood. We first discovered the honeysuckle on the waters of the Kooskoos
kee, near the Chopunnish nation, and again below the grand rapids. 
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2. The aldel', which is also common to our countl'y, was found in great. 
abundance in the woodlands, on this side of the Rocky mountains, It differs 
in the colour of its berry: this being of a pale sky blue, while that of the 
United States is of a deep purple, 

3. The seven bark, or, as it is usually denominated, Ule nine bark of the 
United States, is also common to this country. 

4. The huckleberry. There is a species of huckleberry, common to the 
highlands, from the commencement of the Columbian valley to the sea-coast, 
rising to the height of six or eight feet, branching and diffuse: the trunk is cy
lindrical, of a dark brown colour; the collateral branches are green, smooth, 
and square, and put fOloth a number of alternate bl'anches of the same colour, 
and f!"Om the two horizontal sides only. The fruit is a small deep purple belTY, 
held in much esteem by the natives: the leaf is of a pale green, and small, 
three-fourths of an inch in length, and three-eighths in widtll, oval, terminating 
more acutely at the apex than at the insertion of the footstalk: the base is 
nearly entire, and but slightly senate: the footstalks are short; their relative 
position is alternate, two-ranked, and proceeding from the horizontal sides of the 
boug'hs only. 

5. There al'e two species of shrubs, first seen at the grand rapids of the 
Columbia, and which have since been seen elsewhere: they gl'ow in rich dry 
grounds, usually in the neighbourhood of some water-course: the roots are creep
ing and cylindrical: the stem of the first species is from a foot to eighteen 
inches in height, and about as large as an ordinary goose quill: it is simple, un
branched, and erect: its leaves are cauline, compound, and spreading: the 
leaflets are jointed, and oppositely pinnate, three pail', and terminating in one 
sextile, widest at the base, and tapering to an acuminate point: it is an inch 
and a quarter in its greatest width, and thl'ee inches and a quarter in length: 
each point of the marg-in is armed with a subulate thorn, and from thirteen to 
seventeen in number: are veined, glossy, carinated and wrinkled: theil' points 
obliquely tending towards the extremity of the common footstalk: the stem of 
the second species is procumbent, about the size of that of the first species, 
jointed and unbranched: its leaves are canline, compound, and oppositely pin
nate: the rib is from fourteen to sixteen inches in length, cylindric and smooth; 
the leaflets are two inches and a half long, and one inch wide, and of the 
greatest width half an inch from the base: this they regularly surmund, and 
from the same point tapering to an acute apex: this is usually terminated with 
a small subulate thorn: they are jointed and oppositely pinnate, consisting of six 
pail', and terminating in one: sessile, serrate, and ending in a small subulate 
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spire, from twenty-five to twenty-seven in number: they are smooth, plain, and 
of a deep green, and all obliquely tending towards the extremity of the foot
stalk: they retain their geeen all winter, The large leafed thorn, has a leaf 
about two inches and a half long, which is petiolate, and conjug'ate: the leaflets 
are petiolate, acutely pointed, having their margins cut with une(lual and ll'l'e
gular incisures: the shrub, which we had once mistaken for the large le']fed 
thoi'll, resembled the stem of that shrub, excepting the thorn: it bear., a large 
three headed leaf: the briar is of the class polyaudria, and order poligymnia: 
the flowers are :;,illgle: the peduncle long and cylindrical: the calyx is a peri
anth, of one leaf, t1\"e cleft, and acutely pointed: the perianth is proper, erect, 
inferior in both petals, and g'ermen: the corolla consists of five acute, pale scar
let petals, illserted in the receptacle with a short and narrow cleft: the corolla 
is smooth, moderately long, situated at the base of the germen, permanent, and 
in shape resembling a cnp: the stamens and filaments al'e subulate, inserted into 
the Iw'pptacle, unequal and bent inwards, concealing the pystilium: the anther 
is two lobed and influted, situated on the top of the filament of the pystilium : 
the gel'ln is conical, imhricllted, superior, sessile and short: the styles are short, 
compared with the stamen, capillary, smooth and ohtuse: they are distributed 
over the surface of the germ, and deciduous without any perceptible stamen, 

7, The green briar grows most abundantly in "ich dry lands, in the vicinity 
of a water-course, and is found in small quantities in piny lands at a distance 
from the watel', In the formel' ;,ituation the stem is frequently of the size of 
a man's finger, and rises perpendicularly four 01' five feet: it then descends in 
an arch, becomes procumbent, or J·(·;;ts on some neighbouring plants: it is 
simple, unbranched, alld cylindl'ic: :n the latter situation it grows much smaller, 
and usually procumbent: the stem is armed with sharp and forked briars: 
the leaf is petiolate, temate, r,,~d resembles in shape and appearance that of the 
pnrple mspberry, so c~mmon to the Atlantic states: the fmit is a berry l'esem
bliii:),' th2 bh!ckherry in r.ll puints, and is eaten when ripe by the natives, 
which they huhl in much esteem, although it is not dried fOl' winter consump
tion: ThL; ~:;i'l1l. \'iaS first discovered at the entrance of Quicksand river: it 
grows so r,b:mdant1y in th2 fertile '-,aHey of Columbia', and the islands, that the 
country is :J.l'TIost impcuetrable: it retains its verdure late in summer. 

8, Besi·Jes the fern already ~le:;ct"ibL'd, as furnishing a nutritious root, there 
are two uther !:h~l\ts of the same "l;(:'cies, which may be divided into the large 
and the small: the large fern rises three or four feet: the stem is a common 
footstalk, proceedil1~ immediately from the radix, somewhat Bat, about the size 
of a man's arm, and covered with innumerable "black coarse capillary radicles 
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issuing from evel'Y part of its surface: one of these roots will send forth from 
twenty to forty of these common footstalks, bending outwards from the common 
centre: the ribs are cylindric, and marked longitudinally their whole length, 
with a groove on the upper side: on either side of this groove, and a little be
low its edge, the leaflets are inserted: these are shortly petiolate for about two
thirds the length of the middle rib, commencing from the bottom, and from 
thence to the extremity sessile: the rib is terminated by a single undivided lan
ceolate leaflet: these are from two to fonl' inches in length, and have a small 
acute angular projection, and obliquely cnt at the base: the upper surface is 
smooth, and of a deep gTeen: the ullder surface of a pale green, and covered 
with a brown protuberance of a woolly appearance, particularly near the central 
fibre: the leaflets are alternately pinnate, and in number, from one hundred and 
ten to one hundred and forty: they am shortest at the two extremities of the 
common footstalk, largest in the centre, gradually lengthening, and diminishing 
as they succeed each other. The small fern rises likewise with a common foot
stalk from the radix, f.·om four to eight in number: from four to eight inches 
long: the central rib is marked with a slight longitudinal gl'Oove throughout its 
whole length: the leaflets are oppositely pinnate, about one-third of the length 
of the common footstalk, from the bottom, and thence alternately pinnate: the 
footstalk tel'lninates in a simple undivided lanceolate leaflet: these are oblong, 
obtuse, convex, absolutely entire, and the upper disk is marked with a slight 
longitudinal groove: near the upper extremity these leaflets are de cursively 
pinnate, as ar~ all those of the large fern. Both of these species rem am green 
during the winter. 

The quadrupeds of this country from the Rocky mountains to the Pacific 
ocean, may be conveniently divided into the domestic and the wild animals. 
The first embraces the horse and dog only. 

The horse is confined principally to the nations inhabiting the great plains 
of the Columbia, extending from latitude forty to fifty north, and occupying the 
tract of territory lying between the Rocky mountains, and a range of moun
tains which pass the Columbia river about the Great Falls from longitude six
teen to one hundred and twenty-one west. 'l'he Shoshonees, the Chopunnish, 
Soklllks, Escheloots, Eneshures, and Chilluckittequaws, all enjoy the benefit of 
that docile, noble, and generous animal; and all of them, except the last three, 

possess immense numbers. . 
They appear to be of an excellent !'ace, lofty, elegantly forllled, active and 

durable: many of them appear like fine English coursers; some of them are 
pied, with large spots of white irregularly scattered, and intel'mixed with a dat'k 
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brown bay; the gTeater part, however, are of an uniform colour, marked" ith 
stars and white feet, and resemble in fleetness and bottom, as well as inform 
and colour, the best blooded horses of Virginia. 'l'he natives suffer them to 
run at lat'ge in the plains, the grass of which affords them their only winter sub
sistence; their masters taking no trouhle to lay in a winter's store for them: 
nevertheless they will, unless much exercised, fatten on the dry grass af
forded by the plains during the winter. The plains are rarely, if ever, moistened 
by rain, and the grass is consequently short and thin. The natives, excepting 
those of the Rocky mountains, appear to take no pains in selecting their male 
horses fot, breed; and indeed, those of that class appear ~uch the most indiffer
ent. \Vhether the horse was Ol'iginally a native of this country or not, the soil 
and climate appear to be perfectly well adapted to the nature of this animal. Horses 
are said to be found wild in llIany parts of this extensive country. The several tribes 
of Shoshonees who reside towards Mexico, on the waters of the Mutlomah river, 
and particularly one of them, called Shaboboah, have also a great number 
of mules, which the Indians prize llIore hig'hly than horses. An elegant horse 
may be pmchased of the natives for a few beads 01' other paltry trinkets, which 
in the United States would not cost more than one or two dollars, The abun
dance and cheapness of horses, will be extremely advantag'eous to those who 
may hereafter attempt the fur trade to the East Indies, by the way of the Colum
bia river, and the Pacific ocean. 

2. The dog is unusually small, about the size of an ordinary cur: he is usually 
parti-coloured, among'st which, the black, white, brown, and brindle, are the 
colours most predominant: the head is 101lg, the nose pointed, the eyes small, 
the ears erect and pointed, like those of the wolf: the hair is short and smooth, 
excepting on the tail, whet'e it is long and straight, like that of the ordinary cur 
dog, The natives never eat the flesh of this animal, and he appears to be ill no 
other way serviceable to them ih~n in hunting the elk. 

The second division comprehends the brown, white, or grisly bear, the black 
bear; the deer, common red deet', the black-tailed fallow deer, the mule deer, 
the elk, the wolves, the large brown wolf, the small wolf of the plains, the 
tiger-cat, tIle foxes, the COlllmon red fox, the silver fox, the fisher or black 
fox, the larg'e red fox of the plains, the kit-fox, or small fox of the plains, the 
antelope, the sheep, beaver, common ottel', sea-ottet', mink, seal, racoon, squir
r~ls, large gmy squirrel, small gTay squirrel, small brown squinel, groulJd squir
rel, braro, rat, monse, mole, panther, hare, rabbit, polecat or skunk. 

First, the bl"Own, white OJ' gl'isly bear, which seem to be of the same family, 
with an accidt'ntal variation of colour only, inhabit the timbered parts of the 
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Rocky mountains, They al'e rarely found on the western side, and are more 
commonly below the Rocky mountains, in the plains, or on their bOl'ders, amidst 
copses of brllsh and underwood, and near the water courses. VVe are unable 
to learn that they inhabit at all in the woody country bordc"ing- on the coast, 
as far in the interior as the range of mountains which pass the ColumJJia, between 
the great falls and the rapids of that river. 

2. The black bear differs in no respect from those common to the United 
States. 'I'hey chiefly inhabit timhered parts of the Rocky mountains, and like
wise the bOl'ders of the great plains of the Columbia. They are sometimes 
fOllnd in the tract which lies between those plains and the l>acific ocean. One 
of our hunters saw one of this species, which was the only one we have disco
vered since our residence in Fort Clatsop. 

3. The deer are of three kinds: the common red deer, the black-tailed fallow 
deel', and the mule deer. • 

I. The common red deer inhabit the rocky mountains, ill the neighhourhood 
of the Chopunnish, and about the Columhia, and down the river as low as 
where the tide water commences. They do not appear to differ esseu
tially from those of the United States, being the same in shape, size, and ap
pearance. Thc tail is howevel' different, which is of an 1lI1l1sual length, far 
exceeding that of the common deer. Captain Lewis measured one, and found it 
to be seventeen inches long. 

2. The black-tailed fallow deel' are peculiar to this coast, and are a distinct 
species, partaking equally of the qualities of the mule and the common deer. 
Their ears are longer, and their willter coat darker than those of the common 
deer. The receptacle of the eye more conspicnous, their legs shorter, their 
bodies thicker and larger. The tail is of the same length with that of the 
common deer, the hair on the under side white, and on its sides and top of a 
deep jetty black: the hams resemble in form and colour those of the mnie. 
which it likewise resembles in its gait. 'l'he black-tailed deer never runs at 
full speed, but bounds with every foot from the ground, at the same time, like 
the mule deer. He sometimes inhabits the woodlands, but more often the 
pmiries and open grounds. It may be generally said, that he is of a size larger 
than the common deer, and less than the mule deel' The flesh is seldom fat, 
and in flavour is far inferior to any other of the species. 

3, The mule deer inhabit both the sea-coast and the plains of the Missouri, 
and likewise the borders of the Kooskooskee river, in the neighbourhood of the 
Rocky mountains, It is not known whether they exist in the interior of the 
great plains of the Columbia, or on the lower borders, neal' the mountains w.hich 
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pass the river above the great Falls. The properties of this animal have already 
been noticed. 

4. The elk is of the same species with that which inhabits much the greatest 
part of Xorth Amel'ica. They are common to every part of this country, as 
well the timbered land as the plains, but are much more abundant in the for
met· than in the latter. In the month of March we discovered several which 
had not cast their horns, and others where the new horns had grown to the 
length of six inches. The latter were ill much the best order, and from hence 
we draw the inference that the leanest elk retain their horns the longest. 

5. The wolf is either the large brown wolf, 01' the wolf of the plains,- of 
which last there are two kinds, the lal'g-e and the small. The large brown wolf 
inhabits the woody cOllntries on the bordet·s of the Pacific, and the mountains 
which pass the Columbia river, between the great Falls and rapids, and resem
bles in all points those of the United States. 

The larg; and small wolves of the plains principally inhabit the open coun
try and the woodlands on their borders. They resemble, both in appear
ance and habit, those of the Missouri plains. They are by no means abun
dant in the plains of the Columbia, as they meet there but very little game for 
their subsistence. 

6. 'l'he tiger-cat inhabits the borders of the plains, and the woody country in 
the neighbourhood of'the Pacific. This animal is of a size larger than the wild 
cat of our country, and much the same in form, agility, and ferocity. The 
colour of the back, neck, and sides, is of a reddish brown, il'l'egularly variegated 
with small spots of dark brown: the tail is about two inches long, and nearly 
white, except the extremity, which is black. It terminates abruptly, as if it 
had been amputated: the belly is white, and beautifully variegated with small 
black spots: the legs are of the same colonr with the sides, and the back is 
marked transversely with black stl'ipes: the ears are black on the outer side, 
covered with fine, short hair, except at the upper point, which is furnished 
with a pencil of hair, fine, straight, and black, three-fourths of an inch in 
length. The hair of this animal is long and fine, far exceeding that of the wild 
cat of the United States, but inferior in that quality to that of the bear of the 
north-west. The skin of this animal is in great demand amongst the natives, 
for of this they form their robes, and it requires four to make up the comple
ment. 

7. Of the foxes we have seen several species. 
The large red fox of the plains, and the kit-fox or small red fox of the plains, 

are the same as are found on the h311ks of the Missouri. They are found 
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almost exclusively in the open plains, or on the tops of brush within the level 
country: the common red fox of the United States inhalJits the country bor
dering the c~ast, nor does this animal appear to have undergone any altera
tion. 

'l'he black fox, or, as it is termed in the neighbourhood of Detroit, the 
fisher, is found in the woody country bordering on the coast. How it should 
have acquired this appellation it is difficnlt to imagine, as it certainly does not 
prey upon fish. These animals are extremely strong and active, and admirably 
expert in climbing: this they perform with the greatest ease, and bound fwm 
n'ee to tree in pursuit of the squirrel or racoon, their most usual food. Their co
lour is of a jetty black, excepting a small white spot upon the bl'east: the body 
is long, the legs short, and resembling those of the ordinary tmnspit dog. The 
tail is remarkably long, and not differing in other particulars from that of the 
ordinat·y fox. 

The silver fox is an animal vet·y rare, even in the country he inhabits. 'Ve 
have seen nothing but the skins of this animal, and those in the posses~ion of 
the natives of the woody country below the Columbia falls, which makes us 
conjecture it to be an inhabitant of that country exclusively. From the skin 
it appeared to be of the size of the large red fox of the plains, resembling that 
animal in form, and particularly in the dimensions of the tail. The legs Cap
tain Lewis conjectmed to be somewhat larger. It has a long deep lead-co
loured fur, for foil, intermixed with long hairs, either of a white or black 
colour at the lower part, and invariably white at the top, forming a most beau
tiful silver gray. Captain Lewis thought this the most beautiful of the whole 
species, excepting one which he discovered on the Missouri, near the natural 
walls. 

8. The antelope inhabits the great plains of the Columbia, and resembles 
those found on the banks of the Missouri, and indeed in every part of the un
timbered country, but they are by no means so abundant on this as on the other 
side of the Rocky mountains. The natives in this place make themselves robes 
of their skins, and preserve the hair entit·e. In the summer and autumn, when 
the salmon begin to decline, the majority of the natives leave the sides of the 
river, and reside in the open plains, to hunt the antelope, which they pursue on 
horseback, and shoot with their arrows. 

9. The sheep is found in many places, but mostly in the timbered parts of 
the Rocky mountains. They live in greater numbers on the chain of mountains 
forming the commencement of the woody country on the coast, and passing the 
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Columbia between the falls and rapids. We have only seen the skins of these 
animals, which the natives dr~s with the wool, and the blankets which they 
manufacture f!'Om the wool. The animal, from this evidence, appears to be of 
the size of our common sheep, of a white colour: the wool is fine on many parts 
of the body, but in length not equal to that of oUt' domestic sheep. On the back, 
and pal'ticularly on the top of the head, this is intermixed with a considerable 
proportion of long straight hairs. From the Indian account, these animals have 
erect pointed horns: one of Oul' engagees informed us that he had seel1 them in 
the black hills, and that the horns wel'e lunated like those of our domestic sheep. 
We have nevertheless too many proofs to admit a doubt of their existing, and 
in considel'a!Jle numbers on the mountains near the coast, 

]0. The beaver of this country is large and fat: the flesh is very palatable, 
and at our ta!Jle was a real luxury. On the 7th of January, 1806, onr hunter 
found a beaver in his traps, of which he made a bait for taking' others: this bait 
will entice the beaver to the trap, as far as he can smell it, and this may be 
fairly stated to be at the distance of a mile, as their sense of smelling is very 
acute. '1'0 prepare beaver bait, the castor or bark stone is first gently pressed 
from the bladder-like bag' which contains it, into a phial of four onnces, with. a. 
large mouth: five or six of these ston.es are thus taken, to which must be added 
a nutmeg, a dozen 01' fifteen cloves, and thiJ'ty grains of cinnamon, finely pul
v:erized and stirred together, and as much ardent spirits added to the composi
tion as will reduce the whole to the consistency of mustard. All this must be 
carefully corked, as it soon loses its. efficacy if exposed to open air. The scent 
becomes much strongel' in foul' or five days after preparation, and, provided 
proper precaution is exercised, will preserve its efficacy for months. Any strong 
aromatic spices will answer; theil' sole virtue being to give variety and pun
gency to the scent of the bark stone. The male Leavet· has six stones, two of 
which contain a substance much like finely pulverized bark, of a pale yellow 
coloUl', and in s.mell resembling tanners.' oose; these are called bark stones or 
castors. Two others, which like the bark stone l'esemble small bladders, contain 
pure strong oil, of a strong rank smelJ, and are called the oil stone, and the. 
other two are the testicles. T.he bark stones are two inches in length: the 
others ~resolQewhat smaller, of an oval form, and lie in a bunch together, be
tween the skin and the root of the tail, with which they. are closely connected, 
apd seem to c;ommunicate. "rhe female brings forth onCe. in,a year only, and 
h.~ s9m~imes tWQ and,sometim., foul' at a. birth, which usually. happens in the 
1~~~ epd,Q~ ~y 8Qd the;beg~n.nhHt of J~Qe::aUbi~time, she, is said, to driv~ 
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the male fl'om the lodge, who would otherwise destmy the young, 
pagate like the "fowl, by the gut, and the male has no other sexual 
that we could discover. 

They pro
distinction 

1 I. 'fhe common otter has all'eady been described, and this species does 
not differ from those inhabiting the other parts of America. 

12. The sea-otter resides only on the sea-coast, 01' in the neighbourhood of 
the salt water. When fully grown, he arrives to the size of a large mastiff dog. 
The ears and eyes, particularly the former, which are not an inch in length, are 
tlrick, pointed, fleshy, and covered with short hair: the tail is ten inches long, 
thick at the point of insertion and partially covered with a deep fur on the upper 
side: the legs are very shOl't, and the feet, which have five toes each, are broad, 
large, and weLbed: the legs are covered with f\ll', and the feet with short hair: 
the body of this animal is long, and of the same thickness throughout: from the 
extremity of the tail to the nose they measure five feet. The colour is a uniform 
dark brown, and, when in good order and season, perfectly black. This animal 
is unrivalled for the beauty, richness, and softness of his fur: the inner part of 
the fur, when opened, is lighter than the surface in its natural position: there 

. are some black and shinning hairs intermixed with the fur, which are rather 
longer, and add much to its beauty: the fur about the ears, nose and eyes, in 
some of this species, presents a lighter colour, sometimes a bl'own: their young 
are often seen of a cream-coloured white about the nose, eyes and forehead, and 
which are always much lighter than their other parts: their fur is however much 
inferior to that of the full grown otter. 

13. The mink inhabits the woody country bordel·illg on the coast, and does 
not differ in any point from those of the United States. 

14. The seal are found on this coast in great numbers, and as fat' up the 
Columbia river as the G"eat Falls, and none have been discovered beyond them. 
The .skins of such as captain Lewis examined, were covered with a short, coarse, 
stiff, and glossy hair, of a reddish brown coloUl'. This animal, when in the 
water, appeared of a black colour, and sometimes spotted with white. We 
believe that there are several species of this animal to be found in this countr:--, 
hut we could not procure a sufficient number to make the examination: the 
skins were pl'ecisely of the same kind as our countrymen employ in the manu

facture of trunks. 
15. The racoon inhabits woody countries bordering on the coast, in con

siderable numbers, and is caught by the native'S with snat'es 01' pitfalls: they 
hold their skins in but little or no estimation, and very seldom make them into 

robes. 
302 
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16. 'l'he squirrels we have seen, are, 
The large gray squirrel. This animal appears to be an inhabitant of a 

narrow tract of country, well covered with whiteoak timber, and situated on the 
upper side of the mountains just below Columbia Falls. This animal we have 
only found in those tracts which have been covered with timber; for in countries 
where pine is most abundant, he does not appeat·: he is much superior in size to 
the common gray squirrel, and resembles in form, colour and size, the fox 
squirrel of the Atlantic states: the tail exceeds the whole length of the body 
and the head: the eyes are dark, the whiskers long and black: the back sides 
of the head and tail, aud outward part of the legs, are all of a blue coloured 
gray: the breast, belly, and inner part of the body, are all of a pure white: the 
hair is short, like that of the fox squirrel, though much finer, and intermixed 
with a portion of fur. The natives hold the skin of this animal in high estima
tion, which they use in forming their robes. He subsists on the acol'll and 
filberts, which last grows in gt'eat abundance in the oak country. 

The small gTay squirrel is common to every part of the Rocky mountains 
where timber abounds. He differs from the dark brown squirrel in colour only. 
The back, sides, neck, head, tail and outer side of the legs, are of a brownish 
lead-coloured gt'ay: the tail is slightly touched with a dark reddish colour, near 
the extremity of some of the hait,s: the throat, breast, belly, and inner parts of 
the Jegs, are of the colour of a tanner's ooze, and have a narrow strip of black, 
commencing behind each shoulder, and entering longitudinally about three 
inches, between the colours of the sides and belly. Theit, habits "are precisely 
those of the dark brown squirrel, and like them they are extremely nimble and 
active. 

There is also a species of squil'J'el, evidently distinct, which we have deno
minated the burt'owing squirrel. He inhabits these plains, and somewhat re
sembles those found on the :Missouri: he measures one foot and five inches in 
~ength, of which the tail comprises two and a half inches only: the neck and 
legs are short; the ears are likewise short, obtusely pointed, and lie close to' the 
head, and the aperture Im'get' than will generally be found among burrowing 
animals. The eyes are of a moderate size, the pupil black, and the iris of a 
dark sooty brown: the whiskers are full, long, and black: the teeth, and, indeed, 
the whole contour, resemble those of the squirrel: each foot has five toes; the 
two inner ones of the fore-feet are remat'kably short, and are equipped with 
blunt nails; the remaining toes on the front feet are long, black, slightly curved, 
and sharply pointed: the hair of the tail is thickly inserted on the sides only, 
which gives it a flat appearance, and a long oval form: the tips of the hair form-
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ing the outer edges of the tail are white, the other exb'emity of a fox red: the 
under part of the tail resembles an iron gl"ay; the upper is of a reddish brown: 
the lower part of the jaws, the under part of the neck, legs, and feet, from the 
body and belly downwards, are of a light brick red: the nose and eyes are of a. 
darker shade, of the same colour: the uppel' part of the head, neck, and hody, 
are of a curiolls brown gray, with a slight tinge of brick red: the longer hairs 
of these parts are of a reddish white colour, at their extremities, and falling 
together, give this animal a speckled appearance. These animals form in large 
companies, like those on the Missouri, occupying with their burrows sometimes 
two hundred acres ofland: the burrows are separate, and each possesses, per
haps, ten or twelve of these inhaoitants. There is a little mound in fl'Ont of the 
hole, formed of the earth thrown out of the burrow, and frequently there are 
three or four distinct holes, forming one burrow, with these entrances around 
the base of these little mounds. These mounds, sometimes about two feet in height 
and four in diameter, are occupied as watch-towers by the inhabitants of these 
little communities. The squirrels, one or mOI'e, are irregularly distributed on 
the tract they thus occupy, at the distance of ten, twenty, or sometimes from thilty 
to forty yards. 'Vhen anyone approaches, they make a shrill whistling' sound, 
somewhat resembling tweet, tweet, tweet, the signal for their party to take the 
alarm, and to retire into their intrenchments, They feed on the roots of 
grass, &c. 

The small brown squirrel is a beautiful little animal, about the size and form 
of the red squirrel of the eastern Atlantic states and western lakes. The tail is 
as long as the body and neck, and formed like that of the red squirrel: the eyes 
are black, the whiskers long and black but not abundant: the back, sides, head, 
neck, and outer part of the legs are of a reddish brown: the throat, 1)l"east, belly, 
and inner part of the legs are of a pale red: the tail is a mixture of black and 
fox-coloured red, in which the black predominates in the middle, and the other on 
the edges and extremity: the hair of the body is about half an inch long, and so 
fine and soft it has the appearance of fur: the hair of the tail is coarser and dou
ble in length. rrhis animal subsists chiefly on the seeds of various species of pine, 
and is always found in the pine country. 

The gTound squirrel is found in every part of this country, as well in the 
prairies as in the woodlands, and is one ofthe few animals which we have seen in 
every part of our journey, and differs in no respect from those of the United 

States. 
There is still another species, denominated 

squirreJ, found in the plains of the Missouri. 

4 

by captain Lewis, the barking 
This animal commonly weighs 
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three pounds: the colour isa uniform bt'ight brick red and grey, and the fOl'mer pre· 
dominates: the under side of the neck and belly are lighter than the other parts 
of the body: the legs are short, and the breast and shoulders wide: the head is 
stout and muscular, and terminates more bluntly, wider, and flatter than that of 
the common squilTel: the eal's are short, and have the appearance of amputa
tion: the jaw is furnished with a pouch to contain his food, but not so larg'e as 
that of the common squirrel: the nose is armed with whiskers on each side, and 
a few long hairs are inserted on each jaw, and directly over the eyes: the eye is 
small and black; each foot has five toes, arid the two outer ones are much shorter 
than those in the centre, The two innet' toes of the fore-feet al'e long, sharp, and 
well adapted to dig'gillg and scratching. From the extremity of tbe nose to the 
~md of the tail this animal measures one foot and five inches, of which the tail 
occupies foul' inches. Notwithstanding the clumsiness of his form, he is remark
ably active, and he hurrows in the gl'Ound with great rapidity. These animals 
burrow and reside in their little subterraneous villages like the burrowing squirrel. 
To these apat·tments, although six or eight usually associate together, there is but 
one entrance. They are of great depth, and captain Lewis once pursued one to 
the depth of ten feet, and did not reach the end of the borrow. They occupy, in 
this manner, several hundred acres of ground, and when at rest their position is 
generally erect on their hinder feet and rump: they sit with much confidence. 
and bark at the intruder as he approaches, with a fretful and harmless intrepidity. 
The note resembles that of the little toy-dog: the yelps are in quick and angry 
sncC€ssion, attended by rapid and convulsive motions, as if they were detet'mined 
to sally forth in defence of their freehold. They feed on the grass of their village, 
the limits of which they never venture to exceed. As soon as the frost com
mences, they shut themselves up in their caverns, and continue until the spring 
opens. 'J,'he flesh ofthis animal is not unpleasant to the taste. 

17. Sewellel is a name given by the natives to a small animal found in 
the timbered country 00 this coast. It is more abundant in the neighbourhood 
of the great Falls and rapids. of the Columbia, than on the coast which we 

. inh.abit. 
The natives make great use of the skins of this animal in forming theh- robes, 

which they dress with the fur on, and attach them together with sinews of the 
elk or deer: the skin, when dt·cssed. is from fourteen to eighteen inches long
apd from seven to. oine in width; the tail is always separated from the skin by 
the natives when makingtheirrobes. 'fhis animal mounts a tree and burrows in
the g~ound precisely like-a. sq!lil'rel: tho ears are short, thin, and pointed, and 
co)'er~d. with. a . .1iIl~ &hQr~ hail', of a uniform reddish brown: the bottom, or the 
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base of the long hairs~ w,h~~!i exceed the fur bot little in length, as well as the 
fllr itself, al'e of a dal'k colour next to the skin for two. thirds of the length of 
this animal: the fur and hair are very fine, short, thickly set, and silky: the ends 
of the fur, and tip of the hah', are of a reddish brown, and that colour predomi
nates in the usual appearance of the animal. Captain Lewis offered considerable 
rewards to the Indians, but was never able to pI'ocure one of these animals 
alive. 

18, The braro, so called f!'Om the French engagees, appears to be an 
animal of the civet species, and much resembles the common badger, These 
animals inhabit the open plains of the Columbia, sometimes those of the Mis
souri, and are sometimes fOllnd in the woods; they burrow in hal'd grounds with 
surprising- ease and dextel-ity, and will covel' themselves in a very few moments: 
they have five long fixed nails on each f{lot; those on the fore-feet are much the 
longest, and one of those on each hind foot is double, like that of the beaver: 
they weigh from fourteen to eig-hteen pounds: the body is long ill propol'tion 
to its thickness: the fore legs are remarkably large, muscular, and are formed like 
those of the turnspit dog, and, as well as the hind legs, aJ'e short: these animals 
are broad ac!'Oss the shoulders and breast: the neck is short, the month wide, 
and furnished with sharp stmight teeth, both above and below, with fom' sharp, 
straight, pointed tnsks, two in the upper, and two in the lower jaw: the eyes are 
black anel small; whiskers are placed in fOUl' points on each side near the nose, 
and on the jaws neal' the opening of the mouth: the ears al'e short, wide, and 
oppressed, as if a part had been amputated: the tail is four inches in length, 
the hail' of which is longest at the point of the junction with the body, and g-rowing 
shorter until it ends in an acute point: the hairs of the body are much shorter 
on the sides and rump than those on any other part, which gives the body an 
apparent flatness, particularly when the animal rests upon his belly: the hail' is 
upwal'us of three inches in length, especially on the mmp, where it extends so far 
towards the point ofthe tail, it concealsthe shape of that part, and givesto the whole 
of the hinder parts of the body the appearance of a right-angled triang-Ie, of 
which the point of the tail forms an acute angle: the small quantity of coarse 
fur intermixed with the hair .is- of a reddish pale yellow. 

19. The rats which inhabits the Rocky mountains, like those on the borders 
of the Missouri, in the neighbourhood of the mountains, have the distinguishing 

. tl:aits of possessing a tail covered . with hair like the other palts of the body. 
These animals are probably ofthe same species with those of the Atlantic states, 
which have not this characteristic distinction: the ordinal'y house rat we found 
on the banks of the Missouri, as far uP. as the woody country extends, and the 

J 
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the rat, such as has been described, captain Lewis found in the state of Georg-ia, 

and also in Madison's cave in Virginia. 
20. The mouse which inhabits this country is precisely the same with those 

which inhabit the United States. 
21. The mole. 'l'his animal differs in no respect from the species so com-

mon in the United States. 
22. The panther is found indiffel'ently, either in the great plains of the 

Columbia, the western side of the Rocky mountains, or on the coast of the 
Pacific. He is the same animal so well known on the Atlantic coast, and most 
commonly found on the frontiers, or unsettled parts of our country. He is 
very seldom found, and when found, so wary, it is difficult to reach him with a 

musket. 
23. The hare on this side of the Rocky mountains inhabits the gl·eat plains 

of the Columbia. To the eastward of those mountains they inhabit the plains of 
the Missouri. 'rhey weigh from seven to eleven pounds: the eye is large and 
prominent, the pupil of a deep sea-green, occupying one-third of the diameter 
of the eye; the iris is of a bright yellowish and silver colour; the ears are placed 
far back, and very near each other, which the animal can, with surprising ease 
and quickness, dilate, and throw forward, or contract, and hold upon his back 
at pleasure: the head, neck, back, shoulders, thighs, and outer part of the legs 
and thighs are of a lead colour: the sides, as they approach the belly, become 
gradually more white: the belly, breast, ~nd inner part of the legs and thighs 
are white, with a light shade of lead colour: the tail is round and bluntly pointed, 
covered with white, soft, fine fur, not quite so long as on the other parts of the 
body: the body is covered with a deep, fine, soft, close fur. The colours here 
described are those which the animal assumes from the middle of April to the 
middle of November; the rest of the year he is of a pure white, except the black 
and reddish brown of the ears, which never change. A few reddish brown spots 
a.re sometimes intermixed with the white, at this season (February 26, 1806) on 
their heads and the upper part of their necks and shoulders: the body of the 
animal is smaller and longer in proportion to its height than the rabbit: when he 
runs he conveys his tail straight behind, in the direction of his body: he appears 
to run and bound with surprising agility and ease: he is extremely fleet, and 
never burrows or takes shelter in the ground when pursued. His teeth are like 
those of the rabbit, as is also his upper lip, which is divided as high as the nose· 
His food is gmss, herbs, and in winter he feeds much on the bark of several aro
matic hel"l)s gTowing on th.e plains. Captain Lewis measured the leaps of this 
animal, and. found them commonly from eighteen to twenty-one feet: they are 
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generally found separate, and are never seen to associate in greater numbers than 
two or three. 

24. The rabbit is the same with those of our own country, and are found 
indifferently, either on the prairies or the woodlands, and are not very abundant. 

25. The polecat is also found in every part of this country: they are very 
abundant on some parts of the Columbia, particularly in the neighbourhood of 
the Great Falls and Narrows of that river, where they live in the cliffs along the 
river, and feed on the offal of the Indian fishing shores. They are of the same 
species as those found in the other parts of North America. 

The birds which we have seen between the Rocky mountains and the Pacific 
may be divided into two classes, the terrestrial and the aquatic. In the former 
class are to be arranged, 

]. The grouse or prairie-hen. This is peculiarly the inhabitant of the great 
plains of the Columbia, and does not differ from those of the upper portion of 
the Missouri. The tail is pointed, the feathers in the centre, and much longer 
than those on the sides. This species differs essentially in the formation of the 
plumage from those of the Illinois, which have their tails composed of feathers 
of an' equal length. In the wintel' season this bird is booted to the first joint 
of the toes; the toes are curiously bordered on their lower edges with narrow 
hard scales, which are placed vel'y close to each other, and extend horizontally 
about one eighth of an inch on each side of the toes, adding much to the broad
ness of the feet, a security 'which bounteous nature has furnished them for pass
ing over the snows with more ease, and, what is very remarkable, in the summer 
season these scales drop from the feet, This bird has four toes on each foot; the 
colour is a' mixture of dark brown, reddish and yellowish bl'Own, with white 
confusedly mixed. In this assemblage of colours. the reddish brown prevails 
most on the upper parts of the body, wing's, and tail, ana the white underneath 
the belly, and the lower parts of the breast and tail. 'l'hese birds associate in 
large flocks in autumn and winter, and even in summel' are seen in companies of 
five or SH!:. They feed on grass, insects, leaves of variolls shmbs in the plains, 
and on the seeds of several species of speth and wild I'ye, which grow in richer 
soils. In winte,' their food consists of the huds of the willow and cotton-wood, 

and native benies, 
2. The cock of the plains is found on the plains of the Columbia in great 

abundance, from the entmnce of the south-east fork of the Columbia to that 
of Clarke's river. It is about two and three-fourths the size of our or
dinary turkey: the beak is Jarge, short, covet'ed and convex, the upper exceed
ing the lower chop: the nostrils are large, and the back black; the colour is an 
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uniform mixture of a dark brown, resembling the dove. and ~ reddish a.nd yel
lowish brown, with some small black specks. In this mixture the dark brow~ 
prevails, and has a slight cast of the dove-colour l the widel' side of the large 
feathers of the wings are of a dark brown only. The tail is composed of nine
teen feathers, and that inserted in the centre is the longest, the remaining nine 
on each side gradually diminish. The tail when folded comes to & very sharp 
point, and appears proportionably long, when compared with the other parts of 
the body. In the act of flying, the tail resembles that of the wild pig'eon, al
though the motion of the wings is much like that of the pheasant and grouse. 
This bird has four toes on each foot, of which the hindmost is the shortest, and 
the leg is covered with feathers about half the distance between the knee and 
foot. When the wing' is expanded there are wide openings between its fea
thers, the plumage being too narrow to fill up the vacancy: the wings are short 
in comparison with those of the gl'Ouse 01' pheasant. The habits of this bird 
resemble those of the grouse, excepting that his food is that of the leaf and buds 
of the pulpy-leafed thorn. Captain Lewis did not remembel' to have seen this 
bird but in the neighboUl'hood of that shrub, which they sometimes feed on, tbe 
prickly pear. The gizzard is large, and much less compressed and muscular 
than in most fowls, and perfectly resembles a maw. When this bird flies he 
utters a cackling sound, not unlike that of the dunghill fowl. The flesh of th~ 
cock of the plains is dark, and only tolerable in point of flavour, and is not so 
palatable either as that of the pheasant Qt' grouse. The feathers about the 
head are pointed and stiff and short, fine and stiff about the ears; at the base 
of the beak several hairs are to be seen. This bird is invariably found in the 
plains. 

3. The pheasant, of which we distinguish the large black and white phea
liant, the small speckled pheasant, the small brown pheasant: 

1. The large black and white pheasant differs but little from those of the 
United States; the brown is rather brighter, and has a more reddish tint. This 
bird has eighteen feathers in the tail, of about six inches in length. He is also 
booted to the toes: the two tufts of long black feathers on each side of the 
neck, so common in the male ,of this species inhabiting the United States, are 
no less observable in this pheasant: the feathers on the body are of a dark 
brown, tipped with white and black, in which mixture the black predominates; 
the white are irregularly intermixed with those of the black and dark brown in 
every part, but in greater proportion about the neck, breast, and belly: this 
mixture ma,kes this bird resemble much that kind of dunghill, fowl, which the 
housewives of our countr.y call Domminicker. On the breast of sOllle of tbia 
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species the white predominateS: the tufts on the neck leave a space about two 
and a half inches long, and one inch in width, where no feathers grow, though 
concealed by the plumage conneded with the higher and under parts of the 
neck; this space enables them to contract or dilate the feathers on the neck 
with more ease: the eye is dark, the beak is black, cUl'ved, somewhat pointed. 
and the upper exceeds the under chop: 3. narrow vermilion stripe runs above 
each eye, not protuberant but uneven, with a number of minute rounded dots. 
The bird feeds on wild fruits, particularly the berry of the sacacommis, and ex
dusively resides in that portion of the Rocky mountains watered by the Co
lumbia. 

2, The small speckled pheasant resides in the same country with the fore
going, and diffel's only in size and colour. He is half the size of the black 
and white pheasant, associates in much larger flocks, and is very gentle: the 
black is more predominant, and the dark brown feathers less frequent in this 
than in the larger species: the mixture of white is more general on every part. 
This bird is smaller than our pheasant, and the body more round: the flesh of 
both these species is dark, and with our means of cooking, not well flavoured. 

3. The small brown pheasant is an inhabitant of the same country, and is of 
the same size and shape as the speckled pheasant, which he likewise resembles in 
his habits. The stripe above the eye in this species is scarcely perceptible, and 
is, when closely examined, of a yellow or orange colour, instead of the vermilion 
of the other species: the colour is a uniform mixture of dark yellowish brownt 
with a slight aspersion of brownish white on the breast, belly, and feathers under
neath the tail: the whole appearance has much the resemblance of the common 
quail: this bil'd is also booted to the toes: the flesh of this is preferable to the 
other two. 

4. The buzzard is, we believe, the largest bird of North America. One 
which was taken by our hunters was not in good condition, and yet the weight 
was twenty-five pounds. B-etween the extremity of the wings the bird measured 
nine feet and two inches: from the extremity of the beak to the toe, three feet 
nine and a half inches; from the hip to the toe, two feet; the circumference 
of the bead was nine amI three-quarter inches: that of the neck seven and a 
half inches; that of the body inclllsi\'e of two feet three inches: the diameter 
of the eye is four and a half tenths of an inch; the iris is of a pale scarlet re~ 
and the pllpil of a deep sea-green: the head and part of the neck are uncovered 
by feathers; the tail is composed of twelve feathers of equal length, each of the 
length of fourteen inches: the legs are uncovered and not entirely smooth: the 
toes are fOllr in number, three forward, and that in the centre much the largest~ 
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the fourth is short, inserted near the innel' of the three other toes, and rather 
projecting forward: the thigh is covered with feathers as low as the knee, the 
top or upper part of the toes is imbricated with broad scales, lying transversely: 
the nails al'e black, short, and bluntly pointed: the under side of the wing is 
covered with white down and feathers: a white stripe of about two inches in 
width ma,'ks the outer part of the wing, embracing the lower points of the plu. 
mag'e, co', ~l'ing the joints of the wing: the remainder is of a deep black: the 
skin of the beak and head to the joining of the neck, is of a pale orange colour; 
the other part, destitute of plumage, is of a light flesh colour, It is not known 
that tllis bird preys upon living animals: we have seen him feeding on the re
inains of the whale and other fish thrown upun the coast by the violence of the 
waves, This bird was not seen by any of the party until we had descended 
Columbia river, below the great Falls, and he is believed to be of the vulture 
genus, although the bird lacks some of the characteristics, pal-ticularly the hail' 
on the neck, and the plumage on the legs, 

5, The robin is an inhabitant of the Rocky mountains: the beak is smooth, black, 
and convex; the upper chop exceeds the other in length, and a few small black 
hairs garnish the sides of its base: the eye is of a uniform deep sea-gt'een colour: 
the legs, feet, and talons are white, of which the front one is of the same length 
as the leg, including the talon; these are slightly imbricated, curved, and sharply 
pointed: the crown, from the beak back to the neck, embracing more than half 
the circumference of the neck, the back, and tail, are all of a bluish dark brown; 
the two outer feathers of the tail al'e dashed with white near their tips, imper
ceptible when the tail is folded: a fine black forms the g-round of their wings; 
two stripes of the same colour pass on either side of the head, from the base of 
the beak to the junction, and embrace the eye to its upper edge: a third stripe 
of the same colour passes from the sides of the neck to the tips of the wings, 
across the crop, in the form of a gOI'get: the throat, neck, breast, and belly, 
are of a fine brick red, tinged with yellow; a narrow stripe of this colour com-_ 
mences just above the centre of each eye, and extends backwards to the neck 
till it comes ill contact with the black stripe before mentioned, to which it seems 
to answer as a border: the feathers forming the first and second ranges of the 
covel'ts of the two joints of the wing next to the body, are beautifully tipped 
with this brick red, as is also each large feather of the wing, on the short side of 
its plumage. This beautiful little bird feeds on berries. The robin is an inha
bitant exclusively of the woody country; we have never heard its note~ which 
the coldness of the season may perhaps account for. 
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6. The crow and raven is exactly the same in appea\'ance and note as that on 

the Atlantic, except that it is much smaller on the Columhia. 
7. The hawks ioo of this coast do not differ from those of the United States. 

We here see the large brown hawk, the small or sparrow hawk, and one of an 
intermediate size, called in the United States, the hen hawk, which has a long' 
tail and blue wings, and is extt'emely fierce, and rapid in its flight. The hawks, 
crows, and ravens are common to every part of this country, their nests being 
scattered in their high cliffs, along the whole course of the Columbia and its 
south-eastern branches. 

8. The large blackbird is the same with those of om' country, and are found 
every-where in this countl·y. 

9. The large hooting owl we saw only on the Kooskooskee under the Rocky 
mountains. It is the same in form and size with the owl of the United States, 
though its coloms, particularly the reddish brown, seem deeper and 
brighter. 

10. The turtle-dove and the robin (except the Columbian robin ah'eady de
scribed) are the same as those of the United States, and are found in the plains as 
well as in the common broken country. 

11. The magpie is most commonly found in the open country, and resemble 
those of the Missouri, already described. 

12. The large woodpecker or laycock, the lal'k woodpecker, and the common 
small white woodpecker, with a red head, are the inhabitants exclusively of 
the timbered lands, and differ in no respect from birds of the same species in the 

United States. 
13. The lark, which is found in the plains only, aud is Dot unlike \\bat is 

called in Virginia, the old field lark, is the same with those already described as 
seen on the Missouri. 

14. The flycatcher is of two species. 
rrhe fi.'st is of a small body, of a reddish hl'own coloUl': the tail and neck 

short, and the beak pointed ~ some fine black specks are intenningleu with the 
reddish brown. This is of the same species with that which \'emains all "intel' 
in Virginia, where it is sometimes called the wren. 

The second species has recently returned, and emigrates during the willtel·. 
The colours of this b!l'd are, a yellowish brown, on the back, head, neck, wing' 
and tail; the breast and belly are of a yellowish white: the tail is ill the same 
proportion as tha~ of,the wren, but the binI itself i,~ of a size smaller than the wren: 
the beak is straight, pointed, convex,. rather lal'g'e at the base, and the chops are 
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of equal length. The first species is smaller, and in fact the smallest bird which 
captain Lewis had ever seen, excepting the humming bird. Both of this specie!! 
lire found exclusively in the woody country. 

15. Corvus. The blue-crested, and the 
are both natives of the piny country, and 
011 the Rocky mountains as on this coast. 
scribed. 

small white-breasted corvus, 
are invariably found as well 
They have already been de-

16. The snipe, &c. The common snipe of the marshes, and the common 
sand snipe, are of the same species as those so well known in the United States. 
They are by no means found ill such abundance here as they are on the coast of 
the Atlantic. 

17. The leathern winged bat, so familiar to the natives of the United States, 
is likewise found on this side of the Rocky mountains. 

18. The white woodpecker, likewise frequents these regions, and reminds 
our party of theil' native country, by his approaches. The head of this bird is 
of a deep red C010Ul', like that of the United States. We have conjectured 
that he has lately returned, as he does not abide in this country during the winter. 
The large woodpecker, and the lark woodpecker, are found in this country, and 
resemble those of the United States. 

19. The black woodpecker is found in most parts of the Rocky mountains, 
as well as in the western and south-western mountains. He is about the size of 
the lark woodpecker, or turtle-dove, although his wings al'e longer than the 
wings of either of those birds: the beak is one inch in length, black, curved at 
the base, and sharply pointed: the chop,.,· are the same in length; around the 
base of the beak, including the eye and a small part of the throat, there is a fine 
crimson red: the neck, as low down as the crop in front, is of an iron gray: 
the belly and breast present a cUl'ious mixture of white and blood-red, which has 
much the appearance of paint, where the red predominates: the top of the head, 
back, sides, and upper surface of the" ings and tail, exhibit the appearance of a 
glossy green, in a certain exposure to the lig-ht: the under side of the wings and 
tail, is of a sooty black: the tail is equipped with ten feathers, shat'ply pointed, 
and those in the centre the longest, being' about two and a half inches in length ~ 
the ton!!ue is barbed and l)ointed, and of an elastic and cal'tilao-inous substance: - ~ 

the eye is rath(;1' l'lrge, the pupil black, and the iris of a dark and yellowish 
brown: the bird in its actions when flying, resembles the small red-beaded wood
pecker common to the United States, and likewise in its notes: the pointed 
tail I'enders essential s~rvice when the. bird is sitting and retaining his resting 
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position against the perpendicular sides of a tree: the leg's and feet are LIack, 
and cO'vered with wide imbricated scales: he has four tO'es O'n each foot, two in 
the rear and twO' in frO'nt, the nails O'f which are much curved and pointed 
l'emarkably sharp: he feeds on bugs and' a variety O'f insects. 

20. The calumet eagle, sometimes inhabits this side of the Rocky mO'un. 
tains. This infO'rmation captain Lewis derived from the natives, in whose 
possession he had seen theit· plumage. These are O'f the same species with those 
of the Missouri, and are the mO'st beautiful of all the fanJily O'f eagles in America. 
The colours are black and white, and beautifully variegated. The tail feathers, 
so highly prized by the natives, are cO'mposed O'f twelve broad feathers of 
unequal length, which are white, except within' two inches of their extremities, 
where they immediately chang'e to' a jetty black: the wings ,have each a large 
c.ircular white spot in the middle, which is only visible when they are extended: 
the bO'dy is variously marked with black and white: in fot'm they resemble the 
bald eagle, but they are rather smaller, and fly with much mO're rapidity. This 
bird is feared by all his carnivO'rous cO'mpetitors, whO', O'n bis apprO'ach, leave 
the carcass instantly, O'n which they had been feeding. The female breeds in', 
the mO'st inaccessible parts O'f the mountains, where she makes her snmmer 
residence, and descends to' the plains O'nly in the fall and winter seasons. 'fhe 
natives are at this season O'n the watch, and so highly is this plumage prized by 
tIle Mandans, the Minnetarees, and the Ricaras, that the tail feathers O'f twO' O'f 
these eagles will be purchased I>y the exch,ange O'f a gO'O'd horse or gun, and 
such aCcO'utrements. AmO'ngst the great and little Osages, and thO'se natiO'ns 
inhabiting the cO'untries where the bird is mO're rarely seen, the price is even, 
double O'f that above~mentioned. With these feathers the natives decorate the 
stems O'f their sacred pipes or calumets, frO'm whence the name O'f the calumet 
eagle is derived. .The Ricaras have domesticated this bird in many instances, 
for the purpose O'f obtaining its plumage. 'fhe natives, O'n every part of the 
continent, who can procure the feathers, attach them to' their O'wn hair, and the' 
Dlanes and tails O'f their favourite hO'rses, by way O'f O'rnament. They also· 
decorate their war,caps or bO'nnets with these feathers. 

As to the aquatic birds O'f this cO'untry, we have to' repeat the remark, that, ' 
as we remained near the cO'ast during the' winter only, many birds, cO'mmon 
both in the summer and autumn, might have retired frO'm the cold, and been lO'st . 
to our observation. We saw, hO'wever, 

The large blue and brO'wn herO'n: the fishing' hawk; the blue-crested, 
fisher; several species O'f gulls; the cO'rmO'rant; twO' species of loons; .brant, of" 
two kinds; geese; swan; and several ipecies of ducks. ' 
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1. The large blue and brown herons, or cranes, as they are usually termed 
in the United States, are found on the Columbia below tide-water. They differ 
in no respect from the same species of bird in the United States. The same 
may be obsel'ved of 

2. The fishing' hawk; with the crown of the head white, and the back of 
a mealy white, and 

3; Of the blue-crested or king'-fisher, both of which are found every-where 
on the Columbia and its trilmtal'y waters; though the fishing hawk is not 
abundant, particularly in the mountains. 

4. Of gulls, we have remarked four species on the coast and the river, all 
common to the United States. 

5. The COl'lllOrant is, properly speaking, a large black duck that feeds on 
fish. Captain Lewis could perceive no difference between this bird and those 
ducks which inhabit the Potomack and other rivers on the Atlantic coast. He 
never remembered to have seen those inhabiting the Atlantic states, so high up 
the river as they have been found in this quarter. We first discovered the corvus 
on the Kooskooskee, at the entrance of Chopunnish river: they increased in 
numbers as we descended, and formed much the greatest portion of the water
fowl which we saw until we reached the Columbia at the entrance of the tides. 
They abound even hel'e, but bear no proportion' to the number of other water
fowl seen at this place. 

6. The loon: there are two species of loons: the speckled loon, found on 
every part of the I'ivers of this country. They are of the same size, colour 
and form, with those of the Atlantic coast. 

The second species we found at the Falls of the Columbia, and from thence 
downwards to the ocean. This bird is not more than half the size of the 
speckled loon; the neck is, in front, long, slender and white! the plumage on 
the hody and back of the head and neck are of a dun or ash colour: the breast 
and belly are white, the beak like that of the speckled loon; and like them, it 
cannot fly, but flutters along on the surface of the water, or dives for security 
when pursued. 

7. rfhe brant are of three kinds: the white, the brown, and the pied. The 
white brant are very common on the shores of the Pacific, particularly below the 
-water, where they remain in vast numbers during the winter: they feed like 
the swan-geese, on the grass, roots, and seeds which grow in the marshes: this 
bird is about the size of the brown brant, or a third less than the common Cana
dian wild goose: the head is rather larger, ;he beak thicker than that of the 
wild goose, shol'ter, and of much the~ame form, being of a yellowish white 
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colour, except the edges of the chops, which are frequently of a dark brown: the 
legs and feet are of the same form as the goose, and are of a pale flesh colour: 
the tail is composed of sixteen feathers of equal length with those ofthe geese and 
brown brant and bears about the same proportion in point of length: the 
eye is of a ·dark colour, and nothing remarkable in size: the wings are large 
when compared with those of the geese, but not so much so as in the brown 
brant: the colour of the plumage is a pure uniform white, except the large 
feathers at the extt'emity of the wings, which a1'e black: the huge feathel's at 
the first joint of the wing next to the body are white: t.he note of this bird 
differs essentially from that of the goose; it more resembles that of the brown 
brant, but is somewhat different; it is like the note of a young domestic goose, 
that has not perfectly attained its full sound: the flesh of this bird is exceedingly 
fine, preferable to either the goose or brown brant, 

2. 'rhe brown bl'ant are much of the same colour, form, and size as the 
white, only that their wings are considerably longer and more pointed: the 
plumage of the upper part of the body, neck, head, and tail, is much the 
colour of the Canadian goose, but somewhat narker, in consequence of some 
dark feathers irregularly scattered throughout. 'l'hey have not the same white on 
the neck and sides of the head as the goose, nor is the neck dal'ker than the body: 
like the goose, tlwy have some white feathers on the rump at the joining of the 
tail: the beak is dark, and the legs and feet also dark with a greenish cast: the 
breast and belly are of a lighter colour than the back, and are also irregularly in
termixed with dark brown and black feathers, which gi ve them a pied appearance: 
the flesh is darker and better than that of the goose. The habits of these birds 
resemble those of the geese, with this diffel'ence, that they do not remain in tbi:-; 
climate in such numbers during the winter as the othel's, and that they set out 
earlier in the fall season on their return to the south, and arri.ve later in the 
spring thau the goose. There is no difference between this bird and that called 
simply the brant, so common on the lakes on the Ohio and Mississippi. The 
small goose of this country is rather less than the brant; its head and neck like 

the brant. 
3. The pied brant wei.gh about eight and a half pounds, differing from the 

ordinary pied brant in their wings, which are neither so long nOl' so pointed: 
the base of the beak is for a little distance white, suddenly succeeded by a 
narrow line of dark brown: the remainder of the neck, head, back, wings, and 
tail, all except the tips of the feathers, al'e of a bluish brown of the common 
wild goose: the breast and belly are white, with an irregular mixtlll'e of black 

8Q 
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feathers, which give those parts a pied appearance. From the legs, back, under
neath the tail, and around its junction with the body above, the feathers are 
white: the tail is composed of eighteen feathers, the long'est in the centre, and 
measures six inches with the barrel of the quill: those on the sides of the tail 
are something shorter, and bend with the extremities inwards towards the cen
tre of the tail: the extremities of these feathers me white: the Leak is of a lig'ht 
esh colour: the legs and feet, which do not cliffel' in structure from those of 
the goose or brant of other species, are of an orange colour: the eye is small, the 
iris of a dark yellowish brown, amI pupil black: the note i~ much the same as that 
of the common pied brant, from" hich, in fact, they are not to be distinguished at 
a distance, although they certainly are of a distinct species: the flesh is equally 
palatable with that of common pied brant. They do not remain here during 
the winter in such numbers as the bird above. mentioned : this bird is here de
nominated the pied brant, on account of the neal' resemblance, and for want of 
another appellation. 

8. 'l'he g'eese are either the large or small kind: the large goose resembles 
our ordinary wild or Canadian goose; the small is rather less than the brant, 
which it resembles in the head and neck, where it is larger in proportion than 
that of the goose: the beak is thicker and shortel'; the note like that of a tame 
goose. In all other points it resembles the large goose, with which it associates 
so frequently, that it was some time before it was discovered to be of a distinct 
species. 

9. The swan are of two kinds, the large and the small: the large swan is 
the same common to the Atlantic states: the small differs only from the large in 
size and in note: it is about one-fourth less, and its note is entirely different. It 
cannot he justly imitated by the sound of letters; it begins with a kind of whist. 
ling sound, and terminates in a round full note, louder at the end: this note is 
as loud as that of the larg'e species, whence it mig'ht be denominated the whist
ling swan: its habits, colour, and contom, appeal' to be precisely those of the 
larger species. These birds were first found below the great nalTOWS of the 
Columbia, near the Chilluckittequaw nation: they are very abundant in this 
neighbourhood, and remained with the party all winter, and in number they 
exceed those of the larger species in the p!'oportion of five to one. 

10. Of ducks, we enumerate many kinds: the duck inmallard, the canvass
back dnck, the red-headed fishing' duck, the black amI white duck, the little 
brown duck, black duck, two species of divers, and.blue-winged teal. 
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I, l'he duckinmallard, or common large duck, resembles the domestic duck. 

are, ery abundant, and found in (T('l'~ part of the rivel' below the mountains: 
they remain here all winter, but during' this season do not continue much above 
tide-watet'. 

2. The canvass-back duck is a most beautiful fowl, and most delicious to the 
palate: it is fOl\lll1 in considerable numbers i~ this neighboUl·hood. It is of the 
same speeies with those of the Delaware, Susquehannah, and rotomach, where 
it is called the cUlwu'·s-huck duck; and in J ames' river it is known lJy the name 
of the shelled dt'ake. From this last-mentioned mel" it is said, howevel, that 
they have almost totally disappeared. 'fo the epicure of ttlO.-e parts of the 
United States, where this game is in plenty, nothing need be said in praise of 
its exquisite flavoUl', and those on the banks of the Columbia are equally deli
cious. 'Ve saw nothing of them until after we had reached the marshy 
islands, 

3. The l'ed-headed fishing duck is common to every part of the river, and 
/ was likewise found in the Rocky mountains, alld was the only duck discovel'ed 
in the waters of the Columbia within those mount?.ins. They feed chiefly on 
craw-fish, and are the same in every respect as those on the rivel'S and the moun
tains bordering' on the Atlantic ocean. 

4. The black and white duck is small, and a size larger than the teal. The 
male is /Jeantifully variegated with black and white: the white occupies the side 
of the head, breast, and back, the tail, feathel's of the wings, and two tufts of 
feathers which cover the upper part of the wings, when folded, and likewise 
the neck and head: the female is darker. This is believed to he the same spe
cies of duck common to the Atlantic coast, and called the butter-box: the beak 
is wide and short, and, as well as the legs, of a dark colout', and the fle"h ex
tremely well flavoured. In form it resembles the duckinmallard, although not 
more than half the size of that bird. It generally resorts to the grassy marshes, 
and feeds on grass seeds, as well as roots. 

5. The black duck is about the size of the hlue-winged teal; the colom of 
a dusky black; the breast and belly ~omewhat lig-htel" and of a dusky brown: 
the legs stand longitudinally with the body, and the hird, when on shore, stands 
very erect: the legs and feet are of a dark brown: it has foul' toes on each foot, 
and a short olle at the heel: the Ion,,: :toes are in front, unconnected by the 
web: the webs are attached to each side of the several joints of the toe, and 
divided by several sinews at each joint, tilp '.\',,1, assuming in the intermediate 
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part an elliptical form: the beak is about two inches long, straight, Snted on' 
the sides, and tapering to a sharp point: the upper chop is the longest, and 
bears on its base, at its junction with the head, a little conic protubet'ance of a 
cartilaginous substance, being of a reddish brown at the point: the heak is of 
an ivory coloUl': the eye dark. These ducks usually associate in lat'ge flocks, are 
very noisy, and have a sharp sh1'll whistle: they al'e fat, and agreeably fla
voured; feed pl'incipally on moss and vegetable productions of the water; they 
are not exclnsively confined to the water at all seasons. Captain Lewis has no
ticed them on many parts of the rivers Ohio and Mississippi. 

6. The divers are the same with those of the United States. The smaller 
species have some white feathers about the rump, with no perceptible tail, and 
are very acute and quick in their motion: the body is of a reddish brown; the 
beak sharp, and somewhat curved, like that of the pheasant: the toes are not 
~onnected, but webbed, like those of the black duck. 'fhe larger species are 
about the size of the teal, and can fly a short distance, which the smaller but 
seldom attempt: they have a short tail; their colour is also a uniform 
brick reddish brown: the beak is straight and pointed: the feet are of the 
same form with the other species: the legs remarkably thin and flat, one edg'e 
being in front. The food of both species is fish and flesh: their flesh is unfit 
for use. 

7. 'l'he blue-winged teal is an excellent duck, and in all respects the same as 
those of the United States. One of our hunters killed a duck which appeared to 
be a male. It was of a size less than the duckinmallard; the head, the neck 
as low as the crop, the back, tail, and covert of the wing's were all of a deep 
fine black, with a slight mixture of purple about the head and neck: the belly 
and breast are white: some long feathers which. lie underneath the wings, and 
covel' the thighs, were of a pale dove colour, with fine black specks: the large 
feathers of the wings are of a dove colour; the legs are dark j the feet are 
composed of four toes, of which three are in f\'Ont connected by a web: the 
fourth is shOlt and flat, and placed high on the heel behind the leg: the tail is 
composed of fourteen short pointed feathers: the beak of this duck iii remark
ably wide, and two inches in length: the upper chop exceeds the under one, 
both in length and width, insomuch, that when the beak is closed, the undet' 
chop is entirely concealed by the upper: the tongue indenture on the margin of 
the chops, are like those of the mallard: the nostrils are large, longitudinal, and 
cennected: a narrow strip of white garnishes the base of the npper chop: this 
is suoceeded by a pale sky-blue colour, occupying about an inch ~ which again 
is succeeded by a transverse stripe of white, and the extremity is a fine black: 

1 
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the eye is moderately large, the pupil black, and of a ti,:e OI'unge colour: the 
feathel's on the crown of the head are long'el' than those on the upper palt of the 
}leck and uthet' patts of the head, which give it the appeamnce of being 
crested. 

'l'he fish, which we have had an opportnnity of seeing', al'e the whale, por
poise, skait, flounder, salnJOn, red char, two species of salmon trout, mountain 
or speckled trout, bottlenose, anchovy, and stUl'geen, 

1. The whale is sometimes pursued, harpooned, and taken hy the Indians, 
although ·.t is much more frequently killed by running foul of the rocks in violent 
storms, and thrown on shore by the action of the wind and tide. In either case, 
the Indians preserve and eat the blubber and oil; the bone they carefully ex
tract and expose to sale. 

2. The porpoise is common on this coast, ano as far I1p the river as the water 
is brackish. 'fhe Indians sometimes gig them, auo always eat their flesh when 
they can procure it. 

3. The skait is also common in the salt water: we saw several of them which 
llUd perished, and were thrown on shore by the tide. 

4. The flounder is also well known here, and we have often seen them left 
on the beach after the depat'iure of the tide. The Indians eat this fish, and 
think it "ery fine. 'fhese several species of ti~h are the same with those on the 
Atlantic coast. 

5. The common salmon and red char are the iuhabitants of both the sea~ 

and rivers; the fonnel' are usually the largest, amI weigh fl'Om five to tifteen 
pounds: they extend themselves into all the rivers and little creeks on this side 
of the continent,. and to them the natives are much indebted tOt' theil" subsist
ence: the body of the fish is from two and an half to three feet long, and pro
portionably broad: it is covered with imbl'icatetl scales of a modemte size,. and 
g'ills: the eye is large, and the iris of a silvery colour: the pupil is Llack, the 
rosh'um or nose extends beyond the underjaw, and both jaws are armed with a 
single series of long' teeth, which are subulate and inflected near the extremities 
of the jaws, where they al'e also more closely al'l'allged: they have some shal'p 
teeth of smaller size, and some sharp points placed on the tongue, which is 
thick and fleshy:. the fins of the back are two; the first is placed nearer the 
head than the ventral fins, and. has several rays: the second. is placed far hack, 
near the tail, and has no rays. 'l'he flesh of this fish is, when in order, of a deep 
iesh-coloured red, and every shade from that to an orange yellow: when very 
meagre, it is almost white :. the roes of this fish are in high estimation among 
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the natives, who dry them in the snn, and preserve them for a gl'eat length of 
time: they are of the size of a small pea, nearly transparent, and of a reddish 
vellow cast; they resemble "el'Y much, at a little distance, our common garden 
~nrranb, but are c,<>l'e yellow, Both the fins and belly of this fish are sometimes 
reel, particularly the male: the red char are rather broader, in proportion to their 
len nth than the common salmon: the scales are also imbricated, bllt rather o , 

larger; the rostrum exceeds the under jaw more, and thp teeth are neither so 
lar""e nor so numerous as those of the salmon: some of them are almo~t entirely 

,." 

red on the belly and sides; others are mnch more white than the salmon, and 
none of them are "uri 'gated with the dark spvts which mark the body of the 
other: their fle"h, roes, and every other particular, with regard to the form, are 
tJw,l' of the salmon, 

6, Of the salmon tront, we observe two species, differing- only in colonr; they 
al'e M.:Idolll more than two feet in length, and narrow in proportion to their 
length, much more so than the sallllon or red char. The jaws <11'(' neady of the 
sanw ll'ugth, and are furnished with a single series of slllall sulmlate straight 
teeth, llot ~,() long" nor as large so those of the salmon. 'fhe mouth is wine, and 
the tong"ue is also fumished with sOlUe teeth: till' fins aI'e placed much like those 
of the salmon. At the great Falls we found this fish of a silvery wllite colour on 
the belly and sides, and a blush light brown 011 the back and head; the second 
species is of a dark coloUl' on its back, and its sides and belly are yellow, with 
transverse stripes of dark brown; sometimes a little red is intermixed with these 
coloUl's on the belly and sides towards the head. The eye, fle:':!!, and roe, are 
like those descl'ilJed of the salmon: the white species found below the Falls, 
were in excellent ordel', when the salmon were entirely out of season and not fit 
for use. They associate with the red char, in little rivulets and creeks: the 
Indians say that the salmon begin to l'lm early in May. The white salmon 
trout is about two feet and eight inches lung, and weighs ten pounds: the eye is " 
moderately large, the pupil black, with a small admixture of yellow, and iris of 
a silvery white, and a little turbid near its border with a yellowish bl'Own. 'fhe 
fins are slllall in pruportion to the fish; are bony but 110t pointed, except the tail 
and back fins, which are pointed a little: the prime back fin and ventral ones 
contain each ten rays, those of the g'ills thirteen, that of the tail twelve, and the 
small fin placed near and above the tail has 110 bony rays, but is a toug'h, flexible 
substance, covered with smooth skin. It is thicker in proportion to its width 
than the salmon: the tongue is thick and firm, beset on each border with small 
subulate teeth, in a single series: the teeth and the mouth are as before 
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described. Neither this fish nor the salmon are caught "ill! the hook, nOI' do we 
know on what they feed. 

7. The monntain or speckled trout are foulld in the waters of the COIlllllIJill 
within the mountains: they are the same with those found in the nppel' part of 

the Missomi, but are not so abundant in the Columbia as in that ri\'e1'. 'Ve 
never saw this fish below the monntaius, [HIt from the transparellcy and coldness 
of the Kooskooskee, we should not doubt of its existence in that stream as low as 
its junction with the south-east branch of the Colnmbia. 

8. The bottlenose is the same with that before mentioned on the Mi:,:souri, and 
is-found exclusively within the mountains, 

Of shell fish we obsen'e the clam, periw:ll:de, comlUon muscle, the cockle, 
and a species with a circular flat slid!. '['he clam of this coast are very ~mall ; 

the shell consists of two valves, which open with hinc;es: the shell i" smooth, 
thin, of an oval form like that of the comlllOn muscle, aHd of sky-blue colour. 
It i~ about one and a half inches in length, allo hang's in clusters to the moss of the 
rocks: tile natives sometimes eat them, The periwinkle both of the river and 
the ocean, qt'e similar to those found in the sallie sitllutioll on the Atlantic coast. 
The common muscle of the river are also the ~ame with those on the rivet's of the 

Atlantic coast: the cockle is small, and resembles much that of the Atlantic: 
there is also an animal that inhabits a shell pel-fectly circular, ahout three inches 

in diameter, thin and entire on the margin, convex and smooth on the upper side, 
plain on the under part, and covered with a number of minute capillary fibl'es, 
by means of which it attaches itself to the sides of the rocks: the shell is thill, 

and consists of one valve; a small circular aperture is formed ill the centre of 

the under shell: the animal is soft and boneless. 
'I'he pellucid substance and fuci. The pellucid jelly-like suhstance, called the 

sea-nettle, is found in great abl1llllance along the strand, where it has been 
thrown up by the waves and tide: there al'e two species of the fuci thrown up in 
that manner: the fil'~t species at one extt'emity consists of a larg'e vesicle or 
hollow vessel, which will contain from one to two gallons: it is of a conic form, 
the base of which forms the extreme end, and is convex and globular, bearing 
at its centre some short, broad, and angulat· fibres: the substance is about the 

consistence of the rind of a citron melon, and three-fourths of an inch thick: the 

rind is smooth from the small extremity of the cone; a long' hollow cylindric 
and regular tapering' tube extends to twenty or thirty feet, and is then tenninated 

with a number of branches, which are flat, half an ·inch in width, rough, par

ticularly on the edges, where they are furnished with a number of little ovate 

~ 
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vesicles or bags of the size uf a pigeon's egg: this plant seems to be calculated 
to float at each extremity, while the little end of the tube, from whence the 
branches proceed, lies deepest in the water: the other species seen on the coast 
towards the Killamucks, resembles a larg-e pumpkin; it is solid, and its specific 
gravity is greater than the water, though sometimes thrown out by the waves: 
it is of a yellowish brown colour; the rind smooth, and its consistence is harder 
than that of the pumpkin; but casi.Iy cut with a knife: there are some dark 
brown fibres, rathel" IHuder than any other part, which pass longitudinally 
thl'Ough the pulp or sllb"tance which forms the interior of this marine production" 

'fhe rf'ptiles of this coulltry are the rattlesllakf', the gartersnake, lizard, and 
snari. 

'fhe gartersnake appears to belong- to the same family with the common 
gartersnakes of the Atlantic coast, and like that snake they inherit no poisonous 
(Iualities: they have one hUlllh"ed and sixty scuta on the abdomen, and seventy 
on the tail: those on the abdomen near the head and jaws as high as the eye, 
are of a bluish white, which, as it recedes fl'Om the head, becomes of a dark 
brown: the field of the back and sides black: a narrow stripe of a light yellow 
nms along- the centre of the back; on each side of this stripe there is a range of 
small tl"ansverse, oblong- spots, of a pale brick red, diminishing as they recede 
from the lleau, and disappear at the commencement of the tail: the pupil of the 
eye is black, with a nanow ring of white bordering on its edge; the remainder 
of the iris is of a dark yellowish brown. 

The horned lizard, called, and for what reason we never could learn, the 
prairie buffaloe, is a native of these plains, as well as those on the Missouri: 
they are of the same size, and much the same in appearance as the black lizard: 
the belly is however broader, the tail shorte,", and the action much slower: the 
coloUl" is generally brown, intermixed with yellowish brown spots: the animal 
is covered with minute scales, intersperseo with small horny points, like blunt 
prickles on the upper smface of the body: the belly and throat resemble those 
of the frog, and are of a lig-ht Yfllowish brown: the edge of the helly is likewise 
beset with small horny projections, imparting to those edges a serrate appearance: 
the eye is small and clark: above and behind the eyes there are several pro
jections uf that bone, and their extremities also being armed with a firm black 
substance, resemble the appearance of horns sprouting from the head: these 
anima:ls al"e f<llmd in great numbers in the sandy open plains, and appear in the 
greatest abundance after a ~hower of rain: they are sometimes found basking in 
the sunshine, but conceal themselves in little holes of the earth in much the 
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greatest pl'oportion of the time: this may account for their appearance in such 
numbers after the rain, as their holes may thus be rendered untenantable. 

9. The anchovy, which the natives call olthen, is so delicate a fish that it soon 
becomes tainted, unless pickled or smoked: the natives run a small stick 
through the gills and hang it up to dry in th"e smoke of their lodges, or kindle 
small fires undet· it for the purpose of. drying': it needs no previous preparation 
of gutting', and will be cured in twenty-foUl' hours: the natives do not appear to 
he very scrupulous about eating' them when a little fretid. 
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CHAP. XX\', 

DIFFICULT\ OJr PROCURI:-'G l\IEANS OF SL'BSXSTENCE FOR THE PARTY-THEY DETER· 

1I1I:-iE TO RESU~IE THEIR JOUR~EY TO THE MOUNTAIC'lS-THEY LEAVE IN THE HANDS 

OF THE I:'iDIANS A WRITTEN ~fE'IORANDU:lI, D!PORTI~G THEIR HAVING PENETRA

TED TO THE PACIFIC, BY THE ROUTE OF THE :lIISSOURI AND COLUMBIA, AND 

THROUGH THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS-THE PARTY COMMENCE THEIR RETURN ROUTE

DEXTERITY OF THE CATHLAMAH INDIANS IN CARVI:-iG-DESCRIPTION OF THE COWE

LISKEE RIVER-THEY EXPERIENCE MUCH HOSPITALITY FROM THE NATIVES-AN IN. 

STANCE OF THE EXTRE~IE VORACITY OF THE VULTURE-THE PARTY ARE VISITED BY 

MANY STRANGE INDIANS, ALL OF ""HOM ARE KIND AND HOSPITABLE-SCARCITY OF 

GAME, ANII EMBARRASSMENTS OF THE PARTY ON THAT ACCOUNT-CAPTAIN CLARKE 

DISCOYERS A TRIBE NOT SEEN IN THE DESCENT DOWN THE COLUMBIA-SINGULAR 

ADVENTURE TO OBTAIN PROVISIONS FROM THE!\1-PARTICULAR DESCRIPTION OF THE 

MULTNOMAH VILLAGE AND RIVER-DESCRIPTION OF MOUNT JEFFERSON-SOME ACCOUNT 

BY CAPTAIN CLARKE OF THE NEERCHOKIO TRIBE, AND OF THEIR ARCHITECTURE

THEIR SUFFERINGS BY THE S:llALL-POX. 

MANY reasons had determined us to remain at fort Clatsop till the first of April. 
Besides the want of fuel in the Columbian plains, and the impracticability of 
passing the mountains before the beginning of June, we were anxious to see 
some of the foreign traders, from whom, by means of our ample letters of credit, 
we might have recruited OUI' exhausted stores of merchandise. About the 
middle of March, however, we became seriously alarmed for the want of food: 
the elk, our chief dependence, had at length deserted theil' usual haunts in our 
neighbourhood, and retreated to the mountains. We were too poor to purchase 
other food from the Indians, so that we were sometimes reduced, notwithstand
ing all the exertions of our hunters, to a single day's provision in advance. The 
men too, whom the constant rains and confinement had rendered unhealthy, 
might, we hoped, be benefited by leaving the coast, and resuming the exercise 
of travelling. We therefore determined to leave fort Clatsop, ascend the river 
slowly, consume the month of March in the woody country, where we hope to 
find Imbsistence, and in this way reach the plains about the first of April, before 
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which ti.me it will be impossible to attempt crossing them: for this p\1rpose we 
began OUl' preparations. Dm;ing' the winter we had been very i.ndustrious in 
dt'essing skins, so that we now had a sufficient quantity of clothing. besides be
tween three and (our hundred pair of moccasins. But the whole stock of goods 
on which we are to depend, either for the purchase of horses or of food, during 
the long tour of nearly four thousand miles, is so ll11]ch diminished, that it might 
all be tied in two handkerchiefs. We have in fact nothing but six b!ue robes, 
one of scarlet, a coat and hat of the United States' artillery uniform, five rv!i(;s 
made of Oll\' large flag, and a few old clothes tt'immed with ribbon. \V e thel'~
fore feel that our chief dependence must be on our gUllS, which fortuuately for 
us are all in good order, as we had taken the precaution of bt'ing'ing a numher 
of extra locks, and one of OuI' men proved to be an excellent al'ti~t in that ,,'a)'. 
The powder had been secured in leaden canisters, and thoug'h on many OCt':1-

sions they had been undet· water, it remained perfectly <h'y, and we now found 
oll\'selves in possession of one hundred and fotty pounds of powder, and twice 
that quantity of lead, a stock quite sufficient for the route homewards. 

After ml1ch trafficking, we at last succeeded in pm'chasing a canoe fot· a 
uniform coat, and half a carrot of tobacco, and took a canoe from the Clatsops, 
as a reprisal for some elk which some of them had stolen from us in the winter. 
We were now ready to leave fort Clatsop, but the rain prevented us for several 
days from caulking the canoes, and we were forced to wait for calm weather, 
before we could .attempt to pass point William. In the meantime we were 
visited by many of our neighbonr;;, for the purpose of taking lea\'e of us. The 
Clatsop Comowool has been the most kind and hospitable of all the Indians 
in this quarter: we therefore gave him a cet'tificate of the kindness and atten
tion which we had received from him, and added a more substantial proof of 
our gratitude, the gift of all our houses and furuiture. To the Chinnook chief 
Delashelwilt, we gave a certificate of the same kind: we also ci,'culated among 
the natives several papers, one of which we also posted up in the fort, to the 

following effect: 
" The object of this last, is, that through the medium of some civilized per

son, who may see the same, it may be made known to the world, that the party 
consisting of the persons whose names are hereunto annexed, and who were 
sent out by the government of the United States to explore the interior of the 
continent of North America, did penetrate the same by the way of the Missouri 
and Columbia rivet·s, to the discharge of the latter into the Pacific ocean, 
where they arrived on the 14th day of November 1805, and depat·ted the 23d 
day of March, 1806, on their return to the United States, hy the same route by 
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which they had come out." -f On the back of some of these papers we sketched 
the connexion of the upper bl'anches of the Missouri and Columbia rivers, with 
our route, and the track which we intended to follow on our return. This me
morandum was all that we deemed it necessary to make; for there seemed but 
little t:hance that any detailed report to our government, which we might leave 
III the hands of the savag'es, to oe ddivl"l'ed to foreign traders, would ever reach 
the United States. To lean: any of om mcn here, in hopes of their procuring 
:1 passag'c bllue in some tmnsient ve':sel, would too much weaken OUt' palty, 
"vllich we must necessarily diyide during' om route; besides that, we will most 
probably 1Jl' there ourselves soonel' than any trader', who, after spending the next 

"lllllllier here, mig-ht go on some circuitous voyage. 
'The rai:ls and wind still confined us to the fort; but at last our provisions 

d"imlletl down 10 a ~ing'le day's stock, and it became absolutely necessary to 
remove: we therefore sent a fc!w hunters a-head, and stopped the boats as well 

as we could with mud, The next morning, 
Sunday, March ':2=), I R06, the canoes "ere loaded, and at one o'clock in the 

afternoon we took a final lea\'e of fort Clatsop. 'J'he wind was still high, but 
the alternative of remaining' without provisions was so Ilnpleasant, that we 
hoped to be able to double point 'Villiam. ""e had ,carcely left the fort, when 
we met Delashelwilt, and a party of twenty Chinnooks, who understanding that 
we had been trying' to procure a canoe, had brought one for sale. Being, 
however, already supplied, we left them, and after getting' out of Meriwethel"s 

• By a singular casualty, this note fell into the possession of captain Hill, who, while on the 
coast of the Pacific, procured it from the natives, This note accompanied him on his voyage to 

Canton, ffllm whence it arrived ill the United States, The following is an extract of a letter from 

a gentleman at Canton, to his friend in Philade~l)hia : 

Extract of a lefttr from --- to -- in Philadelphia. 

CANTON, January, 1807. 

I wrote you last by the Governor Strong, Cleveland, for Boston; the present is by the brig 

Lydia, Hill, of the same place. 
Captain Hill, while on the coast, met some Indian natives near the mouth of the Columbia ri

ver, who delivered to him a paper, of which I enclose you a copy. It had been committed to their 
charge by captains Clarke and Lewis, who had penetrated to the Pacific ocean_ The original is a 

rougb draft with a pen of tbeir outward route, and tbat wbich they intended returning by, Just be
low tbe junction of Mallison's river, they found an immense Fall of three hundl"Cd and sixty-two 
feet perpendicular, This, I helieve, exceeds in magnitude any otber known. From the natives 

captain Hill learnell that they were all in good bealth and spirits; had mel many difficulties on their 

progress, from variolls tribes of Iudians, but had found them about the sources of the Missouri very 
friendl), as were those on Columbia river and the coast. 
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bay, began to coast along the south side of the river: we doubled point William 
without any injury, and at six o'clocK reached, at the distance of sixteen miles 
f!'Om fort Clatsop, the mouth of a small creek, where we found our hunters. 
They had been fortunate enough to kill two elk, but at such a distance that 
we could not send for them before the next morning, 

Monday, March 24, when they were b!'Ought in for breakfast. ,Ve then 
proceeded. The countl'y is covered with a thick gTowth of tinlber: the water 
however i" shallow to the distance of four miles from shore; and althoug'h there 
is a channel deep enough for canoes on the south side, yet :I, the tide was low, 
we found some difficulty in passing' along. At one o'clock we reached the 
Cathlamah villag'e, ",here we halted for about two hours, and purchased some 
wappatoo, and a dog for the illYalids, This village we have already Ilescribed. 
as situated opposite to the seal islands: on one of the:'l~ the Indians have placed 
their dead in canoes, rai:,ed on scaffolds, above the reach of the tide. These 
people seem more fond of carvill~' in wood than theil' neighbours, and have 
various specimens of their taste about the houses. The broad pieces support
ing the roof and the board through which doors are cut, are the object.~ on 
which they chiefly display their ingenuity, and are ol'llalllented with curious 
ngUl'es, somt:;times representing persons in a sitting' posture supporting a burden. 
On resuming our route among' the Seal islands, we mi,~took our way, which an 
Indian observing, he pursned us and put us into the right channel. He soon, 
however, embarrassed us, hy claiming the canoe we had taken from the Clat
sops, and which he declared was his property: we had found it among' the Clat
sops, and seized it as a reprisal for a theft committed by that nation; but being 
unwilling to do an act of injustice to this Indian, and having no time to discuss 
the question of right, we compromised with him fot, an elk skin, with which he 
returned perfectly satisfied. We continued our route along' the shore, and after 
making fifteen miles, encamped at an old village of nine houses, opposite to the 
lower village of the \Vahkiacums. Here we were overtaken by two Chml1ooks, 
who came to us after dark, and spent the night at our camp. We found plenty 
of wood for fires, which were quite necessary, as the weather had become cold. 

This morning, 
'fuesday, 25, proved so disagreeably cold that we did not set out before 

seven o'clock, when having breakfasted, we continued along the southern side 
of the river. The wind, however, as well as a strong' current, was against us, 
so that we proceedt:d slowly. On landing fot, dinner at noon, we were joined 
by some Clatsops, who had been on a trading voyag'e to the Skilloots, and were 
now on their return, loaded with dried anchovies, wappatoo, aud sturgeon. 
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After dinner we crossed the river to a large island, along the side of whicb ~e 
continued about a mile till we reached a single house, occupied by three men, 
two ~ (111en, and the same number of boys, all of the Cathlamah nation. They 
were eng:lged in fishing- or trolling for stlll'geon, of which they had caught about 
a dozen, h:lt thpy n>kptl so much for them that we were afraid to purchase. 
One of the men purchased the skin of a sea-otter, in exchange for a dressed elk 
skin and handkerchief. Neal' adjoining this house was another party of Cath
lamahs, who had been up the river on a fishing exclll'sion, and been successful in 
procuring a larg'e supply, which they were not disposed to sell. We proceeded 
on to the head of the island, and then cI'ossed to the nOl,th side of the river. 
Here the coast formed a continued swamp for several miles back, so that it was 
late in the evening hefore we were able to reach a spot fit for our camp. At 
length we discovered the entrance of a. small creek, opposite to the place where 
we were encamped on the sixth of November, and though the gl'Olllld was low 
and moist, yet as the spot was sheltered from the wind, we resolved to pass the 
night there: we had now made fifteen miles. Here we found another party of 
ten Cathlamahs, who had established a temporary residence here for the purpose 
of fishing sturg'eon and taking seal, in both of which they had been successful. 
They gave us some of the flesh of the seal, which was a valuable addition to the 
lean elk. The low grounds which we passed are supplied with cottonwood, and 
the tree resembling the ash, except in its leaf, with I'ed willow, broad-leafed 
willow, seven bark, gooseberry, green brial', an~ the large-leafed thorn. The 
wind was very high towards evening, and continued to blow so violently in the 
morning, 

March 26, that we could not set out before eight 0' clock. In the meantime 
finding that one of our neighbours, the Cathlamahs, by name Wallale, was a 
person of distinction, we gave him a medal of a small size, with which he was 
invested with the usual ceremonies. He appeared highly gratified, and requited 
us with a large sturgeon, The wind having abated, we proceeded to an old 
village, where we halted for dinner, haviug met on the way Sahawacap the 
principal chief of all the Cathlamahs, who was on his retul'll from a trading 
voyag'e up the river, with wappatoo and fish, some of which he gave us, and we 
pUt'cbased a little more. At dinner we were' overtaken by two Wahkiacums, 
who have been following us for twenty-four hours, with two dogs, for which 
they are importuning us to give them some tobacco; but as we have very little 
of that alticle left, they were obliged to go off disappointed. We J'eceived at 
the same time an agreeable supply of three eagles and a large goose, brought in 
by the hunters. After dinner we passed along the north shore opposite to a 
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, 

high fine bottom and dry prairie, at the upper end of which, near a grove of 
whi~eoak trees, is an island which we called Fanny's island. There were some 
deer and elk at a distance in the prairie, but as we cOllld not stay to hunt, we 
continued till late in the evening, when we encamped on the next island above 
Fanny's. According to the estimate we made in descending the river, which 
we beg'in, however. to think was short, om' journey of to-day was eighteen miles. 
Some Indians came to us, but we \vere occupied in procm·jng wood, which we 
found it difficult to obtain in sufficient quantity for oll\' pUl'poses, and they there
fore did not remain long. 

ThUl'sday, 27. We set out early, and were soon joined by some Skilloots, 
with fish and ,'oots for sale. At ten o'clock we stopped to breakfast at two 
houses of the same nation, where we found our hunters, who had not retnrned 
to camp last night, hut had killed nothing. The illhabitants seemed vel'y kind 
and hospitable. They ga\e almost the whole party as milch as they could eat 
of dried anchovies, wappatoo, sturgeon, quamash. amI a small white tuberous 
root, two inches long, and as thick as a man's finger, which, when eaten raw, is 
crisp, milky, and of an agreeable flavour. The Indians also UI'g'ed us to remain 
with them all day, and hunt elk and dee,', which they said were abundant in 
the neighbourhood; but as the weather would not permit us to dry and pitch 
our canoes, we declined their offer and proceeded. At the distance of two miles 
we passed the entrance of Coweliskee rive,'. This stream discharg'es itself on 
the north side of the Columbia, about three miles above a remarkably high 
rocky knoll, the south side of which it washes in passing, and which is separated 
from the northern hills by a wide bottom of several miles in extent. rfhe 
Coweliskee is one hundred and fifty yards wide, deep and navi~'alJle, as the 
Indians assert, for a considerable distance, and most probably waters the country 
west and north of the range of mountains which cross the Columbia between 
the Great Fans and Rapids. On the lower side 0' this river, a few miles fmlll its 
entrance into the Columbia, is the principal village of the Skilloots, a numerous 
people, differing, however, neither in language, dress, 1101' manners, from the 
Clatsops, Chinnooks, and other nations at the mouth 0;' the Collllllbia. With 
the Chin nooks they have lately been at war, and though hostilities have ceased, 
yet they have not resumed their usual intercourse. so that the Skilloots do not 
go as far as the sea, nor do the Chinnooks come iJi,.~·Le,' up than the Seal islands, 
the trade between them being carried on by the Clatsops, Cathlamuhs, and 
Wahkiacums, their mutual friends. On this same rj,'er, above the Skilloots, 
resides .the nation called Hullooetel!, of whom we lea1'llt nothing. exct"pt that 
the nation waH nurnerOllS.) Late in the evening we halted at the beginning- of 
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the bottom land, below Deer island, after having' made twenty miles. Along 
i:he low O'rounds on the river were the cottonwood, sweet-willow, the oak, ash, o 
the bl'Oad-Jeafed ash, and the growth resembling the beech; while the hills are 
occupied almost exclusively by different species of fir, and the black alder is 
common to the hills as well as the Jow grounds. During the day we passed a 
number of fishing camps, 011 both sides of the river, and were constantly at
tended by small parties of the Skilloots, who behaved in the most orderly man
ner, and from whom we purchased as much fish and 1'00ts as we wanted on very 
mortemte terms. The night continued as the day had been, cold, wet, and dis
agreeable. 

Friday, 28. \Ve left our camp at an early holll', and by nine o'clock 
reached an old Indian village on the left side of Deer island. Here we found 
a party of our men whom we had sent on yesterday to hunt, and who now re
turned after killing' seven deer, in the course of the morning, out of upwards of 
a hundred "hich they had seen. They were the common fallow deer with long 
tails, and though very poor are better than the black-tailed fallow deer of the 
coast, from which they diffel' materially. Soon after OUI' alTival the weather 
became fair,. and we therefore immediately hauled the boats on shore, and 
having dried them by means of large .fires, put on the pitch. We also took this 
opportunity of drying OUl' bagg'age; al!d as some of the huntel's had not yet 
returned, it was deemed advisable to pass the night at OUl' present camp. This 
islam}, which has received from the Indians the appropriate name of ElaJah, or 
Deel' island, is sll\'l'ollnded on the water side by an abundant gl'Owth of cotton
wood, ash, and willow, while the interiol' consists chiefly of pl'airies interspersed 
with ponds. These afford refuge to great numbers of geese, ducks, large swan, 
sandhill cranes, a few canvass-backed ducks, and particularly the duckinmallard, 
the most abundant of all. There are also great numbers of snakes resembling 
OUl' g'artersnakes in appearance, and like them not poisonous. Our hunters 
bmught in three deer, a g'oose, some ducks, an eagle, and a tiger-cat, bllt such 
is the extreme voracity of the vultures, that they had devoured in the space of a 
few hours, foUl' of the deer killed this morning; and one of our men declared, 
that they lJad besides dragged a large buck about thirty yards, skinned it, and 
broke the back-bone. 'Ve were "isited during the day by a large canoe with 
ten Indians of the Quathlapotle nation, who reside about seventeen miles above 
us. "'e had advanced only five miles to-day. 

Saturday, 29. At an early hour we proceeded along the side of Deer island, 
and halted for breakfast at the upper end of it, which is properly the commence
ment of the great Columbian valley. 'Ve were herejoined by three men of the 
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Towahnahiook nation, with whom we proceeded, till at the distance of fourteen 
miles from our camp of last evening we reached a large inlet or arm of the 
river, about three hundred yards wide, up which they went to their villages. A 
short distance above this inlet a considerable river empties itself from the north 
side of the Columbia. Its name is Chawahnahiooks. It is about one hundred 
and fifty yards wide, and at present discharges a large body of water, though the 
Indians assure us that at ashort distance above its mouth, the navigation is ob
structed by falls and I'apids. Three miles beyond the inlet is an island near the 
north shore of the l'i vel', behind the lower end of which is a village of Quathla
potles, where we lantled about three o'clock. The village consists of fourteen 
large woo(len houses. The people themselves received us very kindly, and volun
tarily spread before us wappatoo and anchovies, but as soon as we had finished 
enjoying this hospitality, if it deserves that name, they began to ask us for presents. 
They were, however, perfectly satisfied with the small al"ticles which we distri
buted according to custom, and equally pleased with our purchasing some wap
patoo, twelve dogs, and two sea-ottel' skins. \Ve also gave to their chief a small 
medal, which he, however; soon transferred to his wife. After remaining some 
time we embarked, and coasting along this island, which after the nation we 
called Quathlapotle island, encamped for this night in a small prairie on the 
north side of the Columbia, having made by estimate nineteen miles. The 
river is rising fast. In the course of the day we saw great numbers of geese, 
ducks, and large and small swans, which last are very abundant in the ponds 
where the wappatoo grows, as they feed much on that root. We also observed 
the crested king-fisher, and the large and small blackbird: and this evening 
heard, withuut seeing, the large hooting owl. The frogs, which we have not 
found in the wet marshes near the entrance of the Columbia, are now croaking 
in the swamps and marshes with precisely the sallle note common in the United 
States. The gartersnakes appear in vast quantities, and are scattered through 
the prairies in large bundles of forty or fifty entwined round each other': among 
the moss on the rocks we obsel'ved a species of small wild onions growing so 
closely togethel' as to form a perfect turf, and equal in flavolll' to the shives of onr 
gardens, which they resemble in appearance also. . 

Sunday,30. Soon after our departure we were met by three Clanamina
mums, one of whom we I'ecognised as our companion yesterday. He pressed us 
very much to visit his countrymen 011 the inlet, but we had no time to make the 
circuit, and parted. We had not proceeded far before a party of Claxtars, and 

. Cathlacumups, passed us in two canoes, on. their way down the river; and soon 
after we wel'e met by several other canoes, filled with persons of different tribes 
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f I eadl l'ide of the river. We passed, also, several fishing camps, on Wappato() 
island, and then halted for breakfast on the north side of the river, near our camp 
of the ..Jth of ~ovember. Here we wel't~ \'isited by several canoes from two viI
lag-es on \Vappatoo island; the first, about two miles above us, is called Clahna
(Juah ; the other a mile abon them, has the name of Multnomah. After higgling 
much in the manner of those on the sea-coast, these Indians gave lIS a sturgeon 
with some wappatoo and pashequawin exchange fOl' small fishhooks. As we pro
ceeded we were joined by other Indians, and on coming opposite to the Clahna
£luah village, we wel'e shown another village about two miles from the rivet· on 
the north-east side, and behind a pond running parallel with it. Here they 
said the tribe called Shotos resided. About four o'clock the Indians all left us. 
Their chief object in accompanying us appeared to be to gTatify curiosity: but 
though they behaved in the most friendly manner, most of them were prepared 
with their illstruments of war. About sunset we reached a beautiful pt'airie, op
posite the middle of what we had called Image-canoe island, and having made 
twenty-three miles, encamped for the night. In the prait'ie is a large pond or 
lake, and an open grove of oak borders the back part. There are many deet' and 
elk in the neighboUl'hood, but they are very shy, and the annual fel'll, which is 
now abundant and dry, makes such a rustling' as the bunters pass through itJ 
that they could not come within reach of the game, and we obtained nothing but 
a single duck. . 

Monday,31. \Ve set out very early, and at eight o'clock landed on the 
north side of the l'ivel' and breakfasted. Directly opposite is a large wooden 
hOllse, belonging to the Shahala nation, the inhabitants of which came over to 
see us. We had observed in descending the river last year, that there were at 
the same place, twenty-four other houses built of wood and covet"ed with straw, 
all of which are now destroyed: on inquiry the Indians informed us, that their re
lations whom we saw last fall, usually visit them at that season, for the purpose of 
hunting deer and elk, and collecting wappatoo, but that they had lately returned 
to their permanent residence at the rapids, we presume in order to prepare for the 
salmon season, as that fish will soon begin to run. At ten o'clock we resumed 
oUt" route along the north side of the river, and having passed Diamond island, 
and Whitebrant island, halted for the night at the lower point of a handsome 
prame. Our camp, which is twenty-five miles from that of last night, is situated 
opposite to the upper entrance of Quicksand rivet·: a little below a stream from 
the north empties itself into the Colu~bia, near the head of Whitebrant island. 
It is about eighty yards wide, and at present discharges a large body of very 
clear water, which near the Columbia overflows its low banks, and forms seYeral 
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large ponds. The native,s inform ll~ that this river is of no great extent, and 
rises in the mountains near us, and that at a mile from its mouth it is divided 
into two nearly equal branches, both of which are incapable of being navigated, 
on account of their numerous falls and rapids. Not being able to learn any ~n
dian name, we called it Seal river, from the abundance of those animals neal' its 
mouth. At the same place we saw a summel' duck. or a wood duck, ai it is 
sometimes called; it is the.same with those of the United States, and the first we 
had seen since entering the Rocky mountains last summer, 

The hunters, who had been obliged to halt below Seal river, on account of 
the waves being too high for their small canoe, returned after dark with the 
unwelcome news that game was scarce in that quarter. 

Tuesday, April!. Three Indians had followed us yesterday, and encamped 
near us last night. On putting to them a variety of questions relative to their 
country, they assured us that Quicksand rivel', which we had hitherto deemed 
so considerable, extends no further than the south-west side of mount Hood, 
which is south 8.:')0 east, forty miles distant from this place; that it is moreover 
navigable for a very short distance only, in consequence of falls and rapids, and 
that no nation inhabits its borders. Several other persons affirmed that it rose 
near mount Hood, and sergeant Pryor, who was sent for the purpose of ex
amining it, convinced us of the truth of theil' statement. He had found the 
river three hundred ym'ds wide, though the challnel was not more than fifty 
yards, and about six feet deep. The current was rapid, the water tmbid, the 
bed of the river is fonlled entirely of quicksand, and the banks low and at present 
overflowed. He passed several islands, and. at three and a half miles distance 
a creek from the .south, fifty yards wide; his farthest course was six miles from 
the mOl~th of the river, but there it seemed to bend to the east, and he heard the 
noise of waterfalls, If Quicksand river then does not go beyond mount Hood, 
it must leave the valley a few miles fl"Om its entrance, and run nearly pamlld 
with the Columbia. rrh(;re must therefore be some other large river, which" e 
have not yet seen, to water the extensive country between the mountains of the 
coast and Quicksand l'iver: but the Indians could g'ive us no satisfactory infor

mation of any snch stream. 
Whilst we were making these inquiries, a number of canoes came to us, and 

among the rest a numlJer of families were descending the river. They told us 
that they lived at the Gl'eat Rapids, but that a great scarcity of provisions there, 
had induced them to come down in hopes of finding subsistence in this fertile 
valley. All those who lived ilt the Rapids, as well as the nations above them. 
were in much distress fOf Wllnt of food, having consumed their winter st!);".: 
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of dl'ied fish, ami not expecting the return of the salmon before the next full 
moon, ,,·hich will happen on the second of May: this intelligence was disagree
able and embarrassing, Fl'Om the 1<-'311s to the Chopunnish nation, the plains 
afford no deer, elk, 01' antelope, on which we can rely for subsistence, The 
horses are very poor at this season, and the dogs must be in the same condition 
if their food, the fish, have failed, so that we had calculated entirely on purchasing 
fish, On the othel' hand it is obviously inexpedient to wait fOl' the return of the 
salmon, since in that case we might not I'each the Missouri before the ice would 
prevent our navigating it. We might besides hazard the loss of our horses, for 
the Chopunnish, with whom we left them, intend crossing the mountains as 
eady as possihle, which is ahout the beginning of May, and they would take 
ollr horses with them, or suffer them to disperse, in either of which cases the 
passag'e of the mountains will be almost impracticable, \Ve therefore, after 
much deliberation, decided to remain here till we collect meat enough to last 
us till we reach the Chopunnish nation, to obtain canoes from the natives as we 
ascend, either in exchange for our perioques, or by purchasing them with skins 
and merchandise, These canoes may in turn be exchanged fOl' horses with the 
natives of the plains, till we obtain enough to travel altogether by land. On 
I'eaching the south-east branch of the Columbia, four 01' five men shall be sent 
on to the Chopunnish to have our horses in readiness, and thus we shall have a 
stock of horses sufficient to transport our baggage and to supply us with pro
visions, for we now perceive that they will fOl'm OUI' only cel'tain resource for 
food. 

The hunters returned from the opposite side of the river with some deer and 
elk, which were abundant there, as were also the tracks of the black bear;' while 
on the north side we could kill nothing. 

In the course of our dealings to-day we purchased a canoe from an Indian, 
for which we gave six fathom of wampum beads. He seemed perfectly satisfied 
and went away, but returned soon after, cancelled the bargain, and giving 
back the wampum requested that we would restore him the canoe. '10 this 
we consented, as we knew this method of trading to be very common and deemed 
perfectly fair. _ 

Wednesday,~. Being now determined to collect as much meat as possible, 
two parties, consisting of nine men, were sent over the river to hunt, three were 
ordered to range the country on this side, while all the rest were employed in 
cutting and scaffolding the meat which we had already. About eight o'clock 
several canoes arrived to visit us, aud among the rest were two young men, who 
were pointed out as Cashooks. On inquiry, they said that their nation resided at 
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the Falls of a large river, which empties itself into the south side of the Columbia, 
a few miles below us, and they drew a map of the country, with a coal on a mat. 
In order to verify this information, captain Clarke persuaded one of the young 
men, by a present of a burnin,:'-glass, to accompany him to the river, in search 
of which he immediately set out with a canoe and seven of Olll' men. After his 
departure other canoes arrived from above, bring'ing families of women and 
children, who confirmed the accounts of a scm'city of provisions. One of these 
families, consisting of ten or twelve persons, encamped near us, and behaved per
fectly well. The hunters on this side of the river, returned with the skins of 
only two deer, the animals being too POOl' fOI' use. 

Thursday, 3. A considerable numbel' of Indians crowded us to-day, many 
of them came f .. om the upper part of the river. These poor wretches confirm 
the reports of scarcity among' the nations above; which, indeed, their appearance 
sufficiently proves, for they seem almost starved, and gl'eedily pick the bones and 
refuse meat thrown away by us. 

In the evening captain ClUl'ke returned from his excursion. On setting out 
yesterday at half past eleven o' clock, he directed his course along the south side 
of the river, where at the distance of eight miles, he passed a village of the 
Nechacohee tl'ibe, belonging to the Eloot nation. 'fhe village itself is sma]), 
and being' sitnated behind Diamond island, was concealed from om' view as we 
passed loth times along the northern shol'e. He continued till three o'clock, 
when he landed at the single house already mentioned, as the only l'emains of a. 
village of twenty-four stl'aW huts. Along the shot'e wel'e g'.'eat numbers of 
small canoes for gathering wappatoo, which were left by the Shahalas, who 
visit the place annually. The present inhabitants of the house al'e part of the 
Neerchokioo tribes of the same nation. On entet'ing one ofthe apartments of the 
house, captain Clarke offered several articles to the Indians, in exchange for 
wappatoo, but they appeared sullen and ill-humoured, and refused to give him 
any. He therefore sat down by the fire, opposite to the men, and taking a 
port-fire match fl'om his pocket, threw a small piece of it into the flame, at the 
aame time took his pocket compass, and by means of a magnet, which happened 
to be in his inkhorn, made the needle turn round very briskly. 'fhe match now 
took fire, and bumed violently, on which, the Indians, terrified at this strange 
exhibition, immediately brought a quantity of. wappatoo, and laid it at his feet, 
begging him to put out the bad fire: while an old woman continued to speak 
with g~eat vehemence, as if praying and imploring protection. Having received 
the roots, captain Clarke put up the compass, and as the match went out of 
itself, tranquillity was restored, though the women and children still took 
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refuge in their beds, and behind the men. He now paid them (or what. he had 
used, and after lighting his pipe, and smoking with them, he continued down the 
riyet·. He now found what he had called Image-canoe island, to c()l1sist of 
three islantls, the one in the middle concealing the opening between the other 
two ill such a way, as to present to us on the opposite side of the river, the 
appearance of a single island. At the lower point ofthe third, and thirteen miles 
below the last village,he entered the mouth of a large river, which was con
cealed by three small islands in its mouth, from those who descend or go up the 
Columbia. This rivet·, which the Indians call Multnomah, f!"Om a nation of the 
same name, residing near it on 'Vappatoo island, entel's the Columbia, one 
hundred and forty miles from the mouth of the latter river, of which it may 
justly be considered as forming one fonrth, though it had now fallen eighteen 
inches below its greatest annual height. F!"Om its entrance mount Regnier 
beal"s nearly.north, mOllnt St. Helen's north, with a very high humped mountain 
a little to the east of it, which seems to lie in the same cbain with the conic
.pointed mountains before mentioned. Mount Hood bore due east, and captain 
Clarke now discovered to the soutb-east, a mountain which he had not before seen, 
and to which he gave the name of mount Jefferson. Like mount St. Helen's 
its figure is a regulat· cone covered with snow, and is probably of equal height 
with that mountain, though being more distant, so large a portion of it does not 
appear above the range of mountains which lie between these and this point. 
Soon after entering the Multnomah he was met by an old Indian descending the 
river alone in a canoe. After some conversation with him, the pilot informed 
captain Clarke, that this old man belonged to the Clackamos nation, who reside 
on a river forty miles up the Multnomah. The current of this latter river, is !IS 

gentle as that of the Columbia, its snrface is smooth and even, and it appears 
to possess watel· enough for the largest ship, since, on sounding with a line of 
five fathoms, he could find no bottom for at least one-third of the width of the 
st,·cam. At the distance of seven miles, be passed a sluice or opening, 
on the right, eighty yards wide, and which separates Wappatoo island from the 
continent, by emptying' itself into the inlet below. Three miles further up. he 
reached a large wooden house, on the east side, where he intended to sleep, but 
011 entering the rooms he found such swarms of fleas that he preferred lying on 
the ground in the neighhourhood. Tbe g'uide informed him that this house iii 
the temporary residence of the Ncmalquinner tribe of the Cushook nation, who 
eside just below the Falls of the Multnomah, but come down here occasionally 

to collect wappatoo: it was thil·ty feet long, and forty deep; built of broad 
boards, covered with the bark of white cedar; the floor on a level with the 
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Slirface of the earth, and the al'fangement of the interior like those near tIll; 

sea-coast. The inhabitants had left their canoes, mats, bladdel's, train-oil, 
baskets, bowls, and tt'enchers, lying about the house at the mercy of every 
visitor; a proof, indeed, of the mutual respect for the property of each other, 
though we have had very conclusive evidence that the property of white men is 
not deemed equally sacred, The guide informed him further, that a small 
distance above were two bayous, 011 which were a number of small houses 
belonging to the Cushooks, hut that the inhabitants had all gone up to the Falls 
of the lVlultnomah, for the purpose of fishing, Early the next mOl'l1ing captain 
Clarke proceeded lip the river', which, dming the nig'llt, had fallen about Dve 
inches, At the distance of two miles he came to the centre of a bend under the 
highlands on the right side, from which its courie, as could be discerned,was to 
the east of south-east. At this place the Multnomah is five hundred yards wide, 
and for half that distance acl'OSS, the cord of Dve fathoms would not reach the 
bottom. It appears to be washing away its banks, and has m"re sandbars and 
willow points than the Columbia. Its regular gentle Clll'l'ent, the depth and 
smoothness, and uniformity with which it rolls its vast body of water, prove that 
its supplies are at once distant and regular; nor, judging from its appearance 
and COlll'ses, is it ra"h to believe that the Multnomah and its tr'ibutal'Y streams 
water the vast extent of country between the westt:rn mountains and those of 
the sea-coast, as far perhaps as the watel'S of the gulf of California. About 
eleven o'clock he reached the house of the Neerchokioo, which he now found to _ 
contain eight families; but they were all so much alarmed at his pl'esence, not
withstanding his visit yesterday, that he remained a very few minutes only. Soon 
after setting out, he met five canoes filled with the same number of families, 
belonging to the Shahala nation. 'I'hey were de!>cending the river in search of 
subsistence, and seemed very desirous of comin~ along side (If the boat; but as 
there were twenty-one men on board, and the guide said that all these Shahalas, 
as well as their relations at the house which we had just left, were mischievous 
bad men, they were not suffered to approach. At three o'clock he halted fOl' an 
hour at the N echecolee house, where his guide resided, This large building is 
two hundred and twenty-six feet in front, entirely above ground, and may be 
co~sidered as a single house, because the whole is under one roof; otherwise it 
would seem more like a range of buildings, as it is divided into seven distinct 
apal'tments, each thirty feet square, by means of broad boards set on end from 
the 6001' to the roof. The apartments are separated from each other by a passage 
or alley four feet wide, extending thl'ough the whole depth of the house, and the 
only entrance is from this alley, through a small hole ab~\lt twenty-two inches 
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wide, and not more than three feet high. The roof is formed of rafters and 
round poles laid on them longitudinally. The whole is covered with a double 
row of the bark of the white cedar, extend;ng from the top eighteen inches over 
t.he eaves, and secured as well as smoothed by splinters of dried fir, inserted 
through it at regular distances. In this manner the roof is made light, strong, 
and durable. Near this house are the remains of several othel' large buildings, 
!junk in the ground and constructed like those we had seen at the great Narrows 
of the Columbia, belonging to the Eloots, with whom these people claim an 
affinity. In mannel's and dress these Nechecolees diffel' but little from the 
Quathlapotles and othel's of this neighbourhood; but theil' language is the same as 
that used by the Eloots, and though it has some words in common with the dialects 
spoken hel'e, yet the whole air of the language is obviously different. The IDen 
too are larger, and both sexes better formed than among the nations below; and 
the females are distinguished by wearing larger and longer robes, which are 
generally of deer skin dressed in the hair, than the neighbouring women. In 
the house were several old people of both sexes, who were treated with much 
respect, and still seemed healthy, thoug'h most of them were perfectly blind. On 
inquiring the cause of the decline of their village, an old mall, the father of the 
guide, and a person of some distinction, brought forward a woman very much 
marked with the small-pox, and said, that when a girl she was very near dying 
with the disorder which had left those marks, and that all the inhabitants of the 
houses now in ruins had fallen victims to the same disease. From the apparent 
age of the woman, connected with her size at the time of her illness, captain 
Clarke judged that the sickness must have been about thirty years ago, the 
period about which we have supposed that the small-pox prevailed on the 
sea-coast. 

He then entered into a long conversation with regard to all the adjacent 
country and its inhabitants, which the old man explained with great intelligence, 
and then drew with his finger in the dust a sketch of the :Multuomah, and 
Wappatoo island. This captain Clal'ke copied and preserved. He now pur
chased five dogs, and taking leave of the Nechecolee village, returned tc 
camp. 
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CHAP. XXVI, 

DESCRIPTION OF WAPPATOO ISLAND, AND THE MODE IN WHICH THE NATIONS GATHEn 

WAPPATOO-THE CHARACTER OF THE SOIL AND ITS PRODUCTIONS-THE NUMEROUS 

TRIBES RESIDING IN ITS VICINITY-THE PROBABILITY THAT THEY WERE ALL OF 

THE TRIBE OF THE MULTNOMAHS ORIGf'NALLY, INFERRED fR'>'I SDIILARITY OF 

DRESS, MANNERS, LANGUAGE, &Co DESCRIPTIO:\' OF THEIR DRESS, WEAPONS OF 

WAR, THEIR MODE OF BURYING THE DEAj)-DESCRIPTION OF ANOTHER VILLAGE, 

CALLED THE WAHCLELLAH VILLAGE-THf:lU 'I1()]lE OF ARCHITECTURE-EXTRAOR. 

DINARY HEIGHT OF BEACON R()(,K-U'iFRIENDLY CHARACTER OF THE I:-!DIANS AT 

THAT PLACE-THE PARTY, ALARMED FOR THEIR SAFETY, RESOLVE TO INFLICT 

SUM'IIARY VENGEANCE, I:-! CASE THE WAHCLELLAH TRIBE PERSIST IN THEIR OUT

RAGES AND INSULTS-INTERVIEW WITH THE CHIEF OF THAT TRIBE, Al\D CONFI. 

DENCE RESTORED-DIFFICULTY OF DRAWING THE CANOES OVER THE RAPIDS-VI

SITED BY A PARTY OF THE YEHUGH TRIEE---SHORT l\()TICE OF THE WEOCKSOCK. 

WILLACKUM TRIBE-CURIOUS PHEN()~lENON OBSERVED IN THE COLUMBIA, FROM 

THE RAPIDS TO THE CHILLUCKlTTEQUAWSo 

FRIDAY, April 4, 180'1. 'rHE hunters were still Ollt in every direction. 
Those f!"Om the opposite side of the river returned with the flesh of a bear and 
some venison, bllt the flesh of six deer and an elk which they had killed was so 
meagre and unfit fol' use, that they had left it in the woodso Two other deer 
were bl'Ought in, but as the game seemed POOl', we despatched a largoe party to 
some low g"ounds on the south, six miles above us, to hunt the.oe until our ar
rival. As usual many of the Indians came to OUI' camp, some descending the 
river with their families, and others from below with no object except to gra
tify their curiosity. 

The visit of captain Clarke to the lVIultnomahs, now enabled us to combine 
all that we had seen or leal'llt of the neighbouring countries and nations. Of 
these the most important spot is Wappatoo island, a large extent of country 
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'lying' between the MuHnomah, and an arm of the Columbia, which we have 
ca1ied Wappatoo inlet, and sep31'ated from the main land by a sluice eighty 
yards wide, which at the distance of seven miles up the 1Vlultnomah connects 
that river with the inlet. The island thus formed is about twenty miles long, 
and varies in breadth from five to ten miles: the land is high and extremely 
fertile, and on most parts is supplied with a heavy gTowth of cottonwood, ash, 
the large-leafed ash, and sweet willow, the black alder, common to the coast, 
having now disappeared. But the chief wealth of this island consists of the 
numerous ponds in the interior, abounding' with the common arrowhead (sa
gittaria sagittifolia) to the root of which is attached a bulb gTowing beneath it 
in the mud. This bulb, to which the Iudians give the name of wappatoo, irs 
the great article of food, and almost the staple article of commerce on the Co
lumbia. It is never out of season; so that at all times of the year, the valley 
is fl'equented by the neighbouring' Indians who come to gather it. It is collected 
chiefly by the women, who employ for the purpose canoes from ten to fourteen 
feet in length, about two feet wide, and nine inches deep, and tapering from 
the middle, where they are about twenty inches wide. They are sufficient to 
contain a sing'le person and several bushels of roots, yet so very light that a 
woman can carry them with ease; she takes one of these canoes into a pond 
where the water is as hig'h as the bl'east, and by means of her toes, separates 
from the root this bulb, which on being freed fl'om the mud rises immediately 
to the smface of the water, and is thrown into the canoe. In this manner these 
patient females remain in the watel' for several hours, even in the depth of 
winter. This plant is found through the whole extent of the valley in which 
we now are, but does not g"ow on the Columbia farther eastward. This valley 
is bounded wf'stwan} by the monntainous country bordering the coast, from 
which it extends eastward thirty miles in a direct line, till it is closed by the 
range of mountains crossing the Columbia above the great Falls. Its length 
from north to south we are unable to determine, hut we belie,'e that the valley 
must extend to a gl'eat distance: it is in fact the only desirable situation fOI' a 
settlement on the western side of the Rocky monntains, and being naturally 
fertile, would, if pl'Operly cultivated, afford subsistence for forty or fifty thousand 
souls. 'fhe highlands are generally of a dark rich loam, not much injured by 
stones, and though waving, by no means too steep for cultivation, and a few 
miles from the rivel' they widen, at least on the north side, into rich extensive 
pralfleS, The timber on them is abundant, and consists almost exclusively of 
the sevt,ral species of fir already described, and some of which grow to a great 
height. 'Ve measured a fallen tree of that species, and found that including 
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the stump of about six feet, it was three hundred and eighteen feet in length, 
though its diameter was only three feet. The dogwood is also abundant on the 
uplands: it differs from that of the United States in having a much smoother 
bark, and in being much larger, the trunk attaining a diameter of nearly two 
feet. There is some white cedar of a large size, but no pine of any kind. In the 
bottom lands are the cottonwood ash, larg'e leafed ash, and sweet willow. In. 
terspel'sed with these are the pashequaw, shanataque, and compound fern, of 
which the natives use the roots, the red-flowering currant abounds on the up
land, while along' the river bottoms grow luxuriantly the water-cress, straw
berry, cinquefoil, narrowdock, sandrush, and the flowering pea, which is not 
yet in bloom. There is also a species of the bear's-c1aw now Llooming, but the 
large leafed thol'n has di~appeal'ed, nor do we see any longer the huckle-berry, 
the shall un, nor any of the other evergreen shl'Ubs which bear berries, except the 
species, the leaf of which has a prickly margin. 

Among the animals, we oosel've the martin, small geese, the small speckled 
woodpecker, with a white back, the blue-crested corvus, ravens, crows, eagles; 
vultures, and hawks. The mellow bug, long-Ieg'ged spider, as well as the 
butterfly and blowingfly, and tick, have already made their appearance, but none 
of all these are distinguished from animals of the same sort in the United 
States. The musquetoes too have resumed their visits, but are not yet trouble c 

some.-
The nations who inhabit this fertile neighbourhood are very numerons. The 

Wappatoo inlet extends three hundred }'ards wide, for ten or twelve miles to the 
south, as far as the hills neal' which it receives the waters of a small cI'eek whose 
sources are not far from those of the Killamuck river'. On that creek resides the 
Clackstar nation, a numerous people of twelve hundred sonls, who suhsist on 
fish and wappatoo, and .who trade by means of the Killamuck river, with the 
nation of that name on the sea-coast. Lower down the inlet, towards the Co· 
lumbia, is the trilJe called Cathlacumllp. On the sluice which connects the. 
inlet with the Mnltnomah, are the trihes Cathlanahqniah and Cathlacomatup; 
and on "'~appatoo island, the tribes of Clannahminamlln and Clahnaquah. 
Immediately opposite, near the 'fowahnahiooks, are the Qllathlapotles, and 
higher up, on the side of the Columbia, the Shotos. All these tribes, as well, 
as the Cathlahaws, who live somewhat lower 011 the river, and ha~'e an old 
village on Deer island, may be, considered as pal-tsof the great Multuomah na
tion, which has its principal residence on 'Vappatoo island, neal' the mouth of 
the lal'g'e river· to which they give their name. }<-'orty miles above its jnnction, 
with the Columbia, itl'eceives the watel'S of the Clackamos, a river which may 
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be traced throug'h a woody and fertile country to its sources In Mount ·Jeffer
son, almost to the foot of which it is navig'able for canoes. A nation of the 
same name resides in eleven villag'es along its borders: they live chiefly on fish 
and roots, which abound in the Clackamos and along its banks, though they 
sometimes descend to the Columbia to guthel' wappatoo, where they cannot be 
distinguished by dress or manners, 01' language from the tribes of Multnomahs. 
Two days' joul'l1ey from the Columbia, or about twenty miles beyond the en
trance of the Clackamos, are the falls of the Mnltnomah. At this place are 
the permanent residences of the Cushooks and Chaheowahs, two tribes who are 
attracted to that place by the fish, and by the convenience of trading across 
the mountains amI down Killamuck river, with the nation of Killamucks, from 
whom they procure train oil. These falls were occasioned by the passage of a 
high range of mountains; beyond which the countl'y stretches into a vast level 
plain, wholly destitute of timber. As fal' as the Indians, with whom we con
versed, had ever penetrated that country; it was inhabited by a nation called 
Calahpoewah, a very numerous people, whose villages, nearly forty in number, 
arc scattered along each side of the Multnomah, which furnish them with their 
chief subsistence, fish, and the roots along its banks. 

All the tribes in the neighbourhood of Wappatoo island we have considered 
as Multnomahs; not because they al'e in any dfgree subordinate to that nation, 
but they all seem to I'egard the Multnomahs as the most powerful. 'fhere is 
no distinguished chief, except the one at the head of tKe Multnomahs; and 
they are moreover linked by a similarity of dress and manners, and houses and 
languag'e, which, much more than the feeble restraints of Indian government, 
contribute to make one people. These circumstances also separate them from 
nations lower down the river. The Clatsops, Chinnooks, 'Vahkiacums, and 
Cathlamahs, nnderstand each other perfectly; theil' lang·uage varies, however, 
in some respects, from that of the Skilloots; but on reaching the Multnomah 
Indians, we fOlllld, that although many words were the same, and a gl'eat number 
differed only in the mode of accenting them, from those employed by the Indians 
near the mouth of the Columbia, yet there was a very sensible variation of lan
g·uage. The natives of the yalley are lat'ger and rather better shaped than 
those of the sea-coast: their appearance too is generally healthy, but they: are 
afflicted with the common disease of the Columbia, soreness of the eyes, To 
whatever this disorder may be imputed, it is a great national calamity: at all 
ages their eyes al'e sore and weak, and the loss of one eye is by no means un
common, while in grown persons total blindness is frequent, and almost univer
sal in old age. The dress of the men has nothing different from that used be· 
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low, but they are chiefly remarked by a passion for large brass buttons, which they 
fix on a sailor's jacket, when they are so fortunate as to obtain one, without re
gard to any arrangement. The women also wear the short robe already de
scribed; but their hair is most commonly braided into two tresses falling over 
each ear in front of the body, and instead of the tissue of bark, they employ a 
piece of leather in the shape of a pocket-handkerchief tied round the loins. 
This last is the only and ineffectual defence when the warmth of the weather in
duces them to throw aside the robe. 'fhe houses are in g'eneral on a level with 
the gTolmd, though some are sunk to the depth of two or three feet into the 
ground, and like those lIear the coast, adorned 01' disfigured by carvings or 
painting's on the posts, doors, and beds: they do not possess allY peculiar wea
pon except a kind of broad swot'd made of iron, from three to fOllr feet long, 
the blade about four inches wide, very thin and sharp at all its edges, as well 
as at the point. They have also bludgeons of wood in the same form; and both 
kinds g'enerally hang' at the head of their beds. These are formidable wea
pons. Like the natives of the sea-coast, they are also very fOlld of cold, hot, 
and vapour baths, which are nsed at all seasons, and for the purpose of health as 
well as pleasure, They, however, add a species of bath peculiar to themselves, 
by washing the whole body with urine every morning. 

The mode of bUl'ying the dead in canoes is no longer practised by the na
tives here. The place of deposit is a vault formed of boards, slanting like the 
roof of a house from a pole supported by two forks. Under this vault the dead 
are placed horizontally on boards, on the surface of the earth, and carefully 
covered with mats. Many bodies are here laid on each other, to the height of 
three or four corpses, and different articles, which were most esteemed by the 
dead, are placed by their side; their canoes themselves being- sometimes broken 
to strengthen the vault. 

The trade of all these inhabitants is in anchovies, sturgeon, but chiefly in 
wappatoo, to obtain which, the inhabitants both above and below them on the 
ri\'er, come at all seasons, and supply in turn, beads, cloth, and various other 
articles procured from the Europeans. 

Saturday, April 5. \Ve dried our meat as well as the cloudy weather would 
permit. In the course of his chase yesterday, one of our men, who killed 
the bear, found a nest of anothel' with three cubs in it. He returned to-day in 
hopes of finding her, but he brought only the cub", without being able to see 
the dam; and on this occasion Dl'ewyer, Oul' most experienced huntsman, assur
ed us that he had never known a sing-Ie instance where a female bear, who had 
once been disturbed by a hunter, and obliged to leave hel' young, returned to 
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them again. The young bears were sold for '1v'appatoo to some of the many 
Indians who visited us in parties during the day, and behaved very well. Hav
ing made OUl' preparations of dried meat, we set out next morning, 

Sunday, 6, by nine o'clock, and continued along the north side of the river 
for a few miles, and then crossed to the river to look for the hunters, who had 
been sent forward the day before yesterday. We found them at the uppel' end 
of the bottom with some Indians, for we are never freed from the visits of the 
natives. They had killed thl'ee elk, and wounded two others so badly, that 
it was still possible to get them. We therefore landed, and having prepared 
scaffolds, and secmed the five elk, we encamped for the night, and the follow-
. . 
mg evenmg, 

MOlH.hy, 7, the weather having been fair and pleasant, had dried a suffi
cient quantity of meat to serve us as far as the Chopunnish, with occasional 
supplies, if we can procUI'e them, of dog's, roots, and horses. In the course of 
the day several parties of Shahalas, from a villag'e eight miles above us. came 
to visit us, and behaved themselves very properly, except that we were obliged 
to turn one of them from the camp for stealing a piece of lead. Every thing was 
now ready for our departure; but in the morning, 

Tuesday, 8, the wind blew with gTeat violence, and we were obliged to un
load our boats, which were soon after filled with water. The same cause pre
vented our setting out to-day; we therefol'e despatched several hunters round 
the neighbourhood, but in the evening they came back with nothing but a duck. 
They had, however, seen some of the black-tailed, jumping, or fallow deer, like 
those about fort Clatsop, which are scarce near this place, whel:e the common 
long-tailed fallow deer are most abundant. They had also observed two black 
Leal'S, the only killd that we have discovered in this quarter. A party of six In
dians encamped at some distance, and late at nig'ht the sentinel stopped one of 
the men, an old man, who was creeping into camp in order to pilfer: he content
ed himself with frightening the Indian, and then giving him a few stripes with a 
switch, turned the fellow out, and he soon afterwards left the place with all his 
party. 

Wednesday, 9. The wind having model'ated, we reloaded the canoes, and 
set out by seven o'clock. We stopped to take up two hunters who had left us 
yesterday, but were unsuccessful in the chase, and then proceeded to the 'Vah
delIah village, situated on the north side of the river, about a mile below Beacon 
rock. DUl'ing the whole of the route from our camp, we passed along under 
bigh, steep, and rocky sides of the mountains, which now close on each side of 
the l'iver, forming stupendous precipices, covered with the fir and white cedar. 
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Down these heights frequently descend the most beautiful cascades, one of whiell, 
a large creek, throws itself over a perpendicular rock tlll'ee hundt'ed feet above 
the water, while other smaller streams precipitate themselves from a still greater 
elevation, and evaporating in a mist, again collect and fOl'm a !>econd cascade 
before they reach the bottom of the rocks. 'Ye stopped to breakfast at this vil
lage. We here found the tomahawk which had been stolen from us on the 
fourth of last November: they assured us that they had bought it of the Indians 
below; but as the latter had already informed us that the Wahclellahs had such 
an article, which they had stolen, we made no difficulty about retaking our pro
perty. This village appears to be the wintering sta.ion of the \Vahclellahs and 
Clahclellahs, two tribes of the Shahala nation, 'fhe gl'eater part of the first 
tribe have lately removed to the falls of the Multnomah, and the second have 
established themselves a few miles higher up the Columbia, opposite the lower 
point of Brant island, where they take salmon, that being the commencement of 
the rapids. They are now in the act of removing, and carrying off with them, 
not only the furniture and effects, but the bark and most of the boal'(ls of their 
houses. In this way nine have been lately removed. There are still fOUl'teen 
standing, and in the rear of the village are the traces of ten 01' twelve others of 
more ancient date. These houses at'e either sllnk in the ground or on a level 
with the sUl'face, and are g'enerally built of boards and covered with cedar bal'k. 
In the single houses there is generally a division neal' the door, 'which is in the 
end; or in case the house be double, opens on the narrow passage between the 
two, Like those we had seen below at the Neerchokioo tribe, the women wear 
longer and larger robes than their neighbours the Multnomahs, and suspend 
various Ol'llaments from the cartilage of the nose: the hail' is, howevel', worn in 
the same sort of braid, falling over each ear, and the truss is universal from the 
\Yappatoo island to Lewis's l'iver, The men abo form theil' hail' into two queues 
by means of otter skin thong's, wllich fall over the ears so as to give that extraor
dinal'y width to the face which is here considered so ornamental. These people 
seemed very unfriendly, and our numbers alone seemed to secure llS from ill 
tJ'eatment. 'Vhile we were at breakfast, the grand chief of the Chilluckitte-· 
quaws arrived, with two inferior chiefs, and several men and women of his na
tion. They were returning home, after tmding in the Columbian valley, and 
were loaded with wappatoo and dded anchovies, which, with some beads, they 
had obtained in exchange for chappelell, bear-gl'ass, and other small articles. 
As these people had been very kind to us as we descended the river, we endea
voured to repay them by every attention in our power. Aftel' purchasing, with 
much difficulty, a f~w dogs and some wappatoo from the Wahclellahs, we left 
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tbem at two o'clock, and passing under the Beacon rock, reached in two hours 
the Clahclellah village. This Beacon rock, which we now observed more accu
rately than as we descended, stands on the north side of the river, insulated from 
tbe hills. The northern side has a partial growth of fir or pine. To the south 
it rises in an unl)\'oken precipice to the height of seven hundred feet, where it ter
minates in a shm'p poillt, and may be seen at the distance of twenty miles below. 
This rock may h~' considered as the commencement uf tide-water, though the 
influence of the. ide is perceptible here in autumn only, at which time the water 
is low. 'Vhat the precise difference at those seasons is, we cannot determine; 
but on examining' a rock which we lately passed, and comparing its appearance 
now with that which we ubserved last November, we judge the flood of this 
spring to be twelve feet above the heig'ht of the river at that time. From Beacon 
I·ock as low as the marshy islands, the general width of the rivet· is from one to 
two miles, though in many places it is still greater. On landing at the Clah
clellahs we found them busy in erecting their huts, which seem to be of a tem
porary kind ouly, so that most probably they do not remain longer than the 
salmon season. Like their cOllntrymen, whom we had just left, these people 
were sulky and ill-humoured, amI so much on the alert to pilfel', that we were 
oblig'ed to keep them at a distance from our baggag·e. As our large canoes 
could not ascend the rapids on the north side, we passed to the opposite shore, 
aod entered the narrow channel which separates it fl'om Brant island. The 
weather was very cold and rainy, and the wind so hig-h, that we were afraid to 
attempt the rapids this evening-, and therefore, finding- a safe harbour, we en
camped for the night. The wood in this neighbourhood has lately been on fit'e, 
and the firs have discharged considerable quantities of pitch, which we collected 
for some of our boats. We saw to-day some turkey-buzzards,which are the first 
we have observed on this side of the Rocky mountains. 

Thursday, 10. Early in the morning' we dl'Opped down the channel to the 
lower end of Brant island, and then dl'ew our boats up the rapid. At the 
distance of a quarter of a mile we crossed over to a village of Clahclellahs, con
sisting of six houses, on the opposite side. The river is he.re about four hundred 
yards wide, and the current so rapid, that althoug'h we employed five oars for 
each canoe, we were borne down a considerable distance. While we were at 
breakfast, one of the Indians offered us two sheep-skins for sale, one, which was 
the skin of a full grown sheep, was as large as that of a common deer: the se
cond was smaller, and the skin of the head, with the horns remaining, wdS made 
into a cap, and highly prized as an ornament by the owner. He, however, sold 
the cap to llS for a knife, and the rest of the skin for those of two elk; but as 
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they ob!lerved our anxiety to purchase the other skin, they would not accept the 
same price for it, and as we hoped to procure more in the neighbourhood, we did 
not offer a greater. The horns of the animal are black, smooth, and erect, and 
they rise from the middle ofthe forehead, a little above the eyes, in a cylindrical 
form, to the heig'ht of four inches, where they are pointed. The Clahclellahs 
informed us that the sheep are very abundant on the heights, and among the 
cliffs of the adjacent mountains; and that these two had been lately killed out 
of a herd of thirty-six, at no great distance from the villag·e. We were soon 
joined by our hunters with three black-tailed fallow deer; and having purchased 
a few white salmon, proceeded on our route. The south side of the rivet' is 
impassable, and the !'apidity of the current, as well as the large rocks along the 
shore, renders the navigation of even the north side extremely difficult. During 
the greater part of the day it was necessary to draw the boats along the shore, and 
as we have only a sing'le tow-rope that is strong enoug'h, we are obliged to 
bring them one after the other. In this tedious and labol'ious manner, we at 
length reached the portage on the north side, and carried our baggage to the 
top of a hill, about two hundred paces distant, where we encamped for the night. 
The canoes were drawn on shore and secured, but one of them having got loose, 
drifted down to the last village, the inhabitants of which brought her back to us; 
an instance of honesty which we rewarded with a present of two knives. It 
rained all night, and the next morning, 

Friday, 11, so that the tents, and skins which covered the baggage, were wetted. 
We therefore determined to take the canoes first over the portage. in hopes that 
by the afternoon the ~ain would cease, and we might carry our baggage across 
without injury. This was immediately begun by almost the whole party, who 
in the course of the day dragged four of the canoes to the head of the Rapids, with 
great difficulty and labour. A guard, consisting of one sick man and three 
who had been lamed by accident, remained with captain Lewis to guard the 
baggage. This precaution was absolutely necessary to protect it from the 
Wahclellahs, whom we discovered to be great thieves, notwithstanding their 
apparent honesty in restoring our boat: indeed, so arrogant and intrnsive have 
they become, that nothing but om' numbct's, we are convinced, saves us from 
attack. They crowded about ns while we were taking' up the boats, and one of 
them had the insolence to throw stones down the bank at two of our men. We 
now found it necessary to depart from our mild and pacific course of conduct. 
On returning to the head of the portage, many of them met OOl' men, and seem
ed very ill disposed, Shields had stopped to pUl'chase a dog, and being 
separated from the rest of the party, two Indians pushed him out of the road, 
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Ilnd attempted to take the dog from him. He had no weapon but a long knift", 
with which he immediately attacked them both, hoping to put them to death be* 
fore they bad time to dt'aw their arrows, but as soon as they saw his design, they fied 
into the woods. Soon afterwards we were toM by an Indian who spoke Clatsop, 
which we had ourselves learnt dming the winter, that the Wahclellahs had carried 
off captain Lewis's dog' to theil' village below. Three men well armed were 
instantly despatched in pursuit of them, with orders to fire if there was the 
slightest resistance or hesitation. At the distance of two miles, they came 

within sight of the thieves, who finding themselves pursued, left the dog and 
made off. We now ordered all the Indians out of our camp, and explaiJled to. 
them, that whoever stole any of our baggag'e, or insulted our men, should be 
instantly shot; a resolution which we were determined to enforce, as it was noW' 
our only means of safety. We were visited during the day by a chief of the 
Clahclellahs, who seemed mortified at the behaviour of the Indians, and told us 
that the persons at the head of their outrages were two very bad men, who 
belonged to the Wahclellah tribe, but that the nation did not by any means wish 
to displease us. This chief seemed very well disposed, and we had every reason to 
believe was much respected by the neighoouring Indians. We therefore gave 
him a small medal, and showed him all the attentions in our power, with which 
he appeared very much gratified, and we trust his interposition may prevent the 
necessity of our resorting to force against his countrymen. 

Many Indians from the villages above, passed us in the course of the day, on 
their return from trading with the natives of the valley, and among others, we 
recognised an Eloot, who with ten or twelve of his nation were on their way 
home to 'the long- Narrows of the Columbia. These peopl~ do not, as we are 
compelled to do, drag their canoes up the rapids, but leave them at the head, as 
they descend, and carrying their goods across the portage, hire or borrow others 
from the people below. 'Vhen the tl'3de is over they return to the foot of the 
rapids, where they leave these boats and resume their own at the head of the 
portage. The labol1l' of carrying- the goods across i~ eflually shared by the 
men and women, and we were struck by the contrast between the decent con
duct of all the natives from abov€, and the profligacy and ill manners of the 
Wahclellahs. About three quarters of a mile below our camp is a burial ground, 
which seems common to the Wahclellahs, Clahclellahil, and Yehhuhs. It COR

-sists of eight sepulchres on the north bank of the river. 

Saturday 12. The rain continued all night and this morning. Captain 
Lewis now took with him all the men fit for duty, and began to drag the re
maining perioque over tbe rapidi. This has become much more difficult than 
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when we passed in the autumn; at that time there were in the whole distance of 
seven miles only three difficult points; but the walel' is now very considerably 
higher, and during all that distance the ascent is exceedingly laborious and 
dangerous, nor would it be practicable to descend, except by letting down the 
empty boats by means of ropes, 'file route over this part, from the head to the 
foot of the portage, is about three miles: the canoes which had been already 
dragged up were very much injill"ed, by being driven against the rocks, which 
no precautions could prevent, This morning as we were drawing the fifth canoe 
round a projecting l"Ock, against which the current sets with great violence, she 
unfortunately oft'et'ed too much of her side to the stt'eam, It then drove het' with 
such force, that with all the exertions of th e party we wcr,; unahle to hold her, 
and were forced to let go the cord, and see hel' drift down the stl'eam, and be 
irrecoverably lost. We then hegan to carry onr efieds across the portage, but 
a .. all tho'le who had short rifles took them ill order to repel allY attack from the 
.Indians, it was not until five o'clock in the aftel'l1oon that the last of the party 
reached the head of the rapids, accompanied by our new friend the \" ahcl~llah 
chief, The aftel'Uoon being :;0 far advanced, and the weather rainy and cold, 
we determined to halt fot, the nig'ht, though very desirous of going on, for dming 
the three last days we have not advanced more than seven miles. The portage 
is two thousand eight hundred yards, along a llalTOW road, at all times rough, 
and now rendered slippery by the !'ain. About half way is an old village whicb 
the Clahclellah chief informs us is the occasional residence of his tribe, These 
houses are nncommonly large, one of them measured one hundred and sixty by 
forty feet, and the f!'ames are constructed in the usnal manner, except that it is 
double so as to appear like one hOllse within another, The floors are on a level 
with the ground, and the roofs have been taken down and sunk in a pond behind 
the village, We find that our conduct yesterday has made the Indians much 
more respectful; they do not cl'Owd about LIS in such nlllllbers, and behave with 
much more propriety. Among those who visited us were about twenty of the 
Yehhubs, a tribe of Shahalas, whom \"e had found on the north side of the river, 
immediately above the rapids, but who had now emigrated to the opposite shore, 
where they generally take salmon. Like theit' relations, the Wabclellahs, they 
have taken their houses with them, so that only one is now standing whel'e the 
old village was. We observe generally, that the houses which have the floor on 
a level with the earth, are smaller, and have more the appeal"llnce of being' tempo
rary than those which are sWlk in the ground, whence we pr~sume tha~ the fOl'mer 
are the dwellings during spring aud summer, while the latter are reserved for the 
autumn and winter. Most of the houses are built .of boards and. covered with. 
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bark, though some of the more inferior kind are constructed wholly of cedar 
bark, kept smooth and flat by small splinters fixed crosswise through the bark, 
at the distance of twelve or fourteen inches apart. There is but little difference 
in appearance between these Yehhuhs, Wahclellahs, Clahclellahs, and Neercho
kioos, who compose the Shahala nation. On comparing the vocabulary of the 
Wahclellahs with that of the Chinnooks, we found that the names for numbers 
were precisely the same, though the other parts of the language were essentially 
different. The women of all these tribes braid their hail', piel'ce the nose, and 
some of them have lines of dots reaching from the ankle as high as the middle of 
the leg. These Yehhuhs behaved with great pl'opriety, and condemned the 
treatment we had received from the Wahclellahs. We purchased from one of 
them the skin of a sheep killed near this place, for which we gave in exchange 
the skins of a deer and elk. These animals, he tells us, usually frequent the 
rocky parts of the mountains, where they are found in great numbers. 'fhe 
bighorn is also an inhabitant of these mountains, and the natives have several 
robes made of their skins. The mountains near this place are high, steep, and 
strewed with rocks, which are principally black. Several species of fir, white 
pine, and white cedar, form theil' covering, while neal' the river we see the 
cottonwood, sweet-willow, a species of maple, the broad-leafed ash, the purple 
haw, a small species of cherry, the purple currant, gooseberry, red-willow, the 
vining and whiteberry honeysuckle, the huckleberry, sacacommis, two kinds of 
mountain holly, and the common ash. 

Sunday, 13. The loss of our perioque yesterday obliges us to distribute our 
loading between the two canoes, and the two remaining perioques. This being 
done, we proceeded along the north side of the river, but soon finding that the 
increased loading rendered our vessels difficult to manage, if not dangerous in 
case of high wind, the two perioques only continued on their route, while captain 
Lewis with the canoes crossed over to the Yehhuh village, with a view of pur
chasing one or two more canoes. The village now consisted of eleven houses, 
crowded with inhabitants, and about sixty fighting men. They were very well 
disposed, and we fonnd no difficulty in procuring two small canoes, in exchange 
for two robes and foul' elk skins. We also purchased with deer skins, three 
dogs, an animal which has now become a favourite food, for it is found to be a 
strong healthy diet, preferable to lean deer or elk, and much superior to horse
flesh in any state. With these he proceeded along the south side of the river, 
and joined us in the evening. We had gone along the north shore as high as 
Cruzatte's river, to which place we had sent some hunters the day before 
yesterday, and where we were detained by the high winds. The hunters how-
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ever did not join us, and we therefore, as soon as the wind had abated, pro
ceeded on for six miles, where we halted for captain Lewis, and in the mean
time went out to hunt. We procured two black-tailed fallow deel', which seem 
to be the only kind inhabiting these mountains. Believing that the hunters 
were still below us, we despatched a small canoe back for them, and in the 
mornmg, 

April 14, they all joined us with four more deer. After breakfast we re
sumed our joumey, and though the wind was hig-h dming the day, yet by 
keeping along the northern shore, we were able to proceed without dangel·. At 
one o'clock we halted for dinner at a large village situated in a narrow bottom, 
just above the entt-ance of Canoe creek. The houses are detached fmm each 
other, so as to occupy an extent of several miles, though only twenty in number. 
Those which are inhabited are on the surface of the eatth, and built in the same 
shape as those near the rapids; but there were others at present evacuated, 
which are completely under ground. They are sunk about eight feet deep, and 
covered with strong timbers, and several feet of earth in a conical form. On 
descending: by means of a ladder through a hole at the top, which answers the 
double purpose of a door and a chimney, we found that the house consisted of ~ 
single room, nearly circular and about sixteen feet in diameter. 

The inhabitants, who call themselves Weocksockwillacum, differ but little. 
from those near the rapids, the chief distinction in dress, being a few leggings 
and moccasins, which we find here like those worn by the Chopunnish. These 
people have ten or twelve very good homes, which are the first we have seen 
!;ince leaving this neighbourhood last autumn. The country below is, indeed, 
of such a nature, as to prevent the use of this animal, except in the Columbia 
valley, and there they would be of no great service, for the inhabitants reside 
chiefly on the river side, and the country is too thickly wooded to suffer them to 
hunt game on horseback. Most of these, they inform us, have been taken in a. 
warlike excursion, which was lately made against the Towanahiooks, a part of 
the Snake nation living in the upper pal-t of the MuItnomah, to the south-east 
of this place. Their language is the same with that of the Chilluckittequaws. 
They seemed inclined to be very civil, and gave us in exchange, some roots, 
shapelell, filberts, dried berries, and five dogs. 

After dinner we proceeded, and passing at the distance of six miles, the 
high cliffs on the left, encamped at the mouth of a small run on the same side. 
A little above us is a village, consisting of about on~ hundred fighting men of a. 
tribe called Smackshops, many of whom passed the evening with us: They do 
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not differ in atly respect from the inhabitants of the village below. In hopes of 
purchasing- horses we did not set out the next morning, 

Tuesdav, 15, till after breakfast, and in the meantime exposed our merchan
dise, and made them various offers; but as they declined bartering, we left them 
and soon reached the Sepulch,'e rock, where we halted a few minutes. 'J.'he 
rock itself stands near the middle of the rivel', and contains :tbout two acreli of 
ground above high water. On this surface are scattered thirteen vaults, eon
structed like those below the Rapids, and some of them more th"n half filled: 
with dead bodies. After satisfying our curiosity with these venerable remains,. 
we returned to the northern shore, and proceeded to a village at the distance of 
four miles: on landing-, we found that the inhabitants belonged to the same na
tion we had just left, and as they also had horses, we made a second attempt 1;0 

purchase a few of them: but with all our dexterity in exhibiting our wares, we 
conld not induce them to sell, as we had none of the only articles which they 
seemed desirons of procuring, a sort of war hatchet, called by the north-west 
traders an eye-dog. We therefore purchased two dogs, and taking leave of 
these Weocksockwillacums, proceeded to another of their villages, just below 
the entrance of Cataract river. Here too, we h'ied in vain to plll'chase some 
horses, nor did we meet with more success at the two villages of Chilluckitte
quaws, a few miles farther up the river. At three in the afternoon, we came to 
the mouth of Quinett creek, which we ascended a short distance and encamped 
for the night, at the spot we had called Rock fort, Here we were soon visited 
by some of the people from the Great Narrows and Falls: and on our expressing 
a wish to purchase horses, they agreed to meet us to-morrow on the north side 
of the river, where we would open a traffic. They then returned to their 
villages to collect the horses, and in the morning, 

Wednesday, 16, captain Clarke crossed with nine men, and a Jarge pal't of 
the merchandise, in order to purchase twelve horses to transport our baggage, 
and Some pounded fish, as a reserve during the passage of the Rocky mountains. 
The rest of the men were employed in hunting and preparing saddles. 

From the Rapids to this place, and indeed a:s far as the commencement of 
the Narrows, the Columbia is from half a mile to three quarters in width, and 
possesses scarcely any current: its bed consists principally of rock, except at 
the entrance of Labiche river, which takes its rise in mount Hood, from which, 
like Quicksand river, it brings down vast (luantities of sand.- During the whole 
course of the Columbia from the Rapids to the Chilluckittequaws are the trunks 
of many large pine trees standing erect in the water, which is thirty feet deep at 
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?present, and never less dIan ten. These trees could never have gt'own in their 
present state, for they are all very much doated, and none of them vegetate i so 
that the only reasonable account which can be given of this phenomenon, is, 
that at some period, which the appearance of the trees induces us to fix within 
twenty years, the rocks from the hill sides have obstructed the narrow pass at 
the Rapids, and caused the river to spread.through the woods. The mountains 
which border as far as the Sepulchre rock, are high and broken, and its romantic 
views occasionally enlivened by beautiful cascades rushing from the heights, and 
forming a deep contrast with the firs, cedars and pines, which darken their 
sides. From the Sepulchre rock, where the low country begins, the long-leafed 
pine is the almost exclusive growth of timber; but our present camp is the 
last spot where a single tree is to be seen on the wide plains, which are now 
spread before us to the foot of the Rocky mountains. It is, however, covered 
with a rich verdure of grass and herbs, some inches in height, which forms a 
delightful and exhilarating prospect, after being confined to the mountains and 
thick forests on the sea-coast. The climate too, though only on the border of 
the plains, is here very different from that we have lately experienced. The ail' 
is driel' and more pure, and the ground itself is as free from moisture a!> if there 
had been no rain" for the last ten days. Around this place are many esculent 
plants used by the Indians: among which is a currant, now ill bloom, with a 
yellow blossom like that of the yellow currant of the Missouri, from which, 
however, it differs specifically. There is also a species of hyacinth growing in 
the plains, which presents at this time a pretty flower of a pale blue col om', and 
the bulb of which is boiled or baked, or dried in the sun, and eaten by the 
Indians. This bulb, of the present year, is white, flat in shape, and not quite 
solid, and it overlays and presses closely that of the last year, which, though 
much thinner and withered, is equally wide, and sends forth from its sides a 
number of small radicles. 

Our hunters obtained one of the long-tailed deel' with the young horns, 
about two inches, and a large black or dark brown pheasant, such as we had 
seen on the uppel' part of the Missouri. They· also brought in a large gray 
squirrel, and two 'others resembling it in shape, but smaller than the common 
gray squiri'el of the United States, and of a pied gray and yellowish brown 
colonr. In addition to this game, they had seen some antelopes, and the tracks 
of several black bear, but no appearance of elk. They had seen no birds, but 
fonnd three eggs of the party-coloured corvus. Though the salmon has not 
yet appeared, we have seen less scarcity than we apprehended from the reports 
we had heard below. At the Rapids, the natives subsist chiefly on a few white 
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8almon trout, which they take at this time, and considerable quantities of a small 
indifferent mullet of an inferior quality. Beyond that place we see none ex
cept dried fish of the last season, nor is the sturgeon caught by any of the na
tives above the Columbia, their whole stores consisting of roots, and fish either 
dried or pounded. 

Captain Clarke had, in the mean time, been endeavouring to purchase 
horses, without success, but they promised to trade with him if he would go up 
to the Skilloot village. above the long Narrows. He therefore sent over to us 
for more merchandise, and then accompanied them in the evening to that place, 
where he passed the night. The next day, 

rrhursday, 17, he sent to inform us that he was still unable to purchase any 
horses, but intended going as far as the Eneeshur village to-day, whence he 
wonld return to meet us to-morrow at the Skilloot village. In the evening the 
principal chief of the Chillllckittequaws came to see us, accompanied by twelve 
of his nation, and hearing that we wanted horses, he promised to meet us at 
the NalTows with some for sale. 
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CHAP. XXVII. 

CAPTAIN CLARKE PROCURES FOUR HORSES FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OF THE BAG

GAGE-SOME FURTHER ACCOUNT OF THE SKILLOOT TRIBE-THEIR JOY AT THE 

FIRST APPEARANCE OF SALMON IN THE COLUMBIA-THEIR THIEVISH PROPENSITIES

THE PARTY ARRIVE A!, THE VILLAGE OF THE ENEESHURS, WHERE THE NATIVES ARE 

FOUND ALIKE UNFRIENDLY-THE PARTY NOW PROVIDED WITH HORSES-THE PARTY 

PREVENTED FROM THE EXERCISE OF HOSTILITY AGAINST THIS NATION BY A FRIENDLY 

ADJUSTMENT-THE SCARCITY OF TIMBER SO GREAT THAT THEY ARE COMPELLED TO 

BUY WOOD TO COOK THEIR PROVISIONS-ARRIVE AT THE WAHHOWPUM VILLAGE

DANCE OF THE NATIVES-THEIR INGENUITY IN DECLINING TO PURCHASE THE CANOES. 

ON THE SUPPOSITION THAT THE PARTY WOULD BE COMPELLED TO LEAVE THEIIl 

BEHIND DEFEATED-THE PARTY HAVING OBTAIN ED A COMPLEMENT OF HORSES. 

PROCEED BY LAND-ARRIVE AT THE PISHQUITPAH VILLAGE, AND SOME ACCOUNT OF 

THAT PEOPLE-THEIR FRANK AND HOSPITABLE TREATMENT FROM THE WOLLA

WOLLAHS-THEIR MODE OF DANCING DESCRIBED-THEIR MODE OF MAKING FISH

WEIRS-THEIR AMIABLE CHARACTER, AND THEIR UNUSUAL AFFECTION FOR THE 

WHITES. 

FRIDAY, 18. WE set out this morning after an early breakfast, and crossing 
the river, continued along the north side for four miles, to the foot of the first 
rapid. Here it was necessary to unload and make a portage of seven paces 
over a rock, round which we then drew the empty boats by means of a cord, 
and the assistance of setting poles. We then reloaded, and at the distance of 
five miles, reached the basin at the foot of the long Narrows. After unloading 
and arranging the camp, we went up to the Skilloot village, where we found 
captain Clarke. He had not been able to procure more than four hOl'ses, for 
which he was obliged to give double the price of those formerly purchased 
from the Shoshonees and the first tribe of Flatheads. These, however, we 
hoped might be sufficient with the aid of the small canoes to convey our b~ggage 
as far as the villages near the Muscleshell rapid, where horses are cheaper and 
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more abundant, and where we may probably exchange the canoes for as many 
horses as we want. The Skilloots, indeed, have a number of horses, but they 
are unwilling to part with them, though at last we laid out three parcels of 
merchandise, fOl' each of which they pmmised to bring us a horse in the morn
ing. The long ~ arrows have a much mOl'e tiwmidable appearance than when 
we passed them in the autumn, so that it would, in fact, be impossible either to 
descend or go up them in any kind of boat. As we had therefore no further 
nse fot' the two perioques, we cut them up for fnel, and early ill the morning, 

Saturday, Hl, all the party began to carry the merchandise over the portage. 
This we accomplished with the aid of our four horses, by three o'clock in the 
afternoon, when we formed oUl' camp a little above the Skilloot village. Since 
we left them in the autumn they have removed thei,' village ~ a few hnndred 
yards lower down the ri,'er, and have exchanged the cellars in which we then 
found them, fOI' more pleasant dwellings on the snrface of the ground. The~e 

are fOl'med by sticks, and covered with mats and straw, and so larg-e, that each 
is the residence of several families. 'fhey are also much better clad than any 
of the natives below, or than they were themselves last autumn; the dress of 
the men consists generally of leggings, moccasins, and large robes, and many 
of them wear shirts in the !'ame form used 'by the Chopunnish and Shoshonees, 
highly ornamented, as well as the leggings and moccasins, with porcupine 
quills. Their modesty is protected hy the skin of a fox or some other animal, 
drawn uncleI' a girdle and hanging in front like a narrow apron. The dress of 
the women differs hut little from that worn near the rapids; and both sexes wear 
the hair over the forehead as low as the eyebrows, with lal'ge locks cut square 
at the ears, and the rest hanging in two queues in front of the body. The robes 
are made principally of the skins of deer, elk, bighorn, some wolf and buffaloe, 
while the children use the skins of the large gray squirrel. The buffaloe is pro
cured from the nations higher up the river, who occasionally visit the Missouri; 
indeed, the greater proportion of their apparel is brought by the nations to the 
north-west, who come to trade fOl'pounded fish, copper, and heads. Their chief 
fuel is straw, southernwood, and small willows. The bear-grass, the bark of 
the cedar, and the silk grass, are employed in various articles of manufaCture. 

The whole village was filled with "ejoicing to-day, at having caught a :o.;ngle 
salmon, which was considered as the harbinger of vast quantities in four or fh'e 
days, In order to hasten their arrival, the Indians, according t~ custom, dressed 
fish, and cut it into small pieces, one of which was given to each child in the 
village. In the good humour excited by this occurrence, they parted, 'bough 
reluctantly, with four other horses, for which we gave them two kettles, re-
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~erving' only a single small one fOl" a mess of eight men. Unluckily, however, 
we lost one of the horses by the negligence of the person to whose charge he 
was committed. The rest were therefore hobblerl and tied; but as the nations 
here do not understand gelding, all the hUI'ses but one were stallions, aRd this 
being the season when they are most vicious, \ye bad great difficulty in ma
naging them, and were obliged to keep watch OVCI' them all night. In the 
afternoon captain Clarke set out with four men for the Eneeshur village at the 
grand Falls, in ordel' to m:'lke further attempts to pl'ocme horses. 

Sunday, 20. As it was obviously our interest to presen'e the good will of 
these peuple, we passed over several small thefts which they have committed, 
but this morning we learnt that six tomahawks and a knife had been stolen 
during the nig'ht. 'Ve addressed our,;;el ves to the chief, who seemed angry with 
his people, and made all harangue to them, but we did not recover the articles, 
and soon after, two of Oil\' spoons were l1li~sing. 'Ve therefore ordered them 
all from our camp, threatening to heat severely anyone detected in purloining. 
This harshne>s irritated them su much that they left us in an ill humour, and we 
therefore kept on our guard against any insult. Besides this knavel'y, the faith. 
lessness of the people is intolerahle, frequently after receiving goods in exchange 
for a horse, they return in a few hours and insist on revoking the bargain, or 
receiving some additional value. "T e discovered too, that the horse which was 
missing yesterday, had heen gamhled away hy the fellow from whom \ .. e had 
purchased him, to a man of a diffel'ent nation, who had carried him off. Be
sides these, we bought two more horses, two dogs, and some chapelell, and also 
~xchang'ed a couple of elk skins to:' a gun belonging to the chief. This was 
all we could obtain, tor though they harl a great abundance of dried fish, they 
would not sell it, except at a price too eXOl'lJitant for uur finances. We now 
found that no more horses could he procured, and therefore prepared for setting 
out to-morrow. One of the canoes, for which the Indians would give us very 
little, was cut up for fuel, two others, together with some elk skins and pieces 
of old iron, we bartered for beads, and the remaining two small canoes were 

despatched early next morning, 
Monday, 21, with all the baggage which could not be carried on horseback. 

We had intended setting out at the same time, but one of our horses broke 
loose during the night, and we were under the necessity of sending several men 
in seal'ch of him .. In the lD;:an time, the Indians, who were always on the alert, 
stole a tomahawk, which we could not recover, though several of them were 
searched. Another fellow was detected in carrying off a piece of iron, and 
kicked out of camp: captain Lewis then, addressing the Indians, declared that 
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he was not afraid to fight them; for if he chose, he might easily put them to 
death, and burn their village; that he did not wish to treat them ill if they did 
not steal; and that although if he knew who had the tomahawks he would take 
away the horses of the thieves, yet he would rather lose the property altogether 
than take the horse of an innocent man. The chiefs were present at this ha
rangue, hung their heads, and made no reply. At ten o'clock the men returned 
with the horse, and soon after, an Indian who had promised to go with us as 
fat' as the Chopunnish, came with two horses, one of which he politely offered 
to carry our baggage. We therefore loaded nine horses, and giving the tenth 
to Bratton, who was still too sick to walk, about ten o'clock left the village of 
these disagreeable people. At one o'clock we arrived at the village of the 
Eneeshurs, whet'e we found captain Clal'ke, who had been completely unsuc
cessful in his attempts to purchase horses, the Eneeshurs being' quite as un
friendly as the Skilloots. Fortunately, however, the fellow who had sold a 
horse, and afterwards lost him at gambling, belonged to this village, and we in
sisted on taking the kettle and knife, which had been given to him for the 
horse, if he did not replace it by one of equal yalue. He preferred the latter, 
and brought us a very good horse. Being here joined by the canoes and 
bag'gage across the portage, we halted half a mile above the town, and 
took dinner on some dogs, after which we proceeded on about foUl' miles, and 
encamped at a village of Eneeshurs, consisting of nine mat huts, a little below 
the mouth of the Towahnahiooks. 'Ve obtained from these people a couple of 
dogs, and a small quantity of fuel, fot· which we were obliged to give a higher 
price than usual. \Ve also boug'ht a horse, with a back so milch injured, that 
he can scarcely be of much service to us, but the price was some trifling articles, 
which in the United States would cost about a dollar and a quarter. 'l'he 
dress, the manners, and the language of the Eneeshurs differ in no respect from 
those of the Skilloots. Like them too, these EneeshUl's are inhospitable and 
parsimonious, faithless to their engagements, and in the midst of poverty and 
filth, retain a degree of pride and arrogance which render our numbers our only 
protection against insult, pillage, and even murder. We are, however, assured 
by our Chopunnish g'uide, who appears to be a very sincere, honest Indian, that 
the nations above will treat us with much more hospitality. 

Tuesday, 22. Two of our horses broke loose in the night, and straggled to 
Borne distance, so that we were not able to retake them and begin OUl' march 
before seven o'clock. We had just reached the top of a hill near the village, 
when the load of one of the horses tUl'oed, and the animal taking fright at a 
cobe which still adhered to him, ran furiously towards the village: just as he 
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came there the robe fell, and an Indian hid it in his hut. Two men went back 
after the horse, which they soon took, but the robe was still missing, and the 
Indians denied having seen it. These repeated acts of knavery now exhausted 
oUl" patience, and captain Lewis therefore set out for the village, determined to 
make them deli vet' up the robe, or to burn the village to the ground. This 
disagreeable altemative was rendet'ed unnecessary, for on his way he met one 
of our men, who had found the robe in an Indian hut hid behind some bag
gage. "\Ve resumed our route, and soon after halted at a hill, from the top of 
which we enjoyed a commanding view of the range of mountains in which 
mount Hood stands, and which continue south as far as the eye can reach, with 
their tops covered with snow. Mount Hood itself bears south 30° west, and the 
snowy summit of mount Jefferson south 10° west. Towards the south, and at 
no great distance, we discern some woody countt·y, and opposite this point of 
view is the mouth of the 'fowahnahiooks. This river receives, at the distance 
of eighteen or twenty mile~, a bJ'anch from the rig-ht, which takes its rise in 
mount Hood, while the main stream comes in a course from the south-east, and 
ten 01' fifteen miles is joined by a second branch from mount Jefferson. From 
this place we proceeded with OUl' bag'gage in the centre, escorted both before 
and behind by those of the men who Were without the care of horses, and hav
ing crossed a plain eight miles in extent, reached a villag'e of Eneeshurs, con
sisting of six houses. Here we bouglit some dogs, on which we dined near the 
village, and having purchased another horse, went up the river foul' miles fur
ther, to another Eneeshur village of seven mat houses. Our guide now informed 
us that the next village was at such a distance that we should not reach it this 
evening, and as we should be able to procure both dogs and wood at this place, 
we determined to encamp. We here purchased a hOl'se, and engaged for a 
second in exchange for one of our canoes, but as they were on the opposite side 
of the river, and the wind very high, they were not able to cros!! before sunset, 
at which time the Indian had returned home to the next village auove. This 
evening-, as well as at dinner-time, we were obliged to buy wllod to cook our 
meat, fOI' there is no timber in the country, and all the fuel is brought from a 
great distance. We ootained as mnch as answered o~r purposes on _mo~erate 
terms, but as we are too POOl' to afford more than a smg'le fire, and he Without 
any shelter, we find the nights disag.reeably cold, though the weather is warm 

during the daytime. The next mornmg', 
Wednesday, 23, two of the horses strayed away, in consequence of neglect

ing to tie them as had been directed. One of them was recovered, but as we 
bad a long ride to make before reaching the next village, we could wait no 
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longer than eleven o'clock for the other. Not being found at that time we set 
ont, and after marching [0.· twelve miles over the sands of a narrow rocky bot
tom on the north side of the rivel·, came to a village near the Rock Rapid, at 
the mouth of a la.·ge creek, which we had not obsel"Ved in descending. It 
consisted of twdve telllpora:'} huts of mat, inhabited by a tribe called Wah_ 
howpum, who speal; a language very similar to that of the Chopullnish, whom 
they resemhle also in dress, both sexes being clad in robes and shirts, as well as 
leggings and moccasins. These people seemed much pleased to see us, and rea
dily gave m fOllr dogs and some chapelell and wood in exchange for small 
~rticles, such as pewter-huttons, strips of tin, iron, and brass, and some twisted 
wire, which we had previously prepared for our journey across the plains. 
These people, as well as some more living in five hnts a little below them. 
were waiting the return of the salmon. ,Ve also found a Chopunnish return
ing home with his family and a dozen young horses, some of which he wanted 
us to hire, but this we declined, as in that casp. we should be obliged to main
tain him allll his family on the route. After arranging the camp, we assemlJlcd 
all the wal"l"iol"", and having smoked with them, the violins were produced, and 
some of the lllen danced. This civility was returned by the Indians in a style 
of dancing snch as we had not yet seen. The spectatol·s fot·med a ,circle round 
the dancers, who, with their robes drawn tightly round the shoulders, and di
vided into parties of five or six men, perform by crossing in a line from one side 
of the cil·cle to the other. All the parties, performers as well as spectators, 
sang, and after proceeding in this way for some time, the spectators join, and 
the whole concludes by a promiscuous dance and song·. Having finished, the 
natives retired at our request, after promising to barter horses with us ill the 
morning. The rivel· is by no meaus so difficult of passage, nor obstructed lJy so 
Ibany rapids, as it was in the autumn, the water being now sufficiently high to 
cover the rocks in the bed. III the morning, 

Thursday, 24, we began early to look for our hOl·ses, Lut they were not col
lected before one o'clock. In the meantime we prepared saddles for three new 
horses which we purchased from the Wahhowpums, and agreed to hire three 
more from the Chopuunish Indian who was to accompany us .with his family. 
The natives also had promised to take our canoes in exchange for horses; but 
when they found that we wel·e resolved on travelling by land, they l·efused giv
ing us any thing, in hopes that we would be forced to leave them. Disgusted 
at this conduct, we determined rather to cut them to pieces tha.n suffer these 
people to enjoy them, and actually began to . split them, on which they gave us 
several strands of beads for each canoe. We had now a sufficient number of 
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horses to carry our baggage, and therefore proceeded wholly by land. At two 
o'clock we set out, and passing between the hills and the northern shore of the 
river, had a difficult and fatiguing march over a road altemately sandy and 
rocky. At the distance of four miles, we came to four huts of the lVletcowwee 
tribe, two miles furthe,· the same number of huts, and after making twelve 
miles from our last night's camp, halted at a larger village of five huts of 
Metcowwees. 

As we came along, many of the natives passed and repassed without mak
ing any advances to converse, though they behaved with distant respect. We 
observed in Oui" route no animals except the killdeer, the brown liza,·d, and 
a moonax, which the people had domesticated as a favourite. Most of the 
men complain of a soreness in thei,· feet and legs, occasione(l by walking on 
rough stones and deep sands, after heing accustomed for some months past to 
a soft soil. 'Ve therefo,·e determined to remain here this evening, and for 
thi" purpose bought three dogs and some ch:lpeJell, which we cooked with dry 
grass and willow boughs. The want of wood is a serious inconvenience, on 
account of the coolness of the nights, particularly when the wind sets from 
mount Hood, or in any western direction ~ those winds being much colder 
than the winds from the Rocky Mountains. 'l'here are no dews in the plains, 
and from the appearance, we presume, that no rain has fallen for several weeks. 
By nine o'clock the following morning, 

Friday, 25, we collected Oul" horses, and proceeded eleven miles to a large 
village of fifty-one mat houses, where we purchased some wood and a few 
dogs, on which we made our dinne,·. The village contained about seven hun
dred persons of a 1;ribe called Pishquitpah, whose residence on the river is only 
during the spring and summer, the autumn and winter being passed in hunt
ing throug'h the plains, and along the borders of the mountains. The greater 
part of them were at a distance from the river as we descended, and never 
having seen white men before, they flocked rOllnd us in great numbe,·s; but 
although they were exceedingly curious, they treated us with great respect, and 
were very \wgent that we should spend the night with them. Two principal 
chiefs were pointed Ollt by our Chopnnnish companion, and ack.nowledged by 
the tribe, and we therefore invested each of them with a small medal. We 
were also very desirous of purchasing more horses: but as our principal ,;tock 
of merchandize consists of a dirk, a sword, and a few old clothes, the Indians 
eould not be induced to traffic with llS. The Pishquitpahs are generaBy of a 
good stature and proportion, and as the heads of neither males n()r females 
are 180 much flattened at! those lower down the river, their features are rather 
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pleasant. The hair is braidecl in the manner practised by their western neigh
bolli's; but the genemlity of the men are dressed in a large robe, under which 
is a shirt reaching- to the knees, where it is met by long leggings, and the feet 
covered with moccasins: others, howevel', wear only the truss and robe. As 
they unite the occnpations of hunting and fishing life, both sexes ride very 
dextel'ously, theil' capar:soll being a saddle or pad of dressed skin, stuffed with 
goats' hair, and from which wooden stirrups are suspended; and a hair rope 
tied at both ends to the under-jaw of the animal. 

The horses, however, though good, suffer much, as do in fact all Indian 
horses, from sore backs, Finding them not disposed to barter with Ui, we left 
the Plshquitpahs at four o'clock, accompanied by eighteen or twenty of their 
young men on horseback. At the distance of four miles, we passed, without 
halting, five houses belo!' ging to the W ollawollahs; and five miles fmther, ob
serving as many willows as would answer the pmpose of making fires, availed 
ourselves of the circumstance, by encamping near them, The country through 
which we passed bore the same appearance as that of yesterday. The hills on 
both ~ides of the river al'e about two hundl'ed and fifty feet high, generally 
abrupt and cragg'y, and in many places presenting a perpendicular face of 
black, hard, and [o;olid rock. From the top of these hills, the country extends 
itself in level plains to a very great distance, and though not as fertile as the 
land near the Falls, produces an abundant supply of low grass, which is an ex
cellent food for horses. This grass must indeed be unusually nutritious, for 
even at this season of the year, after wintering on the dry grass of the plains, 
and being used with greater severity than is usual among the whites, many 
of these horses are perfectly fat, nor have we indeed, seen a single one who was 
poor. In the course of the day we killed several rattlesnakes, like those of the 
United States, and saw many of the common as well as the horned lizard. We 
also killed six ducks, one of which proved to be of a different species from any 
we had yet seen, being distinguished by yellow legs, and feet webbed like 
those of the duckinmallard. The Pishquitpahs passed the night with us, and at 
their request, the violin was played, and some of the men amused themselves 
with dancing. At the same time we succeeded in obtaining two horses at nearly 
the same prices which had already been refuseo in the village. In the morning, 

Saturday, 26, we set out early. At the distance of three miles, the river 
hills become low, and retiring to a great distance, leave a low, level, exten
sive plain, which on the other side of the river, had begun thirteen miles 
lower. As we were crossing this plain, we were overtaken by several families 
travelling up the river with a number of horses, and although their c~mpany 
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;vas inconvenient, for the weathet' was wal'm, the l'Oads dusty, and their horseS' 
crowded in and broke our line of mat'ch, yet we were unwilling to tlisplease 
the Indians by any act of severity, 'file plain possesses much grass and a 
variety of herbaceous plants and shrubs; but aftel' goillg' twelve miles, we were 
fortunate enough to find a few willows, which enabled us to cook a dinner of 
jerked elk, and the remainder of the dogs purchased yestenlay. \Ve then 
went on sixteen miles further, and six miles above our camp of the nineteenth 
of October, encamped in the rain, about a mile below three houses of 'Yollaw
wollahs. Soon after we halted, an Indian boy took a piece of bone, which he 
substituted for a fish-hook, and caught several chub, nine inches long. 

Sunday, 27. 'Ye were detained till nine o'clock, befOl'e a horse, which 
broke loose in the night, could be recovered. \Ye then passed, near our camp, 
a small river, called Y oumalolam, pl'Oceeded thl'Ough a continuation, till at the 
distanct! of fifteen miles, the abrupt and rocky hills, three hundred feet hig'h, 
retum to the river. These we ascended, and then crossed a higher plain fot· 
nine miles, when we again came to the water side. 'Ve had been induced 
to make this long march because we had bllt little lwovisions, and hoped to find 
a W ollawollah village, which our guide had told us we :;\tould reach when next 
we met the river. There was, hOWCVCI', no village to he seen, and as both the 
men and horses were fatigued, "e haItecl, antI col!t>cting' some dry stalks of 
weeds and the stems of a plant resembling sOllthcl'Il-wood, cooked a small quan
tity of jerked meat for dinnel'. Soon after we were joined by snell \\'ollawol
lahs, among whom we recognised a chief by the name of Yellept, who had "i
sited us on the lIineteenth of October, when we gave him a medal with the pro
mise of a larger one on our return. He appeared very much pleased at seeing 
us again, and invited us to remain at his village three or foUl' days, during which 
he would supply us with the only food they had, and fUl'l1ish llS with horses for 
our journey. After the cold, inhospitable treatment we have lately received, 
'this kind offer was peculiarly acceptable, and after a hasty meal, we accompa
nied him to his villag'e, six miles above, situated on the edge of the low coun
try, and about twelve miles below the mouth of Lewis's river. Immediately on 
our arrival, Yellept, who proved io be a mall of llluch influence, not only in 
his own, but in the neighbouring nations, collected the inhabitants, and after 
having' made an harangue, the pnrport of which was to induce the nations to 
tr.eat us hospitably, set them an example, by bring'ing himself an al'mfull of 
wood, and a platter containing three roasted mullets. They immediately as
sented to one part, at least, of the recommendation, by fUl'l1ishing us with an 
abundance of the only sort of fuel they employ, the stems of shrubs, growing in 
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the plains. "Ve then pl1l'chascd four dogs, on which we supped hear.tily, hav
ing been on short allowance for two days past. When we .were dlsp~sed to 
sleep, the Indians retired immediately on our request, and, mdeed, ullIformly 
conducted themselves with great pl·opl·iety. These people live on roots, which 
are vel'y abundant in the plains, and catch a few salmon-trout; but at present 
they seem to subf'ist chiefly on a species of mullet, weighing from one to three 
pounds. 'l'hey lIOW informed us, that opposite to the village then~ was a route 
which led to the mouth of the Kooskooskee, on the south side of Lewis's river, 
that the road itself was gpod, and passed over a level country, well supplied 
with water and grass, and that we should meet with plenty of deer and antelope. 
,Ve knew that a road in that direction would shorten the distance at least eighty 
miles, and as the report of our guide was confhmed by Yellept and other In
dians, ,,"e did not hesitate to adopt that course; they added, however, that 
there were no houses or permanent residence of Indians on the road, and it was 
therefore deemed prudent not to trust wholly to our guns, but to lay in a stock of 
prOVISIOns. In the moming, 

Monday, 28, therefore, we pmchased ten dogs. While this trade was 
~arl'ying on by our men, Yellept brought a fine white horse, and presented him 
to captain Clarke, expressing at the same time a wish to have a kettle: but 
on being informed that we had already disposed of the last kettle we could spare, 
he said he would be content with any present we should make in retu\"U. Cap
tain Clarke therefore gave his sword, for which the chief had before expressed 
a desire, adding' one hundred balls, some powder, and other small articles, with 
which he appeared perfectly satisfied. We were now anxious to depart, and 
reqnested Yellept to lend us canoes for the purpose of crossing the river. But 
he wonld not listen to any proposal of leaving the village. He wished us to re
main two or three clap: but would not let us go ttl-day, for he had already sent 
to invite his neighbours, the Chimnapoos, to come down this evening and join his 
people in a dance for our amusement. We urged, in vain, that by setting out 
sooner, we would the earlier return with the articles they desired; for a day, he 
observed, would make but little difference. "Ve at length mentioned, that as 
there was no wind, it was now the best time to Cl'OSS the I'iver, and would merely 
take the horses over, and retul'll to sleep at their village. 'fo this he assented, 
and we then crossed with our horses, and having hobbled them, returned to their 
camp. Fortunately there was among these W ollawollahs, a prisoner belonging 
to a tribe of Shoshonee Ol' Snake Indians, residing to the south of the Multno
mah, and visiting occasionally the heads of the Wollawollah creek. Our 8ho
shonee woman, Sacajaweah, though she belonged to a tribe near the Missouri, 
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spoke the same language as this prisoner, and by their means we were able to 
explain omselves to the Indians, and answel' all their inquiries with respect to 
ourselves and the ohject of our joul'lley, Our conversation inspired them with 
lUnch confidence, and they soon brought several sick persons, for whom they 
requested onr assistance, We splintered the broken arm of one, gave some 
relief to another, whose knee was contracted by rheumatism, and administered 
what we thought beneficial fOl' ulcCl's and eruptions of the skin, on various parts 
of the body, which are very common disorders among them, Bnt our most 
valuable medicine was eye-water, which we distributed, and which, indeed, 
they required very much: the complaint of the eyes, occasioned l>y living 011 

the water, and increased by the fine sand of the plains, being now universal. 
A little before snnset, the Chimnapoos, amounting to one hundred men, and 

a few women, came to the village, and joining' the 'Vollawollahs, who were 
about the same number of men, formed themselves in a circle round om' camp. 
and waited very patiently till om men were disposed to dance, which they did 
for about an hour, to the tune of the violin. They then requested to see the 
Indians dance. With this they readily complied, and the whole assemblage, 
amounting. with the women and children of the village, to several hundred, 
stood up, and sang and danced at the same tinw, The exercise was not, 
indeed, very violent nor very g°\'aceful, for the greater part of them were formed 
into a solid column, round a kind of hollow square, stood on the same place, and 
mel'ely jumped up at intervals, to keep time to the music. Some, however, of 
the more active wal'l'iors, entered the square, and danced round it sidewise, 
and some of our men joined in the dance, to the great satisfaction of the Indians. 
The dance continued till ten o'clock. The next morning, 

Tuesday, 29, Yellept supplied us with two canoes in which we crossed with 
all our baggage by eleven o'clock, but the horses having strayed to some dis
tance, we could not collect them in time to reach any fit place to encamp if we 
began our journey, as night would ovel-take us before we came to water. 'Ve 
therefore thought it advisable to encamp about a mile from the Columbia, on the 
mouth of the W ollawollah river. This is a handsome stream, about fifty yards 
wide, and four and a half feet in depth: its waters, which are clear, roll ovel' a 
bed composed principally of gravel, intermixed with some sand and mud, and 
though the banks are low they do not seem to be overflowed. It empties into 
the Columbia, about twelve or fifteen miles from the entrance of Lewis's river, 
and just above a range of high hills cl'Ossing the Columbia, Its sources, like 
those of the Towahnahiooks, Lapage, Y oumalolam, and W ollawollah, come, 
as the Indians inform us, from the north side of a range of mountains which 
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we see to the east and south-east, and which, commencing' to the south of 
Mount Hood, stretch in a north-eastern direction to the neighbourhood of a 
sonthern branch of Lewis's river, at some distance from the Rocky mountains. 
'l'wo principal branches, however, of the Towahnahiooks, take their rise in 
Mount Jefferson and Mount Hood, which in fact appear to separate the waters 
of the l\Iultnomah and Columbia. 'fhey are now about sixty-five or seventy 
miles from this place, and although covered with snow, do not seem high. To 
the south of these mountains the Indian prisoner says there is a river, running 
towards the north-west, as large as the Columbia at this place, which is nearly 
a mile. This account may !Jc exaggerated, !Jut it set'ves to shew that the Mult
nomah must !Je a very hU'ge rivet·, and that, with the assistance of a south-east
ern branch of Lewi~.;'s river, passing round the eastem extremity of that chain of 
mOllntains in which Monnts Hood and Jefferson are so conspicuous, waters the 
vast tract of country to the south, till its remote sonrces appt'oach those of the 
Missouri and Rio del NonIe. 

N ear our camp i" a fish-weir, formed of two curtains of small willow switches 
matted together with withes of the same plant, and extending across the river 
in two pamllel lines, six feet asunder. These are supported by several parcels 
of poles, in the manner already described, as in use among the Shoshonees. and 
are either rolled up or let down at pleasure for a few feet, so as eit~er to suffer 
the fish to pass or detain them. A seine of fifteen or eighteen feet in length is 
then dragged down the river !Jy two persons, and the bottom dmwn up against 
the curtain of willows. They also employ a smallet' seine like a scooping net, 
one side of which is confined to a semicircular bow five feet long, and half the 
size of a man's arm, and the other side is held by a strong rope, which being 
tied at bot h ends to the bow, forms the chord to the semicil'c1e. This is used by 
one person, uut the only fish whieh they can take at this time is a mullet of 
from foUl' to five pounds in weight, and this is the chief subsistence of a village of 
twelve hOllsesof \Vollawollahs, a little below us on this river, as well as of others on 
the opposite side of the ColumlJia. In the course of the day we gave small medals 
to two inferiol' chiefs, each of whom made us a present of a fine horse. We were 
in a poor condition to make an adequate acknowledgment for this kindness, hut 
gave several articles, among which was a ,pistol, with some hundt'ed rounds of am
munition. We have indeed been treated by these people with an unusual degt'ee of 
kindness and civility. They seem to have been successful in their hunting during 
the last winter, for all of them, but particularly the women, are much better clad 
than when we saw them last; both sexes among the 'VoIla wollahs, as well as the 
Chimnapoos, being provided with good robes, moccasins, lonO' shirts, and leg-
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gings. Theil' ornaments are similar to those used below, the hair cut in th{: 
forehead, and queues falling ovet· the shoulders in fl'Ont of the body: some have 
some small plaits at the ear-locks, and others tie a bundle of the docked fore-top 
in front of the forehead. 

They were anxious that we should repeat oUI' dance of last evening', but as 
it rained a littie and the wind was hig-h, we found the weather too cold fot' sllch 
amusement. 

Wednesday, 30. Although 'We had hobbled and secured oUt' new put'chases, 
we fOllnd some difficulty in collecting all our horses. In the meantitne we pur
chased several dogs, and two horses, besides exchanging one of out' least valuable 
hvr:;,-,~ for a very good one belong'ing to the C1JOpl1nnish who is accompanying us 
with his family, 'l'he daughter of this man is now about the age ofpubet'ty, 
and being incommoded by the disol'(ler incident to that age, she is not permitted 
to associate with the family, but sleeps at a distance from her father's camp, and 
on the route always follows at some distance alone. This delicacy or affectation 
is common to many nations of Indians, among whom a girl in that state is 
separated from her family, and forbidden to nse any at,ticle of the household or 
kitchen fUl'Oiture, or to engage in any occupation. \Ve have now twenty-three 
horses, many of whom. are young' and excellent animals, but the greater part of 
them are afflicted with sore backs, The Indians in g'eneral are cruel masters; 
they ride very. hard, and as the saddles are so badly constmcted that it is almost 
impossible to avoid woumlillg the back, yet they continue to ride when the pOOl' 
creatures are scarified in a dreadful manner, At eleven o'clock we left these 
honest, wurthy people, accompanied by our guide and the Chopllnnish family, 
and directed our COUl'se north 300 east, across an open level sandy plain, unbroken 
except by large banks of pure sand, which have drifted in many parts of the 
plain to the height of fifteen 01' twenty feet. The rest of the plain is POOt' ill 
point of soil, but throughout is genemlly short gmss interspersed with aromatic 
shrubs, and a Humber of plants, the roots of which supply the chief sustenance 
of the natives. Among' these we observe a root something' like the sweet potatoe. 
At the distance of fOUl'teen miles we reached a bmnch of 'Vollawollah rivet·, 
rising in the same mnge of mountains, and empties itself six miles above the 
mouth of the latter. It is.a bold.deep stream, about ten yards wide, and seems 
to be navigable for canoes. 'rhe hills of this creek are generally alJmpt and 
rocky, Lut the narrow bottom is very fertile, and both possess twenty times as 
much timber as the Columbia itself; indeed, we now find, for the first time since 
leaving RockfOl't, an abuudance of firewood. The growth consi!its of cotton-· 
wood" birch, the crimson haw, red and sweet willow, chokecherry, yellow 
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cnrrants, gooseberry, the honeysuckle with a white berry, rosebushes, sevenbark, 
sumac, together with some com-grass and rushes. The advantage of a com
fortable fire induced us, as the night was come, to halt at this place. We were 
soon supplied by Drewyer with a beaver and an otter, of which we took only a 
part of the beaver, and gave the rest to the Indians. The ottet' is a favourite 
food, though much inferior, at least in our estimation, to the dog, which they 
will not eat. The horse too is seldom eaten, and never except when absolute 
necessity compels them to eat it, as the only alternative to prevent their dying 
of hunger. This fastidiousness does not, however, seem to proceed so much 
from any dislike to the food, as from attachment to the animal itself, for many 
of them ate very heartily of the horse-beef which we give them. At an early 
hour in the morning, 

'fhnrsday, May 1, 1805, we collected our horses, and after breakfast set out 
about seven 0' clock, and followed the road up the creek. . 'fhe low grounds and 
plains presented the same appearance as that of yesterday, except that the latter 
were less sandy. At the distance of nine miles, the Chopunnish Indian, who 
was in f!'Ont, pointed out an old unbeaten road to the left, which he informed us 
was OUl' shortest route. Before venturing, however, to quit our present road, 
which was level, and not only led us in the proper dil'ection, but was well sup
plied with wood and watel', we halted to let o~r hOl'ses graze till the arrival of 
our othet' guide, who happened to be at some distance behind, On coming up 
he seemed much displeased with the other Indian, and declared that the road 
we were pursuing was the proper one; that if we decided on taking the left 
road, it would be necessary to remain till to-morrow morning, and then make 
an entire day's march before we could reach either water 01' wood. To this 
the Chopunnish assented, but declared that he himself meant to pursue 
that route, and we therefore gave him some powder and lead which he 
requested. 

Foul' huntel'S whom we had sent out in the morning, joined us when we halted, 
and b!'Ought us a beaver for dinner. 'Ve then took OUl' leave of the Chopunnish 
at one o'clock, and pursued our route up the creek, through a country similar to 
that we had passed in the morning. But at the distance of three miles, the hills 
on the north side became lower, and the bottoms of the creek widened into a 
pleasant country, two 01' three miles in extent. The timber too, is now more 
abundant, and our guide tells lIS that we shall not want either wood or game 
from this place as far as the Kooskooskee. 'Ve have already seen a number of 
deer, of which we killed one, and observed great quantities of the curlew, as 

·well as some cranes, ducks, prairie lal'k'l, and seyeral species of sparrow, common 
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to the pl'ames. There is, in fact, very little difference in the general face of 
the country. here from that of the plains on the Missouri, except that the latter 
are enlivened by "ast herds of buffaloe, elk and other animals, which give it an 
additional interest. Over these wide bottoms we continued on a course north, 
7S east, till, at the distance of seventeen miles from where we dined, and 
twenty-six from our last encampment, we halted for the night. \Ve had scarcely 
encamped, when three young men came up from the Wollawollah village, with 
a steel trap, which had been left behind inadvertently, and which they had 
come a whole day's journey in order to restore. This act of integrity was the 
more pleasing, because, though very rare among Indians, it corresponds pel'
fectly with the general behaviour of the Wollawollahs, among whom we harl 
lost carelessly several knives, W lJich were always returned as soon as found. '" e 
may, indeed, justly affirm, that of all the Indians whom we have met since 
leaving the United States, the Wollawollahs were the most hospitable, honest,. 
and sincere. 
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CHAP. XXVIII. 

'lAB PARTY STILL PURSUE THEIR ROUT!!: TOWARDS THE K008K.OO~KEE ON HORSEBACK 

WITH WOLLAWOLLAH GUIDES-CHARACTER OF THE COUNTRY-THE QUA:lIASH AND 

OTHER FLOWERISG SHRUBS IN BLOOM-THE PARTY REACH THE KINNOOENBI 

-CREEK-THEY MEET WITH AN OLD ACQUAINTANCE CALLED THE BIGHORN INDIAN 

-THEY ARRIVE AT THE MOUTH OF THE KOOSKOOSKEE-SINGULAR CUSTOM AMONG 

TilE CHOPUNNISH WOMEN-DIFFICULTY OF PURCHASING PROVISIONS FRO)I THE 

NATIVES, AND THE NEW RESORT OF THE PARTY TO OBTAIN THEM-THE CHOPUN

NISH STYLE OF ARCHITECTURE-CAPTAIN CLARKE TURNS PHYSICIAN, AND PER

.FORMS SEVERAL EXPERIMENTS WITH SUCCESS UPON THE NATIVES, WHICH THEY 

REWARD-AN INSTANCE OF THEIR HONESTY-THE DISTRESS OF THE INDIANS FOR 

WANT OF PROVISIONS DURING THE WINTER-TIlE PARTY FINALLY IIIEET THE 

TWISTEDHAIR, TO WHOM WERE ENTRUSTED THEIR HORSES DURING THEIR JOUR

NEY DOWN-THE QUARREL BETWEEN THAT CHIEF AND ANOTHER OF HIS NA

TION, ON THE SUBJECT OF HIS HORSES-THE CAUSES OF THIS CO:-lTROVERSY STATED 

AT LARGE-THE TWO CHIEFS RECONCILED BY THE INTERFERENCE OF THE PARTY, 

Al'D TilE HonSES RESTORED-EXTRAORDINARY INSTANCEOFINDIA:"I HOSPITALITY 

TOW ARDS STRA NGEltS-A COUNCIL HELD WITH TilE CHOPU:-I:-IISH, AND THE OBJECT 

OF 'I'IiE EXPEDITION EXPLAINED IN A VERY CIRCUITOUS ROUTE OF EXPLANATION 

-THE PARTY AGAIN PERFOR)! MEDICAL CURES-TIlE ANSWER OF THE CHOPUN

NISH TO THE SPEECII DELIVERED AT THE COUNCIL CONFIR)!ED BY A SINGULAR CE

REMONY OF ACQUIESCENCE-THEY PRO)IlSE FAITHFULLY TO FOLLOW THE ADVICE 

OF THEIR VISITORS. 

FRIDAY, )Iay 2. "'E despatched two hunters a-head; but the horse we had 
yesterday purchased from the Chopunnish, although closely hobbled, contrived to 
break loose in the night, and went back to rejoin his companions. He was, 
howc\-er, overtaken and brought to us about one o'clock, and we then set for
ward. POI' three miles" e followed a hilly l'oad on the 1I01'th side of the creek, 
opposite to a wide uottom, where a branch falls in from the south-west mountains, 
which, though cove: ed with snow, are about twenty-five miles distant, and do 
not appear high. \Ye then entered an extensive level bottom, ,yith about fifty 
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acres of land well covered with pine neat' the creek, and the long'-leafed pme 
occasionally on the sides of the hills along' its bank>!. Afte!' crossing: ,118 cr~('L 

at the distance of seven miles from onr camp, we repasse(l it seven miles further, 
near the junction of one of its branches f!'Olll the notth-east. 'flw m:~ii: stream 
here bears to the south, towards the mountains "hl're it rises, ::ll(\ its boHoms 
then become narrow, as the hills are higher. \Ye followed the course of this 
north-east branch in a direction N. 4;::,0 E. for eight and thl'cc ql1ur:cr miles, 
when having; made nineteen miles, we halted in a little bottom on the north side. 
The creek is here about fom yards wide, and as fal' as ,n' can perceive, . it comes 
fmm the east, but the road here terns from it into the hi!,'.h open plain. 'fhe 
soil ofthe country seems to improve as we advance, and this afternoon" (' set', in 
the bottoms, an abundance of quuma,;h now in bluolII. \Ve killed nothing but a 
duck, though we saw two deet' at a distance, as well as many sandhill crows, 
curlews, and other birds common to the pl'ail'ies, and there is much sign of both 
beaver and otter, along the creeks. The three young \Yollawollahs continued 
with llS. During the day we obsct'ved them eating thc inner part of the young 
succulent stem uf a plant ,'ery common in the rich lands on the Mississippi, Ohio, 
and its branches. It is a large coarse plant, with a temate leaf, the leaflets of 
which are three-lobed, and covered with a \\'0011.\ pubescence, while the flower 
and fl'Uctiticatioll rcsemble those of the parsnip. 011 ta:,ti'!g this plant, 
we found it agTeeable, and ate heartily of it without any inconvellicllce. 

Saturday,3. \Ve set out at an early hOlll', and crossed the high plains, which 
we found more fertile and less sandy than below; yet, though the gTass is talier, 
there are very few aromatic shrubs. After plll'suing a course N. 2i>° E. for 
twelve miles, we reached the Kinnooenim, This creek rises in the south-west 
mountains, ancI though only twelve yards wide, discharges a considerable body 
of water into Lewis's rive/', a few miles above the Narrows, Its bed is pebbled, 
its banks low, and the hills near its sides high and rugged; hut in its narrow 
bottoms are found some cottonwood, willow, and the underbrush, which grows 
equally on the east branch of the \Vollawollah. After dining at the Kinnooe
nim, we resumed our journey mer the high plains, in the direction of N. 4.')° E., 
and reacheil, at the distance of three miles, a small bmnch of that creek ahout 
five yards wide. The lands in its neig'hbourhood are composed of a dark 
rich loam; its hill sides, like those of the Kinnooenim, are high, its bottoms nar
row, and possess but little timber. It increased however in qual;tity as we 
advanced along the north side of the creek for eleven miles: At that distance 
we were agreeably surprised by the appearance of 'Vea!Jkoonut, 01' the Indian 
whom we had called the Bighorn, from the circumstance of his wearing a horn 
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f)f that animal, sllspended fl'om his left al'm. He had gone down with us last 
year along Lewis's river, and was highly serviceable in preparing the minds of 
the natives fOl' our reception, He is, moreover, the first chief of a large band of 
Chopunnish; and hearing that we were on our return, he had come with ten of 
his warriors to meet us, He now turned back with us, and we continued up 
the bottoms of the creek for two miles, till the road began to leave the creek, and 
cross the hill to the plains, We therefore encamped for the night in a grove of 
cottonwood, after we had made a disagreeable journey of twenty-eight miles. 
During the greater part of the day the air was keen and cold, and it alternately 
rained, hailed, and snowed; but, though the wind blew with great violence, it 
was fortunately from the south-west, and on our backs, We had consumed at 
(Iinnel', the last of our dried meat, and neady all that was left of the dogs; so 
that we snpped very scantily on the remainder, and had nothing' for to-morrow. 
\Veahkoonut, however, assm'ed us that there was a house on the river at n~ great 
distance, where we might supply ourselves with provisions. 'Ve now missed 
our guide and the \Vollawollahs, who left us abruptly this morning, and 
never returned, After a disagreeable night, we collected our borses at an early 
hour, 

Sunday, 4, and pl'Oceeded with a continuation of the same weather. We are 
now nearer to the south-west mountains, which appeal' to be~ome lower as they 
advance towards the north-ea~t. We followed the road over the plains, north 
60· east, for fom miles to a ravine, where was the source of a small creek, down 
the hilly and rocky sides of which we proceeded for eight miles to its entrance 
into Lewis's river, about seven miles and a half above the mouth of the Koos
kooskee. Near this place we found the house which WeahkoolJut had men
tioned, and where we now halted for breakfast. It contained six families, 
but so miserably poor that all we could obtain from them were two lean dogs 
and a few large cakes of half-cured bread, made of a root resembling the sweet 
potatoe, of all which we contrived to form a kind of soup. 'fhe soil of the plain 
is good, hut it has no timbel'. The range of south-west mountains is about 
fifteen miles above us, hut continues to lower, and is still covered with snow to 
its base. After giving a passage to Lewis's river, near the north-eastern extremity, 
they terminate in a high level plain between that river and the Koo.skooskee. 
The salmon not having yet called them to the rivers, the greater part ofthe 
Chopunnish are now dispersed in villages through this plain, for the purpose of 
collecting quam ash and cows, which here grow in great abl1ndance, the soil 
being extremely fertile, and in many places covel'ed with the long-leafed pinE', 
the larch,. and balsam-fir,. which contl'ibute to render it less thirsty than the open 
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unsheltered plains. Aftel' our repast we continued oUl' "oute along the west side 
()f the river, where, as well as on the opposite shore, the high hills approach it 
closely, till, at the distance of thl'ee miles, we halted opposite to two houses: the 
inhabitants consisted of five families of Chopnnnish, among whom were 'retoh, 
or Sky, the younger of the two chiefs who accompanied us in the autumn to 
the Great Falls of the Columbia, and also 0111' old pilot who had conducted us 
down the river to the Columbia. They both advised us to cross here, and ascend 
the Kooskooskee on the north-east side, this being the shortest and best route to 
the forks of that l'iver, where we should find the 'rwistedhair, in whose charge 
we left our horses, and to which place they promised to show us the way. 'Ve 
did not he"itate to accept this offer, and therefore crossed with the assistance of 
three canoes; but as the night was coming on, we purchased a little wood and 
some roots of cows, and encamped, though we have made only fifteen miles 
to-day, 'rhe evening proved cold and disagreeahle, and the natives crowded 
round our fire in such numbers that we could scal'cely cook or even keep ourselves 
warm, At these houses of Chopunnish we oberved a small Imt with a single 
fire, which we are informed is appropriated for women who are undergoing the 
operation of the menses; there they are obliged to retreat; the men are not 
permitted to approach within a certain distance of them, and when any thing is 
to be conveyed to these deserted females, the pet'son throws it to them forty or fifty 
paces ofl', and then retires, It is siugular, indeed, that amongst the nations of 
the wilderness, there should be found customs and rites so neady resembling' 
those of the Jews. It is ~carcely necessary to allude more particularly to the 
uncleanness of Jewish females and the rites of purification. 

:Monday,5. We collected om horses, and at seven o'clock set forward 
alone; for Weahkoonut, whose people resided above on the west side of Lewis's 
river, continued hi" route homeward when he crossed to the huts, Our road 
was across the plains for four and a half miles, to the entrance of the Koos
kooskee. We then proceeded up that rivet', and at five miles reached a large 
mat house, but could not procUl'e any provisions from the inhabitants; but on 
reaching another three miles beyond, we were surprised at the liberality of an 
Indian, who gave captain Clarke a very elegant gray mare, for which all he 
requested was a phial of eye-water, Last autumn, while we were encamped at 
the mouth of the Chopunnish river, a man who complained of a pain in his knee 
and thigh, was brought to us in hopes of receiving relief. The man was to 
appearance recovered from his disorder, though he had not walked for some 
time. But that we might not disappoint them, captain Clarke, with much cere
mony, washed and rubbed his sore limh, and gave him some volatile liniment to 
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continue the operation, "hich either caused, 01' rather did not prevent his 
l'('lJVery, The man gTntefully circulated OUl' praises, and om' fame as physicians 

,vas increased by the efficacy of some eye-watel.' which we gave them at the same 
time, ". e are hy no means displeased at this uew reSOUl'ce for ob:ailling 
subsistence, as they ",iii give liS no provisions without merchandise, and om' 
stock is now very much reduced: we cantioll,ly abstain from g'iviug' them any 
but harmless medicines, and as we cannot possihly do harm, our prescriptions, 
though unsanctioned by the faculty, ma) be useful, and are entitled to some 
remuneration, Four miles beyond this house we came to anothet' large one, 
containing ten families, where we halted, and made OUl' tlinnel' on two dogs and 
a small quantity of roots, wlii(,lt we did not procure without much ~iifficulty. 
Whilst we \vel'e eating, an I ndiall standing' hy, and looking with great derision at 
our eating dogs, threw a poor half-starved puppy almost into carta in Lewis's plate, 
laughing heartily at the hUlliour of it, Captain Lewis took up the animal and 
flung it with gTeat force into the fellow's face, and seizing his tomahawk, threatened 
to cut him down if he dared to repeat such insolence. He immediately with
drew, apparently much mortified, and we continued our repast of dog very 
quietly. Here we met OUI' old Choplllmish guide, with his family, and soon 
afterwards one of Olll' horses, which had ocen separated from the rest in the charge 
of the Twistedhair, and oeillg in this neighbomhood for sevel'al weeks, was caught 
and restored to us, Aftel' dinner \\ e proceeded to the entrance of Colter's 
creek, at the distance of fom miles, and having made twenty aud a half miles, 
encamped on the lower side of it. Colter's creek rises not far from the Rocky 
mountains, and passing- in the greatel' part of its course through a country well 
supplied with pine, disclJat'g'es a hll'ge body of water. It is aoout twenty-five 
yards wide, with a pebbled hed of low banks. At a little distance from us are 
two Chopunnish houses, one of which contains eight families, and the other, 
which is by much the larg'est we have eyer seen, is inhabited by at least thirty. 
It is rather a kind of shed, built like all the other huts, of straw and mats, in the 
forlll of the roof of a house, one hundred and fifty-six feet long, and about fifieen 
wide, closed at the ends, and having a llumoer of doors on each side. 'fhe \'ast 
interior is without pmtitions, but the fire of each family is kindltd in arow along 
the middle of the building, and about ten feet apart. This village is the 
residence of one of the principal chiefs of the nation, who is called N(e~hnepah
keeook, or Cutnose, from the circumstance of having his nose cut from the stroke 
of a lance in battle with the Snake Indians, We gave bim a small medal, but 
though be is a great chief, his influence among lus OWI1 people does not seem 
to be considerable, and his countenance possesses very little intelligeuce. \Ve 
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arl'ived very hungry and weary, bllt could 110t purchase any provisions, except: 
a small quantity of the roots and bread of the cows. They had, however, heard 
of OUI· medical skill, and made many applications for assistance, but we refused 
to do any thing unless they gave us eidler dogs or horses to eat. \Ve had soon 
neady fifty patients. A chief bl'Ought his wife with an abscess on hel· back, and 
promised to furnish us with a horse to-mOITOW if we would relieve her. C;tptain 
Clarke, therefore, opened the abscesl', ihtl"Odllced a tent, alld dressed it with 
basilicon. \Ye prepared also, and distributed some doses of the flour of sulphul' 
amI cream of tartar, with directIOns for its use. For these we obtained ~Heral 
dogs, but too pOOl· for llS(!, and we therefore po"tponed OUl" medical opemtions 
till the morning. In the meantime a number of Indians, besides the residents 
of the village, gathered about us and encamped in the woody hottom of the 
creek. 

In the evening, we leamt by means of a Snake Indian, who happens to be 
at this place, that one of the old Illen has been endeavouring to excite prejudices 
against us, by observing that he thought we were bad men, and came here, 
most probably, for the purpose of killing· them. In ol'der to remove such 
imprcssions. we made a speech, ill which, by means of the ~\l;'!,(' Illdian, \y(' told 
them om country and all the pnrposes of our visit. \Vhile we were engug'ed in 
this occupation, we "t'i'C joined hy 'Veahkoollnt, who assisted llS in effacing 
all unfavourable impl'c,;siolls fwm the minds of the Imlians. The following 

morn mg. 
Tuesday, 6, our practice became more valuable. The woman declal'E'd that 

she slept bettel· than at any time since her illness. She was therefore drl'~sed a 
second time, and her hw,balld, according to promise, 1m \l~'ht us a hOI'se, whIch 
we immediately killed. Beside, this woman, we had crowds of other appLullts, 
chiefly affiicted with sore eyes, al1(l after administering to thelll for scY(-ral b·UI"s, 
fOllnd om·selves once more ill possessioll of a plentiful meal, for the inhabitants 
began to be 1110l'e accommodatillg. and one of them even gave llS a hOI·se for our 
remedies to his daughter, a little gi:-!, who was atRicted with the I'heumati·'m. 
We, moreover, exchallg'ed one of OUl" horses" ith \Veahkoonut, by the addit:on 
of a small flag, which procured us an excellent sonel horse. \Ye here t(lUnd 
three men, of a nation called Skeetsomish, who reside at the Falls d' a large 
river, emptying itself into the north side of the Columbia. This rin')" takes its 
rise from a larg·e lake ill the mountains, at no great distance from the Falls 
where these natives live. \Ve shall desigllate this river, hereafter, hy the Ilame 
of Clarke's river, as we do not know its Iudian appellation, and we are the fir~t 
whites who have ever visited its principal branches; for the Great Lake li\cr 
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-mentioned by Mr. Fidler, if at aU connected with Clarke's river, must he a 
very inconsiderable branch. To this river, moreover, which we have hitherto 
called Clarke's rivel', which rises in the south-west mountains, we restored the 
name of Towahnahiooks, the name by which it is known to the Eneeshurs. In 
dress and appearance these Skeetsomish were not to be distinguished from the 
Chopunnish, hut t.heir language is entirely different, a circumstance which we 
did 110t learn till their departure, when it was too late to procure f!"Om them a 

vocabulary. 
Ahout two o'clock we collected our horses and set out, accompanied by 

'Veahkoonut, with ten or twelve men, and a man who said he was the brother 
of the Twistedhair. At four miles we came to a single house of three families, 
but we could not procure proyisions of any kind; and five miles further we 
halted fot' the niO'ht near another house, built like the rest, of sticks, mats and o _ 

dried hay, and contailling six families. It was now so difficult to procure any 
thing to eat that om' chit·f dependellce was on the horse which we received 
yesterday for medicine; but to our great Jisappuintment, he broke the rope by 
which he was confined, made his escape, and left us supperless in the rain. The 

next moming, 
'Yednesday, 7, 'Veahkoonut and his palty left us, and we proceeded up the 

rive I' with the bl'Other of the Twistedhair as a guide. 'fhe Kooskooskee IS now 
rising fast, the water is clear and colO, and as all the rocks and shoals are now 
covered, the navigation is safe, notwithstanding the rapidity of the current. The 
timber begins about the neighbourhood of Colter's C1'eek, and consists chiefly 
of Ion g'-leafed pine. After going four miles, we reached a house of six families, 
below the entrance of a small creek, where our guide advised us to cross the 
river, as the route was better, and the game more abundant near the month of 
the Chopunnish, 'Ye therefore unloaded, and by means of a single canoe, 
passed tv the south side in about four hours, during which time we dined. An 
Indian of one of the houses now brought two canisters of powder, which his 
dog had discovered under gwund in a bottom some miles above. 'Ve im
mediately knew them to be the same we had buried last autumn, and as he 
had kept them safely, and had honesty enough to return them, we rewarded him 
inadequately, but as well as we conld, with a steel for striking fire. 'Ve set out 
at three o'clock, and pursued a difficult and stony road for two miles, when we 
left the I·iver and ascended the hills on the right, which begin to resemble moun
tains. But when we reached the heights, we saw before us a beautiful level 
countt·y, partially omamenteJ with a long-leafed pine, ,and supplied with aD 
excellent pasture of thick grass, and a \'31'iety of herbaceous plants, the 
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abundant productions of a dal·k rich soil. In many parts of the plain, the earth 
is thrown up into little mounds, by some animal, whose habits most resemole 
those of the salamander; but althoug'h these tracks are scattct'ed over all the 
plains from the Mississippi to the Pacific, we have never yet been able to obtain 
a sight of the animal itsf'lf. 

As we entered the plain Neeshnepahkeeook, the Cutnose, overtook us, and 
after accompanying us a few mileR, turned to the right to visit some of his people, 
who were now gathering roots in the plain. Having crossed the plain a little to the 
south of east, we descended a long 'steep hill, at the distance of five miles, to a 
creek six yards wide, which empties itself into the Kooskooskee. We ascended 
this little stream for a mile, and encamped at an Indian establishment' of six 
houses, which seem to have been recently evacuated. Here we were joined 
by Neeshnepahkeeook, and the Shoshonee who had interpreted for ns on the 
fifth. 

From the plain we observed that the spurs of the Rocky mountains are still 
perfectly covered with snow, which the Indians inform us is so deep that we shall 
not be able to pass before the next full moon, that is the fil'st of June: though 
others place the time for crossing at a still· greater distance. To us, who are 
desirous of reaching the plains of 1he MisSOUl'i, if for no other reason, for the 
purpose of enjoying a g'ood meal, this intelligence was by no means welcome, 
and gave no relish to the remainder of the horse kiBed at Coltel"s creek, which 
formed our supper, part of which had already heen onr dinner. Ouserving. 
however, some deer, and a gl'eat appearance of more, we determined to make 
an attempt to get some of them, and therefore, after a cold night's rest, 

Thursday,.8, most of the hunters set out at daylight. By eleven o'clock 
they all returned, with four deer, and a duck of an uncommon kind, which, 
with the remains of 0111' horse, formed a stock of provisions such as we had not 
lately possessed. Without our facilities of procuring subsistence with guns, the 
native!> of this country must often suffer very severely. During last winter they 
were so much distressed for food, that they were obliged to boil and eat the moss 
growing on the pine trees. At the same period they cut down nearly all the 
long-leafed pines, which we observed on the ground, for the purpose of collecting 
its seed, which resemble in size and shape that of the large sunflower, and when 
I'oasted or boiled, is nutritious and not disagreeable to the taste. At the p.'esf'nt 
season they peel this pine tree, and eat the inner and succulent bark. In the 
creek near us, they also, procure trout by means of a falling' trap, constructed on 
the same plan with those common to the United States. \Ve gave Neeshne
pahkeeook and his people some of our game and hOl'se-beet~ besides the entrails of 
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the deer, and four fawns which we found inside of two of them. They did not 
eat any of it perfectly raw, but the entrails bad very little cooking, and 
the fawns were. boiled whole, and the hide, hair, and entrails all consumed. The 
Sboshonee was offended at not having as much veni!'on as he wished, and refused 
to interpret; but as we took no notice of him, he became very officious in 
the course of a few hours, and made many eflorts to reinstate himself in our 
favour. The brother of the Twist~dhnir, and Neeshnepahkeeook now, drew a 
sketch, which \\'e preserved, of all the ,Waters west of the Rocky mountains. 
They make the main southern branch of Lewis's river much more extensive 
than the other, and place a great 111lll1ber of Shoshonee villages on its westel'll 
side. Between three and foUl' o'clock in the afternoon we set out, in company 
"ith~ Neeshnepahkeeook and olhel' Indians, the brother of the Twistedhail' 
huving' left us, 0111' route was up a high steep hill to a level plain, with little 
,,'ood, through which we passed in a direction parallel to the river, for four miles, 
when we met the 'rwistedhail' and six of IllS people, To this chief we had 
confided 0111' horses mHI a part of Olll' saddles, la,t autumn, and we therefore 
formed very unfavourable conjectures on finding' that he received us with gl'eat 
col,Iness, Shortly after he began to speak in a very loud, angry mallner, and 
was answered by X eeshnepahkeeook, 'Ve now discovered that a violent 
quarrel had arisen between these chiefs, on the subject, as we afterwards under
stood, of our horses, But as we could not learn the cause, and were desirous of 
terminating the dispnte, we interposed, and told them we should go on to the first 
water and encamp, 'Ve therefore set ont, followed by all the Indians, and 
baving- reached, at two miles distallce, a small stream, running- to the right, we 
encamped with the two chiefs and theil' little bands, forming' sepal'ate camps, at 
a distance from each other, They all appeal'ed to be in an ill humour, and as 
we had already heard reports that the Indians had discovered and carried off 
OUl' saddles, and that the horses were very much scattered, we began to be 
uneasy, lest there ~hould be too much toundatiOn for the report, 'Ye were 
therefore anxious to reconcile the two chiefs as soon as possible, and desired the 
~hoshonee to intel'Fct for liS, while we attempted a mediation; but he peremptorily 
refused to speak a wJrd: he observed that it was a qnurrel between the two 
chiefs, and he had therefore no right to interfere; nor could all our representa
tions, that by merely repeating what we said, he could not possibly be considered 
as meddling between the chiefs, induce him to take any part in it. Soon 
afterwards Drewyer returned from hunting, and was sent to invite the 'l'wisted
hair to come amI smoke with us, He accepted the invitation, and as we were 
smoking the pipe ovel' OUI' fire, he informed liS, that according to his pl'omise, on 
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~,.jng us at the Falls of the Columbia, he had collected our ho~ses and taken • 
charge of them, as soon as he had reached home. But abQut thiM time Neeshne-
pahkeeook and Tunnachemootoolt (the Brokenarm) who, as we passed, had 
been on a war party against the Shoshonees on the south branch of Lewis's 
river, returned, and becoming jealous of him, because the horses had been 
confided to his care, were constantly quarrelling' with lJim. At length, being an 
old man, and unwilling to live in perpetual dispute with the two chiefs, he had 
given up the care of the horses,which had consequently become very much scatter
ed. The greater part of them were, however, still in this neighbourhood; some in 
the Forks between the Chopunnish and Kooskooskee, and three 01' four at the 
village of the Brokenal'm, about half a day's march higher up the river. He 
added, that on the rise of the river in the spring', the earth had fallen from the 
door of the cache and exposed the saddles, some of whieh had probably been 
lost; but as soon as he was acquainted with the situation of them, he had them 
buried in another deposit, where they now are. He now promised that if we 
would stay to-morrow at his house, a few miles from this place, he would 
collect such of the horses as were in the neighbourhood, and send his young 
men for those in the Forks over the Kooskooskee. He mOI'eo,'cr advised us to 
visit the Brokenarm, who was a chief of gJ'eat eminence, and that he would 
himself guide us to his dwelling. We told him that we meant to follow his 
advice in every respect; that we had confided om horses to his charge, and 
expected that he would deliver them to us, on which we should willingly pay 
him the two guns and ammunition, as we had promised. 'Vith this he seemed 
very much pleased, and declared that he would use every exertion to restore our 
horses. We now sent for the Cutnose, and after smoking for some time, took 
occasion to express to the two chiefs, our regret at seeing a misundel'standing: 
between them. Neeshnepahkeeook told us that the Twistedhair was a had old 
man, and wore two faces; for instead of taking care of our horses, he had 
suffered his young men to hunt with them, so tbat they had been very much 
injured, and that it was for this reason that the Bl'Okenarm and himself had 
forbidden him to use them. The Twistedhair made no reply to this speech, 
after which we told Neeshnepahkeeook of our an'angement for to-morrow. He 
appeared very well satisfied, and said that he would himself go with ns to the 
Brokenarm, who expected that we would see him, and who had irl'O bad llOl'Sl'S 

for us, an expression by which was meant that he intended making us a present 
of two valuable horses. That chief, he also informed us, had been apprised of 
our want of provisions, and sent four young men to meet us with a supply; hilt 
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having taken a different road, they had missed us. After this interview we re, 
tired to rest at a late hour, and in the morning, 

Friday, 9, after sending out seveml hunters, we pl'oceeded through a level 
rich count"y, similar to that of yesterday, for six miles, when we reached the 
house of the Twistedhair, situated near some larch trees, and a few bushes of 
balsam fir, It was built in the usual form, of sticks, mats, and dried hay; and 
although it contained no more thau' two fires and twelve persons, was provided 
with the customary appendage of a small hut, to which females in certain situ
ations were to retreat, As soon as we halted at this place, we went with the 
Twistedhail' to the spot where he had buried our saddles, and two other young 
Indians were despatched after the horses, Our hunters joined us with nothing 
but a few pheasants, the only deer which they killed being lost in the rivel'. 
\Ve therefore dined on soups, made of the roots of cows, which we purchased of 
the Indians, Late in the aftemoon, the 'fwistedhair returned with aoont half 
the saddles we had left in the antumn, and some powder and lead which was 
buried at the same place. Soon aftel', the Indians brought us twenty-one of our 
horses, the greater part of which wel'e in excellent order, thongh some had not 
Jet recovel'ed from hard nsage, and three had sore backs, 'Ve were however 
\'ery g'lad to procure them in any condition. Several Indians cameaown from 
the village of T.llnnachemootoolt, and passed the night with us, The C'lltnose 
and 'fwisteJhail' seem now perfectly reconciled, fOl' they both slept in the 
house of the latter. The man who had imposed himself upon us as a brother of 
the Twistedhair, also came and rcnewed his advances, but we now found that 
he was an impertinent proud fellow, of no respectability in the nation, and we 
therefore felt no inclination to cultivate his intimacy, Our camp was in an 
open plain, and soon became very uncomfoltable, fOl' the wind was high and 
cold, and the rain and hail which began about seven o'clock, changed in about 
two hours to a heavy fall of snow, which continued till after six o'clock, 

Saturday, 10, the next morning, when it ceased, after covering the ground 
eight inches deep, and leaving the ail' keen and cold. We soo'; collected· our 
horses, and after a scanty breakfast of roots, set out on a COUl'se S. 35° E. 
across the plains, the soil of which being covered with snow, we could only 
judge from observing that near the ravines, where it had melted, the mud was 
deep, black, and well supplied with quamasb. The road was very slippery. 
and the snow stuck to tbe borses' feet, and -made them slip down very fre
quently, After going about sixteen miles, we came to the hills of Commearp 
creek, which are six hundred feet in height, but the tops of which only are 
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~covered with snow, the lowel' part~ as well as the bottoms of tl1e creek having 
had nothing but rain while it snowed in the high plains, On descending these 
hills to the creek, we reached abont fom' o'clock, the house of Tunnachemoo
too]t, where was displayed the flag which we had given him, raised on a staff: 
under this we were receiyed with dne form, and then conducted a short distance 
to a good spot for an encampment, on CUlllmeal'p creek. 'Y c soon collected 
the men of consideration, and aftel' smoking, explained how destitute we were 
of provisions. The chief spoke to the peoplf', who immediately hronght about 
two bushels of dried qnamash roots, some cakes of the roots of cows, and a dried 
liIalmon trout: we thanked them for this supply, but observed that, not being 
accustomed to live on roots alone, we feared that snch diet mia-ht make our men 

'" »ick, and therefore proposed to exchange one of ollr good horses, ,,-hich was 
rather poor, for one that was fatter, and which we might kill. The hospitality 
of the chief was offended at the idea of an exchange; he ohserved that his 
people had an abundance of young hOl'ses, and that if we were disposed to use 
that food, we might have as many as we wanted. Accordingoly, they soon gave 
us two fat young horses, without asking- any thing in retul'll, an act of liberal 
hospitality much gl'eatel' than any we have witnessed since crossing the Rocky 
Mountains, if it be not in fact the only really hospitable treatment we have re
ceived in this part of the world. We killed one of the horses, and then telling 
the natives that we were fatigued and hungry, and that as soon as we were 
refreshed, we would communicate fl'cely with them, began to prepare our re
past. During this time a principal chief, called Hohastillpilp, came from his 
village about six miles distant, with a party of fifty men, for the purpose of visit
ing us. We invited him into our circle, and he alighted and smoked with us, 
while his retinue, who had five elegant horses, continued mounted at a short dis
tance. While this was going on, the chief had a large leathern tent spread for us, 
and desired that we would make that 0111' home whilst we remained at his vil
lage. We removed there, and having made a fire, and cooked a supper of 
horse-beef and roots, collected all the distinguished men present, and spent the 
evening in explaining who we were, the objects of our journey, and goiving an
swers to their inquiries. To each of the chief.r~, Tunnachemootoolt, and Hohas
tillpiJp, we gave a small medal, explaining their use and importance, as ho
norary rlistinctions both among the whites and red men. Our men are del~ghted 
at once more having made a hearty meal. They have generally been 111 the 
habit of crowding the houses of the Indians, and endeavouring to purchase pro
visions on the best terms they could; for the inhospitality of the country wal' 
such, that in the extreme of hunger they were often obliged to treat the nat i \(-~ 
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with but little ceremony, but this the Twistedhair had told us was disagreeabl~. 
Finding that these people are so kind and liberal, we ordered oUl' men to treat 
them with great respect, and not to throng round their fire:'!, so that they now 
agl'ee perfectly well together, After our council, the Indians felt no. disposi
tion to retil'e, and our tent was crowded with them all night, The next 
morning, 

Sunday, 11, we arose early, and breakfasted again on horse-flesh, Thi¥ 
village of Tunnachemootoolt, is in fact only a single house, one hundred and 
fifty feet long, built after the Chopunnish fashion, with sticks, straw, and dried 
gra<.;s. It contains twenty-four fires, about double that number of families, and 
might perhaps muster one hundre(l fig'hting men. The usnal outhouse, 01' re
tiring hut for females, is not omitted, 'fheir chief snbsistence is roots, and 

·the noise made by the women in pounding them, gives the hearer the idea of a 
nail factory, Yet, notwithstanding so many families are crowded together, the 
Chopunnish are much more cleanly in their persons and habitations than any. 
people we have met since we left the Ottoes on the river Platte. In the course 
of the morning, a chief named Y oompahkatim, a stout g'ood-Iooking man, of 
about forty years of age, who had lost his left eye, arrived from his village on 
the south side of Lewis's river. 'Ve gave him a small medal, and finding that 
there were now present the principal chiefs of the Chopunnish nation, Tunnach(
mootoolt (the Brokenarm) Neeshnepahkeeook, Y oompahkatim, and Hohastill_ 
pilp, whose rank is in the order they are mentioned, we thought this a favour
able moment to explain to them the intentions of our government. 'Ve there
fore collected the chief.o; and warriors, and having drawn a map of the relative 
situation of our country, on a mat, with a piece of coal, detailed the nature and 
power of the American nation, its desire to presel'Ve harmony between all its 
red brethren, and its intention of establishing trading houses for their relief and 
support. It was not without difficulty, nor till aftel' nearly half the day was 
spent, that we were able to comey all this information to the Chopnnnish, 
much of which might have been lost or di~torted, in its circuitous route through 
a variety of languages; for in the first place, we spoke in English to one of our 
men, who translated it into French to Chaboneau; he interpreted it to his wife 
in the Minnetaree language, and she then put it into Shoshonee, and the young 
Shoshonee prisoner explained it to the Chopnnnish in their own dialect. At 
last we succeeded in communicating the impression they wished, and then ad
journed the council: after which we amused them by showing the wonders of 
the compass, the spy-glass, the magnet, the watch, and air-gun, each of which 
~ttracted its share of admiration. They said that after we had left the Minne-
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tal'ees last autumn, three young Chopunnish- had gone over to that nation, who 
had mentioned our visit, and the extmordinat'y articles we had with us, but they 
placed no confidence in it until now, Among other persons present, was a 
youth, son of the Chopunnish chief, of much consideration, killed not long since 
by the lVlinnetarees of FOI't de Prairie, As soon as the council was over. he 
brought a vet'y fine mat'e with a colt, and hegg'ed us to accept them as a proof 
that he meant to pursue our advice, for he had openerl his e:lI's to our councils. 
which had made his heart glad, We now resumed our meflicallabours, ano had 
a number of patients affiicted with scrophula, rheumatism, and sore eyes, to all 
which we administered very cheerfully, as far as OUl' skill and supplies of me
dicine would permit. We also visited a chief who has for three yeat's past so 
completely lost the use of his limbs, that he lies like a pedect cOI'p~e in what· 
ever position he is placed, yet he eats heartily, digests his food very well, has 
a regular pulse, and retains his flesh; in short, were he not somewhat pale fl'OIll 

lying- so long- out of the sun, he might be mistaken for a man in perfect health. 
This disease does not seem to be common; indeed, \\"e have seen ollly three 
cases of it among' the ChopunnislJ, who alone are affiicted with it, The sero
phulous disorders we may readily conjecture to originate in the long confine
ment to vegetable diet; which may perhaps also increase the SOl'cness of the 
eyes; but this stmnge disordel' baffles at once our curiosity and our ~kill. Om' 
assistance was again demanded early the next morning-, 

:Monday, 12, by a crowd of Indians, to whom we gave eye-water. Shortly 
after, the chiefs and WUlTiOl'S held a council among' themselves. to decide on the 
answer to OUl' speech; and the result was, as we were informed, that they con· 
fiderl in what we had told them, and resolved to ti)l\ow our advice, 'l'his reso· 
lution once made~ the principal chief, Tllnnachemootoolt. took a quantity of 
flom of the roots of cows, and going round to all the kettles and basket.s in 
which his people were cooking, thickened the soup into a kind of mush, He 
then began an harangue, making known the \'esult of the delibet'ations among 
the chiefs, and aftel' exhorting them to unanimity. concluded by an invitation to 
all who agreed to the proceedings of the council. to come and eat, while those 
who would not abide by the decision of the chiefs were requested to shew their 
dissent by not partaking in the feast, During this ammated harangue, the wo
men, who wet'e probably uneasy at the prospect of forming this new connexion 
with strangers, tore their hail', and wrung their hands with the greatest appear
ance of distress. But the concluding appeal of the Ol'ator effectually stopped 
the mouths of every malcontent, and the proceedings were ratified, and the 
mush devoured with the most zealous unanimity. The chiefs and warriors tben 
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tame in a body to visit u~, as we were seated near our tent, and at their in
stance, two young men, one of whom was the son of Tunnachemooltoolt, and 
the other the youth whose father had been killed by the Pahkees, presented to 
each of us a fine horse. 'Ve caused the chiefs to be seated, and gave everyone 
of them a flag, a pound of powder, and fifty balls, and a present of the same 
kind to the young men from whom we had received the horses. They then in
vited us into the tent, and told ns that they now wished to answer what we had 
told them yesterday; but that many of their people were at that moment wait
ing in great pain for our medical assistance. It was therefo.oe agreed that cap
tain Clarke, who is the favourite physician, should visit the sick, while captain 
Lewis would hold the council; which was accOlodingly opened by an old man, 
the father ofHohastillpilp. He began by declaring that the nation had listened 
with attention to our advice, and had only one heart and one tongue in declar
ing theil' determination to follow it. They knew well the advantages of peace, 
for they valued the lives of their young men too much to expose them to the 
dangers of war; and theil' desi.'e to live quietly with their neighbours, had in
duced them last summer to send three warriors with a pipe to the Shoshonees, in 
the plains of Columbia, south of Lewis's river. These ministers of peace had 
been killed by the Shoshonees, against whom the nation immediately took up 
arms. They had met them last winter, and killed forty-two men, with the loss 
of only three of their own party; so that having revenged their deceased bre .. 
thren, they would no longer make war on the Shoshonees, but receive them as 
friends. As to going with us to the plains of the Missouri, they would be very 
willing to do so, for though the Blackfoot Indians and the Pahkees had shed 
much of their blood, they still wished to live ill peace with them. But we had 
not yet seen either of these nations, and it would therefore be unsafe for them to 
venture, till they ,yere assured of not Leing attacked Ly them. Still, however. 
~ome of their young: men wOl1ld accompany us across the mountains, and if they 
could effect a peace \\ ith theil' enemies, the whole nation would go over to the 
Missouri in the course of next snmmer. On our proposal that one of the chief.~ 
~hollld go with llS to the l'onntl'y of the whites, they had not yet decided, but 
woulJ let us know before we left them, But that, at all events, the whites 
lllig'ht calculate on their attachment and their best sel'vicesf fOl' though poor, 
their hearts were good, The snow was, howevelo, still so deep on the moun
tains, that we should pel'ish in attempting the passage, but if we waited till after 
the next full moon, the snows would have sufficiently melted to enable our 
horses to subsist on the grass. As soon as this speech was conclnded, captain 
Lewis l'.ephed at some length: with this they appeared highly gratified, and after 
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smoking the pipe, made us a present of anoth~r fat horse for food, We, in 
turn, gave the Bl'okenarul a phial of eye-water, with directions to wash the eyes 
of all who should apply for it; and as we promised to fill it again when it was
exhausted, he seemerl very much pleased with our liberality. To the Twjsted
hail', who had last night collected six mOl'e horses, we gave a gun, an hundl'ed 
balls and two pounds of powder, and told him he should have the same quan
tity wIlen we received the remainder of our horses, In the cOll\'se of the day three 
more of them were brought in, and a fresh exchange of small presents put the 
Indians in excellent humour, 011 our expressing a wish to cross the river, and 
form a camp, in order to hunt and fish till the snows had melted, they.recom
mended a position a few miles distant, and promised to fllrni<;h us to-morrow with 
a canoe to cross. 'Ve invited the rrwistedhair to settle near our camp, for he 
has sevel'al yuung sons, one of whom we hope to engage as a guide, and he pro
mised to do so. Having now settled all their affairs, the Indians divided them
sehes into two parties, and began to play the game of hiding a bone, already 
def:cl'ilJed, as common to all the natives of this country, which they continued 
playing for beads and othel' ornaments. 
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CHAP. XXIX. 

fHE PARTY ENCAMP AMONGST THE CHOPUNNISH, AND RECEIVE PURTHER EVIDENCES OP 

THEIR HOSPITALITY-THE INDIAN MODE OF BOILING BEARS-FLESH-oF GELDING HOR

SES-THEIR MODE OF DECOYING THE DEER WITHIN REACH OF THEIR ARROWS-CHA· 

RACTER OF THE SOIL AND CLIMATE IN THE ROCKY 1II0UNTAINS-VARIETIES OF CLI

MATE-CHARACTER OF THE NATIVES-THEIR DRESS AND ORNAMENTS - MODE OF 

BURYING THE DEAD-THE PARTY ADMINISTER MEDICAL RELIEF TO THE NATIVES

ONE OF THE NATIVES RESTORED TO THE USE OF HIS LIMBS BY SWEATING, AN'}) THE 

CURIOUS PROCESS BY WHICH PERSPIRATION WAS EXCITED-ANOTHER PROOF OF CHO

l'UNNISH HOSPITALITY-SUCCESS OF THEIR SWEATING PRESCRIPTION ON THE INDIAN 

QlIEF-DESCRIPTION OF THE HORNED LIZZARD, AND A VARIETY OF INSECTS-THE 

ATTACHMENT OF THE FRIENDS OF A DYING INDIAN TO A TOMAHAWK WHICH HE HAD 

STOLEN FRO)[ THE PARTY, AND WHICH THEY DESIRED TO BURY WITH THE BODY-DE

SCRIPTION OFTHE RIVER TOMMANAMAH-THE INDIANS RETURN AN ANSWER TO A PRO

POSITION MADEBY THE PARTY. 

TUESDAY, 13. OUR medical visits occupied us till a late hour, after which we 
collected our horses and proceeded for two miles in a south-eastern direction, 
crossing a bl'anch from the right, . at the distance of a mile. We then turned 
neady north, and crossing an extensive open bottom, about a mile and a half 
wide, reached the bank of the Kooskooskee. Hel'e we expected the canoe which 
they had promised; but although a man had been despatched with it at the 
appointed time, he did not arrive before sunset, We therefore encamped, 
with a number of Indians who had followed us ft'om the village, and in the 
morning', 

Wednesday, 14, after sending out some hunters, transported the baggage by 
means of the canoe, and then drove our horses into the river, over which they 
swam witbout accident, althollgh it is one hundred and fifty yards wide, and the 
.CUl'1'ent very rapid. 'Ve theD descended the river about half a mile, and formed 
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our camp on the spot which the Indians had recommended. It was about forty 
paces from the river, and formerly an Indian habitation; but nothing remained 
at present but a circle thit,t.y yards in diameter, sunk in the ground about foul' 
feet, with a wall round it of nearly three and a half feet in heig'ht. In this place 
we deposited our baggage, and round its edges formed Oul' tents of sticks and 
grass. This situation is in many respects advantageous. It is an extensive 
level bottom, thinly covered with long-leafed pine, with a rich soil, affording ex
cellent pasture, and supplied, as well as the high and broken hills on the east and 
north-east, with the best game in the neighbomhood; while its vicinity to the 
river makes it convenient for the salmoll, which are now expected daily. A!'l 
soon as we had encamped, Tunnachemootoolt and Hohastillpilp, with about 
twelve of their nation came to the opposite side and began to sing, this being the 
usual token of friendship on similar occasions. We sent the canoe for them, and 
the two chiefs came over with several of the patty, among whom were the two 
young men who had g'iven llS the two horses in behalf of the nation. After 
smoking some time, Hohastillpilp presented to captain Lewis an elfgant gray 
gelding', which he had brought for the purpose, and was perfectly satisfied 
at receiving in return a handkerchief, two hundred balls, and fom pounds of 
powder. 

The hunters killed some pheasants, two squi .... els, and a male and a female 
bear, the first of which was large and fat, and of a bay colour; the second mea
gre, grizzly, and of smaller size. They were of the species common to the upper 
patt of the ~Iissouri, and might well be termed the variegated beal', for they an' 
found occasionally of-a black grizzly brown or red colour. 'I'here is every reason 
to believe them to be of precisely the same species. Those of different colours 
ate killed together, as in the case of these two, and as we found the white and 
bay associated together on the Missouri: and some nearly white wen~ seen in 
this neighbourhood by the hunters. Indeed, it is not common to find any two 
hears of the same colour, and if the difference in colour were to cOllstitute a dis
tinction of species, the number would inCl'ease to almost twenty. Soon aftel' 
they killed a female bear with two cubs. 'fhe mother was black, with a consider
able intermixture of "hite hairs, and a white spot on the breast. One of the cub~ 
was jet black, and the other of a light reddish brown, or bay colour. 'I'he foil of 
these variegated bears, are much finer, long'er, and mot'e abundant than that of 
the common black bear: but the most striking difference between them is, that 
the former are larger, have longer tusks, and longer as well as blunter talons; 
'that they prey more on other animals; that they lie neither so long nor so closely 
in winter quarters, and never climb a tree, however closely pressed by the hunt-
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ers. This variegated bear, though specifically the same with those we met on 
the Misso1ll'i, are by no means so ferocious, probably, because of the scarcity of 
gam~, and the habit ofliving on roots may have weaned them from the practices 
of attacking and devouring- animals. Still, however, they are not so passive as 
the common black bear, ,vhich ,ue also to be found here; for they have already 
fought with our hunters, thoug-h with less fury than those on the other side of the 
mountain. 

A larO"e part of the meat we o-avc to the Indians, to whom it was a real lux-
~ ~ 

Ilry, as they sr:arcely taste fksh ollce in a month. They immediately prepared a 
large fire of dried wood, on which were thrown a number of smooth stones from 
the l·iver. As soun «-, the fire went down, and the stones wel'e heated, they were 
laid next to each other, in a len"l po . .;ition, and covered with a quantity of branches 
of pine, on which were placed flitches of the bear, and thus placing the boughs 
and flesh alternately for se,-eral courses, leaving a thick layer of pine on the top. 
On this heap was then poured a small quantity of water, and the whole covered 
with eal·th to the depth of four inches. After remaining in this state about three 
hours, the meat was taken off, and was really more tender than that which we 
had boiled or roasted. though the strong flavour of the pine, rendered it disagree
able to OUI' palates. This repast gave them much satisfaction, for thoug-h they 
somttimes kill the black bear, yet they attack very reluctantly the fUl'ious vaI'je
gated bear, and only "hen they can pursue him on horseback, throug-h th~ plains, 
and shoot him with arrows. 

The stone horses we found so tt'oublesome that we have endeavoured to ex
change them fOl' either mares 01' geldings; but although we offered two for one 
they were unwilling to barter. It was therefore determined to castrate them; 
and being desirons of a'icertaining the best method of performing this opf'ration, 
two were gelded in the usual manner, while one of the natives tried the experi
ment in the I'ldian way, without tying the string of the stone (which he assured 
us was much the better plan) and carefully scraping the stril1g clean and sepa
ratlllg- it from the adjoining veins before cntting it. All the horses recovered; 
llllt we afterwards found that those on which the Indian mooe had been tried, 
although they bled more profusely at first, neither swell nOl' appear to suffer as 
much as the others, and recovered sooner, so that we are fully persuaded that the 
Inuian method is preferable to om own, 

~hy 1;:'. As we shall now be compelled to pass some time in this neigh
bourhood, a number of hunters were sent in different directions, and the rest were 
eml'll,yed in completing the camp. From this labour we, however, exempted 
five of ~lle men, two of whom are aBlicted with cbolic, and the others complain 

5 
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of violent pains in the head, all which are occasioned, we presume, by the diet of 
roots, to which they have recently been confined. \Ve secmed the baggage 
with a shelter of g-rass, and made a kind of bowel' of the under palt of an old sail, 
the leathern tent being now too I'otten for use, while the men formed vel'Y com
fot·table huts in the shape of the awning of a waggon, by means of willow poles 
and grass. Tunnachemootoolt and his young men left us this morning on their 
way home; and soon after we were visited by a party of fourteen Indians on 
horseback, armed with bows and arrows going on a hunting excursion. The 
chief game is the deer, and whenever the gTound will permit, the favourite hunt 
is on horseback; but in the woodlands, where this is impracticable, they make 
use of a decoy. This consists of the skin of the head and upper part of the neck 
of a deer, kept ill its natut'al shape by a frame of small sticks on the inside. As 
soon as the hunter perceives a deer lIe conceals himself, and with his hand moves 
the decoy so as to represent a real deet· in the act of feeding, which is done so 
naturally that the game is seduced within reach of their arrows. 

We also exercised Ollr horses by driving them together, so as to accustom 
them to each other, and incline them the less to separate. The next morning, 

Friday, 16, an Indian returned with one of them, which had strayed away 
in the night to a considerable distance, an instance of integrity and kindness by 
no means singular among the Chopunnish. Hohastillpilp, with the rest of the 
natives left us to-day. The hunters who have as yet come in, brought nothing, 
except a few pheasants, so that we still place our chief reliance on the mush 
made of roots (among these the cows and the quamash are the principal) 
with which we use a small onion, which grows in great abundance, and which 
corrects any bad effects they may have on the stomach. The cows and quamash, 
particularly, iocline to produce flatulency, to obviate which we employ a kind 
of fennel, called by the Shoshonees, yeal'hah, resembling anniseed in flayour, 

and a very agreeable food. 
In the COUl'se of the day two other hunters brought in a deer. The game 

they said ""as scarce; but they had wounded three bear as white as sheep. 
The last hunters who had left us yesterday, also came in to-night, with informa
tion, that at the distance of five or six miles, they attempted to cross Collin'. 
creek, on the other side, where game is most abundant, but that they could not 
ford it with their horses, on account of its deptb, and the rapidity of t.be 

CUl'l'ent. 
Saturday, 17. It rained during the greater part of the night, and our flimsy 

covering being insufficient for OUi" protection, we lay in the water most of th¢ 
time. What was more unlucky, our chronometeiA became wet, and, In conse-
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quence, somewhat rusty, but by care we hope to restore it. The rain continued 
nearly the whole day, while on the high plains the snow is falling, and already 
two or three inches in depth. The bad weather confined us to the camp and 
kept the India~s from us, so that for the first time since we left the narrows of 
the Columbia, a day has passed without our being visited by any of the 

natives. 
The country along the Rocky mountains for several hundred miles in length 

and about fifty wide, is a ltig'h level plain; in all its parts extremely fertile, and 
in many places covered with a growth of tall long-leafed pine. This plain is 
chiefly intelTlll.ted neal' the streams of water, where the hills are steep and lofty; 
but the soil is <rood, bein<r unincumbered Ly much stone, and l)ossesses more b b v 

timber than the Jerel countJ'y. Under shelter of these hills, the bottom lands 

skirt the margin of the rivers, and though narrow and confined, are still fertile 
and rarely inundated, Nearly the whole of this wide spread tract is covered with 
a profusion of grass and plants, which are at this time as high as the knee. 
Among these are a variety of esculent plants and roots, acquired without 'much 

difficulty, and yielding not only a nutritious, Lut a very agreeable food. The 
air is pure and dry, the climate quite as mild, if not milder, than the same 
parallels of latitude in the Atlantic states, and must be equally healthy, for all the 
disorders which we ha\'e witnessed, may fairly he imputed more to the nature of 
the diet than to any intemperance of climate, This general observation is of 
cOl1l'se to be qualified, since in the same tract of country, the degrees of the combi
nation of heat and cold obey the influence of situation. Thus the rains of the low 

grounds near our camp, are snows in the high plains, and while the sun shines 
with intense heat in the confined bottoms, the plains enjoy a much colder air, and 
the vegetation is retarded at least fifteen days, while at the foot of the mountains 
the snows are still many feet in depth; so that within twenty miles of our camp we 
obserre the rig'ours of the winter cold, the cool air of spring, and the oppressive 
heat of mi·l~llmmer. Even on the plains, however, where the snow has fallen, it 

seems to do but little injury to the grass and other plants, which, though appa
renll~ tender and susceptible, are still blooming, at the height of nearly eighteen 
inche~ through the snow. In short, this district affords many advantages to 
settlels, and if properly cultivated, would yield every object necessary for the 
subsistence and comfort of civilized man. 

The Chopunnish themselves are in general stout, well formed, and active; 
they have high, and many of them aquiline noses, and the general appearance 
of the face i~ cheerful and agreeable, though without any indication of gaiety 

and mirth. Like most of th~Indians they extract their beards; but the women 
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only pluck the hair from the rest of the body. That of the men i~ very often 
suffered to grow, nor does there appeal' to be any natmal defieiency in that 
resp~ct; fot, we observe several men, who, if they had adopted the practice of 
shavmg, would have been a'> well supplied as ourselves, Tne dress of both 
sexes resembles that of the Sho~honees, and consists of a long shirt reaching- to 
the thigh, leggings as hig'h as the waist, moccasins and robes, all of which are 
formed of skins, 

Their ornaments are beads, shells, and pieces of brass attached to different 
parts of the dress, or tied t'oUlHl the anns, neck, wrists, and over the shouldel's : 
to these are added peads and beads, suspended from the ears, and a single shell 
of wampum through the nose, The head-dress of the men is a bantlean of fox 
or otter skin, either with or without the fur, and sometimes an omament is tied 
to a plait of hair, falling fl'Om the crown of the head: that of the women is a cap 
without rim, formed of bear gmss am1 cedar bark; while the hair itself, of both 
sexes, falls in two rows down tl;e front of the body, Collars of bears' claws are 
also common. But a personal ornament most esteemed is a':ort of breastplate, 
formed of a strip of otter skin, six inches wide, cnt out of the whole length of 
the back of the animal, including the head; this being dressed with the hair on, 
a hole is made at the llpper end, through which the head of the wearer is placed, 
and the skin hangs ill front with the tail reachin~; below the knee, and ornamented 
with pieces of pearl, red cloth, and wampum; 01', in short, any other fanciful 
decol'ation. Tippets also are occasionally WOI'l1. That of IIohastillpilp was 
formed of human scalps, and adomed with the thumhs and fingers of several 
men slain by him in battle. 

The Chopunnish are among the most amiable men we have seen. Their 
charactet' is placid and gentle, rarely moved into passion, yet not often enlivened 
by gaiety. Their amusements consist in mnlling races, shoot ing with arrows 
at a target, and they pat'take of the great and prevailing vice of gambling. 
They are, however, by no means so much attached to baubles as the generality 
of Indians, but are anxious to obtain articles of utility, such as knives, toma
hawks, kettles, blankets, and awls for moccasins. They have also suficred so 
much from the superiority of their enemies, that they are equally desirous of 
procuring' arms and ammunition, which they are g-radually acquiring, for the 
band of Tunnachemootoolt have already.six guns, which they acquired fmID the 

Minnetarees. 
The Chopunnish bury their dead in sepulcht'es, formed of boards, constl'l1cted 

Hke the roof of a house. The body is rolled in skins and laid one over anothel', 
se.rarated by a board only, both above and below. We have sometimes seen 
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their dead buried in wooden boxes, and rolled in skins in the manner above
mentioned. They sacrifice their horses, canoes, and every other species of 
property to theil' dead; the 'bones of many horses are seen lying round their 

sepulcl}\'(:~. 

Among the reptiles common to this country are the two species of innocent 
snakes already described, and the rattlesnake, which last is of the same species 
as that of the Missomi, and though abundant here, is the only poisonous snake 
we have seen between the Pacific and the Missouri. Besides these there are the 
common black lizard and h01'l1ed lizard. Of frogs there are several kinds, such 
as the small green tree frog, the small frog common in the United States, which 
sings in the spring of the )'ear, a species of frog' frequenting the water, 
much larger thall the bull-frog, and in shape between the delicate length 
of the bull-fl'Og, and the shorter and less graceful form of the toad; like the 
last of which, however, its body is covered with little pustules, or lumps: we 
haye never heard it make a noiie of any kind. Neither the toad bull-frog; the 
moccasin-snake, nor the copperhead-snake are to be found here. Captain Lewis 
killed a snake neal' the camp three feet and eleven inches in length, and much 
the colour of the rattlesnake. There was no poisonous tooth to be found. It 
had two hundred and eighteen scuta on the abdomen, and fifty-nine squama or 
half formed scuta on the tail. The eye was of a moderate size: the iris of a dark 
yellowish brown, and the pupil black. There was nothing remat'kable in the 
form of the head, which was not so wide across the jaws as that of the poisonous 
class of snakes usually is. 

There is a species of lizard, which we have called the horned lizard, about 
the size aud much resembling in figure the ordinary black lizard. The belly is, 
notwithstanding, broadel', the tail shorter, and the action much slowel' than the 
ordinary lizard. It Cl'awls like the toad, is of a brown colour, and interspersed 
with ycll()\yi~h browll spots; it is covered with minute shells, intel'spersed with 
little horn), projections like prickles on the upper pal't of the body. The belly 
and throat resel1lble the fl'Ogs, and are of a light yellowish brown. '1'he edg'e 
of the belly is l'egnlarly beset with these horny projections, which give to those 
edges a serrate figure; the eye is small and of a dark colour. Above and 
behind the eyes are several projections of the bone, which being armed at the 
~xtr~mities 'with a firm black substance, having the appearance of horns sprout
mg tWill the head. has induced us to call it the horned lizard. These animals 
are f~und in great ahundance in the sandy parts of the plains, and after a shower 
of ram are seen basking in the sun. For the greatest part of the time they are 
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concealed in holes. They are found in great numhers on the fxmks of the 
Mi3souri, and in the plains through which we have passed above the Wolla,
wollahs. 

1\'lost of the insects common to the United States are seen in this counh'y: 
such as the butt.erfly, the common housefly, the blowingtly, the hOI'sefly, except 
one species of it, the gold-coloured eartly, the place of nhich is supplied byatI y 
of a brown colour, which attaches itself to the same part of the horse, and is 
equally troublesome. There are likewise nearly all the varieties of beetles 
known in the Atlantic states, except the large cow beN Ie, and the black beetle, 
commonly called the tumhlebug·. Neither the hornet, the wasp, nor the yellow
jacket inhahit this part of the country, but there is an insect resembling the last 
of these, though much larger, which is vel'y numerous, particularly in the Rocky 
1l10untaills and on the waters of the Columbia; the body and abdomen are 
yellow, with transverse circles of black, the head black, and the wings, which 
are four in number, of a dark brown COIOUl': their nests are built in the ground, 
and resemble that of the hornet, with an outer covering to the comb. These 
insects are fierce, and sting very severely, so that we found them vcry trouble
some in frightening our horses as we passed the mountains. The silkworlll is 
also found hel'e, as well as the humble-bee, thoug'h the honey-bee is not. 

1\Iay 18. 'l'welve hunters set out this morning aftel' the bear, which are 
now ollr chief dependence; but as they are now fel'ocious, the hunters hence
forward never g'o except in pairs. Soon after they left us, a party of Chopun
nish erected a hut on the opposite side of the rivel' in order to watch the salmon, 
which is expected to alrive e\ery day. For til s purpose they have constructed 
with sticks, a kind of wharf, projecting ahout ten feet into the river, and three 
feet ahove its sUI'face, 011 the extremity of which one of the fishermen exercised 
himself with a scooping net, similar to that used in our country; but after 
several hours' laboUl' he was still unsuccessful. In the course of the morning 
three Indians called at our camp and told us that they had been hunting near 
the place where we met the Chopunuish last autumn, and which is called by 
them the qualUash grounds, bllt after roaming about fut' ~,heral days had killed 
nothing. We gave them a small piece of ll1~at, which they said they would 
keep for their small children, which they said were very hungry, and then, after 
smoking, took leave of us. Some of OUl' hunters returned almost equally un
successful. 'I'hey had gone over the whole country between Collins's creek and 
the Kooskooskee, to their jUllction, at the clistance of ten miles, without seeing 
either a deer or beal', and at last brought in a single hawk and a salmon dropped 
by an eagle. This last was not in itself considerable, but gave us ~opes of S0011 
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seeing that fish in the river, an event which we ardently desire, for though the 
rapid l'ise of the river denotes a great «eCI'ease of snow on the mountains, yet we 
~hall not be able to leave our camp for some time, 

:Monday, 19, After a cold rainy night, during the greater part of which we 
lay in the watel', the weathet' became fair, and we "then sent some men to a 
village above us, on the opposite side, to purchase some roots, 'rhey carried 
with them for this purpose a small collection of awl!>, knitting pinfi, and armbands, 
with which they obtained several bushels of the root of cows, and some bread of 
the same material. They were followed too by a train of invalids from the vil
lage, who came to ask for our assistance. The men were generally afflicted 
with sore eyes, but the women had besides this a variety of other disorders, 
chiefly rheumatic, a violent pain and weakness in the loins, which is a com
mon complaint among the females, and one of them seemed much dejected, 
and as we thought, f!'Om the account of her disease, hysterical. We gave her 
thirty drops of laudanum, and after administering eye-water and rubbing the 
rheumatic patients with volatile liniment, and giving cathartics to others, they 
all thought themselves much relieved, and returned highly satisfied to the village. 
We wel'e fortunate enough to l'etake one of the horses on which we crossed the 
Rocky mountains in the autumn, and which had become almost wild since that 
t illlt'. 

Tuesday, 20. Again it rained during the night, and the greater part of this 
day. Our hunters were out in different directions, but though they saw a bear 
and a deer or two, they only killed one of the latter, which proved to be of the 
mulcdeer species. The next day, 

\V edne;o;day, :2 t, finding the rain still continue we left our ragged sail tent, 
and formed a hnt with willow poles and grass, The rest of the men were 
occupied ill huilding' a canoe for present llse, as the Indians promise to give us a 
horse for it dlt'n we leave them. \Ve received nothing' from our hunters 
except a single sandhill crane, which are very abundant in this neighbourhood, 
and consllmetl at dilluel' the last morsel of meat which we have. As there now 
seems but littl@ probability of oUl' procuring a stock of dried meat, and the fish 
is as yet all uncertain resource, we made a division of all our stock of merchan. 
dise, so as to enable the men to purchase a store of roots and bread for the 
mountains. \Ye mig'ht ourselv.es collect those roots, but as there are several 
spec;es of hemlock growing among the cows, and difficult to be distinguished 
fr~m that plant, we are afraid to suffer the men to collect them, lest the party 
m.lg·ht ue poisoned by mistaking them. On parcelling out the stores, the stock 
of each man was found to consist of only one awl and one knitting-pin, half an 
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Qunce of vermilion, two needles, a few skeins of thread, and about a yard of 
riband-but slender means of bartering for our subsistence; but the men have 
been now so much accustomed to privations, that neither the want of meat, nor 
the scanty funds of the party, excite the least anxiety among them, 

'fhursday, 2~, We availed ourselyes of the fair weather to dry our barrrrao-e 
00 0 

and store of roots, and being still without meat, killed one of our colts, intend-
ing to reserve t,he other three for the mountains, In the afternoon we were 
amused by a large party of Indians, on the opposite side of the river, hunting
(. ,horseback, After riding at full speed down the steep hills, they at last drove 
the dee,' into the river, where we shot it, and two Indians immediately pursued 
it on a raft, and took it. Several hunters, who had gone to <t cOllsiderable dis
tance near the mountains, returned with five deer. T!h~y had purchased also 
two red salmon trollt, which 'the Indians say remain in this I'i\'el' dlll~ing the 
greate)' part of the winter, but are not good at this season, as it in fact appeared, 
fOI' they were very meagre, The salmon, we understand, are now arrived at no 
great distance, in Lewis's river, but some days will yet elapse befol'e they come 
up to this place, 'rhis, as well as the scarcity of game, made us wish to remove 
lower down; but on examination we fonnd that thel'e was no place in that 
direction calculated for a camp, and therefore resolvl·d to remain in our present 
position. Some uneasiness has IJf:en excited by a repOl't, that 1\\'0 nig-hts ago a 
party of Shoshonees had surrounded a Chopllnllish house, on the south side of 
Lewis's river, but the inhabitants having discovered their intentions, had escaped 
without injury. 

Friday, 23. The hunters were sent out to make a last effort to procure 
pt'ovisions, hut after examining the whole country between Collins's creek and 
the Kooskooskee, they fonnd nothing- except a few pheasants of the dark brown 
kind. In the meantime we were visited by four Indians who had come from a 
village on Lewis's river, at the distance of two days' ride, wh(J came for the 
purpose of proclll'ing a little eye-water: the extent of OUl' medical fame is not a 
little troublesome, but we rejoice at any circumstance which enables us to relieve 
these poor creatures, and therefore willingly washed their eyes, after which they 

retUlI:ed home. 
Saturday, 2,1. 'fhis proved the warmest day we have had since onr alTival 

here. Some of our men visited the village of the Brokenarm, and exchanged 
some awls, which they had made of the links of a small chain belonging to one 
of their steel traps, for a plentiful supply of roots. 

Besides administering medical relief to the Indians, we are obliged to devote 
much of our time to the care of our own invalids. The child of Sacajawea is 
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very unwell; and with one of the men we have ventured an experiment of a 
very robust nature. He has been for some time sick, but has now recovered his 
flesh, eats heartily, and digests well, but has so great a weakness in the loins 
that he cannot walk, nor even sit upright without extreme pain. After we had 
in vain exhausted the resources of our art, one of the hunters mentioned that 
he had known persons in similar situations restored by violent sweats, and 
at the request of the patient w(j,permitted the remedy to be applied. For this 
plll"pose, a hole about four teet deep and three in diameter, was dug in the earth, 
and heated well by a lat·ge fire in the bottom of it. The fire was then taken out, 
and an arch formed over the hole by means of willow poles, and covered with 
several blankets, so a" to make a pet-fect awning. The patient being stripped 
nakctl, was seated under this on a bench, with a piece of board for his feet, and 
with a ~ug of water we sprinkled the bottom and sides of the hole, so as to keep up 
as hot a steam as he could bear. After remaining twenty minutes in this situation 
he was taken out, immediately plunged twice in cold water, and brought back 
to the hole, where he resumed the vapour bath. During all this time he drank 
copiou!>ly a litrong infusion of horsemint, which was used as a substitute for the 
!'eneca root, which our informant said he had seen employed on these occasions, 
but of which there is none in this country. At the end of three quarters of an 
hour, he was again withdrawn from the hole, carefully wrapped, and suffered 
to cool gradually. This operation was performed yesterday, and this morning 
he walked about, and is nearly free from pain. Abuut eleven o'clock a canoe 
arrived with three Indians, one of whom was the poor creature who had lost the 
use of his limbs, and fOI" whose recovery the natives seem very anxious, as he is 
a chief of considerable rank among them. His iiitllation is beyond the reach of 
our skill. He complains of no pain in any particular ltmb, and we therefore 
think his disorder cannot Le rheumatic, as his limbs would have been more di
minished if his disease had been a paralytic affection. We had already ascribed 
it to his diet of roots, and had recommended his living on fish ar.d flesh, and 
using the cold bath e\'ery moming, with a dose of cream of tartar, or Bower of 
sulphur, e'-ery third day. These prescriptions seem to have been of little avail, 
but as he thinks himself somewhat bettel· for them, we concealed our ignorance 
by giving him a few drops of laudanum and a little portable soup, with a pro
mise of sweating him, as we had done our own man. On attempting it, how
ever, in the morning, 

Sunday, 25, we found that ~ was too weak to sit up or to be supported in 
the hole: we therefore told the Indians that we knew of no other remedy except 
frequent perspirations in theil· own sweat-hoWles, accompanied hy drinking large 
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quantities of the decoction of horsemint, which we pointed out to them. Three 
hunters set out to hunt towards the Quamash flats if they could pass Collins's 
creek. Others crossed the river f01' the same pm'pose, and one of the men was 
sent to a village on the opposite side, about eig'ht miles above us. Nearly all 
the inhabitants were either hunting, digg'ing roots, or fishing in Lewis's river, 
from which they had brought several fine salmon. In the course of the day. 
some of our hunters wounded a female beal' with two cubs, one of which was 
white, and the other perfectly black. 

The Indians who accompanied the sick chief are so anxious for his safety, that 
they remained with us all night, and in the morning', 

Monday, 26, when we gave him some cream of tartar and portable soup. 
with directions how to treat him, they Iltill ling'ered about us in hopes we mig-ht 
do something effectual, though we desired them to take him home. 

The hunters sent out yesterday retumed with Hohastillpilp, and a numbe1' 
of inferior chiefs and waniors. They had passed Commearp creek at the dis
tance of one anel a half miles, and a Iaeger creek theee miles Leyond; they then 
went on till they were stopped hy a large c1'eek ten miles above our camp, and 
finding it too deep and rapid to pass, they returned home. On their way, they 
stopped at a village foUl' miles up the second creek, which we have never vi. 
sited, and where they purchased JJI'ead and roots on very moderate tE~rms; an 
article of intelligence very pleasing at the present moment, when our stock of 
meat is again exhausted. We have, however, still ag1'eeable prospects, for the 
river is rising fast, as the snows visibly diminish, and we saw a salmon in the 
river to-day. 'Ve also completed OUl' canoe. 

Tuesday, 27. The horse which the Indians gave us some time ago, had 
gone astray; but in our present dearth of provisions we searched for him, and 
killed him. Observing that we were in want of food, Hohastillpilp informed us 
that most of the horses which we saw running' at ]al'ge belonged to him or his 
people, and requested that whenever we wished any meat, we would make use 
of them without restraint. We have indeed, on more than one occasion, had to 
admire the generosity of this Indian, whose conduct presents a model of what is 
due to strangers in distress. A party was sent to the village discovered yesterday ~ 
and returned with a large supply of bread and roots. Sergeant Ordway and two 
men were also despatched to Lewis's river, about half a day's ride to the south, 
where we expect to obtain salmon. which are said to be very abundant at that 
place. The three men who had attempted to go to the Quamash flats, returned 
with five deer: but although they proceeded some distance up Collins's creek~ 
it continued too deep for them to cross. The Indians who accompanied the 
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chief were so anxious to have the operation of sweating him performed unller our 
inspection, that we determined to gratify them by making a second attempt. 
The hole was therefore enlarged, and the fucher of the chief, a very good-look
ing old man, went in with him, and held L.m in a proper position. This strong 
evi,J 2I• cp- of feeling- is dirc,·t\y opposite to the received opinions of the insensibility 
of savages, 1101' are we less struck I)y the kindness and at.tention paid to the sick 
man by those who are ullconnected with him, which are the more surprising, as 
the long illness of three years might be supposed to exhaust theit' sympathy. We 
could not pl'OdllCe as cOlllplete a perspit'ation as we desired, and aftel' he was 
taken out, he complained of suffering cons>lel'able pain, which we relieved with 
a few drops of laudallulll, and he then rested well. The next morning, 

'Vednesday, 28, he was able to use his arms, and feels better than he has 
• done for many months, and sat up during the greater part of the day. 

We sent to the village of'i'unnachemootoolt for bread and roots, and a party 
of hunters set out to hunt up a creek, about eight miles above us. In the even
ing, another party, who had been so fortunate as to find a ford across Collins's 
creek, retul'Oed from the Quamash flats with eight deer, of which they saw great 
numbers, thoug-h there were but few bears. Having now a tolerable stock of 
meat, we were occupied during the following day, 

Thursday, 29, in various engagements in the camp. The Indian chief is 
still rapidly recovering, and for the first time during the last twelve months, had 
strength enough to wash his face. 'Ve had intended to repeat the sweating to
day, but as the weathet· was cloudy, with occasional rain, we declined it. This 
operation, though violent, seems highly efficacious; for our own man, on whom 
the experiment was first made, is recovering his strength very fast, and the 
restomtion of the chief is wonderful. He continued to improve, and on the 
following day, 

Friday,30, after a very violent sweating, was able to move one of his legs, 
and thighs, and some of his toes; the fingers and arms being almost entirely 
restored to their fonner streng-tho Parties were sent out as usual to hunt and 
trade with the Indians. AUlOng- others, two of the men who had not yet ex
changed their stock of merchandise for roots, crossed the river for that purpose, 
in Qur boat. But as they reached the opposite shore, the violence of the cun'ent 
drove the boat broadside against some trees, and she immediately filled and went 
to the bottom. With difficulty one of the men was saved but the boat itself, , , 
with three blankets, a blanket-coat, and their small pittance of merchandise, were 
il'l'ecoverably lost. 

Saturday,31. Two men visited the Indian village, where they purchased a 
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dt'essed bear skin, of a uniform pale reddish brown colour, which the Indians 
called yackah in contradistinction to hohhost, or the white bear. This remark 
induced us to inquire more particularly into their opinions as to the several species 
of bears; and we therefore produced ali the skins of that animal which w£ aad 
killed at this place, and also one very nearly white, which we had pnrchased. 
The natives immediately classed the white, the deep and the pale grizzly red, tP-3 
grizzly dark brown, in short, all those with the extremities of the hair of a -,vhite 
or froity colour, without regard to the colour of the gTound of the toil, under the 
name of hohhost. They assured us, that they were all of the same species with 
the white bear; that they associated together, had longer nails than the others, 
and never climbed trees. On the other hand, the black skins, those which were 
black, with a number of entire white hairs intermixed, or with a white breast, 
the uniform bay, the brown, and light reddish brown, were ranged under ths 
class yackah, and were said to resemble each other in being smaller, and having 
shorter nails than the white hear, in climbing trees, and being so little vicious 
that they could be pursued with safety. This distinction of the Indians seems 
to be well founded, and we are inclined to believe, 

First, That the white or grizzly bear of this neighbourhood forms a distinct 
species, which moreover is the same with those of the same cololU" on the upper 
part of the Missouri, where the other species are not found. 

Second, that the black and reddish brown, &c. is a second species, equally 
distinct from the white bear of this counb'y, as from the black bear of the Atlantic 
and Pacific oceans, which two last seem to form only one species. The common 
black bear is indeed unknown in this country; fot, the bear of which we are 
speaking, though in most respects similar, differs from it in having much finer, 
thicker, and longer hair, with a greater proportion of fill' mixed with it, and also 
in having a variety of colours, while the common black bear has no intermixture 
or change of colour, but is of a uniform black, 

I n the COUl'se of the day the natives broug'ht us another of our ol'iginal stock 
of horses, of which we have now recovered all except two, and those, we al'e 
informed, were taken hack by our Shoshonee guide, when he retul'lled home. 
They amount to sixty-five, and most of them fine stl'ong active horses, in ex

cellent order, 
Sunday, June 1. Two of our men who had been up the river to trade with 

the Indians, retul'lled quite unsuccessful. Nearly opposite to the village, their 
horse fell with his load, down a steep cliff, into the river, across which he swam. 
An Indian on the opposite side, drove him back to them, but in crossing most of 
the articles were lost, and the paint melted. Understanding their intentions. 
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the Indians attempted to come over to them, but having no canoe, were obliged 
to use a raft, which struck on a rock, upset, and the whole store of roots and 
bread were destroyed. This failure completely exhausted our stock of merchan
dise; but the remembrance of what we suffered from cold and hunger during the 
passage of the Rocky mouatains, makes us anxious to increase our means of 
subsistence and comfort when we again encounter the same inconvenience. We 
therefore created a new fund, by cutting off the buttons from our clothes, pre
paring some eye-water, and basilicon, to which were added some phials, and 
bUlall tin boxes, ir: which we had once kept phosphoJ'lls. With this cargo two 
men set out in the morning, 

Monday 2, to b'ade, and brought home three bushelsof roots and some bl·ead. 
which, in om' situation, was as important as the return of an East India ship. In 
the meantime, several hunters went across Collins's creek to hUllt on the Quamash 
grounds, and the Indians informed us that there were great quantities of moose 
to the south-east of the east branch of Lewis's rivt!r, which they call the Tom
manamah. We hacllately heard that some Indians who reside at some distance. 
on the south side of the Kooskooskee, are in possession of two tomahawks, one 
of which was left at our camp at Musquitoe creek, the other had been stolen 
while we were encamped at the Chopunnish last autumn. This last we were 
anxious to obtain, in order to give to the relations of our unfortunate 
companion, sel'geant Floyd, to whom it once belonged. We therefol'e sent 
Drewyer yesterday with Neeshnepahkeeook and Hohastillpilp, the two chiefs, 
to demand it. On theil' arrival, it seemed that the present owner, who had 
purchased it from the thief, was himself at the point of death; so that his rela
tions were unwilling to give it up, as they meant to bury it in the grave with the 
deceased. But the influence of Neeshnepahkeeook at length succeeded; and 
they consented to sUl'l'ender the tomahawk on receiving two strands of. beads and 
a handkerchief, from Drewyer, and from each of the chiefs a horse, to be killed 
at the funeral of the deceased, according to the custom of the country. 

Soon after their return, sergeant Ordway and his party, for whose safety we 
had now become extremely anxious, came home from Lewis's river, with some 
roots of cows and seventeen salmon. The distance, however, from which they were 
b.rought, ,"as so great, that most of them were nearly spoiled; but such as COIl

tmued sound, were extremely delicious, the flesh being of a fine rose colour, with 
a small mixture of yellow, and so fat that they were cooked very well without 
the addition of any oil or grease. . 

. When they set out on the 27th, they had hoped to reach the salmon fishery 
lP the course of that day, but the route by which the guides led them was sO' 
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circuitous, that they rode seventy miles before they reached their place of des
tination, in the evening of the twenty-ninth. After going for twenty miles up 
the Commearp creek, through an open plain, broken only by the hills and 
timber along the creek, they then entered a high, irregular, mountainolls coun
try, the soil of which was fertile, and well supplied with pine. Withont stop
ping to hunt, althoug'h they saw great quantities of deer, and some of the big
horn, they hastened for thi,·ty miles across this district to the Tommanamah, or 
east branch of Lewis's river; and not finding any salmon, descended that stream 
for twenty miles, to the fishery at a short oistance below its junction with the 
south branch. Both these forks appear to come from or enter a mountainous 
country. The Tommanamah itself, they said, was about one hundred and fifty 
yards wide; its hanks, for the most part, formed of solid perpendicular rocks, 
rising to a great height, and as they passed along some of its hills, they !Qund 
that the snow had not yet disappeal'ed, and the grass was just springrng up. 
During its whole course it presented one continued rapid, till at the fishery it
self, where the river widens to the space of two hundred yards, the rapid is 
nearly as considerable as at the great rapids of the ColumLia. Here the Indians 
have erected a large house of split timber, one hundred and fifty feet long, and 
thirty-five wioe, with a flat roof; and at this season is much "esorted to by the 
men, while the women are employed in collecting roots. After remaining a 
day, and purchasing some fish, they retumed home. 

Tuesday, 3. Finding that the salmon has not yet appeared along the 
shores, as the Indians assured us they would in a few days, ano that all the 
salmon which they themselves use, am obtained from Lewis's river, we begin to 
lose our hopes of foIubsisting on them. We are too poor, and at too great a 
distance from Lewis's river, to pUl'chase fish at that place, and it is not probable 
that the river will fall sufficiently to take them before we leave this place. Our 
Indian friends sent an express to-day over the mountains to Traveller's-rest, ill 
order to p"ocnre intelligence from the Ootlashoots, a bano of Flatheads who 
have wintered on the east side of the mountains, and the same band which we 
first met on that river. All the route was deemed pmcticable for this express, 
we also proposed setting out, but the Indians dissuaded us from attempting it, 
as many of the creeks, they said, were still too deep to be forded; the roads 
very deep and slippery, and no grass as yet for our horses; but in twelve or 
fourteen days we shall no longer meet with the same obstacles: we therefore 
determined to set out in a few days for the Quamash fiats, in order to lay in a 
store of provisions, so as to cross the mountains about the middle of the month. 

For the two following days we continued hunting in onr own neig'hbourhood, 
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and by means of our own exertions, and trading with the Indians for trifling 
articles, succeeded in procuring as much bread and roots, besides other food, as 
will enable us to subsist during the passage of the mountains. The old chief 
in the mean time gradually recovered the use of his limbs, and our own man 
was nearly restored to his former health. rrhe Indians who had been with us, 
now returned, and invited us to their village on the following day, 

Friday, June 6, to give us their final answel· to a number of pl"Oposals which 
we had made to them. Neeshnepahkeeook then informed us, that they could 
not accompany us, as we wished, to the Missouri; but that in the latter end of 
the summer they meant to cross the mountain and_spend the winter to the east
ward. We had also requested some of their young men to go with us, so as to 
effect a reconciliation between them and the Pahkees, in case we should meet 
these last. He answered, that some of their young men would go with us, but 
they were not selected for that purpose, nor could they be until a genel·al meet
ing of the whole nation, who were to meet in ihe plain on Lewis's river, at the 
head of Commearp. This meeting would take place in ten or twtlve days, 
and if we set out before that time, the young men should follow us. We 
therefore depend but little on their assistance as guides, but hope to engage for 
that purpose, some of the Ootlashoots near Traveller's-rest creek. Soon after 
this communication, which was followed by a present of dried quamash, we 
were visited by Hohastillpilp and several others, among whQm were the two 
young chiefs who had given us horses some time ago. 



CHAP. XXX. 

rHE PARTY MINGLE IN THE DIVEUSIONS OF THE WILLETPOS INDIANS, A TRIBE 

HITHERTO UNNOTI CED-THEIR JOY ON THE PROSPECT OF A RETURN-DESCRIP

TION OF THE VEGE'JABLES GROWING ON THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS - VARIOUS 

PREPARATIONS MADE TO RESUME THEIR JOURNEY-THE PARTY SET OUT, AND 

ARRIVE AT HUNGRY CREEK-THE SERIOUS AND DESPONDING DIFFICULTIES 

THAT OBSTRUCTED THEIR PROGRESS-THEY ARE COMPELJ.ED TO RETURN, AND 

TO WAlT FOR A GUIDE ACROSS THE MOUNTAINS-THEIR DISTRESS FOR WANT 

OF PROVISIONS-THEY flESOLVE TO RETURN TO THE QUAMASH FLATS-THEY 

ARE AT LAST SO FORTUNATE AS TO PROCURE INDIAN GUIDES, WITH WHO~I 

THEY RESUME THEIR JOURNEY TO THE FALLS OF THE MISSOURI-THE DANGER 

OF THE ROUTE DESCRIBED-THE SCARCITY OF PROVISIONS, AND THE DANGER 

OF THEIR JOURNEY, THEIR COURSE LYING ALONG THE RIDGES OF THE MOUN

TAINS-DESCRIPTION OF THE WARM SPRINGS, WHERE THE PARTY ENCAMP

THE FONDNESS OF TlIE INDIANS FOR BATHING IN THEM. 

SATURDAY, June 7, 1806. THE two young chiefs retul'Ded after breakfast 
to their village on Commearp creek, accompanied by several of our men, who 
were sent to purchase ropes and bags for packing, in exchange fOl' some parts 
of an old seine, bullets, old files, and pieces of iron. In the evening they 
returned with a few sil'ings but no bags. Hohastillpilp cro!.sed the river in the 
course of the day, and brought with him a horse, which he g'uve one of oUt' men 
who had previously made him a present of a pail' of Canadian shoes.or shoe
packs. We were all occupied in preparing packs and saddles for our journey; 
and as we intend to visit the Quamash flats on the tt'nth, ill ordel' to lay in a 
store of provisions for the journey over the mountains, we do not suBer the men 
to disturb the game in that neighbourhood. 

Sunday, 8. The Cutnose visited us this morning with ten or twelve war
riors: among these wel'e two belonging to a band of Chopunnish, which we 
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had not yet seen, who call themselves Willetpos, and reside on the south side 
of Lewis's river. One of them gave a good horse, which he rode, in exchange 
for one of ours, which was unable to cross the mountain, on receiving a toma
hawk in addition. We were also fortunate in exchanging' two other horses of 
inferior value for others much better, without giving any thing else to the pur-. 
chaser. After these important purchases, several foot races were run between 
our men and the Indians: the latter, who are very active, and fond of these 
races, proved themselves very expert, and one of them was as fleet as our 
swiftest runllers. After the races were over, the men divided themselves into 
two parties, and played prison bass, an exel'cise which we are desirous of en
couraging, before we begin the passage over the mountains, as seveml of them 
are becoming lazy from inaction. At night these games were concluded by a 
dance. One of the Indians informed us that we could not pass the mountains 
before the next full moon, or about the ill-st of July; because, if we attempted 
it before that time, the horses would be forced to travel without food three 
days on the top of the mountains. 'l'his intelligence was disagreeable, as it 
excited a doubt as to the most pl'oper time for passing the mountains; but 
having no time to lose, we are determined to risk the hazards, and start as soon 
as the Indians generally consider it practIcable, which is about the middle of 
this month. 

Monday, 9. Our success yesterday encouraged llS to attempt to exchange 
some more of our horses, whose backs were unsound, but we could dispose of 
one only. Hohastillpilp, who visited us yesterday, left us with lSevel'al India~s, 
for the plains near Lewis's rivel', where the whole nation Me about to assemble. 
The Brokenarm too, with all his people, stopped on their way to the general 
rendezvous, at the same place, The Cutnose, or Neeshnepahkeeook, borrowed 
a horse, and rode down a few miles after some young eagles, He soon returned 
with two of the gray kind, neal'ly grown, which he meant to raise for the sake 
of the feathers. The young chief, who some time since made us a present of 
two horses, came with a party of his people and passed the night with us, The 
rivet', which is about one hundred and fifty yal'ds wide, has been discharging 
)ast bodies of water, but notwithstanding its depth, the water has been neady 
transparent, and its temperature quite as cold as om' best springs. FOl' several 
days, however, the river has been falling, and is now six feet lower than it has 
been, a strong proof that the great body of snow has left the mountains, It is~ 
indeed, nearly at the same height as when we arrived here; a circumstance 
which the Indians consider as indicating the time when the mountains may be 
crosied, We shall wait, however, a feW' days, because the roads must still be 
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wet and slippery, and the grass on the mountains will he improved in a short 
time. The men are in high spirits at the prospect of setting out, and amused 
themselves during the aftel'noon with different games. 

Tue~day, 10. After collecting our horses, which took much time, we set 
out at eleven o'clock for the Quamash flats. Our stock is now very abundant, 
each man being wdl mounted, with a small load on a second horse, and several 
supernumerary ones, in case of accident or want of food. We ascended the ri vel' 
biUs, which are very high, and three miles in extent; our course being north 22° 
east, and then turned to uorth 16° west, for two miles till we reached Collins's 
Cl·eek. It is deep and difficult to cross, but we passed without any injury, except 
wetting some of our provisions, and then proceeded due north for five miles to 
the eastern edge of the Quamash flats, near whel'e we first met the Chopunnish 
in the autumn. We encamped on the bank of a small stl'eam, in a point of 
woods, bordering the extensive level and beautiful prairie which is intersected by 
several rivulets, and as the quamash is now in blossom, presents a perfect resem
blance of lakes of clear water. 

A party of Chopunnish, who have overtaken us a few miles above, halted for 
the night with us, and mentioned that they too had come down to hunt in 
the flats, though we fear they expect that we will provide for them dming their 
stay. 

The country through which we passed is generally free from stone, ex
tremely fertile, and supplied with timber, consisting of several species of fir, 
long-leafed pine and larch. The undergrowth is choke-cherry, near the water 
comses, and scattered through the country, black alder, a large species of red root 
now in bloom, a plant resemhling the pawpaw in its leaf, and bearing a berry 
with five valves of a deep purple colour. There were also two species of sumach, 
the pm'ple haw, seven-bark, serviceberry, goosebeny, the honeysuckle, bearing 
a white beny, and a species of dwarf pine, ten or twelve feet high, which might 
be confounded with the young pine of the long-leafed species, except that the 
former bears a cone of a globular form, with small scales, and that its leaves are 
in fascicles of two, resembling in length and appearance the common pitch pine. 
We also observed two species of wild rose, hoth quinquepetalous, both of a 
damask red colour, and similar in the stem; but one of them is as large as the 
common red rose of our gardens; its leaf too is somewhat larger than that of the 
other species of wild rose, and the apex, as we saw them last yea.', were more 
than three times the size of the common wild rose. 

We saw many sandhill cranes, and some ducks in the marshes near our camp, 
4»2 
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and a great number of burrowing squirrels, some of which we killed, and 
found them as tender and well-flavoured as our gray squirrels. 

Wednesday, 11. All our hunters set out by daylig'ht; but on their return to 
dinner, had killed nothing except a black bear and two deer. Five of the 
Indians also began to hunt, but they were quite unsuccessful, and in the afternoon 
returned to their village. Finding that the game had become shy and scarce, 
the hunters set out after dinner with orders to stay out dm'ing the night, and 
hunt at a greater distance from the camp, in ground less: frequented. But the 
next day they returned with nothing except two deer. 'rhey were therefol'e 
again sent out, and about noon the following day, seven of them came in with 
eig'ht deet· out of a number, as well as a bear, which they had wounded, uut 
could not take. In the meantime we had sent two men forwat'd, auout eight 
miles to a prairie on this side of Collins's creek, with orders to hunt till om' 
arrival. Two other hunters returned towards night, but they had killed only one 
deer, which they had hung up in the morning, and it had been devoured by the 
buzzards. An Indian who had spent the last evening' with liS, exchanged a 
horse for one of ours, which ueiJl!2.· sick, we gave a small axe and a knife in 
addition. He seemed very much pleased, and set out immediately to his village, 
lest \ye should change our minds and g'ive up the Ual'gaill, which is perfectly 
allowable in Indian tt·affic. The hunters resumed the chase in the morning, 
but the game is now:;:) scarce that they killed only one deel'o 'Ve therefol'e cut 
up and dried ull the meat we had collected, packed up all oUt" hagg'age, and hoh
bled om horses to ue in readiness to set out. But in the morning, 

Sunday, 15, they lmd straggled to such a distance, that we could not collect 
them without great difficulty, and as it rained very hard, we waited till it should 
abate. It soon, however, showed every appeamnce of a settled rain, and we 
therefore set out at ten o'clock. 'Ve crossed the prairie at the distance of 
eight miles, where we had sent our hunters, and found two deer which they had 
hung up for us. Two and a half miles farther. we overtook the two men at 
CoIlins's creek. They had killed a third deer, and had seen one large and 
another white bear. After dining we proceeded up the creek about half a 
mile, then crossing through a high broken country for about ten miles, reached 
an eastern \:,ranch of the same creek, near which we encamped in the bottom, after 
a ride of twenty-two miles. The tOains dming the day made the roads. very 
slippery, and joined to the quantity of fallen timber, rendered our progress slow 
and laborious to the horses, many of which fell though without suffering any 
injury. 'rhe ·country through which we passed has a thick growth of Ion g'-
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leafed pine, with some pitch-pine, larch, white-pine, white cedar, or arbol'-vitre of 
large size, and a variety of fil·s. The undel'O'rowth consists chiefly of reed root 

~ .' 
from six to ten feet in height, with the other species already enumerated. 'I'he 
soil is in general good, and has somewhat of a red cast, like the soils near the south
west mountain in Vil·ginia. We saw in the course of our ride the speckled 
woodpecker, the logcock, or large woodpecker, the bee-mattiu, and found the 
nest of a humming bird, which harl just beg'an to lay its eggs, 

Monday, 16. We readily collected our horses, and having taken hreakfast, 
proceeded at six o'clock up the creek, through handsome meadows of fine gTass, 
and a great abundance of quam ash. At the distance of two miles we crossed 
the creek, and ascended a ridge in a dit'ection towards the north-cn.,t. Fallen 
timber still obstructed oUI' "uy so llluch, that it was eleven 0' clock before \\e had 
made seven miles, to a small branch of Hungry Cl·eek. In the hollows alHI Oil 

the nodh ;,ide of the hills large quantities of SIIOW stilll'l'Ulain, in sonic pbces (,~. 

the depth of two 01' three feet. Yegetatioll too is propOl'iionally l'etaak·d, the 
dog·-tooth \iolet being jllst in bloom, and the honeysuckle, huckleberry, and a 
splall species of white maple, beginning' to put forth their leaH~s. These appear
ances in a part of the country compamtively low, are ill omens of the practica
Lility of passing the mountains. But being determined to proceed, we halted 
merely to take a hasty meal, while the horses were grazing, and then resumed 
our march, The route was thl'Ough thick woods and over hig'h hills, intersected 
by deep ravines and obstl'Ucted by fallen timber. "e found much difficalty 
also in following the road, the g·t·eater part of it being now covered with snow, 
which lies in great masses eig'ht or ten feet deep, and would be impa;;saLle were 
it not so firm as to bear our horses. Early in the evening' we reached Hungry 
creek, at the place where captain Clarke had left a horse for ns as ,,-e passed in 
September, and finding a small glade \\ i:h some grass, though not enough fol' 
onr horses, we thought it better to halt for the nig'iit, lest by going furthet' we 
should find nothing fOl' the horses to eat. Hung' creek is small at this place, 
but is deep, and discharges a torrent of water, perfectly transparent, and cold as 

ice. During the fifteen miles of our route to-day, the principal timher waf> the 
pitch-pine, white-pine, larch, and fir. The long-leafed pine extends but a small 
distance on this side of Collins's creek, and the white-cedar does not reach 
beyond the branch of Hungry creek on which we dined. In the early part of 
ihe day we saw the columbine, the blue-bell, and the yellow flowering pea in 
bloom. There is also in these mountains a great fluantity of angelica, stronger 

to the taste, and more highly scented than that common in the United States. 
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The smell is very pleasant, and the natives, after drying and cutting them into 
small pieces, wear them in strings around their necks. 

Tuesday, 17. "Ve find lately that the ail' is pleasant in the course of the day, 
but notwithstanding the shortness of the night, becomes very cold before morning. 
At an early hour we collected our horses and proceded down the creek, which 
we c\"Ossed twice with much difficulty and danger, in consequence of its depth 
and rapidity. "Ve avoided two other crossings of the same kind, by crossing 
over a steep and rocky hill. At the distance of seven miles, the road begins the 
ascent of the main ridg'es which divide the waters of the Chopunnisb and Koos
kooskee rivers. We followed it up a mountain for about three miles, when we 
found ourselves enveloped in snow, f\"Om twelve to fifteen feet in depth. even on 
the south side of the mountain, with the fullest exposure to the sun. 'fhe winter 
now presented itself in all its rigours, the air was keen and cold, no vestige of 
vegetation was to be seen, and om' hands and feet were benumbed. We halted 
at the sight of this new difficulty. We already knew, that to wait till the snows 
of the mountains had dissolved, so as to enable us to distinguish the road, would 
defeat our design of returning to the United States this "Season. We now found 
also that as the snow bore 0111' horses very well, travelling was infinitely easier 
than it was last fall, when the rocks and fallen timber had so much obstructed 
0111' march. But it would requit'e five days to reach the fish-weirs at the mouth 
of Colt creek, even if we were able to follow the proper ridges of the mountains; 
and the danger of missing our direction is exceedingly great, while everftrack 
is covered with snow. During these five days too we have no chance of finding 
either grass or underwood for our horses, the snow being so deep. To proceed, 
therefore, under such circumstances, would be to hazard our being bewildered in 
the mountains, to insure the loss of our horses, and should we even be so fortunate 
as to escape with our lives, we might be obliged to abandon all oar papers and 
collections. I t was therefore decided not to venture any further; to deposit 
here aU the baggage and provisions, for which we had no imm~diate use, and 
reserving only subsistence fot· a few days, return, while our horses were yet strong, 
to some spot where we might live by hunting, till a guide could be procured to 
conduct us across the mountains. Our ba.ggage was placed on scaffolds and 
carefully covered, as were also the instruments and papers, wbich we thought it 
safer. to leave than to risk them over the roads and creeks by wbich we came. 
Havmg completed this operation, we set out at one o'clock, and treading back 
6ur steps, reached Hungry creek, which we ascended fQr two miles, and finding 
~ome scanty grass, we encamped. The rain fell dW'ing the greater part of the 
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evening, and as this was the first time that we have ever been compelled to 
make any rett'ograde movement, we feared that it might depress the spirits of 
the men; but though somewjlat dejected at the circumstance, the obvious neces
sity precluded all repining. Dm'ing the Bight our horses straggled in seal'ch of 
food to a considerable distance among the thick timber on the hill side~, nor could 
we collect them till nine o'clock the next morning. 

Wednesday, IS. Two of them were however still missing, and we therefore 
directed two of the party to remain and hunt for them. At the same time, we 
despatched Drewyer and Shannon to the Chopunnish, in the plains beyond the 
Kooskooskee, in order to hasten the anival of the Indians who had promised to 
accompany us; or at any rate, to procure a guide to conduct us to Traveller's
rest. For this purpose they took a rifle, as a reward to anyone who would 
engage to conduct us, with directions to increase the reward, if necessary, by an 
offer of two other guns, to be given immediately, and ten horses, at the falls 'of 
the Missouri: we then resumed our route. In crossing Hungry creek, one of the 
horses fell, and roIling over with the rider, was driven for a consinemble distance 
among the rocks; but he fortunatelye!'caped without losing his gun 01' suffel'ing 
any injury. Another of the men was cut very badly, in a vein in the innel' side 
of the leg, and we had great difficulty in stopping the blood. About one o'clock 
we halted for dinner ~t the glade, on a branch of Hungry creek, where we had 
dined on the] 6th. Obsel'\'ing much tl'ack of deer, we left two men at this place 
to hunt, and then proceeded to Collins's creek, where we encamped in a pleasant 
situation, at the upper end of the meadows two miles above our encampment of 
the 15th inst. The hunters were immediately sent out, but they returned without 
having killed any thing, though they saw some few tracks of deer, very g'reat 
appearance of bear, and what is of more importance, a number of what they 
thought were salmon-trout, in the creek. We therefore hope, by means of these 
fish and other game to subsist at this place without returning to the Quamash 
fiats, which we are unwilling to do, Ilince there is in these meadows great 
abundance of good food for our horses. 

Thursday, 19. The hunters renewed the chase at a very early hour, but 
they brought only a single fish at noon. 'fhe fishermen were more unsuccessful, 
for they caught no fish, and broke their two Indian gigs. We, however, mend
ed them with a sharp piece of iron, and towards evening they took a single fish, 
but instead of finding it the salmou of this spring's arrival, which would of course 
have been fine, it proved to be a salmon-trout of the red kind, which remain all 
winter in the upper parts of the rivers and creeks, and are generally poor at this 
season. In the afternoon, the two men who were left behind, in search of the 
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horses, returned without being able to find them, and the other two hunters 
arrived from Hungry creek with a couple of deer. Several large morels were 
brouO"ht in to-day and eaten, as we were now obliged to use them without either '" . , 
salt, pepper or grease, and seemed a very tasteless insipid food. Our stock of 
salt is now wholly exhausted, except two quarts, which we left on the mountain. 
The musquitoes ha\'e become very troublesome since we art'ived here particularly 

in the eYening'. 
Friday, 20. The scantiness of OUl' subsistence was 1I0W such that we were 

determined to make one effort to ascel-tain if it be possible to remain here. The 
hunters therefore set out very early. On their return in the evening, they 
brought one deer, and a brown bear of the species called by the Chopunnish 
yahhar, the talons of which were remarkably short, broad at the base, and 
sharply pointed. It was in bad order, and the flesh of bear in this situation 
is milch inferior to lean venison or elk. We also caught seven trout. But the 
hunters now reported that game was so scarce, and so difficult to be appl'oached, 
in consequence of thick under-brush and fallen timbel', that with their utmost 
exel'tions, they could not procure us subsistence for more than one or two days 
longer. 'Ve determined, thet'efore, to set out in the morning for the Quamash 
fiats, where we should hear sooner from the Chopunnish on the subject of our 
guide, and also I'enew our stock of food, which is now nearly exhausted. De
termined, as we now are, to reach the United States, if possible, this winter, it 
would be destructive to wait till the snows have melted from the road. The 
snows have formed a hard coarse bed without crust, on which the horses walk 
:-oafely witllOut slipping; the chief difficulty, therefore, is to find the road. In 
this we may he assisted by the circumstance, that, although, generally ten feet in 
depth, the snow has been thrown off by the thick and spreading branc~es of the 
trees, and from round the trunk: the warmth of the trunk itself, acquired by 
the reflection of the sun, 01' communicated by the natural heat of the earth, which 
is ne\"E'l" frozen under these masses, has dissolved the snow so much, that im
mediately at the roots, its depth is not more than one or two feet. We therefore 
hope, that the marks of the baggage rubbing against the trees, may still be 
perceived, and we have decided, in case the guide cannot be procured, that one 
of us will take three or four of our most expert woodsmen, and with several of 
Ollr best horses, and an ample supply of provisions, go on two days' journey in 
advance, and emiea\'oU\" to tmce the route by the marks of the Indian baggage 
on the trees, which they would then mark more distinctly, with a tomahawk. 
When they shollld have reacHed two days' journey beyond Hungry creek, two 
of the men were to be sent back, to apprise the rest of their success, and if 
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necessary, cause them to delay there, lest, by advanring too soon, they should be 
forced to halt where no food could be obtained for the horses. If the trace of 
the baggage is too indistinct, the whole party is to return to Hungry creek, and 
we will then attempt the passage by ascending the main south-west branch of 
Lewis's river through the country of the Shoshonees, over to Madison 01' 

Gallatin rivers. On that route, the C hopllnnish inform us, there is a passage 
not obstructed by snow at this period of the year. That there is snch a passage, 
we learnt fl·om the Shoshonees whom we fiTst met on the east fork of Lewis's 
river; but they also represented it as much more difficult than that by which we 
came, being obstructed by high steep rugged mountains, fullowed by an exten
sive plain, without either wood or game. Weare, indeed, inclined to prefer 
the account of the Shoshonees, because they would have certainly recommended 
that route had it been better than the one we have taken; and because thel·e is 
a war between the Chopunnish and the Shoshonees, who live on that I"OlIte, the 
former are less able to give accurate infm·mation of the state of the country. 
This ronte too, is so circuitous, that it would require a month to perform it, and 
we therefore consider it as the extreme resource. In hopes of SOOIl procuring a 
guide to lead us over a more practicable route, we collected OUI" horses at an 
early hour in the morning, 

Saturday, 21, and proceeded towards the Flats. The mortification of being 
obliged to tread back our steps, rendered still more teJious a route always so 
obstructed by bl'Ush and fallen timber, that it could not be passed without 
difficulty and even danger to our horses. One of these poor creatures wounded 
himself so badly in jumping over fallen logs that he was rendered unfit for use, 
and sickness has deprived us of the service of a second. At the pass of Collins's 
creek we met two Indians, who returned with us about half a mile, to the spot 
where we had fOl·merly slept in September, and where we now halted to dine 
and let our horses graze. These IndianiS had four supernumeraJ·y horses and 
were on their way to cross the mountains. They had seen Dl'ewyer and Shan
non, who they said would not return fm· two days. We pressed them to remain 
with us till that time, in ordet· to conduct us over the mountains, to which they 
consented, and deposited their stores of roots and bread in the bushes at a little 
distance. After dinner we left three men to hunt till our return, and then 
proceeded; but we had not g'one furthel· than 1;\'0 miles when the Indians halted 
in a small prairie, where they pl"Omised to remain at least two nights, if we did 
not overtake them sooner. 'Ve left them, and about sevell in the evening foulld 
ol1l"selves at the old encampment on the Flats; and were glad to find that fOUl" 
hunters whom we had sent a-head, had killed a decr for supper. 

4E 
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Sunday, 22. At daylight all the hunters set out, and having chased through 

the whole country, were much more successful than we even hoped, for they 
brought in eight deer and three bear. Hearing too that the salmon was now 
abundant in the Kooskooskee, we despatched a man to our old encampment 
above Collius's cl'eek, for the pUl'pose of purchasing some with a few beads" 
which were found accidentally in one of our waistcoat pockets. He did not 
return in the evening, nOl' had we heard from Drewyer and Shannon, who we 
begin to feal' have had much difficulty in engaging a guide. and we were equally 
apprehensive that the two Indians might /Set out to-morrow for the mountains. 
Early in the moming, 

Munday, 23, therefore, we despatched two hunters to prevail on them, if 
possible, to rerr.ain a day or two lunger, and if they persisted in going on, they 
were to accompany them with the three men at Collins's creek, and mark the 
route, as far as 'rraveller's rest, where they were to remain till we joined them 
by pUl'suing the same road. 

Our fears fOl' the safety of Drewyer, Shannon, and Whitehouse, were for
tunately relieved by their return in the afternoon. The former brought three 
Indians, who promised to go with us to the Falls of the Missouri, for the 
compensation of two ::tlllS. One of thelll is the brother of the Cutnose, and the 
othel' two had each given llS a horse, at the house of the BrokelJarm, and as 
they are men of g'ood charactel', and respected in the nation, we have the best 
prospect of lJeing well served. We therefore secured our horses near the camp, 
and at an early hour next morning, 

rruesday, :.!4, set out on a second attempt to cross the mountains. On 
reaching Collins's creek, we found only one of our men, who infot'rued us that a 
shol·t time before he arrived thel'e yesterday, the two Indians, tired of waiting, 
had set out, and the other foul' of our men had accompanied them as they were 
directed. Aftel' halting', We went on to Fish creek, the branch of Hungry creek, 
where we had slept on the nineteenth instant. Here we overtook two of the 
party who had gone on with the Indians, and had now been fortunate enough to 
persuade them to wait for us. During their stay at Collins's creek, they had 
killed a single deel' only, and of this they had been very liberal to the Indians, 
wholll they were prevailing upon to I'emain, so that they were without provisions, 
and two of them had set out for another branch of Hungry cl'eek, where we 
shall meet them to-morrow. 

In the evening the Indians, in order as they said to bring fair weather for 
our journey, set fire to the woods. As these consist chiefly of tall fir trees, with 
vel'y numerOtl~ dried branches, the blaze was almost instantaneous, and as the 

1 
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flame mounted to the tops of the highest trees, resembled a splendid display of 
fire-works. In the morning, 

Wednesday, 25, one of our guides complained of being sick, a symptom by 
no means pleasant, for sickness is generally with an Indian the pretext for 
abandoning an enterprise which he dislikes. He promised, however, to 
overtake ns, and we therefore left him with his two companions, and set out at 
an early hour. At eleven o'clock we halted for dinner at the branch of Hungry 
creek, where we found om' two men, who had killed nothing. Here too we 
were joined, rather unexpectedly, by our g'uides, who now appeared oisposed to 
be faithful to their engagements. The Indian was indeed really sick, and 
having no othet' covering except a pait, of moccasins and an elk :'.kin dresssed 
without the hair, we supplied him with a buffaloe roLe. 

In the evening- we arrived at Hungry creek, and haIted for the night about a 
mile and a half below our encampment of the sixteenth. 

Thursday, 26. Having collected our horses, and taken breakfast, we set 
out at six o'clock, and pnrsuing OUl' former route, lit length began to ascend, for 
the second time, the ridge of mountains. Near the snowy region we killed two 
of the small black pheasants, and one of the speckled pheasant. These birds 
generally inhabit the highet' parts of the mountains, where they feed on the 
leaves of pines and fit's; but Loth of them seem solitm'y and silent birds, for we 
have never heard either of them make a noise in any situation, and the Indians 
inform us that they do not in flying drum or produce a whirt'ing' sound with 
their wings. On reaching the top of the mountain, we found our deposit 
perfectly untouched. The snow in the neighbourhood has melted nearly four 
feet since the seventeenth. By measuring it accmately, and comparing it by a 
mark "hich we then made, the general depth we discovet' to have been ten 
feet ten inches, though in some places still greater; but at this time it is about 
seven feet. It required two hours to arrange Out' bag'gage and to prepare a 
hasty meal, aftet' which the guides nrged us to set off, as we-had a long ride to 
make before reaching- a spot where ther€ was grass fot, OUl' horses. We mounted, 
and following their steps, sometimes crossed abl'Uptly steep hills, and then 
wound along' their sides, near tremendous pt'ecipices, where, had our horses 
slipped, we should have been lost iITecovernbly. Our route lay ml the ridgy 
mountains which separate the waters of the Kooskom;kee and Chopunnish, and 
above the heads of all the stt'eams, so that we met no running water. The 
whole country was completely covered with snow, except that occasionally we 
saw a few square feet of ealth, at the roots of some trees, round which the snow 
had dissolved. We passed out' camp of September 18, and late in the evening 
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reached the deserted spot, and encamped near a good spring of water. It wag· 
on the steep side of a mountain, with no wood and a fair south~rn aspect, from 
which the snow seems to have melted for about ten days, and gIven place to an 
abum: ,[1t growth of young gmss, resembling the green sward. There is also 
another species of gTass, not unlike a flag, with a bl"Oad succulent leaf 
which is confined to the upper parts of the highest mountains. It is a 
favourite food of the horses, hut at present is either covered with snow, or just 
making its appeal'ance. There is a third plant peculiar to the same regions. 
and is a species of ,,-hortleberry. There are also large quantities of a species of 
bear-grass, which, though it grows luxmiantly over all these mountains, and 
preserves its verdure during the whole winter, is never eaten by horses. 

In the nig'ht there came to the camp a Chopnnnish, who had pursued us with 
a view of accompanying us to the Falls of the Missouri. We now learnt that 
the two youll~' ] ndians whom we had met on the twenty-first, and detained 
several days, were g'oing mel'ely on a party of pleasme to the Ootlashoots, or as 
they call them, Shallees, a band of Tushepahs, who live on Clarke's river, near 
Traveller's-rest. Early the next morning, 

Friday, 27, we resumed our route ovel' the heights and steep hills of the 
same gTeat ridge. At eight miles distance we reached an eminence where the 
Indians have raised a conic mound of stone, six or eight feet high, on which is 
fixed a pole made of pine, about fifteen feet. Here we halted and smoked for 
some time at the request of the Indians, who told us, that in passing the moun
tains with their families, some men al'e usually sent on foot from this place to 
fish at the entrance of Colt creek, whence they rejoin the main party at the 
Qnamash glade on the head of the Kooskooskee. From this elevated spot we 
have a commanding view of the sunounding mountains, which so completely 
enclose us, that although we have once passed them, we almost despair of ever 
escaping fmm them without the assistance of the Indians. The marks on the 
trees, which had been our chief dependence, are much fewer and more difficult 
to be distinguished than we had supposed; but our guides traverse this trackless 
region with a kind of instinctive sagacity; they never hesitate, they are never 
embarrassed; yet so undeviating is their step, that wherever the snow has dis
appeared, for even a hundred paces, we find the summer r9ad. With their aid 
the snow is scarcely a disadvantage, for although we are often obliged to slip 
down, yet the fallen timber and the rocks, which are now covered, were much 
more troublesome when we passed in the autumn. The travelling road is indeed 
comparatively pleasant, as well as more rapid, the snow being hard and coarse, 
without a crust, and perfectly hard enough to prevent the horses sinking more 
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(han two or" three inches. After the sun has been on it for some hours it hecome~ 
softer than early in the morning, yet they al'e almost always able to get a sure 
foothold. After some time we resnmed our ronte, and at tbe distance of three 
miles descended a steep mountain, then crossing two branches of the Chopnnnish 
river, just above their forks, began to monnt a second ridge. Along this we 
proceeded for some time, and then, at the distance of seven miles, reached our 
camp of the sixteenth of September. Near this place we cl'Ossed three small 
branches of the Chopunnish, and then ascended a second dividinG'rido'e, alollO' 

"''' b 
which we continued for nine miles, when the ridge became somewhat lower, 
and we halted for the night on a position similar to that of Ot1\' encampment last 
evening. \Ve harl now tmvelled twenty-eight miles withont taking the loads 
from our horses or g'iving them any thing- to eat, and as the snow where we 
halted has not much dissolved, thel'e was still but little grass. Among the vege
tation we observed great quantities of the white lily, with reflected petals, which 
are now in bloom, and in the same forwardness as they were in the plains on 
the tenth of May. As for ourselves, the whole stock of meat being gone. we 
distributed to each mess a pint of bear's oil, which, with boiled 1'00ts, made an 
agreeable dish. We saw several black-tailed 0\' mule-deer, but could not get a shot 
at them, and were infonned that there is an abundance of elk in the valley, near 
the fishery, on the Kooskooskee. The Indians also assert that on the mountains 
to OUl' right are lal'ge numbers of what they call white hufi'aloe or mountain 
sheep. OUl' horses strayed to some distance to look for food, and in the morn-

ing, 
Saturday, 28, when they were brought up, exhibited !'ather a gaunt appear

ance. The Indians, however, promised that we should reach some good gmss 
at noon, and we therefore set ont after an early bl'eakfast. Our route lay along 
the dividing ridge, and across a very deep hollow, till at the distance of six 
miles we passed OUl' camp of the fifteenth of September. A mile and a half 
fUl'ther we passed the road from the rig'ht, immediately on the dividing ridge, 
leading by the fishery. \Ve went on as we had done during the formel' part of 
the route over deep snows, when having made thirteen miles we reached the 
side of a mountain, just above the fishery, which having no timbel', and a 
southern exposure, the snow had disappeared, leaving an abundance of fine 
grass. Our hOl'ses were very hungry as well as fatigned, and as there was no 
other spot within our reach this evening, whel'e we could find any food for 
them, we determined to encamp, though it was not yet midday, But as there 
was no water in the neiO'hboUl'hood, we melted snow for cooking, and early in o 

the morning, 
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Sunday, 29, continued along the ridge which we have been following for 
several days, till at the end of five miles it terminated; and now bidding adieu 
to the snows in which we have been imprisoned, we descended to the main 
branch of the Kooskooskee. On reaching the water side, we found a deer 
which had been left for us by two hunters who had been despatched at at early 
hour to the warm spl'ings, and which proved a very seasonable addition to our 
food; for having neithel' meat nor oil, we were reduced to a diet of roots, with
out salt or any other addition. At this place, about a mile and a half from 
the spot where Quamash creek falls in from the north-east, the Kooskooskee is 
about thirty yards wide, and runs with great velocity over a bed, which, like 
those of all the mountain streams, is composed of pebbles. We forded the river, 
and ascended for two miles the steep acclivities of a mountain, and at its summit 
found coming in from the rig'ht the old road which we had passed on our route 
last autumn. It was now much plainer and more beaten, which .the Indians 
told ns was owing to the frequent visits of the Ootlashoots, from the valley of 
Clarke's river to the fishery; though thel'e was no appearance of their having 
been here this spring. 'fwelve miles from our camp we halted to gTaze our 
horses on the Quamash fiats} on the oreek of the same name. This is a hand. 
some plain of fifty acres in extent, covered with an abundance of (iuamash, and 
seems to form a principal stage or encampment for the Indians in passing the 
mountains. \Ye saw here several young pheasants, and killed one of the small 
black kind, which is the first we have observed below the region of snow. In 
the neighbourhoorl were also seen the tracks of two barefoot Indians, which our 
companions supposed to be Outlashoots, who had fled in distress from the Pah. 
kees. Here we disco\'ered that two of the horses were missing. We therefore 
sent two men in qUest of them, and then went on seven miles further to the 
warm springs, where we arrived early in the afternoon. The two hunters who 
had been sent forward in the morning had collected no game, nor were several 
others, who went out after our arrival, more successful. We therefore bad a 
prospect of continuing our usual diet of roots, when late in the afternoon the 
men returned with the siray horses and a deer for supper. 

These warm spring's are situated at the foot of a hill, on the north side of 
'I'raveller's-rest creek, which is ten yards wide at. this place. 'I'hey issue from 
the bottoms, and through the interstices of a gray freestone rock, which rises in 
irregular masses round theil" lower side. The principal spring, ~hich the 
Indians have formed into a bath by stopping the run with stone and pebbles, is 
about the same temperature as the warmest bath used at the hot spriugs in 
Virginia. On trying, captain Lewis could with difficulty remain in it nineteen 
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minutes, and then was affected with a profuse perspiration. The two other 
springs are much hotter, the temperature being equal to that of the warmest of 
the hot springs in Virginia. Our men as well as the Indians amused,themselves 
with going into the bath; the latter, according to their universal custom, going 
first into the hot bath, where they remain as long as they can heal' the heat, then 
plunging into the creek, which is now of an icy coldness, and repeating' this 
operation several times, hut always ending with the warm hath. 
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CHAP. XXXI. 

THE PARTY PROCEED ON THEIR JOURNEY WITH THEIR INDIAN GUIDES, AND AT LENGTH 

AGREE TO DIVIDE, TO TAKE SEVERAL ROUTES, AND TO MEET AGAIN AT THE MOUTH 

OF THE YELLOWSTONE RIVER-THE ROUTE OF CAPTAIN LEWIS IS TO PURSUE THE 

MOST DIRECT ROAD TO THE FALLS OF THE MISSOURI, THEN TO ASCEND ,MARIA'S 

RIVER, EXPLORE THE COUNTRY, AND THEN TO DESCEND THAT RIVER TO ITS MOUTH 

-CAPTAIN LEWIS ACCORDINGLY, WITH NINE MEN, PROCEEDS UP THE EASTERN BRANCH 

OF CLARKE'S RIVER, AND TAKES LEAVE OF THE INDIAN GUIDES- DESCRIPTION OF 

THAT BRANCH, AND CHARACTER OF THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY-DESCRIPTION OF 

THE COKALAHISHKIT RIV ER-THEY ARRIVE AT THE RIDGE DIVIDING THE MISSOURI 

FROM THE COLUMBIA RIVERS-MEET ONCE MORE WITH THE BUFFALOE AND BROWN 

BEAR-IMMENSE HERDS OF BUFFALOE DISCOVERED ON THE BORDERS OF MEDICINE 

RIVER-THE PARTY EN("AIIIP ON WHITEBEAR ISLAI\DS-SINGULAR ADVENTURE THAT 

BEFEL M'NEIL-CAPTAIN LEWIS, WITH THREE OF HIS PARTY, PROCEEDS TO EXPLORE 

THE SOURCE OF MARIA'S RIVER-TANSY RIVER DESCRIBED, HE REACHES THE DIVIDING 

LINE OF THESE TWO STREAMS--GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY. 

MONDAY, 30. We despatched some hunters ahead. and were about setting 
out, when a deer came to lick at the springs; we killed it, and being now pro
vided with meat for dinner, proceeded along the north side of the creek, some
times in the bottoms, and over the steep sides of the ridge, till at the distance of 
thirteen miles \ye halted at the entrance of a small stream where we had stopped 
on the 12th of September_ Here we observed a road to the ri.,.ht which the 

o ' 
Indians inform us leads to a fine extensive valley on Clarke's river, whel'e the 
Shalees or Ootlashoots occasionally reside. After permitti"g onr horses to 
graze, we went on along a road mnch better than any we have seen since en
tering' the mountains, so that before sun-set we marIe nineteeil miles, and reached 
our old encampment on the south side of the creek Ilear its entrance into 
Clarke's river. In the course of the day we killed six deer, of which there al'e 
,great numbers, as well as bighorn and elk, in this neighbourhood. We ahlO 
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obtained a small gl'ay squirrel like that on the coast of the Pacific, except that 
its belly '''as white. Among the plants was a kind of lady's slipper, 01' lllocca· 
sin flower, resembling that common in the United States, but with a white 
corolla, marked with longitudinal \'eins of a pale red colour on the inner 
side. 

Tuesday, July 1. We had now made one hundred and fifty-six miles fl'om 
the Quamaslt fluts to the mouth of Tml'eUer's-l'l'st cl'lt:'k, Thi:; being the point 
where we proposed to separate, it was resolved to remain a day 01' two in ortler 
to refresh ourselves and the horses, which have bOl'e the journey \:,xtl'l·ltldy well, 
and are still in fine order, but require some little rest. ,Ve had hoped to 
meet here some of the Ootlashoots, but no tracks of them can be discovet'ed. 
Om Indian companions express much anxiety lest they should have been cut 
off by the Pahkecs during the winter, a\1l\ mention the tracks of the two 
barefooted persons as a proof how much the fugitin:s must have been di$

tressed. 
,Ye now formed the following plan of opemtions. Captain Lewis, with 

nine men, is to pmsue the most direct route to the falls of the Missouri, "here 
three of his party are to be left to prepare caniages for transporting the bagg'age 
and canoes across the portage. With the remaining six he will ascend Maria's 
river, to explore the country, and ascertain whether any branch of it reaches as 
far north as the latitude of fifty degrees, after which he will descend that river 
to its mouth. The rest of the men will accompany captain Clarke to the heall 
of Jefferson river, which Sergeant Ordway and a party of nine men will de
scend with the canoes and other articles deposited there. Captain Clat'ke's 
party, which will then be reduced to ten, will proceed to the Yellowstone, at its 
nearest approach to the thl'ee forks of the Missouri. There he will build ca· 
noes, and go down that river with seven of his party, and wait at its mouth till 
the rest of the party join him. Sergeant Pryor, with two othet's, will then take 
the horses by land to the Mandans. From that nation he is to go to the British 
posts on the Assiniboill with a letter to Mr. Henry, to procure his endeavours 
to prevail on some of the Sioux chiefs to accompany him to the city of 

Washillgtoll. 
Having made these alTangements, this and the following day were employed 

in hunting and repairing our arms. We were successful in procuring a number 
of fine large deer, the flesh of which was exposed to dry. Among' other ani
mals in this neig'hbourhood, are the dove, black woodpecker, lark woodpecker, 
logcock, prairie lark, sandhill crane, prairie hen, with the short and pointed tail; 
the robbin, a species of brown plover, a few curlews, small blackbirds, ravens,. 
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hawk~, and a ,rariety of sparrows, as well as the bee martin, and several species 
of corvus. The musquitoes, too, have been excessively troublesome since our 
arrival here. The Indians assert also, that there are great numbers of the white 
buffaloe Ol' mountain sheep, on the snowy heights of the mountains west of 
Clarke's rivel·. 'fhey generally inhabit the rocky and most inaccessible 
parts of the mountains, but as they are 1I0t fleet, are easily killed by the 

hunters. 
The plants which most abound in this valley are the wild rose, the honey

suckle, with a white berry, the sevenbark, serviceberry, the elder, aspen, aDd 
alder, the chokecherry, and both the narrow and broad-leafed willow. The 
principal timber consists of long-leafed pine, which grows as well in the river 
bottoms as on the hills; the firs and larch are confined to the higller parts of 
the hills, while on the river itself, is a growth of cottonwood, with a wider 
leaf than that of the upper part of the Missouri, though narrower than that 
which grows lower down that river. There are also two pieces of clover in this 
valley, one with a very marrow small leaf, and a pale red flower, the other 
with a white flower, and nearly as luxnriant in its growth as our red clover. 

The Indians who ha~ accompanied us, intended leaving us in order to seek 
their friends, the Ootlashoots; but we prevailed on them to accompany captain 
Lewis a part of his route, so as to show him the shortest road to the Missouri, 
and in the meantime amused them with conversation and running races, both 
on foot and with horses, in both of which they proved themselves bardy, athle
tic, and active. To the cbief, captain Lewis g-ave a small medal and a gUD, 
as a reward for having guided us across the mountains; in return, the custom-. 
ary civility of exchanging names passed between them, by wbicb the former 
acquired tbe title of Y omekollick, or white bear-skin unfulded. 'l'be Chopun
nish, who had overtaken us on the 26th, made us a present of an excellent 
horse, for the good advice we gave him, and as a proof of his attachment to 

the whites, as well as of his desil'e to be at peace with the Pahkees. The next 
morning, 

Thursday, July 3, all our preparations being completed, we saddled our 
horses, and the two parties who had been so long companions, now separated 
witb an anxious hope of soon meeting, after each had accomplished the purpose 
of his destination. 

The nine men and five Indians who accompanied captain Lewis, proceeded 
ill a direction due north, down the west side of Clarke's river. Half a mile 
fl"Om the camp we forded Traveller's-rest creek, and two and a half miles fur
tber, passed a western branch of the river; a mile beyond this was a small 
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creek on the eastern side, and a mile lower down, the entrance of the eastern 
branch of the river. This stream is from ninety to one hundred and twenty 
yal'ds wide, and its water, which is discharged through two channels, is more 
tm-bid than that of the main river. The latter is one hundrell and fifty yards 
in width, and waters an extensive level plain and prairie, which on its lower 
parts are omamented with long-leafed pine, and cottonwood, while the tops of 
the hills are covered with pine, larch, and til'. 'Ve proceeded two miles fur
thel' to a place where the Indians advised us to cross, but having 110 boats, 
and timber being' scarce, four homs were spent in collecting timber to make 
three small rafts; on which, with some difficulty and danger, we passed the 
ri\'er. 'Ve then drove O\ll" horses into the water, and they swam to the oppo
site shore, but the Indiulls crossed on horseback, drawing at thesame time their 
baggage alongside of them in small basins of deer skins. The whole party being 
now reassembled, we continued for three miles, ana encamped about sunset at a 
small cl'eek, The Indians now shewed us a road at no great distance, which 
they said would lead lJp to the eastern branch of Clarke's river, and another 
riYer called Cokalahishkit, er the 1"h~f1" 0/' the 1"oad to buflaloe, thence to lVledi
cine river and the falls of the Missouri. They added, that not far from the 
dividing ridge of the waters of Clarke's rirer and the Missouri, the roads forked, 
and though ooth led to the Falls, the left-hand route was the best. The route 
was so well Leaten that we could no longer mistake it, and having now shewn 
ns the way, they were anxious to go on in quest of theil' friends, the Shahlees, 
besides which, they feared, by venturing further with us, to encounter the Pah
kees, for we had this afternoon seen a fl'esh track of a horse, which they sup
posed to be a Shahlee scout. We could not insist on theil' remaining longer 
with us; ont as they had so kindly conducted us across the mountains, we wel'e 
aesil'Ous of giving them a supply of provisions, and thel'cfore distriouted to them 
half of three deer, and the hunters were ordered to go out early in the morning, 
ill hopes of adding to the stock. 

The horses suffet' so dreadfully from the musquitoes, that we are obliged 
to kindle large fires and place the poor animals in the midst of the 
smoke. Fortunately, however, it became cold after dark, and the musquitoes 

disappeared . 
. Friday, July 4. The hunters accordingly set out, out returned unsuccessful 

about eleven o'clock. In the meantime we were joined by a young man of the 
Palloatpallah tribe, who had set out a few days after us, and had followed us 
alone across the mountains, the same who had attempted to pass the mountains 
in June, while we were on the Kooskooskee, but was obliged to return. 'Ve now 
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!lmoked a farewell pipe with our estimahle companions, who expressed every 
emotion of regret at parting with us, which they fdt tI,,_ .:lOre, because they 
did not conceal their fears of our being cut off by the P~bkces. We also gave 
them a shirt, a lJalldkerchief, and a small qua .. tity of ammunition. The meat 
which they recei,-ed fl'om us was dl'iE lInd left at this place as a store ouring 
the homeward joul'l1ey. This circumstance confirms Olll' beli('f, that there is no 
ronte along- Clarke's riH'l' to the Columbian plains, so neal' or so good as that by 
which we came; for, although these people mean to g'o fol' severaluays' journey 
down that I'ivt'io, to look for the ~hahlecs, )et they int€lld n turning' home by the 
same pass of the llIollut::in through which tlley conducted liS. This route is also 
used by all the lIations "hom we know west of the mountains who are in the 
habit of visiting the plains of the Missouri; while on the other side all the war 
paths of the Pahkees, which fall into this ,alley at Clarke's river, concentre at 
Travellers' -I'cst, beyond which these people have never ventured to the west. 

Having taken leave of the Indians, we mounted our horses, and proceeded 
np the eastern branch of Clarke's river through the level plain in which we were 
encamped. At the distance of fi \ e miler,i we had crossed a small creek fifteen 
yards wide, and now entered the mountains. 'l'he river is here closely confined 
within the hills for two miles, when the bottom widens into au extensive prairie, 
and the river is one hundred and ten yards in width. We went three miles fur
ther, over a h:gh plain succeeded by a low and level prairie, to the entrance of 
the Cokalahishkit. This river empties itself from the north-east, is deep, rapid, 
and about sixty yards wide, with banks, which thoua;h not hi~oh, are sufficiently 
bold to prevent the water fl'om overflowing. The eastern branch of Clarke's 
river is ninety yards wide above the junction, but below it spl'eads to one hun
dred. The waters of both are turbid, though the Cokalahishkit is the clearer 
of the two; the beds of both are composed of sand and gTavel, but neither of 
them is navigable on account of the rapids and shoals which obstruct their cur
rents. Before the junction of these streams, the country had been bare of 
trees, but as we turned up the north branch of the Cokalahishkit, we found a 
woody country, thoug'h the hiHs were high, and the low grounds narrow and 
poor. At the distance of eig-ht miles in a due east course, we encamped in a 
bottom, where there was an aLundance of excellent gl'ass. The evening proved 
fine and pleasant, and we were no longer annoyed by musquitoes. Our only 
game were two squirrels, one of the kind common to the Rocky mountains, the 
second a g'round squirrel of a species we hau not seen beTore. Near the place 
where we crossed Clarke's river, we Saw at a distance some wild horses, which 
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are said, indeed, to be very numerous on this river, as well as on the heads of 
the Yellowstone. 

Saturday, July [j. Early in the morning we proceeded on for three and a 
half miles, in a direction north 75° east, then inclining to the south, cros!>ed an 
extensive, beautiful, and well watered valley, nearly twelve miles in length, at 
the extremity of which we halted fo.· dinner. Here we obtained a great quan
tity of quamash, and shot an antelope from a gang of females. who at this 
season herd together, apart from the bucks. After dinner we followed the comse 
of the river eastwanlly for six miles, to the mouth of a creek thirty-five yards 
wide, which we called Wernel"'s creek. It comes in from the north, and waters 
a high extensive pmirie, the hills near which are low, and supplied with the 
long-leafed pine, larch, and some fir. The road then led north 220 west, for 
four miles, soon after which it again tllrned north 7;}0 east, for two and a half 
miles, over a handsome plain, watered by Wemer's creek, to the river, wh:ch 
we followed on its eastern direction, through a high prairie, rendered very un
equal hy a vast number of little hillocks and sinkholes, and at three miles dis
tance encamped near the entt"ance of a large creek, twenty yards wide, to which 
we gave the name of Seaman's creek. We had seen no Indians, although 
near the camp were the concealed fires of a war party, who had passed about 

two months ago. 
Sunday, 6. At sunrise we continued our course eastward along the rivel·. 

At seven miles distance we passed the north fork of the Cokalahishkit, a deep 
and rapid stream, forty-five yards in width, and like the main branch itself 
somewhat turhid, though the other streams of this country are clear. Seven 
miles further the river enters the monntains, and here end those extensive 
prairies on this side, though they widen in their course towards the south-past, 
and form an Indian route to Dearborn's river, and thence to the Missouri. From 
the multitude of knobs irreglllady scattered through them, captain Lewis called 
this country the Prairie of the Knobs. 'fhey abound in g'arne, as we saw goats, 
deer, great numbers of the burrowing squirrels, some curlews, bee martins, 
woodpeckers, plover, robins, doves, raveng, hawks, ducks, a variety of sparrows, 
and yesterday observed swans on 'Verner's creek. Among the plants we ob
served the southern wood, and two other species of shrubs, of which we pt'e

served specimens. 
On entering the high grounds we followed the course of the river through 

the narrow bottoms, thickly timbered with pine and cottonwood, intermixed and 
VaI'iegated with the boisl'ouge, which is now in bloom, the common small blue 
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flag and pepper-grass; and at. the distance of three and a half miles, reached 
the two forks of the river mentioned by the Indians. They are nearly equal in 
width, and the road itself here forks and follows each of them. Wefollowed 
that which led us in a dit'ection north 75° east, over a steep high hill, thence 
along a wide bottom to a thickly wooded side of a hill, where the low grounds 
are narrow, till we reached a large creek, eight miles from the forks and 
twenty-five from our last encampment. Here we halted for the night. In the 
course of the day the track of the Indians, whom we supposed to be the Pahkees" 
continued to gTOW fresher, and we passed a number of old lodges and encamp
mellts. At sc\-en I)'dock the next morning, 

Monday, i, we proceeded through a beautiful plain on the north side of the 
river, which seems here to abound in beavet·. The low grounds possess much tim
ber, and the hills are covered chiefly with pitch-pine, that of the long-leafed kind 
having disappeared since we left the Prairie of the Knobs. At the distance of 
twelve miles we left the river or rather the creek, and having for four miles
crossed, in a direction north ][;0 east, two ridges, again struck to the right,. 
which we followed through a narrow bottom, covered with low willows and grass, 
and abundantly supplied with both deer and beaver. After seven miles we 
reached the foot of a I'idge, which we ascended in a direction north .J,Y east~ 
through a low g'ap of easy ascent from the westward, and on descending it were 
delighted at discovering that this was the dividing ridge between the waters of 
the Columbia and those of the Missouri. From this gap the Fort mountain is 
about twenty miles in a not,th-eastern direction. We now wound through the 
hills and hollows of the mountains, passing several rivulets, which run to the 
right, and at the distance of nine miles from the gap encamped, aftEl' making 
thirty-two miles. We pmcured some beaver, and this morning saw some signs 
and tracks of buffaloe, f!"Om which it seems those animals do sometimes pene
trate to a short distance within the mountains. 

Tuesday, 8. At three miles from our camp we reached a stream, issuing 
f!"Om the mountains to the south-west, though it only contains watel' for a 
width of thirty feet, yet its bed is mot'e than three times that width, and from 
the appearance of the roots and trees in the neighbouring bottom, must some
times run with g'reat violence; wa called it Dearborn's river. Half a mile fur
ther, we observed from a height the Sishequaw mountain, a high insulated 
mountain of a conic form, standing several miles in advance of the eastern range 
of the Rocky monntains, and now about eight miles from us, and immediately 
on our road, which was in a north-west direction. But as our object was to 
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strike Medicine river, and hunt down to its lriouth, ill order to procure :.kins 
for the food and gear necessary for the thl'ee men wl10 are to be left at the 
Falls, none of whom are hunters, we determined to leavc the road, and there
fore proceeded due north, through an open plain, till W',: reacheJ :~hisheqnaw 
creek, a stream about twenty yards wide, with a considemble quandy ,If tim
ber in its low grounds, Her'e we halted and dined, and now fLIt, by the luxury 
of our food, that we were approaching oncc more the plains of the Mi~soIJri, 
so rich in game. 'Ve saw a gTeat number of deer, goats, wolves, and some 
barking squil'l'els, and for the first time caught a distant prospect of two buf
faloe. After dinnel' ,ve followed the Shishequaw for six and a half miles, to its 
entrance into Meoicine ri,'er, and along' the banks of this river for eight miles, 
when we encamped on a large island. The bottoms continued low, level, and 
extensive; the plains too are level; but the soil of neither is fertile, as it con
sists of a light coloured earth, intermixed with a large proportion of gravel; the 
grass in both is generally about nine inches high. Captain Lewis here shot a 
large and remarkably white wolf. We had now lll<Hle twenty-eight miles; 
and set ont early the next morning, 

'Vednesday, 9; but the air soon became very cold, and it began to rain. 
We halted for a few minutes in some old Indian lodges, but finding that the 
rain continued we proceeded on, thoug-h we were all wet to the skin, and halted 
for dinnel' at the distance of eight miles. The rain, however, continued, and we 
determined to go no furthel·. The river is about eighty yards wide, with banks, 
which, though low, are seldom overflowed; the bed is composed of loose gravel 
and pebbles, the watcr clear and rapid, but not so much as to impede the navi
gation. The bottoms are handsome, wide, and level, and supplied with a con
sidel'able quantity of narrow-leafed cottonwood. During OUl' short ride we 
killed two deer and a buffaloe, and saw a number of wolves and antelopes. The 
next mOl'lling early, 

Thmsday, 10, we set out, and continued through a country similar to that 
of yesterday, with bottoms of wide-leafed cottonwood occasionally along the 
borders, though for the most part the low grounds are without timber. In the 
plains are great quantities of two species of prickly pear, now in bloom. 
Gooseberries of the common red kind are in abundance, and just heginning to 
ripen, but there are no currants. The river has now widened to an hundred 
yards j is deep, crowded with islands, and in many parts rapid. At the dis
tance of seventeen miles, the timber disappears totally from the rivet' bottoms. 
About this part of the river, the wind, which had blown on our backs, and con
itantly put the elk on their guard, shifted round, and we then shot thl"ee of them, 
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and a brown bear. Captain Lewis halted to skin them, when two of the men 
took the pack-horses forward to seek for an encampment. It was nine o'clock 
before he overtook them, at the distance of seven miles in the first grove of cot
tonwood. They had been pursued as they came along by a very large bear. 
on which they were afraid to fire, lest their horses, being unaccustomed to the 
gun, might take fright and throw them. This circumstance reminds us of the 
ferocity of these animals, when we were last near this place, and admonishes us 
to be very cautious. We saw vast numbers of bufi'aloe below us, which kept a 
dreadful-bellowing' during the night. With all our exertions we were unable to 
advance more than twenty-four miles, owing to the mire, throug'h which we are 
obliged to travel, in consequence of the rain. The next morning, however, 

Friday, II, was fair, and enlivened by great numbers of birds, who sang de
lightfully in the clusters of cottonwood. The hunters were sent down Medi
cine river to hunt elk, while captain Lewis crossed the high plain, in a direc
tion 7S east, to the Whitebear island, a distance of eig'ht miles, where the 
hunters joined him. They had seen elk; but in this neighbourhood the bufi'aloe 
are in such numbet's, that on a moderate computation, there could not have 
been fewer than ten thousand within a circuit of two miles. At this season, 
they are bellowing in every direction, so as to form an almost continual roar, 
which at first alarmed out' horses, who being from the west of the mountains, 
are unused to the noise and appearance of these animals. Among the smallet' 
game are the brown thrush, pigeons, doves, and a beautiful bit'd called a buf
faloe-peckel'. 

Immediately on our arrival we began to hunt, and by three in the afternoon 
had collected a stock of food and hides enough for our purpose. "Ve then made 
two canoes, one in the form of a basin, like those used by the Mandans, the 
other consisting of two skins, in a form of our own invention. They were com
pleted the next morning, 

Saturday, 12; but the wind continued so high that it was not till towards 
night that we could cross the river in them, and make our horses swim. In the 
meantime nearly the whole day was consumed in search after our horses, which 
had disappeared last night, and seven of which were not recovet"ed at dark, 
while Drewyer was still in quest of them. The rivet· is somewhat higher than 
it was last summer, the present season being much more moist than the pre
ceeding one, as may be seen in the great luxuriance of the grass. 

Sunday, 13. We formed our camp this morning at our old station, near the 
head of the Whitebear islands, aud immediately went to work in making gear. 
On opening the cache, we found the bear skins entirely destroyed by the water .. 
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which, in a flood of the river, had penetrated to them. All the specimens of 
plants were unfortunately lost; the chart of the Missouri, however, still remained 
unhmt, and several articles contained in trunks and boxes had suffered but little 
injury; but a phial of laudanum had lost its stopper, and run into a drawer of 
medicines, which it spoiled beyond recovery. The musquitoes have been so 
troublesome that it was impossible even to write without the assistance of a mus
quito bier. The buffaloe are leaving us fast on their way to the south-east. 

Monday, 14 . We continued making preparations for transporting our ar
ticles, and as the old deposit was too damp, we secured the trunks on a hig'h 
scaffold, covered with skins, among the thick brush on a large island: a pre
caution against any ,'isit from the Indians, should they alTive before the main 
party anives here. The carriage wheels were in good order, and the iron 
frame of the boat had not suffered materially. The buffaloe have now nearly 
disappeared, leaving behind them a number of large wolves who are now 
prowling about us, 

Tuesday, 15. To om gt'eat joy Drewyer returned to-day from a long 
search after the horses; for we had concluded, from his long stay, that he had 
probably met with a bear, and with his usual intrepidity attacked the animal, 
in which case, if by any accident he should be separated from his horse, his 
death would be almost inevitable. Under this impression, we resolved to set 
out to-morrow in quest of him, when his return relieved us from our apprehen
sions. He had searched for two days before he discovered that the horses had 
crossed Dearborn's river, near a spot where was an Indian encampment, which 
seemed to have been abandoned about the time the horses were stolen, and which 
was so closely concealed that no trace of a horse could be seen within the dis
tance of a quarter of a mile. He crossed the river, and pmsued the track of 
these Indians westward, till his horse became so much fatigued that he despaired 
of overtaking them, and then returned. These Indians we suppose to be a 
palty of rrushepaws, who have ventured out of the mountains to hunt buffaloe. 
During the day we were engaged in drying meat and dressing skins. At night 
M'Neal, who had been sent in the morning to examine the cache at the lower 
end of the portage, returned: but had been prevented from reaching that place 
by a singular adventure. Just as he arrived near Willow run, he approached 
a thicket of brush, in which was a white beal', which he did not discover till he 
was within ten feet of him: his horse started, and wheeling suddenly round, 
threw M'Neal almost immediately under the bear; he started up instantly, 
and finding the bear raising himself on his hind feet to attack him, struck him 
on the head with the butt end of his musket; the blow was so violent that it 
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broke the breech of the musket and knocked the bear to the ground, and be
fore he recovered, M'Neal seeing a willow tree close by, sprang up, and there 
remained while the bear closely guarded the foot of the tree until late in the 
aftemoon. He then went off, and M'Neal being released came down, and 
having found his horse, which had strayed off to the distance of two miles~ 
returned to camp. These animals are, indeed, of a most extraordinary fel'o
city, and it is matter of wonder, that in all our encounters we have had the g'ood 
fortune to escape. Weare now troubled with another enemy, not quite so 
dangerous, though even more disagreeable: these are the musquitoes, who now 
infest us in such myriads, that we frequently get them into our throats when 
breathing, and the dog even howls with the torture they occasion. Having 
now accomplished the object of our stay, captain Lewis determined to leave 
sergeant Gass with two men and four horses to assist the party who are ex· 
pected to carry our effects over the portage, whilst he, with Drewyer, and the 
two Fields, with six horses, proceeded to the sources of Maria's river. Ac
cordingly, early in the morning, 

Wednesday, 16, captain Lewis descended in a skin canoe to the lower side 
of Medicine rivel', where the horses had previously been sent, and then rode 
with his party to the fall of forty-seven feet, where he halted for two hours to: 
dine, and took a sketch of the fall. In the afternoon they proceeded to the 
great Falls, near which they slept under a shelving rock, with a happy exemp
tion from musquitoes. These Falls have lost much of their grandeur since we 
saw them, the river being much lower now than at that time, though they still 
form a most sublime spectacle. As we came along, we met several white 
bear, but they did not venture to attack us. There were but few buffaloe, how
ever, the large having principally passed the river, directed their course down
wards. There are, as usual, great numbers of goats and antelopes dispersed 
through the plains, and large Bocks of geese, which raise their young about the 
entrance of Medicine river. We observe here also the cuckoo, or as it is some
times called, the raincraw, a bird which is not known either within or west of 
the Rocky mountains. 

Thursday, 17. After taking a second draught of the Falls, captain Lewis 
directed his course N. 10· W. with an intention of striking Maria's river at the 
point to which he had ascended it in 1804. The country is here spread into 
wide and level plains, swelling like the ocean, in which the view is uninter
rupted by a single tree or shrub, and is diversified only by the moving herds of 
buffaloe. The soil consists of a light-coloured earth, intermixell with a large 
proportion of coarse gravel without sand, and is by no means so fertile as either 
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the plains of the Columbia, or those lower down the Missouri. When dry it 
·cracks, and is hard and thirsty;,while in its wet state r it is as soft and slimy as 
soap. The grass is naturally short, and at this time is still more so from the 
recent passage of the buffaloe. 

Among the birds which we met was the party-coloured plover, with the 
head and neck of a brick red, a bird which frequents the little ponds scattered 
over the plains. After travelling twenty miles we reached Tansy river, and as 
we could not go as far as Maria's river this evening, and perhaps not find either 
wood or water before we arrived there, we determined to encamp. As we ap
proached the river, we saw the fresh track of a bleeding buffaloe, a circum
stance by no means pleasant, as it indicated the Indians had been hunting', and 
were not far from us. The tribes who principally frequent this country, are 
the Minnetarees of Fort de Prairie, and the Blackfoot Indians, both of whom 
are vicious and profligate rovers, and we have therefore every thing to fear, not 
only fwm their stealing our horses, but even our arms and baggage, if they are 
sufficiently strong. In order therefore to avoid, if possible, an interview with 
them, we hurried across the river to a thick wood, and having turned out the 
horses to graze, Drewyer went in quest of the huffaloe to kill it, and ascertain 
whether the wound was given by the Indians, while the rest reconnoitred the 
whole country. In about three hours they all returned without having seen the 
buffaloe or any Indians in the plains. We then dined, and two of the party 
resumed their search, but could see no signs of Indians, and we therefore slept 
in safety. Tansy river is here about fifty yards wide, though its water occupies 
only thirty-five feet, and is not more than three in depth. It most probably 
rises within the first range of the Rocky mountains, and its general course is 
from east to west, and as far as we are able to trace it through wide bottoms, 
well supplied with both the long and broad-leafed cottonwood. The hills on 
its banks, are from one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet in height, and 
poss~ss bluffs of earth, like the lower part of the Missomi: the bed is formed 
of small gravel and mud: the water turbid, and of a whitish tint; the banks 
low, but never overflowed; in short, except ill' depth and velocity, it is a perfect 
miniature of the Missouri. 

Friday, 18. A little before sunrise we continued on a course N. 25· W. 
for six miles, when we reached the top of a high plain, which divides the waters 
of Mal'ia and 1.'ansy rivers, and a mile further reached a creek of the former, 
about twenty-five yards wide, though with no water except in occasional pools 
in the bed. Down this creek we proceeded for twelve miles through thick 
groves of timber on its banks, passing such immense quantities of buffaloe, that 
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the whole seemed to be a single herd. Accompanying them were great num
bers of wolves, besides which we saw some antelopes and hares. After dinner 
we left the creek, which we called Buffaloe creek, and crossing the plain for 
six miles, came to Maria's river, and encamped in a grove of cottonwpod, on 
its western side, keeping watch through the night lest we should be surprised 
by the 11I(\ians. Captain Lewis was now cOllvinced that he was above the point 
to which he had formerly ascended, and feat'ing that i>ome bmnch might come 
in on the north, between that point and our present position, he early in the 
mornmg, 

Saturday, In, despatcHed two hunters, who descended the river in a di
rection north 80° east, till they came to our fOI'mer position, at the distance of 
six miles, without seeing any stream except Buffaloe creek. Having com
pleted an observation of the sun's meridian altitude, captain Lewis proceeded 
along the north side of Maria's river. The bottoms are in general about half 
a mile wide, and possess considerable quantities of cottonwood timber, and an 
underbrush, consisting of honeysuckle, rose bushes, narrow-leafed willow, and 
the plant called by the engagees, buffaloe grease. The plains are level and 
beautiful, but the soil is thin and overrun with prickly pears. It consists of a 
sort of white or whitish-blue clay, which after being trodden, when wet, by the 
buffaloe, stands up in sharp hard points, which are as painful to the horses as the 
great quantity of small gravel, which is every-where scattered over the ground~ 
is in other parts of the plains. The bluffs of the river are high, steep, and 
irregular, and composed of a sort of earth which easily dissolves and slips into 
the water, though with occasional strata of freestone neal' the tops. The bluffs 
of the MissoUl'i above Maria's river, differ from these, in consisting of a firm 
red or yellow clay, which does not yield to water, and a large proportion of 
rock. The buffaloe are not so abundant as they were yesterday; but there are 
still antelopes, wolves, geese, pigeons, doves, hawks, ravens, crows, larks, and 
sparrows, though the curlew has disappeared. At the distance of eight miles a 
large creek falls in on the south side, and seven miles beyond it, another thirty 
yards wide, which seem to issue from three mountains, stretching from east 
to west, in a direction north 10° west from its mouth, and which from their . , 
loose, irregular, and rug'ged appearance, we called the Broken mountains. 
That in the centre tel1ninates in a conic spire, for which reason we call it the 
Tower mountain. After making twenty miles we halted for the night, and the 
next morning', 

Sunday, 20, continued 'our route up the river, through a country resembling 
that which we passed yesterday, except that the plains are more broken, and 
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the appearances of mineral salts, common to the Missouri plains, are more 
abundant than usual; these are discerned in all the pools, which indeed at pre
sent contain the only water to be fonnd throughout the plains, and are so 
strongly impregnated as to be unfit for any use, except that of the buffaloe, 
who seem to prefer it to even tIle watet' of the river. The low grounds are 
well timbered, and contain also silk grass, sand-rush, wild liquorice, and sun
flowers, the barb of which are now in bloom. Besides the geese, ducks, and 
other birds common to the cOllntry, we have seen fewer buffaloe to-day than 
yesterday, though elk, wolves, and antelopes continue in equal numbers. There 
is also much appearance of beaver, though none of otter. At the distance of 
six miles we passed a creek from the south; eighteen miles further one from 
the north; four miles beyond which we encamped. The l'iYer is hel'e one 
hnndr'ed and twenty yards w~de, and its water is but little diminished as we 
ascend. Its general course is very straight. From the apparent descent of 
the country to the north and above the Broken mountains, it seems probahle 
that the south branch of the Saskashawan receives some of its waters from these 
plains, and that one of its streams must, in descending from the Rocky moun
tains, pass not far fl'om Maria's river, to the north-east of the Broken moun
tains. We slept in peace, without being annoyed by the musquitoes, which 
we have not seen since we left the Whitebear islands. 
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CHAP. XXXII. 

CAPTAIN LEWIs AND HIS PARTY STILL PROCEED ON THE ROUTE MENTIONED IN 

THE LAST CHAPTER, AND ARRIVE AT THE FORKS OF MARIA'S RIVER; OF WHICH 

RIVER A PARTICULAR DESCRIPTION IS GIVEN-ALARMED BY THE EVIDENCB 

THAT THEY ARE IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF UNFRIENDLY INDIANS, AND MUCH 

DISTRESSED FOR WANT OF PROVISIONS, THE WEATHER PROVING UNFAYOURABLR, 

'fHEY ARE COMPELLED TO RETURN-THE FACE OF THE COUNTRY DESCRIBED

INTERVIEW WITH THE UNFRIENDLY INDIANS, CALLED MINNETAREES OF 

FORT DE PRAIRIE-MUTUAL CONSTERNATION-RESOLUTION OF CAPTAIN LEWIS

THEY ENCAMP TOGETHER FOR THE NIGHT, APPARENTLY WITH AMICABLE DIS

POSITIONS-THE CONVERSATION THAT ENSUED BETWEEN THESE NEW VISITANTS 

-THE CONFLICT OCCASIONED BY THE INDIANS ATTEMPTING TO SEIZE THE RIFLES 

AND HORSES OF THE PARTY, IN WHICH ONE IS MORTALLY WOUNDED-CAPTAIN 

LEWIS KiLLS ANOTHER INDIAN, AND HIS NARROW ESCAPE-HAVING TAKEN FOUR 

HORSES BELONGING TO THE INDIANS, THEY HASTENED WITH ALL EXPEDITION 

TO JOIN THE PARTY ATTACHED TO CAPTAIN CLARKE-AIlRIVING NEAR THB 

MISSOURI THEY ARE ALARMED BY THE SOUND OF RIFLES, WHICH PROVES FOR

TUNATELY TO BE FROM THE PARTY OF THEIR FRIENDS UNDER THE COMMAND 

OF SERGEANT ORDWAY-THE TWO DETACHMENTS THUS FORTUNATELY UNITED, 

LEAVE THEIR HORSES, AND DESCEND THE MISSOURI IN CANOES-THEY CON

TINUE THEIR ROUTE DOWN THE RIVER TO FORM A JUNCTION WITH CAPTAIN 

CLARKE-VAST QUANTITIES OF GAME FOUND IN THEIR PASSAGE DOWN THE 

RITER-CAPTAIN LEWIS ACCIDENTALLY WOUNDED BY ONE OF HIS OWN PARTY 

-THEY PROCEED DOWN THE MISSOURI, A ND AT LENGTH JOIN CAPTAIN CLARKE. 

MONDAY,21. AT sunrise we proceeded along the northern side of the river 
for a short distance, when finding the ravines too steep, we cl'ossed to the south; 
but after continuing three miles, returned to the north and took our course 
through the plains, at some distance from the river. After makinO" fifteen miles, o , 
we came to the forks of the river, the largest branch of which bears south 75· 
west to the mountains, while the course of the other is north 400 west. We 
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halted fo dinneT', and believing, on examination, that the northern branch came 
from the mountains, and would probahly lead us to the most northern extent of 
Maria's· river, we proceeded along, though at a distance over the plains, till 
we struck it eight miles from the junction. The river is about thirty yards 
wide, the water clear, but shallow, rapid, and unfit for navigation. It is closely 
confined between cliffs of freestone, and the adjacent counh'y bl'Oken and poor. 
We crossed to the south side, and proceeded for five miles, till we encamped 
under a cliff. where net seeing any timber, we made a fire of buffaloe dung, and 
passed the night, The next day,. 

Tuesday, 22, we went onj but as the ground was now steep and unequal, 
anll the horses' feet very sore, we were ohliged to proceed slowly. The river is 
still confined by freestone cliffs, till at the distance of seven miles the countl'y 
opens~ is less covered with gravel, and has some bottoms, though destitute of 
timber or underbrush. The riv€r here makes a considerable bend to the north
west, so- that we crossed the plains for eleven miles ,,-hen we again crossed the 
river. Here we halted for dinner, and having ~o wood, made a fire of the dung 
of buffaloe, with which we cooked the last of OUI' meat, except a, piece of spoiled 
b~ffaloe. Our course then lay aeross a level beautiful plain, with wide bottoms 
near the bank 6f the river. The banks are about three or four feet high, but are 
not overflowed. After crossing for ten miles a bend of the river towards the 
south, we saw, for the first time during the day, a clump of cottonwood trees 
in all extensive bottom, and halted there for the night. 'fhis place is about ten 
miles below the foot of the Rocky mountains; and being now able to trace dis
tinctly that the poillt at which the rivel' issued from those mountains, was to the 
south of west, we concluded that we had reached its most northel'll point, and as 
we have ceased to hope that any branches of Maria's river extend as far north as 
the fiftieth degree of latitude, we deem it useless to proceed further, and rely 
chiefly on Milk and Whiteearth rivers for the desired boundary. We thel'efol'e 
determined to remain here two days, for the purpose of making the necessary 

ebservations, and resting om' horses. The next morning, 
'Vednesday, 23, Drewyer was sent to examine the bearings of the river, 

till its entrance into the mountains, which he found to be at the distance of ten 
miles, and in a direction south 50· west; he had seen also the remains of a camp 
of eleven leathern lodges, recently abandoned, which induced us to suppose that 
the Minnetarees of FOI't de Prairie are somewhere in this neighbourhood; a sus
picion which was confirmed by the returu of the hunters, who had seen no game 
of any kind. As these Indians have pl'Obably followed the buffaloe towards the 
main branch of Maria's river, we shall not strike it above the north Lrancb. 
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The course of the monntains still continues from south-east to north-west; in 
which last direction from us, the front range appears to terminate abruptly, at. 
the distance of thirty-five miles. Those which are to the south-west, and more 
distinctly in view, are of an irregular form, composed chiefly of clay, with a very 
small mixtUl"e of rock, without timber, and although low, are yet partially covered 
with snow to their bases. 'The river itself has nearly double the volume of water 
which it possessed when we first saw it below, a circumstance to be ascribed, 
no doubt, to the great evaporation alld absorption of the water in its passage 
through these open plains. 'The rock in this neighbourhood is of a white colour, 
and a fine grit, and lies in horizontal strata in the bluff" of the ri ver . We attempted 
to take some fish, but could procnre only a single trout. 'Ve had, therefore, 
nothing to eat, except the gTease which we .pressed from our tainted meat, and 
formed a mush of cows, reserving one meal more of the same kind for to-morrow. 
We have seen neal· this place a number of the whistling squirrel, common in the 
country watered by the Columbia, but which we observed here for the first time 
in the plains of the Missouri. 'The cottonwood too, of this place, is similar to 
that of the Columbia. Om· observations this evening were prevented by clouds. 
The weather was clear for a short time in the morning, 

'Thursday, 24, but the sky soon clouded over, and it rained during the rest of 
the day. We were therefore obliged to remain one day longer for the purpose 
of completing our observations. Om situation now became unpleasant from the 
rain, the coldness of the air, and the total absence of all game; for the. hunters 
could find nothing of a large kind, and we were obliged to subsist on a few pigeons 
and a kettle of mush made of the remainder of our bread of cows. This sup
plied us with one more meal in the morning, 

Friday, ~5, when finding that the cold and rainy weather would still detain us 
hel·e, two of the men were despatched to hunt. They returned in the evening 
with a fine buck, on which we fared sumptuously. In theil· excursion they had 
gone as far as the main branch of Maria's river, at the distance of ten miles, 
throug·h an open extensive valley, in whi(;h were scatterefl a great number of 
lodges lately evacuated. The next morning, 

Saturday, 26, the weather was still cloudy, so that no observation could be 
made, and what added to out" disappointment, captain Lewis's chronometer 
stopped yesterday from some unknown cause, though when set in motion again 
it went as usual. We now despaired of taking the longitude of this place; and 
as our staying any longer might endanger our return to the United States 
during the present season, we, therefore, waited till nine o'clock, in hopes of a 
change of weather; but seeing no prospect of that kind, we mounted our horses, 

2 
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and leaving with reluctance OUl' position, which we now named Camp Disap
pointment, directed our cOUl'se across the open plains in a dil'ection ne'lrly south
east. At twelve miles dist.ance we reached a branch of Maria's river, ahout 
sixty-five yards wide, which we c!'Ossed, and continued along' its southern side ,01' 

two miles, where it is joined by another branch, nearly equal in size, f!'Om the 
south-west, and far more clear than the north l)l'anch; which is turbid, thoug·1t 
the beds of both are composed of pehbles. 'Ye now decided on pnrsuing this 
rive\' to its junction with the fork of Maria's river, which we had ascended, and 
then cross the conntl'y obliquely to Tansy river, and de:-ceud tLat stream to its 
confluence with LVIal'ia's river. 'Ve, therefore, crossed and descended the river, 
and at one mile below the junction, halted to let the horses graze in a fertile 
bottom, in which were some Indian lodges, that appeaJ:ed to have been inhabited 
during the last winter. \Ve here discern more timber than the country in general 
possesses; for besides an undergrowth of rose, honeysuckle, and redberry bushes, 
and a small quantity of willow timber, the three species of cottonwood, the narrow
leafed, the broad-leafed, and the species known to the Columbia, thoug'h here 
seen for the first time on the Missouri, are all united at this place. Game, too, 
appears in greater abundance. We saw a few antelopes and wolves, and killed a 
buck, besides which we saw also two of the small burl'owing foxes of the plains, 
about the size of the common domestic cat, and of a reddish brown colour, 
except the tail, which is black. 

At the distance of three miles, we ascended the hills close to the river side, 
while Drewyer pursued the valley of the river on the opposite side. But scarcely 
had captain Lewis reached the high plain, when he saw about a mile on his left, a 
collection of about thirty horses, He immediately halted, and by the aid of his 
spy-glass, discovered that one half of the horses were saddled, and that on the 
eminence above the horses, several Indians were looking down towal,ds the river, 
probably at Dl'Cwyer. This was a most unwelcome sight. Their probable 
numbers rendered any contest with them of doubtful issue; to attempt to escape 
would ouly invite pursuit, and our horses wel'e so bad that we must certainly be 
overtaken; besides which, Drewyer could not yet be aware that the Indians 
were neal', and if we ran he would most probably be sacrificed. We therefore 
determined to make the best of our situation, and advance towards them in a 
friendly manner. The flag which we had brought in case of any such accident 
was therefore displayed, and we continued slowly our march towards them. 
Their whole attention was so engaged by Drewyer, that they did not immedi
ately discover us. As soon as they did see us, they appeared to be much 
alarmed and ran about in confusion, and some of them came down the hill and 
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drove their horses within gun-shot of the em;nence, t& which tbey then retomed, 
as if to wait our arrival. When we came within a quarter of Ii' mile, one of the 
Indians monnted and rode at full speed to receive us; but when within a 
hundred paces of us, he halted, and captain Lewis, who had alighted to receive 
him, held out his hand, and beckoned to him to approach; he only looked at US 

for some time, and then, without saying a word, returned to his companions with 
as much haste as he had advanced. The whole party now descemLd the hill 
and rode towards llS. As yet we saw only eight, but pl'esumed that there must 
be more behind ns, as there were several horses saddled. We however advanced, 
and captain l'('wis now told his two men that he believed these were the 
Minnetarees of Fort de Prairie, who, from their infamous charadel', would in 
all probability attempt to rob them; but being determined to die, ratherthan lose 
his papers and instruments, he intended to resist to the last extremity, and 
advised them to do the same, and to be on the alert should there be any disposi
tion to attack us. When the two parties came within a hundr~d yards of each 
other, all the Indians, except one, halted; captain Lewis therefore ordered his 
two men to halt while he advanced, and after shaking hands with the Indian, went 
on and did the same with the others in the rear, while th.e Indian himself shook 
hands with the two men. 'rhey all now came up, and aitel' alighting, the 
Indians asked to smoke with us. Captain Lewis, who was very anxious for
Dl'ewyer's safety, told them the man who had gone down the river had the pipe. 
and requested that as they had seen him, one of them would accompany R. 
Fields to bring' him hack. To this they assented, ami Fieios went with a young 
man in search of Drewyer. Captain Lewis now asked them by signs if they 
were the l\'(innetarees of the north, and was sorry to learn by their answer that 
his suspicion was too true. He then inquired if there was any cbief among 
them. They pointed out three; but though he did not believe them, yet it was 
thought best to please them, and he therefore gave to one a flag, to another a 
medal, and to a third a handkerchief. They appeared to be well satisfied with 
these presents, and now recovered from the agitation into which our first inter
view had thrown them, for they were really mOl'e alarmed than ourselves at the 
meeting-. In our turn, however, we became equally satisfied on finding' that 
they were not joined by any more of their companions, for we consider ourselves 
quite a match tor eight Indians, particnlarly as these have but two guns, the rest 
being armed with only eye-dogs and bows and arrows. As it was growing late 
captain Lewis proposed that they should encamp together near the river; for he 
was glad to see them and had a great deal to say to them. They assented i 
and being soon joined by Drewyer, we proceeded tmTards the river, and after 
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descending a very steep bluff, two hundred and fifty feet high, encanJpeu 111 a 
small bottom. Here the Indians formed a large semicircular tent of dressed 
buff aloe skins, in whioh the two parties assembled, and by the means of Drewyer. 
the evening was spent in conversation with the Indians. They informed us that 
they were a part of a large band which at present lay encamped on the llJain 
branch of Maria's river, near the foot of the Rocky mountains, and at the dis
tance of a day anti a half's journey from this place, Another large band were 
hunting- buffaloe near the Broken mountains, from which they \Voulll proceed in a 
few days to the north of Maria's river. With the first of these there was a white 
man. They added, that from this place to the establishment on the Saskasha
wan, at which they trade, is ~nly six. days' easy march; that is, such a day\ 
journey as can be made with their women and childt'en, so that w(' computed the 
distance at one hundred and fifty miles. There they carry the skins of wolve~ 
and some beavers, and exchange them for guns, ammunition, blankets, spiritnou:< 
liquors, and the articles of Indian traffic. Captain Lewis in turn informed them 
that he had come from a great distance up the large river which runs toward, 
the rising sun; that he had been as far as the great lake where the stln sets; 
that he had -seen many_ nations, the greater part of whom were at war with each 
other, but by his mediation were restored to peace; and all had been invited to 
come a'nd trade with him west of the mountains: he was now on his way home. 
hut had left his companions at the Falls, and come in search of the Minnetarees, 
in hopes of inducing- them to live at peace with their neig-hbours, and to visit 
the trading houses which would be formed at the entrance of Maria's river. 
'I'hey said that they were anxious of being at peace with the Tushepaws,but 
those people had lately killed a number of their relations, as they proved by 
shewing several of the party who had their hair cut as a sign of mourning. 
'Jlhey wel'e equally willing, they added, to come down and trade with us. Cap
tain Lewis therefOl'e .proposed-that they should send some of theil' young men 
to invite all their band to meet us at the mouth of Maria's rivet·, and the rest of 
the patty to go with us to that place, where he hoped to find his men, oBet-jng 
them ten ·hol'ses and some tobacco in case they would accompany us. To this 
they luade no Teply. Finding them very fond of the pipe,captain Lewis, who 
was desirous of keeping a constant watch during the night, smoked with them 
until a laie hour, and as soon as they were all asleep, he woke R. Fields, and 
ordering him toronse liS all in ·case any Indian left the camp, as they would pro
bablya1lt:empt to steal our horses, he lay down by the side of Drewyer in the tent 
with aUthe Indians, while the Fields were stretched near the fire at the mouth of 

it. At sunrise, 
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8unday, 27, the Indians g'ot up and crowded round the fire, near which J. 
Fields, who was then on watch, had carelessly left his rifle, near the head of his 
brother, who was still asleep. One of the Indians slipped behind him, and un
percei';ed, took his brother's and his own rifle, while at the same time, two others 
seized those of DI'ewyer and captain Lewi~, As soon as Fields turned round, 
he saw the Indian running off with the rifles, and instantly calling his bl'Other, 
they pursued him fOI' fifty or sixty yards, and just as they overtook him, in the 
scuffie for the rifles, R. Fields stabbed him through the heart with his knife; the 
Indian ran about fifteen steps and fell dead, They now ran back with their 
rifles to the camp, The moment the fellow touched his gun, Drewyer, who was 
awake, jumped up and wrested it from him. The noise awoke captain Lewis 
who instantly started from the gTound, and reached to seize his gun, but finding 
it gone, drew a pistol from his belt, and turning about, saw the Indian run
ning oft' with it. He followed him, and ordered him to lay it down, which 
he was doing' just as the Fields came up, and were taking aim to shoot him, 
when captain Lewis ordered them not to £il'e, as the Indian did not appear to 
intend any mischief. He dropped the gun, and was going off slowly, as Drew
yer came out, and asked permission to kill him, but this captain Lewis forbad, 
as he had not yet attempted to shoot us. But finding that the Indians were now 
endeavouring to driye off alI the horses, he ordered three of them to follow the 
main party who were chasing the horses up the river, and fire instantly upon 
the thieves; while he, without taking time to run for his shot-pouch, pur
sued the fellow who had stolen his gun and another Indian, who were driv
ing away the horses on the left of the camp. He pressed them so closely, that 
they left twelve of theil' horses, but continued to dl'ive off one of our own. At 
the distance of three hundred paces they entered a steep niche in the river 
bluffs, when captain Lewis, being too much out of breath to pursue them any 
further, called out, as he did sevel'al times before, that unless they gave up the 
horse he would shoot them. As he raised his gun, one of the Indians jumped 
behind a rock and spoke to the other, who stopped at the distance of thirty 
paces, as captain Lewis shot him in the belly. He fell on his knees and right 
elbow, but raising himself a little, fired, and then crawled behind a rock. The 
shot had nearly been fatal, for captain Lewis, who was bare-headed, felt the 
wind of the ball very distinctly. Not having his shot.pouch, he could not re
load his rifle, and having only a single load also for his pistol, he thought it 
most prudent not to attack the Indians, and therefore retired slowly to the 
camp. He was met by Drewyer, who hearing the report of the· guns, had 
~ome to his assistance, leaving the Fields to pursue the Indians. Captain Lewis 
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ordered him to call out to them to desist f!"Om the pursuit, as we could take the 
horses of the Indians in place of our own, but they were at too great a dis
tance to hear him. He therefol·e returned to the camp, and whilst he was sad
dling the horses, the Fields returned with four of our own, having followed the 
Indians until two of them swam the rivet·, two others ascended the hills, so that 
the horses became dispersed. 'Ve, howevel·, were rather gainers by this contest, for 
we took fom of the Indian horses, and lost only one of our own. Besides which, 
we found in the camp four shields, two bows with quivers, and one of the guns 
which we took with us, and also the flag which we had presented to them, but 
left the medal !"Ound the neck of the dead man, in order that they might be in
formed who we were. The rest of their baggage, except some buffaloe meat, 
we left: and as there was no time to be lost, we mounted our horses, and after 
ascending the river hills, took our cOllrse through the beautiful level plains in a 
direction a little to the south of east. V. e had no doubt but that we should be 
immediately pmsued by a much larger party, and that as soon as intelligence 
was given to the band neal· the Broken monntaills, they would hasten to the 
mouth of Maria's rivel· to intel·cept us. \Ye hope, however, to be there before 
them, so as to form a junction with OUl· friends. 'Ye therefol·e pushed our horses 
as fast as we possibly could; and fortunately for us, the Indian horses were very 
good, the plains perfectly level, and without many stones 01· prickly pears, and 
in fine order for travelling aftel· the late rains. At eight miles from Ollr camp 
we passed a stream forty yards wide, to which, from the occurrence of the 
morning, we gave the name of Battle I·iver. At three o'clock we reached Rose 
river, five miles above where we had fOI·medy passed it, and having now come 
by estimate sixty-three miles, halted for an hour and a half to refresh our 
horses: then pursued our journey seventeen miles further, when, as the night 
came on, we killed a buffaloe, and again stopped for two hours. The sky was 
now overclouded, but as the moon gave lig-ht enough to show us the route, we 
continued along thruugh immense herds of buffaloe for twenty miles, and then, 
almost exlmused with fatigue, halted at two in the morning-, 

Mondav, 28, to rest ourselves and the horses. At day-light we awoke sore 
and scarceiy able to stand; but as our own lives, as well as those of our compa
nions, depended on om pressing furward, we mounted our horses and set out. 
The men were desirous of cl·ossing· the Missouri at the Grog spring, where Rose 
river approaches so near the .·iv:er, and passing down the south-west side of it, 
and thus avoid the country at the junction of the two rivers, through which the 
enemy would most probably pursue us. But as this circuitous route would consume 
the whole day, and the Indians might in the mean time attack the canoes at 

3 
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the point, captain Lewis told his party it was now their dut~ to ri~k their bves 
for tbeir friends and companions; that be would proceed ImmedIately to Ute 
point, to give the n:lal'lll to the canoes, and iftbey had not Y,et arrived, be would 
raft the Missouri, and after hiding the baggage, ascend the rIver on fQot through 
the woods till he met them, He told them also, that it was his determination, 
in ca~e they were attacked in crossing the plains, to tie the bridles of the borses, 
and stand together till they had either routed their enemies, or sold their lives as 
deady as possible. To this they all assented, and we theref01'e continued our 
l'oute to the eastward, till at the distance of twelve miles we came near the 
Missouri, when we heard a noise which seemed like the report of a gun. We 
thel'efore quickened our pace for eight miles further, and about five miles 
from the Grog spring now heard distinctly the noise of several rifles from the 
river. We hurried to the bank, and saw with exquisite satisfaction our friends 
coming down the river. They landed to greet us, and after turn.ing our horser; 
loose, we embarked with oU!' baggage, and went down to the spot where we 
had made a deposit,. This, after I'econnoitering the adjacent country, we 
opened; but unfortunately the cache had caved in, and most of the articles were 
injured. We took whatever was still worthpl'eserving, and immediately pro
ceeded to the point, where we found our deposits in good order. By a singular 
good fortune, we were here joined hy sergeant Gass and Willard from the Falls, 
who had 'been ordered to Ill'ing the horses here to assist in collecting meat for 
the voyage, as it had been calculated that the canoes would reach this place 
much sooner than captain Lewis's party. After a very heavy shower of rain 
aDd hail, attended with violent thunder and lightning, we left the peint, and 
giving a final discharge 10 onr ;horses, went over to the island whet:e we had 
left OUl' red ·perioque, which however we found so much decayed, that we had 
no means of repairing her: we, therefor~ took all the iron work out of her, and 
proceeded down the rtverfifteen miles, and encamped near some cottonwood 
trees, one of ,vhich was of the narrow-leafed species, and the first of ,that spe
cies we bad remarked as we ascended the riv-cr. 

Sergeant Ol'dway's -party, which had left the 'mouth of Madison river on the 
13th. had descended in safety to the 'Vhitebear islands, where he arrived on the 
19th, and after collecting the baggage, left the Falls on the 2ith in the 
white perioque, andfi·vecanees, while sel'geant Gass and Willard set out at the 
same time by land with the horses, and t1lUs fortunately met together. 

Tuesday, 29. A violent· storm of rain and hail came sn Jailt night, and as :we 
had no means of mah,--ing a shelter, we lay in the rain, and during the whole day 
continued so eX'}losed. The 'twa smallcaooes welle sent a-head in oWer tohullt 
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elk a'nd buffaloe, which are in immense quantities, so as to provide shelter as well 
as food for the party. We then proceeded "\\ery rapidly with the aid of a strong 
cunent, and after passing at one o'clock the Natural walJs, encamped late in 
tIle evemng at OUl' former encampment of the 2~lth of May, lSu5. 'l'be river is 
now as high as it has been during the present season, and every little rivulet dis
charges torrents of water, which bring down snch quantities of mud and sand, 
that we can scarcely drink the water of the Missouri. The bufiulQe contilllW to 
be very numerous, hut the elk are few. The bighorns, however, are in great 
numbers aIong the steep cliffs of the river, and being now in fine order, theil' 
flesh is extremely tendel', delicate, and well flavoured, and resembles in colour 
and flavoUl" our mutton, though it is nut so strong. The brow.\l curlew has disap
peared, and has probably gone to some other climate after rearing its young in 
these plains. 

\V ednesday, 30. The rain still prevented us from stopping to dry ow' bag
gage, and we therefore proceeded with a strong cUl'l'ent, which, joined to our oars, 
enabled us to advance at the rate of seven miles an hour. 'Ve went on shol'e 
several times for the purpose of hunting, and procnred several bighorns, two 
buffaloe, a beaver, an elk, and a female brown hear, whose talons were six and It 
quarter inches in length. In the evening we encamped on an island two miles 
above Goodrich's island, and early in the morning, 

Thursday, 31, continued our route in the rain, passing, during the greater 
part of the day, through high pine hills, succeeded by low gTounds abounding in 
timber and game. The buffaloe are scarce; but we procured fifieen elk, four
teen deer, two bighorns, and a beaver. The elk are in fine order, particularly 
the males, who now herd together in small parties. rfheir horns have reached 
their full growth, Lut still retaiD the velvet or skin which covers them. 'fhrough 
the bottoms are seattereda number of lodges, some of which seem to have ~en 
built last winter, and were probably occupied by the l\'Iinnetarees of FOl't de 
Prairie. The river is still rising, and more muddy than we have ever seen 
it. Late last night we took shelter from the rain in some old Indian 
10dO'es about eiO'ht miles below the entrance of North-moillltain creek, and then o , 0 

set out, • 
Friday, August 1, at an early hour. We passed the Muscleshell river at 

eleven o'clock, and fifteen miles further landed at some Illllian lodges, where 
we determined to pass the night, for the rain still continued, and we feared 
that the skins of the bighorn would spoil by being constantly wet. Having 
made fires, therefore, and exposed them to dry, we proceeded to hunt. The Dtlxt 

day,. 
2 
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Saturday, 2, was fair and warm, and we availed ourselves of this occasion to 
dry all our baggage in tht' sun. Such is the immediate effect of fair weather, 
that since last evening the river has fallen eighteen inches. Two men were 
sent forward in a canoe to hunt; and now, having reloaded our canoes,we resolv
ed to go on as fast as possible, and accordingly set out, 

Sunda),,3, at an early hour, and without stopping as usual to cook a dinner, 
encamped in the evening two miles above our camp' of May 12, 1805. We 
were here joined by the two hunters, who had killed twenty-nine deer since 
they left us. These animals are in great abundance in the river bottoms, and 
very gentle. We passed also a great number of elk, wolves, some bear, beaver, 
geese, a few ducks, the paJ·ty-coloured corvus, a calumet eagle, some bald eagles, 
and red-headed woodpeckers, but very few buffaloe. By four o'clock next 
morJllng, 

Monday, 4, we wet'e again in motion. At eleven we passed the Bigdt·y 
river, which has now a bold, even, but shallow current, sixty yards in width, 
and halted for a few minutes at the mouth of Milk river. This stream is at pre
sent full of water, resembling in colonr that of the Missouri, and as it possessei 
quite as much water as Maria's river, we have no doubt that it extends to a con
siderable distance towards the north. We here killed a very lat'ge rattlesnake. 
Soon after we passed several herds of buffaloe and elk, and encamped at night, 
two miles below the gulf, on the north-east side of the river. For the 6rst time 
this season we were saluted with the cry of the whippoorwill, or goatsucker of the 
Missouri. 

Tuesday, 5. We waited until noon in hopes of being overtaken by two of 
the men, who had gone a-head in a canoe to hunt two days ago, but who were at 
a distance from the river, as we passed them. As they did not arrive by that 
time, we concluded that they had passed us in the night, and therefore proceeded 
until late, when we encamped about ten miles below Littledry river. 'Ve again 
saw great numbers of buffaloe, elk, deer, antelope, and wolves; also eagles, and 
other birds, among which were geese and a solitary pelican,.neither of whom can 
fly at present, as they are now shedding the feathers of their wings. We also 
saw several bear, one of them the largest, except one, we had ever seen, for he 
measured nine feet from the nose to the extremity of the tail. 

During the night a violent storm came on from the north-east with such tor
rents of rain that we had scarcely time to unload the canoes before they 6lled 
with water. Having no shelter, we ourselves were completely wetted to the 
skin, and the wind and cold air made our situation very unpleasant. We left it 
early. 
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Wednesday, 6; but after we had passed Porcupine river, were, by the high 

wind, obliged to lie by until four o'clock, when the wind ahating we continued, 
and at night encamped five miles below our camp of the Ist of May. 
1805. Here we were again drenched by the rain, which lasted all the next 
mornmg, 

Thursday, 7; but being J'esolved, if possible, to reach the Yellowstone, a 
distance of eighty-three miles, in the course of the day, we set out early, and 
being favoUl"ecl by the rapid current and good oarsmen, proceeded with great 
speed. In passing' Martha's river, we observed that its mouth is at present a 
quarter of a mile 10weJ' than it was last year. Here we find for the first time 
the appearance of coal-burnt hills and pumicestone, which seem always to 
accompany each other. At this place also are the first elms and dwarf cedars 
in the bluft's of the riveJ'. The ash first makes its appearance in one solitary 
tree at the Ash rapid, but is seen occasionally scattered thJ'ollgh the low grounds 
at the Elk rapid, and thence downwards, though it is genenilly small. The 
whole country on the north-east side, between Martha and Milk rivers, is a 
beautifnllevel plain, with a soil much more fertile than that higher up the river. 
The buffaloe, elk, and other animals still continue numerous; as are also the 
bear, who lie in wait at the crossing places, where they seize elk and the weaker 
cattle, and then stay by the carcase in order to keep off the wolves, till the whole 
is devoured. At four o'clock wereached the mouth of Yellowstone, where we 
found a note from captain Clarke, informing us of his intention of waiting for 
us a few miles below. We therefore left a memorandum for our two huntsmen, 
whom we now supposed must be behind us, and then pursued our course till 
night came on, and not being able to overtake captain Clarke, we encamped. 

In the morning, 
Friday, 8, we set out in hopes of overtaking captain Clarke; but after 

descending to nearly the entrance of White-eal,th river, without being able to 
see him, we were at a loss what to conjecture. In this situation we landed, and 
began to caulk and repair the canoes, as well as prepare some skins for clothing, 
for since we left the Rocky mountains we have had no leisure to make clothes, so 
that the greater part of the men are almost naked. In these occupations we 
passed this and the following day, without any interruption except from the 
musquitoes, which are very troubleso~e, and then having completed the repairs 

of the canoes, we embarked, 
Sunday, 10, at five in the afternoon; but the wind and rain pre

vented us going further than near the entrance of White-earth river. The 

next day, 
4 I 
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Monday, 11, being anxious to reach the Burnt hills by noon, in order to 
ascertain the latitude, we went forward with great rapidity; but by the time we 
reached that place, it was twenty minutes too late to take the meridian altitude. 
Having lost the observation, captain Lewis observed on the opposite side of the 
river, a herd of elk on a thick sandbar of willows, and landed with C1"I1zatte to 
hunt them. Each of them fired and shot an elk. They then reloaded and took 
different routes in pursuit of the game, when just as captain Lewis was taking 
aim at an elk, a ball struck him in the left thigh, about an inch below the joint 
of the hip, and missing the bone, went thl"Ough the left thigh and grazed the 
right to the depth of the ball. It instantly occurred to him that Cruzatte must 
have shot him by mistake for an elk, as he was dressed in bl'own leather, and 
Cruzatte had not a very good eye-sight. He therefure called out that he was 
shot, and looked towards the place from which the ball came; but seeing 
nothing, he called on Cruzatte by name several times, but received no answer. 
He now thought that as Cruzatte was out of hearing-, and the shot did not seem 
to come from more than forty paces distance, it must have been fil'ed by an 
Indian; and not knowing how many tnight be concealed in the bushes, he made 
towards the perioque, calling out to Cruzatte to retreat, as there were Indians in. 
the willows. As soon as he reached the perioque, he ordel'ed the men to arms, 
and mentioning that he was wounded, though he hoped not mortally, by the 
Indians, bade them follow him to relieve Cruzatte. They instantly followed for 
an hundred paces, when his wound became so painful, and his thigh stiffened in 
such a manner, that he could go no further. He therefore ordered the men to 
proceed, and if overpowered by numbers, retreat towards the boats, keeping up 
a fire; then limping back to the perioque. he prepared himself with his rifle, a 
pistol, and the air-gun, to sell his life dearly in case the men should be over
come. In this state of anxiety and suspense he remained for about twenty 
minutes, when the party returned with Cruzatte, and reported that no Indians 
could be seen in the neighbourhood. Cruzatte was now much alarmed, and de
clared that he had shot an elk after captain Lewis left him, but disclaimed every 
idea of having intentionally wounded his officer. There was no doubt but that 
he was the person who gave the wound, yet as it seemed to be perfectly acci
dental, and Cruzatte had always conducted himself with propriety, no further 
notice was taken of it. The wound was now dressed, and patent lint put into 
the holes; but though it bled considerably, yet as the ball had touched neither a 
bone nor an al·tery, we hope that it may not prove fatal. As it was, however, 
impossible for him to make the observation of the latitude of the Burnt hills, 
which is chiefly desirable, as being the most nor~hern parts of the Missouri, ht' 
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declined remammg till to-morrow, and proceeded on till evening. Captain 
Lewis could not now be removed without great pain, as he had a high 
fever. He, therefore, remained on board during the night, and early the next 
morning, 

Tuesday, ] 2, proceeded with as much expedition as possible, and soon after
wal'ds we put ashore to visit a camp, which we found to be that of Dickson and 
Hancock, the two Illinois traders, who told us that they had seen captain Clarke 
yesterday. As we stopped with them, we were overtaken by our two hunters, 
Colter and Collins, who had been missing since the third, and whose absence 
excited much uneasiness. They informed us, that after following us the first 
day, they concluded that we must be behind, and waited for us during several 
days, when they were convinced of their mistake, and had then come on as 
rapidly as they could. We made some presents to the two traders, and then 
proceeded till at one 0' clock we joiAed our friends and companions under cap .. 
tain Clarke. 
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CHAP. XXXIII. 

THE PARTY COMMANDED BY CAPTAIN CLARKE, PREVIOUS TO HIS BEING JOINED 

BY CAPTAIN LEWIS, PROCEED ALONG CLARKE'S RIVER, IN PURSUANCE OF THE 

ROUTE MENTIONED IN A PRECEDING CHAPTER-THEIR SORRY COMMEMORATION OF 

OUR NATIONAL ANNIVERSARY-AN INSTANCE OF SACAJAWEAH'S STRENGTH OF 

MEMORY-DESCRIPTION OF THE RIVER AND OF THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY AS 

THE PARTY PROCEED-SEVERAL OF THE HORSES BELONGING TO THE PARTY SUP

POSED TO BE STOLEN BY THEIR INDIAN NEIGHBOURS-THEY REACH WISDOM RIVER 

-EXTRAORDINARY HEAT OF A SPRING-THE STRONG ATTACHMENT OF THE PARTY 

FOR TOBACCO, WHICH THEY FIND ON OPENING A CACHE-SERGEANT ORDWAY RE

COVERS THE HORSES-CAPTAIN CLARKE DIVIDES HIS PARTY, ONE DETACHMENT OF 

WHICH WAS TO DESCEND THE RIVER-THEY REACH GALLATIN AND JEFFERSON 

RIVERS, OF WHICH A DESCRIPTION IS GIVEN-ARRIVE AT THE YELLOWSTONE 

RIVER-SOME ACCOUNT OF OTTER AND BEAVER RIVERS-AN EXAMPLE OF INDIAN 

FORTIFICATION-ONE OF TUE PARTY SERIOUSLY AND ACCIDENTALLY WOUNDED

ENGAGED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF CANOES-TWENTY-FOUR HORSES STOLEN, 

PROBABLY BY THE INDIANS, IN ONE NIGHT. 

THURSDAY, July 3, 1806. ON taking" leave of captain Lewis and the Indians, 
the other division, consisting of captain Clal'ke with fifteen men and fifty horses, 
set out through the valley of Clarke's river, along the western side of which 
they rode in a southern direction. The valley is from ten to fifteen miles in 
width, tolerably level, and partially covel"ed with the long-ieafed and the pitch 
pine, with some cottonwood, birch, and sweet-willow on the borders of the 
streams. Among the herbage are two species of clover, one the white clover 
common to the western parts of the United States, the other much smaller 
both in its leaf and blossom than either the red or white clover, and particularly 
relished by the horses. After crossing eight different streams of water, four of 
which were small, we halted at the distance of eighteen miles on the upper side 
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of a large creek, where we let our horses graze, and after dinner \'esumed our 
journey in the same direction we had pursued durmg the 1110ming', till at the 
distance of eighteen miles further, we encamped on the north side of a large 
creek. The valk7 became more beautiful as we procf'eded, and was diversified 
by a number of small open plains, abounding with grass, and a variety of sweet
scented plants, and watered by ten streams which rush from the western 
mountains with considerable velocity. The mountains themselves are covered 
with snow about one-fifth from the top, and some snow is still to be seen on the 
high points and in the hollows of the monntains to the eastward. In the course 
of our ride we saw a great number of deer, a single bear, and some of the 
burrowing squirrels common about the Quamash flats, The mu.~quitoes too 
were very troublesome. 

Friday, Jllly 4. Early in the morning three hunters were sent out, and the 
rest of the party having collected the horses and breakfasted, we proceeded at 
seven o'clock up the valley, which is now contracted to the width of from ei;;ht 
to ten miles, with a good proportion of pitch-pine, though its low lands, as well as 
the bottoms of the creeks, are strewed with large stones. We crossed five 
creeks of different sizes, but of great depth, and so \"apid, that in passing the 
last, several of the horses were driven down the stl'eam, and some of our bag
gage wetted. Near this ri,'er we saw the tracks of two Indians, whom we 
supposed to be Shoshonees. Having made sixteen miles, we halted at an early 
hour for the purpose of doing honour to the birth-day of our country's indepen
dence. The festival was not Vet·y splendid, for it consisted of a mush made of 
cows and a saddle of venison, nor had we any thing to tempt us to prolong it. 
We therefore went on till at the distance of a mile we came to a very large 
creek, which, like all those in the valley, had an immense rapidity of descent; 
and we therefore proceeded up for some distance, in order to select the most 
convenient spot for fmding. Even there, however, such was the violence of the 
current, that although the water was not higher than the bellies of the horses. 
the resistance they made in passing, caused the stream to rise over their backs 
and loads. After passing the creek we inclined to the left, and soon after 
struck the ruad which we had descended last year, near the spot where we 
dined on the 7th of September. Along this road we continued on the west 
side of Clarke's rivet" till at the distance of thirteen miles, dUl'ing which we 
passed three more deep large creeks, we reached its western branch, where we 
encamped, lind having sent out two hunters, despatched some men to examine 
the hest ford across the river. The game of to-day consisted of four deer: 
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though we also saw a herd of ibex, or bighorn. By daylight the next 

momIng, 
Saturday, July 5, we again examined the fords, and having discovered what 

we conceived to be the best, began the passage at a plae:! where the river is 
divided by small islands into six different channels. We, however, crossed 
them all without any damage, except wetting some of our provisions and 
merchandise; and at the distance of a mile came to the eastern branch, up 
which we proceeded about a mile, till we came into the old wad we had 
descended in the autumn. It soon led us across the river, which we found had 
fallen to the same dt'pth at which we found it last autumn, and along its eastern 
bank to the foot of the mountain nearly opposite Flower creek. Here we 
halted to let our horses graze, lIear a spot where there was still a fire burning 
and the tl'acks of two horses, which we presumed to be Shoshonees; and having 
dl'ied all OUl' provisions, proceeded at about foUl' o'clock, across the mountain 
into the valley where we had first seen the Flatheads. We then crossed th8 
river, which we now perceived took its rise fwm a high peaked mountain at 
about twenty miles to the north-east of the valley, and then passed up it for two 
miles, and encamped after a ride of twenty miles during the day. As soon as 
we halted several men were despatched ih different directions to examine the 
road, and from their report, concluded that the best path would be one about 
three miles up the creek. This is the road travelled by the Ootlashoots, and 
will certainly shorten our route two days at least besides being mu~h better, 
as we had been informed by the Indians, than by that we came last fall. 

Sunday, 6. The night was very cold, succeeded by frost in the morning; 
and as the horses were much scattered, we were not able to set out before nine 
o'clock. We then went· along the creek for thl'ee miles, and leaving to the 
right the path by which we came last fall, pursued the road taken by the Oot
Jashoots, lip a gentle ascent to the dividing mountain which separates the waters 
of the middle Fork of Clarke's river, from those of Wisdom and Lewis's rivers. 
On reaching the other side, we came to Glade creek, down which we ·proceeded, 
crossing it frequently into the glades on each side, where the timber is small 
and in many places destroyed by fire; where are great quantities of quamash, 
now in bloom. Throughout the glades are great numbers of holes made by the 
whistling or burrowing squirrel; and we killed a hare of the large mountain 
species. Along these roads there are also appearances of huff aloe paths, and some 
old heads of buffaloes; and as these animals have wonderf111 sagacity in the 
choice of their routes, the coincidence of a buff aloe with an Indian road, was the 

3 
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strongest assurance that it was the best. In the afternoon we passed along the 
hill-side, north of the creek, till, in the course of six miles, we entered an 
extensive level plain. Here the tracks of the Indians scattered so much that we 
could no longer pursue it, but Sacajaweah recognised the plain immediately. 
She had travelled it often during her childhood, and infol'med us that it was the 
great resort of the Shoshonees, who came for the purpose of g'athering quamash 
and cows, and of taking beaver, with which the plain abollndf'd, and that 
Glade cl'eek was a branch of Wisdom river, and that on reaching' the higher part 
of the plain, we should see a gap in the mountains, on the course to OUl' canoes, 
and from that gap a high point of mountain covel·ed with snow. At the distance 
of a mile we cl"Ossed a large creek from the right, rising, as well as Fisb cI'cek, 
in a snowy mountain, over which there is a gap. Soon after, on ascending a 
rising ground, the country spreads itself into a beautiful plain, extending north 
and south about fifteen miles wide and thirty in length, and smrounded on all 
sides by high points of mountains covered with snow, among' which was the gap 
pointed out by the squaw, bearing S. 56° E. We had not gone two miles from 
the last creek when we were overtaken by a violent storm of wind, accompanied 
with hard rain, which lasted an hour and a half. Having no shelter, we 
fOI'med a solid column to protect ourselves from the gust, and then went on 
five miles to a small creek, where finding some small timber, we encamped for 
the night, and dried ourselves. We here observed some fresh signs of Indians, 
who had been gathering quamash. Our distance was twenty-six miles. In the 

morning, 
Monday, 7, our horses were so much scattered, that although we sent out 

hunters in every direction, to range the country fOI' six or eight miles, nine of 
them could not be recovered. They were the most valuable of all our horses, 
and so much attached to some of theil' companions, that it was difficult to 
separate them in the day-time. We thel'efore presumed that they must have 
been stolen by some roving Indians, and accordingly left a party of five men 
to continue the pursuit, while the rest went on to the spot where the canoes had 
been deposited. Accordingly we set out at ten o'clock, and pursued a course S. 
56° E. across the valley, which we found to be watered by four large creeks, 
with extensive low and miry bottoms; and then reached Wisdom river, along 
the north-east side of which we continued, till at the distance of sixteen miles 
we came to the three branches. Near that place we stopped for dinner at a 
hot spring situated in the open plain. 'fhe bed of the' spring is about fifteen 
yards in circumference, and composed of loose, hard, gritty stones, through 
which the water boils in- great quantities. It is slightly impregnated with suI-
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phllr, and so hot that a piece of meat about the size of three fingers, wa& 
completely done in twenty-five minutes. After dinner we proceeded across the 
eastern branch, amI along the north side uf the middle branch for nine miles, 
when we reached the gap in the mOllntains, and took our last leave uf this 
exte!lsive valley, which we called the Hotspring valley. It iR indeed ft. beautiful 
country; though enclosed by monntains covered with snow, the soil is exceedingly 
fertile and well supplied with esculent plants; while its numerous creeks furnish 
immense quantities of beaver. Another valley less extensive and mol'e rugged 
opened itself to OUI' "iew as we passed through the gap; but as we had made 
twenty-five miles, and the night was advancing, we halted near some handsome 
sprillo's, which fall into 'Villard's creek. Aftel' a cold night, during which our o , 
horses separated and could not be collected till eight o'clock in the morning. 

Tuesday, 8, we crossed the valley along' the south-west side of Willard's 
creek for twelve miles, when it entel'ed the mountainR, and then turning S. 20° 
E. came to the Shoshonee cove, after riding' seven miles; whence we proceeded 
down the west bl'anch of Jefferson river, and at the distance of nine miles, 
reached its forks, where we had deposited OUI' merchandise in the month of 
August. Most of the men were in the habit of chewing tobacco; and such was 
their eagerness to procme it after RO long a privation, that they scarcely took 
the saddles from their horses before they ran to the cave, and were delighted 
at being able to resume this fascinating indulgence. This was one of the se
verest privations which we have encountered. Some of the men, whose toma
hawks were so constructed as to answer the purposes of pipes, broke the handles 
of these instl'Uments, and after cutting them into small fragments, chewed them; 
the wood having, by frequent smoking. become strongly impregnated with the 
taste of that plant. \Ve fonnd every thing' safe, though some of the goods 
were a little damp, and one of the canoes had a hole. The ride of this day 
was twenty-seven miles in length, and through a country diversified by low 
marshy grounds, and high, open, and stony plains, terminated by high mountains, 
on the tops and along the northern sides of which the snow still remained. Over 
the whole were scattered great quantities of hyssop and the different species of 
shrubs, common to the plains of the Missouri. 

We had now crossed the whole distance from Travellers' -rest creek to the 
head of Jefferson's rivet·, which seems to form the best and shortest route over 
the mountains, during almost the whole distance of one hundred and sixty-four 
miles. It is, in fact, a very excellent road, and by cutting a few trees, might 
be rendered a good route for waggons, with the exception of about four miles 
over one of the mountains, which would requil'e some levelling. 
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\V ednesday, 9. \Ve were all occupied in raising and repairing the canoes, 

and making the necessary preparations for resuming OUl' journey to-morrow. 
The day proved cold and windy, so that the canoes were soon dried. We were 
here overtaken by sergeant Ordway and his party, who had discovered our 
horses near the head of the creek on which we encamped, and although they 
were very much scattered, and endeavoured to escape as fast as they could, he 
brought them back. The squaw found to-day a plant which grows in the moist 
lands, the root of which is eaten by the Indians. The stem and leaf, as well 
as the root of this plant, resemble the common carrot, in form, size, and taste, 
though the colour is of somewhat a paler yellow. 'fhe night continued very 
cold, and in the morning, 

Thursday, 10, a white frost covered the ground; the grass was frozen, and 
the ice three quarters of an inch thick in a basin of water. The boats were 
now loaded, and captain Clarke divided his men into two bands, one to descend 
the river with the bag'gage, while he, with the other, proceeded on horseback 
to the Rochejaune. After breakfast the two parties set ont, those on shore 
skirting the eastern side of Jefferson river, through Service valley, and over the 
Rattlesnake mountain, into a beautiful and extensive country, known among the 
Indians by the name of Hahnahhappapchah, or Beaverhead valley, from the 
nnmber of those animals to be found in it, and also from a point of land resem
bling the head of a beaver. It extends from the Rattlesnake monntain as low 
as Fr'azier's creek, and is about fifty miles in length, in a direct line, while its 
width varies from ten to. fifteen miles, being watered in its whole course by the 
J ~fferson and six different creeks. The valley is open and fertile, and besides 
the innumerable quantities of beaver and otter, with which its creeks are sup
plied, the bushes of the low grounds are a favourite resort for deer, while on 
the higher parts of the valley are seen scattered groups of antelopes, and still 
further, on the steep sides of the monntains, we observed many of the bighorn, 
which take refuge there from the wolves and bears. At the distance of fifteen 
miles the two parties stopped to dine, when captain Clarke finding that the river 
became wider and deeper, and that the canoes could advance more rapidly 
than the horses, determined to go himself by water, leaving sergeant Pryor with 
six men, to bring on the horses. In this way they resumed their journey after din
ner, and encamped on the eastern side of the river, opposite the head of the 
Three-thousand-mile-island. 'fhe beaver were basking in great numbers along 
the shore; they saw also some young wild geese and ducks. 'fhe musquitoes 

. were very troublesome during the day, but after sunset the weather became 
cool, and they disappeared. The next morning, 
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Friday, 11, captain Clarke sent four men ahead to hunt, and aftel' an earl) 
breakfast proceeded down a very narrow channel, which was rendered more 
difficult by a high south-west wind, which blew from the high snowy mountains 
in that quarter, .and met them in the face at every bend of the river, which 
was noW become very crooked. At noon they passed the high point of land 
on the left, to ,~'hich Beaverhead valley owes its name, and at six o'clock 
reached Philanthropy river, which was at present very low. The wind now 
shifted to the nol'th-east, and, though high, was much warmer than before· 
At seven o'clock they reached their encampment at the entmnce of Wisdom 
river on the sixth of August. They found the river very high, but falling. 
Here, too, they overtook the hunters, who had killed a buck and some young 
geese. Besides these, they had seen a great number of geese and sandhill 
cranes, and some deer. 'rhe beaver too were in great quantities along the banks 
of the rivers, and thl'ough the nig'ht were flapping their tails in the water round 
the boats. Having fonnd the canoe which had been left here as they ascended, 
they employed themselves, 

SatUl'day, 12, till eight o'clock, in drawing out the nails, ftnd making paddles 
of the sides of it. Then leaving one of their canoes here, they set out after 
breakfast. Immediately below the forks the current became stronger than 
above, and the course of the river straighter, as fal' as Panther creek, after which 
it became much more crooked, A high wind now al'Ose from the snowy moun
tains to the north-west, so that it was with much difficulty and some danger they 
reached, at three o'clock, the entrance of }'ields's creek. After dining at that 
place, they pursued their COUl'se and stopped for the night below their encamp
ment of the 31st of July last. Reavet', young geese, and deer continued to be 
their game, and they saw some old signs of buffaloe. The musquitoes also . 
were still ver'y tl'Oublesome. 

Sunday, 13. Early in the morning they set out, and at noon reached the 
entrance of Madison river, where sergeant Pryor had arrived with the horses 
about an hour before. The horses were then driven across Madison and Gallatin 
rivers, and the whole party halted to dille and unload the canoes below the 
mouth of the latter. Here the two parties separated; sergeant Ordway with 
Jline men set out in six canoes to descend the river, while captain Clarke with 
the remaining ten, and the wife and child of Chaboneau, were to proceed by 
land, with fifty horses, to Yellowstone river. They set out at five in the after
noon from the Forks of the Missouri, in a direction nearly eastward j but as 
many of the horses had sore feet, they were obliged to move slowly, and after 
going f.)Ul' miles, halted for the night on the bank of Gallatin's river. This is 
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a beautiful stream, and though the current is rapid and obstructed by islands 
near its mouth, is navigable for canoes. On its lower side the land rises gra
dually to the foot of a mountain, running almost parallel to it; but the country 
below it and Madison's river is a level plain, covered at present with low grass, 
the soil being poor, and injured by stones and strata of hard white rock along 
the hill sides. Throughout the whole, game was "Very abundant. They pro
cureu deer in the low g-rounds; beaver and otter were seen in Gallatin's river, 
and elk, wolves, eagles hawks, crows, and g"eese, were seen at different parts of 
the route. The plain was intersected by seyeral great roads, leading to a gap in 
the mountain, about twenty miles distant, in a direction E. N. E. but the Indian 
woman, who was acquainted with the countt"y, recommended a g"ap more to the 
southward. This course captain Clarke determined to pursue; and therefOl'e at 
an early hour in the morning, 

Monday, 14, crossed Gallatin's river, in a direction south 78° east, and passing 
ove,' a level plain, reached the Jefferson at the distance of six miles. That river 
is here divided into many channels, which spread themselves for several miles 
through the low grounds, and are dammed up by the beaver ill sllch a manner, 
that after attempting in vain to reach the opposite side, they were obliged to 
turn short ahout to the right, till with some difficulty they reached a low but 
firm island, extending nearly in the course they desired to follow. The squaw 
now assured captain Clarke that the large "oad from Medicine river to the gap 
we were seeking, crossed the upper part of this plain. He then proceeded four 
miles up the plain and reached the main channel of the river, which is still 
navigable for canoes, though much divided and dammed up by multitudes of 
beaver. Having forded the rive,', they passed through a little skirt of cottonwood 
timber to a low open plain, where they dined. 'I'hey saw elk, deer, and ante
lopes, and in every direction the roads made by the buffaloe, as well as some 
old signs of them. 'fhe squaw informed them, that but a few years ago these 
animals were numerOllS, not only here but even to the sources of Jefferson's 
river; but of late they have disappeared, for the Shoshonees being fearful of 
going west of the mountains, have hunted this country with more activity, and 
of course driven the buffaloe from their usual haunts. After dinner they con
tinued inclining to the south of east, through an open level plain, till at the dis
tance of twelve miles they reached the three forks of Gallatin's river. On 
crossing the southerly branch, they fell into the buff aloe road, described by the 
squaw, which led them up the middle bmnch for two miles; this branch is pro
vided with immense quantities of beaver, but is sufficiently navigable for small 
canoes, by unlading at the worst dams. After crossing, they went on a mile 
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fll/,ther, and encamped at the beginning of the gap in the mountain, which here 
fOJ'ms a kind of semicircle, through which the three branches of the river pass. 
Several roads come in from the right and left, all tending to the gap. A little 
snow still remains on a naked mountain to the eastward, but in every other 
direction the mountains are covered with great quantities, 

Tuesday, 1.:), After an early breakfast they pursued the buffaloe road over 
a low gap in the mountain to the heads of the eastern Fork of Gallatin's river, near 
which they had encamped last evening, and at the distance of six miles reached 
the top of the dividing ridge, which separates the waters of the Missouri and 
the Yellowstone; and on descending the l'idge, they stmck one of the streams 
of the latter river, They followed its course through an open country, with 
high mountains on each side, partially covered with pine. and watered by several 
streams, crowded as usual with beaver dams, Nine miles from the top of the 
ridge they reached the Yellowstone itself, about a mile and a half below where 
it issues from the Rocky mountains. It now appeared that the communication 
between the two rivers was short and easy. From the head of the Missouri at 
its three Forks to this place is a distance of fOl'ty-eig'ht miles, the greatet' part 
of which is through a level plain; indeeu, from the Forks of the eastern branch 
of Gallatin'~ river, which is there navigable for small canoes, to this part of the 
Yellowstone, the distance is no more than eighteen miles, with an excellent road 
over a high, dry country, with hills of inconsideralile height and no difficulty in 
passing. They halted three holll's to rest their horses, and then pursued the 
buffaloe road along the bank of the river. Although just leaving a high snowy 
mountain, the Yellowstone is ah'eady a bold, rapid, and deep stream, one hun
dred and twenty yards in width. The bottoms of the river are narrow within 
the mountains, but widen to the extent of nearly two miles in the valley below, 
where they are occasionally overflowed, and the soil gives nourishment to cot
tonwood, rose-bushes, honeysuckle, rushes, common coarse grass, a species of 
rye, and such productions of moist lands. On each side these low grounds are 
bounded by dry plains of coarse gravel and sand, stretching back to the foot of 
the mountains, and supplied with a very short grass. The mountains on the 
east side of the river are rough and rocky, and still retain great quantities of 
snow, and two other high snowy mountains may be distinguished, one bearing 
north .fifteen or twenty miles, the othel' nearly east, They have no covering 
except a few scattered pine, nor indeed was any timber fit for even a small canoe 
to be seen, At the distance of nine miles from the mountain, a river discharges 
itself into the Yellowstone, from the north-west, under a high rocky cliff. It 
rises from the snowy mountains in that direction; is. about thirty-five yards 
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wide; has a bold, deep clUTent; is skirted by some cottonwood and willow 
trees, and like the Yellowstone itself, seems to abound in beaver. They gave it 
the name of Shields's river, after one of the party. Immediately below is a very 
good buffaloe road, which obviously leads from its head through a gap in the 
mountain, over to the waters of the Missouri. They passed Shields's river, and 
at three miles further, after crossing a high rocky hill, encamped in a low bot
tom, near the entrance of a small creek. As they came tlll'ough the mountains 
they had seen two black bear and a number of antelopes, as well as several 
herds of elk, of between two and three hundred in number, but they were able 
to kill only a single elk. The next morning, 

Wednesday, 16, therefore, a hunter was despatched a-head, while the party 
collected the straggling horses. They theu proceeded down the river, which is 
very straight, and has several islands covered with cottonwood and willow; but 
they could not proclll'e a single tree larg'e enoug'h for it canoe, and being un
willing to b'ust altogether to skin canoes, captain Clarke prefelTed going on 
until they found some timbe,·. The feet of the horses wcrc now nearl), worn to 
the (luick, particularly the hind feet, so that they wert' oblig'ed to make a sort of 
moccasin of green bufl'aloe skin, which relieved them very much in crossing the 
plains. After passing a bold creek from the south, of twenty yards in width, they 
halted for dinne,' on an island, then went on till at nig'ht they encamped near the 
entrance of another small stream, having made twenty-six miles dlll'ing' the day. 
They saw some hear and great numbers of antelopes and elks; but the soreness 
of their horses' feet rendered it difficult to chase them. One of the men caught 
a fish which they had not seen before; it was eig'ht inches long', and resembled a 
trout in form, but its mouth was like that of the sturg'eon, and it had a red streak 
passing on each side from the gills to the tail. In the plains were but few plants 
except the silkgrass, the wild indigo, and the sunflower, which are now all in 
bloom. The high grounds on the river are faced with a deep freestone rock, of 
a hard, sha,'p grit, which may also be seen in perpendicular st,'ata thronghout 

the plain. 
ThUl'sday, 17. It rained during the night, and as the party had no covering 

hut a buff aloe skin, they rose drenched with water: and pursuing their journey at 
an early hour, over the point of a ridge, and through an open low bottom, 
reached at the distance of six and a half miles, a part of the river, where two 
large creeks enter immediately opposite to each other;. one from the north~west, 
the other from the south of south-west. These captam Clarke called R,vers
across. Ten miles and a half further they halted for dinner below the entrance 
of a large creek on the north-east side, about t.hirty yards in width, which they 
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named Otter river. Nearly opposite to this is another, to which they gave the 
name of Beaver river: The waters of both are of a milky colour, and the banks 
well supplied with small timber. 'fhe river is now becoming mOl'e divided by 
islands, and a numbel' of small creeks fall in on both sides. The lal'gest of these 
is about seven miles from the Beaver river, ami enters on the right: they called 
it Bratton's river, from one of the men. The highlands too approach the river 
more nearly than before, but although theil' sides are partially supplied with pine 
and cedar, the growth is still too small for canoes. The buffaloe is beginning 
to be more abundant, and to-day, for the first time on this river, they saw a 
pelican; but deer and elk are now more scarce than before. In one of the low 
bottoms of the river was an Indian fort, which seems to have been built during 
the Jast summer. It was built in the form of a circle, about fifty feet in diame
ter, five feet high, and formed of logs, lapping over each other, and covered on 
the outside with bark set up an end. The entrance also was guarded by a work 
on each side of it, facing' the river. These intrenchments, the squaw informs 
us, are frequently made by the Minnetarees and other Indians at wal' with the 
Shoshonees, when pursued by tlleir enemies on horseback. After making thirty
three miles. they encamped near a point of woods in the narrow bottom of the 
nVCI·. 

l<--riday, 18. Before setting out they killed two buffaloe, which ventured 
near the camp, and then put'sued their route over the ridges of the highlands, 
so as to avoid the bends of the river, which now washes the feet of the hills. 
The face of the country is rough and stony, and covered with immense quantities 
of the prickly pear. The rivet· is nearly two hundred yards wide, rapid as 
usual, and with a bed of coarse gravel and round stones. The same materials 
are the basis of the soil in the high bottoms, with a mixture of dark brown 
earth. The river hills are about two hundred feet high, and still faced with a 
dark freestone rock; and the country back of them broken into open waving 
plains. Pine is the only growth of importance; but among the smaller plants 
were distinguished the purple, yellow, and black currants, which are now ripe, 
and of an excellent flavour. About eleven o'clock a smoke was descried to the 
S. S. E. towards the termination of the Rocky mOllntains, intended most pro
bably, as a signal by the Crow Iudians, who have mistaken us for their enemies, 
or as friends to trade with them. They could not however stop to ascertain the 
truth of this conjecture, but rode on, and after passing another old Indian fort, 
si~ilar to that seen yesterday, halted for the night on a small island, twenty-six 
mdes fr~m their camp of Jast evening. One of the hunters in attempting to 
mount hIS horse, after shooting a deer, fell on a small piece of timber, which ran 
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nearly two inches into the muscular part of his thigh. 'fhe wound was very 
painful; and were it not for theil' great anxiety to reach the United States 
this season, the party would have remained till he was cUl'ed: but the time was 
too precious to wait. The gentlest and strongest horse was therefore selected, 
and a sort of litter formed in such a manner as to enable the sick man to lie 
nearly at full length. They then proceeded gently, and at the distance of two 
miles passed a river entering from the south-east side, about forty yards wide, 
and called by the Indians Itchkeppealja, or Rose river, a name which it deserves, 
as well from its beauty as from the roses which we saw budding on its borders. 
Soon after they passed another Indian fort on an island, and after making nine 
miles, halted to let the horses graze, and sent out a hunter to look for tim
bel' to make a canoe, and procUl'e, if possible, some wilrl ginger to make 
a poultice for Gibson's thig'h, which was now exceeding;1y painful, in con
sequence of his constrained position, He retnrned, however, without being able 
to find either; but brought back two bucks, and had had a contest with two white 
bears who had chased him; but being on horseback he escaped, after wounding 
both of them. There al'e great quantities of currants in the plains, but almost 
every blade of grass for many miles has been destroyed by immense swarms of 
grasshoppers, who appear to be ascending the rivel', After taking some re
freshment they proceeded, and found that the hills became lower on both sides; 
those on the right overhanging the rivel' in cliffs of darkish yellow earth, and 
the bottoms widening to several miles in extent, The timbel' too, although 
chiefly cottonwood, is coming large, 

They had not gone far when Gibson's wound became so violently painful 
that he could no longer remain on horseback, He was therefol'e left with two 
men un del' the shade of a tree, while captain Clarke went on to seek for timber. 
At the distance of eighteen miles from his camp of last night he halted near a 
thick grove of trees, some of which were large enough for small canoes, and 
then searched all the adjacent country till evening, when Gibson was brought 
on to the camp. The game of to-day consisted of six deer, seven elk, and an 
antelope. 'l'he smoke which had been seen on the 17th, was again distinguished 
this afternoon, aud one of the party reported that he had observed an Indian on 
the highlands on the opposite side of the river, The next morning at daylight, 

Sunday, 20, two good judges of timber were sent down the rivel' in quest of 
lumber, but returned withont being able to find any trees larger than those near 
the camp, nor could they procure any for axe-handles except chokecherry. 
Captain Clarke determined therefore to make two canoes, which being lalShed 
together, might be sufficient to convey the party down the l'iver, while a. few 
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men might lead the horses to the Mandan nation. 'fhree axes were now 
sharpened with a file, and some of the men proceeded to cut down two of the 
largest trees, on which they worked till night. The rest of the party were 
occupied in dressing skins for clothes, or in hunting, in which they were so 
fortunate as to pl"Ocure a deer, two buff aloe and an elk. The horses being much 
fatigued, they were turned out to rest for a few days; but in the morning, 

Monday, ~l, twenty-four of them were missing. Three hunters were sent 
in different directions to look for them; but all returned unsuccessful, and it 
now seemed probable that the Indians who had made the smoke a few days 
since, had stolen the horses. In the meantime the men worked so diligently on 
the canoe that one of them was nearly completed. Late in the evening, a very 
black cloud accompanied with thunder and lightning rose from the south-east, 
and rendered the weather extremely warm and disagreeable. The wind too 
was very high, but shifted towards morning, 

Tuesday, 22, to the north-east, and became moderately cool. Three men 
Wel'e now despatched in quest of the horses, but they came back without being 
able to discover even a track, the plains being so hard and dry that the foot 
makes no impression. This confirms the suspicion of their being stolen by the 
Indians, who would probably take them across the plains, to avoid being pur
sued by their tl'aces; besides, the improbability of their voluntarily leaving the 
rushes and gTass of the river bottoms to go on the plains, where they could find 
nothing but a short dl'Y grass. Four men were again sent out with orders to 
encircle the camp for a great distance round, but they too retumed with no 
better success than those who had preceded them. The search was resumed in 
the morning, 

Wednesday, 23, and a piece of a robe, and a moccasin, were discovered not 
far from the camp. The moccasin was worn out in the sole, and yet wet, and 
had every appearance of having been left but a few hours before. This sign 
was conclusive that the Indians had taken our horses, and were still prowling 
about for the remainder, which fortunately escaped last night, by being in a small 
prairie, surrounded by thick timber. At length Labiche, who is one of the best 
trackers, returned from a very wide circuit, and informed captain Clarke that 
he had traced the tracks of the horses, which were bending their course rather 
down the river towards the open plains, and from the track, going very rapidly. 
All hopes of recovering them were now abandoned. The Indians are not the 
only plunderers who surround the camp, for last night the wolves or dogs stole 
the greater part of the dried meat from the scaffold. The wolves, which con
stantly attend the buffaloe, are here in great numbers; for this seems to be the 
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commencement of the buffaloe country. Besides them are seen antelopes, 
pigeons, doves, hawks, ravens, crows, larks, sparrows, eagles, bank-martin's, 
&c. &c., great numbers of geese too, which raise their young on this river, have 
passed the camp. The countt'y itself consists of beautiful level plains, but the 
soil is thin and stony, and both plains and low grounds are covered with great 
quantities of prickly pear, 

At noon the two canoes were finished, They are twenty-eight feet long, 
sixteen or eighteen inches deep, amI from sixteen to twenty. foul' inches wide, 
and being lashed togethet', every thing was prepared for setting out to-morrow; 
Gibson having now recovet'ed. Sergeant Pryor was now directed with Shannon 
and Windsor, to take our horses to the l\landans, and if he found that Mr. 
Henry was on the Assiniboin river, to go thither and deliver him a letter, the 
object of which was to pt'evail on the most distinguished chiefs of the Sioux to 
accompany him to Washington. 
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CHAP. xxxn', 
, \PTAI,\ (,LARKI: PROCEEDS WITH HIS PARTY DOWN THE RIVER-DESCRIPTION OF AN IN

DL\'i LODGE---SERGEA;>;T PRYOR ARRIVES WITH THE HORSES LEFT BY THE PARTY 

WHE'>' THEY E~IBARKED I]'; THEIR CANOES-HIS DIFFICULTY IN BRINGING THE:l1 ON

RE:lIARKABLE ROCK DISCOY ERED BY CAPTAIN CLARKE, AN D THE BEAUTY OF THE PRO

SPECT FROM THE SU:lDIIT-THEY CO'iTI;>;UE THEIR ROVTE DOWN THE RIVER, OF WHICH 

A PARTICULAR DESCRIPTION IS GIVE],;, AS "-ELL AS OF THE SURROUNDING COU:-iTRY

YELLo\YSTOXE Al';D BIGHORN RIVER COMPARED-GREAT gUANTITIES OF GAME FOUND 

ON TilE BANKS OF THE RIVERS-illHIENSE HERDS OF BUFFALOE-FIERCENESS OF THE 

WHITE BEAR-E1>CA:lIP AT THE J\;NCTION OF TIlE YELLOWSTONE AND MISSOURI-A 

(~E"'ERAL OUTLI],;E GIVEN OF YELLOWSTONE RIVER, COMPREHENDING THE SHOALS

ITS ENTRAl\CE RECOMMENDED FOR THE FOR:\IATION OF A TRADING ESTABLISHMENT

THE St:FFERINGS OF THE PARTY FROM THE J\IUSgUITOI>S-SERGEANT PRYOR, WHO WITH 

A DETACIDIENT OF THE PARTY "-AS TO HAVE BROUGHT ON THE HORSES, ARRIVES, 

.'\l\D REPORTS THAT THEY WERE ALL STOLEN BY THE INDIANS-DEPRn-ED OF THESE 

ANDIALS, THEY FORM FOR THEMSELVES INDIAN CAl\OES OF THE SKIJ\S OF BEASTS, AND 

OF CURIOUS STRUCTURE, WITH WHICH THEY DESCEl\D THE RIVER OVER THE MOST DIF

FICULT SHOALS AND DANGEROUS RAPIDS-MEET WITH TWO WHITE MEN UNEXPECT

EDLY, FROM WHOM THEY PROCURE INTELLIGENCE OF THE INDIANS FORMERLY VI

SITED BY THE PARTY. 

THURSDAY, July 24. THE canoes were loaded, and sergeant PI'yor and his 
party set out with ,orders to proceed down to the enhance of the Big'horn rivel', 
which was supposed to be at no great distance, and where they should be taken 
in the boats across the Yellowstone. At eight o'clock Captain Clarke embarked 
in the little flotilla, and proceeded on vel'y steadily down the river, which con
tinues to be about two hundred yards wide, and contains a number of islands, 
some of which are supplied with a small growth of timber. At the distance of 
a mile fmm the camp, the rivel' passes under a high bluff for about twenty-three 
miles, when the bottoms widen on both sides. At the distance of twenty-nine 
miles, a rivel' falls in from the south. This was the river supposed to be the 
Bighorn j but afterwal'ds, when the Bighom was found, the name of Clarke's 
Fork was given to this stream. It is a bold river, one hundred and fifty yards 
wide at the entrance, but a short distance above, is contracted to a hundred 
yal'ds. The water is of a light muddy colour, and much colder than that of the 
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Yellowstone, and its general course is south and east of the Rocky mountains. 
There is a small island situated immediately at the entl'aIlCe, and this or the 
adjoining main land would form a very good position for a fort. '.rhe country 
most frequented by the beaver begins here, and that which lies between this 
river and the Yellowstone is, perhaps, the best disit'iet for the hunters of that 
animal. Ahout a mile before reaching this rivel', there is a ripple in the Yellow
stone, on passing which the canotJs took in some water. '.rhe party therefore 
landed to bail the boats, and then proceeded ~ix miles fmther to a large island, 
where they halted for the purpose of waiting' for sergeant Pryor. It i ... a beauti
ful spot with a rich, soil, covered with wild rye, and a species of grass like the 
blue-gl'ass, and some of another kind, which the Indians wear in plaits round 
the neck, on account of a stl'Ong scent resembling that of the vanilla. There is 
also a thin growth of cottonwood scattered over the island. In the centre is a 
large Indian lodg'e, which seems to have been built during the last summer. 
It is in the form of a cone, sixty feet in diametel' at the base, composed of 
twenty poles, each forty-five feet long', and two amI a half in circumference, 
and the whole structure covered with bushes, The interior was curiously orna
mented. On the tops of the poles were feathers of eagles, and circular pieces of 
wood, with sticks UCI'OSS them in the forlll of a girdle: fmlll the centre was 
suspended a stuffed buffaloe skin: on the side fmnting the dool' was hung a cedar 
bush: on one side of the lodge a buffaloe's head; on the other, several pieces 
of wood stuck in the ground. From its whole appearance, it was more like a 
lodg'e fOl' holding councils, than an onlinal'Y dwelling house, Sel'geant Pl'yor 
not having yet arrived, they "ent on about fifteen and a half' miles fmther to a 
small Cl'eek on the right, to which they g'ave the name of Horse creek, and just 
below it overtook sergeant Pryor with the horses. He had found it almost im
possible, with two men, to drive on the remaining horses, for as !>oon as they 
discovered a herd of buffaloe, the loose horses, having been trained hy the In
diatls to hunt, immediately set ofl'in pursuit of them, and sUI'rounded the hufl'a
loe herd with almost as much skill as the riders could ha,'e done, At last he 
was obliged to send one horseman forward, and drive all the buffaloe from the 
route. The horses were here driven across, and sel'gcant Pryor again proceeded 
with an additional man to his party. The river is now much more deep and 
navigable, and the current more regular, than above Clarke's Fork, and al
though much divided by well-wooded islands, when collected, the stream is be
tween two and three hundred feet in width. Along its banks are some beQ,vel', 
and an immense number of'deer, elk, and buffaloe, Towards night they pass~d 
a creek from the south-e<\st, thil'ty-five yards \\ide. which they called Pryor'. 

4 L2 
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creek; half a mile below which they encamped, after making sixty-nine and a 
half miles during the day. At sunrise the next morning, 

Fridav, :!.), they resumed theit' voyage, and passed a number of islands and 
small stre"ams, and ~ccasionally high Lluffs, composed of a yellow gritty stone. 
A storm of min amI high south-m3~t wind soo.11 overtook them, and obliged 
them to land and form a sort of log hut, covered with deer skins. As soon as 
it ceased, they proceeded, and about foUl' o'clock, after having made forty-nine 
miles, captain Clarke landed to examine a very remarkable rock, situated in an 
extensive bottom on the rig'ht, about two hundred and fifty paces from the 
shore. It is nearly four hUl1llred paces in circumference, two hundred feet 
high, and accessible only from the north-east, the other sides being a perpendi
cuI at· cliff of a lio-ht-coloured O"ritt v rock. The soil of the top is five or six feet 

'" '" .r 
deep, of a g'ood quality, and covered with short gTass. The Indians have cUl'ved 
the figmcs of animals and other objects on the sides of the rock, and on the top 
are raised two piles of stones. From this heig'ht the eye ranged over a large 
extent of variegated country :-On the south-west the Rocky mountains cover
ed with snow; a low monntain, about forty miles distant, bearing south 150 

east, and in a direction Horth ;j.)' west; and at the distance of thirty-five miles, 
the southern extremity of what are called the Littlewolf mountains. The low 
grounds of the ri"er extend nearly six miles to the southward, when they rise 
into plains reaching to the mountains, and watered with a larg'e creek, while 
at some distance below a rang'e of highland, covered with pine, stretches on 
both sides of the rivet', in a direction north and south. The north side of the 
rivet·, for some distance, is sUl'rounded by jutting romantic cliffs; these are suc
ceeded by rugoged hills, beyond which the plains are again open and exten
sive; and the whole country is enlivened by herds of buffaloe, elk, and wolves. 
After enjoying the prospect f!"Om this rock, to which captain Clarke gave the 
name of Pompey's pillar, he descended, and continued his course. At the dis
tance of six or seven miles, he stopped to get two bighorns, which were shot 
f!"Om the boat; and while on shore, saw, in the face of the cliff on the left, about 
twenty feet above the water, the frag'ment of a rib of a fish, three feet long, and 
nearly three inches round, incrusted in the rock itself; and though neithet· de
cayed nor petrified, is very rotten. After making fifty-eig'ht miles, they reached 
the entrance of a stream on the right, about twenty-two yards wide, and which 
dischal'goes a great quantity of muddy water. Here they encamped rather earlier 
than usual, on account of a heavy squall, accompanied with some rain. Early 
next morning, 

Saturday, 26, they proceeded. The river is now much divided by stony 
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islands and bars; bnt the cUl'l'ent, though swift, is reg'ular, and there are 1l1llny 

very handsome islands covered with cottonwood. On the left shore the bottom's 
are very extensive; the right hank is formed. of high clifts of a whitish gritty 
stone; and beyond. these, the country on both sides is diversified with wa, il\':,)' 
plains, covered. with pine. At the distance of ten miles is a large creek on the 
right, about forty yards in wioth, but containing very little water; and in the 
COUl'se of the day, two smaller streams on the left, and a fourth on the right. J .. t 
length, after coming' sixty-two miles, they landed at the entrance of the Big
horn river; but finding the point between the two composed of soft mud and 
sand, and liable to be overflowed, they ascended the Bighorn for half a mile, 
then crossed and fonned a camp on its lower side. Captain Clarke then walked 
up the river. At the distance of seven miles, a creek, twenty yards wide, which 
f\'Om the colotil' of the watet· he called :Uuddy creek, falls in on the north
east, and a few miles fmther, the river bends to the east of :;l)l1th. The hot
toms of the rivet' are extensive, aud supplied chiefly "ith cottonwood trees, va
riegated ,,,ith great quantities of rosebushes. The Cl1\'rent is reg-ubi' antlrapid, 
and like the :Missouri, constantly changes so as to \\'a~h away the banks on one 
side, leaving sandbars on the other. Its bed cOlltains much less of the large 
gravel than that of the Yellowstone, and its \\aiL'r is more l1Iud(l y, and of a 
brownish colom, while the Yellowstone has a lighter tint. At the junction, 
the two rivers are nearly lqnal in breadth, extending from 1" 0 hundred to two 
hundred and twenty yards, but the Yellowstone contains much more \""h'r, 
being' ten or twelve feet deep, while the depth of the Bighorn varies from fi\ e to 
seven feet. This is the river which had been desct'ibed by the Indians as I'ising 
in the Rocky mountains, near the Yellowstone, and the sources of the river 
Platte, and then finds its way through the Cote Noir, and the eastern range of the 
Rocky monntains. In its long' course it receives two lal'g'e t'ivet's, one from tIll' 
north and the other from the soutb, and being unobstl'Ucted by falls, is nayigable 
in canoes for a great distance, through a fine rich open country, supplied with 
a great quantity of timber, and inhabited by beave)', and by numet"OUS species 
of animals, among' which are those from which it derives the name of Bighorn. 
There are no permanent settlements near it; but the whole country which it 
W:lter", is occasionally visited by roving hands of hunters from the Crow 
tribe, the Paunch, a band of Crows, and the Castahana, a small band of Snake 

Indians. 
Sunday, 27. They again set out very early, and on leaving the Bighom, 

took a last look at the Rocky mountains, which had. heen constantly in view 
from the first of May. The river now widens to the extent of from four to six 
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llUl1dred yards; is much divided by islands and sandbars; its banb generaHy 
low and falling in, and resembles the Missouri in many particulars; but its 
islands a1'e more numerous, its waters less muddy, and the CUiTent more rapid. 
The water too is of a yellowish-white, and the round stones, which form the 
bars above the Bighorn, have given place to gravel. On the left side the rivet' 
runs under cliff." of light, soft, gritty stone, varying in height from sevenl y to an 
hundred feet, behind which are level and extensive plains, On the right side of 
the river al'e low extensive bottoms, bordered with cottonwood, Val'rOl1s. species 
of willow, rose-bushes, grape-vines, the redberry or buffaloe-grease bushes, and 
a species of sumach; to these succeed high grounds, supplied with pine, and 
still further on are level plains, Throughout the country are vast quantities of 
buffaloe, which, as this is the running season, keep a continued bellowing. 
Large herds of elk also are lying in every point, and are so gentle that they 
may be approached within twenty paces without being alarmed. Several heavet· 
were seen in the course of the day; indeed, there is a greater appearance of 
those animals than there was above the Big·horn. Deer, however, are uy no 
means abundant, and the antelopes, as well as the bighorns, are scarce. 

Fifteen miles from the Bighorn river they passed a large dry creek on the 
left, to which they gave the name of Elk cl'eek, and halted fOl' breakfast about 
three miles fUl'thet" at the entrance of 'Vindsor's rivel', a stream from the left, 
which, though fifty yards wide, contains scal'cely any watel', Forty-eight miks 
from the Bighorn is a large ued of a stream sixty yards wiJe, but with very 
little water. 'rhey called it Labiche's river. Several other smaller streams, 01' 

rather beds of creeks, were passed in the c01ll'se of the oay, and after coming 
eig'hty and a half miles, they encamped on a large island, At daylight the 
next morning, 

Monday, :28, they proceeded down the smooth gentle current, passing by a 
number of islands and several creeks, which are now dl'y, These are, indeed, 
more like torrents, and like the dry brooks of the Missouri, merely serve to 
cany off the vast quantities of water which fall in the plains, and bring them 
also a great deal of mud, "'hich contributes to the mnddiness of the Yellowstone, 
The most distinguished of these are at the distance of six miles, a creek of 
eighty yards in width, from the north-west, and called by the Indians, Little
wolf river: twenty-nine miles lower another on the left, seventy yards in width, 
which they can Table creek, from several mounds in the plains to the north
west, the tops of which resemble a table. Four miles further a stream of more 
importance enters behind an island fmm the south. It is about one hundred 
yards in width, with a bold current of muddy water, and is probably the river 
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ealled hy the Illllians the Little Big'hol'll; and anothet· stream on the rig'ht, 
twenty-five yards wide, the Indian name of which is ~hshaskap. Nearly 
opposite to this creek they encamped aftet· making seventy-three miles. 'fhe 
river during part of the route is confined by cliffs, which on the right are of a 
soft, yellowish, gritty rock, while those on the left are harder, and of a lighter 
coloUl'. In some of these clift's were several strata of coal of different thick
Hess and heights above the watet'; but like that of the Missomi, it is of an inferior 
quality. 

Tuesday, 29. During the night there was a storm of thunder and lightning, 
with some rain, a high north-east wind, which continued dming the morning', 
and prevented the party from making more than forty-one miles, The country 
resembles that passed yesterday; the dry beds of rivers continue, and large 
.quantities of coal are seen in the sides of thc cliff~, The river itself jo; HOW 

between five hundt'ed yards and half a mile in width, and has more sand and 
bars of gravel than abo\'e. The beaver are in great numbers; amI in the coul'se 
of the day some catfish and a soft-shelled tmtle were proclll'ed. In the evcnin:.; 
they encamped on the left, opposite to the entrance of a stream, called by the 
Indians Lazeka, 01' 'rongnc rivel·. 'fhis stream rises in the Cote ~oir, and i.~ 

formed of two branches, one having its sources with the heads of the Chayellllc, 
the other with one of the branches of the Bighol'\}. It has a yery wide bed, and 
a channel of water a hundred and fifty yards wide, but the water is of a light 
brown colour, very muddy, and nearly milk-warm. It is shallow, and its rapid 
current throws out great quantities of mud and some coarse gravel. Neal' the 
mouth is a large proportion of timber, but the warmth of the water would seem 
to indicate that the country through which it passed was open and without 

shade. 
'Yerlnesday, 30. They set out at an early hour, and after passing', at tiw 

distance of twelve miles, the bed of a rive I' one hundred yards wide, but nearly 
dl'y at present, reached, two miles below it, a succession of bad shoals, interspersed 
with a hard, dark brown, g-ritty rock, extending for six miles, the last of which 
stretches nearly across the river, and has a descent of about three feet. At this 
place they were obliged to let the canoes down with the hand, for fear of their 
splitting on a concealed rock; though when the shoals are known, a large canoe 
could with safety pass through the worst of them. This is the most difficult pat't 
of the whole Yellowstone river, and was called the Buffaloe shoal, from the 
circumstance of one of those animals being found in them. The neighbouring' 
cliffs on the right are about one hundred feet hig'h; on the left the country is 
low, hut gradually rises, and at some distance from the shore present the first 
appearance of burnt hills which have been seen on the Yellowstone. Below the 
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Buffaloe shoals the river is contracted to the width of three or foUl' hundred 
yat'ds, the islands less numerous, and a few scattering trees only are seen either 
on its banks or on the highlands: twenty miles from those shoals is a rapid, 
caused by a number of rocks strewed over the river; uut though the waves are 
hig-h, there is a vel')' good channel on the left, which renders the passage secme. 
There was a beat' standing on one of these rocks, which occasioned the name 
of the Bear rapid, As they were descending this rapid a violent storm from the 
north-west obliged them to take refuge in an old Indian lodge near the mouth 
of a ri'et' on the left, which has lately been very high, has widened to the dis
tance of a quarter of a mile, but thoug-h its present channel is eighty-eight yards 
wide, there is not more water in it than would easily pass through a hole of an 
inch in diameter. It was called York's dry river. As soon as the rain and wind 
had abated, they resumed their journey, and at seven miles encamped under a 
spreading cottonwood tree on the left side, after making forty-eight miles, A 
mile and a half above on the opposite side is a river containing one. hundred 
yards width of water, though the bed itself is much wider. The water is very 
muddy, and like its banks of a dark brown colour. Its current throws out g'l'eat 
quantities of red stones; and this circumstance, with the appearance of the 
distant hills, induced captain Clarke to call it the Redstone, which he afterwards 
found to be the meaning of its Indian name, Wahasah, 

Thursday, 31. During the whole night the buffaloe were prowling about 
the camp, and excited much alarm, lest in crossing the river they should tread 
on the boats and split them to pieces. They set out as usual, and at the distance 
of two miles passed a rapid of no great danger, which they called Wolf rapid, 
f,'om seeing a wolf in them, At this place commences a mnge of hig'hlands. 
These highlands have no timber, and are composed of earth of diffet'ent colours, 
without much rock, but supplied throughont with great quantities of coal, 01' 

carbonated wood, After passing these hills the country again opens into 
extensive plains, like those passed yestet'day, and the river is diversified with 
islands, and partially supplied with watet' by a great number of wide, but nearly 
dry brooks. Thus eighteen miles below the camp is a shallow, muddy stream on 
the left, one hundred yards wide, and supposed to be that known among the 
Indians by the name of Saasha, or Littlewolf river: five miles below on the right 
side is another river, forty yards wide, and four feet in depth, which, from the 
s~eep coal banks on each side, they called Ollktaronp, Ot· Coal river; and at 
eighteen miles further a third stream of sixty yards in width, to which they gave 
t~e name of Gibson's river. Having made sixty-six miles, they halted for the 
tllght, and just as they landed, saw the largest white bear that any of the party 
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bad ever before seen, devouring' a dead buffaloe on a sandbar. 'fhey fired 
two balls into him, and he then swam to the mai.n land and walked along the 
shot·e. Captain Clarke pursued him, and lodged two more balls in his body; 
but though he bled profusely he made his escape, as night prevented them from 
following him. The next day, 

Friday, August 1, a high wind from a-head made the water rough, and 
retarded their progress, and as it rained during the whole day, theil' situation 
in the open boats was Yery disagreeablc. The country bears in every respect 
the same appearance as that of yesterday, thoug'll there is some ash timber in the 
bottom, and low pine and cedar on the sides of the hills. The current of the 
river is less rapid, has more soft mud, and is more obstructed Ly sandbars, and 
the rain has given an unusual quantity of water to the brooks. The Luffaloe now 
appear in vast numbers. A herd happened to be on their way across the river. 
Such was the multitude of these animal, that although the riH'l', including an 
island, over which they passed, was a mile in length, the herd stretched as thick 
as they could swim, completely from one side to the other, and the party was 
obliged to stop for an hour. They consoled themselves for the delay by killing 
four of the herd, and then proceeded till at the distance of forty-five miles they 
r.eached an island, below which two other herds of buffaloe as numerous as the 
nl"st, soon aftel' crossed the river. 

Saturday, 2. 'I'he river is now about a mile wide, less rapid, and more 
divided by islands and bars of &'\nd and mud than hitherto: the low grounds too 
are more extensi\'e, and contain a g'reater quantity of cottollwood, ash, and 
willow trees. On the north-west is a low, level plain; Oil the south-east some 
rugged hills, on which we saw, without being' able to approach, some of the 
bigherns. The bufl'aloe and elk, as wEll as the pmsuers of Loth, the wolves, arc 
ill great numbers. On each side of the river are several dry brooks; but the 
only stream of any size is that they called Ibex river,on the right, about 
thirty yards wide, and sixteen lIliles from the camp. The beal' which gave so 
much trouble on the head of the Missouri, are cqually fierce in this qual·tel'. 
This morning' one of them, \\ hich was on a sandbar as the boat passed, raised him
self on his hind feet, and aftcr looking at the party, plunged in and swam towards 
them. He was received with tlu'ee balls in the body; he then turned round and 
made for the shore. Towards evening another el1tcred the water to ~wim acl'Oss. 
Captain Clarke ordered the boat towards the shore, and just as the bear landed, 
shot the animal ill the head. It .pro,·cd to be the largcst fcmale they had eyer 

~cell, and Sf) fjld that its tusks were WOl'll quite smooth. The boats escaped with 
"1 :\-1 
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difficulty between two hel'ds of buffaloe, which wel'e crossing the river, and 
would probably have again detnined the party. Among the elk of this neigh
bourhood are an unusual number of males, while higher up the river the numer
ous herds consist of females chiefly. After making eighty-four miles, they en
camped among some ash and elm trees on the right. rrhey, however, rather 
passed the nig'ht than slept there, for the musquitoes were so troublesome, that 
scarcely any of the party could close their eyes during the greater part of the 
time. 'rhey therefore set out early in the morning, . 

Sunday, 3, to avoid the persecution of those insects. At the distance of two 
miles they passed Fields's cl'eek, a stream thirty-five yards wide, which enters on 
the right, immediately above a high bluff, which is rapidly sinking into the river. 
Here captaill Clarke went ashore in pnrsllit of some bighorns, but the musquitoes 
were so numerous, that he was unable to shoot with certainty. He therefore re
turned to the canoes; amI soon after observing a ram of the same animals, sent 
one of the hunters, who shot it, and it was preserved entire as a sr~cimen. 
About two o'clock they reached, eight miles below Fields's creek, the junction 
of the Yellowstone with the lVIissoul'i, and formed a camp on the point where 
they had encamped on the 26th of April, 1805. The canoes were now unloaded, 
and the baggage exposed to dry, as many of the articles were wet, and some of 
them spoile(L 

The Rochejaune, or Yellowstone river, according to Indian information, has 
its remote sources in the Rocky mountains, near the peaks of the Rio del Norde~ 
on the confines of New Mexico, to which country there is a goo a road during the 
whole distance along' the banks of the Yellowstone. Its western waters al'e pro
bably connected with those of Lewis's river, while the eastern branches approach 
the heads of Clarke's l'iver, the Bighorn, and the Platte; so that it waters the 
middk portion of the Rocky mountains for several hundred miles from north. 
west to south-east. During its whole comse fmm the point at which captain 
Clarke reached it to the Missouri, a distance which he computed at eight hun
dred and thirty-seven miles, this river is large and navigable for pet'ioques, and 
even batteaux, tllel'e being none of the moving sandbars which impede the navi
gation of the Missouri, and only a single ledge of rocks, which, however, is not 
difficult to pass. Even its tributary waters, the Bighorn, Clarke's fork, and 
Tongue ri,'er, may be ascended in boats f01" a considerable distance. The banks 
of the riHl' are low, but bold, and no where subject to be overflowed, except for 
:\ short distance below the mountains. rrhe "predominating colour of the ri,'cr is 
a yellowish-brown; tbat of the 1\Iissouri, which possesses more mud, is of a deep 
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drab coloUl'; the bed of the fOl'lller being' chiefly composed of loose pebble; 
which, however, diminish in size in descending the rivet', till after passing the 
Lazeka, the pebble cease as the river widens, and the mud and sand continue to 
form the greater part of the bottom, Over these the water flows with a velocity 
constantly and almost equally decreasing in proportion to its distance from the 
mountains, From the mountains to Clarke's fork, the current may be estimated 
at four and a half miles pel' hoU\'; thence as low as the Bighorn, at three and a 
half miles; between that and the Lazeka at three miles; and from that river to 
the 'Volf rapid, at two and three quartcr mile~; frolll which to its entrance, the 
general rapidity is two miles pel' hour, The appearance and charactel' of the 
country l)resent nearly similar varieties of fertile, rich, open lands, Ahove 
Clal'ke's fork, it consists of high \vaying plains hOl'del'cd by stony hills, partially 
supplied with pine; the middle portion, as low as the Buffaloe shoals, contaills 
less timber, and the number diminishes still lower, where the rivcr widens, and 
the country spreads itself into extensive plains. Like all the branches of the 
Missouri which penetrate the Rocky mountains, the Yellowstone and its streams., 
within that district of coun1t'y beyond Clarke's fork, abound in beaver and otter; 
a circumstance which stt'ongly recommends the entrance of the lattel' river as :\ 
judicious position for the purposes of trade. 'fo all establishment at that place, 
the Shoshon~s, both within and westward of the Rocky mountains, would 
willingly resort, as they would be farthel' from the reach of the Blackfoot Indians, 
and the lHinnetarees of Fort de Prairie, than they could be in tmding with any 
factories 0)), the }l issouri, 'I'he same motiv .. of personal safety, would most pro
bably induce lllaDY of the hibes on the Columbia aIHI I .. ewis's river to prefm' thi" 
place to the entmnce of Maria's river, atlcastfor some years; and as the Crow and 
Paunch J n<lians, the Castahanahs, and the Indians residing' south of Clarke's fork, 
would also be indnced to visit it, the mouth of that river might be considet'ed as 
one of the most important establishments for the westel'll fUl' trade. This too 
may be the more easily effected, as the adjacent country possesses a sufficiency of 
timber for the purpose, all advautag'e which is llot found on any spot between 
Clarke's fOl'k und the Roeky monntains. 

:Monday,4, The camp became absolutely uninhabitable, in consequence 
of the multitude of musquitoes; the men could not work in preparing ",kins for 
clothing, nor hunt iu the timhered low grounds; ill short, thel'e was no mode of 
escape, except by going on the sandbars in the riyO'; where, if the wind should 
blow, the insects do not venture; but. when thel'c is no wiud, and particularly at 
night, when the men have 110 covering except their worn-out blankets, the pain 
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they strll'et· is scarcel), to be cndl1l'ed. There was also a want of meat, for the 
buffaIoe were not to he found; and though the elk :lI'e very abundant, yet theiT 
fat and flesh is more difficult to dry in the sun, and is also much more easily spoiled 
thnn the meat or fat of either deer or buffaloe. Captain Clarke therefore deter
mined to go on to some spot which should be free f!'Om musquitoes, and furnish 
more gnme. After having written a note to captain Lewis, to inform him of his 
intention, and stuck it 011 a pole, at the confluence of the two rivet's, he loaded 
the canoes at fiye in the afternoon, and proceeded down the river to the second 
point and encamped on a sandbar; hilt here the musquitoes seemed to be even 
more numerous than abo\'e. 'rhe face of the Indian child is considerably puffed 
tip and swollen with the bites of these animals, nor could the lllen procure 
scarcely any sleep dlll'ing the nig'ht, and they continued to harass them the next 
mornmg, 

Tuesday, 5, as they proceeded. On one occasion captain Clarke went on 
shore and ascended a hill after one of the bighorns; but the musqtritoes wel'e in 
such lllultitudes that he could not keep them from the bal'rel of his rifle long 
enough to take aim. About ten o'clock, however, a light breeze sprung up 
from the north-west, and dispersed them in some degree. Captain Clarke then 
Tanded on a sandbar, intending to wait for captain Lewis, and went out to hunt. 
But not finding any buffaloe, he again proceeded in the afternoon, and havin.g 
killed a large white bear, encamped under a high bluff exposed to a light breeze, 
from the south-west, which blew away the musquitoes. About eleven o'clock, 
however, the wind became yery high, and a storm of rain carne on, which lasted 
for two hours, accompanied with sharp lightning and loud peals of thunder. 
The party therefore rose, 'V ednesday, 6, very wet, and proceeded to a sandbar below the entrance- of 
Whiteearth river. Just above this place, the Indians had, apparently within 
seven or eight days past, been digging a root which they employ in making a 
kind of soup. Having fixed their tents, the men were employed in dressing 
skins and hunting. They shot a number of deer; hut only two of them were 
fat, owing probably to the great quantities of musquitoes which annoy them 
whilst feeding. The next day, 

Thursday, 7, after some severe rain, they proceeded at eleven o'clock, 
through intervals of rain and high wind till six in the evening, when they en
camped on a sandbar. Here they had a very violent wind, for two hours, 
which left the air clear and cold, so that the musquitoes completely disappeared. 
On the following morning, 
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Friday, 8, sergeant Pryor, accompanied by ~hannon, Hall, and \Vindsorr 
olTived, but without ihe horses. They reported that on the second day after 
they left captain Clarke, they halted to let the horses !!,"raze ncar the b;,d of a 
larg-e cI·cek, which contained no rnnning water; but soon after a shower of rain 
fell, and the creek swelled so smldenlv, that several horses which had stnwo-Ied 
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across the dry bed of the creek, were oblig-ed to swim hack. They ll(HV de-
termined to form their camp; but the ne~t n10l"lling were astonished at not being 
able to find a single· one of their horses. 'rhey immediately examined the 
neig'hbourbood, and soon finding the track of the Indiallfl who had stolen the 
horses, pnrsned tllem for five milefl, where the fugitives divided into two parties. 
'rhey now followed the largest party five miles further, till they lost all hopes of 
overtaking the Indians, and returned to the camp; and packing the bag-gage 
on theil· backs, pursued a north-east course towards the Yellowstone. On the 
following night a wolf bit sergeant Pryor through the hand as he lay asleep, 
and made an attempt to seize \Vindsor, when. Shannon discoyered and shot 
him. 'I'hey passed ovel· a bl·oken open country, and having reached the Yel-
10wstone' near Pompey's Pillar, they determined to descend the river, and for this 
purpose made two skin canoes, such as they had seen among the l\Iandans and 
Ricaras. They al·e made in the following manner:-Two sticks of an inch and 
a quarter in diameter m'e tied tog'ether so as to form a round hoop, which serves 
for the brim, while a second hoop, for the bottom of the boat, is made in the 
same way, and both secured by sticks of the same size from the sides of the 
boops, fastened by thongs at the edges of the hoops, and at the interstices of 
the sticks: over this frame the skin is drawn closely and tied with thong'S, ~o 
as to forOT a perfect basin, seven f€et and three inches,in diametel·, sixteen inches 
(leep, and with sixteen ribs or cross-sticks, and capnble of carrying six or eight 
men with their loads. Being unacquainted with the river, they thought it most 
prudent t,o divide their guns and ammunition, so that in case of accident aU 
might not be lost, and therefore built two canoes. In these fmil vessels they 
embarked, and were surprised at the perfect security in which they l)aHsed 
through the most difficult shoals and rapids of the ri"er, without ever taking in 

water, even during' the highest winds. 
In passing the confluence of the Yellowstone and Missouri, he took down 

tile note from the pole, supposing' that captain Lewis had, passed; alld 1I0W 

learning where the party was, pressed on in.the skin canoes to join them. 'rite 
day was spent in bunting, so as to procure a number of skins to trade with the 
l\landans; for baying now neither horses nor merchandise, our only resort in 



~lfder to obtain corll anu Lealls., is a stock ·of skins, which those Indian!S HI) 

much admire. 
Saturday, 9. A heavy dew fell this moming·. Captain Clarke now pro· 

ceeded ~Iowly down the river, hunting t1u'ough the low grounds in the neigh. 
bourhood after the deer and elk, till late in the afternoon he encamped on the 
south-east side, Here tlwy remained dUl'ing the next day, 

Sunday. 10, attempting to dry the meat, while the hunters were all abroad; 
but they could obtain Bothillg except an antelope and one black·tailed deer; 
those animals being \ery scarce on tbls part of the rivel·. III the low ground!! 
of the ri\'er captain Clurke found to-day a species of cherry which he had 
never ~('en hefore, and which seems peculiar to this small district of country, 
though even there it is not ,'ery abundant. 

The men also dug up quantities of a large and very insipid root, called hy 
the Indians hankce, and by the engagees, the white apple. It is used by them 
,in a dry and pounded state, so as to mix with their soup; but our men boiled 
it and ate it with meat. In descending the river yesterday, the squaw brought 
in a larg'e well-flavoUl'ed gooseberry, of a rich crimson colonr; and a deep pur
ple berry of a ~pecies of currant, common on this river as low as the Mandans, 
and called by the engagees, the Indian cm'rant. 

Monday, 11. 'l'he next moming captain Clarke set out early, and 
landed 011 a sandbur about ten o'clock for the pm·pose of taking hreakfast and 
.drying the meat. At noon they proceeded on about two miles, when they ob
served a canoe near the shore. They immediately landed, and were equally 
surprised and pleased at discovel'ing two men by the names of Dickson ,and 
Hancock, who had .come from the Illinois on a hunting excursion up the Yel
lowstone. They had left the Illinois in the summer of 1804, and had spent the 
last winter with the Tetons, in company with a MI'. Ceautoin, who had come 
thel'e as a trader, but whom they had robbed, or rather they had taken all his 
merchandise and g'iven him a few robes in exchange. These men had met the 
boat which we had despatched from fort Mandan, on boal'd of which they were 
told there was a Ricara chief on his way to \Vashington; and also another 
party of Yankton chiefs, accompanying Mr. Durion on a visit of the same 
kind. \'" e were sorry to learn that the Mandans and Minnetarees were at war 
with the Ricaras, and had killed two of them. The Assiniboins, too, are at war 
,,·ith the Mandans. They have, ill consequence, prohibited the north-western 
company from trading to tlle Missouri, and even killed two of theic traders near 
the Mouse river, and are now lying in wait for Mr. M'Kenzie of the :Korth-
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western company. who had been for n long time among the Minnetarees. 
These appearances are rather unfavourable to the project of carrying some of 
the chiefs to the United States; but we still hope, that by effecting a peace be
hveen the Mandans. Minnetarees, and Ricaras. the views of our government 
may be accomplished. 

After leaving these trappers, captain Clarke went on and encamped nearly 
opposite the entrance of Goatpen creek, where the party were again assailed by 
their old enemies, the musquitoes. 
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CHAP. XXXV. 

TilE .PARTY, WHII,E DESCENDING TIlE RIVER IN THEIR SKtN CANOES, ARE OVER

TAKEN BY THE DETACH:lIEJlT UNDER CAPTAIN LEWIS, A~D TilE WIIOLE PARTY 

NOW O~CE MORE HAPPILY FNITED, DESCEND THE MISSOURI TOGETHER-THEY 

ONCE MORE REVUlT THE MINNETAREE INDIA:-iS, AND HOLD A COUNCIL WITH 

THAT NATION, AS WELL AS THE MAUAUAS-CAPTAIN CLARKE ENDEAVOURS TO 

-PERSUADE THEIR CHIEFS TO ACCOMPANY Hnl TO THE UNITED STATES, wnlCH 

INVITATION TilEY DECLINE, ON ACCOJ;NT OF THEIR FEARS OF THE SIOUX IN 

THEIR PASSAGE DOWN THE RIVER-COLTER, ONE OF THE PARTY, REQUESTS AND 

OBTAINS LIBERTY TO REMAIN AMONGST TIlE INDIANS, FOR THE PURPOSE OF HUNT

ING BP.AVER-FRIE~nLY DEPORTMENT O'F THE JlIANDANS-COUNC1L IIELD BV 

CAPTAIN CLARKE WITH THE CHIEFS OF TUE DIFFERENT VILLAGES-THE CHIEF 

NAMED TUE BIGWIIITE, WITH HIS WIFE AND SON, AGREE TO ACCO:\IPANY THE 

'PARTY TO THE UNITED STATES., WHO TAKES AN AFFECTING FAREWELl, OF HIS 

NATION-CHABONEAU, WITH HIS WIFE AND CHILD, DECLINES VISITING THE UNITED 

STATES, AND IS LEFT AMONGST THE INDIANS-THE PARTY AT LENGTH PRO

CEED ON TIIEIR JOUltNEY, AND FIND THAT THE COURSE OF THE MISSOURI Ii IN 

SO~!E PLACES CHANGE'D SINCE THEIR PASSAGE UP THAT RIVER-THEY ARRIVE 

A~10NGST THE RICARAS-CHARACTER OF THE CHAYENNES; THl':IR DRESS, HABITS, 

&C.-CAPTAIN CLARKE OFFERS TO Til!, CHIEF OF THIS NATION A ~lEDAL, WIIICll 

HE AT FIRST REFUSES, BEJ,IEVING IT TO BE MEDlcniE, BUT WHICH HE IS )J

TERWARDS PREVAIl,ED O~ TO ACCEPT-THE RICARAS REFUSE TO PERMIT ONE 

OF THEIR PARTY TO ACCOMPANY CAPTAIN ·CLARKE 'JO THE U~ITED STATES UN

TIL THE RETt:RN OF THEIR CHIEF, WHO HAD FORMERLY -GONE-THE PARTY 

PROCEED RAPIDr,y DOW"" THE RIVER-PREPARE TO DEFEND THEMSELVES AGAINST 

rUE TETONS, BUT RECEIVE NO INJURY FnO~! TllElIl-LSCREDIBLE NUMIlERS OF 

BUFFALOE SEEN NEAR WHITE RIVER-THEY MEET AT LAST WITH THE TETONS, 

AND REF'USE THEIR INVI:rATlONS TO L.\:"iD-INTREPIDITY OF CAPTAIN CLARKE. 

TUESDAY, August 12. THE party continued slowly to descend the river. 
One of the skin canoes was by accident pierced with a small hole, and they 
halted for the purpose of mending it with a piece of elk skin, and also to wait 
for two of the party who were behind. 'Vhilst there, they were overjoyed at 
seeing captain Lewis's boats heave in sight about noon. But this feeling was 
changed into alarm on seeing the boats reach the shore without captain Lewis, 
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who they then learnt had been wounded tlJe day before, and was then lying in 
the perioque. After giving to his wound all the attention in our power, we 
remained here some time, during which we were overtaken by our two men, 
accompanied by Dickson and Hancock, who wished to go with us as far as the 
Mandans. The whole party being now happily l'eunited, we left the two skin 
canoes, and all embarked together, about 3 o'clock, in the boats. The wind 
was however very high from the south-west, accompanied with rai:!, so that 
we did not go far before we halted for the night on a sandbar. Captain Lewis's 
wound was now sore and somewhat paillful. The next day, 

\Vednesday, 13, we set out by sUlll'ise, and having a very strong breeze from 
the north-west, proceeded on rapidly. At eight o'clock we passed the month 
of the Little Missouri. Some Indians were seen at a distance below in a skin 
canoe, and were probably some of the Minnetarees on their retUl"ll from a hunt
ing excursion, as we passed one of their camps on the south-west sid~·, where 
they had left a canoe. Two other Indians were seen far off on one of the hills, 
and we shall therefore soon meet with our old acquaintances, the Mandans. 
At sunset we al'l'ived at the entrance of Miry river, and encamped on the nOl·th
east side, having come by the assistance of the wind and OUl' oars, a distance of 
eighty-six miles. The air was cool, and the musquitoes ceased to trouble us 
as they had done. 

Thmsday, ] 4. We again set out at sunrise, and at length approached the 
grand village of the Minnetarees, were the natives had collected to view us as 
we passed. We fired the blunderbuss several times by way of salute, and soon 
aftet· landed at the bank near the villag"e of the Mahahas, or Shoe Indians, and 
were received by a crowd of people, who came to welcome our return. Among 
these were the principal chief of the Mahahas, and the chief of the Little 1lin
netaree village, both of whom expressed great pleasure at seeing" us again; but 
the latter wept most bitterly. On inquiry, it appeared that his teal"S wel"e ex
cited, because the sig-ht of us reminded him of his son, who had been lately 
killed by the Blackfoot Indians. After remaining there a few minutes, we 
crossed to the Mandan village of the Blackcat, where all the inhabitants seemed 
very much pleased at seeing us. We immediately sent Chaboneau with an in
vitation for the l\Iinnetarees to visit us, and despatched Drewyer to the lower 
village of the Mandans to bring Jesseaume as an interpreter. Captain Clal"ke, 
in the meantime, walked up to the village of the Blackcat, and smoked and ate 
with the chief. This village has heen rebuilt since our departUl'e, and was now 
much smaller; a quarrel having arisen among the Indians, in consequence of 
which a llum!Jel' of families had removed to the opposite side of the river. On 
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the arrival of Jessaume, captain Clarke, addressed the chiefs. We spoke to' 
them now, he said, in the same language we had done before; and repeated 
his invitation to accompany him to the United States, to hear in person the 
counsels of their great father, who can at all times protect those who- open thei .. 
ears to his counsels, and punish his enemies. The Blackcat in reply, declared 
that he wished to visit the United States, and see his great father, but was afraid 
of the Sioux, who had killed several of the Mandans since our departure, and 
who were now on the rivel' below, and would intercept him if he attempted to go. 
Captain Clul'ke endeavoured to quiet his apprehensions by assuring him that he 
would not suffer the Sioux to injure one of our red children who should accom
pany us, and that they should retum loaded with presents, and protected at the 
expense of the United States. The council was then broken up, after which we 
crossed and formed our camp on the other side of the river, where we should be 
sheltered from the rain. Soon after the chief of the Mahahas informed us, that 
if we would send to his village, we should have some corn. Three men were 
therefore despatched, and soon after returned loaded with as much as they could 
carry; and were soon followed by the chief and his wife, to whom we presented 
a few needles and other articles fit for women. In a short time the Borgne (the 
great chief of all the Minnetarees) came down, attended by several other chiefs-,. 
to whom, after smoking a pipe, captain Clarke now made an harangue, renewing 
his assurances of friendship and the invitation to go with us to Washington. He 
was answered by the Borgne, who began by declaring that he much desired to 
l'isit his great father, but that the Sioux would certainly kill any of the Mandans 
who should attempt to go down the river. They were bad people, and would 
not listen to any advice. When he saw us last, we had told him that we had 
made peace with all the nations below, yet the Sioux had since killed eight of 
his tribe, and stolen a number of their horses. The Ricaras too had stolen their 
horses, and in the contest his people had killed two of the Ricaras. Yet in spite 
of these dispositions he had always had his ears open to our counsels, and had 
actually made a peace with the Chayennes and the Indians of the Rocky moun
tains. He concluded by saying, that however disposed they were to visit the 
United States, the fear of the Sioux would prevent them from going with us. 
The council was then finished, and soon afterwards an invitation was received 
from the Blackcat, who, on captain Clarke's arrival at his villao-e, presented 
him with a dozen bushels of corn, which he said was a large prop:rtion of what 
his people owned; and after smoking a pipe, declared that his people were too 
appre~ensive of the' Sioux to venture with us. Captain Clarke then spoke to
the chiefs and warriors of the village. He told them of his anxiety that some 
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'of them should see their great father, and hear his good wOI'ds and receive 
his gifts, and requested them to fix (')n some confidential chief who rnig-ht ac
company us, To this they made the same objections as before, till at I.mgth a 
young man offered to go, and the walTiors all assented to it. But the Chal'actel' 
of this man was known to he bad, and one of the party with captain Clarke in
formed him that at the moment he had in his possession a knife which he had 
stolen. Captain Clarke thet'efore told the chief of this theft, and ordered the 
knife to be given up. This was done with a poor apology for having- it in his 
possession, and captain Clarke then reproached the chiefs for wishing to st:nd 
such a fellow to see and hear so distinguished a person as theil' great father. 
They all hung down their heads for some time, till the Blackcat apolog-ized by 
saying, that the danger was snch that they were afraid of sending any of their 
chiefs, as they considered his loss almost inevitable. Captain Clarke remained 
some time with them, smoking' and relating various particulars of his journey, 
and then left them to visit the second chief of the Manuans (01' the Blackcrow) 
who had expressed some disposition to accompany us. He seemed well inclined 
to the joul'lley, but was unwilling to decide till he had called a council of his 
people, which he intended to do in the afternoon. On returning to the camp, he 
found the chief of the Mahahas, and also the chief of the Little Minnetaree 
village, who brought a present of corn on their mult!~, of which they possess 
several, and which they procure from the Crow Indians, who either buy or steal 
them on the f.·ontiers of the Spanish settlements. A great number of tne 
Indians visited llS for the purpose of renewing their acquaintance, or of exchang
ing robes or other articles for the skins brought by the men. 

In the evening we were applied to by one of our men, Colter, who wa:i 
desit'olls of joining' the two trappers who had accompanied us, and who now 
proposed an expedition up the river, in which they were to find traps and give 
him a shure of the profits. The offer was a very advantageous one, and as he 
had always performed his duty, and his services might be dispensed with, we 
agreed that be might go, provided none of the rest would ask or expect a similar 
indulgence. To this they cheerfully answered, that they wished Colter every 
success, and wouM not apply for liberty to separate before we reached St, Louis. 
We, therefore, supplied him, as did his comrades also, with powdel' and lead, and 
a v~riety of articles which might be useful to him, and he left us the next day. 
1'he example of this man shows how easily men may be weaned from the habit& 
of a civilized life to the ruder, but scarcely less fascinating manners of the woods. 
This hunter has been now absent for many years from the frootiers, and might 
)Iaturally be presumed to have some anxiety, or some curiosity at least to l'etUl'll 
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to his friends and his country; yet just at the moment when he is approaching 
the frontiers, he is tempted by a hunting scheme, to give up those delightful 
prospects, and go back without the least reluctance to the solitude of the 

woods. 
In the evening Chaboneau, who had been mingling with the Indians, and 

had learned what had taken place during our absence, informed us, that as soon 
as we had left the Minnetarees, they sent out a war party against the Shosho
nees, whom they attacked and routed, though in the engagement they lost two 
men, OD? of whom was the son of the chief of the Little Minnetaree village. 
Anotlltr wal' party had gone against the Ricaras, two of whom they killed. A 
misunderstanding too had taken place between the Mandans and Minnetarees, 
in consequence of a dispute about a woman, which had nearly occasioned a war; 
but at length a pipe was presented by the Minnetarees. and a reconciliation took 
place. 

Friday ] .). The Mandans had offered to give us some corn, and on sending 
this morning, we found a greater quantity collected for our use than all our 
canoes would contain. We therefore thanked the chief and took only six loads. 
At ten o'clock the chiefs of the different villag'es came down to smoke with us. 
We therefore took this opportunity of endeavouring to engage the Borgne in 
our interests by a present of the swivel, which' is no longer sel'viceable, as it can
not be discharged from our largest perioque. It was now loaded, and the chiefs 
h~ing formed into a circle round it, captain Clarke addressed them with great 
ceremony. He said that he had listened with much attention to what had yes
terday been declared by the Borgne, whom he believed to be sincere, and then 
reproached them with their disregard of our counsels, and their wars on the 
Shoshonees and Ricaras. Littlecherry, the old Minnetaree chief, answered that 
they had long staid at home and listened to our advice, but at last went to war 
against the Sioux, because their horses had been stolen, and theil' companions 
killed; and that in an expedition against those people, they had met the Rica
ras, who were on their way to strike them, and a hattle ensued. But in future. 
he said, they would attend to our words and live at peace. The Borgne added, 
that his ears too would always he open to the words of his good father, and shut 
against bad counsel. Captain Clarke then presented to the Borgne the swivel, 
which we told him had announced the words of his g.·eat father to all the nations 
we had seen, and which, whenever it was fired, should recall those which we 
had delivered to him. The gun was then discharged, and the Borgne had it 
conveyed in great pomp to his village. The tOlUlCil was then adjow'nedL 
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In the afternoon, captain Clarke walked up to the village of the Littlecrow, 
taking a flag, which he intended to present to him, but was surprised on being 
told by him that he had given over all intention of accompanying us, ann re
fused the flag. He found that this was occasioned by a jealousy between him 
and the principal chief, Bigwhite: on the interference, however, of Jesseaume, 
the two chiefs were l'econciled, and it was agreed that the Bigwhite himself 
should accompany us with his wife and son. 

Saturday, 16. 'fhe pl'incipal chiefs of the Minnetarees came down to bid us 
farewell, as none of them could be prevailed on to go with us. This circum
stance induced OUl' interpreter, Chaboneau, with his wife and child, to remain 
here, as he could be no longer useful; and notwithstanding our offers of taking 
him with us to the United States, he said that he had there no acquaintance, and 
no chance of making a livelihood, and preferred remaining among the Indians. 
'l'his man has been very serviceable to us, and his wife particularly useful among 
the Shoshonees. Indeed, she has borne, with a patience truly admirable, the 
fatigues of so long a route, incumbered with the charge of an infant, who is 
even now only nineteen months old. 'Ye therefore paid him his wages, amount
ing to five hundred dollal's and thirty-three cents, including the price of a hOl'se 
and a lodge purchased of him; and soon aftel'wards dl'opped down to the village 
of the Big-white, attended on shore by all the Indian chiefs, who went to take 
leave of him. 'Ye found him surrounded by his friends, ,,,ho sat in a circle 
smoking, while the women were crying. He immediately sent his wife and 
son, with their bagg'age, on board, accompanied by the interpreter and his 
wife, and two children; and then, after distribnting among his fl'iend~ some 
powder and ball, which we had given to him, and smoking a pipe with us, 
went with us to the rivet' side. The whole yillage cl'Owded about us, and many 
of the people wept aloud at the departure of the chief. As captain Clarke was 
shaking huuds with the principal chiefs of all the villages, they requested that 
he would sit with them one moment longel'. Being willing to gratify them, he 
stopped and ordered a pipe, after smoking which, they informed him that 
when they first saw us, they did not believe all that we then told them; but 
having noW seen that our words were all true, they would carefully remember 
them, and follow OUl' advice; that he might tell their great father that the young 
men should remain at home, and not make war on any people except in de
fence of themselves, 'l'hey requested him to tell the Ricaras to come and visit 
them without fear, as they meant that nation no harm, but were desirous of 

peace with them. On the Sioux, however, they had no dependance, and must 

kill them whenever they made wal' parties against their country. Captain 
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Clarke, in reply, informed them that we had never insisted. on tbeir not defe~d
ing themselves, but requested only that they would not strike those whom We 

had taken by the hand; that we would apprise the Ricaras of their friendly in
tentions, and that, although we had not seen those of the Sioux with whom they 
were at war, we should relate theil' conduct to their gre'at father, who would 
take measures for producing a general peace among all his red children. 

The Burg-ne now requested that we would take good care of this chief, who 
would report wtatever their great father should say; and the cOllncil being then 
broken up, we took leave with a salute from a goon, and then proceeded, On 
reaching fort Mandan, we found a few pickets standing on the river side, but all the 
houses except one had been burnt by an accidental fire. At the distance of 
eighteen miles we reached the old Ricara village, where we encamped on the 
south-west side, the wind being too violent, and the waVES too high, to permit 
us to go any further. The same cause prevented us from setting out before 
eight o'clock the next day, 

Monday, 18. Soon after we embarked, an Indian came running down to 
the beach, who appeared very anxious to speak to us. We went ashore, and 
found it was the brother of the Bigwhite, who was encamped at no great distance, 
and hearing of our departme, came to take leave of the chief. The Bigwhite 
gave bim a pair of leggings, and they separated in a most affectionate man
ner; and we then continued, though the wind and waves were still high. 'fhe 
Indian chief seems quite satisfied with his treatment, and during the whole of 
his time was employed in pointing out the ancient monuments of the Man
dans, or in relating their traditions, At length, after making forty miles, we 
encamped on the north-east side, opposite an old Mandan viUage, and below 
the mouth of Chesshetah river. 

Tuesday, 19. The wind was so violent, that we were not able to proceed un
til four in the aftel'lloon, during which time the hunters killed four elk and twelve 
deer. We then went on for ten miles, and came to on a sandbar. The rain 
and wind continued through the night, and during the whole of the next 
day, 

'Yednesday, 20, the waves were so high, that one man was constantly oc
cupied in bailing the boats. We passed, at noon, Cannonball river; and at 
three in the afternQon, the ent\'ance of the river Wardepon, the boundary of the 
country claimed by the Sioux; and after coming eighty-one miles, passed the 
night on a sandbar. The plains are beginning to change their appearance, 
the grass becoming of a yellow colour. We have seen great numbers of wolves 
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to-day, and some buffaloe and elk, though these are by no means so abundant 
as on the Yellowstone. 

Since we passed in 1804, a very obvious change has taken place in the cur
rent and appearance of the Missouri. In places where at that time there were 
sandbars, the current of the ri\"er now passes, and the fonner channel of the 
river is iu turn a bank of sand. Sandbars then naked, are covered with wil. 
lows several feet high ~ the entrance of some of the creeks and rivers changed 
in consequence of the quantity of mud thrown into them j and in some of the 
bottoms are layers of mud eight inches in depth. 

'I'Imrsday, 21. We rose after a night of broken rest, owing to the mus
quitoes, and having put our urns in ordel', so as to be prepared for an attack, 
continued OUl' course, 'Ve soon met three traders, two of whom had 
wintered with ns among the Mandans in 1804, and who were now on theil' 
way there. ffhey had exhausted all their powder and lead j we therefore supplied 
them with both, 'I'hey informed us, that seven hundred Sioux had passed the 
Rical'a towns 011 theil' way to make war against the l\landans and Minnetarees, 
leaving their women and children encamped near the Big-bend of the Missouri, 
and that the Ricaras all remained at home, without taking any part in 
the war. They also told us, that the Pawnee, 01' Ricara chief, who went 
to the United States in the spring of 1805, died on his return neal' Sioux 
river. 

We then left them, and soon afterwards arrived opposite to the upper Ricara 
villages. We salnteq them with the discharge of four guns, wl.ich they an
swered. in the same manner; and on our landing- we were met by the greater 
part of the inhabitants of each village, and. also by a band. of Chayeunes, who 
were encamped on a hill in the neighl.lOurhood, 

As SOOI1 as captain Clarke stepped. 011 shore, he was greeted by the two 
chiefs to whom we had given medals on our last visit; and as they, as well as 
the rest, appeared. much rejoiced at our return, and desirous of hearing from the 
Manuans, he sat down on the bank, while the Ricaras and Chayennes formed 
a circle round him j and after smoking. he informed them, as he had already 
done the Minnetarees, of the various tribes we had visited, and our anxiety to 
promote peace among our red brethren, He then expressed his regret at their 
having attacked the Mandans, who had listened to OUl' counsels, and had sent on 
a chief to smoke with them, and to assure them that they might now hunt in the 
plains, and visit the Mandan villages in safety, and concluded by inviting some 
of tbe chiefs to accompany us to Wasbington. The man whom we had. ac~ 
knowledged as the principal chief when we ascended, now presented auothel'1 
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who he "aid was a greater chief than himself, and to him therefore he had sur· 
rel,dered the flag and nwdal with which we had honomed him. This chief, 
who was absent at our last visit, is a man of thirty-five yeal's of age, a stont, 
well-looking mau, and called hy the Indians, Grayeyes. 

He now made a very animated reply. He declared that the Ricaras were 
will.,Ig to follow the COUllseb \':e had given them, but a few of their bad young 
men would not live in peace, .mt had joined the Sioux, and thus embroiled them 
with the l\landans. These young men had, however, been driven out of the 
villages, amI as the Ri.;'),ras \,·cre now separated from the Sioux, who were a bad 
pecple, and the cause of all their misfortunes, they desired to be at peace 
with ti,e l\lan(\ans, and wou'd receive them with kindness and friendship. Se
ver:'! 01 tile chiefs he said \\"Ere rjesirous of \'isiting' theil' great father, but as the 
cllief who went to the United ~~tl ~es last summer had not retUl'ned, and they had 
some fears for his s<lfe~y, on acco'.nt of the Sioux, they did not wish to leave 
home until they heard of him. \Vith regard to himself, he would continue 
with his nation, to see that they followed our advice. 

Tile sun being now very hot, the chief of the Chayennes invited us to his 
lodge, which was at no great distame frolll the river. 'Ve followed him, and 
found a very large lodge, made of twenty bufl'aloe skins, surrounded by eigh
teeH or twenty lodges, nearly equal in size. The rest of the nation are expected 
to-morrow, and will make the number of oue hundred and thirty or fifty lodges, 
containing from three hundred and fifty to foul' hundred men, at which the men 
of the nation may be computed. Thfse Chayennes are a tine looking people, 
of a lal'ge statUl'e, straight limbs, high check-llones and noses, and of a com
plexion similar to that of the Riearas. Theil' eal's are cut at the lower part, but 
few wear om aments in them: the hail' is generally cut over the eyebrows and 
small omaments fall down the cheeks, the rt'mail,deI' being' either twisted 
with horse or buffaloe hail', and divioed over earh shuulder, or else flowing 
loosely behind. Their decorations consist chiefly of Llue beads, shells, red paint, 
brass rings, bears' claws, .lIld strips of otter skins, of which last they, as wdl as 
the Ricaras, are very fond. The women are coarse in their features, wi I, wide 
mouths, and ugly. 'fheir dress consists of a hahit falling to the midi<g, and 
made of two equal pieces of leather, sewed from the bottom with arm holes, with 
a flap hanging nearly half way down the body, both bet()I'e and lJehHl. These 
are burnt with various figures, by means of a hot stick, and adornft. with beads, 
shells, and elks' tusks, which all Indians admire. 'l'he other ornaments are blue 
beads in the ears, but the hair is plain and flows down the back. 'fhe summer 
tlress of the men is a simple buft'aloe robe, a cloth round the waist, moccasins, 
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and occasionally leggings. Living remote from the whites, they are shy and 
cautious, but are peaceably disposed, and profess to make war ag'ainst no people 
except the Sioux, with whom they have been engaged in contests immemori
ally. In their excursions they are accompanied by their dogs and horses, which 
they possess in great numbers, the former serving to carry almost all their light 
baggage. After smoking for sOllie time, captain Clarke ~'ave a small medal to 
the Chayenne chief, and explained at the same time the meaning of it. He 
seemed alarmetl at this present, and sellt for a robe and a quantity of bufl'aloe 
meat, which he g'ave to captain Clal'kp, and requested him to take back the 
medal, for he knew that all white people were medicine, and he was afraid of 
the medal, 01' of any thillg' else \\ hich the white people gan.' to the Indians. 
Captail! Clarke then repeated his intention in giving the medal, \\ hich "as the 
medicine his gTeat f:lther had directed him to delivel' to all chief..; who listened 
to bis word and followed his coumels; and that as he had done so, the medal 
was given as a proof that we believed him sincere. He no\\' appeared satisfied 
alrd received the medal, in return for which he gave double the quantity of huf
faloe meat he llad offered before. He seemed now quite reconciled to the 
whtes, and requested that sOllie traders might be gent among- the Chayennes, 
who lived, he said, in a country full of Leaver, but did not understand well how 
to catch them, and Wl'rl' discouraged f!'Om it by having' no sale fOl' them when 
caught. Captain Clarke promised that they should be soon supplied with g'oods 
and tanght the best mode of catching beaver. 

'l'he Big'white, chief of the Mandans, now addressed them at some length, 
explaining' the pacific intentions of his nation; and the Chayenne observed that 
both the Ricaras and -:\bndans seemed to be in fault; hut at the end of the 
council, the Mandan chief was treated with gl'eat civility, and the g)'eatest har
mony pt'evailed among them. The great chief, however, informed us, that none 
of the Ricaras could be prevailed on to go with us till the retlll'l1 of the other 
chief, and that the Chayennes were a wild people, and afraid to go. He invit
ed captain Clal·ke to his house, and gave him two carrots of tobacco, two beaver 
skins, and a trcncher of boiled corn and heans. It is the cu:o.tom of all the na
tions on the Missouri, to offer to every white man food and refreshment when he 

first enters their tents. 
Captain Clarke returned to the boats, where he found the chief of the lower 

village, who had cut off part of his hair, and disfigured himself in such a manner 
that we did not recognise him at first, until he explained that he was in mourning 
for his nephew, who had been killed by the Sioux. He proceeded with us to the 
village on the island, where we were met by all the inhabitants. The second 
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chief, on seeing' the Mandan, began to speak to him in a loud and threatening 
tone, till captain Clarke rleclared that ~Ie Mandans had hstene(~ to Oll~ councils, 
and that if any injl1l'y was done to the chIef, we should defend hIm agamst evet'y 
nation. He then inviteu the Mandan to his lodge, and after a very cel'emoni
ous smoking, a~s\1l'ed c<ll,tain Clarke that the Mandan was as safe as at home, for 
the Ricaras had opened their ears to our counsels as well as the Mandans. This 
was repeated by the gl'eat chief, and the Mandan and Ricara cl.iefs now smoked 
and COll\ ,-r:-eli in g-re<lt apparent harmony; after which we returned to the boats, 
The whole distance to-day was twenty-nine miles, 

FridaY,:LL It rained all nig-ht, so that we all rose this morning quite wet, 
and wel'~ about proceeding, when captain Clarke was requested to visit the 
chiefs, They now made several speeches, in which they said that they were un
willing- to go with us, until the return of their countrymen: and that, although 
they disliked the Sioux as the origin of all theil' troubles, yet as they had more 
horses than they wanted, and were in want of guns and powder, they would be 
oblig-ed to trade once more with them for those articles, after which they would 
break off all connexion with them. He now retul'11ed to the boats, and after 
taking leave of the people, who seemed to regl'et our departure, and firing a sa
lute of two guns, proceeded seventeen miles, and encamped below Grouse island. 
We made only seventeen miles to-day, for we were obliged to land near Wetar
boo river to dry our baggage, besides which the sandbars are now unusually nu
merous as the river widens below the Ricara villages. Captain Lewis is now so 
far recovered that he was able to walk a little to-day for the first time. While 
here we had occasion to rtotice that the Mandans as well as the Minnetarees and 
Ricaras keep their horses in the same lodges with themselves. 

Satlll'day, 23. We set out early, but the wind was so high, that soon after 
passing- the Sahwacanah, we were obliged to go on sbore, and remain till three 
0' clock, when a heavy shower of rain fell and the wind lulled. We then conti
nued our route, and after a day's journey of forty miles encamped. Whilst on 
shore we killed three deer and as many elk. Along- the river al'e great quanti
ties of grapes and chokecherries, and also a species of currant which we have never 
seen before: it is black, with a leaf much larger than that of the other currants, 
and inferior in flavour to all of them. 

Sunday, 24. We set out at sunris~ and at eight o'clock passed Lahoocat's 
island, opposite to the lower part of which we landed to examine a stratum of 
stone, near the top of a bluff of remarkably black clay. It is soft, white, and con
tains a very fine grit; and on being dt'ied in the sun will crumble to pieces. 
The wind soon after became so hig'h that we were obliged to land for several 
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hours, but proceeded at five o'clock. After making forty-three miles, we en
camped at the ~Ot'ge of the Lookout bend of the Missouri. The Sioux have 
lately passed in this quarter, and there i~ now vet·y little game, and that so wild, 
that we were una hIe to shoot any thing. Five of the hunters were therefore sent 
ahead hefore da)ligLt next morning, 

Monday, 25, to hunt in the Pawnee i,;land, and we followed them soon after. 
At eight o'clock we reached the entrance of the Chayenne, where we remained 
till noon, in order to take a meridian observation. At three o'clock we passed 
the old Pawnee villag'e, near which we had met the 'l'etons in 1804, and encamp
ed in a large bottom on the north-east side, a little below the mouth of Notimber 
cl·eek. Just aboye our camp the Ricaras had forOlel'ly a large village on each 
side of the river, and there are still seen the remains of five villages on the south
west side, below the Chayenne, alld one also on Lahoocat's i;;land; Lmt these 
have all been destroyed by the Sioux. 'l'he weathet· was clear and calm, but 
by means of oUl' oars we made forty-eight miles. Our hunters procured nothing 
except a few deer. 

The skirt of timber in the bend above the Chayenne is inconsiderable, and 
[Scattered from foUl' to sixteen miles on the south-west side of the river, and the 
thickest part is from the distance offrom ten tosix miles ofthe Chayenne. There 
is also a narrow bottom of small cottonwood trees on the north-east point, at the 
distance of four miles above the river: also a few large trees, and a small under 
growth of willows on the lower side bottom on the Missouri for half a mile, and 
extending' a qnarter of a mile up the Chayenne: there i" a bottom of cotton 
timber in the part above the· Chayenne. The Chayenne discharges but a little 
water at its mouth, which resembles that of the Missouri. 

rruesday, 26. After a heavy dew we set out, and at nine o'clock reached the 
entrance of Teton river, below which were a raft and a skin canoe, which induc
ed us to sll~peot that the Tetons were in the neighbomhood. The al'ms were 
therefore put in perfect order, and every thing prepared to revenge the slightest 
insult from those people, to whom it is necessary to show an example of salutary 
rigour. We, however, went on without seeing any of them, although we were 
oblig'ed to land near Smoke creek fOl' two hours, to stop a'leak ill the perioque. 
Here we saw great quantities of plulIls and gTapes, uut not yet ripe. At five 
o'clock ~,'e passed Louisville's fort, on Cedar island, twelve miles below which 
we encamped, having' been able to row sixty miles, with the wind ahead during 

the greater part of the day. "T edDt sday. 27. Before sunrise we set out with a stiff eastern breeze in our 
faces, and at the distance of a few miles landed on a sandbar near Tylor's river, 
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and s-ent out tbe bunters, as tbis was tbe most favourable spot to recruit our stock 
of meat, which ,,'as now complett-Iy exhausted. But after a hunt of three hours, 
they reported that no game" as to be found in the hottoms, the grass having been 
laid flat bv the immense Ilumber of buffaloes which had recently pas!>.ed over it; 
and that ~he\' saw 'Only a ft-'w bnffaloe bulls which they did not kill, as they were 
quite unfit f~l- me. Near this place we observed, however, the first signs of the 

wild tmkey; and not long after landed in the Bigbend, and killed a fine fat 
elk, on \\hich we feasted. Toward, night we heard the bellowillg of the buffa
loe bulls, on the lower i,land of the Big-bend. 'Ve pursued tit,,; agt'eeable sound, 
and after killing some of the cows, encanlped on the isLllld, forty five miles from 

the camp of td ni!!'ltt. 
Thursday,1H, '" e procee(led at an early 11OUt', having previously despatched 

some hunters ahrad, will, orders to join uo; at our old calHp a little a:)ove Corvus 
crt:ek, "here \\ e intended remainillg one day, iii order to procure tIle skins and 
skeletons of SOllle _ nimals, such as the Illuk (.it-er, the antelope, the I.!arking-squirrel, 
and the mag;1if', which we were desirous of carryi'!~' to the UnitEd States, and 
which we had seen in great abundance. A:ter rowing thirty-two miles we 
landed at twehe, and funned a camp in a high hottolll, thinly timbered and 
co\'ered with gTa!O;s, and llOt covered wi'h musquitues. S'·on after we arrived 
the squaws and sevel'al of the men went to the bu,hes W:li' the river, and 
bl'ought gTeat quantities of large well flavoured plums of three different species. 

The hunters l'itlll'lled in the aftel'l1oon, without beill~' ahle to procure any of 
the game we wished, except the barking squilTel, thou~'l, they kll!~d four com
mon deel', and bad seen large herds of bufiiiloe, of \\ hich they brought in two. 
They resumed the:r hunt in the Bloming', 

Friday, 2D, and the rest of the party Wf'l'e employed in dressing skins, except 
two, who were sent to the village of the oa..! .. ing s'luirrels, but eould not see one 
of them out of tLeir hules. At ten o'clock the skins were dressf'd, mid we pro
ceeded; and 100011 passed the entrance of "-bite river, the water of which is at 
this time neady the eololl1" of milk. 'fhe day was spellt in hunting alolJg the 
rivel'; so that we did not advance more than 1\\enty mi!es; but with all our 
efforts we were unable to kill either a mule-deer 01' all antehpf', though we pro
cured the common deer, a porcupine, and some bufialoe. These last animals 
are now so numerous that from an eminence we discovered more than we had 
ever seen before, at one time; and if it be not impossible to calculate the moving 
multitude, which darkened the whole plains, \\ e are convinced th"t twenty thou
sand would be no exaggerated number. "'ith regard to game in general, we 
observe that the greatest quantity of wild animals are usually found in the coun
try lying between two nations at war. 
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Saturday, 30. We set opt at the usual hour, hut aft~r going some distancl 

wereohliged to stop for two hours, in order to wait fOt, one of the hunters. During 
this time we made an excursion to a large orchard of dellciom plnms, where WE 

were so fortunate as to kill two l)l1ck elks. We then proce(>cled down the river, 
and were about landing at a place where we hau agreed to Ille·-'t all the hunters, 
when several persons appeared on the high hills to the lIorth-east, whom, by the 
help of the spy-glass, we distinguished to be Illdians. \Ve lauded on the ~ollth

west side of the rivel', and immediately after saw, on a height opposite to us, 
about twent.y pel'sons, one of whom, frolll his blanket gl'eat-coat, and a halldkel'. 
chief round his head, we supposed to be a Frenchman. At the same time, eighty 
or ninety more Indians, armed with guns and bows and arrows, came out of a 
wood some distance below them, and fired a salute, which we returned. From 
their hostile appearance, we were apprehensive that they might be Tetolls; but 
as from the country through which they were roving, it was pos~ible that they 
we I'e Yanktons, Pawnees, 01' lVlahas, and therefore less suspicious, we did not 
know in what way to receive them, In order, ho\\'c\er to a~certaiu who they 
were, without "isk to the party, captain Clarke crossed, with thrl'l: persons who 
could speak different Indian languages, to a sandhar near the opposite side, in 
hopes of conversing with them, Eight young men soon met him on the sand
bal', hut none of them could understand either the Pawnee or Maha interpretcI', 
'riley were then addressed in the Sioux lang-l1ag-e, and answered that tlwy wel'e 
Tetons, of the band headed by the Black-buffaloe, Tahtackasa/'ah, This 
was the same who had attempted to stop us in ] so 1; and being now less anxious 
about offending so mischievous a tribe, captain Clarke told them that they had 
been deaf to uur counsel-;, had ill tn·ated us two years ago, and had abused all 
the whites who had since visited them, He belieyed them, he added, to be bad 
people and they must therefore retul'll to their companions, for if they crossed 
over to Ollr camp we would put them to death, 'l'hey asked for SOllle corn, 
which captain Clarke refused; they then requested permission to come all:i visit 
OUl' camp, but he ordel'ed them back to their own people, He then rettl!'neu, 
mod all the arms were prepared in case of an attack; but \\ hell the 
Indians reached their comrades, and L".j iuful'med their chiefs of our intention, 
they all sct out on their way to (tICl!' own camp; but some of th,~m halted on a 
risinO' O"ronnd, alld abused llS \'(~\'\' C"l)iullsiy, thl'eateni,,!?; to kill us if we came 

t>t> ".-

across. \Ve took no notice of this for some time, till the retum ofthl'ee of our 
hUlltel's, whom we were afraid the Indians mig-ht have met; but as soon as they 
joined ns, we embarked; and to see what the Indians would attempt, steered 
near their side of the river, At this the party on the hill seemed ag-itated, SOlue 
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liiet out for their camp, others walked about, and QRe man walked towards the 
boats and invited us to land. As he came near, we recognised him to be the 
same who had accompanied us fOl' two days in 1804, and who is considered a 
the friend of the whites. U llwilling, however, to have any interview with these 
people, we declined his invitation; upon which he retumed to the hill, and 
struck the e:,uth three times with his gun, a great oath among the Indians, who 
consider swearing I.ly the earth as one of the most sacred forms of imprecation. 
At the distance of six miles we stopped on a bleak sandbar; where, however, 
we thought ourselves safe from attack during the night, and also free from 
musquitoes. We had now made only twenty-two miles; but in the course of 
the day had procmed a mule-deer, which we much desired. About eleven in 
the evening the wind shifted to the north-west, and it began to rain, accom
panied with hard claps of thunder and ligohtning; after which the wind changed 
to south-west, and blew with such violence that we were obligoed to hold the 
canoes for fear of their being driven from the sandbar; the cables of two of 
them however broke, and two others were blown quite across the river, nor 
was it till two o'clock that the whole party was reassembled, waiting in the rain 
for daylight. 
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CHAP. XXXVI. 

THE PARTY RETURN IN SAFETY TO ST. LOUH. 

SUNDAY, August 31. WE examined om' arms, and proceeded with the wind in 
our favoUl'. For some time we saw seveml Indians on the hills, but soon lost 
sight of them, In passing the dome, and the first village of barking squirrehl, we 
stopped and killed two fox squirrels, an animal which we have not seen on the 
river higher than this place. At night we enc;tmped on the north-east side, 
after a journey of seventy miles. 'Ye had seen no game, as usual, on the river; 
but in the evening the musquitoes soon discovered us. 

Monday, September 1. "Te set out early, but were shortly compelled to put 
to shore, for half an hour, till a thick fog disappeared. At nine o'clock we 
passed the entrance of the Quicurre, which presents the same appearance as 
when we ascended, the water rapid and of a milky-white colour. Two miles 
below several Indians ran down to the bank, and beckoned to lIS to land; but 
as they appeal'ed to be rretons, and of a war party, we paid no attention to 
them, except to inquire to what tribe they belonged; but as the Sioux inter
preter did not understand much of the language, they probably mistook his 
question. As one of our canoes was behind, we were afraid of an attack on the 
men, and therefore landed on an open commanding situation, out of the view 
of the Indians, in order to wait for them. We had not been in this position 
fifteen minutes, when we heard several guns, . which we immediately concluded 
were fired at the three hunters; and being now determined to protect them 
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against any number of Indians, captain Clarke with fifteen men ran up the 
river, \vhIlst captain Lewis hobbled up the bank, and formed the rest of the 
party in such a manner as would best enable them to protect the boats. On 
tllrlliilg' a point of the river, captain Clarke was agreeably surprised at seeing 
the lndialls remaining' in the place whel'e we left them, and our canoe at the 
distance of a mile. He now went on a sandbar, and when the Indians crossed, 
g-aH~ them hi~ hand, and was informed that they had been amusing themselves 
with shootiuo ' at an old keo', which 1\'e had thrown into the ri\'er, and was float-/:) I:> 

iug' do\> II, 'Ve now found them to be part of a band of eighty lodges of 
Yanktoll-, on Plum creek, and therefore invited them down to the camp, and 
after smoking' se\'eml pipes, told .them that we had mistaken them for Tetons, 
amI had intended putting everyone of them to death, if they had fired at our 
canoe; but finding them Yanktons, who were good men, we were glad to take 
them by the hand as faithful children, who had opened their ears to our counsels. 
TIleY saluted the )iandan with great cordiality, and one of them declared that. 
their ears bad indeed been opened, and that they h~d followed our advice since 
we gave a medal to theit, great chief, and should continue to do so. We now 
tied a piece of riband to the hair of each Indian, and gave them some corn. 
We made a pt'esent of a pail' of leg'g-ings to the principal chief, and then took 
our leave, being previously overtaken by OUI' canoe. At two o'clock we landed 
to hunt on Bonhomme island, but obtained a sing-Ie elk only. The bottom ·on 
the north-east side is very rich, and so thickly overgrown with pea-vines and 
grass, interwoven with gTupe-vines, that some of the party who attempted to 
hunt there, were oblig-ed to leave it and ascend the plain, where they found the 
grass neurly as high as their heads. These plains are much richer below than 
above the Quicurre, and the whole country is now very beautiful. After making 
fifty-two miles against a head wind, we stopped for the nig-ht on a sandbar, 
opposite to the Calumet bluff, where we had encamped on the first of Septem
ber, 1804, and whet'e our flag-stafr was still standing. 'Ve suffered very 
much from the musquitoes, till the wind became so high as to blow them 
all away. 

Tuesday, 2. At eight o'clock we passed the river Jacques, but soon after 
were compelled to land, in consequence of the high wind from the north-east~ 
and remain till sunset: after which we went on to a sandbar twenty-two miles 
fl'om our camp of last evening. Whilst we were on shore we killed three buf
faloes, and four prairie fowls, which are the first we have seen in descendin~., 
Two turkies were also killed, and were very much admired by the Indians, who 
had never seen that animal before. The plains continue level and fertile, and in 
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the low grounds there is much white oak, and some white ash in the ravines 
and high bottoms, with lyn and slippery elm occasionally. During the night 
the wind shifted to the south-west and blew the sand over us in such a manner, 
that our situation was very unpleasant. It lulled, however, towards daylight, 
and we then, 

Wednesday, 3d, procecded. At eleven o'clock we passed the Redstone. 
The river is now crowded with sandbars, which are very differently situated 
now from what they were when we ascended. But notwithstanding these and 
the head wind, we made sixty miles before night, when we saw two boats and 
sevel'al men on shore. 'Ve landed, and found a :Mr. James Airs, a partner of 
a house at Prairie des Chiens, who had come from Mackinau by the way of 
Prairie des Chiens and St. Louis with a license to trade among the Sioux fOI' one 
year. He had brought two canoes loaded with merchandise, but lost many of 
his most useful articles iu a sl[uall some time since. After so long an interval, 
the sight of anyone who could give us information of our country, was t>eculi
ady delightful, and much of the nig'ht was spent in making' inquiries into what 
had occurred during our absence. ". c found Mr. Airs a very friendly and 
liberal gentleman, and when we proposed to him to purchase a small quantity 
of tobacco, to be paid for in St. Louis, he very readily furnished every man of 
the party with as mueh as he could use dming' the rest of the voyag'e, and in
sisted on our accepting a barrel of floUl'. This last we found very agreeable, 
although we have still a little flour which we had deposited at the mouth of 
Maria's river. We could gil"c ill return only about six bushels of corn, y,hich 
was all that we could spare. The next morning', 

Thursday, 4, we left MI'. Airs about eight o'clock, ana after passing' the 
Big Sioux river, stopped at noon near Floyd's bluff. On ascending the hill we 
found that the grave of Floytl had been opened, and was now half uncovel·ed. 
\Ve filled it up, and then continued down to our old camp near the Maha village, 
where all our bag'gage, which had been wetted by the min of last night, was ex
posed to dry. There is no game on the rivel' except wild geese and pelicans. 
Neal' Floyd's gTave are some flourishing black walnut trees, which are the first 
we have seen on our return. At night ,ye heard the report of several guns in 
a direction towards the Maha villag'e, and supposed it to be the signal of the 
arrival of some trader. But not meeting him when we set out, the next morn-

lUg, 
Friday, 5, we concluded that the firing was merely to annouuce the return 

of the Mahas to the village, this being' the season at which they return home 
from buffaloe hunting, to take care of tlJeir COl'l1, beans, and pumpkins. Thc 
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rivet' is now more ct'ooked, the current more rapid, and crowded with snag8 and 
sawyers, and tbe bottoms on both sides well supplied with timber. At tbrM 
o'clock we passed the Bluestone bh,!1', where the river leaves the highlands 
and meanders through a low rich bottom, and at night encamped, after making 

seventy-three miles. 
Saturday, 6. The wind continned ahead, hut th0 lllusquitoes wete so tor

menting, that to remain was more unpleasant than even to advance, however 
slowly, and we therefore proceeded, Neat' the Little Sioux river we met a 
trading' boat belonging' to 1\11'. Augustus Chateau, of St. Louis, with several 
men, on their way to trade with the Y:mktons at the river Jacques. We ob
tained from them a g'allon of whiskey, and gave each of the party a dram, 
which is the first spirituous liquor any of them havc tasted since the 4th of 
July, lR05. Aftcl' remaining with them fot'some time we went on to a sand
bar, thirty miles f!'Om OUl' last encampment, where we passed the night in ex
pectation of being joined by two of the hunters. But as they did not come on, 
we set out next moming, 

Sunday, 7, leaving' a canoe with five men, to wait for them, but had not 
gone more than eight miles, when we overtook them; we therefore fired a gun, 
which was a sig'nal fot, the men behind, which, as the distance in a dil'ect line 
was about a mile, they readily heard and soon joined us. A little above the 
Soldier's river we stopped to dine on elk, of which we killed three, and at night, 
after making- fotty-four miles, encamped on a sandbar, where we hoped in vain 
to escape from the musquitoes. 'Ye therefore set out early the next morning, 

Monday, 8, and stopped fOl' a short time at the Council bluffs, to examine 
the situation of the place, and were confirmed in our belief that it would be a 
very elig'ible spot for a trading establishment. Being anxious to teach the 
Platte, we plied our oars so well, that by night we had made seventy-eight 
miles, anrl landed at our old encampment at Whitecatfish camp, twelve mile!; 
above tInt river. We had Ilel'e occasion to remark the wonderful evaporation 
from the MisSOUl'i, whilh does not appear to contain more water, nor is its chan
nel widel' than at the distance of one thollsand miles nearer its source, although 
within that space it receives about twenty rivers, some of them of considerable 
width, and a great number of creeks. This evaporation seems, in fact, to be 
greater now than \\ hen we ascended the river, for we are obliged to replenish 
the inkstand every day wilh fresh ink, nine-tenths of which must escape by eva
poration. 

Tuesday, 9. By eight o'Clock we passed the rivet' Piatte, which is lower 
than it was, and its waters almost clear, though the channel is turbulent as 

.~ 
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wmal. The sandbars which obstructed the ::nissomi are, however, washed 
away, and nothing is to be seen except a few remains of the bal'. Below the 
Platte, the cnn-ent of the Missouri becomes evidently more rapid, and the ob
stl"Uction~ from fallen timbet· increased. The \'iver bottoms are extensiv p , rich, 
and covet'ed with tall, large timber, which is still more abundant in the hullows 
of the t"avines, where may be seen, oak, ash, elm, interspersed with some walnut 
and hickory, The musquitoes also, though still numerous, seem to lose some of 
their vigom. As we ad,-ance so rapidly, the change of climate is Y':I'} percep
tible, the air is more sultry than we have experienced for a long time before, 
and the nights so warm that a thin blanket is now sufficient, although a few days 
ago two were not burdensome, Lrtte in the afternoon we encamped opposite to 
the Baldpated prairie, after a journey of seventy-three miles, 

Wednesday, 10. 'Ve again set out early, and the wind being moderate, 
though still a-head, we came sixty-five mile.~ to a sandbar, a short distance above 
the grand Nemaha, In the conrse of the oay we met a trader, with three men, 
on his way to the Pawnee Loups or Wolf Pawnees, on the Platte, Soon after 
another boat passed us with seven men from St, Louis, bound to the lVIahas. 
With both of these trading parties we had some conversation, but our anxiety 
to go on would not suffet' us to remain long with them, The Indians, and par
ticularly the siluaws and children, are weary of the long joul'lley, and we are not 
less desil"Ous of seeing' our country and friends. 'Ve saw on the shore, dee!", 
rackoons, and turkies. 

Thursday, 11. A high ,riud from the north-west detained us ti\l after sun
rise, when we proceeded slowly; fo!" as the river is rapid and narrow, as well as 
more crowded with sandbars and timbet' than above, much caution is necessary 
in avoiding' these obstacles, particularly in the present low state of the water, 
The Nemaha seems less wide.tha.n w\Wl1 we saw it before, and 'Yolf river has 
scarcely any water. J n the afternoon we halted above the Nadowa to hunt, 
and killed two deer; after which we went on to a small island, forty miles ft:om 
our last nig'ht's encampment, Here we wet'e no longer annoyed by musquitoes, 
which do not seem to frequent this part of the river; and after having Leen 
persecuted with these insects dming the whole route from the Falls, it is a most 
agreeable exemption. Their noise was very agreeably changed fot' that of the 
common wolves, which were howling in different directions, and the prairie 
wolves, whose bat'king resembles precisely that of the common cur dog, 

Friday, 12. After a thick fog and a heavy dew we set out by sunrise, and 
at the distance of seven miles met two perioques, one of them bound to the 
Platte, for the pmpose of trading with the Pawnees, the other on a ~rapping e:(-

4p~ 
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pedition to the neighbourhood of the Mahas. Soon after \~e met t~e trading 
party under Mr. M'ClelIan; and with them was JUl'. Gravelmes, the mterpreter, 
whom we hd se'nt with a Ricara chief to the United States. The chief had 
unfortunately di0d at 'Yashing·ton, and Gravelines was now on his way to the 
Ricaras, with a speech from the president, and the presents which had been 
made to the chief. He had also directions to instruct the Ricaras in agriculture. 
He was accompanied on this l1lis-;;on by old l\'h. Durion, our formel' Sioux in
terpreter, whose ohject wa:.; to pl'Ocure, by his influence, a safe passage for the 
Ric:ll'a presents through the bands of Sioux, and also to eng'age some of the 
Sioux chiefs, not exceeding six, to visit Washington. Both of them were in
stmcted to inquire pfll'ticularly after the fate of our party, no intelligeJ.?-ce having 
been received from us during a long' time. 'Ye authorized Mr. Durion to invite 
ten 01' twelve Sioux chiefs to accompany him, particularly the Yanktons, whom 
we had found well disposed towards our counh·y. 'I'he aftemoon being wet, we 
determined to remain with Mr. ::\I'Clellan during the night: and therefore, 
after sending on five hunters a-head, spent the evening in inquiries aftel' occur
rences in the United States during our absence; and by eight o'clock next 
mornmg, 

Saturday, i3, overtook the hnntel's; but they had killed nothing. The wind 
being now too high to proceed safely through timber stuck in every part of the 
channel, ,,,e landeJ, and sent the small canoes a-head to hunt. Towards evening 
we overtook them, and ell camped, not being able to advance more than eighteen 
miles. The weather was very warm, and the rnshes in the bottoms so high and 
thick that we could scarcely hunt, but were fortunate enough to obtain four 
deer and a tUl'key, which, with the hooting owl, the common buzzard, crow, 
and hawk, were the only game we saw. Among the timber is the cottonwood, 
sycamore, ash, mulbel'l'Y. pappnw, walnut, hidwry, prickly ash, several species 
of elm, intermixed with great quantities of gmpe-vines, and three kinds of peas. 

Sunday, 14. We resumed our journey, and this being a part of the river to 
which the Kanzas resort, in order to rob the boats of traders, we held oUl'selves 
in readiness to fire upon any Indians who should offer us the slightest indignity, 
as we no longer needed their friendship, and found that a tone of firmness and 
decision is the best possible method of making a proper impression on these free
booters. 'Ye, however, did not encounter any of them; but just below the old 
Kanzas village met three trading boats from St. Louis, on their way to the 
Yanktons and Mahas. After leaving them we saw a number of deer, of which 
we killed five, and encamped on an island, fifty-three miles from our encamp
ment of last evening. 
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:Monc1ay, 15. A strong breeze a-head prevented ns from advanclIlg more than 
forty-nine miles to the ueighbol1l'hood of Haycahin creek. The river Kanzas is 
very low at this time. About a mile below it we landed to view the situation 
of a high hill, which has many advantages for a trading house or fort; while 
on the shore we gathered great (juantities of pappaws, and shot an elk. The 
low grollnds are now delig'htful, and the whole country exhibits a rich appear
ance; but the weather is oppressively warm, and descending as we do from a 
cool open conntry, between the latitude of 46 and 4!Y, in which we have been 
for nearly t\\'o years, to the wooded plains in 38 and 39°, the heat would be 
almost insufferable were it not for the constant winds from the south and south
east. 

Tuesday, 16. 'Ve set out at un early honr, but the weather soon hecame so 
warm that the men rowed but little. In the course of the day we lUet two trad
ing parties, on their way to the Pa"nee" and Mahas, and aftel' making fifty
two miles, remained on an island till next morning', 

Wednesday, li, \"hen we passed in safdy the island of the Little Osage vil
lage, This place is considered by the n:nig·~tol'~ of the Missouri, as the most 
dang:el'ons part of it, the whole ,,·ater heing' compressed, for two miles, within 
a narrow channel, crowded with timbel', into which the violence of the clll'rent 
is constantly washing the banks. At the distance of thirty miles we met a cap
tain M'Clellan, lately of the United States' army, with whom we encamped. 
He informed us that the genel'Ul opinion in the United States was that we were 
lost; the last accounts which had been heard of us being from the Mandan vil
hges. Captain l\I'Clellan is on his way to attempt a new trade with the In
dians, His plan is to establish himself on the Platte, and after trading with 
the Pawnees and Ottoes, prevail on some of theil' chiefs to accompany him to 
Santa Fe, "here he hopes to obtain pel'mi~ ... ion to exchange his merchandise 
for goold and sihcr, which is there in abundance. If this be granted, he can 
transport his goods on mules and horses from the Platte to some part of Louisi
ana, convenient to the Spanish settlements, where he may be met by the traders 
from New Mexico. 

Thursday, 18. 'Ve parted with captain l\I'ClelIan, and within a few miles 
passed the Grand river, below which we overto'ok the hunters, who had been 
sent forward yestel'day afternoon, They had not been able to kill anv thine .. 

• 0' 

nor did -we see any game except one bear and three turkies, so that our whole 
stock of provisions is one biscuit for each person; but as there is an abundance 
of pappaws, the men are perfectly contented. The current of the river is more 
gentle toon it was when we ascended, the water being lower though stilll'apid in 
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places where it is confined. We continued to pass through a vel'y fine country, 
for fifty two miles, when we encamped nearly opposite to Mine river: The 

next morning, 
Friday, 19, we worked om' oal'S all day, without taking time to hunt, or 

even landing, except once to gather pappaws; and at eight o'clocke reached 
the entmnce of the Osag'e river, a distance of seventy-two miles. Several of 
the party have been for a day 01' two attacked with a soreness in the eyes; the 
eye-ball being very much swelled ~nd the lid appearing as if bnrnt by the snn. 
and extremely painflll, particularly when exposed to the lig·ht. Three of the 
men are so mnch ajrcc:_·~"d by it, as to be unable to row. 'Ve therefore turned 
one of the boats adrift, and ddl'ibuted the men among the other canoes, when 
we set out a little before daybreak, 

Satmoay, 20. 'fbe Osage is at this time low, and discharg'es but a very 
small quantity of water. Neal' the mouth of Gasconade, where we arrived at 
noon, "e met five l<"'renchmen on their wa.y to the Great Osag'e village. As 
we moved along rapidl), we saw on the hanks some cows feeding, and the 
whole party almost involuntarily raised. a shollt of joy at seeing this image of 
civilizationand domestic life. 

Soon after we reached the little l<"'rench village of La Charette, which we 
saluted with a discharge of four guns, and three hearty cheers. 'Ve then 
landed, and were received with kindness by the inhabitants, as well as some 
tmdel's from Canada, who were going to traffic with the Osages and Ottoes. 
They wem all e(lually smprised and pleased at our arrival, for they had long' 
llince abandoned all hopes of ever seeing' ns return. 

These Canadialls have boats prepared for the navigation of the Mj8~ouri, 
which seem better calculated for the purpose than those in any other form. 
They are in the shape of batteaux. about thirt.y feet lung, and eight wide; the 
bow and stem pointed, the bottom flat, and carrying six oars only, and their 
chief advantage is their width and flatness, which saves them from the danger of 
rolling sands. 

Having come sixty-eight miles, and the weathcl' threatening to be bad, we 
remained at La Charette till the next morning, 

Sunday, 21, when we proceeded, and as several settlements have been made 
during' our absence, were refreshed with the sight of men and cattle along the 
banks. 'Ye also passed twelve canoes of Kickapoo Indians, going on a hunt
ing excUl'sion. At length, after coming forty-eight miles, we saluted with 
heartfelt satisfaction, the village of St. Charles, and on landing were treated 
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with the greatest hospitnlity and kindness by all the inhabitants of that place. 
Their dvi\ity detained us till ten o'clock the next morning, 

Monday, 22, when the rain having ceased, we set out fot, Coldwater creek. 
about three miles from the mouth of t~e Missouri, where we found a cantonment 
of tmops of the United States, with whom we passed the day, and then, 

Tuesday, 23, descended to the Mississippi, and round to St. LOlli,;, where 
we arrived at twelve o'clock, and having fired a salute went on shore and 
received the heartiest and most hospitable welcome from the whole village. 
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